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Preface

This is a compilation of primary source material on various aspects of the Babri
Masjid question, historical, archaeological, legal and political. The documents
speak for themselves and reveal all too clearly how, when and why an issue settled
in the nineteenth century was revived in the twentieth and exploited for the sordid
ends of politics and power.

Every effort has been made to present contrasting views. As in any compil-
ation, some exclusions are unavoidable. Documents which had no effect on the
events or do not bear on the issues involved were excluded.

The debts incurred are heavy. Help was sought from a large number of
sources. To all of them go my deep gratitude and sincere appreciation. That is
particularly true of the publisher, Indira Chandrasekhar. To her goes the credit for
readily accepting a mass of material and for seeing it through the press with a
professional skill that has won her the admiration of her peers in the profession.
The blemishes and flaws remain my responsibility, exclusively.

Murnbai A.G. NOORANI
16 September 1003
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Introduction

The entire country is Ramjanmabhumi. The Ramjanmasthan lies, however, in
the hearts and minds of the ones who have, over the centuries, loved, respected
and worshipped Shri Ramachandraii as Mrtryarfe Ptrrslrottam: an ideal of rectitude,
integrity, decency and sheer humanity. Nothing is denied to him when his historiciry
is denied. C. RajagopaIachari’s classic Ramayrtrta {Chapter II, Doc. 1} records
the changes which the faith in the ideal underwent over time. Tulsidas Goswami’s
Rnntcboritrtnertnos differs from Valmilti's long epic poem Rttmoyttno. ‘In Valmilti's
work Rama is portrayed as a great and unique man, not as an incarnation of
God‘, though in some chapters there are ‘references to him as an avatar of God’.
Nothing is denied to him even by devout Hindus who deny his historicity. As
Rajaji wrote ‘Mythology and holy figures are necessary for any great culture to
rest on its stable spiritual foundation and function as a life-giving inspiration and
guide.‘

We have witnessed in the last two decades a most depressing spectacle,
which was well described by the scholar R..K. Dasgupta: ‘The Sangh Parivar has
transformed him {Rama} into a political tool. 1 call it a form of blasphemy‘
(Chapter II, Doc. 1]. The Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh {RS5}, its political
wing the Bharatiya Janata Party [B-]P], the Vishwa Hindu Parishad {VHF}, set up
by the RS5 to spearhead the Rama temple movement, and its militant armed
wing, the Bajrang Dal, together comprise the Sangh Parivar {family}.

The Sangh Parivar toolt up the Rama ntandir [temple] issue less than two
decades ago. It asserts that the Mughal Emperor Babar‘s Governor at Awadh,
Mir Baqi Tashqandi, built the Babri Masjid {mosque} at Ayodhya, in the Faiaabad
district of Uttar Pradesh, on the site of a Rama temple which he demolished. The
mosque was built in 1513, Tulsidas [1532-1623} began composing his work on
30 Match 1$?4, a mere forty+six years after the construction of the Babri Masjid.
He makes no mention of demolition of the temple, as he would undoubtedly
have, had it talten place. Admittedly, no one can pin-point the exact place where
Shri Ramachandraji was born. Here are admissions by those who wish to build
the temple.

On 1'? May I939, Aral Behati Vaipayee: ‘It was not possible to pin-point
the exact place where Rama was born thousands of years ago. The temple was

Clo 31¢



xviii INTRODUCTION

built and rebuilt over the age and had existed since Emperor Vikramaditya‘s
time‘ {Tire Hindustan Times, 13 May 1939}. Yet, on 13 September 1990, he had
no hesitation in asserting that there is only one birthplace of Shri Rama {Tire
Hindustan Titnes, 14 September 1990].

On 30 September 1990, Lal Krishna Advani conceded that ‘No one can
prove that it was the birthplace of Shri Rama.‘ But he contended that it was a
matter of beliefwhich the government could not afford to ignore {The Independent,
1 October 1990}.

This explains the refusal to submit the matter to a judicial verdict. Quite
apart from the enormity of the outrage in the use of force to make one community
submit to another‘s belief, even in the realm of belief the site of birth was not the
Babti Mosque but the Chabutra la platform} outside it but within its compound.

The Mahant of Ramjanmasthan should have known, surely. The suit which
the Mahant, Raghubar Das, filed on 19 January 1335, sought permission to
build a temple on the Chabutra. The District judge, in his judgement dated 16
March 1386, said: ‘Tfn'.t Cliafnrtra is said to indicate the birthplace ofRarnclranriex‘
In 198?, Muslims themselves proposed construction of a Rama temple on the
Chahutra. The BJP rejected it brusquely. Mumbai prides itself on a traffic island
which houses a temple, mosque and church.

The distinguished historian Professor Ram Sharan Sharma said: ‘I have
been there {Ayodhya}. There are at least 15+-16 ntanriirs, the pnjaris of which
claim that their temple is the real birthplace of Rama’ {New Age, S October
1989). He also records that ‘in Uttar Pradesh we hear neither of a Rama temple
not of any Ramjanmabhumi temple until the end of the seventeenth century‘
{vide Chapter ll, Doc. S}. The V1-IP says that Vikramaditya of the Guptas in the
fourth century ‘renovated’ the Rama temple built much earlier. The Archaeological
Survey of India IASI] found no habitation in the era in that period. Harbans
Mttlthia, Professor of Medieval History at Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi, recalls that ‘No one in medieval India has spoken of the existence of a
Rama temple demolished to make way for the Babri Masjid . . . the link between
the Rama temple and the Masjid has a history of no more than 150 years behind
it‘ {Tire Hindu, 1? June 1003}.

While this linkage is a recent invention, the movement launched by the
VHF in 1931, and formally by the BJP on the eve of the Lolt Sabha election in
1989, to build a Rama temple at the very site of the Masjid, as ‘a matter of nat-
ional honour‘, was, as Sush ma Swaraj, a prominent BJP leader, candidly admitted
at Bhopal on 14 April 1000, of a ‘purely political nature and had nothing to do
with religion‘ (Tire Telegraph, 16 April 2000].

It was this ‘political’ movement which perpetrated the savage crime of
demolition of the Babri Masjid on 6 December 1991, seven years before her ad-
mission. The top HIP leader, Vajpayee, who rose to be Prime Minister of India on
the strength of the movement, admitted in the Sangh Parivar‘s organ, Organiser:
‘We did pull down the structure in Ayodhya‘ I? May 1995}. His article was

Clo glc



Introduction xix

entitled ‘The Sanglt is my soul‘. jaswant Singh, also a prominent B_|P leader,
made a similar admission (Chapter VII, Docs 31a and 30 respectively].

Demolition of the mosque has been compared to the crime of the assassination
of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi by Nathuram Godse on 30 January 1943
[vide the writer's Satrarltar and Hindntua: The Godse Connection, Leftword Books,
Delhi, 1001, Chapter 5, for evidence of the B_lP‘s hero 'v‘.D. Savarkar‘s complicity
in the murder and for Godse's links to the RSS).

In the wake of the demolition of the Babri mosque, Aral Behari Vajpayee
made a bold declaration in the Lok Sabha on 1? December 1992: ‘Ram mandir
nyatilt ire adbar par banega‘ {vitle Chapter VII, Doc. 14}. A Hindustan Times
correspondent translated it thus: ‘The temple for Rama shall be built on truth.‘
The official record, the Loft Sabha Debates, reads thus: ‘Rama temple will not
be constructed by foul or unfair means. If Rama temple is constructed, it would
be constructed on the basis of moral strength.‘

The then Union Home Secretary, Madhav Godbole‘s comments on the moral-
ity and fairness that inspired the deed alone suffices to damn it.

I visited Ayodhya on 19 December 1991 in connection with the proposed acquisi-
- tion of land and to review the law and order arrangements in the light of the earlier

decision to permit darshan {of the idol installed after the demolition]. Unlike other
visitors from Delhi in the past who took alarshan at the Ram Lalla temple and
offered pttja there, I did not do so, not did I accept any prasad. Though a devout
person myself, I believe that one's religion is a personal matter. In any ease, I had
enough of Ayodhya and sincerely believed that God could not reside in that temple,
the construction of which was associated with so much deceit and wanton violence.
[Unfinished innings. Orient Longrttan, Delhi, 199-5, pp. 406-01, emphases added
throughout)

His reference to an ‘earlier decision to permit darshan’ of the idols placed
after the demolition clearly suggests a decision by the P.V. Narasimha Rao govem-
ment to allow the Parivar to profit by its crime. Jyoti Basu strongly favoured
their removal, and rightly so. The dispute artificially raised would have died
with the crime of those who raised it.

There has not been a uestige of truth or morality in the entire rnouernent
front the very inception to this Force was a constant companion to falsehood.
The BJP formally tool: up the issue on 11 June 1939 when its National Executive
passed a resolution at Palampur. It is hard to come across a document as stud decl
with such parent misrepresentations as this resolution: ‘According to all available
records the Mughal Emperor Babar visited Ayodhya in 1513, destroyed the temple
situated at the site believed [sic] to be Ramjanmasthan and constructed a mosque
in its place.‘ No such record exists or has been cited by Advani or others. On the
contrary, as Professor Sharma told The Tintes oflndia I? April 1990}:

There is no proof at all of lilabar going to Ayod hya. . . . It is an irony that a lover of
Hindu art and architecture should be credited with the destruction of a temple
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which in any case did not estist. It is, therefore, very clear that the Babri mosque was
not built by demolishing a temple of Rama at Ayodhya.

Dr Sushil Srivastava of Allahabad University expressed the same view [Probe
Indie, January 1988}. Reporting from Ayodhya, Sanjay Suri wrote:

the disputed place is not believed even by pandits to be the birthspot of the legendary
god Rama. The pandits, who have not timed the ‘birth’ within thousands of years,
have pinpointed the ‘]anntesthen' as Rent Chtrhntra. This Chabutra, marked by a
platform under a tree, is outside the disputed area. The janrnasthan is not claimed
by Muslims. {Indian Express, ll February 193?}

The B_]P's resolution claimed: ‘During the 18$? War of Independence the
Muslims, responding to the sentiments of the Hindus, had accepted their claim
over the Ramjanmasthan, but the trife Britishers, in pursuance of their poiicy of
divide and rule, scuttled the settlement.‘

This claim is totally false. Muslims never gave up their claim to the mosque
at any stage. As for the British rulers (‘vile Btitishers‘I, historians like Sushi]
Srivastava have established to the hilt that it was British officials and historians
who encouraged Hindu revivalists (S. Gopal, ed., Anatomy ofn Conflict, Viking,
Delhi, 1991, vide Sushil Srivastava’s essay, ‘How the British Saw the Issue’, pp.
33-5?]. They did so, not on the basis of research, but myth; in each case, the
account was prefaced with the qualification, ‘it is locally affirmed‘.

Two very important formulations in this resolution of 1989 follow from its
false history. ‘The sentiments of the overwhelming majority in the co-t1ntry—the
Hindus’, must be effectuated. It follows from this that their sentiments should
prevail over the law and the courts had no jurisdiction in the matter. ‘The HIP
holds that the nature of this controversy is such that it just cannot be sorted out
by a court of law. A court of law can settle issues of title, trespass, possession,
etc. But it cannot adjudicate as to whether Babar did actually invade Ayodhya,
destroy a temple and build a mosque in its place.’ Therefore, ‘the sentiment of
. . . the Hindus‘, more accurately the will of the R.SS—B_]P combine, is conclusive.
The law is an irrevelance. Morality does not matter, either.

lts conclusion was explicit:

. . . therefore, the site in dispute should be handed over to the Hindus and a
mosque built at some other suitable place. . . . The sentiments of the people must be
respected, and Ramjanmasthan handed over to the Hindus—if possible through a
negotiated settlement, or else, by legislation. Litigation certainly is no answer.

justice S.H.A. Raza of the Allahabad High Court posed a pertinent question
in his judgement, in the land acquisition case, on 11 December 1992. An article
of faith belongs to the individual. He cannot use force to compel others to accept
it.

The article of faith cannot he stretched to such an extent, which threatens the Rule
of Law. The contention that faith is beyond the jurisdiction of the Court, is centred
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around the application of theocraric ideas in the governance of the country. Such
a view recltlessly expresses the fundamentalist and reactionary idea, that matters
of faith must prevail over the Constitution, the jurisdiction of the Court, the Par-
liament and the Government, and other democratic institutions. Such ideas unfold
dangerous implications which are contrary to the pluralistic and diverse character
of Indian history, its civilization and culture, and the philosophy of Mahatma
Gand hi, who sacrificed his life at the altar of communal strife and hatred. Such an
argument reasserrs the principles of medieval politics, the politics of violence, repres-
sion and revenge.

However, in a region like ours, appeal to religious symbols yields political
dividends. Advani could justly boast of the political gains his espousal of the
temple issue had won the B]? and himself, personally. ‘Had I not played the
Rama factor effectively, I would have definitely lost from the New Delhi consti-
tuency’, he admitted on 18 June 1991 {Chapter X, Doc. 6]. Comment is superfluous.

Sordid politics always travels under a garb of virtue. Vaipayee, never lagging
behind Advani in the venture, claimed during this very election campaign that
the construction of a Rama temple at Ayodhya was necessary ‘to save the honour
of the Hindu community’ {The Times ofindiu, 13 May 1991 J. Five years later, in
1996, he readily offered to ‘freeze’ the issue in order to grab power if even for
eleven days. This compromise of ‘honour’ was repeated in 1993. Those whose
support they had sought and won on slogans like these were not impressed when
they saw the implications of the compromises made by those whom their support
had installed in power. Vajpayee tried to buy peace with them but shifted ground,
trying to ruffle as few feathers as possible. He said on 6 December 2000: ‘The
project for constructing a Rama temple in Ayodhya was the expression of nations!-
ist feelings. The worlt has not yet been completed’ {The Hindu, T December
IUUU; Chapter X, Doc. 31a].

It was a classic instance of Vajpayee deploying his much-vaunted rhetoric,
not in aid of persuasion but, sad to say, deception. He meant Hindu nationalism.
Since 1986, both Vajpayee and Advani have tirelessly claimed that the site belong-
ed to the Hindus and construction of a temple on it would correct a wrong done
to them. The occasional ‘nationalist’ reference was in the content of Hindu nation-
alism.

Surely, if it was a matter of ‘honour’ for the Hindus, the founder of the RSS,
Hedgewar, his successor M.S. Golwallcar, and their ideological mentor V.D.
Savarkar, would not have kept silent on the issue. The scholar Peter van der Veer
noted that ‘the common reaction of Indians outside of Ayodhya to the issue——
‘hvhatever the present position may be—is that they hurt never frerrrcf oftfre whole
problem before the W-LP took action in the 1980:’ {Peter van der Veer, Religious
Nctiottufisrn, Dstford University Press, Delhi, I996, p. 16D].

If it was a matter of ‘national’ honour, Golchale, 'Iilal-t, Gandhi, jawaharlal
Nehru, Rajendra Prasad, Vallabhbhai Patel and Ptbul Kalam Asad would not
have been silent, either. But as late as in 1946, Rajendra Prasad praised ‘Muslim
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rulers from Babar downwards {for} laying stress on the desirability of respecting
Hindu feeling‘ on the slaughter of cows. He reproduced in his work Inditt Divided,
the text of ‘the secret will’ of Babar to his son Prince Humayun:

Oh Son: The Kingdom of India is full of different religions. Praised be God that He
bestowed upon thee its sovereignty. It is incumbent on thee to wipe all religious
prejudices off the tablet of thy heart, administer justice according to the ways of
every religion. Avoid especially the sacrifice of the cow by which thou ca nst capture
the hearts of the people of India and subjects of this country may be bound up
with royal obligations {Chapter I, Doc. 1 1.

Such a man could not have ordered the destruction of a temple.
Over a decade, the rhetoric of old has become stale and exudes malodour.

The VHP leaders and rank have become rmtive and begun attacking both Vajpayee
and Advani. Communalism never fails to spawn sectarianism. Frustrated, friends
began to part. Strange things happened around the same time in mid-2003. A
senior VI-IP leader challenged the Kanchi Shankaracharya Jayendra Saraswati’s
right to worship Rama and, therefore, his focus strtndi. He is a Shaivite {worshipper
of Shakti and Shiva] and only Vaishnavites ‘worship Rama since he is an uuutur
of Lord Vishnu’, who is ‘not the deity of Shaivites' {Sanjay Basalt, Asian Age, 19
June 2003]. Incidentally, much earlier on 22 May 1991, a Congress leader Shriltant
jichltar noted that the Hindu religion had a pantheon comprising the Shaivas,
Vaishnavas and Advaitas. Not all of them worshipped Rama [The Times of
Indut, 23 May 1991}.

At Lucknow on ?]une 2003, five of the forty accused in the Babri Masjid
demolition case—Vinod 'v"atsa, Santosh Dubey, R.C. Kharri, Amar hlatlt Goya!
and R.l'~l. Das—toId press persons outside the Special Court trying one of the two
Ayodhya cases: “We have realized that the prosecution is targeting us while sparing
influential leaders like Advani, Murli Manoharjoshi and Uma Bharati. The fact
is that the instigation for demolition of the mosque had come from these leaders.‘
R.N. Das, priest of the idols installed inside the mosque, said that they had deci-
ded to come out with the ‘truth’ [Yogesh Vajpeyi, The Telegraph, 3 june 1lI'D3).
Two days later, the Akhil Bharata Ayodhya Ram Mandir Katsevak Sangh, an
RS5 splinter organisation, ‘endorsed’ their claims [The Tintes of India, 10 june
2003 1. However, in the sensation that the outburst created, the significance of a
precise disclosure by RN. Das was missed. He was one of the priests at the
Rama Lalla Sthal, the sunctunt sanctorutn where the idols were placed inside the
mosque before its demolition. This is what he said: ‘I was a witness in a meeting
held by Advani and others in Ram Katha Sangrahalaya on 5 December night.
Later the same night, officials supplied more than 1U{l ftelcha {sharp-edged iron
rods] and grtiti I,’pointed spades for digging the floor} to the demolition squads.’
Both the CBI’s chargesheet of 5 October 1993 as well as the Sessions ]udge’s
order on 9 September 199?, framing the charges, mention this meeting on 5
December 1992, the night before the crime was perpetrated {Chapter VIII, Docs 1
and 2 respectively}.
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Like Das, Hindu Shiv Sena President Dubey, Vatsa, office-bearer of the
Shiv Sena in Haryana, Khatri, a businessman from Punjab, and Goyal, a school-
teacher from Madhya Pradesh, too felt betrayed. The Special Court’s discharge
of Advani and twenty other accused [in Case No. 193 from the joint trial of Cases
19? and 193] in the Court at Lucknow was the first spark to provoke the five to
speak up.

The second spark came on ? june, when the CBl’s lawyer sought immediate
trial of the six accused present in the Court. ‘This proved to be the last straw’,
Das remarked. ‘These leaders, who first incited us to demolish the structure and
are now trying to wash their hands off the affair, are traitors of the Hindu commu-
nity.’ His colleague Dubey added: ‘While BJP and VHF leaders enjoy the pomp
and perks of power, ordinary liar set-rafts like us have been left to face the music’.
jYogesh Vajpeyi, The Telegraph, 9_]une 2003). Van der Veer opines that ‘although
BjP leader, Lal Krishna Advani, who was present at the site, immediately tried to
distance himself from the act of demolition, there can he little doubt that the
entire event had been urell planned in adva nce.’ [Van der Veer, Religious National-
ism, pp. 1.56, 11'?) However, both The Hindu and Indian Express reported that
he asked the mobs to seal the roads to prevent the central police from arriving
there.

The unkindest cut, however, came two months later, on 19 August, when
D.B. Rai, Senior Superintendent Police of Faizabad, who was himself one of the
accused and became a BJP Member of Parliament, spilled the beans to Indian
Express (20 August 2003). Its report read: ‘D.B. Rai, who is in possession of the
initial chargesheet filed by the CB] in connection with the demolition, has claimed
the agency had initially filed criminal charges against Advani, Union HRD Minis-
ter Murli Manohar joshi and other senior BJP leaders but later dropped the
charges in the supplementary chargesheet filed by the investigating agency in the
Rae ll-areli Court. . . . He said, “Advani and other senior leaders not only incited
har set-"aka but also ensured that paramilitary forces, which were well-equipped
to control the belligerent crowd, did not reach the site”.’ This only confirms
reports in The Hindu and Indian Ea-press which Advani denied belatedly, a decade
later, when questioned before the Liberhan Commission.

To add to it all, the Archaeological Survey of India [A51] could find no
trace of a temple beneath and around the site of the mosque, despite its frantic
efforts in the excavations. Four interim reports were submitted to the Special
Bench of the Allahabad High Court which had ordered the excavations on .5
March 2003, to everyone's surprise and in clear violation of the Supreme Court's
judgement on the President's Reference to the Court in the Ayodhya case, pro-
nounced on .24 Dctober 1994. The interim reports were submitted on 22 and 31
March, Z4 April and Ifl and 21 june ZDDS. The final report was submitted on 12
August 2003 (Chapter II, Doc. 29}.

The distinguished historian Professor Irfan Habib, who closely followed
the ASI’s work, wrote a devastating critique of the ASI’s operations in The Hindus-
tan Times {ti July 2003]. He pointed out that:
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it has become amply clear that despite practically the entire disputed site having
been dug up, no structural or sculptural remains identifiable with those of a temple
have been found. For one thing, lime mortar and surlthi, the recognized marks of
Muslim construction, are present in practically all the excavated walls. The strong
inference that the floor found below the Babri lvIasjid’s own floor and the walls
connected with it, belonged to an earlier mosque has now been confirmed with the
find of the base of an arched recess (rnihrahl and an arched niche {tag} in a connected
wall. The find of lime-mortar and surlthi dovim to the lowest layers of brickwork
at Ramchabutra sets at rest speculation about any pre-Muslim construction under
it. . . .

A series of complaints have been submitted to the judicial observers appointed
by the Court on Z1 May and subsequently, showing how brickbats that lay scattered
under the lime-surlthi floor of the Masjid, along with sandstone blocks, obviously
to provide a stable base for the floor, have been re-arranged by the ASI excavators
to provide evidence for ‘pillar bases‘. Many of these ‘pillar bases’ are, therefore,
likely to be not genuine at all.

It is saddening that one should be obliged to speak in this manner of the work
of the ASI that was once an institution in which the country could take justifiable
pride. Today, one can only say that if it did not do worse at Ayodhya, part of the
credit goes to the numerous archaeologists from many places in India who main-
tained a constant vigil at the excavations. They did so only out of loyalty to their
profession and to secular values. When one thinlts of them, one cannot help feeling
sentimental about a country which, amidst all its troubles, can still bring forth
such men and women.

The curtains came down on the nearly five-month-long excavations on ‘J’
August ZDUJ. It lasted 160 days throwing up 1,350 articles, big and small { The
Hindu, 8 August). There was not the slightest evidence of a pre-existing temple.
This could have caused little surprise to the ‘VI-IR For, on 1? March, its leader
Asholr Singhal took the stand that no excavation was necessary to prove that a
Rama temple existed at Ayodhya. ‘The temple movement is a matter of faith and
identity of crores of Hindus‘ [The Hindu, 28 March]. Ergo, evidence was irrelevant.
So was the judicial process.

Hence, the demand for legislation which the BJP itself had made in its
Palampur resolution on 11 june 1989 and pursued doggedly since. Fourteen years
later, the chickens were coming home to roost.

Even before publication of the ASI’s final report on 25 August, the RS5
organ Cirganiser of 24 August, which had hit the stands a week earlier, exclaimed
‘Excavation proves temple in Ayodhya’. It was based on S.P. Gupta’s press confe-
rence on 1.1 August. Excavations had yielded ‘conclusive’ evidence of the existence
of a Ram temple before the ‘Babri mosque was built {The Hindu, 13 August].
Instant press reports picked on the comment in the Report stating that its findings
‘are indicative of remains which are distinctive features of temples in north India’.

Dr Shereen Ratnagar, a highly respected archaeologist, emphasised in a
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brilliant introduction to Prof. D. Mandi-tl’s tract Ayodhya Archaeology After
Demolition, that:

the data of archaeology do not simply lie in the grotmd awaiting recovery when
they will speak for themselves; it is when we excavate and record, when we make
our typologies and classifications, that we generate data.

The importance of excavation records will become evident when it is pointed
out that even professional archaeologists cannot visit every excavated site. It is the
excavation reports which they read with critical care, it is the report, its drawn and
photographed sections and the chapter invariably entitled ‘stratigraphy’, which
enable the seasoned field excavator to distinguish the various features, the authentic
from the inauthentic data and evaluate the stratigraphic skills of the excavator and
thence the valid from the invalid conclusions. Such review and re-analysis of pre-
viously gathered information lartefacts, photographs and other records] by scho-
lars not present at or involved with the original dig, is entirely valid and accepted in
archaeological research {Orient Longman, 1993, pp. 14-15}.

The ASl’s S174-page report is noteveryone’s meat (Ayodhya, 2002-D3: .Exrnni-
nattons at the Disputed Site, Vol. I (Text), Archaeological Survey of India, New
Delhi, 2003; Chapter ll, Doc. 29}.

Later press comment was sharply critical of the report. Anjali Mody wrote:

The report records finding terracotta images of the mother goddess, female figurines
and remains of votive tanks, as late as the third century an. Archaeologists say that
these are evident of folk worship, and ‘are not associated with Vaishnav worship’,
to which the Ramayana tradition belongs. There are other places in India where
evidence of structure associated with 'v'aishnav worship has been found from the
early centuries of the first millennium so. {The Hindu, 16 August IODSI

Royden D’Sousa reported

The latest Archaeological Survey of India {ASH report on the disputed site does
identify a ‘temple-like structure’ dating back to the twelfth century no based on
findings such as an ‘amulet-a‘ and a ‘pra'nala', though other archaeologists say
these structural components are not unique to temples of the time. However by the
ASI’s own reckoning, there exists no indication of any temple-like structure having
existed from AD llllll to 1500 st: {the expected antiquity of a Ramayana site]. . . .
Whatever may be the outcome, the fact remains that in the entire Ayodhya region
where excavations have been undertaken, none of them are connected to Rama,
Sita or Laxman, or Dashrath. No terracotta figurine or idol of Rama, Sita, or
l.-axman was found by the ASI at the disputed site. [The Times of India, 2 September
I003]

Historians were critical of the report. Aditya Sinha reported:

Historians reacted with incredulity on Monday {I5 August} to the ASI Report
claiming evidence that a temple existed at Ayodhya long before the Babri Masjid.
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‘None of the interim reports by the ASI mentioned the possibility of a temple’, said
Delhi University (DUI historian R.C. Thakaran who regularly visited the site while
the court-ordered digging took place. ‘At no time during the excavation did anyone
mention the possibility that evidence of temple had been uneardied’.

Another academic was more blunt. This is a doctored report, prepared for
the elections, says Sanjay Vet ma, also of DU. ‘The ASl‘s credibility as a professional
body has not been demolished’. A summary of the report released by the Allahabad
High Court {which ordered the excavation on 5 March] mentions as key evidence
fifty pillar bases with temple-style carvings bearing lotus motifs, a mutilated sculp-
ture ofa divine couple, and remains which ‘were distinctive features found associated
with temples in north India’. But ‘The pillars do not belong to one particular
period, they range over different times‘, said B.P. Sahu, an ancient Indian history
specialist at DU. ‘So working out that they belong to a temple structure is difficult‘.

Thakaran was more categorical. ‘These so-called pillar bases were not pillar
bases at all. They did not belong to a single period. They did not show alignment,
and the material did not suggest that of a temple’, he said, ‘when I was there, I did
not see any massive structure below the {former} Babri Masjid. There is no ground
to claim any temple structure.’

In fact, most of the pillar bases dug up came from different floors of what
may have even been later structures. but most bizarre is the sudden volte face by
the professionals at the excavation site. ‘At no time did they ever speak of finding
a temple‘ said Thakaran. ‘And suddenly they are claiming there is one. It is beyond
my comprehension or understanding how they reached this conclusion’.

There is also pessimism that any justice will come if the report is spurious.
‘How much the court understands archaeology remains to be seen’, "v'erma pointed
out. ‘The irony of the whole situation is that no one saw a temple being pulled
down, but everyone saw the mosque being pulled down by a small group of know-
ledgeable and motivated people. That is the more immediate reality to me’. (The
Hindustan Times, 16 August Zllllfll

Even Nayanjot Lahiri, Reader, Department of History, Delhi University,
who disagreed with critics of the report on some points opined categorically:

My reading of the report shows that those who are claiming that the excavations
have ‘proved’ the existence of a Hindu temple are claiming more ‘proof’ than the
evidence justifies. To begin with, there is nothing in this report which would allow
an early or a specific association of this spot with the hero of the Ramayana. Rama
is a much-loved god but, as with other such figures, his historicity cannot be
archaeologically established. But since the epic where his exploits are described is
considered by many to have been composed in the first millennium ac, we can
certainly ask if there was any structure or icon in the excayated levels which would
suggest that people then associated this spot, in some way, with him.

There are two cultural periods that fall in that time range but, what to say of
a religious structure, there is barely any structural evidence at all. Some of the
excavated arte facts can indeed have religious meaning such as female figurines and
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votive tanlts but these are ubiquitous objects that are frequently encountered in
the arena of folk worship. There is nothing specifically ‘Hindu’ or ‘Buddha’ or
‘Jain’ about them. . . .

If this is a temple, how do we archaeologically spealting, understand its
affiliation? There can be epigraphs that mentions this. In a Hindu temple, there can
also be images that were presumably installed there inst as in a Buddhist temple
there should be Buddhist imagery, and in a Jain shrine representations of
tirthankaras. The excavations haven‘: found any such images or identifying
inscriptions. {The Hindustan Times, 2 September 2003}

The report received its deserts at the hands of Prof. Irfan Habib. In a detailed
critique he wrote {Cl1apterII, Doc. 28 }:

There are three disturbing aspects to this episode. One is the ASI's loss of credibility.
Almost the very day the High Court gave its orders, it was announced that there
had been a change at the top in the A51, and the Additional Secretary, Department
of Culture, Gauri Chartetjee, had been made the New Director-General. She did
not enhance her credibility by describing Special Bench of the Allahabad High
Court as ‘flamjanmabhumi Special Bench‘ omitting ‘Babri hiasiid‘ altogether.

The Special Bench ordered on 16 March that ‘adequate representation of
both communities may be maintained in respect of the functioning of the ASI team
and engagement of labourers. But the ASI did not add a single Muslim to its team
and while between 2?.3.1ilt]3 and 4.4.2l]ll3 the number of labourers engaged
increased from ~14 to B9, the number of Muslim labourers engaged increased from
a mere seven to a mere nine. Certain VHF-oriented labourers are suspected of
throwing away into the waste, finds lilte ‘Muslim’ glazed ware, bones, etc. which
are pieces of negative evidence for the temple-case. On ID April the High Court
again issued directions that more Muslim labottrers be engaged.

The other aspect was mentioned by Poornima joshi:

. . . curiously, the VHF seems to have known about the ASI‘s conclusions much
before their report was submitted to the Allahabad High Court. The language
used by archaeologist S.P. Gupta, at a VHF press conference on I1 August, ten
days before the AS] submitted its report to the Court, has a strilting similarity to
the conclusions of the report.

‘The findings, apart from 7'0 pillar bases, include arnaialto la wheel found
exclusively on temple roofs} three sculptures of moftar la crocodile, goddess Ga nga‘s
vehicle}, a. tealfari la meandering geometrical floral motif found on temple gateways},
a purnngfintn [used in rituals} and a lotus medallion. These are all typical of temple
architecture. The one-line High Court mandate to the ASI was to find our whether
any temple or religious structure existed before the demolition of the Ba bri Masiid.
These findings prove yes lit existed? announced Gupta.

Spot the similarities in conclusions of the A51 report: ‘Foliage patterns inclu-
ding omofnitd, htpotnpnfi, blaclt schist pillar, lotus motif, circular shrine having
prcnaia, fifty pillanbases in association of the huge structure are indicative of
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remains which have distinct features associated with the temples of north lndia.‘
Prof. P..C. Thakaran of the Department of History at the Delhi University

said, ‘This is a completely fabricated report. l was observing the excavations for
about a month with the High Court‘s permission. It was a constant struggle to get
the ASI to note extremely important finds like animal bones with cut marks and
human skeletons. At that time, I had no Wish to speak with the media or go public
with my observations. but the ASI has crossed all boundaries. There is absolutely
no evidence to substantiate their claim that a pte-Sultanate temple existed at the
site.

. . . The ASl‘s claims, do not tally with observations made by any of the
professional archaeologists, like Shereen Ratnagar, D. Mandal, Sita Ram I3-‘.ai and
Surat Bhan, who had surveyed the excavations extensively. The AS] talks about
pillars that support the theory of the temple. How do they explain the fact that
these pillars are at various levels and are made of different construction material?
How can they correspond to one temple structure? Moreover, they are fragile
pillars not made for bearing load‘, says Thaltaran. _

Professor Surai Bhan, a member of the expert team which surveyed the site
during the excavation, agrees with the ASI about the three-layered structure. ‘But
this structure, by no stretch of imagination, can be termed a “temple". The floor
plan and the cortstruction material belong to the pte-Sultanate {eleventh to twelfth
century] period. The floors are made of lime-snrkfri, typical of Muslim architecture
of that period. The building plan tallies with the Babri Mosque. A mosque belonging
to the Sultanate period was expanded to build the liabri Masiid and that is the
truth no matter how the ASI interprets it‘. (Outlook, 6 September H103}

The third aspect is the gravest of all. It touches the course of the litigation.
lt may be recalled that no sooner was the Babri Masiid demolished than the ‘VHF
]l.l.lTlPCd into the fray with its ‘kar seuak archaeology‘. It drew strong censure on
15 February I993 from the 53rd session of the Indian History Congress:

The Indian History Congress is deeply perturbed at the way in which in two
distinct rounds the ftrtr seunits have been permitted to dig up the ground, destroy
evidence of stratification, and remove or destroy materials like the mosque inscrip-
tions. The krrr revolts have claimed ‘discoveries’, that by their own admission have
been made in the total absence of archaeological control and of independent
observers‘ {Chapter II, Doc. I0]-.

Fundamentally,

The Congress wishes to express its grave concern at the principle implicitly accepted
by the Government of India in its reference to the Supreme Court, namely, that a
monument can be destroyed or removed if there are any grounds for assuming
that a religious structure of another community had previously stood at its site.

This was a reference to the issue which the president referred to the Supreme
Court for an advisory opinion under Art. 143 {1} of the Constitution; namely;
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‘whether a Hindu temple or any Hindu religious structure existed prior to the
construction of the Ramjanmahhumi-—Babti Masjid {including the premises of
the inner and outer courtyards of such structure} in the area on which the structure
stood.‘

One of India‘s most distinguished lawyers Nani Palkhivala, expressed grave
doubts on the reference: ‘Never in the history of any country have courts been
approached to deal with the type of questions which are now suggested as fit to
he referred to the courts in connection with the incidents at Ayodhya’ [Chapter
XI, Doc. 7]. He added: ‘It would thrust upon the court a task for which it is not
qualified by training or experience. Courts can deal with questions of law or of
fact. They are not qualified to deal with questions in other fields like archaeology
or history.‘

Improptiety would be compounded with futility:

Even a finding on this single point issue would leave a large various other questions
which are bound to crop-up, irrespective of the Court's finding on the question
referred for its consideration: . . . should any religious place of worship be razed to
the ground because a structure pertaining to another religion stood in its place
before? Archaeology is the study of the art, customs and beliefs of ancient times. It
can afford a ground for a belief or an opinion but never for universal certainty.
Cannot two minds come to different conclusions on the same archaeological
evidence?

The seven-judge Bench of the Supreme Court which heard the reference
split {Peel} on other issues. But it was unanimous on the point that the issue was
unfair and irrelevant. The prior existence of a temple and its destruction by those
who built the mosque, even if true, cannot in law affect the title suits before the
High Court. The majority judgment, delivered by ]ustice].S. Verma, noted that
it would

result in eirtinction of the several defences raised by the Muslim community including
that ofadrrerse possession oftlre disputed area for or-er 400 years since construction
of the mosque there in an ISIS by Mir Baqi. . . . It is also clear that the answer to
the question referred, whatever it may be, will not lead to the answer of the case
question for determination in the pending suits and it will not, by itself, resolve the
long-standing dispute relating to the disputed area {Chapter XI, Doc. ii}.

The minority judgement delivered by justice S.P. Bhatucha, concurred: ‘The
Muslim Community lost their right to plead adverse possession of the disputed
site from I528 until 1949, if not up-to-date, considering that the idols remained
in the disputed structure only under the orders of the courts.‘

The Supreme Court unanilnously struck down as unconstitutional Section 4
of the Acquisition of Certain Area at Ayodhya Act, I993, ahating ‘any suit . . . in
respect of the right, title and interest relating‘ to the site of the demolished mosque
which was acquired by the Central Government. The Court ordered that the suits
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‘stand reviewed for adiudication of the dispute therein‘, including the plea of
adverse possession raised in the suit.

If this plea cannot be wiped out even by a law made by Parliament, still
less can it be rendered irrelevant by an order of the High Court in a pending title
suit, by ordering an excavation to answer the very issue which the Supreme
Court unanimously held to be extraneous to the suit.

Issue Ho. 10 in the suit before the High Court reads: ‘Whether the Plaintiffs
(the Surmi Central Board of Waqf} have perfected their rights by adverse possession
as alleged in the Plaint.‘

The courts are not bound to frame any issue raised by the parties; only ones
they can properly try. Section 9 of the Code of Civil Procedure 1908 provides:
‘the Courts shall . . . have jurisdiction to try all suits of a civil nature’, ones of
legal consequence such as right to property or office. Issue No. 1(b} reads: ‘whether
the building has been constructed on the site of an alleged Hindu temple after
demolishing the same as alleged by defendant No. 13. Ifso, its effect?’ But this is
an issue of no legal consequence. In the light of the Supreme Court‘s ruling in
1994, the issue merits erasure. The issue is title to the mosque as of 1949 {Chapter
X], Doc.1?'b].

The background to the High Court‘s excavation order of S March 2003 is
particularly disturbing. The order recites ‘one of the important issues in the suit
is whether there was any templcfstructurc which was demolished and a mosque
was constructed on the disputed site‘. The court thus overlooked the decisive
ancillary issue it had itself framed: ‘If so, its effect?‘ Since it had no legal effect,
as the apex court had clearly ruled why did the High Court order excavation and
that srto moto? Why did it take such an initiative in 2002?

We tool: the view that archaeological evidence will be of importance to decide such
an issue. We had made a suggestion in regard to excavation of the site in question
by an order dated 1.3.2002 and invited the suggestions from the parties in this
regard. lt is further observed that till excavation order is passed the Archaeological
Survey of India will get surveyed the disputed site by Ground Penetrating Radar
{GPRl and Geo-Radiology and will submit its report in this regard [Chapter Kl,
Doc. 17bl.

Objections were reiected on 2.3 October 2003.
The A51 placed the order for CPR. survey with, of all people, one Toio-

Vtlcas International P. Ltd., New Delhi. It submitted its report on 1? February
2003. The High Court‘s Order of 5 March directed Tojo-Vikas to ‘assist the exca-
vators by providing technical assistance‘. The order caused disquiet widely since
Tojo's report was flawed and its credibility was questioned. M.C. ]osl1i, former
Director of A51, predicted on 2? March that excavations were ‘unlikely to produce
categorical results that may lead to the resolution of the vexed issue‘. SAHMAT,
an NGO, said on E March, that Tojo ‘has no known previous experience of
archaeological surveying. Nor are the credentials of Mr Claude Robillard a
“Canadian citizen" and the company's “Advisor and Chief Geophysicists" [sic]
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any the less doubtful, since no bio-data whatsoever about him are furnished in
the Company's report.’ Tojo‘s report, it said, laboured to established that a temple
did exist.

The High Court's treatment of the Supreme Court's judgement causes grave
disquiet. It picked on two paragraphs {B6 and 3?] on maintenance of the status
qtto and ignored totally the Court's unanimous view on the irrelevance, funda-
mentally, of the issue whether a temple existed. The High Court's monumental
error in a case of such sensitivity deserves correction by the Supreme Court. Its
rulings cannot be bypassed thus. The High Court's Order is devoid of jurisdiction
and is a nullity in law. So, in consequence, is the ASI‘s Report.

In short, except the Sangh Parivar not one person of any standing—historian,
archaeologist, or publicist—found the report credible or convincing.

‘We are back to square one. "v"inay Lal, Associate Professor of History at the
University ofCalifornia, Los Angeles, points out in his excellent work The History
ofHistory that:

Ho one has denied that the Babri It-Iasjid had fourteen pillars bearing non-Islamic
motifs, but to understand the possible relationship of these pillars to the mosque,
the extent of other excavations in and around the site, and finally the polities of
these findings, we have to traverse briefly some historical ground. Excavations in
Ayodhya go baclt to 1969-'?D, when an archaeological team from the Banaras
Hindu University began digging in three separate localities. Their results were first
announced in the pages of Imiiarr Archaeology Review, the principal organ of the
Archaeological Survey of India. The history of Ayodhya was described as going
baclt to the HEP [Horthem Black Polished Ware] Period, ‘which is generally accepted
as covering the sixth to perhaps the first centuries sc‘. This is of more than incidental
significance, for Rama is described in the 'v"almilti Ramayana as having been born
in the Treta 'l|"u:ga, or thousands of years before the present-day Kali Yuga, which
itself began in 3102 ac. Yet there is no archaeological evidence to support the view
that Ayodhya was inhabited at that time; and it is much less liltely then that the
Ayodhya of today could have been the large urban settlement, replete with palaces
and buildings on a grand scale, that the Ayodhya of the Valmilti Ramayana pur-
ports to be. As Go-pal and others would have it, and as Ihave previously stated, the
Ayodhya of the epic poem is ‘fictional’, and what is later talten to be Ayodhya is
none other than F-alteta, which-—-as noted before--—the lting Shanda Gupta [also
ltnown as 'li'iltrarn.adityaj renamed Ayodhya, no doubt because he was trying to
gain prestige for himself by drawing on the tradition of the Suryavamsi ltings, a
line to which Rama is said to have belonged. [Oxford University Press, 2003, p.
I5 I ]

He adds:

The so-called archaeological evidence proffered in support of the hypothesis about
the existence of a temple at the site of the Babri lvlasjid as thus been put forth on the
problematic supposition that the strarigraphically unassociated structural pieces-
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the pillar bases, pillars at the Babri lvlasjid and in trenches at some remove from the
mosque and a door-jamb built of the same blackstone found at a mound—are ‘an
integral part of one and the same structure, namely a ‘Hindu Temple‘. As one
might expect, proponents of the Ramjanmabhumi movement have also been descri-
bed as being selective in their use of ‘evidence’, a charge that is the most transparent
reason for debates in the historical profession anywhere in the world. ln the case of
Ayodhya it has been noted by more than one archaeologist and historian that
excavations at Ayodhya have yielded Islamic glazed-ware pottery pieces; all these
pieces are securely dated, in the words ironically of one of the protagonists of the
llamjanmabhumi movement, to a period between the thirteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies and on stylistic and comparative grounds that is in relation to West Asian
pieces, they are determined to be Islamic in origin. The archaeological evidence in
other words, indicates not a temple but rather the distinct possibility of a Muslim
settlement at or in the proximity of the mosque from the thirteenth century
onwards. [lbid., p. I54] _

This book, written, before the High Court ordered the excavations, fore-
shadowed the pathetic results of the exercise. We are back to where we were
before the High Court's Order of S March IDD3. But we are much the wiser for
the ASI‘s report; albeit for reasons that do not flatter the ASI or those who wrote
its discredited report. The A51 stands shorrt of credibility.

It marks a total collapse of a claim pursued by recourse to violence and
deceit, a claim which exacted a heavy toll of life and property, embittered relations
between Hindus and Muslims, and fouled the entire political atmosphere in India.
But for this issue the HIP would not have come to power in 1998, albeit as the
dominant partner in the ramshacltle National Democratic Alliance coalition. It
has used every trick to perpetuate its power by keeping the temple issue alive des-
pite a record which reveals on every aspect, topic and facet, nothing but systematic
recourse to falsehood. The record on two major topics alone suffices to bring
home the enormity of the fraud that the Sangh Parivar has perpetrated on the
nation, its cynical exploitation of the name of Shri Ramachandraji and of the
emotions of millions of Hindus who revere him. If Vajpayee and Advani and
other B_IP leaders share that reverence, it is their best kept secret.

Those two topics are ofcurrent relevance and lasting consequence. First, is
construction of a Rama temple at Ayodhya a ‘national’ matter or a demand by a
section of the Hindus? Second, was not the Babri Masjid a functioning mosque
till the night of 2.2-23 December 1949 when idols were surreptitiously installed
within it with the assistance of the local administration?

A Hindu Demand
l. 15 February 1937. Atal Behari Vajpayee ‘urged the Muslims to give up

their claim to the Habri lvlasjid and hand over the entire place to the Hindus’,
who ‘should reciprocate by allowing the present structure of the mosque to stand
as it is while constructing a temple adjoining it‘ [Indian Express, I6 February
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193?). A two-temple solution, one within the mosque, another outside it.
2. 6 April 1939. Vajpayee demanded, ‘Hand over the site to Hindus for that

is the only solution for [sic] the F.amjanmabhumi—l?-abri Masjid dispute in
Ayodhya.‘ He rejected the proposal to have the mosque declared ‘a national‘
monument. ‘Rama and Krishna were Hindu gods and therefore Hindus were the
rightful claimants of the site.‘ Vajpayee said he spoke as Swayamsevak of the
RS5 and as a Hindu [Indian Express, 7‘ April 1989]. Both statements were made
well before the B_[P‘s Palampur resolution of 14 _|une 1939.

3. 13 August 1990. L.lC. Advani asked, ‘If Hindu sentiment is not going to
be respected in India where else in the world can it command respect?’ [Indian
Express, 14 August 1990].

4. 12 September 1990. Advani said that the temple belonged to the Hindus.
The campaign would ‘affect the basis of nationalism in India‘. He said the mantle
of reviving the culture and tradition of Hinduism, which had been suppressed by
centuries of exploitation by foreign forces as well as the ruling parties after inde-
pendence, had now fallen on the BJP. ‘By undcrtalti ng this yatra I am only reviving
the spirit of nationalism that had lain dormant all these years‘ [The Hindu, 24
September 1990}.

5. 24 September 1990. Advani said that the aim of his ratir yatra was to
launch a ‘crusade in defence of I-lindutva and crusade against pseudo-secularism‘
[Tire Telegraph, 25 September 199(1).

6. 25 September 1990. Beginning his ratb yatra from Somnath temple,
Advani said: ‘We want to restore the pride of the country by building the Ayodhya
temple, which is the second phase of nationalist renaissance after independence‘.
Reconstruction of the Somnath temple in 1950 was the first phase {Tire Times of
India, 26 September 1990].

7‘. 2? September 1990. Advani said: ‘What is important is the restoration of
the dignity of the Hindus‘ [Indian Express, 23 September 1990).

3. I October 1990: Advani said, ‘Dihamsa in India is being ridiculed and
secular policy is putting unreasonable restrictions on Hindu aspirations‘ [The
Times of India, 3 October 1990}.

9. 12 May 1991. At Faiaabad, Vajpayee stressed the need for constructing
the temple ‘to save tire honour oftfie Hindu cornniunity and to protect the cultural
heritage of the country‘ (Tire Tirnes of India, 13 May 1991}.

ID. 29 November 1992. The B_[P‘s statement: ‘The Ayodhya movement is
not just a plea for a temple for Shri R.ama—it implies a far deeper quest for re-
capturing our national identity. It represents the soul of the nationalist thrust of
pre-independence days‘.

I1. 31 December 1992. Murli Manohar Joshi: ‘Rama nsandir has become
the slogan of the Hindu society‘.

12. April 1993. The B_]P‘s White Paper on Ayodhya: ‘The Hindus have been
trying for centuries to reacquire access to the spot and to reconstruct the magnificent
temple.‘ The B_]P‘s Election lvlanifestos for 1991, 1996 and 1998 make its stand
clear. Hindutva is the core of ‘cultural nationalisni‘—in contrast to ‘territorial
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nationalism‘ that includes all who were born in the territory of India. That is
how the circle is being squared. By nationalism the Sangh Parivar means Hindu
nationalism. [Vidc the author's analysis of Hindutva in Chapter 4 of Sauarizar
and Hindutua and in The RS8 and the BJP, A Division of Labour, Leftword
B-oolts, Delhi, 1991, Chapter 2.}

A ‘National’ Demand
1. 16 September 1990. ‘v"ajpayee said, the B]P's fight for the Ramjartmabhumi

is not a political fight for votes but for upholding the symbol of national pride.
2. S December 1992. Vajpayee said: ‘The Central Government should

acquire the disputed structure at Ayodhya and hand it over to the VHP to construct
the Rama temple there. Rama was a symbol of the cultural legacy of India and
the existence of India could not be imagined without him. Construction of the
Rama temple at the birthplace was to consolidate this cultural heritage‘. [On this
occasion, both Vajpayee and Advani praised the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh,
Kalyan Singh.)

3. 23 September 1990. Vajpayee said, ‘For us, the temple issue is linked
with national pride.‘

4. 20 May 1993. Vajpayee said, Ayodhya was not a religious issue. ‘It is a
question of out national identity.‘ He added, ‘It is a question of our national iden-
tity as it touches the heart of the Hindu rnasses‘——a classic example of doublespeak.

Of a piece with this is the HIP leaders‘ constant assertion—belied by authen-
tic, accessible and well-known records-—that the Babri Masjid had long ceased
to be used as a mosque when it was forcibly taken over and converted into a
temple by installation of idols on the night of 22-23 December 1949. This is not
because they were ignorant or had any qualms about the desecration of another
community's house ofworship. It reflected a shrewd, realistic assessment of Hindu
opinion at large. Emotions could be aroused in the name of a Rama temple. But
those very passions, so aroused, would find the spectacle of destruction of a mos-
que revolting. The Babri lvlasjid had, therefore, to be described as a mere ‘rubble‘,
or better still, a dc facto temple that existed for long. it had to be destroyed in
myth he-fore it couid he dernoiished physically. It was a sustained calculated
campaign launched mainly by L.K. Advani.

1. 23 September 1990. Advani said: ‘There is a temple in Ayodhya. There
is no such thing as Babri Masjid now. It ntight have been there till I936‘ [The
Hindustan Tirnes, 24 September 1990}.

2. 24 January 1993. Advani criticized President Shankar Dayal Sharma
and Prime lvfinister P."v". hlarasimha Rao‘s denunciation of the demolition. ‘It was
after all an old structure [sic] built by Eahar. He did not regret its demolition‘.

3. 22 November 1990. Advani said that since 1936 no nanraa [prayers]
were being offered at the Babri Masjid, the site was a de facto temple where
there was a Rama idol and truias were being offered daily following the verdict
of a court. ‘The dispute is not a temple—mosque dispute. It is a dispute between a
temple and a non-mosque‘.
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4. Ii} October 1992. Advani's remarlts, less than two months before the
mosque‘s demolition, were significant and sinister. ‘The question of demolition
of the Masiid does not arise as there is no structure there but only some bricks
which would be honourahly shifted to another site‘ Hnrfepenrfent, 11 October
1992}.

S. 8 December 1992, two days after the demolition. Advani spoke of ‘an
old structure which ceased to be a mosque over $0 years back‘ {Indian Express,
s December 19921.

What is one to say of the veracity and credibility of a man who repeatedly
makes an assertion belied by at least ten authentic, well-ltnown documents of
which he could not but be aware, and belied also by his party's own White Paper
on Ayodhya? The White Paper nowhere says that after 1936 no narnaz {prayers}
were offered at the mosque. ‘In 1 934, serious I-Iindu—l'vluslim armed encounters
occurred in and around the Babri mosque [sic] occasioned by a cow-slaughter
incident. Many people were killed and the structure seriously damaged. The
damaged structure was repaired by the British government who recovered the
cost of the repair by a punitive fine on the Hindus‘ {p. 22 of the White Paper).
What it adds {at p. 13] betrays a lot. ‘After the idol of Rama appeared on the
night of12 and 23 December 1949 inside the main building, which has remained
locked since I934, the judicial proceedings for re-possession ofRarnjanniasthan
recommenced.’

Three features stand out. First, the document falsely claims a miracle. It
avers that the idol ‘appeared’, instead of ‘was installed‘. Second, its assertion
that the main building ‘remained locked since 1934‘ is untrue. It cites Deoki
Nandan Agarwal's essay which however makes no such claim {p. 23 II. Lastly, the
legal proceedings in respect of the Ramjanmasthan in 183$ concerned the Rain
Chabnrra which was outside the mosque but within its compound.

Professor Parmanand Singh‘s version of the riots on 2? March 1934 on the
Bakra-Id festival does nor support the BIP‘s version one hit. ‘The mosque was
repaired and reconditioned by a Muslim contractor‘ {Chapter IV, Doc. 1}. He
does not mention any loclts ‘on the main building‘, or that prayers were no
longer offered thereafter. l

A judgement delivered by Civil judge Faiaabad, S.A. Ahsan, on 3D March
1.946, in a dispute over the mosque between the Shia and Sunni Central Boards of
Waqf testifies to the continued use of the mosque [p. 193]: ‘After the enactment of
the U.P. Muslim Waqfs Act [XIII of 1936] the mosque was included amongst the
Sunni ‘Waqfs, a list of which was prepared by the Chief Commissioner of ‘Waqfs
under Sec. 4 of the Act and published in the Government Gazette dated 26 Septem-
ber 1944 {and has been under the Defts‘ {5unnis‘} superintendence since thenl.‘
His findings on the issue of user removes all doubt:

This issue relates to the user of the mosque by members of the Sunni sect for over
twelve years. But it was conceded that mere user of the mosque would not malte it
a Sunni ‘Waqf. lam also of the opinion that the evidence shows that the mosque
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has been used by members of both the sects. l, therefore, answer the issue in the
negative.

There are, besides, as many as nine other documents which give the lie to
the 1935 theory.

1. The order dated 18 April 194? by City Magistrate A. Shafi on the Babri
mosque‘s rnntawaifi {trustee} Kalab Husain's objection to the Ram Chabutta and
other matters {Chapter IV, Doc. 4). The mosque was very much used for offering
prayers then.

2. Two reports dated ID and 23 December I943 by the Inspector of Waqfs,
Mohammed Ibrahim, after visits to the Babri mosque. He recorded the harassment
and stoning of the nantaris going to the mosque. Yet prayers continued to be
offered just before dawn and on Fridays {Chapter W, Doc. 51.

3. Official support to an application by Hindus in 1949 to build a Rama
temple on the Chabutra near the mosque. The City Magistrate's Report of 10
Clctober 1949 recorded: ‘Mosque and temple are situated side by side and both
Hindus and Muslims perform their rights and religious ceremonies. . . . The
Hindu population is very lteen to have a nice temple at the place where Bhagwan
Raina Chandra _li was born. The land where the temple is to be erected is of
Natal‘ [Chapter IV; Doc. 6c).

4. The First Information Report on 23 December 1949 lodged by Sub-
lnspector Ram Dube, Police Station, Ayodhya, reads thus:

According to Mata Prasad {paper no. 7|, when I reached to [sic] janam Bhtuni
around 3 o‘cloclt in the morning, I came to ltnow that a group of 50-El] persons
had entered Babri mosque after breaking the compound gate loclt of the mosque
or through jumping across the walls {of the compound} with a stair and established
therein, an idol of Shri Bhagwan and painted Sita, Ram, etc., on the outer and inner
walls. . . . Ram Das, Ram Shaltti Das and 5U—tiD unidentified others entered the
mosque surreptitiously and spoiled its sanctity. Government servants on duty and
several others are witness to it. Therefore it is written and filed (Chapter V, Doc. 2}.

2. Radio message on 23 December I949 by District Magistrate K.K. Nayar
to the Chief Minister, Chief Secretary and Home Secretary: ‘A few Hindus entered
Babri Masjid at night when the Masjid was deserted and installed a deity there.
. . . Police picltet of fifteen persons was on duty at night but did not, apparently,
act‘ {Chapter V, Doc. 3]. _

3. 26 December 1949, Nayar to Chief Secretary: ‘Installation of the idol
was carried out in the night between 22 and 23 instant‘ {Chapter V, Doc. 5}.

4. Ramchandra Das Paramhansa's admission to The New York Times on
22 December 1991 that he had installed the idol (Chapter ‘V, Doc. 16}.

S. Prime Minister jawaharlal Nehru‘s wire and letters to Chief Minister
G.B. Pant {Chapter V, Doc. 13].

6. Deputy Prime Minister Vallabhbhai Patel‘s letter to Pant on 9 January
1950 (Chapter ‘vi Doc. 19].
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‘F. Akshaya Hrahmachari‘s letters and Memorandum to Home Minister Lal
Hahadur Shastri {Chapter V, Doc. 21].

B. The Imam of the Babri Masjid, Abdul Cihafoor‘s interview in 198? [Chapter
v, Doc. 1 1 1.

9. Written statement in court by the stare of Uttar Pradesh, signed by Deputy
Commissioner, Faiaabad, ].l‘-l. Ugra, on 25 April 195G {Chapter V, Doc. 13].
Paras 12 and 13 read thus:

11. That the property in suit is known as Babri Mosque and it has for rt long
period been in use as a mosque for the purpose of worship by the Muslims. lt
had not been in use as a temple of Shri Rama Chandraji.

13. That on the night of 22 December 1949 the idols of Shri Rama Chandraii were
surreptitiously and wrongly put inside it.

He verified at the end of the statement that these paras ‘are true to my
knowledge‘, as distinct from the others that ‘are true to my belief‘. He knew the
truth for he was Deputy Comtnissioner of the district. In law, this statement binds
the state of Uttar Pradesh.

Can there be evidence more compelling, more conclusive than this? Singly,
each suffices to rebut Advani‘s statements. Collectively, they expose them as
sheer falsehoods, especially since he never cited a tittle of evidence in his support
at any stage, on a matter of grave consequence. Advani‘s reckless disregard for
the truth emerged glaringly when, on 1 August 2003, he paid tributes at Ayodhya
to the late Mahant Paramhansa Ra mchandra Das. He said that Das was involved
in the campaign since 1949 when the idol of Ram Lalla ‘appeared’ in the Babri
Masjid [The Tirnes of fndia, 2 August 2003]. The Mahant truthfully told The
New York Tirnes on 22 December 1991 that he was the one who had put the idols
inside the mosque [vide Van der Veer, Religious Nationalism, pp. 156 and 21?].
The take-over of the mosque paved the way to its eventual demolition.

Chapter H of the B_IP's White Paper on ‘the relentless Hindu struggle for
Ramjanmabhumi‘ divides it into three phases:

First, by military ettp-edition and war diplomacy, when barbaric aliens were ruling
the country and there was no Rule of Law; secondiy, by legal means, when the
British established their model of Rule of Law {from 1335]; and thirdly by mass
movement from 1934 {along with legal steps] when Rule of Law became insensitive
to their legitimate plea even under indigenous dispensation. lp. ID, para 1.1]

This characterization of the last phase is redolent of the language used by men in
power who reject constitutional values and the constraints of the law. ‘Mass
struggle‘ was indeed launched, first, to take over the mosque in 1949 and, next,
to demolish it in 1934.

Two litigations in the second phase, during British rule, are very instructive.
One concerned Ayodhya; the other, the Shahidganj Masjid at Lahore.

Dne writes Ayodhya advisedly, because the suit filed by Mahanr Raghubar
Das on 29 January 133$ did not cfairn the Babri Masjid but sought ‘permission
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for constructing a temple over a Chabutra janam Asthan situated at Ayodhya‘.
Para 2 of his plaint set out its dimensions and said ‘therein Charan Punya lies
and there is also a small temple over it which is worshipped‘. Had the permission
been accorded in 1885 or the plans on those lines in 1949 been carried out, the
problem would not have arisen. In 1335 the courts refused. In 1949 ILK. Nayar
was determined to foil the plans and acquire a political career in the Sangh
Parivar, which he did as member of the Bharatiya jan Sangh, parent to the BJP.

Three courts rejected the Mahant‘s suit. The Sub-judge Pandit I-Iari Kishan
felt no need to drag in Habar or Mir Baqi in his judgement of Z4 December I335.
But the British judges, Col. F.E.A. Chamier, the District judge, and W. Young, the
judicial Commissioner, went out of their way to do so. They cited British officials,
of course [Chapter III, Docs 2c and 1d]. All three ruled against the Mahant.
There was no litigation thereafter by the Hindus. Nor did any Hindu leader,
whether of the Hindu Mahasabha or the RS5, demand possession of the Babri
Masjid as ‘a matter of honour‘. It was the present B_|P leadership which, eyes
fixed on the main chance, seized an opportunity that arose in 1986 to arrest their
dwindling fortunes.

The other litigation is as instructive. That the Shahidganj Masjid was built
in U22 in Lahore was not a matter of mere ‘belief’. It was a proven and admitted
fact. There was a Deed of Dedication to regulate the administration of the Waqf
[trust]. However, it came under the Sikhs‘ occupation in 1'.?62. In the 1930s an
agitation was mounted by the Muslims for its recovery along with initiation of
litigation. All three courts rejected their claim, applying rightly the law of limit-
ation. The Prime Minister of Punjab, Siltandar Hayat Khan, rejected pleas for
legislation to make it a mosque. Shahidganj Gutdwara still stands on its site in
Lahore today {Chapter I, Doc. 3].

In the case of the Babri Masjid, the law provided a speedy remedy for its
restoration to the Muslims. Section 14.5 of the Criminal Procedure Code 1893
provided, as does its successor of 1993, for restoration of property to the dispos+
sessed by a magistrate‘s order, leaving it to the aggressor to file a civil suit on
title. In Ayodhya this very remedy was used to legitimize the take-over and
ensure the exclusion of the Muslims. On 13 November 19?] activists of the
Congress [R], led by Indira Gandhi, forcibly took over Congress House at jantar
Mantar in New Delhi from the Congress [Cl]. Hut Sub-Divisional Magistrate,
Parliament Street, A.C. Cutting, had no difficulty in ordering its restoration to
the Congress [D], led by S. Nijalingappa, on T? February 19172, by exercising his
powers under S. 14.5 [Chapter Iv‘, Doc. 9]. In Ayodhya this very provision was
perverted to instal a hand-picked Receiver, close to Pant. He was asked to put
forth a ‘scheme of management‘ which the magistrate, predictably, endorsed. It
regulated performance of puia of the idols wrongly, surreptitiously installed.
Muslims were shutout. They had lost the Babri Masjid [Chapter V, Doc. 10].

This was according to the plan hatched by K.I(. Nayat, I.C.5., the Deputy
Commissioner, Fairabad. He rejected the Chief Secretary Bhagwan Sahay, a
distinguished civil servant's pleas to remove the idols. blayar outlined his plan in
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his letter to Sa hay dated 2? December 1949, with surpassing cynicism and calcu-
lation. It is this plan which has been carried out since then to this day, from 1949
to 2003 [Chapter V, Doc. 6]. It deserves quotation in extenso.

The question now remains as to what is to be done on the present situation. The
installation of the idol in the rnosaue has certainly ireen an illegal act, and it has
placed not only local authorities but also government in a false position. We have
to see how the position can be retrieved as far as possible without such terrible cost
and sacrifice. I have a solution to offer for government‘s consideration.

The mosque should be attached and both Hindus and Muslims should be
excluded from it with the exception of the minimum number of pujaris. . . . The
parties will be referred to the Civil Court for adjudication of rights. No attempt
will be made to ha nd over possession to the Muslims until the Civil Court, ifat all,
decrees the claim in their favour.

This solution is open to the criticisrn that it perpetuates an illegal position
' created fry force and suhterfuge and that it does not immediately restore the status

quo which existed hefore the illegal act. but it has the following merits which are
worth careful consideration. .

1. If the Civil Court decided the dispute in favour of the Hindus a terrible
amount of suffering, bloodshed and countrywide reactions would have been
avoided.

Z. During the pendency of the civil proceedings it may be possible [I sincerely
hope it will be achieved] to reach a compromise of some kind. The Muslims, of
whom a small number are even now of this way of thinking, could be induced to
give up the mosque voluntarily to the Hindus . . . [and] a mosque built for them at
no less cost. . . .

3. If no compromise were reached, if finally the Civil Court decreed the claim in
favour of the Muslims, the position which would then result would be no worse
than that which now exists and the heat of present reactions would have disappeared
by then in some measure. [Chapter V, Doc. ii].

The warning so clearly implied was as plain as it was sinister. Court orders
paved the way for the Sa ngh Parivar to march towards its goal, albeit not without
the assistance of the government of the day. Cln 3 April 1984, the Dharam Sansad
organized by the VHP decided to launch a campaign to ‘compel the government
to hand over the place to the Hindus‘ (Organiser, 22 April 1984].

The campaign was suspended after the tragic assassination of Indira Gandhi
on 31 October 1984. It was revived with a deadline in the ultimatum to the
governntent—the locks must be opened before Shivaratri, 8 March 1986. Neerja
Cboudhury did great service by exposing the deal which the Rajiv Gandhi govern-
ment had cut with the VI-IP. In doing so, she exploded the poisonous myth that the
goverrunent's agreement to legislate a reversal of the Supreme Court's judgement
in the Shah Bano Case was cause for offering the V1-IP a sop. The sequence was
the opposite. Rajiv Gandhi's aides cut a deal with the ‘Ill-IP first. Muslims were
given the sop of the Muslim Women [Protection of Rights on Divorce} Act, 1986,
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thereafter. Muslims suffered both ways—the Act was a disgraceful move anyway.
Dn 1 February 1986 District judge ILM. Pandey ordered the opening of the

loclts on the Masjid gate, without bearing the Muslim side. The presence of tele-
vision crew at the time betrayed a lot. '

The temptation to summarize here the events that followed must be resisted.
Those events are still fresh in public memory and the documents in this book tell
the tale. What this Introduction seelts to do in the main is to describe how a
mesjid was first forcibly converted into a rmtrrdir and, next, demolished. The
documents compiled in this volume record in detail how it happened and the
consequences that ensued in its train. Those consequences will be with us far
longer than most realize. It was the protection of the Babri Masjid that was truly
‘a matter of national honour‘. With its demolition that honour has been besmirched
for all time to come.

That crime marked the fourth and last stage of an insidious process that
began in I949. First, a mosque, the Babri Masjid, was forcibly converted into a
temple by placing idols of Rama inside it on the night of 22-23 December 1949.
Muslims were not only ousted from its possession but were completely barred
from any access to it. Hindus were given a limited acoess. The courts did not
restore possession of the mosque to Muslims, as the law required. They froze a
situation which was created by force and deceit, with official assistance. At the
second stage, on I February I986, a court ordered the opening of the locks on the
gates to permit Hindus free access to the mosque for worship of the idols placed
inside it. Muslims were not made a party in the application, though they were
party to the legal proceedings all along. Their application to be heard was rejected.
Presence of television crews created a suspicion, widely held, that the proceedings
were a charade.

In the third stage, on 9 November 1989, on the eve of the Lola Sabha
elections, Sfiilcrtyas was performed at a site near the mosque by the VHF, with
official sanction by the central and state governments. This was in pursuance of
a written agreement between the government of Uttar Pradesh and leaders of the
VHF; signed at Lucknow on 2? September 1989. It was concluded under the
auspices of the Union Home Minister Buta Singh. ‘Shift: pujarr‘ {worship of bricks},
performed in different parts of the country, was to be followed by carrying ‘the
“sancti fled" bricks to Ayodhya for laying the foundation stone of the Rama temple
on 9 November 1939', the agreement recorded in its preamble. Litigation on title
to the mosque was pending before the court. The move should have been banned.
Instead, it was encouraged. The CPI leader Saryapal Dang exposed the Buta
Singh—Vl-IP deal on 27' September 1939. Dang perceptively noted that while the
foundation stone of the new temple would be laid sotne distance away from the
mosque, ‘there is no undertalting that the Babri lvlasjid would not be sought to be
demolished subsequently‘ (New Age, I5 October 1989].

Destroyed the mosque was, a mere three years later, on 6 December I992.
The VHP's construction plans were publicly revealed by its Secretary General
Asholc Singhal before he signed the pact with Buta Singh. He said, ‘The sanctum
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srtnctorunt or the garhba griba of the proposed temple will remain at the same
place where at present worship is being made of the idol’ (Organizer, 2? September
I989}. _

The judiciary could and should have prevented the Shifarryas on 9 November
I989. The Supreme Court declined to intervene on 2? October 1939 (The Hinclustrtn
Times, 23 October 1989}. The High Court of Allahabad had made orders for the
preservation of the status quo in the specific context of the sbila pain on 14
August and on 7' November I939, two days before the Shilrmyas. The orders
covered not only the mosque but the adjoining land also. Buta Singh rushed to
Lucknow on 3 November to meet the VI-lP‘s leaders. They refused to shift the site
on which the foundation stone was to be laid. The circle was squared by the
Advocate General Shanti Swaroop Hhatnaga r‘s ‘sudden discovery‘ that the site of
the Shifanyus was ‘clearly outside’ the site-plan before the court. The High Court
could and should have prohibited laying of the foundation stone for a temple
anywhere near the mosque by one of the pa rties to the litigation which was
openly pledged to destruction of the mosque. It did not. It dismissed the fears of
demolition expressed by the petitioners as ‘ipse dixit‘. The day after the Shifanyns,
a former and distinguished judge of the Supreme Court, justice ‘l-'.R. Krishna Iyer,
rernarlted in anguish: ‘The judiciary will be described as the villain of the piece.’
lt laclred the guts to faoe the issue [Tfre Times of India, ll November 1939}. The
enormity of this surrender cannot be exaggerated.

Both features, official support and judicial apathy, were present in the last
stage as well—tl'|e demolition on 6 December I992. It was facilitated by justice
M.H. Venltatacl1aliah's indulgent orders in the Supreme Court. They were made
despite repeated warnings of Attorney General Milon Banerjee (Chapter VI,
Doc. 45].

For thirty-six years, from 22 December 1949 to 1 February I986, a situation
created by force was frozen. Less than seven years after the locks on the gates of
the mosque were opened that day (1 February 1986}, the mosque was demolished
[6 December 1992]. The Shilanyas on [9 November I939) near the mosque marked
an important stage on the road to destruction. The Supreme Court's majority
judgement on 24 Dcrober 1994, on the President's Reference to the Court for an
advisory opinion, upheld a provision {Section H2} in the law enacted in the wake
of the demolitions-—Acquisition of Certain Area at Ayodhya Act, 1993—which
implied that ‘the idols which had been placed on the disputed site after the demo-
lition had talten place must be retained where they are and the pufa carried on
before them must be continued.‘ {per _I. Bhatucha, fsrnctif Far-uqni t-'. Union of
fudia,19ll4, 6 SCC 360 at 433, para I25].

Between the Slrilanyas in I939 and the demolition in 1992, only one govern-
ment made an effort to stem the tide of the Rama temple movement. It paid the
price for it. The B]? prospered by its participation in the movement, bagging S5
seats in the Lolc Sabha general elections in I939 as against a mere 2 in the 1984
elections. The Congress led by Rajiv Gandhi lost its majority. The Left parties as
well as the BJP pledged support from outside to a National Front of which the
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janata Dal, led by Vishwanath Pratap Singh, was a dominant partner.
However, the B_jP President L.K. Advani‘s letter, dated 29 November 1939,

to ‘v'.P. Singh and to the Front‘s convenor N.T. Rama Rao, recorded its reservations
on ‘issues like Article 320 {of the Constitution recognizing a special status for
jammu and Kashmir], Uniform Civil Code, Human Rights Commission, Ram-
janmabhumi, etc. . . . Even while expressing these reservations, we have not
made our support to you conditional to [sic] your agreeing to remove them‘
(A.-G. Noorani, The RS3 and the B]P, Leftword Books, Delhi, p. 64}.

Less than a year later, Advani reneged on his assurance. Prime Minister
"v".P. Slngh strove hard to bring about a compromise. The efforts climaxed in an
Ordinance promulgated by the President on 19 October 1990. It was called the
R.amjanmabl1un1i—Babri Masjid {Acquisition of Area} Ordinance, I990. The
mosque and the surrounding lands were to be acquired by the Government of
India free from all injunctions and orders by the court; the title suits were to
abate. An issue was to be referred to the Supreme Court for an advisory opinion
under Article 143 ll} of the Constitution, namely, ‘whether there was a pre-
existing Hindu structure’ [B]P‘s White Paper on Ayodhya, p. 7'8}.

V.P. Singh meant well. He wished to avert a confrontation and consequent
bloodshed. By then Advani‘s ratfr yatra, which began from Sotnnath on 25 Septem-
ber and was to end at Ayodhya on 30 October, had exacted its toll of human
blood. Criticism from the _|anata Dal members and from Muslim leaders as well
as advice from the Law Minister, Dinesh Goswami, induced second thoughts.
V.P. Singh advised the President to revoke the Ordinance, which he did two days
later, on 21 October. It is a sufficient comment on the quality of the advice which
Arun jaitley and another BJP representative gave to the effect that the issue ‘was
capable of judicial opinion or judicial verdict‘ I White Paper on Ayodhya, p. 1'9)
that in 1994, the Supreme Court struck down a similar Ordinance as invalid.

V.P. Si ngh knew that his action would cost him the office of Prime Minister
of India. But he did not flinch. The BJP withdrew its support to his govemment on
23 October, following Advani‘s arrest in Bihar. The National Front government
was voted out of office on a non—confidence motion on ‘.7 November by 356 votes
against 151, with 6 abstentions.

Chandrashekhar, having split the janata Dal on S November, formed a
government with Congress {l]'s support, which, as expected, was withdrawn in
March 1991. ln this brief period, his sole contribution was to arrange, in December
1990, a dialogue between the VHF and the All India Babri Masjid Action Com-
mittee based on exchange of papers on the historical, archaeological and legal
aspects of the dispute—as if the Sangh Parivar had embarked on the movement
in ignorance of the facts.

ln june I991 the BJP formed a government in Uttar Pradesh headed by
Kalyan Singh. In the general elections to the Lol: Sabha that year, the B]P won
120 seats. The leader of the Congress ll] Parliamentary Party, P."v'. Narasimha
Ran, was sworn in as Prime Minister on June 21 as head of a minority government.
Advani hailed its record in the early years as ‘fantastic’. Rao used his famed
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skills to drum up a majority. The Union Home Secretary (September 1991-
March 1993] Madhav Godbole’s rnetnoirs [Unfinished Innings, Orient Longrnan,
Delhi, 1 996, pp. 331-418} record in detail how Narasimha Rao temporised and
culpably neglected his duty to protect the Babri Masjid to a degree which came
fairly close to actual connivance. As happens to those who play on both sides of
the street, after the demolition of the mosque Rao was accused of bad faith by the
R55, as did the opposition and, eventually, a senior Cabinet colleague, Ariun
Singh.

Nothing of much significance happened between the Supreme Court's judge-
ment in the Ayodhya case in I994 and the B_IP's assumption of power at the
Centre in March 1993 as the dominant head of the National Democratic Alliance.
Now the leaders of the temple movement were ensconced in the driving seat of
power.

This government controlled the Central Bureau of Investigation [CHI] which
was in charge of the investigation in the Ayodhya cases and of the prosecution of
persons it had accused in its chargesheet, of 5 October 1993, of a criminal conspi-
racy to demolish the mosque (Chapter VH1, Doc. 1}. They included the Union
Home Minister, l...K. Advani, the Minister for Human Resource Development,
Murli Manohar ]oshi, and another Union Minister, Uma Bharati. None of them
had ever expressed contrition. They always justified what had happened.

What Justice Raza said apropos the government of U.P. a decade ago is all
too true of the BJP government. He noted how:

suddenly, after 1 June 1991 [when the Kalyan Singh Ministry assumed power in
U.P.l, the stand of the stare underwent a complete change. The goverrunent identified
itself with one community against another. The counsel who was conducting the
cases on behalf of one community after becoming the Advocate General identified
the interest of one community with the interest of the state government. Applications
for the recall of the orders passed by t.his Court earlier were moved and when they
were rejected, special leave petitions were filed in the Supreme Court. After a lapse
of about 41 years from the date when the suits were filed in I950, the stare govern-
ment pteferred applications for amending its written statement, and after a lapse
of about 31 years from the date of filing of Regular Suit No. ll of 1961, applications
for seeking permission to file written statement were filed. The contents of those
applications indicate that the state gone-rnrnent completely identified itselfwith one
community against the interest ofanother community . . . Subsequent events that
led to demolition of the shrine and the masterly inaction of the state government
proved, beyond any shadow of doubt, that the state government was an accomplice
of that shameful and dastardly act, which has de secrated the democratic and
secular character of the Indian Constitution.

No sympathy is due to the BJP government as it faces its angry supporters
new in 2003. On Z3 January 1993 Vaipayee had promised at Lucknow that if ‘all
efforts fail, only then BJP will bring a legislation to solve the Ayodhya issue‘
[Indian Express, 29 lanuary 1998). He surely knew, or ought to have known by
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then, that any such legislation would be utterly unconstitutional. The Supreme
Court's judgement in the Ayodhya Reference bars it completely. Hence his des-
perate attempts to drum up any accord with the help of the Sankarachatya of
Kanchi.

The Congress President, Sonia Gandhi, warned Vajpayee early in his tenure
as Prime Minister about the moves afoot by the Sangh'Parivar to build a temple.
Her letter of 6 june 1993 squarely raised two points.

The first point is whether the whole issue relating to the Ayodhya dispute has to be
resolved through the judicial process which is already under way and is continuing
with the endorsement of the Supreme Court, or it is open to any party to take
recourse to actions which have no judicial sanction.

The second point is whether your government is aware that the VHF or some
other organizations controlled by the ‘Sangh Parivar‘ are engaged in activities with
the objective of constructing the Rama temple at Ayodhya even before the judicial
processes which have been set in motion are concluded; if so, what steps are being
contemplated to stop these activities.

Prime Minister Vajpayee's reply {'1' June 1993) was prompt and unambiguous:

As far as my government is concerned, the Constitution and the rule of law are
supreme. The judiciary will be unfettered in discharging its duty in the Ayodhya
matter. If the Supreme Court paves the way for the construction of the Rama
rnandir at Ayodhya, verdict will be given effect to accordingly. If, on the other
hand, the Apex Court gives a contrary ruling, my government will perform its
constitutional duty of ensuring that nobody will act against that verdict. I cannot
comment on your second point as it is based on media reports and your own
interpretation thereof. All I will say . . . and Iwill say it with all the strength at my
command—is that my government will not allow any organization to violate the
sanctity of the judicial process.

He proceeded to give another assurance which sounds ironic now, five
years later. ‘When the National Agenda for Governance was drafted and adopted
as the policy blueprint for my government, my Party and its allies unanimously
and consciously decided to keep the Ayodhya issue out. We did so because of our
paramount commitment to national security, communal harmony and socio-
economic development' (Chapter X, Doc. 23}. But it was Vajpayee himself who
raised this divisive issue on 6 December 2000 (p. 6?1).

The trial of those accused of conspiracy to demolish the mosque—involving
persons like L.K. Advani, Bal Thackeray, MM. joshi, Uma Bhatati and others-—-
has not even begun. The Sessions judge had framed charges against the accused
on 9 September 199?, shortly before the B_|P formed a government at the Centre
( Chapter VIII, Doc. 2]. A magistrate commits a case to the Sessions Court only if
he finds that a prime facie case has been made out. Likewise, a Sessions judge
frames charges only if he is of the same view. An Explanatory Note {Chapter IX,
Doc. 1} explains in derail how, despite these two judicial findings, the accused
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have been able to avoid facing the Sessions Court to this day, six years later. It is
a gross miscarriage of justice. What follows here is a very brief resume of the
events.

On 6 December 1992, immediately after the demolition of the Babri Masjid,
two First Information Reports (FIRsl were recorded at the same police station in
Ayodhya. Cine was at 1?.15 hours in Crime No. 19?. It was in respect of the
demolition of the mosque. The time of the offence was given as 12.15 pm. No
particular person was named as culprit but ‘lakhs of unknown kar settalts‘ were
cited as accused. Very properly, too, the charge of conspiracy was not made
ahead of the probe. Only provisions of the Penal Code directly applicable to the
overt crime were cited jSs. 395, 39?, 337, 333, etc.l.

However, only ten minutes later, another FIR was filed, No. I98, naming
eight politicians as accused. They were charged with delivering provocative
speeches at I'D am that day prior to the demolition. They were named because
their identity was well lcnown—I...lC. Advani, Murli lvlanoharjoshi, Uma Bharati,
Ashok Singhal, Ciriraj Kishore, 'v".H. Dalmia, Vtnay Ifiariyar and Sadhvi Ritham-
bara.

Both offences formed part of the ‘same transaction’, as lawyers put it. The
splitting had an unfortunate consequence. They were assigned to two different
courts initially, even as they were investigated by two different police outfits. On
13 December I992, investigation into the demolition [FIR 197'] was transferred
to the CBI, a central agency. Investigation into the lesser offence, the speeches
{FIR 198}, remained with the state police, Crime Brancb—CID jCB~ClDl. A charge-
sheet in this case was filed on 1? February 1993 before the Lalitpur Court, where
the accused were in custody. It was shifted to the Rae Bareli Court on 6 june
1993.

However, the U.P. government issued a notification on 15 August 1993 giv-
ing its consent to the CHI to investigate into FIR 193 [the speeches case] as well.
The next day the Central Government gave its consent for the same. The state
was under direct Central rule, under Article 356 of the Constitution [President’s
rule, as it is popularly called}. On 10 September 1993, the Rae Bareli Court gave
its permission to the CHI to conduct investigation into FIR 198.

Meanwhile, a day earlier, on 9 September, the state govemment, after consul-
ling the Allahabad High Court, set up a Special Court at Lucknow to try the
Ayodhya cases. However, while case No. 19? {demolition} and 4? other related
cases were listed in the notification, case No. 198 was not. Another notification
was rnarie on 3 October to antencl the notification to include case No. I98.
Accordingly, the CB1, now the single investigating agency for both FIRs, filed a
joint, consolidated chargesheet in both cases before the Special Court at Lucknow
on S October I993. It specifically alleged a ‘criminal conspiracy‘ by Advani, Bal
Thackeray and the others to demolish the mosque IS. 120B of the Penal Code}.

On 2'? August 1994, the Special judicial Magistrate, Mahipal Sirohi, found
that the chargesheet did disclose a prima facie case warranting a full trial, and
committed the case to the Sessions Court. Three years later, on 9 September
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199?, the Additional Sessions judge [Ayodhya case], judge jagdish Prasad Srivas-
tava, passed a 61 -page order in which he considered the evidence, confirmed the
Magistrate's finding that a prima facie case existed, and framed the charges.

The accused avoided appearing before the Sessions Court and filed revision
petitions in the High Court. Three and a half years later, on 12 February 2001,
justice jagdish Bhalla of the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court struck
down the reference of case No. 198 [speeches] to the Lucknow Court on the rec h-
nical ground that the High Court had not been consulted on the amending noti-
fication of 3 October 1993 whereby the case was assigned from the Rae Bareli
Court to the Court at Lucknow. The law required such consultation [S.11 [2] of
the Criminal Procedure Code, 19?3].

He stressed that this was ‘curable’. Another notification can be issued after
such consultation [Chapter IX, Doc. 1]. Of course, neither the BjP government of
Rajnath Singh nor the ESP government of Ms Mayawati backed by the 'r'ljP,
would do that. The High Court issued a notification on 23 September 2902
appointing a judge at Rae Barefi to try case No. 198. The Supreme Court upheld
this on 19 November Zflfll [vide Chapters IX, Docs 4 and .'i, respectively]. After
justice Bhalla's titling, the Sessions judge at Lucknow dropped case No. 198
against Advani and Others on 4 May 2081 [Chapter IX, Doc. 3].

Trial in this case began at Rae Bareli only in 2DEl3 and rook a predictable
course. First, on 30 May, the prosecution dropped the charge ofcriminal conspiracy
in the supplementary chargesheet it filed that day. Next, it declared in court on
30 july that the video films did not show any of the eight accused [including L.lC.
Advani, M.M. joshi, Uma Bharati} delivering inflammatory speeches. The CBl’s
chargesheet of 30 May 2003 was in direct contradiction to its chargesheet of 5
October I993. Nothing had changed in the decade except that the CBI was under
the control of the very persons it was prosecuting. L.K. Advani was Deputy
Prime Minister besides being Union Home Minister.

On 1 September 2003 the Supreme Court issued notices to Advani and seven
others on petitions challenging the CBl‘s chargesheet of30 May 2003 which dropped
the charge of conspiracy. The Court also has before it a petition for review of its
judgement in November ZUUZ upholding the Rae Bareli Court‘s trial of case Ho.
I9? [demolition]. The Rae Bareli Court was due to frame charges against Advani
and the others accused on 3 September 2003 but adjourned the case to 12 September
Barring the speech of Rithambara, none of the cassettes exhibited in the Court
contained speeches by Advani and other leaders, the CBI now claimed.

Having regard to the CBI’s behaviour and the prosecution stand, no one was
surprised when on 19 September 2.003 the Special Court of judge V.K. Singh at
Rae Bareli framed charges—under sections I4? and 149 [rioting] and 153A and
153B [spreading communal disaffection] and S05 of the Penal Code—against all
the accused, including Murli Manohar joshi. However, I..K. Advani was
discharged, much to the dismay of his friends.

Parliament was exercised over both these developments—the new cha rge-
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sheet of 30 May and the announcement of innocuous video films on 30 july. The
government's pleas were specious. That Advani and others were ‘charged under
several offences but not criminal conspiracy’ in the February 1993 chargesheet,
as Union Law Minister Arun jaitley contended in Parliament {Z1 july] and outside,
is a misleading half-truth. He implies that the charge of conspiracy could have
been levelled but was not, consciously. This is untrue. In February I993 the
speeches and the speakers were known. The conspiracy was still under investi-
gation. lt was the subject of the chargesheet in October 1993.

Justice Bhalla's findings have been ignored. Only his order striking down
the referral of case No. 193 has been seized on. justice Bhalla: {1} ‘Upheld’ the
Sessions _]udge‘s order of 9 September 199? fronting the charges in case No. 19?
idemolition}. The ‘impugned order is set aside with respect to Case Crime No.
193 of 1991‘, not with respect to the demolition. {2} Upheld also the validity of
la} "v'ijay Verma‘s appointment as Special judge and his cognizance of all cases
[save No. 198]; [bl constitution of the Special Court in Lucknow; [cl the CBI's
investigations; and (d] the consolidated chargesheet of5 October 1993.

Since Justice Bhalla upheld the order of 9 September 199?, framing the
charges, even if the charge concerning the speeches of 6 December 1992 is dropped,
the conspiracy case survives. He said:

This Court, while keeping in mind the above considerations, has earnestly considered
and examined the impugned order dated 9th September 199? passed by the Trial
Court for framing charges against the accused revisionists, and does not find any
infirmity with respect to the cases referred to in the Schedule of 1*-lotification No.
4421i"v"lI—Nyaya-2-T93ill? dared 9th September 1993. Further, the courts below
committed jurisdictional error as far as case Crime No. 198 of 1992 is concerned,
which is curable in the light of the above. l"~lo interference is warranted in the
impugned order of the trial court as far as the cases referred to in the Schedule of
Notification Ho. 44l1i'Vll-I""lyaya-I-T3913? dated 9th September 1993 are
concerned.

Every single argument against the framing of charges was teiected save the one
regarding case No. 193.

The CB-l's advocate P.K. Chaubey pointed out to Special judge Srikant Sh ultla
at Lucknow on 23 February 2001, that even if FIR Ho. 198 is kept in abeyance,
the Special Court should frame charges against all the accused named by the
chargesheet. This is because the subject rnatter o_fFI.R No. 198 is anyway covered
by FIR No. 19?. Advani and associates can yet be prosecuted [vide Chapter IX,
Doc. 1}.

But the High Court's ruling was set at naught by the Sessions judge at
Lucknow, Stiltant Shultla, on 4 May 20'[l1. He had no right to do so. justice
Bhalla had merely struck down the transfer of the speeches case {I98} from Rae
Bareli to Lucknow. judge Shukla went beyond it and dropped erren the conspiracy
charge in Case 19? before him.
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Shultla pointedly noted, ‘No written obiection has been filed by the prosecu-
tion’ to the applications. His reasoning is tortuous. He confers FIR 19? {demolition}
to the kar seuaks alone, ignores the conspiracy charge and eitonerates the leaders.
They are accountable only in FIR 193 lspeechesl which he could not try. He
writes ‘Two distinct cases were registered which are different: In the first FIR,
were bar setraks who pulled down the structure . . . and in the second FIR, are
conspiratorsiabettors who instigated the har sevalts. This way, the State has con-
sidered both the cases as different and separate and has treated them so.‘ This is
in flat contradiction to the High Court's judgement delivered by justice Bhalla.

What Shukla did was to transpose the conspiracy charge, which properly
belongs to the demolition case [191-I} he was trying, to the speeches case (193) in
Rae Bareli which he could not try. Having done so, he dropped proceedings not
only against the eight in the speeches case but thirteen others who were not;
including Ba] Thaclteray. Thrown at the Rae Bareli Court like a shuttle-cock, the
conspiracy charge was buried there by the CBI two years later, on 9 July 2003.
No Sessions judge can thus flout a High Court judge's ruling. Interestingly, the
CB1 had moved the High Court on 19 June 2001 against Shukla‘s order. On 6
August 2003. justice 1"'~I.I{. Mehrotra ordered stay of proceedings in the Lucknow
Court till 14 September. Meanwhile we have noted, Advani was discharged by
the Rae Bareli Court on 19 September.

Relief from the criminal cases, bought at the price ofcredibility, was however
more than offset by the pressures which the VHP brought to bear on the B]P‘s
leaders in the government, particularly Prime Minister Vajpayee and his Deputy
Advani, with the full backing of their common mentor, the RS5. It calibrated the
pressures, turning the heat off and on as the situation required but never yielding
on its main objective-—-use of legislative and executive power to build a Rama
temple on the ruins of the demolished Babri Masiid and thus send a message to
all that a Hindu rasbtra is on the way.

The B_[P temporised and came to grief. Its President M. Venkaiah Naidu
said on 3 April 2003: ‘As a political parry which heads the coalition at the Cen-
tre, the BJP will abide by the Constitution. However, since the VHP is a separate
organization, it can always mobilize public opinion in support of its view till
such time MPs bring about a legislation‘ {The Hindustan Times, 4 April 2003].

The VHP was not appeased. Its ‘International Working President‘ Asholt
Singhal said, at Thiruvananthaputam on 24 April, that Advani had betrayed the
Hindutva cause after having ridden to power in the name of Rama and I-Iindutva
[The Hindu, 25 April 2003}. Earlier on I April, its General Secretary Praveen
Togadia had warned of another ‘ti December‘ if Parliament did not enact such a
law {The Telegraph, 3 April].

The Government of India went so far as to reverse the stand taken by it
earlier and to contend before the Liberhan Commission of Inquiry on 12 May
that ‘it is an undisputed fact‘ that the Babri Masiid was erected in 1523 by
destroying a temple and ‘this site is the birthplace of Lord Rama‘ [The Hindu, 13
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May 2003}. This contradicted the Govemment of India‘s White Paper on Ayodhya
[1993] which said: ‘It is claimed by some sections that it {the mosque} was built
at the site believed to be the birth-spot of Lord Rama where a temple had stood
earlier‘ {p. 1 1. In the teeth of opposition by historians of repute, the government
now contended: ‘It is admitted by one and all that the sire in dispute is Ramjanma-
sthan {birthplace of Rama]. The only dispute is whether a temple was demolished
for the construction of a mosque‘ (Indian Express, 13 May 2003].

This was preiudgrnent of the High Court's verdict and, indeed, of the findings
of the Archaeological Survey of India. It had, by then, submitted only two interim
reports to the Court for the period up to 24 April. On 2 july, it sought from the
Court permission to continue its excavations till September and to give it findings
by the end of 2003. On 3 july, the High Court granted it extension by five more
weelts only and directed it to submit its final report by 22 August.

Matters came to a head when the VHP went so far as to urge the government
to bring in the legislation and if it failed to secure passage in Parliament, dissolve
the Lolt Sabha and fight the election on the temple plank. Advani rejected this
demand, as he revealed on 9 August {Asian Age, ll] August 2003}. But, evidently,
he could not bring himself to tell the ‘VI-[P that such law would be unconstitutional
even if it is adopted unanimously by both Houses of Parliament. B-elatedly, he
discovered that ‘a real solution lies in an agreement between the two communities‘.

Efforts to secure such an accord failed because they were based tacitly on
the major premise that the Rama temple must be built on the ruins of the mosque-
the perpetrators of the crime must reap its fruits. Small wonder that the efforts of
the Kanchi Sanltaracharya, Shri Jayendra Saraswati, failed dismally. His letters
to the President of the All India Muslim Personal Law Board, dated 16 June and
1]uly, speak for themselves [Chapter X, Docs 35 and 35a}.

Such is the arrogant, authoritarian approach of the Sangh Parivar that
even the HIP President Venltaiah Naidu was forced to eat his words publicly. On
ZS May he said at Rampur, ‘The world knows that Ram Lalla was born in
Ayodhya . . . the HJP wants a temple there . . . bagal mein Muslims kc liye cl:
masjid ha nirman bona clralsiye [a mosque should be constructed next to the
temple)‘ (The Statesman, 29 May 2003}. The predictable denial came the very
next day, with the usual explanation {‘misunderstood‘l. Naidu said at Hyderabad
on 29 May that only the temple should be built, ‘not any mosque’ {The Hindu,
30 May].

In this familiar pattern fell Vajpayee‘s assertion and denial apropos the late
Mahant Ramchandra Paramhansa‘ wishes. He said at Ayodhya, on 1 August:
‘We will fulfil the Mahant‘s last wish.‘ lf words mean anything, this meant
construction of the temple at the site of the mosque, as the deceased always
demanded. When Vajpayee added, “We are confident that all obstacles will be
removed and the path for temple reconstruction will be cleared soon‘ {Asian Age,
2 August 2003}, he knew that this assurance was inherently incapable of fulfilment.
Two days later, he said that ‘there is no change in the government‘s stand on the
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temple issue‘. It could be resolved either through a court order or by mutual
agreement between Hindus and Muslims (The Tintes of India, 4 August 2003).
Neither, as he doubtless ltnew, was available ‘soon’, as he had promised.

Reckless assurances to restive colleagues in yesterday's campaign were
matched by sweeping and false assertions. On the same occasion, paying tribute
to the late Mahant, Advani said that while the B]P tool: up the issue in 1989, the
Mahant was involved in it since the idol of Rama ‘appeared’ in the mosque in
1949 [The Times ofindria, 2 August 2003}.

On every front, historical, archaeological, legal and political, falsehood
ltas been used consistently since 1949 as a weapon for exacting compliance of the
will of the maiority. The RSS‘s involvement, through its arm the VHP since
1984, and through its political front the BJP since 1936, has fouled the atmosphere
to a degree no one could have imagined. ‘What Pravin Togadia said at Kozhiltode
was a succinct, accurate statement of the view which the R5S—B_lP—VHP have
been expressing all along: ‘Our fight is not confined to the Rama temple, but to
establish a Ram raiya‘ {The Hindu, 9 july 21303].

The B]P"s leaders would have been better off if they had heeded the warning
of Macaulay whom they condemn (Chapter I, Doc. 1]. But then without this issue
and the rancour it generated, they could not have come to power. Haying acquired
it, they are busy recasting the polity after their heart and rewriting India's history.
It is idle to speculate what altemative the I?-JP might have followed. As Lewis
Namier admonished, do not argue with history. Ideologically, the HIP does not
belong to the national mainstream. Its heroes and mentors, V.D. Savarltar and
Shyama Prasad Mookerjee, were opposed to the Congress and to the freedom
movement it led.

This explains its constant refrain that the Ayodhya issue has a wider aim.
That aim is the establishment of a Hindu rasbtra. Formally, the constitutional
structure will remain intact. But it will be denuded of the content which the
framers of the Constitution of India envisaged for it. The BJP must be ta lten at its
word. The Ayodhya issue, indeed, has a far wider aim and far more consequential
implications. At stalte is the survival of secularism, democracy and the rule of
law in the country. It is a battle for India's soul.
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CHAPTER 1
The Madness of Rcvivalisrn

1. Rajendra Prasad on Babar’s Will

['W]e have instances of Muslim rulers from Babar downwards laying stress on the
desirability of respecting the Hindu feeling by not slaughtering cows, if not actually
prohibiting cow-slaughter altogether, and there are innumerable respectable Muslim
families among whom beef is never used out of regard for the feelings of Hindu
neighbours. ‘On the occasion of Id it appears the cow was not sacrificed, for we
are told: “ On that day [Id] everyone who is able will sacrifice a goat in his house,
and lteep the day as a great festival.“ [Ishwari Prasad A Short History ofilrlnsiirn
Rule in India, p. T33, quoting Pelsaert, p. T-4.]

It is worthwhile reproducing the secret will of Zahiruddin Mohammed
Badshah Ghazi {Iiabar} to Prince Nasiruddin Muhammad Humayun:

Oh Son! The Kingdom of India is full of different religions. Praised be God that He
bestowed upon thee its sovereignty. It is incumbent on thee to wipe all religious
prejudices off the tablet of thy heart, administer justice according to the ways of
every religion. Avoid especially the sacrifice of the cow by which thou ca nst capture
the hearts of the people of India and subjects of this country may be bound up
with royal obligations.

Do not ruin the temples and shrines of any community which is obeying tltt:
laws of Government. Administer justice in such a manner that the King be pleased
with the subjects and the subjects with the King. The cause of Islam can he promoted
more by the sword of obligation than by the sword of tyranny.

Overloolt the dissensions of the Shiyas and the Sunnis, else the weakness of
Islam is manifest.

And let the subjects of different beliefs harmonise in conformity with the four
elements [of which the human body is harmoniously composed] so that the body
of the Kingdom may be free from different dissensions. The memoirs of Timur, the
master of conjunctions, [the fortunate} should always be before thine eyes so that
thou mayest become experienced in the affairs of atlministratinn. First jamaidiulawal
93$ AH.
[Translation of the will of Babar, a copy of which used to be in possession of the
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late Dr Balkrishna, Principal, Rajaram College, Kolhapur; published in The
Searchlight, dated 30 lvlay 192-5.}

|From Rajendra Prasad, Iitdia Dnaaled, third edition, Hind Kitabs Ltd., Bombay, 194?,
pp. 38-39.]

2. Lord Macaulay on Antiquated Claims:
The seizing of Silesia by Frederick the Great on
the ground that it once belonged to Germany

ls it not perfectly clear that, if antiquated claims are to be set up against recent
treaties and long possession, the world can never be at peace for a day? The laws
of all nations have wisely established a time of limitation, after which titles,
however illegitimate in their origin, cannot be questioned. It is felt by everybody,
that to eject a person from his estate on the ground of some injustice committed
in the time of the Tudors would produce all the evils which result from arbitrary
confiscation, and would make all property insecure. It concerns the Commotr
wealth—so runs the legal maitim—that there be an end of litigation. And surely
this ma:-rim is at least equally applicable to the great commonwealth of states;
for in that commonwealth litigation means the devastation of provinces, the
suspension of trade and industry, sieges lilte those of Badajoz and St Sebastian,
pitched feuds like those of Eylau and Borodino. We hold that the transfer of
Norway from Denmark to Sweden was an unjustifiable proceeding; hut would
the King of Denmark be therefore justified in landing, without any new provo-
cation, in Norway, and commencing military operation there? The King of Holland
thinks, no doubt, that be was unjustly deprived of the Belgian provinces. Grant
that it were so. Would he, therefore, be justified in marching with an army on
Brussels? The case against Frederick was still stronger, inasmuch as the injustice
of which he complained had been committed more than a century before. Hot
must it be forgotten that he owed the highest personal obligations to the House of
Austria. It may be doubted whether his life had not been preserved by the inter-
cession of the prince whose daughter he was about to plunder.

[From Lord Macaulay, Critical tmtf Historical Essays, longmans Green dc Co., Ill??,
p. 666.]

3. The Story of the Shahidganj lvlasjid, Lahore, 1?22—194():
Ayodhya in Reverse

There is overwhelming evidence that prayers were being said by Muslims till the
night of 22-23 December 1949 when idols were surreptitiously planted inside the
Babri Masjid at Ayodhya converting a mosque into a temple. The imam who led
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the prayers survived to testify to this. The first information report [FIR]! lodged by
sub-inspector Ram Duhe on 23 December recorded this crime.

. . . In contrast, three courts upheld Muslims‘ claim that in ITZZ Falak Beg
Khan created a waltf {trust} and dedicated land to build a mosque; appointed
Sheikh Din Mohammed and his desoendants as muttawafis ltrustees] of the mosque,
a school and an orchard and a well on the land. All three courts, however, also
held—and rightly so—that by adverse possession to Sikhs after 11762 Muslims
had lost title to the site and the mosque.

This is an apt precedent. It is Ayodhya in reverse. All the elements of the
Ayodhya case were present—a mosque in the adverse possession of another com-
munity, Sikhs, to whom the site was a hallowed place; its demolition by Sikhs;
frenzied agitation by Muslims; involvement of religions figures; Muslim frustration
with the courts and determined moves in the Punjab Assembly to enact legislation
for the takeover of the site. They all failed. But the situation was not reversed
even after the establishment of Pakistan. To this day, when there is hardly anyone
to visit it, the Gurdwara Shahidganj stands in Lahore as it did before I5 August
194?.

In the Shahidganj case the judiciary acted impartially and speedily. In the
Ayodhya case, justice V.R. Krishna Iyet angrily remarked: ‘The judiciary will be
described as the villain of the piece.’ In his view it lacked the guts to face that
issue. [The Times offndia, 11 November 1939}

. . . This legal issue was faced squarely by the courts in the Shahidganj
case. Its history was set out authoritatively by the Privy Council, on 1 May 1940,
in a judgement delivered by Sir George Rankin. The other members of the Board
were Lord Thanlterton, Lord Russell of Killowen, Lord justice Goddard and Dr
M.R. jayakar. As a leader of the Hindu Mahasabha, jayakar had wrecked all
chances of compromise on the Nehru Report at the All Pa rty Conference in 1923
and at the Round Table Conference in London later. Yet, such was the legal
culture of the times that neither the Muslim League nor its president, Mohammed
Ali Jinnah, raised any objection to his participation in such a case I{Mas,iid She-hid
Garrf frt Sfiiromanf Gstrtfwara Frahfrartdalt Committee, 6'? Indian Appeals 151}.

The facts are set out in the judgement, which is a model of lucidity:

Before 193$ there had stood for many years to the south of what is now called the
Naulaltha Bazaar, in the city of Lahore, a structure having three domes and five
arches, which had been built as a mosque lmasjidj and which retained, nor-
withstanding considerable disrepair, sufficient of its original character to suggest,
or even to proclaim, its original purpose. It had a projecting niche lmeirrahl in the
centre of the west wall such as is used in mosques as the place from which the imam
leads the prayers. lts dedication is not longer in dispute, having been established as
of the year AH II34 or so 1722, by the production and proof of a deed of dedication
executed by one Falalt Beg Khan. By this deed, Sheilth Din Mohammad and his
descendants were appointed mstttastrafis.

The trust deed existed and was on record.
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No less well established than the dedication is the fact that from about so IT-'62 the
building, together with the courtyard, well and adjacent land, has been in the
occupation and possession of Sikhs. The occupation of Lahore by the 'Bhangi
Sardars* in IP62 was the commencement of Sikh power in this part of India. Sikh
rule continued under Raniit Singh, who in If-"99 established himself by force of
arms as the local ruler. lt ended only in 1849, ten years after the death of Hanjit
Singh, when the Punjab, as a result of the Second Sikh ‘War, became part of British
India by annexation. ht some time during the Sikh domination, land adjacent to
the mosque building [but to the north of what is now the Naulakha Bazaar]
became the site of a Sikh shrine lgurdwaral, and the tomb of a Sikh leader, named
Bhai Taru Singh, situated thereon was held in reverence. The land, which in U12
had been dedicated to the purposes of a mosque, came to be held and occupied by
the managers and custodians of the Sikh institution, and the mosque building was
used by them.

The land adjacent to the mosque was regarded by the Sikhs as a place of
martyrs {Shafrid Ganjl, it being commonly held among them that Bhai Taru Singh
had on this spot suffered for his religion at the hands of Muslim rulers, and that
many others, including women and children, had been executed here. Thus com-
munal feelings have long been in a state of tension as between Muslims and Sikhs
with respect to this masjid Shahidganj.

A criminal case brought in I950 by one Nut Ahmad, claiming to be matte-
taafi, and proceedings in the Settlement Department brought by him in 1353,
came to nothing, as he had been long out of possession. A civil suit with a like
object was brought and dismissed in 1853. On 25 _]une I855, yet another suit by
blur Ahmad was brought in the court of the Deputy Conunissioner, Lahore, against
Sikhs in possession of the property; it was dismissed by that officer on 9 November
‘I355, by the Commissioner on 9 April 1355, and, on further appeal, by the Judi-
cial Commissioner on 1? June 1856.

In Ayodhya there is a similar history of litigation in the nineteenth century
in which Muslims won throughout. However, in none of them was there any
claim to the Babri mosque but only to the cf.-abutra, the platform, outside it.
Even that was negatived. Before the demolition of the mosque, Muslims were
agreeable to a Rama temple coming up there by the side of the mosque. The
Sangh Parivar would have none of it. Mumbai boasts of a traffic island which
houses a temple, a church and a mosque, cheek by jowl.

In I925, the Sikh Ourdwaras Act was enacted. On 22. December 192?, a
notification was made under it listing the old mosque building and adjacent land
as belonging to the Sikh gurdwara 'Shahid Ganj Bhai Taru Singh‘. Among other
objections to this came one by the Anjuman Islamia of the Punjab on 16 March
1923. The Sikh Gurdwara Tribunal rejected all the claims on 20 January I930.
The Anjuman did not appeal. Other claimants did. The Lahore High Court dis-
missed the appeals on 19 October l.934.

The judgement records:
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In the result the property and building were given into the custody of the defendants,
and on the night of july 7', 1935 the building was suddenly demolished by or with
the connivance of its Sikh custodians under the influence of communal ill-feeling.
Riots and disorder ensued, and much resentment was felt and expressed by the
Muslims.

For the events of those times—and the injection of politics in the case—one
must turn to K.L. Gauba's narrative ‘The Shahidganj Case‘ in his book Famous
and Historic Trials [Lion Press, Lahore, I946, pp. 77-113}. For the Sikh view
point, vide Ganda Singh's History of Gsirdwara Shafridganj {Lahore, 193$ 1.

On 2 july 1935, shortly after Sikhs acquired legal possession, a deputation
of Muslim leaders met Deputy Commissioner S. Partap who assured them that
the mosque would not be demolished. The Citaland Military Gazette of 3 july
published his press note:

The alleged demolition by the Sikhs of a portion of a very old mosque, within the
precincts of Gurdwata Shahidganj in Landa Baaar has created a good deal of
excitement among Muslims, many of whom collected outside the gurdwara and
made demonstratioris. Fearing danger to the gutdwara, iatfras of Sikhs have started
coming to Lahore from outside.

Both the mosque and the gurdwara are perfectly safe and the authorities have
taken all possible measures to protect them, pending a settlement of the dispute.
Any attempt to rowdyism or hooliganism will be properly and effectively sup-
pressed.

Sikb and Muslim leaders met on 4 july to hammer out an accord.

Muslims were represented by Maulana Zafar Ali Khan, Editor of the Eamirrriar,
Syed Habib, Editor of the Siyasat, Maulana Daud Ghaznavi on behalf of the
Ahrars and K.S. Amirud-Din, a local grandee. For the Sikhs attended Master Tara
Singh, leader of his community, Sardar Ishat Singh Majhail, Giani Gurmukh Singh
and Satdar Mangal Singh, member of the Central Legislative Assem bly. The meeting
was pursued [sic] in a most cordial atmosphere and Muslims were asked to put
their demands in writing to be forwarded to the Sikh leaders for consideration.
The meeting terminated in a hopeful atmosphere. In the evening, Muslims met at
the Barkat Ali Islamia Hall under the chairmanship of a barrister, Mian Abdul
Aziz, to formulate their demands. These were specified as the restoration of the
mosque to the Muslims and a five-foot passage between the gurdwara and the
mosque.

On 6 july the Governor of Punjab, Sir Herbert Emerson, met Sikh and
Muslim leaders. The government issued a press note denying rumours ofdemolition
of ‘the walls of Shahidganj Mosque‘. The press note appeared in the newspapers
of Sunday, 7" july. By the next morning the mosque was demolished. The Govemor
spoke with a forked tongue. ‘They {the government} decided it was not possible
to prevent the Sikhs from exercising their legal rights and that bloodshed be
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avoided by preventing Muslims from approaching the scene of demolition.‘
Another communique said the ‘government deeply regret that Sikhs should have
thought fit to act in this precipitate manner, thus ruining all chances of a settlement
and creating a very critical situation‘. On 1? july, Emerson told the Legislative
Council that Partap ‘did not promise that the building would not be demolished
in any circumstances. He promised that he would prevent this until the Puniab
government had had time to examine the legal position. He carried out this
promise.’

Predictably, in the agitation that followed, many a Muslim politician tried
to promote his career. A new outfit, Blue Shirts, was set up, led by Maulana
Zafar Ali Khan. There were riots on 20 and 21 july in which the police opened
fire, and killed twelve Muslims. A civil suit was filed on behalf of the mosque.
Hearings began before the District judge at Lahore, S.L. Sale, on 30 October
1935.

The demolition of the mosque was widely condemned. Sir Giria Shankar
Bajpai wrote in disgust to Sir Fazl-i-Husain on 29 july 1935, in terms which
proved prophetic. ‘It bodes ill for the future if one community thinks that the best
way to assert its legal rights is to wound deeply the religious susceptibilities of
another’ {Waheed Ahmad led. l, Letters ofMien Fall-|'—f-fusein, Research Society
of Pakistan, University of Punjab, Lahore, 11'-F6, p. 41(1). Together, the Letters
and the Diary and Notes ofiviian Fczf-i-Husairt {Waheed Ahmad {ed.], Research
Society of Pakistan, Lahore, 19??) reflect Fazl-i-Husain's deep disapproval of the
tactics of extremist Muslim leaders and his efforts for a compromise. They freer
on route-mporcryeverrts.

A Diary entry of1?_luly1935 records [p. 150}:

lt seems to me that H.l:'.- [the Governor} wanted some sort of settlement—the
building will remain as an archaeological monument, and not put to any use by
Sikhs, and Muslims will not claim it to serve as a mosque. This would have been
status quo, and fair. The Muslims however pressed their claim or their request for
the building to be used as a mosque, and the Sikhs pulled it down to put an end to
the controversy. The government, feeling possibly that the building will not be
pulled down, used its powers against Muslim crowds, and to strengthen the Sikhs,
allowed their jetfrrts to come into Lahore. Sikh jtttfms demonstrating in Lahore,
and Muslims not allowed to have a procession, naturally created indignation in
Muslim circles. Government is helping Sikhs to demolish mosque. Well, Sikhs
actually demolished it, warned the government that they were doing it, and the
government could not but protect them with the help of the police and the military.
This was not playing the game, so far as the Muslim side is concerned, but the
government's explanation is that the Sikhs have acted unfairly.

]u|y19:

‘What should be done? Deal with Muslim defiance of law and bring it under control.
li Sikhs want to build, do not allow it. If they resort to defiance of law, deal with it
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strongly; as in the case of Muslims. Then the two communities might settle down
as quits. It is very unlikely that the Sikhs would agree not to build on it, or in the
alternative, out of spite put it to uses which will cause annoyance to Muslims.

Sir Fa rl-i-Husain received a letter from a co—founder of his National Unionist
Party, Sir Chhotu Ram, dated Zjuly 1935, reporting a formula suggested at the
Governor’s Conference the previous day; ‘probably’ by Dr Gokal Chand hlarang:

The question of ownership and possession of the Shahidganj having been finally
decided by the court as being with Sikhs, the members present at this conference
should recommend to their respective communities that as a solution of the present
difficulty the site actually under the mosque should be surrounded by a wall or a
fence and should riot be built upon forrtff time. I am quoting from memory, but am
not far from actual wording.

Muslims put forward an amendment that the words ‘or used for any purpose‘
should also he added. This was not acceptable to Sikhs. Another amendment
which was under discussion when we broke up for lunch was that the final words
should be: ‘should be enclosed on all sides by a wall nine feet high‘. The suggestion
is obviously meant to secure the substance without fighting for words. The Rain
{Narendra l'*-lath] Sahib is of opinion that anything excluding use nullifies the
rights of Sikhs under the decree [emphasis added}.

In the last week of February I936, jinnah visited Lahore. Faal-i-Husain
recorded on 2? February:

Government of India seems to have accepted _linnah's offer to help, and asked the
Governor to co-operate with him. This is all to the good. This trouble stands in the
way of the communities coming together, and we should all be grateful to jinnah
for making the effort, and if he succeeds, Punjab benefits from it.

Jinnah set up a conciliation board composed of representatives of all the
communities. He was not out to exploit the crisis for political ends. Sir Faal-i-
Husain became impatient with Jinnah as an entry of March B reveals: ‘the site
should not be built upon, and . . . its use by the Sikhs guarded against. This was
almost promised, and yet violated, if Jinnah is right. This is adding insult to
injury and jinnah still goes on talking of settlement honourable to both’ (p. 204}.
On 13 ]une I936, Fazl-i-Husain wrote to the Governor expressing his opposition
to any construction on the site of the demolished mosque (Letters, p. 534}.

By then, Muslims had lost the case. In a considered iudgement, on 25 May
1936, S.L. Sale, District judge at Lahore, dismissed the suit which Muslims had
filed after the demolition.

. . . The Government of India Act, 1935, which conferred autonomy on the
Provinces, came into force on All Fool's Day, I937’. The Mtrslim League had
fared miserably in the polls, winning only two seats—for Malik Barkat Ali and
Raja Ghaaanfar Ali Khan. The Unionists, led by Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan, bagged
33 of the IT'S seats. The Congress won only 18 seats as against 36 won by non-
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Congress Hindus and Sikhs. The separate communal electorates system was in
force then.

Sir Sikanclar formed a Unionist Coalition in April 193? but only to conclude
a pact with Jinnah in October. However, he became a Muslim Lcaguer without
affecting ‘the continuance of the present coalition and Unionist Party‘. On 2.9
November 1937', the High Court began hearing the appeal from the District
judge ‘s judgement. Barkat Ali approached Jinnah, who was still in active practice
in the Bombay High Court, to appear for the Muslims. ‘But he declined because
he had been a coneiliator between the contending parties in February 1936 and
did not want to be an advocate of one party‘ {M. Rafique Aftal, Malik Barker
Air‘, His Life and Writings, Research Society of Pakistan, Lahore, 1969, p. 44}.
On ]innah's advice, F.]. Coltman, an English barrister practising in the Bombay
High Court, was briefed. I-le joined Barkat Ali and Dr M. Alarn for the appellants.
Rai Bahadur Badridas and Sardar Harmam Singh appeared for the SGPC. On Z6
january 1933, the High Court dismissed the appeal (Mesjid Siaelsid Gent es
SGPC AIR 1933 Lahore 369]. Chiefjustice Sir Douglas Young and justice M.‘v'.
Bhirle held in favour of Sikhs. justice Din Mohammad pronounced in favour of
Muslims in a lengthy and erudite judgement on Muslim law. lt was less an im-
partial pronouncement than a contribution to the Muslim case. So much for ‘the
judicial remedy‘. As the great jurist Benjamin H. Cardozo sagely remarked in
his classic The Netare of the judicial Process: ‘The great tides and currents
which engulf the rest of men do not turn aside in their course and pass the judges
by‘ (Yale University Press, I964, p. 163].

The Muslim League's annual session in October 193? had convert-ed a special
session of the Council on 30 January I 938. It decided to observe 18 February as
Shahidganj Day. Meanwhile, moves were afoot to resolve the issue by ‘legis-
lation‘—the remedy for Ayodhya advocated in the Bhartiya janata Pat-ty’s
Palampur resolution of_]une I989. Barkat Ali, an able lawyer, drafted the Punjab
Muslim Mosques Protection Bill, I933, in order to otter-ride the High Cotrrt’s
indgentent and give legislative sanction to the principles of Maslirn fare
proponnded byjustice Din ilrlolaarnrnad. K.L. Gauba drafted a Bill which provided
simply for the compulsory acquisition of the land under the Land Acquisition Act
and vesting of the site in the government, deeming it a mosque ‘which shall be
maintained as an open site’ (Gentle, pp. 108-10 for extracts from his Bill and the
aftermath}. Barkat Ali's Bill won greater support. His joy was shortlived.

On I5 March I933, the Prime Minister of Punjab [as Chief Ministers were
known then], Sir Sikandar Hayat Khan, made a statement in the Provincial
Assembly which is of historic importance. it is highly relevant to tire Sangh
Periner’s policy before and after the demolition of the Babri mosque. Listing his
objections to Barkat Ali's Bill, he pointed out that it would ‘involve reopening
and retrospective reversal of cases settled by valid judicial pronouncements.‘
Moreover, ‘if non-Muslims claimed similar immunity for their places of worship
in the Punjab which had passed out of their hands into Muslim possession, it
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would be illogical to resist such a request‘. He drew the point home with rigorous
logic:

If the Governor were to give his sanction for the introduction of such a Bill in the
Punjab, with the consent of his Ministry, it would provoke similar Hills in those
provinces where the non—Muslims are in a majority, for the restoration of many
historic and important places of worship originally belonging to non-Muslims but
now in Muslim possession, and, in the light of the precedent set in the Punjab, it
would be impossible for Muslims logically to invoke protection against such Bills
under the Government of India Act. . . .

Its only practical effect would be to increase bitterness and remove for all time
the prospect of an amicable settlement and to align parties in the legislature and in
tlre province on rigid communal lines, a prospect which no well-wisher of the
province can contemplate without despair. . . .

The government has under consideration means to ensure the due protection
of all places of worship so that a repetition of incidents like Shahidganj may be
impossible in future. To this end it is proposed to appoint a small informal committee
of the members for this House to advise the government with regard to proposals
for legislation. (‘llide Gaulra, pp. 111-15; emphasis added}

Apparently, something on the line of the Places of Worship {Special Provisions}
Act, 1991.

Five days later, on 21 March, the Muslim I..eague‘s Council endorsed this
statement. At its special session in Calcutta on 1'?—-18 April 1933, Jinnah said
that ‘certain individuals on both sides were and have been aggressive to each
other, and they have created a situation which has involved the two great com-
munities into the position of an impasse. I deplore the excesses committed on
bot}: sides‘ {S.S. Piraada, Foundations of Pakistan, National Publishing House,
Karachi, l9'i‘D, Vol. II, p. 291].

On 2 May 1940, the Privy Council brought the curtain down on the litigation
by dismissing the appeal._By then the SGPC had secured, in August I935, the
municipaliry‘s sanction for construction of a gu rdwara on the site of the mosque.

The issues raised by the Privy Council are highly relevant to Ayodhya.

The first question to be asked with reference to this imrnova ble property is: In whom
was the title at the date when the sovereignty of this part of India passed to the
British in 1849'? It may have been open to the Ilritish, on the ground of conquest or
otherwise, to annual rights of private property at the time of annexation, as, indeed,
they did in Oudh after 135?. But nothing of the sort was done so far as regards the
property now in dispute. There is nothing in the Punjab Laws Act, or in any other
Act, authorizing the British Indian Courts to uproot titles acquired prior to the
annexation by applying to them a law which did not then obtain as the law of the
land. Tlrere is every presumption in favour of tire proposition that e clrange of
sovereignty tvoultl not affect private rights to property. Who, then, immediately
prior to the British annexation was the local sovereign of Lahore? ‘What law was
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applicable in that State to the present case? who was recognized by the local sovereign
or other authority as owner of the property now in disputei‘. . .

If it be assumed, for example, that the property in dispute was by general law, or
by special decree or by revenue-free lrntrafiI grant, vested in the Sikh rulers, the case
made by the plaintiffs becomes irrelevant. . . .

The rules of limitation which apply to a suit are the rules in force at the date of
institution of the suit, limitation being a matter of procedure. It cannot be doubted
that the Indian Limitation Act of 19113 applies to immovables made uraqf, not-
withstanding that the ownership in such property is said in accordance with the
doctrine of the two disciples to be in God. . . . The property now in question having
been possessed by Sikhs adversely to the avaqf and to all interests thereunder for
more than twelve years, the right of the mutter-veli to possession for the purpose of
the waqfca me to an end under Art. 144 of the Limitation Act, and the title derived
under the dedication from the settler or uraqf became extinct under S. 13. {Emphasis
added]

justice Bhide rightly said that the law of limitation does not distinguish be-
tween property sacred and other. Yet faced with precisely that law, the Sangh
Parivar denrolislred the Babri mosque. In Pakistan, the law laid down by the
Privy Council on 2 May 1940 is still respected.

The last word must belong to the distinguished educationist Dr Amrik Singh:

The interesting thing is that even after 194?, when there is hardly anyone to visit
the gurdwara, the character of that building has not been changed and it has not
been converted into a mosque. If this can happen in Pakistan, which according to
its constitution is described as an Islamic state, can India, which describes itself as
a secular state, act differently? How does one deal with an issue when faith is put
forward as the governing principle in place of reason? If that contention were to be
accepted, it would be the end of civilised governance.

These remarks were made before the demolition of the Babri Masjid. They
apply with yet greater force to the future of its site.

[Adapted from A.G. Hoorani, ‘Ayodhya in Reverse‘, Frontline, 16 February 2001.]

4. The Somnath Temple Case:
Irrelevant as Precedent, Abused for Symbolism

On the eve of the 1989 general elections, the Bharatiya janata Party's {l3]PJ
National Executive adopted, for the first time at Palampur on 11 june 1989, a
resolution demanding construction of a temple in honour of Rama at the site of
the Babri Masjid and asked the other political parties to show respect for ‘the
sentiments of the overwlrelming majority in this country——tlre Hindus’. Its last
paragraph reads:
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The B_lP calls upon the Rajiv [Gandhi] Government to adopt the same approach in
respect of Ayodhya that the Hehru Government did with regard to Somnath. The
sentiments of the people must be respected and Ram janmasthan be handed over
to the Hindus-~if possible through a negotiated settlement or else, by legislation.
Litigation certainly is no answer.

Paragraphs earlier, it referred to the restoration as an act of ‘the Govemment of
India under time leaderslrip ofPandit Nelrru and Sardar Patel, and with the blessings
of Candhiji.‘ Such legislation has become constitutionally impossible after the
Supreme Court's judgement on the Ayodhya reference in 1993.

In his ‘Kumarakom Musings‘ [2000] Vajpayee also cited Somnath as a
precedent. However, Nehru‘s opposition is on record as also Candhi‘s disapproval
of official involvement. The facts about the Somnath episode are on record and
belie these claims. What is even more significant, however, is the linkage that the
BJP tries to establish between Somnath and Ayodhya in a brazenly communal
mobilisation for electoral ends.

The distinguished historian, Romila Thapar, demonstrated in her D.D.
Kosambi Memorial Lecture for 1999 at the University of Bombay, that Mahmud
of Ghaani’s raid on the Somnath temple in 1026 did not create a Hindu—Musiim
divide. Her rigorous analysis of five different narratives ofwhat happened yielded
insights that do not support the B_[P‘s thesis. {For an abbreviated version, vide
Seminar, March 1999 and Frontline, 23 April 1999.] She said: ‘His claims to
having killed .'ill,lIll(l iltafirs {infidelsl is matched by similar claims to having
killed 50,000 Muslims heretics. The figure appears to be notional.‘ The earliest
mention of a ‘Hindu trauma‘, interestingly, was made in the British House of
Commons on 9‘ March I343, by Lord Ellcnborough, while defending his actions.
It was, incidentally, also a British official who circulated the fiction of Babar
demolishing a Rama temple and building a mosque on the site.

The revivalist K.M. Munshi‘s novel jaya Somanatlra I192?) drew inspiration
from the communal writings of Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, as Romila Thapar
pointed our. Pakistan's folly in accepting junaga tlh‘s accession in September 1947'
exacerbated the bitterness of Partition. The Kashmir issue erupted in October
194?. Munshi‘s book Somanetlra, tire Shrine Eternal reproduces the text of the
Proclamation which this brilliant lawyer drew up, entitled ‘Declaration by tire
subjects ofjunagadb State: Forrnation ofProvisional Government‘. It was formed
in Bombay by Samaldas Gandhi, and he and his men marched tojunagadh with
official support in use of arms. {For the text of the Proclamation, vide pages 63-
69 ofSornnatlra, the Shrine Eternal, fourth edition, 1976, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan,
Bombay}

Vallabhbhai Patel, Minister for Home and the States, announced his resolve
to reconstruct the Somnath temple on 13 November 194? at Junagadh, on his
first visit after India took over the administration from the l*~lawab‘s regime. He
was accompanied by N."tl’. Gadgil, Minister for Public Works, Mines and Power.
Munshi latched on enthusiastically to promote iris agenda. Hot surprisingly, an
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expression he coined (‘pseudo-secularism‘) became a favourite of L.K. Advani.
The B]P‘s White Paper on Ayodhya and the Rama Temple Movement {April

1993] avers that ‘the evolution from Somnath was suspended after the death of
Sardar Patel and . . . Ayodhya is the recommencement from the point where the
spirit of Somnath stood suspended‘ [para 1.1}. The next para explains the impli-
cation: ‘The Ayodhya movement was not just a plea for a temple for Sri Rama .
. . instead it reflected a far deeper quest for recapturing our national identity‘-
a shift from ‘Hindu‘ sentiment in 1939 to ‘national’ in 1992.

Scholars of note have commented on the consequences of the Somnath sym-
bolism. Thanks to the propaganda in the charged post-Partition atmosphere, ‘for
many Hindus this project represented not the restoration of an example of ancient
architecture, but something of religious and communal significance. It symbolized
the repudiation of almost a thousand years of Muslim domination in India, and
tire reassertion ofHindu supremacy‘ (D.E. Smith, India as a Secular State, Oxford,
1963, p. 386]. In his definitive and pioneering work, Smith said, ‘It seems clear
that the whole inspiration of this project, with which high government officials
[but not Nehru] were so closely identified, was very far indeed from the approach
which is expected of the secular State.‘ The author cited other instances of ‘tire
failure to distinguish between Indian culture and Hindu religion‘ {ibid., p. 33?].

Peter van der "v‘eer‘s work, Religious Nationalism, Hindus and Muslims in
indie {Oxford, 1996), holds that it was sought to convey a message: ‘Somnath is
a monument of the Hindu nation that has finally won its continuous struggle
against "foreign" oppression. Mahmud of Ghaani and Aurangreb, the first and
last Muslim destroyers of Somnath, were presented as enemies of the Hindu
nation, and their final defeat was celebrated in the reconstruction.‘

His remarks bear quotation in extenso:

With the firm establishment of British rule in the nineteenth century, an enormous
effort was la unched to find facts in order to ‘rule by records‘. Facts, though, do not
speak for themselves. It is the historian who makes a story out of them. One of tire
most important master narratives is of relations lietrveen ttvo nations, Hindu and
Muslim. Tl:-e nature of tlrese relations formed e powerful legitimation for tire
presence of tire Britislr as an ‘enlightened’ race of rulers.

British historiography has much to answer for. The author continued:

No doubt, there are ‘facts’, such as the demolition of Hindu temples by Muslim
rulers or taxes on infidels as well as Hindu resistance against such things, that
could be used to support the master narrative. But there are also other facts, such
as patronage of Hindu shrines by Muslim rulers or vice verse, that problematic:
the story. More important, though, is the essentialism inherent in the Hindu versus
Muslim version of Indian history. This version divides Indian history into a Hindu
period llflflll st; to so Illllll and a Muslim period [so 1llll]—-Illlllll on the basis of
the religion of some of the ruling dynasties. It brackets Arabs, Turks and Persians
under the term ‘Muslims’, even tlrouglr that terrn is rarely used in contemporary
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sources hefore the thirteenth century. lt uses the term ‘Hindu' as if it describes a-
unifietl religious community, despite the fact that the term is not found in pre-
Islamic sources.

He adds: ‘That Mahmud of Ghasni destroyed the Somnath temple in 192.6
is a celebrated lact in "official" Indian history not disputed by anyone, Muslim,
Hindu, or othenvise. That Bahar destroyed Rania’s temple in Ayodhya has not,
hotvever, acquired texrhoolt status.‘ His conclusion is incontestable: ‘What nation-
alisnt does, thongh, is to reinterpret the nature of the contest in the past to serve
its purposes in the present. Hindu nationalism provides the linit hettveen Soninath
and Ayodhya‘ (pp. I60-61). The communities were not split by ‘ancient hates’.
They are sought to be torn apart by continued and modern hatred which perverts
histdry for ends of political powee

Chistophe jaffrelot recalls that in 1942, Munshi, although a Congressman,
had been invited to speak to the Working Committee of the Hindu Mahasabha.
Advani's rath yatra began from Somnath on 25 September 1990. Four days earlier,
the BJP had boycotted the meeting of the National Integration Council convened
to discuss the Ayodhya issue {The Hindu Nationalist Movement and Indian Politics,
Viking, 1996, pp. 35, 416}.

How and why Patel came to decide on reconstruction of the Somnath temple
is recorded in Gadgil's memoirs {Government from Inside, Mecnaltshi Praltashan,
Meerut, I968, pp. 1s4-sci. He wrote:

Due morning, while wallting on the beach, the idea of the restoration occurred to
me and I mentioned it to Vallabhbhai. He approved it and with his consent 1 made
an announcement of the intention to restore the ancient glory that Somnath once
was. . . . Earlier it had been decided to undertalte the worlt through the central
government. Nehru did not approve. On Gandhfs advice, it was decided to entrust
the worlt to a Trust which would have one representative of the central government.

In the context, the expression ‘the government‘ can be misleading. Patel
was Minister for States in charge of junagadh. Gadgil was Minister for Public
Works. Constitutionally, a Minister who makes an order on a matter within his
remit acts for ‘the government’. Article 7'3 {cl of the Constitution draws a clear
distinction between his decision and that of the Council of Ministers.

Undoubtedly, at some stage the matter was discussed in the Cabinet. Gaclgil
does not assert that the Cabinet had decided to construct the temple, as M unshi
did later. Gadgil‘s statement, ‘Earlier it had been decided to undertalte theworlt
through the Central Government. Nehru did not approve’, suggests clearly that
the Prime Minister's obiection and Mahatma Gandhi's as well proved decisive.
That Gadgil ‘prepared a plan‘ and got it recorded in the proceedings of the
Cabinet implies that official help would be available. It was extended.

The issue discussed in 1948 was revived in 1951 when Raiendra Prasad
was to attend the inaugural ceremony. Gadgil recorded:
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Nehru expressed the opinion that the President should not attend the ceremony.
The Cabinet also discussed the matter. I told Munshi that if anyone was responsible
for the affair it was I and Vallabhbbai who supported me. I would therefore
explain the affair to the Cabinet. I quoted from the Cabinet report to prove that
l‘\lehru's charge that the thing was done without infonning Cabinet was not correct.
The Maulana and jagjivan Ram said that the matter was discussed.

Gadgil dispelled the impression that the Cabinet was not informed. He
asserted, rightly, that it had ‘discussed’ the matter. But unlilte Munshi, he did not
claim it had endorsed the move.

I pointed out that the government gave subsidies and grants to thousands of
mosques and tombs and there could be nothing objectionable if it spent a little
money in restoring a Hindu temple. I understood secularism to mean the equality
of all religions. The restoration of the Somnath temple had earned for the
government the goodwill of millions of people and had made the creation of the
Saurashtra Sta re easy. Millions of Hindus are idol-worshippers and not intellectuals
like Nehru.

lvIunshi’s version is interesting:

The State Ministry of the Government of India thereafter toolt steps to implement
this decision. On 13 December ‘I94 T, the Standing Committee ofthe Worlts, Mines
and Power Ministry accepted Gadgil‘s proposal that the Government of India
should reconstruct the temple in the original form and develop roughly one square
mile of the surrounding area. I understand that this decision was included in the
weekly note to the Cabinet.

As I learnt from Gadgil, it was also mentioned to the Cahinet. At the same time,
the decision of the government was that the ‘W.M.P. Ministry should reconstruct
the old shrines and they were so doing in the case of certain Muslim shrines and
mosques. [Pilgrimage to Freedom, Bharatiya ‘llidya Ehavan, 196?, p. $61]

In 1949, it was decided to set up a trust comprising two donors, two public
figures, two representatives of the Government of India and one each of the
Saurashtra Union and junagadh of which the enterprising Samaldas Gandhi had
been made Administrator. The trust would be aided by an Advisory Committee,
‘the composition of which was to be settled by the Government of India‘ [Somnatha,
the Shrine Eternal, pp. ?6—T-"?}.

Munshi prepared the trust deed. Patel nominated the first trustees. One of
the objects clauses of the trust deed reads thus:

Up-on trust to allow non-Hindu visitors to visit the Somnath Temple and have
darshana of the deities in accordance with the rules and regulations that may, from
time to time, be framed by the trustees provided that no such visitor shall be
allowed personally to perform worship in the said temple of Somnath.

There was no pretence ahouta ‘national’ venture.
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The foundation stone was laid on E May I950. fin 11_IuIy 1950, Nehru
wrote to Munshi: ‘I have been feeling a little uncomfortable at your references to
the rebuilding of the Somnath temple. As a government, we cannot undertake the
building of any religious edifices‘ {Selected Works ofjawaharlal Nehru, second
series, ‘Volume 14, p. 50?].

The temple was inaugurated by the President on 11 May 1951. Shortly
before that Nehru wrote to Raitndra Prasad on 2 March, expressing his reser-
vations {Selected Works ofjawaharlal Nehru, ‘Volume 16, Part I, p. ZFUJ. Vice-
President S. Radhaltrishnan shared his views. Nehru wrote to him on 13 june: ‘In
so fat as I could, I tried to malte it clear that this had nothing to do with our gov-
ernment. But previously Sardar Patel had gone some distance in committing the
government’ ip. 350]. Rajaji also agreed with Nehru ip. 611}.

Nehru pointed out to the Chairman of the Board of Trustees and Rajptamukh
of Saurashtta, the jam Saheb of Nawanagar, on 24 April: ‘I am troubled by this
revivalism‘ {p. 610}.

Munshi‘s letter to K.M. Panilrltat, Ambassador to China, asking the Indian
embassy to collect and send waters from the rivers of that country ‘a nd also some
twigs from the Tien Shan mountains‘, prompted Nehru to write to him on 17' and
22 April [pp. 605, 608].

Munshi's reply of 24 April 1951 exposed his communal outloolt (Sontnatha,
the Shrine Eternal, pp. 130-36}. He wrote: ‘I can assure you that the "collective
subconscious" of India today is happier with the scheme of reconstruction of
Somnath sponsored by Government of India than with many other things that we
have done and are doing.’ He had sought ‘to shape or reintegrate so me aspects of
Hinduism, in the conviction that that alone will malte India an advanced and
rigorous nation under modern conditions.‘

Nehru explained his stand in a letter to the Chief Ministers on 2 May:

You must have read about the coming ceremonies to Somnath temple. Many
people have been attracted to this and some of my colleagues are even associated
with it in their individual capacities. Hut it should be clearly understood that this
function is not governmental and the Covernni.-,-nt of India as such has nothing to
do with it. Wltilc it is easy to understand a certain measure of public support to this
venture, we have to remember that we must not do anything which comes in the
way of our state being secular. Thar is the basis of our Constitution and govern-
ments, therefore, should refrain from associating themselves with anything which
tends to affect the secular character of our state. There are, unfortunately, many
communal tendencies at worlt in India today and we have to be on our guard
against them. It is important that governments should ltecp the secular and non-
comrnunal ideal always before them.

Un I August he remarked that the event had ‘created a very bad impression
abroad about India and her professions‘ Uawaharlal Nehru: Letters to Chief
Ministers I94?—I9t54, ‘volume 2, pp. 338, 462).
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Volume 14 of Dr Raiendra Prasad: Correspondence and Select Documents
contains his letters to Nehru on IU March 1951, in iustification of his decision to
inaugurate the temple. But the Presidenfs remarks to Dr K.N. Katiu on 2.5 April
are relevant today: ‘I may tell you that on account of the way things are being
managed there, gitring it a politico-religions colour, the Prime Minister is not
trery happy‘ (pp. 3?, $2].

Unlike Vaipayee and Advani, Patel was too honest to gjve it a ‘national’ or
political colour. When the Archaeological Department clamoured for maintaining
the ruins of the temple on the ground that it was an ancient monument, Patel
expressed his views in the following note:

The Hindu sentiment in regard to this temple is both strong and widespread. In the
present conditions, it is unlikely that sentiment will be satisfied by mere restoration
of the temple or by prolonging its life. The restoration of idol would be a point of
honour and sentiment with the Hindu public. {Si August I943]

Significantly, when it came to the Babri Masjid, Patel wrote to the Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Govind Ballabh Pant, on 9 January 1951], a little after
a fortnight after an idol had been surreptitiously planted there on the night of 22-
23 December 1534 9, in these terms:

Irealize there is a great deal of sentiment behind the move which has talten place. At
the same time, such matters can only be resolved peacefully if we take the willing
consent of the Muslim community with us. Tbere can be no question of resolving
such disputes by force. In that case, the forces of law and order will have to
maintain peace at all costs. If, therefore, peaceful and persuasive methods are to be
followed, any unilateral action based on an attitude of aggression or coercion
cannot be countenanced.

In one case he was for the restoration of the temple, in the other case he was
against the forcible occupation of a mosque, let alone its demolition or conversion
to a temple even without its demolition {Sardar Patel ’s Correspondence I945-50,
Volume IX, Navajivan Publishing House, p. Ill).

Trust Advani to obliterate the fundamental difference by telling an untruth.
Mentioning the last destruction of the Somnath temple in IFUE, he added gratui-
tously, ‘A small mosque was put up in its place’, to imply that in I943 a mosque
was, indeed, demolished in order to construct a temple {A Tale of Two Temples
in Rarnianntabhnmi, HJP, 1939, p. I1]. Munshi, a man of much higher stature
intellectually and morally, also mentions the events of 1?{l6. No mosque was
‘put up‘. The temple was ‘converted into a mosque‘ in I?il6 only to go ‘out of
use'—-before 1?6U (Somnatha, the Shrine Eternal, p. 93).

The Somnath movement exacted its toll. Pandit Prem Nath Baraz recalled
in his masterly worlt, The History ofStrarggle for Freedom in Kashmir, that:

according to an agreement between the I.l.P. Government and the Indian Sugar
Syndicate, sin annas [that is 40 paisel out of the price of every mound of sugar
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were being collected by the Syndicate for the renovation of the Somnath temple.
And so, indirectly all, Hindus and non-Hindus . . . have been paying this religious
levy . . . in a Secular State. {Pamposh Publications, Delhi, 1954, p. 360}

If Somnath figured in a book on Kashmir, it was for the very reason that
Nehru mentioned in deep anguish at a public meeting in Calcutta on New Year’s
Day, 1952. It was secular India that drew the people of Kashmir to the Union.
‘Why should they live in a country where the Jan Sangh and the RS5 are constantly
beleaguering them?‘ [Selected Works oflaurabarlal Nehru, Vol. 1?, p. 7'3)

Vaipayee's ‘Musings’, ironically, offered peace to the I'-iashmiris while talking
disingenuously of a Rama temple on the site of a demolished mosque—as an
expression of ‘national’ sentiment.

[Adapted from AJG. Hoorani, ‘Uf Somnath and Ayodhya‘, Frorrtline, I February IDOI,
pp. 94-91]
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Myth, History and Archaeology

A. MYTH AND Hl5TtTlfi.'t'

1. C. Rajagopalachati on the Ramayana

All the languages of India have the Ramayana and Mahabharata retold by their
poets, with additions and variations of their own. It is good to have the narrative
written up for young people as told in the original epics, and these two books of
mine seek to serve that object.

. . . We should be thankful to those who preserved for us these many-
centuries-old epics in spite of all the vicissitudes through which our nation passed
since Vyasa and Valmiki's time. Even the poets who wrote these epics in the
original did not create but built out of the inherited bricks of national memory
prior to their own time.

. . . Mythology is an integral part of religion. It is as necessary for religion
and national culture as the skin and the skeleton that preserve a fruit with its
juice and its taste. Form is no less essential than substance. We cannot squeeze
religion and hope to bottle and keep the essence by itself. It would neither he very
useful not last very long. Mythology and holy figures are necessary for any great
culture to rest on its stable spiritual foundation and function as a life-giving
inspiration and guide. . . .

. . . The traditional orthodox view is that Valmiki wrote the Ramayana
during the life-time of Ramachandra. judging from normal experience, however,
it would appear that the story of Rama had been in existence, though not as a
written work, long before Valmiki wrote his epic. It looks as though Valmiki
gave form to a story that had been handed down from generation to generation.
That probably explains some of the difficult features in the story—-for example,
the slaying of Vaali and Sita’s exile under Rama's orders.

In Valmilti's work Rama is portrayed as a great and unique man, not as an
incarnation of God. True, in some chapters there are references to him as an
avatar of God, but in the body of the narrative the Rama pictured by Sage
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Valmiki is not God himself but a great prince endowed with divine qualities.
Even during Valmiki's days, the idea was prevalent, to some extent, that

Rama was an avatar. Centuries later, Kamban and Tulsidas sang the Ramayana,
and by that time it had come to be accepted that Sri Rama was an avatar of
Vishnu. Rama and Krishna were synonyms for Vishnu: and Vishnu, in turn,
meant Rama or Krishna. Temples had come into existence with ritual worship of
Rama as God. In a situation like that, how could the later poets portray Rama as
a mere hero? Any such attempt would have failed. Kamban and Tulsidaas were
devotees of the highest order. They were very different from historians and novelists.

. . . The Ramayana has, for its twin theme, love that is opposed to dharma
also. The Ramayana is undoubtedly a great love story.

Those who regard the Ramayana as an allegory interpret Sita as the
individual soul and Rama as the Supreme Being. God seeks and pursues the
human soul till He secures it. He is eager to save us; it is enough if we iust do not
obstruct or resist.

There are also other interpretations and applications of the Ramayana.
Sita, the female counterpart of the Supreme Being, is the embodiment of compassion
and grace. Compassion is the Supreme Mother and she is enthroned in the heart
of the Lord.

. . . Many meanings can be read in the Ramayana and its beauty appreciated
in many ways as from a real diamond many glorious colours emanate. . . .

. . . I have followed the story of the prince of Ayodhya as told by Valmiki.
There was a legend current among people, I think even before Valmiki’s time,
that after recovering Sita, for fear of scandal, Rama sent her away to live in the
forest.

This pathetic episode must have sprung from the sorrow-laden imagination
of our women. It has taken shape as the Uttaraltanda of Ramayana. Although
there is bea ury in the Uttaraltanda, I must say my heart rebels against it. Valmiki
had disposed of this old legend through the fire ordeal in the battlefield. Even
that ordeal does not seem to me as consistent with Rama‘s character. It is painful
to read it.

As the prince returned from Mithila he met Parasurama. I have heard it
said that with that meeting Parasurama‘s avatar came to an end. Likewise, it
should be held, I think, that Rama's avatar came to an end with the slaying of
Havana. After that battle, Rama remained only as a king of the Ikshvaaku race.

Un this theory, Rama's treatment of Sita after the battle and in the Uttara-
ltanda can be explained simply as the behaviour of a king in accordance with the
customs of the times.

But, how can we comment on a work composed thousands of years ago and
coming down to us in palm-leaf manuscripts subject to corruption? If, even after
the fire~ordeal in the Yuddhaltanda, it is said in the Uttaraleanda that Sita was
sent to the forest, we may take it that it mirrors the voiceless and endless suffering
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of our womenfollt. Sorrow and joy are both alike the play of God. God himself
took with him his divine spouse, the embodiment of his own supreme compassion,
into the world of men and women, and enacted with her a great drama of joy and
sorrow in the Ramayana.

Rain falling from the heavens flows into the rivers and flows down to join
the sea. Again from the sea the water is sucked up by the sun and rises to the sky,
whence it descends again as rain and flows down as rivers. Even so, feelings and
values rise from the people and, touching the poet‘s heart, are transformed into a
poem which, in turn, enlightens and inspires the people. Thus in every land the
poets and their people continuously reinforce each other. . . .

. . . Cine other point. In describing how Ravana carried off Sita, Kamban
differs from Valmiki. In Kamban's Ramayana, Ravana does not seize and carry
Sita as Valmiki describes; without touching her he lifts her with the earth on
which she stands. Kamban's version is followed by most popular expositors because
this version is less painful to our feelings.

For the same reason, Tulsi relates that the Sita seized and carried off by
Ravana was not the real Sita at all but a palpable image of hers left behind by
the real Sita. Thus the story is told in all north India.

[C. Raiagopalachari, Ramayana, B-haratiya Vidya Bhavan, I953, pp. xii, xiii, 41-"1, 4%.]

2. R.K. Dasgupta on Rama as a Political Tool

‘Where was Ramachandra born? I confess I never asked myself this question
about the hero of the Ramayana before the demolition of the Babri Masjid on 6
December 1992. On the evening of that day some 20,000 ltar sevalrs demolished
the Babri Masjid, claiming that underneath the mosque was the birthplace of
Rama commemorated by a temple. The mosque was built, according to an inscrip-
tion inside, by Mir Baqi at Babar‘s command in 152.5. There is no archaeological
record showing the existence of a Rama temple on Ramjanrnabhumi, which is
evidently an invention of Sangh Parivar historiography. Researches in ancient
Indian history, in India and abroad, have established that the Rama legend is a
part of Indian mythology, the character in Valmiki's great epic having no historical
basis.

The standard history of India, which is now valued both by the academic
and the general rea der, is Vincent A. Smithls The Oxford History of India [I920],
revised by Sir Mortimer Wheeler, A.L. Basham, _|.B. Harrison and Percival Spear
[I958]. In this work the Ramayana is presented as ‘neither historical nor alle-
gorica], but a poetic creation based on mythology‘ (p. 57). Hermann Georg
Jacobi ll 350-103?), the German Indologist, who visited India twice, was the
first European to write a whole book on the Ramayana—'I'he Ramayana: History,
Contents tvitb a Concordance ofthe Printed Recensions (1393, English translation
by 5.14. Ghoshal, 1960}. The book presents the Ramayana as a work based on
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mythology. In his History of Sanskrit Literature {I900}, Arthur A. Macdonnel
to-o affirms that the Ramayana ‘is based on Indian mythology‘. EJIIE Hopkins
wrote his Epic Mythology [1915 I to show that out two ancient epics draw their
stories from our traditional legends.

We may now turn to our own scholars’ view of the Ramayana. In December
1915, the Government of India and the Sahitya Akademi organized ari intemational
setninar on the Ramayana, which was inaugurated on E December that year and
ended on 12 December. The consensus on the nature of the material of the epic
was that it was mythological. Dn 15 January 19176, Dr Suniti Ktunar Chatterji
[lB90—19??), who had already spoken at the international seminar, gave an
address on the subject again. Dr Chatterji‘s third address on the Ramayana was
given at the National Library, Kolkata, on 13 February 197-"6. His opinion on the
question of the historicity of the Ramayana is quoted by Anil Kumar Kanjilal in
his introduction to Dr Chatterji‘s unfinished work, The Ramayana: its Character;
Genesis, History, Expansion and Exodus {I91-l8}. Dr Charterji says about the
Ramayana: ‘There is evidently no historical core below the surface—no scholar
of Indian history now thinks that Rama, the hero of the Ramayana, was a historical
person, who can be relegated to a particular period of time.‘ The motto of Dr
Cbatterji‘sl hook on the Ramayana is a quotation from Rabindranath‘s poem
Bhasha o Chhanda, first published in 1893 (included in the third volume of
Rabindra Rachanavali, 1933, pp. 1235-38].

Towards the end of this poem Narada tells Valmiki: Sei satya ,ia rachibe
trnnijghate ,ia ta sab satya nahe..lR'avi taba manobhumit‘Ramer janamsthan,
Ayodh-yar cheye satya iena {Whatever you compose will be true; that which
actually happens is not all true. D poet, your mind is the birthplace of Rama and
you must know that to be truer than Ayodhya). Here the Bengali poet raises
Rama beyond history if only to affirm that he is a divine being. ‘llalmiki‘s poem
of 24,000 anushtuv verses and 43,000 lines is not a historical tale; it is a revelation
of a celestial being. The poet indeed frees the Ramayana from the taint of historicity
and for this alone he deserves the adoration of all worshippers of Rama.

The Rama of the Sangh Parivar, particularly of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
founded in 1964 to promote the cause of a Hindu nation, is a political invention.

. . . As a Bengali I read the Krittivasi Ramayana but I often turn to the
Sanskrit epic and more frequently to the Ramcharitinanas of Tulsidas (1532-
1623}, perhaps the greatest classic of medieval Indian literature. In his introduction
to the translation (1318) of the Raincharitmanas, E5. Growse {18.3?-1893) says
that the Hindi Ramayana is ‘less wordy and diffuse than the Sanskrit‘ {p. I}.
Tulsidas, however, does not mention any locale of Rama's nativity, obviously
because, as he says in the Balabanda of his Avadhi Ramcharit, Rama is ‘im-
personal, unique, a treasure-house of all perfections'.

Let us remember, the composition of the Ramcharir was begun on 30 March
1574, forty-six years after the construction of the Babri Masjid. The medieval
Hindi poet seems to anticipate R.abindranath’s idea of Rama as a creation of the
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mind of Valmilti. The Sangh Parivar has transformed him into a political tool. I
call it a form of blasphemy, a ptofanation of the Indian people's divine hero.

[The Statesman, 1 _]uly ZDLII. Ii'..Ii. Dasgupta, an eminent scholar, is former Director,
National Library of lndia.]

3. Suniti Kumar Chatterjee on Rama and Ramjanmabhumi

At a meeting held on 16 january l9?6 under the auspices of the Asiatic Society,
Professor Suniti Kumar Chatterjee said that the Ramayana was not based on
historical facts of any particular age; it is from beginning to end a fiction. "'v"almil-ti,
borrowing from the story of the Dasbaratha jaraka of the Buddhist literature,
composed this epic.

The story of the Dasbaratba jatailta is as follows:
Dasharatha, father of Rama, was the lting of Baranasi [Banaras,'|, not of

Ayodhya as described in the Ramayana. He had two queens—lCoushalya and
Kailteyee. To please his beloved second queen, Dasharatha exiled his eldest son
Rama to the Himalayas. According to the story of the jatailza, Sita was the sister
of Rama—not wife. Younger sister Sita and brother Laltshman followed their
elder brother in his exile. After the death of his father Rama returned to Baranasi
and reigned for a good number of years. During his reign Sita was his queen.
Rama died a natural death. According to the story of the fatalza, Rama, umnoved
in well and woe, was really a sage and saint, not a warrior. Rama was not the
incarnation of Vishnu either.

According to Suniti Kurnar Chatteriee, Valmilci shifted the place of occur-
rence from Baranasi to Ayodhya; and drew the place of exile from the Himalayas
to the Vindhyas in the south.

Valmilti’s chapter on the abducrion of Sita was an after-composition under
the influence of the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer. In the original Valmiki
Ramayana, the relation between Rama and Sita was intact. But in later ages, in
the face of strong opposition from changed social systems, the reiation of brother
and sister was obliterated. In support of his view Dr Suniti Kumar Chatteriee
says, ‘In ancient India this custom was all along in vogue. Even today, in the
Himalayan regions there are tribes who sticlt to this custom of marriage between
brother and sister to keep their properties intact.‘ The poet created Sita after the
model of Savitri and Damayanti, and Rama in the shadow of Arjuna.

Suniti Kumar Chatteriee said that later additions like the abduction of Sita
were influenced by Greelt mythology. These changes began with the Christian
eta. And then Ramachandra was made out to be an incarnation of Vishnu. The
original Ramayana was written at least SUD years before the birth of Christ. At
that time the idea of Vishnuhood had not at all crystallized in the minds of the
people. At lea st 7'00 years after the exit of Valmilti from the stage of literatu re, in
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the second century so, poets of later times ascribed the idea of incarnation to the
depicted character of Rama.

Who was the author of the Ramayana? ‘The mythological saint Chyavana,
described in the Satapatha Brahmana and the Mahabharatha, initiated the
composition of this epic. Valmiki . . . later imparted poetic lustre to the composition
of his predecessor.‘ In the view of the professor, Valmiki was the first conscious
poet of India, having a subtle poetic sense.

[Anandahaear Patrika, Calcutta, I? January 19?I5.]

4. Romila Thapar on Misuse of the Ramayana

The noted historian, Professor Romila Thapar, has decried attempts to give
religious sa nctiry to the televised Valmiki version of the Ramayana and the ‘strategy
of political mobilization through exploitation of people’s religious beliefs’.

‘No attempt is made to even mention that other versions of the Ramayana
exist. This discounts the numerous versions of the Ramayana which form part of
the broader cultural idiom of the country‘, Professor Thapar said, while speaking
on ‘Different Versions of the Ramayana‘ at a meeting organized by the Delhi
Renaissance Club.

The projection of the Valmiki Ramayana and Tulsidas‘s Rameharitmanas
as the sole version has to be linked to the question of the Ramjanmabhumi dispute
and the larger move to redefine Hinduism, Professor Thapar said.

There is also an attempt to establish an ecclesiastical structure within
Hinduism, she said: ‘A religious bureaucracy of mahanrs and priests is sought to
be created which is responsible for all decisions relating to religious matters‘.

Similarly, certain religious organizations are trying to establish the epic as
a sacred text and seeking to set it in a specific location in Ayodhya as part of the
redefinition of Hinduism.

Professor Thapar said that the theme of the Ramayana is not a religious
one, but certain political and religious organizations are seeking to narrow its
perspective by imposing the north Indian Vaishnavite version as the true version.

Tracing the origins of the Ramayana, Professor Thapar said the original
Ram Katha was an oral tradition, consisting of recitations learned by pupils from
their teachers, with many additions and deletions occurring from time to time.
Since it was an oral tradition it was very difficult to date it.

The Valmilti Ramayana is referred to as a ftauya or poem and as such a
certain amount ofpoetic licence and creativity was granted. ‘It was definitely not
a religious text as is sought to be proiected now‘, Professor Thapar said.

As with epic literature the world over, the Ramayana too had its valiant
hero, kidnapping of the heroine and ultimate triumph over the forces of evil, all
embellished with a stint in exile and numerous sub-plots to extend the story.

[The Telegraph, 19 April 1990.] .
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S. Ramjanmabhumi MandirfBabri Masjid:
A I-Iistorical Perspective, by I(.S. Lal

Sri Ramianmabhumi Mandir at Ayodhya is revered by the Hindus as a temple at
the birthplace of Lord Rama. But this place is also known as Babri Masjid. The
history of how this phenomenon came about may be briefly traced here.

The Muslim invaders, conquerors and rulers of India made persistent endea-
vours to establish their cultural superiority by destroying the Hindu cultural
identity through converting its people to Islam, giving Muslim names to its cities
and towns and changing its temples into mosques. But the vastness of the country
coupled with the resistance of its large population rendered their task beyond
accomplishment, and their efforts were destined to succeed only partially.
Muhammad bin Qasim invaded Sind in CE H2 and converted thousands of people
to Islam, but when Muslim power in Sind declined, many of the Sindhi converts
returned to Hinduism so that up to c:I-: 10-D0, very few Muslims were found in
Sind.' Similar was the situation in succeeding oenruries all over India, and despite
persistent efforts towards Islamiaation, the population of the country remained
largely Hindu.‘ Many cities and towns were given Muslim names. Agra was re-
named Akbarabad, Mathura ‘Islan'|.abad', Mandu or Mandugarh as Shadiabad,
Rajmahal as Akbar hlagar, Dhaka as jahangirnagar, Satara as Asamtara, Delhi
as Shahjahanabad, to mention only a few? But the original Hindu names could
never be erased. '

‘Vandalism
5-o was the case with temples. Whenever the Muslims found an opportunity, they
converted temples into mosques. It was not only invaders who indulged in this
vandalism during war; Muslim rulers also destroyed Hindu shrines or tumed
them into mosques in times of peace. There was no distinction between invaders
and rulers in this regard because the law enjoined certain obligations on all good
Muslims and temples continued to be converted into mosques throughout the
period of Muslim rule in India. Here only a few such cases may be referred to as
a background to the study of the conversion and reconversion of Ramjanmabhtuni
Mandir.

The city of Delhi, then known as Qila-i-Rai Pithora, was occupied by Qutb-
uddin Aibak in 1 191-92. Therein he built the Quvvatul-Islam Mosque.

Seen from within or without, the building, as originally designed, presented an
essentially Hindu appearance. Half of the plinth on which it stood had actually
been the basement of a Hindu temple and the rest of the structure—walIs, columns,
capitals, architraves and eeilings—was composed of materials stripped from the
shrines of the unbelievers, twenty-seven of which, so one of the inscriptions informs
us, had gone to the making of this one mosque.‘

Iltutmis and Alauddin Khilji extended the area of this mosque; the latter
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added a magnificent entrance to it called the Alai Darwaaa (fourteenth century}.
The wh-ole campus served as the Quvvatul-Islam, or the Might of Islam, in the
early years of Muslim rule. Qutbuddin Aibak also built the Arhaidin ka Jhonpra
at Ajmer, which lltutrnis subsequently beautified with a screen. In style and
eonstruction, it closely resembles the Quvvatul-Islam Mosque of Delhi. ‘Both
mosques were built out of the spoils of Hindu temples.“

Somnath
The temple of Somnath in Gujarat was attacked and rated to the ground by
Mahmud of Ghaani in 1016. It was rebuilt by Kurnarapala [cs 1143-?-In. It was
again sacked in 1299 by Ulugh Khan, the general of Sultan Alauddin lihilji. The
temple of Somnath was renowned throughout the Muslim world for its grandeur
and wealth and was not only noticed by historians like Damishqi, Ibn Asir and
Al Biruni but has also been referred to by Shaikh Sadi in his poetical work
Bustan.‘ Right through the years it continued on its chequered course of vicissi-
tudts,7 but the Hindus never ceased to worship there. Sitnilarly, Sultan Shamsuddin
Iltutmis attacked Ujjain in 1231-32, in the course of which he broke the famous
temple of Mahakald After Iltutmis returned to Delhi it was rebuilt, only to be
attacked again by jalaluddin Khilji and Alauddin Khilji. But the Hindus renovated
it and still worship there. The temple as it exists today still has a stone wall of the
Sultanate period, but it remains one of the greatest centres of Hindu pilgrimage.

To cut a long story short, there are four categories of temples that have
come down to us from the medieval times which bear evidence of Muslim contact.
The first type is of those which have lost all Hindu connections. Even the Hindu
names of these temples are lost and the buildings now are only known as Quvvatul-
Islam Mosque at Delhi or Arhai Din ka jhopra at Ajmer. The second type is of
those which still have Hindu names, but their architecture has been thoroughly
altered and they are counted as Muslim monuments, like the Atala Devi Masjid
at Jaunpttr or the I..at Masjid at Dhar. The third type comprises those in which
the original Hindu temple or its altered type stands side by side with the mosque
built after its destruction, like those at Mathura and Bana ras, and Hindu worship
and Muslim prayers go on side by side. The fourth kind of temples are like those
of Somnath in Gujarat or Mahakal at Ujjain. These were persistently attacked
by Muslim invaders and rulers but the Hindus clung to them tenaciously, built
and rebuilt them after every sack, and never gave up worshipping in these. The
Ramajanmabhumi Temple falls under this category.

Name
How did the Ramjanrnabhurni Temple get the name of Babri Masjid? Zahiruddin
Muhammad Babar founded the Mughal empire in India in 1.526. As a conqueror
and ruler he embarked upon a policy of destroying Hindu temples. One of his
officers, Hindu Beg, is said to have converted a Hindu temple at Sambhal into a
mosque.’ I-lis Sadr Shaikh Zain, demolished many Hindu temples at Chanderi
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when he occupied it. Babar also destroyed Jain idols at Urva near Gwalior.” He
visited Ayodhya or passed through its vicinity in 1528. Ayodhya was a centre of
pilgrimage for the Hindus as the birthplace of Lord Rama. As was customary
with Muslim conquerors and rulers, Babar ordered the destruction of the temple
of Ramjanmabhumi, and erection of a mosque in its stead. This however, Babar
does not mention in his memoirs. The evidence for it is to. be found in “two
inscriptions in Persian, one inside and the other outside the mosque.

Mrs A. Beveridge, who translated the Bahar hlanta from Turki into English,
has rendered with precision both the inscriptions into English. Df these, the one
inside the mosque is important. It says, ‘By the command of Emperor Babar
whose justice is an edifice reaching up to the very height of heavens, the good-
hearted Mir Bagi [of Tashkent] built this alighting-place of angels. May this
goodness last for ever.’ ln a footnote, Mrs Beveridge adds:

Presumably the order for building the mosque was given during Babar‘s stay in
Aud {Ayodhya} in AH 934. At which time he would be impressed by the dignity and
sanctity of the ancient Hindu shrine it {at least in partl displaced, and like an
obedient follower of Muhammad he was in intolerance of another Faith, and
would regard the substitution of a temple by a mosque as dutiful and worthy. The
mosque was finished in AH 935. But no mention of its completion is in the Bahar
hlama. The diary for an 935 has many minor lacunae; that of the year an 934 has
lost much matter, breaking off before where the account of Aud might be looked
for.“

In the District Gazetteer of Faisabad {p. 1T3], H.E. hlevill also says,

In an 1518 Babar came to Ayodhya [Audl and halted a week. He destroyed the
ancient temple {marking the birthplace of Rama} and on its site built a mosque, still
known as Babar‘s Mosque. . . . It has two inscriptions, one on the outside, one on
the pulpit; both are in Persian; and bear the date at-1 9]-$.11

Besides the inscriptions, the edifice itself bea rs witness to the conversion of
the temple of Ramjanmabhumi into a masjid. It is clear that the stones used in
the mosque originally belonged to the Hindu temple. True, there is superimposition
of domes and though domes are considered an important part of Islamic con-
struction design, they are not unfamiliar to Hindu architecture. But the most
important omission is minarets. No mosque is considered complete without mina-
rets, the exception being those constructed in the very early years of Islam. Wit]-tout
any provision for a place for Aaan, it is doubtful if the shrine was ever used as a
mosque. The conversion of the temple was meant as usual only to bean exhibition
of the power of the conqueror. The Hindus on their part never gave up claim to
their old shrine and the right of worshipping in it in times favourableand not so
favourable. Such times depended upon the attitude and temperament of succeeding
Muslim rulers. ln the time of Akbar, no obstacles were put in the performance of
Hindu worship and in Ayodhya the temple was rebuilt on a small platform.
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Under Aurangzeb, the platform and the temple were razed to the ground. B_ut
Manucci found that Hindu temples at Hardwar and Ayodhya were crowded with
worshippers. ‘Even those that are destroyed are still venerated by the Hindus and
visited by the offering of alms‘, he writes regarding the temple of Ayodhya.“
Under ‘Wajid Ali Shah, Hindu worship was again revived in full force.

This situation naturally posed problems for the British administrators and
t_hey tanntttt convenient to__pl_ay one community against the otherl During tl1e't1'p'-
rising aft BS7‘, iheilrlindus and Muslims worked together: _aga_in_stl the British. One
of fhe Muslim leaders, Amir Ali, pleaded on behalfof the Hindus for the restorhtion
of Ramjanmabhumi to them on the ground that it was originally a Hindu shrine.
But he, along with the Hindu leader Baba Ram Charan Das, were hanged.“
Qilerjhe Hindus were denied the right of worshipping in the temple. Against this
a suit was filed on 19 January 1985, in which it was stated that e'aflier in May
1333, the Deputy Commissioner of Faizabad had prohibited the construction of
any temple on the basis of objections raised by some Muslims. As if the historical
controversy confused by fact and fiction was not bad enough, the legal aspect
only helped complicate the issue. The District judge of Faizabad, Col j.E.A.
Chambier, delivered a judgement on 26 March 1836, primarily to preserve the
peace, adding: ‘lt is most unfortunate that a Masjid should have been built on the
land especially held sacred by the Hindus. But as that occurred 356 years ago, it
is too late now to remedy the grievance.‘ The judicial Commissioner W. Young
supported Chambier but denounced in still stronger terms ‘the bigotry and tyranny
of the emperor who purposely chose this holy spot‘ as site of the mosque. But he
recognized the fact that the Hindus had not renounced worshipping at their temple
or whatever place they could get access to in the complex. Babar was a Sunni
and Faitabad was for long under Shia rule under the Nawabs of Avadh. While
Babar had suppressed Hindu worship at Ramjanmabhumi Temple by converting
it into a mosque, Nawab Wajid Ali Shah conceded this right to the Hindus. Hist-
orically speaking, there is a Shia-Sunni dimension to the problem also, and any
change in the Ramjanmabhumi temple may harden Shia—Sunni attitudes. Above
everything else is the fact that as in the temples of Somnath and Mahakal, the
Hindus have never given up worshipping at the temple of Ramjanmabhumi.
Thousands in the past have sacrificed their lives for its protection, for the temple
has a special place in the Hindu psyche being the birthplace of their most revered
Lord Rama.

Around every important Hindu temple, be it Somnath in Gujarat, Meenakshi
at Madurai or Ramjanmabhumi at Ayodhya, lively economic activity goes on in
which people of both the communities—Hindu and Muslim——are participants
and beneficiaries. Similar is the case with regard to the Dargahs of Moinuddin
Chisti at Ajmer and hlizamuddin Aulia at Delhi. It would be best to leave the
people of these places to live in peace. Any instigation by fundamentalist statements
leading to disturbances would be an act of the greatest dis-service to the people of
Ayodhya.
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[Dr |fi.5. Lal is a historian.]

=, 6. The Political Abuse of History:
’_" Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhumi Dispute

An analysis by twenty-five historians

Behind the present Babri Masjid—Ramjanmabhumi controversy lie issues of faith,
power and politics. Each individual has a right to his or her belief and faith. But
when beliefs claim the legitimacy of history, then the historian has to attempt a
demarcation between the limits of belief and historical evidence. When communal
forces make claims to ‘historical evidence‘ for the purposes ofcommunal politics,
then the historian has to intervene.

Historical evidence is presented here not as a polemic or as a solution to
the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid conflict, for this conflict is not a matter of
historical records alone. The conflict emerges from the widespread cortununal-
iaation of Indian politics. Nevertheless it is necessary to review the historical
evidence to the extent it is brpught into play in the communalitation of society.

I
Is Ayodhya the birthplace of Rama? This question raises a related one: Is present-
day Ayodhya the Ayodhya of the Ramayana?

The events of the story of Rama, originally told in the Rama Katha which
is no longer available to us, were rewritten in the form of a long epic poem, the
Ramayana, by Valmiki. Since this is a poem and much of it could have been
fictional, including characters and places, historians cannot accept the person-
alities, the events or the locations as historically authentic unless there is other
supporting evidence from sources regarded as more reliable by historians. Very
often historical evidence contradicts popular beliefs.
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slit ' According to the Ifalmiki Rama, the king of Ayodhya, was
born in the Treta Yoga, that is, thousands of years before the Kali ‘Yugo which is
supposed to have begun in 3101 etl.

ti} There is no archaeological evidence to show that at this early time the
region around present-day Ayodhya was inhabited. The earliest possible date for
settlements at the site are of about the eighth century ac. The archaeological
remains indicate a fairly simple material life, more primitive than what is des-
cribed in the Valmiki Ramayana.

[ii} In the Ramayana, there are frequent references to palaces and buildings
on a large scale in an urban setting. Such descriptions of an urban complex are
not sustained by the archaeological evidence of the eighth century ac.

[iii] There is also a controversy over the location of Ayodhya. Early Buddhist
texts refer to Shravasti and Saketa, not Ayodhya, as the major cities of Koshala.
Jaina texts also refer to Salteta as the capital of Koshala. There are a few references
to an Ayodhya, but this is said to be located on the Ganges, not on river Saryu
which is the site of present-day Ayodhya.

[iv] The town of Saketa was renamed Ayodhya by a Gupta king. Skanda
Gupta, in the late fifth century so, moved his residence to Salteta and called it
Ayodhya. He assumed the title Vikrantaditya, which he used on his gold coins.
Thus what may have been the fictional Ayodhya of the epic poem was identified
with Saketa quite late. This does not necessarily suggest that the Gupta king was
a hbakt of Rama. In bestowing the name of Ayodhya on Salter he was trying to
gain prestige for himself by drawing on the tradition of the Suryavamsi kings, a
line to which Rania is said to have belonged.

[v} After the seventh century, textual references to Ayodhya are categorical.
The Puranas, dating to the first millennium an and the early second millennium
an, follow the Ramayana and refer to Ayodhya as the capital of Koshala. { Vishnu-
dbamrottara Mabapitrana, 1140.2}

{vi} In a way, the local tradition of Ayodhya recognizes the ambiguous
history of its origin. The story is that Ayodhya was lost after the Treta Yoga and
was rediscovered by Vikratnaditya. While searching for the lost Ayodhya, Vikram-
aditya met Prayaga, the king of tirthas, who knew about Ayodhya and showed
him where it was. Vilcramaditya marked the place but could not find it later.
Then he met a yogi who told him that he should let a cow and a calf roam. When
the calf came across the fannrabhami milk would flow from its udder. The king
followed the yogi‘s advice. When at a certain point the calf's udders began to
flow the king decided that this was the site of the ancient Ayodhya.
_ This myth of the ‘re-discovery‘ of Ayodhya, this claim to an ancient sacred
lineage, is an effort to impart to a city a specific religious sanctity which it
lacked. But even in the myth the process of identification of the site appears unc-
ertain and arbitrary.

If present-day Ayodhya was known as Sa lteta before the fifth century, then
the Ayodhya of Valmiki's Ramayana was fictional. If so, the identification of
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Ramjanmabhumi in Ayodhya today becomes a matter of faith, not of historical
evidence.

The historical uncertainty regarding the possible location of the Ramjanma-
bhumi contrasts with the historical certainty of the birthplace of the Buddha.
Two centuries after the death of the Buddha, Ashoka Maurya put up an inscription
at the village of Lumbini to commemorate it as the Buddha's birthplace. However,
even in this case, the inscription merely refers to the village near which he was
born and does not even attempt to indicate the precise birthplace.

If
Ayodhya has been a sacred centre of many religions, not of the Rama cult alone.
Its rise as a major centre of Rama worship is, in fact, relatively recent.

{i} Inscriptions from the fifth to the eighth centuries so and even later refer
to people from Ayodhya but none of them refer to its being a place associated
with the worship of Rama [Epigrapbica lndica, ID, p. 7'2; 15, p. 143; 1, p. 14}.

{ii} Hsuan Tsang writes of Ayodhya as a major centre of Buddhism with
many monasteries and stupas and few non-Buddhists. For Buddhists Ayodhya is a
sacred place where Buddha is believed to have stayed for some time.

(iii) Ayodhya has been an important centre ofjain pilgrimage. To the jains
it is the birthplace of the first and fourth Jaina Tirthanltaras. An interesting
archaeological find of the fourth to third century BC is a jaina figure in grey terra-
cotta, being amongst the earliest jaina figures found so far.

{iv} Te:-tts of the eleventh century an refer to the Gopa taru tirtba at Ayodhya,
but not to any links with the janmafrhumi of Rama.

{v} The cult of Rama seems to have become popular from the thirteenth
century. It gained ground with the gradual rise of the Ramanandi sect and the
composition of the Rama story in Hindi.

Even in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries Rarnanandis had not settled in
Ayodhya on a significant scale. Shaivism was more important than the cult of
Rama. Unly from the eighteenth century do we find the Ramanandi sadhus settling
on a large scale. It was in the subsequent centuries that they built most of their
temples in Ayodhya.

III
So far no historical evidence has been unearthed to support the claim that the
Babri mosque has been constructed on land that had been earlier occupied by a
temple.

[i] Except for the verses in Persian inscribed on the two sides of the mosque
door, there is no other primary evidence to suggest that a mosque had been
erected there on Babar’s behalf. lvlrs Beveridge, who was the first to translate the
Bahar Nanta, gives the text and the translation of these above verses in an
appendix to the memoirs. The crucial passage reads as follows: ‘By the command
of the Emperor Babar, whose justice is an edifice reaching up to the very height
of the heavens, the good-hearted Mir Baqi built the alighting place of angels,
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Batoad {Bttwadf lthair baai {may this goodness last for ever]‘ (Bafrar Nama,
translated by A.F. Beveridge, ll, 1922, pp. LXXVII ff}.

The inscription only claims that one Mir Baqi, a noble of Babar, had erected
the mosque. Nowhere does either of the inscriptions mention that the mosque had
been erected on the site of a temple. Nor is there any reference in Baba r's memoirs
to the destruction of any temple in Ayodhya.

(ii) The rlin-i-Akbari refers to Ayodhya as ‘the residence of Ramachandra
who in the Treta age combined in his own person both spiritual supremacy and
ltingly office‘. But nowhere is there any mention of the erection of the mosque by
the grandfather of the author‘s patron on the site of the temple of Rama.

[iii] It is interesting that Tulsidas, the great devotee of Rama, a contemporary
of Akbar and an inhabitant of the region, is upset at the rise of the ntleccha but
makes no mention of the demolition of a temple at the site of Ramjanmabhurni.

{iv} lt is in the nineteenth century that the story circulates and enters official
records. These records were then cited by others as valid historical evidence on
the issue.

This story of the destruction of the temple is narrated without any investi-
gation into its historical veracity, in British records of the region. {See P. Carnegy,
Historical Sftetcb ofTehsil Fycabacl, Zillalr fitaabad, Lucknow, 13'»-‘D; H.R. Nevill,
Faizabad District Gazetteer, Allahabad, 1905].

Mrs Beveridge in a footnote to the translated passage quoted above affirms
her faith in the story. She suggests that Babar being a Muslim, and ‘impressed by
the dignity and sanctity of the ancient Hindu shrine’, would have displaced ‘at
least in part‘ the temple to erect the mosque. Her logic is simple: ‘like the obedient
follower of Muhammad he was in intolerance of another Faith, {thus he] would
regard the substitution of a temple by a mosque as dutiful and worthy‘. This is a
very questionable inference deduced from a generalized presumption about the
nature and inevitable behaviour of a person professing a particular faith. Mrs
Beveridge produces no historical evidence to support her assertion that the mosque
was built at the site of a temple. Indeed the general tenor of Babar's state policy
towards places of worship of other religions hardly justifies Mrs Beveridge‘s
inference.

To British officials who saw India as a land of mutually hostile religious
communities, such stories may appear self—va|idating. Historians, however, have
to carefully consider the authenticity of each historical statement and the records
on which they are based.

While there is no evidence about the Babri mosque having been built on the
site of a temple, the mosque, according to medieval sources, was not of much
religious and cultural significance for the Muslims.

The assumption that Muslim rulers were invariably and naturally opposed
to the sacred places of Hindus is not always borne out by historical evidence.

{ll The patronage of the Muslim Nawabs was crucial for the expansion of
Ayodhya as a Hindu pilgrimage centre. Recent resca rches have shown that Nawabi
rule depended on the collaboration of Kayasthas and their military force was
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dominated by Shivaite Nagas. Gifts to temples and patronage of Hindu sacred
centres was an integral part of the Nawabi mode of exercise of power. The
dewan of Nawab Safdarjung built and repaired several temples in Ayodhya.
Safdarjung gave land to the Hirwana akbara to build a temple on Hanuman hill
in Ayodhya. Asaf-ud-Daulah‘s denvan contributed to the building of the temple
fortress in Hanutnan hill in the city. Panda records show that Muslim officials of
the Nawabi court gave several gifts for rituals performed by Hindu priests.

[ii] In moments of conflict between Hindus and Muslims, the Muslim rulers
did not invariably support Muslims. When a dispute between the Sunni Muslims
and the Naga sadhus over a Hanumangarhi temple in Ayodhya broke out in
185$, Wajid All Shah took firm and decisive action. He appointed a tripartite
investigative committee consisting of the district official Agha All Khan, the
leading Hindu landholder Raja Mansingh, and the British officers in charge of
the Compsny‘s forces. ‘When the negotiated settlement failed to control the build-
up of communal forces, Wajid Ali Shah mobilized the support of Muslim leaders
to bring the situation under control, confiscated the property of Maulavi Amir
Ali, the leader of the Muslim communal forces, and finally called upon the army
to crush the Sunni Muslim group led by Amir Ali. An estimated three to four
hundred Muslims were killed.

This is not to suggest that there were no conflicts between Hindus and Mus-
litns, but in neither case were they homogeneous communities. There was hostility
between factions and groups within a conununity, as there was amity across
communities.

The above review of historical evidence suggests that the claims made by
Hindu and Muslim communal groups can find no sanction from history. As a
sacred centre the character of Ayodhya l1as been changing over the centuries. It
has been linked to the history of many religions. Different communities have
vested it with their own sacred meaning. The city cannot be claimed by any one
community as its exclusive sacred preserve.

The appropriation of history is a continual process in any society. But in a
multi-religious society like ours, appropriations which draw exclusively on com-
munal identities engender endless communal conflicts. And attempts to undo the
past can only have dangerous consequences.

It is appropriate, therefore, that a political solution is urgently found, the
‘Ramjanmabl1umi—Babri Masjid‘ area be demarcated and declared a national
monument.

[issued by Sarvepalli Gopal, Romila Thapar, Bipan Chandra, Sabyasachi Bhattacharya,
Suvira jaiswal, Harbans Mukhia, ll~'..l"~l. Paniltkar, R. Champaltalaltshmi, Satish Saberwal,
B.D. Chartopadhyaya, fl.N. Verma, If. Meenakshi, Muaaffar Mam, Dilbagh Singh,
Mridula Mukherjee, Madhavan Palat, ilditya Mukherjee, S.F. Ratnagar, l"~leeladri
Bhattacharya, ELK. Trivedi, Yogesh Sharma, Kunal Chaltravarti, Bhagwan josh, Rajan
Guruklcal and Himanshu Ray. [Centre for Historical Studies, jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhil]
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7. Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid: A Historians’ Report
to the Nation, by R.5. Sharrna, M. Athar Ali,
D.N. Jha, Suraj Bhan

For the last two years a furious agitation has been organized in this country
under the aegis of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad {VHF} and'its allies over what has
come to be known as the Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid dispute. Precious lives
have been lost, communal riots have broken out, and for the first time since inde-
pendence the secular nature of our state has come under serious threat, all
seemingly over the issue of what is to be done to a sixteenth-century structure at
Ayodhya.

The Vishwa Hindu Parishad demands that this structure, a mosque built in
1523-29 and known as the Babri Masjid, stands on the very site where Lord
Rama was born {‘F.amjanmabhumi‘ or ‘Ram _lanmasthan‘l, and at which sacred
spot there existed a Rama temple, which was destroyed in order to build the
mosque. This historical wrong done to the Hindu community nearly 450 years
ago is now sought to be set right, the mosque pulleddown or shifted, and a new,
magnificent Rama temple built on the same spot. The legalities of the dispute-
the entire case is before the Allahabad High Court [Lucknow bench)--are to be
brushed aside in view of the higher verdict of history, which the VHF has already
declared to be in its favour.

The Government of India, under circumstances that are well known, began
negotiations with the VI-IP and the Babri Masjid Action Committee |{BMAC},
with a view to examining the historical and legal merits of the case of both
parties. Thus the dispute over the facts of history was now to be decided by the
litigants, with the Government of India as an umpire, and not by any independent
forum of historians. This seemed to us, as professional historians, a very unhappy
procedure. We therefore approached the Govemment of India to include impartial
historians in the process of forming a judgment on historical facts and to let us
have access to such evidence, archaeological and textual, as has been presented
to it or is in possession of government organizations such as the Archaeological
Survey of India. We regret to say that the Government of India‘s response to this
was largely one of silence. The BMAC declared that it was ready to abide by the
findings of a set of independent historians, but this position was not acceptable to
the VHF.

However, in spite of these obstacles, we thought that national interest required
an unbiased and impartial enquiry, so that people should be clear about what the
historical facts are. We scrutinized most carefully the evidence submitted to the
government by the ‘VI-IF and BMAC, and collected historical material on our
own. Two of us went to Ayodhya to examine and survey the site and the structure
of the Babri Masjid. We also examined archaeological material from Professor
A.K. Narain‘s excavations at Ayodhya, now preserved at the Banaras Hindu
University. To our regret, through no lack of trying on our part, material from
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Professor B.B. Lal‘s excavations at Ayodhya was not made available for inspection
by us, and we had to depend on published reports only.

Having undertaken this effort, we place in all humility the results of our
enquiry before the nation. We will at least have the satisfaction that, within the
limits of our capacity, we have done our duty.

The VI-lP's case rests on the following four major claims:
{I} The Hindus have always, and certainly over a long period before the

construction of the Babri Masjid, believed in there being a very sacred spot at
Ayodhya, where Lord Rama was born.

{2} This spot was the very site where the Babri Masjid now stands.
{3} A temple dedicated to Rama stood at this holy site long before the Babri

Masjid was built.
{4} The temple was pulled down to construct the Babri Masjid at this spot.
We now proceed to examine these claims, largely in the order as they are

listed above.

II
We have, first, to see what substance there is in claims {1} and (21, namely, that
Hindus have for a very long time believed in the sanctity of Ram janmasthan at
Ayodhya, and in its existence at the very site of the Babri Masjid.

People will be surprised to find that the "v"HP has been unable to cite any
ancient Sanskrit text in support of its claim that there has been an ancient Hindu
belief in Ram Janmasthan at Ayodhya. Surely, if there were such a strong belief,
there would have been numerous Vaishnavite texts exhorting worshippets to visit
the spot. The absence of any such reference makes it very dubious that the belief
in Ram janmasthan is of such respectable antiquity as is being made out. It is
even doubtful if it is earlier than the late eighteenth century, as we shall see.

The only Sanskrit text the VHP experts have produced in support of claims
{1} and {Z} is the Sltanda Pttrana. They refer to the Ayodhya-mahatmya, that is,
the merits of visiting Ayodhya, given in the Slzanda Pttrana. We have used the
printed version of the Shanda Parana {Kshemaraja edn, Bombay, 1910} and two
other versions found in manuscript in the Vrindavan Research Institute, Vrindaban,
and the Bodleian Library, Oxford. These texts are of recent origin and the insertion
of interpolations in the rlyodfrya-ntalratntya section of the printed Shanda Parana
seems to have continued at lea st till the eighteenth century. The internal contents
of the Sltanda Parana, including the mention of ‘v'idyapati, who passed away in
the first half of the sixteenth century, show that the core of this Purana itself was
not compiled earlier than the sixteenth century. The Ayodhya-rnafiatrnya given
in the printed version has not been compiled by one hand. For example, the
course of the description of the tirthas in general is interrupted and all of a
sudden the glorification of Ayodhya starts. In the case of Ayodhya itself, the
virtues of visiting and taking a bath in the Sarayu river are not given at one place
but at two places; in between the contexts have nothing to do with the Sarayu.
We also find that in the description of the tirthas, Vasishta replaces Agastya as
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the narrator, and then again the narration is talten over by Agasrya. This shows
obvious interpolation. The description of jarrrrrastlrana occurs in the last chapter
of the Ayodhya-rnalratmjra {verses 13~—2$], and is clcarlv a later addition. It is
easier to make insertions at the end of a text.

In spite of these various inconsistencies, even if we accept the location of
the birthplace of Rama as given in the Ayodhya-malaarrnj.-a, it does not tally with
the site of the Babri Masjid. Two terms are used for the birthplace of Rama,
farmrasthana and jaronahbumi. Even if we talte the two to be identical, the
Ayodhya-rnaharnrya information about the location of the birthplace does not
take us to the Babri Masiid site. Both the Vrindaban and Bodleian versions of the
rnahatnrya mention the compass directions and distances of Rama's birthplace
from a few sites. According to verses 21.24, the birthplace is located SUD dbamrs
{SFID metres) westward of Laumash and 1009 dbarnrs £1335 metres} eastward of
Vighneshvara. According to local Hindu belief Laumash or the place of Lomash
is identical with the present Rinamo-chana Ghat. On this basis the Ramajanma-
bhumi should be located somewhere west, in the vicinity of the Brahmalcunda
close to the bed of the Saravu. Further, according to the rnabatmya, Rinamoehana
Ghat, or the place of Lo-mash, lies ?'[l0 dlrartns £127"! metres) northeast of Brahma-
ltunda. Both the direction and the distance have been found to be approximately
oorrect by us. It is further stated that the ]anrnasthana lies northeast of Vighnesh.
According to local tradition, the place of Vighnesb is marlted by a pillar, which
lies southwest of Rinamochana Ghat. This again excludes the Babri Masjid site
and places the birthplace somewhere between Rinamochana and Brahmalcunda
on the bank of the Saravu. Titus, according to Hindu belief as given in the
Ayodhya-ntabatmya of the Shanda Parana, the birthplace of Rama cannot be
located on the site where the Babri Masjid stands. It is argued by the experts of
the VHF that the location of the Ramianmabhumi is given on the basis of solar
directions and cannot be determined through the use of the compass. But even if
we take solar directions into account the janmabhumi of the Slzanda Parana
cannot be located on the site of the Babri Masjid.

The various versions of the Ayodhya-mabarmya seem to have been prepared
towards the end of the eighteenth century or the beginning of the nineteenth; even
as late as that the birthplace was not considered to be important. It is significant
that the janmasthan is not mentioned even once in any itinerary of pilgrimage
given in the mabatmjva.

The descriptions of the tirtlras in Ayodhya as given in the Ayodhya-otahatmya
show that the Svargadvara tirtha was far more important in the eyes of the
compilers of the pilgrimage section than the janmabhumi. Svargadvara is believed
to be the place where Rama left for heaven and is considered sacred for that
reason. The Shanda Parana spealcs of two Sva rgadva ra firthas in Ayodhya. What-
ever migbt be its real location, there is no doubt that in Hindu belief it was fat
more meritorious to visit this place than other local places of pilgrimage. The
earliest mention of this tirtha appears in a Gahadavala inscription of the eleventh
century, which speaks of the land grant made by a lting at the confluence of the
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Sarayu and the Ghaghara. This grant speaks of the worship of Vasudeva at the
confluence site but not of any temple (D.C. Sitcat, Select inscriptions, Vol. II, pp.
26?-'.5"?, lines 20-23 }. It appears that the sanctity attached to the place of Rama's
death was ofgreater importance in earlier times. It is significant that the Ayodhya-
nralsatrrtya of the printed version of the Shanda Parana devotes one hundred
verses to the description of the Svargadvara which is made identical with Gopratara
tirtha {b. 112-211} and gives only eight verses to the description of the ]anma-
sthana {1lJ.l3-25).

Ho place in Ayodhya is associated with Rama's birth either in the eleventh
century or even six centuries after. When a place is associated with his birth,
possibly in the late eighteenth century, its location given in the various manatnryas
does not tally with the present Babri Masjid. It, therefore, seems quite erroneous
to hold that according to old Hindu belief the Ramjanmabhumi temple was
situated at the same site as is now occupied by the Babri Masjid.

III
While there is no ancient text testifying to the antiquity of the birth-site of Rama
in Ayodhya as a recognized spot for veneration and pilgrimage, the VHP says
that there existed a Rama temple on the site of the Babri Masjid; and for this it
has brought forward two arguments:

{al The Babri Masjid contains fourteen black stone pillars with non-Islamic
motifs, and these must have formed part of the structure of the destroyed temple.

{b} Professor B.B. Lal's excavations in the neighbourhood of the Babri Masjid
suggest that a pillaretl structure, probably a part of the original temple, extended
up to his excavations.

As to the blaclt stone pillars, we have to establish whether they originally
come from the disputed site and belong to the same structure. It is significant that
two such pillars have been found in a graveyard at a distance of about iii ltrn
from the rnasiid. We have consulted a number of art historians including
Devangana Desai, lvI..F|.. Dhalcy, Krishna Deva, N.P. _Ioshi and R.C. Sharma.
The general consensus is that some motifs suggest a date around the ninth and
tenth centuries and others a date around the tenth and eleventh centuries. It is
therefore evident that the pillars cannot belong to a single structure. The motifs
found on the pillars seem to have been similar to the pillar motifs in eastern
India. Similar pillars are described in R.D. Banerji, Eastern Indian School of
Medieval Sculpture, New Delhi, I931, plates LXXXIX lb] and le}, KC id}. The
pillars have been geologically examined, and there is no doubt that they are
made of black basalt stone which is found in Raj Mahal and lvlirzapur. We have
many instances of the transportation of building material from one place to
another in pre-industrial India. The Ptsholzan sandstone pillars were quarried and
made cylindrical in Chunar, from where they were sent to different parts of the
country. Under Firutshah Tughlaq Ashokan pillars from Ivleerut and Topra were
brought to Delhi. An inscription in the Chola Brihadisvara temple of Taniavur
shows that some pillars brought from a blolamba temple in Karnatalta were used
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in it. In the mid-twelfth century the image of a duarapala or door-keeper was
brought by the Chola ruler Rajadhiraja to Rajarajesvaram temple at Da raseuram
near Kumbaltonam from Kalyani, the capital of the western Chalukyas whose
power was destroyed at that time. We know of several mosques which were
decorated or made with building material brought from considerable distances.
Thus the door frame of Gujri lviohalla mosque (early seventeenth century) in
Patna city is made of Pala pillars of black basalt stone though these are not found
anywhere in the vicinity of the city. It is therefore possible that the pillars used in
the Babri lvlasiid were brought from outside to decorate it.

The experts of the VI-II‘ assert that the carvings on the pillars show "'v"aishnava
associations. Hut this is far from true. Any good Vaishnavite or even a knowl-
edgeable historian cannot think of ‘vlaishnavite affiliation without the representation
of sanlzlra (conch shell], cha-ltra {wheel}, gada [mace] and padrna {lotus}. These
are the inseparable emblems of Vishnu. The presence of a vanarnala (garland)
do-es not specifically establish Vaishnavite associations because the garland is
used by several other deities.

The general height of these pillars is a little more than 5 ts feet and they are
embedded at the arched entrances in the massive walls of the mosque and stand
at the floor-level on the foundation walls constructed for the big building. Clearly
these are decorative pieces and not load-h-eating pillars. In order to take load
they have to be at least T feet in height and their lower portions have to be placed
in the plinth. Further, these pillars are not in riot, i.e. not in their original positions;
thus they have been brought from outside. It is therefore absolutely wrong to
assert that these pillars are the remains of a local temple of which they formed an
integral part in the beginning, and that the mosque was erected over them. It
may be further noted that in just one arch four similar pillars are found; in each
of the three other arches dissimilar pillars are found. All this confirms the fact
that they have been brought from outside.

As for the second argument, this is based on the recent announcement by
Professor B.B. Lal that certain brick bases found by him in the close vicinity of
the Babri Masjid many years ago were meant for sustaining pillars and so suggest
the existence of a temple-like structure in the south of the Babri Masjid. Though
he excavated the ground over eleven years ago and thereafter published several
papers on the Ayodhya digging-s, he first mentioned this discovery only towards
the end of I990 llvlanthan, October 1990). This delay, left unexplained, is certainly
strange. We wanted to clarify our ideas about the inferences drawn from these
pillar bases by examining the site notebook and register of antiquities connected
with the Ayodhya excavations. We also wanted to have a look at the drawings,
plans, photographs, excavated material, etc., connected with the Ayodhya
excavation of Professor Lal. For this purpose we wrote more than five letters to
the Government of India and we also requested the Home Minister to make the
necessary material available to us for examination. But our repeated requests did
not yield even an acknowledgement of our letters. The failure to make available
the relevant material raises not only questions of ethics in using archaeological
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material, but also makes it doubtful whether Professor Lal's new interpretation is
really borne out by the actual record and material of his excavations.

The 'v"HP rejoinder notes that Professor 13.15. Lal does not mention the pillar
bases in his reports submitted to the Archaeological Survey in 15l?6—'?7' and
19?9—flU, but adds that he ‘does mention floors made of lime and ltanltars*. But it
deliberately leaves out a significant part of that report. The relevant sentence
runs thus: ‘Several later medieval brick-and-kanlrar lime floors have been met
with, but the entire late period was devoid of any special interest‘ (Indian
Archaeology, l9?'6-77: A Review, p. 53]. In the context of its use by the Archae-
ological Survey, does the ‘later medieval’ period indicate the seventeenth to
eighteenth centuries? If remains of a structure of the seventeenth to eighteenth
centuries are found outside the masjid area, how do they prove the presence of a
temple that was supposedly built in the eleventh century and destroyed in the
early sixteenth century?

Moreover, the mere presence of pillar bases does not make out a case for
the existence of a temple. No stone pillars, archittaves or roof material of the
supposed temple were found in the debris of the trenches where the brick pillar
bases stood. The VHF experts argue that this brick pillar base ‘temple’ was
demolished in 1523-29 and replaced by the nrasjirf. This seems a baseless inference.
Islamic glazed-ware pottery has never been used in Hindu temples. but pieces of
this pottery occur in the trenches above the floors associated with the brick pillar
base structure and immediately below the general floor of the Babri Masjid. This
shows that the bricit pillar structure had already fallen and gone out of use
around the thirteenth century and the site was inhabited by Muslims who lived in
other parts of Ayodhya as well, where glazed ware has been discovered in the
trenches as a result of the excavation conducted by Professor A.K. Narain {material
shown to us by courtesy of Professor Purushottam Singh, Head of Department of
Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, Hanaras Hindu University).

This demolishes another argument of the "v'I-{P experts who assert that the
supposed Rama temple was deliberately destroyed by Babar‘s officials to build a
mosque though there was allegedly no need for it because of the absence of a
Muslim population in Ayodhya. Finds of Islamic glazed ware in the excavations
conducted by both A.K. Narain and B.B. Lal make it clear that Muslims lived in
Ayodhya from the thirteenth century onwards and may have needed a mosque
for offering prayers.

It is argued by the VHP experts that the brick pillar bases in the trenches
south of the Babri Masjid, the black basalt stone pillars used in the mosque in the
four arches of the mosque and also found in the graveyard together with the door+
jarrtb, are integral parts of the one and the same structure. But variations in the
style and the diameter of these pillars and, more important, the total lack of their
stratigraphic association, completely rule out this possibility. These pillar bases,
pillars and the door-jamb are stratigraphically unassociated and are found at
different places and in completely unrelated contexts.
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Since the excavator cannot postulate the existence of a temple on this basis,
Professor Lal has suggested digging underneath the mosque. But so far there are
no indications whatever that this exercise would expose any temple structure.
The trenches in which pillar bases have been found have not yielded any object
with religious associations. just in front of the Babri Masjid the VHP enthusiasts
have dug a trench, ‘F feet x T feet x 4 feet. This was done for the purpose of the
slrilnrtyrts ceremony in I939. If no antiquity with any religious association has
been discovered so fat either in the trenches dug by Professor B.B. Lal or in the
more recent trench dug by the VHF people themselves, what is the basis on which
it is proposed to dig underneath the mosque in the hope of discovering a temple?

Finally, there is nothing to show that the pillar bases existing at a distance
of about GU feet to the south of the Babri Masjid structure are in alignment with
the pillars used in the Babri Masjid. In fact no importance can be attached to the
structure postulated on the strength of the pillar bases. It could be a small veranda h,
which may have been used either as an animal shed or just for living purposes.
Such structures are found in that area even now.

IV
The VHF has been unable to present any early textual evidence that Rama's
birth-site in Ayodhya was either seen as such or recognized as a place of pilgrimage
in ancient or early medieval India. Its archaeological evidence for the existence
of a temple at the site of the Babri Masjid is, to say the least, weak and dubious;
in fact, archaeology suggests proximity of a lvluslim settlement to the mosque
from the thirteenth century onwards.

What, then, of the recorded evidence? What does this tell us about the
VI-IP's claims of temple destruction at the hands of Babar’s men?

‘Within the category of recorded historical evidence, the most primary source
for the construction of the Babri Masjid consists of the inscriptions in Persian that
were put on the mosque immediately upon its construction in so 1528-25. These
inscriptions were partially published {with some inconsequential mistakes} in
A.S. Beveridge‘s translation of Babar‘s memoirs as an appendix {Haber Norris,
Vol. II, London, I921, Appendix U, pp. lxxvii-lxxixl, comprising six couplets
only. But in actual fact, the original inscriptions consisted of as many as fourteen
couplets, together with an invocation and the engravet's signature. The entire
text has been retrieved and published in the Epigrrtpirie lndico, Arabic and Persian
Supplement, I965, pp. $B~62, an authoritative publication of the Archaeological
Survey of India.

In view of the crucial importance of the record for the present enquiry, the
full translation is reproduced below, with a few linguistic corrections.

tr: [I] By the order of King Babar whose justice is an edifice, meeting the palace of
the slty [i.e., as high as the sltyl,

{ll this descending place of the angels was built by the fortunate noble Mir
Baqi.
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I3} It will remain an everlasting bounty, and {hence} the date of its erection
became manifest in my words: It will rermrin on everlasting bounty {chrono-
gtam yielding AH 93.'i.1'so I513-19}.

fr: [ll ial In accordance with the wishes of the ruler of the world, Babar.
{bh a lofty building lilte the palace of the spheres,

{ll la) {that is to say} this lasting house (of Godl, was founded.
{bl by the fortunate noble l'vIir land] Khan ljflaqil.

[3] la} May ever remain such a founder of its edifice,
{bl {and} such a King of the world and age!

l:.IflIIflCtI'If0.I'l:l In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful. And in Him is my
trust.

|j I 1| In the name of Une who is Wise, Great land] Creator of all the universe la ndl
is spaceless.

iflji After His praise, blessings be upon the chosen one (i.e. the Prophet}, who is
the head of prophets and best in the world.

I13-II The qahmdar-like -Ii.e. generous} Bahar has become celebrated (lit. a story} in
the world, since lin his time] the world has achieved prosperity.

-[4] {He is] such {an emperor] as has embraced [i.e. conquered] all the seven climes
of the world in the manner of the slty.

|[5_ In his court, there {is} a magnificent noble, name Mir Baqi, the second Asaf,
|ji5_'| councillor of his government and administrator of his kingdom, who is the

founder of this mosque and fortvwall.
|I'?I| D God, may he live for ever in this world, with fortune and life and crown and

throne!
|;8j| The time of the building is this auspicious date, of which the indication is nine

hundred and thirty-five [Al-I 93$ = so I523-I9!
[Engravers signaturerl Completed was this statement of Unity of God and praise
of God, of Prophet and of King, and of the noble. May Allah illumine his proof!
‘Written by the weal: writer and humble creature, Fathullah Muhammad GI-tori.

The contemporaneity of the inscriptions is shown by their text and date.
Their accuracy is established by the fact that lvlit Baqi finds mention in Babar‘s
memoirs as his Governor of Avadh or Ayodhya at exactly this time (an 935 }: see
31.5. Beveridge's translation, II, pp. 634-35, also p. 5'9. Even for the use of the
word qolandor for Babar, we have the authority of his daughter Gulbadan Ilegam
that the sobriquet was popularly given to him {Hnmaynn Nome, London, I 902,
p. II).

These fairly long inscriptions show that the construction of the Babri Masjid
was completed in 1529-3!}. But nowhere is any hint given in them that the edifice
was built after destroying a temple or upon the site of a temple. If one accepts for
the purposes of argument that there was a temple at the site, and the builder of
the mosque (Mir Baqil destroyed it to build a mosque, one has to answer why all
reference to this fact should be omitted in the foundation inscriptions. Surely, had
Mir Haqi destroyed a temple, he would have deemed it a meritorious deed; and
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what would be more natural than that he should get this act recorded along with
that of the building of the mosque to add to his religious reputation? That he did
not get any such act recorded surely means that he had in fact not destroyed any
temple, and so found no reason to record something that had not happened.

V
Within fifty years or so of the construction of the Babri Masjid, in I$?5—-T6,
Tulsidas composed his celebrated Rarrtcbaritrrrttrtas, the most fervent exposition
of the Ramayana story in Hindi. Is it possible to believe that Tulsidas would not
have given vent to heartrending grief had the very birh—site of his Lord been
ravaged, its temple razed to the ground and a mosque erected at that place?
Surely he could not but have known of the event, had the desecration and temple
destruction ta ken place in 1523-29, early in his life but long before the composition
of his work? Knowing of it, would he not have complained in his verses that fate
[if nothing else] was now preventing Ii.ama‘s devotees from worshipping the very
sacred seat of the Lotd’s birth? I-Iis silence can only mean that he knew of no such
scandal; and, given his attachment to Rama and Ayodhya, this must then mean
that no such event had in fact taken place.

Tulsidas, on the contrary, suggests that it was not Ayodhya but Prayag that
was to him the principal place of pilgrimage [tirath rail; and so no tradition of
the veneration of any spot as that of Rama‘s birth at Ayodhya had yet taken
shape.

In subsequent descriptions of Ayodhya of both the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries no indication occurs that the Babri Masjid or, for that matter, any other
mosque, was built at the birth-site of Rama. Ftbul Fazl in his A'irt~i Alzbari, com-
pleted in so 1593, includes Ayodhya among the important places of pilgrimage
of India. He says that the sacred ground extends ‘forty kos to the east and twenty
from north to south‘ and thus is not confined to the city itself. It mentions the
Ramnavami festival here (III, tr. Jarrett, rev. Sarkar, Calcutta, 1948, p. 335 1. The
same tradition about the very large area of the holy city is given in his account of
Ayodhya in the chapter on the province of Avadh: ‘In ancient times its populous
site covered an extent of 148 has in length and 36 in breadth, and it is esteemed
one of the holiest places of antiquity.‘ Abul Fae] goes on to say that Ayodhya
‘was the residence of Ramachandta, who in the Treta age combined in his own
person both the spiritual supremacy and the ltingly office‘ {lI, tr. jarrett, rev.
Sarltar, Calcutta, I949, p. 182]. Clearly, the tradition till then did not confine
Rama's place of birth to the existing town of Ayodhya, let alone the site occupied
by the Babri lvlasiid. Had such tradition existed, Abui Fazl would surely have
mentioned it, because he does mention the tradition that two Jewish prophets lie
buried at Ayodhya: ‘Near the city stand two considerable tombs of six and seven
yards respectively. The vulgar believe them to be the resting places of Seth and
prophet job, and extraordinary tales are related of them’ [ibid.]. It cannot escape
notice that there is not the remotest reference to Rama’s birth-site, let alone to
any mosque being built on it.‘
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The same is found to be the case with William Finch‘s fairly extensive
description of Ayodhya, which he visited during his stay in India during so 1603-
Il. He says:

Here are also the ruines of Ranichandislz castle and houses, which the Indians
acltnowledlgle for the great God, saying he tooke flesh upon him to see the ta ma sha
of the world. In these ruines remaynr certaine Bramenes, who record the names of
all such Indians as wash themselves in the rivet running thereby; which custome,
they say, hath continued foure lackes of yeeres {which is three hundred ninctie four
thousand and five hundred yeeres before the worlds creation]. Some two miles on
the further side of the river is a cave of his with a narrow entrance, but so spacious
and full of turnings within that a man may well lose himself there if he take not
better heed; where it is thought his ashes were buried. Hither resort many from all
parts of India, which carry from thence in remembrance certain graines of rice as
black as gun-powder, which they say have been {pltesctved ever since. flint of the
tuines of the castle is much gold tryed.
{Early Travels in India, 1583-1619, edited by W. Foster, reprint, New Delhi, I 968,
p. tra].

We have thus a reference to where Rama's ashes were buried, which, as we have
seen from the Shanda Parana, was deemed of principal importance as suarga
dvara; but there is no reference to where Rama was born. We are told of ‘the
ruins of the castle‘ {Ramkot] extensive enough for a search for gold to be under-
taken, but not of any exact site of special veneration within that ‘castIe’—let
alone of a temple-site desecrated by a mosque.

In 11595-96, Suian Rai Bhandari completed his work Khalasatar-t Tattrariltb.
This contained in the first part a geographical account of India, in which the
author devoted special attention to holy places. While describing Mathura, he
did not omit to mention that the temple of Keshav Rai here had been destroyed
by Autangaeb who had a mosque built in its place {edited by Zafar Hasan,
Delhi, I913, p. 40; India of Attrangeeb, tr. ]. Sarkar, Calcutta, 1901, p. 25]. But
his account of Ayodhya contains no reference to any destroyed temple.

In the Hindu books it is called Aiodhya, the birthplace of Ramchand. His building
a bridge over the ocean, his going to Lanka {Ceylon} with a countless host of
monkeys and bears, his slaying Ravan {the king of that country}, and his recovery
of his wife {who was preserved chaste and pure during her captivity under Ravanl
are well-It nown. The history of Ramayan is an account of his strange and wonderful
deeds. its this city was the residence of King Ramchand, it is held to be one of the
holiest places. One hos from it, the river Ghaghar {Gogra] having united with the
river Saraju, passes by the foot of the fort {oi Ayodhya}. In the outskirts of the city
they sift dust and get gold. In the town are the tombs of Shish {SethJ, the son of
Lord Adam {the peace of God be on him!) and ilyub {job}, the prophet—both
places of pilgrimage to the Muhammadans. {Text, p. 41; Sarkarls translation,
p. 31]-I
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In so 1759-60, Rai Chaturrnan completed his work Climber Guisban, which
contained a geographical account of India. It has not been printed, and 5arkar's
translation in his India of Atourrgzeb mainly reproduces its statistics. The un-
published text has this to say of Ayodhya's association with Rama:

Ayodhya is deemed one of the select places of worship. It was the birth place
(zadgoh) of Raja Ramchandar, son of jasrat, who was one of the ten ouatars, that
is, one of the ten visible incarnations of God; and he was married to Sita. Ram-
chandar engaged himself in weilding wordly sovereignty with exercising spiritual
authority. (Account of Suba Avadh; see M5 Abdus Salam Coll., Maulana head
Library, Aligarh, Ho. 292162}

Thus, until 220 years after the construction of the Babri Masiid, there was
no suggestion anywhere, in the long contemporary inscriptions of the mosque or
any other description of Ayodhya, that there was a precise site of Rama's birth,
where the holy structure had been destroyed and the mosque built—whether we
take the writings of Hindus or of Muslims or the record left by the single European
observer.

‘til
The suggestion that the Babri Masjid had any proximity to a site associated with
Rama's birth was first made by thejesuit priest joseph Tieffenthaler, whose work
in French was published by johann Barnoulli from Berlin, U38, as Description
historiqtte ei geographiqne tie Finds. Tieffenthaler says:

Emperor Autengzebe got demolished the fortress called Ramcot, and erected on
the same place a Mahometan temple with three cupolas. Others believe that it was
constructed by llabor. We see 14 columns of blaclt stone 5 spans high that occupy
places within the fortress. Twelve of these columns now bear the interior arcades of
the mosque; two {of the 12} rnalte up the entrance of the cloister. Two others form
part of the tomb of a certain Moor. It is related that these columns, or rather the
debris of these column s, were brought from Lanka {called Ceylon by the Europeans)
by Hanumann, lting of the monlteys.

We see on the left a square platform 5 inches above ground, S inches long and
4 inches wide, constructed of mud and covered with lime. The Hindus call it bedi,
that is to say, the birth-place. The season is that here there was a house in which
Beschan [Eishan = Vishnu) tool: the form of Ram, and his three brothers are also
said to have been born. Subsequently, Aurengzebe, or according to others, Ilabor,
razed this place down, in order not to give the Gentiles (Hindusl occasion to
practise their superstition. However, they have continued to follow their superstitious
practices in both places, believing it to be the birth-place of Ram; they go round it
three times and prostrate on the ground. The two places are surrounded by a low
wall. One can enter the front chamber through a low door in the middle.

The account shows that the tradition of treating the site of the mosque and
its surroundings as sacred was now in its initial phase of creation, marlted by the
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construction of a small rectangular mud platform of no more than 5 feet x 5 feet
x 4 feet, and its identification as Rama's crib. No tradition even remotely existed
as yet of there having been a temple here; the entire place was thought to he a
part of Rama's ‘fortress‘ or ‘palace’.

Twenty years passed and the legend grew, so that now it came to be thought
by some that a temple had previously existed here. But Francis Buchanan who
visited Ayodhya about I310 and recorded the traditions as these had by now
developed, found the temple destruction theory to be ‘very ill-founded‘. He deserves
extensive quotation:

The people of Ayodhya imagine, that after the death of Vriltadbala, their city was
deserted, and continued so until the time of Viltrama of Uiiain, who came in search
of the holy city, erected a fort called Ramgar, cut down the forests by which the
ruins were covered and erected 360 temples on the places sanctified by the
extraordinary actions of Rama . . . [T]he destruction [of these temples] is very
generally attributed by the Hindus to the furious zeal of iturangxebe, to whom
also is imputed the overthrow of the temples in B-enares and lvlathura. "What may
have been the case in the two latter, I shall not now take upon myself to say, but
with respect to Ayodhya the tradition seems very ill-founded . . . {Tlhe mosque at
Ayodhya, which is by far the most entire, and which has every appearance of being
the most modern, is ascertained by an inscription on its walls (of which a copy is
given) to have been built by Babar, five generations before Auru ngeeb-e. This ren ders
the whole story of {temple erection byl Vilcrama exceedingly doubtful.

its regards the black stone pillars (‘only 6 feet high‘) Buchanan inferred that ‘they
have been talten from a Hindu building‘, but thought it probable that they ‘were
talten from the ruins of the palace‘, not any temple. {Buchanan's surveys, edited
and printed by Montgomery Martin, The History, Antiquities, Topography and
Statistics ofEastern itttiia, Vol. H, London, 1333, pp. 333-36 }."

Religious myths have a tendency to grow despite the clearest evidence to
the contrary. Now, where Hindu beliefs about the site of the mosque were clearly
vague and contradictory, it was the turn of a section of Muslims to claim with
pride that at Ayodhya mosques had, indeed, been built after the destruction of
temples on the sites of Hindu holy places. It was this growth of bravado which
exacerbated relations between the two communities, and which resulted in a
serious clash at Ayodhya under the Avadh Nawabs in 185$. Under the shadow of
the bitterness of that clash, a fiery tract was composed by Miraa jan in an 12?1!
an 1355-$6 under the title Hadiga-i Baiiatinr Shairi, said to be written by ‘a
daughter of Bahadur Shah ‘Alamgit [sic!]‘.

The author claims that he read the tract by the princess on I5 Sha‘ban
1231, i.e. 11 july 1816, in the library of lvlirza Haidar Shultoh, son of Mirea
Sulaiman Shultoh, and that in the twenty-fifth of the forty Advices, the following
was found:

The temples of the polytheistic Hindus situated in Mathura, Banaras, Avadh
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[Ayodhya], etc., which the wretched infitlels he-lieve to be the birth place of Kanahya
llfirishnal, or the rasoi iltitchenl of Sita or the residence of Hanuman, in which, they
say, Ram established him after the conquest of lanlta, have been destroyed, and for
the strengthening of [slam mosques have been established on all these sites: let them
not leave these mosques without Friday prayers and congregation. [Printed boolt,
Habibgani Collection, Urdu, 3-1l'11S, lvlaulana dtzad Library, Aligarh, p. 114}.

Since much has been made of this quotation, supposedly from the pen of a
Mughal princess, it is important to note that the author himself confesses that he
had read the book forty years before he was writing, and claims that he had then
copied the passage. This on the face of it is very implausible. There are further
incongruities. The princess remains unnamed, and her father Bahadur Shah is
given the title ‘Alamgir, which not he but his father Aurangreb id. 1?D'?l had
borne. Ho worlt by a daughter of Bahadur Shah bearing the title Sabifa-i Ciriirai
Nasa‘ii:-i Bairadar Sirahi is known to exist in any collection anywhere in the
world. Due fails to locate it in (LA. Storey's Persian Literature: A Bio-
bibiiograpirical Survey, or D.N. Marshall's comprehensive Mtrgirals in india: A
Bibliographical Survey, Vol. I: Manuscripts. It is very likely, therefore, that the
work or the passage was a figment of Miraa _[an's imagination.

‘While in his so-called quotation from the Counsels of the Mughal princess
Mirna _Ian only spealcs of a temple at the site of Sita-lti-Rasoi being destroyed, he
goes on himself to say that the Babri Masjid was built at Rama‘s birthplace by
destroying the temple oi Ram Jantnasthan, close to Sita-lri-Rasoi, so that the
mosque was then known as Sita-lti-Rasoi. Thus the legend had grown: to Rama's
birth+site had been added 5ita‘s kitchen, and Miraa ]an was exulting in the supposed
destruction of a temple here, of which generations of earlier Hindus and Muslims
were unaware!

Subsequent to Mina ]an‘s tract—in fact, subsequent to the clash over the
Babri Masjid in 1ll5.'_i—the myth that the ntasfrld was built on the site of a destroyed
temple became the conunon possession of the partisans of the two communities.
How the legend could grow, out of a sense of bravado and revenge on both sides,
is illustrated by the series of Urdu tracts which the VHF truimphantly lists. Laclt
of space prevents an analysis of this material, but it is enough to say that no evid-
ence, not already discussed by us, is presented in this literature. It is only illus-
trative of the growth of the mentality of modern communalism; its authority for
what stood at the site before the Babri Masjid was built is nil.

‘WI
The conclusions that we have reached after a careful consideration of the entire
available evidence may be summed up as follows.

[1] No evidence exists in the texts that before the sixteenth century {and
indeed before the eighteenth century), any veneration attached to any spot in
Ayodhya for being the birth-site of Rama.

[ll There are no grounds for supposing that a Rama temple, or any temple,
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existed at the site where the Babri Masjid was built in 1523-29. This conclusion
rests on an examination of the archaeological evidence as well as the contemporary
inscriptions on the mosque.

{Ill The legend that the Babri Masjid occupied the site of Rama's birth did
not arise until the late eighteenth century; that a temple was destroyed to build
the mosque was not asserted until the beginning of the nineteenth century, when
the observer, before whom the assertion was made, disbelieved it.

{4} The full-blown legend of the destruction of a temple at the site of Rama‘s
birth and Sita-lti-Rasoi, is as late as the 1350s. Since then what we get is merely
the progressive reconstruction of ‘imagined history‘ based on faith.

it is for the people of this country to judge whether on the basis of such
dubious evidence as the VHF has presented in support of its case, it is justifiable
to mortgage the destiny and good repute of the country. As historians, it is also
our duty to point out that in no civilized country of the world is a building of the
sixteenth century permitted to be destroyed or tampered with.

In 1391, when A. Fuhrer drew up his descriptive list of Monumental Anti-
quities and irrscriptions in the Nortir-west Provinces and Clurih, 1391, he put the
Babri lvlasj id among the monuments of Class ll b {pp. 29ti—9?}. On page i, he
explained the implications of this classification; it meant that though the monument
was ‘in possession of private bodies and individuals‘, it was ‘possible or desirable
to save {it} from further decay by such minor measures as the eradication of vege-
tation, the exclusion of water from the walls and the like‘. Being such a monument,
the Babri Masjid became a protected monument under the Ancient Monuments
Act, 1904 {re-legislated, 1953). Besides being built nearly 4511] years ago, it is a
significant example of Sharqi architecture. It is a part of our common, national
heritage. Under law, the government must save and preserve it as a fully protected
monument.

If, then, we have a care for historical facts, if we want to uphold the law, if
we have love for our own cultural heritage, we must protect the Babri Masjid. A
country is surely judged by how it treats its past.

[13 lvlay 1991.]

' The translation has been checlted with the Persian text, r'l.’in-i Ahbart, edited by
hlawalltishore, Vol. I1, Ltlcltttow, 1391, pp. T3, Hi], and has been corrected at one place
on this basis, reading ‘from north to south‘ instead of ‘to the north‘.

I A typographical error, obviously for 'lil.amchand‘s'.
7‘ 5arltar‘s translation has been followed here, but where Sarltar tenders bungah as birthplace,

it should be ‘residence’.
" The VHF, while confounding the original observer; Francis Buchanan, with his editor,

lvlontgomery lvlartin, and so bringing down the date of the original account by twenty
years, prudently omits the earlier portion of P-ucltanan‘s -description in its submission of
evidence lAnnexurr 13 in its evidence].

|R.5. Sharma was Professor of History, Delhi University, and the first Chairman, lndian Council
of Historical Research. M. Athar Ali was Professor of History, Aligarh Muslim University, and
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is a former President, Indian History Congress. D.N. jba is Professor of History, Delhi University.
Surai Bhan is Professor of Archaeology and Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences, Kurultshetra
University, I-'Luruishetra.]

8. R.S. Shatma on Communal History and Rama’s Ayodhya

It is difficult to define community and comntunalism. A community can be formed
on the basis of ethnicity, profession, common habitation, caste affiliation, and
last but not the least, on the basis of religious loyalties. When we thinlt ofcom-
munalism we think of religious corntnunities. In India communalism is particularly
seen in the light of the nature of relations between the Hindus and the Muslims,
although in recent times the community organised on the basis of the Sikh religion
is being given an aggressive identity.

Basically, religious beliefs, rituals and practices arise and develop in man's
continuous struggle to overcome the obstacles presented by nature and equally so
in man's struggle against man on social issues. When people find it difficult to
explain the difficulties presented by nature rationally they take to miraculous
and superstitious explanations. These give rise to a plethora of gods and goddesses
as we have in the Rig Veda, where most tlivinities represent beneficent or male-
volent forces of nature. . . .

. . . Some important lndian historians were caught in the communal trap
laid by British historians. In keeping with the colonialist policy of exploiting the
religious sentiments of the Hindus against the Muslims during the nineteenth
century, British historians and archaeologists charged the Muslim rulers with a
uniform, uninterrupted record of destruction of Hindu temples and persecution of
the Hindus so that in contrast British rule might appear in a favourable light.
The best example of British communal historiography appears in the Preface by
H.M. Elliot, Secretary to the Government of India, to Volume I of his Biblio-
graphical index to the Historians of Mohammedan India, which was published
from Calcutta in 1349. Here Elliot, who later became famous along with Dawson
as the author of the eight-volume History of India as Told by its Historians
covering the rule of the Sultans and Mughal emperors, denounces the Muslim
rulers in most severe terms. He bewails that even the Muslim kings created by
the British are sunlt in sloth and debauchery and emulate ‘the vices of a Calligula
or a Commodus’. According to him, Muslim rulers prohibited Hindu processions,
worship, etc., multilated idols, razed temples, forcibly converted people, and
committed ‘murders, massacres, confiscations'. He cites instances for each one
of these intolerant actions in the body of volume I. The picture presented by
Elliot is almost one-sided and unabashedly motivated. This is because Elliot
fervently hopes that once his volume is published, the British would no longer
hear ‘bombastic Baboos, enioying under our Government the highest degree of
personal liberty . . . rant about patriotism and the degradation of their present
position’. He hopes that ‘in a very short time’ they would not ‘sigh’ for the return
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of ‘the days of that dark period‘. Elliot is however convinced of Indians ‘not even
attempting a national independence‘ because of deficiencies in their physical and
moral organization which can be made up neither by diet nor education.

Colonialist archaeologists also echo the sentimerits of Elliot. Thus, speaking
of the monuments of Ayodhya in 1891, A. Fuhrer uncritically adopts some moti-
vated local tradition that the three Ayodhya temples including the one at ]anma-
sthana or the birthplace were destroyed by lvlusalmans [The Monnrnental Antiqui-
ties and inscriptions in the Norti:-Western Provinces and Dr-tdlr, Archaeological
Survey of India, Allahabad, 1391, p. 297]. He adds that ‘Most modern brahmanical
and Jain temples occupy the sites of more ancient temples that were destroyed by
the lviusalmans’ (ibid., pp. 296-—9?]. There is no basis for such sweeping statements,
which were made when memories of the ‘Mutiny’ were fresh and the echoes of
the anti-British Wahabi movement had not died out. . . .

. . . Although the story of Rama has been popularized in the Hindi-speaking
belt by the Rnmcintritmanns, this Avadhi epic is based on the Sanskrit epic
Ramayana of Valmiki. The original Rama epic is not a homogeneous composition.
Originally it consisted of 6,000 verses in slrloiza metre which were later raised to
12,000 and finally to 24,000. A critical study of the text on the basis of its
contents shows that it has passed through four stages, and the last stratum is
ascribed to the twelfth century so; its earliest stratum might belong to 400 ltc or
so. Therefore, several stages of cultural and social evolution are covered by the
Rama story. However, the epic is important because it sets certain norms for the
orderly functioning of a class-divided, patriarchal and state-based society. It
teaches that the son must obey the father, the younger brother the elder brother,
and the wife the husband. It insists that the duties assigned to all the uarnas must
be performed by them, and whenever necessary, deviation from the aarnaifati
functions should be ruthlessly punished. Finally, it enjoins everybody including
the king to carry out the dictates of dirarrna, which was prescribed to uphold the
existence of the state, t-iarnas and patriarchy. Vibhishana got converted to this
kind of ideology called dbanna at the cost of loyalty to his clan and family,
which was the most important tie to keep members of the kin-based society
together. Social and cultural norms similar to those prescribed by Valmiki also
appear in Jain, Buddhist and other brahmanical epics and folk stories. This genre
of literature is certainly important for tmderstanding norms, stages and processes
in the social and cultural history of India, but only in a few cases can the historicity
of the princes and the other great personalities mentioned in them be established
through corroborative evidence from archaeology, inscriptions, sculptural pieces
and other sources. Unfortunately, we have nothing so far of this type which can
prove the historicity of Rama Dasharathi in Ayodhya about 2000 BC to I E00 st,
a period to which he is assigned by some scholars working on the Puranic
traditions.

If we go by the history of Hindu belief, Ayodhya seems to have emerged as
a place of religious pilgrimage in medieval times. Although chapter B5 of the
Vishnu Snrriti lists as many as 52 places of pilgrimage including towns, lakes,
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rivers, mountains, etc., it does not include Ayodhya in this list. It is significant
that this Smriti, which is attributed to c. so 300, contains the earliest list of
tirrhas. At present no temple ofRama is found in any part of Uttar Pradesh rrntif
the sixteenth century. We have a large number of tirthas or places of pilgrimage
whose merits are extolled in the tirtlra sections of the Puranas. But the tirtha-
ntaiiarmya section appears in the Puranas from the sixth century onwards. The
tirtfras really were set up on the ruins of ancient towns which were once centres of
crafts, contrnerce and other urban activities. When urbanism declined the tirtitas
were instituted to preserve the ancient memories of the towns.

Bhatta Lakshrnidhara, the Gahadavala minister who wrote Tirthauiaecbarta-
kanda as a part of his book Krityaltalpatarn in the eleventh century, and was evi-
dently well acquainted with eastern Uttar Pradesh, surveys the well-known brah-
manical tirtbas of his time, but signiflcantly enough, he neither mentions Ayodhya
not the birthplace of Rama; this absence of reference is particularly noted by
Hans Bakker (Ayodhya, pt I, p. 45 l. It is therefore clear that Ayodhya has not
been a tirtfra of very long standing. According to Hindu belief many more tirtiras
are far more important than that of Ayodhya in northern India. Prayag and
Banaras are good examples. Only in late medieval or early modern times did
Ayodhya come to be regarded as one of the seven important places of pilgrimage.
Tulsidas, who wrote the Ramclraritmanas in 1574 at Avadhapuri, does not mention
it as a place of pilgrimage. In a verse (cisanpatil he states that he began composing
the manuscript at Avadhpuri, which could have been easily changed into Avadh-
tirtlra without doing any damage to the metrical arrangement. He clearly specifies
the place and the time when he wrote his famous Ramcbaritmanas:

natrami hitanmuar madhnmasa.
Auadhpnri yah cbarit pi-altasa
jelri din Rarnajanam srnti gauanhi
tiratfra saftaf taitin chafi auanbi {Balairanda}

The verses quoted above would show that he launched his manuscript on
Tuesday, the ninth day of the second half of Chaitra. He adds that whoever sings
the story of the birth of Rama on that day obtains the merit accruing from his
visit to all places of pilgrimage automatically, but he does not declare Avadhpuri
a place of pilgrimage. He stresses the importance of the day when he started the
book and not that of the place where he wrote. . . .

As far as I know there is not a shred of historical evidence to support the
view of those who assert that a temple of Rama was built in Ayodhya in the
eleventh-twelfth centuries. Explorations and excavations do not attest any such
statement. By the sixth century an or so Rama, Sita and Lakshman appear in
terracotta in Hamirpur district. We also have a panel comprising three divinities
on the outer wall of the Dashavatara temple in jhansi district. Stucco images of
Rama, Sita and I.-akshman also appear at Aphsad in hlawada district in Bihar
around the seventh century so. A Ramayana panel in terracotta of about the
same time has been also found in Buxar.
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Undoubtedly, the flamciraritmanas popularized the cult of Rama all over
northern India. Tulsidas emphasizes the virtues of remembering Rama and rep-
eating his name, hut in the whole of the Ramciraritmanas he nowhere speaks of
worship of the idol of Rama. Had a temple of Rama existed in Ayodhya it could
not have escaped his notice. In fact Tulsidas clearly talks of temples on two occ-
asions. He speaks of the presence of a temple ofGiriia or Parvati in lvlithila and
mentions a temple of Svayamprabha near lvlehendra mountain. I-Ie also mentions
a temple, most probably of Rama, in Vibhishana‘s house in Lanka. He also talks
of many temples on the banks of the Sarayu. But significantly enough, he does
not refer to any temple of Rama in Ayodhya, let alone the Ramjanmabhumi
temple. . . .

. . . Three temples exclusively dedicated to Rama are historically attested
in the twelfth century an in Madhya Pradesh [Bakker, Ayodhya, pt I, pp. 84-85 J.
But in Uttar Pradesh we hear neither ofa Rama temple nor of any Ramjanrnabhumi
temple until the end of the seventeenth century. The earliest Rama temple, Ka naka-
bhavan or Kanakamandapa, belongs to the eighteenth century. The $Itrirnairaraia-
cibarita, a text written in the Avadhi dialect in so 1804-05, states that in the
second half of the eighteenth ecentury Kanakabhavana and Ratnasimhasana flou-
rished as centres of the Rasika sect {ibid., p. 143). This is perhaps the earliest
reference to the existence of Kanakabhavana, and Kanakamandira is the earliest
temple of Sita in janakpur in the Nepal terai. Both Kanakabhavana and Kanaka-
mandira were evidently built towards the end of the lvlughal rule, and are alike
in design and architecture. The date assigned to these two temples seems to be
very probable because it was only during this period that the cult of Rama became
significant because of the earlier preachings of Ramanan da in the fifteenth century
and those ofhis disciples such as Fopa, Kabir, Raidas, lvlalukadas, Dadu, etc., in
later times. During the eighteenth century, the Hindu and Muslim diurans of the
Nawab of Avadh, who was a Shia, supported Hindu temples and sacred shrines
in Ayodhya, but a Rama temple is not specifically mentioned in this context.

Any writer, to whatever period he might belong, is not bound to notice or
reflect in his writings all that happens in his time. But the context in which he
writes his text is extremely important. Tulsidas, who was so devoted to Rama
and who started writing his magnum opus at Ayodhya, would certainly be expected
to refer to the Rama temple, if it existed there, or to Ayodhya being a tirtlra if it
was really so in his time on account of its association with Raina.

Some _]ain and Shaiva temples may have existed in Ayodhya. The sect of
Shaivism appeared much earlier in Ayodhya than that of Vaishnavism, with
which Rama came to be widely associated in medieval times. The device of the
cock, associated with Kartikeya, son of Shiva, appears on Ayodhya coins of the
first and second centuries. Even after the emergence of Vishnu worship at Ayodhya,
Shaivite worship continued to dominate the place till late medieval times. We
know of eleven Vaishnavite sanctuaries, but the Shaiva and Shakta sanctuaries
together with the Tantric sacred shrines {pithas} are almost double that number
{Bakker, Ayodhya, pt Ill, pp. 26-1?]. Therefore it is wrong to suggest that the
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pillars used in the mosque belonged to a ‘Vishnu’ temple libid., pt. I, p. 44). The
comprehensive and well-researched book of Baltker on Ayodhya does not show
that there was a Rama temple. He however relies on jannrahiaurni lra Ra-l:taran,iit
ftilsas {or the Bloodstained History of the Birthplace], Ayodhya, I969, written by
Ram Raksha Tripathi, and is sometimes misled about the dispute relating to the
Babri Mosque (Ayodhya, pt II, pp. 146-49}.

The main argument for the existence of a temple at the site where the
mosque exists is based on the presence of fourteen pillars in the Babri Masjid.
Since these pillars can be seen on the spot, common people who do not have
much idea about such pillars are misled by continuous false propaganda. It is
argued that these pillars once formed part of a temple and that they are in situ
and that the mosque has been erected over them. But this whole line of argument
is completely misleading.

Most of the pillars measure a little more than 5.5 feet or l.'?3 metres each,
and their diameter at the base varies from I-' inches to 10.5 inches; only in one
single case a base measures around I metre. Obviously such pillars cannot be
load-bearing for which at least a height of 7' feet is needed in medieval temples.
In several cases the span between two sets of pillars, which have been embedded
in the 5 feet-wide walls of the arches, measures 14 feet., which completely precludes
the possibility of their being used as load-bearing pillars. Further, the pillars em-
bedded in the mosque walls stand on the floor of the mosque and do not form part
of its foundation. These pillars therefore cannot be a part of any temple hall; on
the other hand, though re-used, they form an integral part of the mosque in which
they appear for purposes of decoration.

According to competent art historians such as Krishna Deva, Devangana
Desai and M.A. Dhalty, stylistic grounds render these pillars very much akin to
the Pala pillars, and they may not be placed later than no 1000. In addition to the
fourteen pillars found in the mosque, two pillars of the same style are fixed
upside down in a graveyard at a distance of more than half a kilometre from the
masjid. Further, we have a door-lamb lying near Sita-ki-Rasoi in a complex
known as the janmasthan area which is adjacent to the Babri Masjid. Finally,
two pilaster pillars are aLso found in the Uttar Pradesh State Museum in Lucknow.
The pillars and the door-lamb have been examined by Professor E Ahmad, a
fonner director of the Geological Survey of India, and have been found to he
made of black basalt stone, which is found in Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh and in
the Rajmahal area in Bihar.

It is noticeable that these pillars are similar to an inscribed pillar found in
Pakor in Birbhum district and to another from Bangarh in Dinajpur district; they
are also akin to a pillar from Rajmahal. Anybody can see for himself the similarity
between the mosque pillars and the above-mentioned three pillars which are at
present preserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta. [See Plates LXXXIX lb) and
lei, KC Id}, in R.D. Banerji, Eastern Indian School ofivledrieaal Sctrlpture, reprint,
Ramanand Vidya Bhavan, Kalkaji, New Delhi, 1931.]

The motifs depicted on the pillars make it almost impossible to determine
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whether the pillars belong to a Vaishnavite or even a Hindu religious structure.
By the tenth century there is so much of fusion of elements of art associated with
different sects that the sectarian elements are almost totally lost. For example,
the motif ofsalafriranjilta, found on the pillars, originally represents Maya {mother
of Gautama Buddha] which was adopted by other schools, and as a common
Indian motif continued to be in vogue till the twelfth oentury so. Similarly, the
motif of pitchers full of water, that is, purnaltafasa or purnaglrata, is typical not
only of pre-Islamic art and architecture but also of later architecture. Such pitchers
are represented even in a residency building constructed by the East India Company
at Lucknow. The same may be said of the lotus, which is depicted in a thirteenth-
century Muslim grave at Manet near Patna. Further, tiny human figures bearing
the load are found at the bottom of some pillars, but they also appear in jaina
and Buddhist art. In fact, except for a dr-tarapala represented on a pillar hardly
any other pillar representation can be specifically designated as Vaishnavite. On
the contrary, the pillars carry certain motifs typical of Buddhist art belonging to
the eastern school. These motifs comprise the double lotus as well as the trefoil
arch typical of certain pantheons in eastern India. Again, the representation of
the mt-rdgara [hammer] and of the danda or staff is specifically Buddhist. Although
certain motifs including that of ornamented leaf designs found in early medieval
art and architecture all over the world are shared by the pillars, the designs
which appear to be specific point to their close association with Buddhist art and
architecture prevalent in eastern India. Therefore, the pillars which appear as
decorative pieces in the Babri Masjid were evidently brought from a small temple
or temples with Buddhist associations in eastern India.

We cannot ascertain whether these pillars belong to more than one structure.
It is however significant that only in one arch of the mosque four pillars are simi-
lar. Dthenvise in all the arches the pillars are dissimilar. Since one pillar measures
T-' feet in height in contrast to the other pillars which measure a little more than
5.5 feet, it is likely that these pillars may have belonged to two different structures.

It is argued that the Babri Masjid pillars were in continuation of the pillar
bases which were discovered in the excavation in Trench IV at Ayodhya in 197?.
But the excavated pillar bases are not in alignment with the pillars set in the
mosque, and the floor on which these bases stand is substantially lower than the
floor of the mosque. Further, the distance between the mosque and Trench IV
area is about 7-"S feet. Clearly, the mosque was not constructed on the same level
as was occupied by the pillar bases. Also, no fragments of any stone pillar have
been reported from the trench in which the pillar bases are located. It is absurdlo
think that the stone pillars were erected on pillar bases made of brickbats. The
structure that can be visualized on the strength of the pillar bases seems to be an
animal shed according to Professor Suraj Bhan, who argues thus on the basis of
ethno-archaeology. The_available evidence shows that the pillars with which
glazed Muslim ware was associated came to an end two centuries earlier than
the sixteenth century, to which period the structure of the mosque is epigraphically
ascribed. All these considerations clearly negate the view that the mosque was
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built on the site of a structure whose existence can be inferred from the presence
of the pillar bases. In fact Professor B.B. Lal, the excavator of Ayodhya, does not
consider the pillar bases as a part of any temple.

It is significant that no brahmanical idols have been reported from Ayodhya
in the catalogues of two important museutns of Uttar Pradesh. We have, for
example, NJ’. _]oshi's Catalogue of the Bralrrrtarrical Sculptures iri the State
Musesnrt, Lucknow, Pt I, Lucknow, l9'?2. This does not mention any brahmanical
deity found in Ayodhya in medieval times. Pramod Chandra has prepared a
detailed catalogue of stone sculptures in the Allahabad Museum; this descriptive
catalogue too does not speak of any stone image from Ayodhya. Divided into
seven sections, this book chronologically lists and discusses the pieces of stone
sculpture in the museum. The sections cover the period from the beginning up to
the fourteenth century so. None of these sections refers to any stone image from
Ayodhya. The largest number of places yielding stone images come under the
eighth to the fourteenth century, but no image is reported from Ayodhya [Pramod
Chandra, Stone Sculpture in the Allahabad Museum, A Descriptive Catalogue,
American Institute of Indian Studiu, Bombay, 19?0]. Though the Mathura lvluseum
catalogues prepared by ].Ph. Vogel and 11.5. Agrawai relate to Uttar Pradesh,
they are hardly of any help in respect of Ayodhya. The Faiaahad Museum, which
was merged with the State Museum in Lucknow in the 1950s and had a number
of brahmanical idols from the neighbouring districts, did not contain any such
idol recovered from Ayodhya. There was only one Vishnu image in the Faiaabad
Museum, but its date and provenance are not ltnown. We may also note that no
photograph of stone sculputure from Ayodhya is found at the American Institute
of Indian Studies, Varanasi, which has a splendid collection of 96,000 photographs.
All this shows that the worship of brahmanical deities, and particularly that of
Vislmu, was certainly not important in Ayodhya between the eighth century so
and fourteenth century so, when stone idols were being worshipped in different
parts of the country.

[From a revised and enlarged version of R.5. Shanna‘: Mamidipudi Venltatarangaiyya Lecture
entitled ‘Communalism and India's Past‘, delivered on the occasion of the HIV Session of the
Andlira Pradesh History Congress at Kaltatiya University, ‘Watrangal, on I0 February 1990.]

9. The British Contribution to the Communal Divide
9a. From The Disputed Mosque, by Sushi! Srivastava

[T]he local myths were granted respectability by john Leyden in 1313, even
though Annette Susannah H-everidge corrected the fallacy in 1921. She wrote that
B-abar was stationed some distance north of Ayodhya on 23 March I523.

Leyden’s mistake was natural because he was not at all acquainted with the
geography of the area around Ayodhya. Also, he committed the error because of
the complexities of the script. Babar’s memoirs were compiled in Turki and
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translated into Persian. Leyden‘s English translation is from the Persian version.
Erskine and Elliot also saw the Persian manuscript and both made the same mist-
ake as Leyden. Beveridge saw both the Turki and Persian manuscripts and was
able to correctly locate Babar's camp on that contentious day (28 March 1523i.

Leyden said, on the basis of the details in the Babar Name, that Babar
encamped 4 to 6 miles north of Aud at the junction of the two rivers Sirwa and
Ghagra. He concluded, wrongly, that Aud and Ayodhya were the same. . . . This
mistake was repeated by Erskine and Elliot. The latter, in fact, made an attempt
to provide a geographical location and hence shifted the place of Ba ba r's
encampment to the south of Ayodhya.

B-everidge gives us the actual location of Habar‘s camp on Z3 March 1523.
She concluded that Babar was encamped at the junction of the rivers Sirda and
Gagra. She stayed in Faizabad for two months and acquainted herself well with
the local geography. She was convinced that the location of Babar's camp had to
be to the north of Ayodhya. . . . It is therefore doubtful that Babat ever came to
Ayodhya. . . .

. . . A complete and close reading of the memoirs of Babar convincingly
shows that Habar was encamped north of Aud on 23 Match 1523. He records, on
2. April, that he went out to hunt in the area north of the camp as he had heard it
was a fine hunting ground. He must have left the area of the controversial en-
campment immediately, as he records on 23 March 1523 that he had asked to
find ways to cross the river. This expressed his anxiety to settle the affairs of
Avadh. As such, it is clear that Babar was more involved in the task ofconsolidating
his kingdom than in serving the interests of his religion. On the basis of the
memoirs, we are forced to doubt if Babar ever went to Ayodhya. This doubt
further raises suspicion regarding the presence of the Ramjanmabhumi temple in
Ayodhya. . . .

The Babri Masjid has three inscriptions in Persian, two outside and one
inside the mosque. The style of calligraphy in each of the three inscriptions is
different. One of the two external inscriptions can hardly be read while only six
lines of the other are legible. The legible inscription reads as couplets and app-
arently has been written in praise of God and the Prophet. In the first couplet God
has been praised by saying that the Creator of the universe does not need an
abode. In the second stanza, the Prophet Muhammad has been called the ruler of
the two worlds and the chief among the ‘paigarribarf (prophets). The last legible
lines are in praise of Babar, who has been called a qahtrrdar {conqueror}. Some
interpret galandar as saint or faqir. This inscription cannot be called significant.

The inscription inside the mosque is more important both for its content
and for the position that it occupies. The tablet with the inscription is just above
the pulpit. The content of the couplets were translated by A.S. Beveridge. We
reproduce her translation:

[i] ‘By the order of the Emperor Babar whose justice is an edifice reaching
up to the very heights of the heavens‘;

[ii] ‘The good-hearted Mir Baqi built this alighting place of angels‘;
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[iii] ‘May his goodness last forever!‘ [The year of the building was AH 93$
or an I 529.]

It was on the basis of these inscriptions that Beveridge was ready to believe
that Babat had ordered Mir Baqi to construct the mosque in Ayodhya. However,
she deals with the inscriptions not in the main body of the book, but in the appen-
dices, where she expresses doubt by saying that, in his memoirs, Babar does not
record completion of the mosque.

B-everidge inferred that ‘Aotir-i—Sadat—rrisl:rin Mir Baqi' praises the glory of
Mir Baqi, and that ‘Sa’dat-rrislrirr‘ might not mean just ‘good-hearted’ but ‘good
fortune’. This, according to her, meant that it was the good fortune of Mir Baqi
to be assigned the task of building a mosque on the site of an ancient Hindu
temple. She added: ‘Presumably the order for building the mosque was given
during Babar's stay in Aud {Ayodhyal in at-t 934 at which time he would have
been impressed by the dignity and sanctity of the ancient Hindu shrine.’ She con—
tinued that Babar was an obedient follower of Muhammad and, as such, he was
intolerant of another faith. He therefore regarded the substitution of a temple by
a mosque as dutiful and worthy. She went on to say that she has no historical
evidence to support her assumption of either Babar’s destruction of the Hindu
shrine or his construction of the mosque.

[From Sushil Srivastava, The Disputed Mosque, Vistaar, Delhi, 1991, pp. T3-31]

9b. Memoirs ofzebir-ed-dirt Muhammad Babac translated by
John Leyden and William Erskine

28 March, AH 934
We were still a march or two from Oudh,3 when a messenger arrived from Chin
Talmur Sultan, with intelligence that the enemy were encamped on the other side
of the Saru, and that he would require to be reinforced. I dispatched to his assistance
a thousand of the best men from the centre, under the command of Karalt. On
Saturday, the 7th of Rajeb, I encamped two or three kos above Dudh, at the
junction of the Gogra and Satu. . . .

2 April, an 934
. . . I halted some days in this station, for the purpose of settling the affairs of
Dudh and the neighbouring country, and for making the necessary arrangements.
Seven or eight kos above Oudh, on the banks of the river Saru, is the well-known
tract called the Hunting-ground. I sent Mir Muhammed jalehban to examine the
fords of the rivers Gogra and Saru, which he did. On Thursday, the 12th, I
mounted, to set off on a hunting party.

[The remaining transactions of this year are not to be found in any of the
copies which l have met with: nor do the historians of Hindustan throw any light
on them. Editor]
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3 The city of Dutlh, or Ayodhya, is situated on the right bank of the Gogra, a few miles
below its junction with the Siriu. lt is s place of immeasurable antiquity as its extensive
ruins bear witness. It is the legendary site of l7l.ama"s birthplace, and as such may be
regarded as the Mecca of the Hindus. Ayodhya was the capital of the ancient kingdom of
llloshala. It is five miles from the modem city of Faieabad.

[From Memoirs of Zebir-ed-din lldulrarnrrred Balrar, translated by john Leyden and
‘William Erskine, Vol. ll, Dxford University Press, London, pp. 3.'lI--33.]

9c. Babar-Mama, translated by Annette Susannah Beveridge

{March I5t.la and I 6ti:} People said that ahead of us was a swampy, muddy, evil
rivet called Tus.3 In order to examine the ford‘ and repair the road, we waited
two days {Tuesday Rarrraarr Stir and Wedrtesday Stir} on this ground. For the
horses and camels a ford was found higher up, but people said laden carts could
not get through it because of its uneven, stony bottom. They were just ordered to
get them through.

{March Nils} On Thursday (?tlr} we marched on. I myself went by boat
down to where the Tus meets the Gang (Gangesl, there landed, thence rode up the
Tus, and, at the Other Prayer. . . . {p. 656]

Mi

-I . . . Concerning Babar's acts in 934 at-|, the following item lmet with since I was working
on 934 AH continues his statement H. 93$] that he spent a few days near Aud {Ajodhyal
to settle its afairs. The D.G. of Fyaabad [H.5. blevill] p. ITS says ‘ln I513 an Babut came
to Ajodhya {Aud} and halted a week. He destroyed the ancient temple [marking the
birth-place of Rama} and on its site built a mosque, still known as Eabur'a lltlotque. . . .
It has two inscriptions one on the outside: one on the pulpit: both are in Persian: and bear
the date 93$ at-|.' This date may be that of the completion of the building.

" Here the lacuna of the Hai. Co-tlex ends.

The Inscriptions on Babar‘s Mosque in Ajodhya (Uudh]
Thanks to the kind response made by the Deputy-Commissioner of Fyrabad to
my husband’s enquiry about two inscriptions mentioned by several Gazetteers as
still existing in ‘Ba bar's Mosque‘ in Uudh, I am able to quote copies of both.‘

The inscription inside the Mosque is as follows:-

1. Ha iarmiida-i-Slialr Haber lti ‘Eitiilasl:
Bar"-'d‘ist tti ltrikb-i-gardfin rnuldqi,

2. Band lzarcl in mrtfrfrit—qudsiyt.iri
Amir-i-sa'ddat-rtislnin Mir Bdqi

3. Baaad lafiair bani! cfui sitl-i-bartifisl:
‘lyric shad lti gu_ftam,—-Bairad ltfrair biiqi (935)

The translation and explanation of the above, manifestly made by a Mosai-
man and as such having special value, are as follows:-1
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I. By the command of the Emperor Babar whose justice is an edifice reaching
up to the very height of the heavens.

2. The good-hearted Mir Baqi built this alighting-place of angels;3
3. Batatd ftfrttir briqi! (May this goodness last for ever! if The year of building

it was made clear likewise when I said, But-‘ad filrair frirqi {=935 1.5
The explanation of this is:
Ist couplet:The poet begins by praising the Emperor Babar under whose

orders the mosque was erected. As justice is the {chief} virtue of kings, he naturally
compares his (Babar‘sl justice to a palace reaching up to the very heavens, signify-
ing thereby that the fame of that justice had not only spread in the whole world
but had gone up to the heavens.

Zrtd couplet: In the second couplet the poet tells who was entrusted with the
work of contraction. Mir Baqi was evidently some nobleman of distinction at
Babar’s Court. The noble height, the pure religious atmosphere, and the scrupulous
cleanliness and neatness of the mosque are beautifully suggested by saying that it
was to be the abode of angels.

3rd couplet: The third couplet begins and ends with the expression Batratf
ltfrair fuiqi. The letters forming it by their numerical values represent the number
935, thus:

B=2,ir=6,d=4 total 12
Kl: = 600, ai = 10, r = 200 total 310
B=2,a=1,q=l00,i=10 total 113

Total W

The poet indirectly refers to a religious commandment {diction} of the Qoran
that a man‘s good deeds live after his death, and signifies that this noble mosque
is verily such a one.

The inscription outside the Mosque is as follows:

1. Ba rttim-i-anki tltirui hast althar
Ki klrirlitpi-farnfa ‘diam id-rnaltrini

1. Dartid Mttstafii ba’d as sitiiyislr
Ki sarutai-i-ambiyd dsi jafrdrti

3. Fastirta dar falrriri Bdbar qalandar
Ki shad dar dartr giti ltitrrirdrri.‘

The explanation of the above is as follows:
In the first couplet the poet praises God, in the second Muhammad, in the

third Babar. There is a peculiar literary beauty in the use of the world lti-rrialtrirri
in the Ist couplet. The author hints that the mosque is meant to be the abode of
God, although He has no fixed abiding-place. In the first hemistich of the 3rd
couplet the poet gives Babar the appellation of qalaitdar, which means a perfect
devotee, indifferent to all worldly pleasures. In the second hemistich he gives as
the reason for his being so, that Babar became and was known all the world over
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as a qnltzrtdar, because having become Emperor of India and having thus reached
the summit of worldly success, he had nothing to wish for on this earth.?

The inscription is incomplete and the above is the plain interpretation which
can be given to the couplets that are to hand. Attempts may be made to read
further meaning into them but the language would not warrant it.

' Cf. in loco, p. 636, n.3.
I A few slight changes in the turn of eaptest-ions have been made for clearness salte. lndes

s.r|. Mir Ba-qi of Tashitint.
3 Perhaps a better epithet for so’iidr|r-nisliiin ‘good-hearted‘ would be one implying his

good fortune in being designated to build a mosque on the site of the ancient Hindu
temple.

‘ There is a play here on Bac|i’s name; perhaps a good wish is expressed for his longevity
togetlser with one for the long permanusce of the sacred building.

5 Presumably the order for building the mosque was given during Ba.hat's stay in ifiud
{Ayodhya} in 5'34 AH, at which time he would be impressed by the dignity and sanctity of
the ancient Hindu shrine it lat least in part] displaced and like the obedient follower of
Muhammad he was in intolerance of another Faith, would regard the substitution of a
temple by a mosque as dutiful and worthy. The mosque was finished in 93$ AH but no
mention of its completion is in the Hialairr Nisrrtir. The diary for 9.35 at-I has many minor
lacuna; that of the year 914 an has lost much matter, brealting off before where the
account of Aud might be loolted for.

‘l The meaning of this couplet is incomplete without the couplet that followed it and is
{now} not legible.

7' Fitishta gives a different reason for Haharls sohriquet of qitlrtnddr, namely, that he ltept
for himself none of the treasure he acquired in Hindustan |ILith. ed. p. 1Dt5l.

[Oriental B-oolts Reprint Corporation, New Delhi, 1971], Reprint of 1912 London edition
by the author, pp. lx:rvii—-htitiit.]

9d. The Carnegy Version: 13'?D

The jnrrnrastlinn and other tenrples.—It is locally affirmed that at the lvlahomeclan
conquest there were three important Hindu shrines, with but few devotees attacked,
at ilijudhia, which was then little other than a wilderness. There were the ‘]anma-
sthan', the ‘Sargadwar mandir' also known as ‘Ram Darbar‘ and the 'Tareta-ke-
Thaltur'.

On the first of these, the Emperor Bahar built the mosque which still hears
his name, .-to 1523. Un the second, Aurangzeb did the same an 1658-1 711?; and
on the third that sovereign, or his predecessor, built a mosque, according to the
well-known Mahomedan principle of enforcing their religion on all those whom
they conquered.

The janmasthan tnarl-ts the place where Ram Chandr was born. The Sarga-
dwar is the gate through which he passed into Paradise, possibly the spot where
his body was bu tned. The Tareta-lte-Thaltur was famous as the place where
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Rama performed a great sacrifice, and which be commemorated by getting up
there images of himself and Sita.

Bnbnr’s nrosque.—Aecording to Leyden's memoirs of Babar that Emperor
encamped at the iunction of the Serva and Gogra rivers two or three kos east
from Ajudhia, on the 23th Match 1.523, and there he halted Tr‘ or 3 days settling
the surrounding country. A well known hunting ground is spoken of in that work,
7 or 3 kos above Outh, on the banks of the Suriu. It is remarkable that in all the
copies of Babar's life now known, the pages that relate to his doings at Ajudhia
are wanting. In two places in the Babri mosque the year in which it was built 93$
H., corresponding with an I523 is carved in stone, along with inscriptions dedi~
cared to the glory of that Emperor.

If Aiudhia was then little other than a wild, it must at least have possessed
a fine temple in the Janmasthan; for many of its columns are still in existence and
in good preservation, having been used by the lvfusalmans in the construction of
the Babri Mosque. These are of strong close grained dark, slate-coloured or
black stone, called by the natives Knsoti (literally touchstone], and carved with
different devices. To my thinking these strongly resemble Buddhist pillars that I
have seen at Benares and elsewhere. They are from seven to eight feet long,
square at the base, centre and capital, and round or octagonal intermediately.

Hindu and Musnfman d'i,f;"ereiices.—'I'l1e_Iantnasthan is within a few hundred
paces of the Hanunian Garhi. In I855, when a great rupture took place between
the Hindus and Mohamedans, the former occupied the Hanuman Garhi in force,
while the Musalmans took possession of the janmasthan. The lvlahomedans on
that occasion actually charged up the steps of the Hanuman Garhi but were
driven back with considerable loss. The Hindus then followed up this success,
and at the third attempt, took the janmasthan at the gate of which 7'5 Mahomedans
are buried in the ‘lvIattyrs‘ grave‘ {Ganjshahid]. Several of the King’s Regiments
were looking on all the time, but their orders were not to interfere. It is said that
up to that time the Hindus and Mahomeda ns alike used to worship in the mosque-
temple. Since British rule a railing has been put up to prevent disputes, within
which in the mosque the Mahomedans pray, while outside the fence the Hindus
have raised a platform on which they make their offerings.

The two other old mosques to which allusion ‘has been made [known by
the common people by the name of Noiirnng Shah, by whom, they mean i'i.urang-
zeb}, are now mete picturesque ruins. Nothing has been done by the Hindus to
restore the old Mandir of ‘Ram Darbar’. The ‘Tateta-ke-Thakur' was reproduced
near the old ruin by the Raia of Kalu, whose estate is said to be in the Punjab,
more than two centuries ago; and it was improved upon afterwards by Hilla Bai,
Marathin, who also built the adjoining ghat no IT-"84. She was the widow of
jaswant Rai, Holkar, of Indore, from which family Rs 231 are still annually
received at this shrine.

[Extract from ‘Historical Sketch of Tahsil Faisahad, District Faisabad Parganas Haveli-
Uudh and Pachhim rath with the old capitals ilijudhia and Faizabad by RC. Carnegy,
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Officiating Commissioner and Settlement Officer’ of IBTU maintained by the National
Archives Library, Government of India, New Delhi, pp. I'll—21.]

9e. The Nevill Version: 1905

. . . It is locally affirmed that at the time of the lvlusalrnan conquest there were
three important Hindu shrines at Aiodhya and little else. These were the ]anma-
sthan temple, the Swargaddwar and the Treta-ke-Thakur, and each was succes-
sively made the object of attention of different Musalman rulers. The janmasthan
was in Ramkot and marked the birthplace of Rama. In an I523 Babar came to
Aiodhya and halted here for a week. He destroyed the ancient temple and on its
site built a mosque, still known as Babar's mosque. The materials of the old
structure were largely employed, and many of the columns are in good preser-
vation; they are of close-grained black stone, called by the natives ltrrsnuti, and
carved with various devices. Their length is from seven to eight feet, and the
shape square at the base, centre and capital, the rest being round or octagonal.
The mosque has two inscriptions, one on the outside and the other on the pulpit;
both are in Persian and bear the date 935 I-Iiiri. Of the authenticity of the inscrip-
tions there can be no doubt, but no record of the visit to Aiodhya is to be found in
the Musalman historians. It must have occurred about the time of his expedition
to Bihar.

This desecration of the most sacred spot in the city caused great bitterness
between Hindus and Musalmans. On many occasions the feeling led to bloodshed,
and in 1355 an open fight occurred, the Musalmans occupying the janmasthan
in force and thence making a desperate assault on the Hanuman Garhi. They
charged up the steps of the temple, but were driven back with considerable loss.
The Hindus then made a counter-attack and stormed the Janmasthan, at the gate
of which seventy-five lvfusalmans were buried, the spot being known as the Ganj
Shahidan or the martyrs’ resting-place. Several of the king’s regiments were
present, but their orders were not to interfere. Shortly afterwards lvlaulvi Amir
Ali of ilimethi in Lucknow organized a regular expedition with the object of
destroying the Hanuman Garhi; but he and his forces were stopped in the Bara
Banki district. It is said that up to this time both Hindus and Musalmans used to
worship in the same building; but since the mutiny an outer enclosure has been
put up in front of the mosque and the Hindus, who are forbidden access to the
inner yard, make their offerings on a platform which they have raised in the
outer one.

[From H.R. Nevill, ICE, Fyrabad: fl Gazetteer, Vol. ILIII of the District Gazetteers oftbe
United Provinces ofilgrn and Undb, Government Press, Allahabad, 1913, pp. I 75'-34].]
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9f. Peter van der Veer’s Comments

. . . In research carried out in the I5"i'Us both Hakker and I relied heavily on the
local tradition that Babar's general had destroyed a temple built on Rama’s
birth-place. This tradition is supposedly corroborated by the fact that in the
mosque are pillars of a temple {which Bakker ascribes to the eleventh century}.
The same kind of pillars are also used in the grave of a Muslim pir who is in the
local tradition considered to have been instrumental in the demolition of the
temple. But all this has become the subiect of bitter dispute ever since the VI-IP
[Vishwa Hindu Parishad] attempted to incorporate local tradition into a history
of the Hindu nation. Such an attempt implies that local tradition should be vindi-
cated by scientific inquiry and is thus open to attack from those who oppose the
move made by the VI-IP. While Bakker and Icould naively accept local tradition,
this cannot be done any longer. For example, one could argue that the fact that
there are temple pillars in the mosque does not tell you much. They could have
been taken from anywhere and not from a demolished Rama temple. . . .

[From Peter van der Veer, Religions Nationalism: Hindus and Muslims in India, Oxford
University Press, Delhi, 1996, pp. 161.]

10. llvlisrcpresenting Gandhi
Illa. Gandhi quoted on Mosque

Mr Krishan Lal Sharma, MP and general secretary of the B]P, has, in a second
letter in two clays to Mr Chandrashelthar, quoted Mahatma Gandhi as saying
that any forcibly or unauthoriaedly built mosque could be demolished.

Citing the Cmnpfete Works of Mahatma Gandhi, ‘Volume 26, page 65, he
said the Mahatma had, answering a letter of a Young India reader, said he did
not think a mosque was sacrosanct if it was built in an unauthorised or forcible
manner and supported even demolition of such a mosque. The letter was published
in the issue dated 5 February 1925 and in Sewak dated 23 June 1950.

Mr Sharma in his letter to the Prime Minister said:

Neither my parry not am lin favour of demolishing any mosque. That is why the
BJP president, lvlr LIC. Advani, has suggested relocation of the Babri Masjid struc-
ture at some other place with honour. llut it is time that a principled stand is evol-
ved for an amicable settlement of long outstanding disputes about religious places
of significance.

lt would be ideal if Hindus and Muslims mutually agree to voluntarily hand
over to each other those religious places which have been forcibly taken over in the
past. This is the only way to restore permanent goodwill among the Hindus and
Muslims in India.
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Mr Sharma praised the efforts being made to find a negotiated settlement
of the Ramjanmabhumi Babri Masjid dispute, but said that the reconstruction of
the Rama temple must be ‘clinched finally and immediately‘ as ‘delaying tactics
would create complications‘.

[The Statesman, 5 December 1990]

10b. Concocted ‘Gandhi Formula‘ for Ayodhya Dispute Backfires

The BJP is now in a fix over its attempt to misuse Gandhiii‘s name in order to get
the Ayodhya dispute resolved in its favour. ln an attempt at btaaening it out, the
B_]P General Secretary, K.L. Sharma, has said that when he proposed this so
called ‘Gandhi formula‘ in a letter to the Prime Minister, he was simply referring
to the latter a piece of information he had obtained, and that ‘It is for the Prime
Minister to deny its authenticity.‘ But such sophistry cannot erase the guilt that
the B_IP, in fact, attempted a blatant forgery in the name of Gandhiii, to achieve
their ends.

Readers will recall that on 3 December, The Times of India carried an item
about Sharma‘s letter to the Prime lvlinister in which he had talked of Gandhiii’s
views on the Ayodhya dispute, and urged him to solve the dispute along those
lines. The letter contained two paragraphs from an article allegedly written by
Gandhiji. According to Sharma he himself had seen a copy of the Hindi weekly
Harijan Senralt, of 2'? july 1937', where the said article was published.

Hut it did not take long to expose the BjP‘s bluff. Only the next day, on 4
December, The Times of India Research Bureau came out with the definitive
information that Gandhiji had written no such article at any time. When the
Bureau confronted the self-same Sharma with the facts, the latter prevaricated,
saying that he had come to know of the article from a local publication, Vislnuas,
which had ‘reproduced’ it. It was when he was further pressed that Sha rma changed
his tune, and laid the responsibility for verification at the doors of the Prime
Minister.

According to The Times of India: ‘Despite repeated requests from The Times
oflrrdia Research Bureau, the BJP central office was unable to produce a copy of
the original Harifarr Sewalr or Navjinan which, according to them, carried the
dubious article.‘

This supposed article by Gandhiji is thus a blatant lie concocted to gain
credibility and acquiescence for the B_[P—Vl-[P line of demolition of about 30,000
mosques all over the country, and construction of temples on their sites. It is also
a glaring esta mple to what lowly depths the communal organizations can descend,
to press their claims. But, among their cunning triclts, the latest instance of mis-
using the name of Ciandhiji for communal purposes taltes the cake.

Lest there are still some lingering doubts on questioning the B]P‘s bonafides
we may point out that this is not the first instance of communal organizations
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misusing Gandhiii's name for their nefarious ends. As far back as 1950, one jivanji
Desai, of the Navjivan Trust, the publishers of Gandhian literature, had to debunk
exactly the same claim made by one Ramgopal Pandey ‘Sha rad‘ of Ayodhya. The
only difference is that Pandey had claimed to have quoted the same so-called
Gandhi article from Nauiiuar: of 2? july 193?, while the B]P leader, Sharma,
changed the journal to Hariiar: Set-unit, while retaining the same date. According
to The Times of India, however, there was no issue of Hariian Setaafz dated 2?
july 193'? either, the closest issues being dated 24 july and 31 july 1937.

This manipulation on 5harma‘s part, however, has not been able to save
him from further exposure, and only indicated that while talking of Harijan
Sewak in place of Naujitran dated 2'? july 193?’ (the latter had ceased publication
in 1932), the B_]P leaders seem to have been very conscious of the fact that what
they were putting before the nation as a ‘Gandhi formula‘, had already been
nailed down as a blatant concoction. One can only pity them.

For the interest and information of our readers, we are giving below a
translation of jivanji Desai‘s article entitled 'Concocted Letter and Article’, that
was published in the Harijarr Sewal: of 13 july 1950.

Shri Rarnianntabbnmi Virodfriyort kc Kale Karnarney 4,’ Black Deeds of the
llamjanmabhurni Dpponents}—this is the title of a book by Shri Ramgopal Pandey
‘Sharad‘ {Sahitya Ratna] and published by Shri Ramjanmabhumi Sewa Samiti,
Ayodhya. Between p. 3 and p. 6 of the book, the author tells us: ‘We had written
a letter to the Mahatmaji on 15 May 193'? so regarding the Shri Ramjanmabhurni,
and its translation is being given below.‘

The writer has, in the letter, mentioned the Shri Ramianmabhumi versus
Babri Masjid dispute and solicited Gandhiji's opinion. Then the author writes:

I received the following letter in reply:

‘Wardha
Dated 20~$-3'?

Dear Shri Sharadii,
Received your letter dated 15-5-3? addressed to Pujya Shri Bapuii. In this
regard, Bapu will express his opinion in the Hindi Natrjitrart or Harifan.
Blessings from Bapu.
Yours

Mahadev Desai
(Private Secretary, Pujya Shri Mahatma Gandhi]

The following article by Bapu was published in Naniinan of 2?-7‘-3?. We
are giving below its full text.

A friend from Ayodhya has written a letter to enquire ab-out the Shri Ram-
ianmabhumi of Ayodhya. In this regard, I am putting my views below.

It is a very heinous sin to forcibly take over any place of religious worship.
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During the Mughal times, many places of worship, which were sacred to
the Hindus, were forcibly taken over, and many of them were looted and
destroyed. Many of them were converted into masjids. Although both mandirs
andimasjids are places of worship of God, and there is no difference between
the two, yet the way of prayers and traditions of both Hindu and Muslim
worship are quite different.

From the religious viewpoint, a Muslim will never tolerate a Hindu
placing an idol in a masjid where he had been praying for long, similarly,
a Hindu will never be able to bear that a mandir where he had all along
been worshipping Rama, Krishna, Shankar, Vishnu and Devi, is converted
into a masjid. As a matter of fact, such events, wherever they occur, are a
symbol of religious slavery. Both Hindus and Muslims should try to settle
such disputes among themselves. Places of Muslim worship which are under
the control of the Hindus should be returned to the Muslims. Similarly,
Hindu religious places taken over by the Muslims, must be voluntarily
handed over to the Muslims. This will end the differences and strengthen
Hindu-Muslim unity which will prove a boon for a religio-centred country
like India.

M.K. Gandhi

About the Authors Gran Letter: If a man says that on such and such a date
he had written a letter to Gandhiii, even Gandhiji cannot say that he may not
have written it. At the most, he {Gandhijil can say that he has not received such
a letter. For those after him, it is impossible to say anything with certainty. But
whatever the author has written later indicates that his letter‘s contention is only
a concoction. For it is undoubted that both Mahadevbhai‘s letter dated 20-S-3?
and the quotation from the Nanjinan article said to be written by Gandhiji, are
forged.

In this respect, it will be worthwhile to remind the readers that ‘Young India
and both the Gujarati and Hindi editions of Nanjivan were closed some time in
1932. The English Harijan started in 1933 and its Hindi edition since then has
been known as Harijan Sewafz. Then, how could Mahadevbhai write that ‘Bapu
will express his opinion in Hindi Natriinan or Harijan‘? As far as we know,
Mahadevbhai was not in the habit of introducing himself as ‘Private Secretary,
Pujya Shri Mahatma Gandhi‘, below his signature. And, around the date 20-5-
3'?', Gandhiji, Mahadevbhai, etc., were not in Wardha, but were living in the
Tithal Kshetra of Gujarat. Therefore, the said letter is completely concocted and
false.

There being no paper run by Gandhiji called Hindi Nanjinan as on 2?-71
3?, the article taken from it is equally concocted and false. To be sure as to
whether the author had mistakenly mentioned the Hindi Natrjitran, we went
through the files of Harijan Sewalt and the English Harijan also, and came to
know that all this is really concocted. The Sahitya Ratna author tried to give cur-
rency to a falsehood, but if only he had studied Gandhiji‘s style a bit, he would
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have known that Gandhiji never signed himself in Hindi as ‘M.l(. Gandhi‘. That
the article's language is not Gandhiji's can be gathered from a little familiarity
(with it]. This is an example of how a liar gets himself trapped. No reader must
believe this falsehood in the name of Gandhiji.

This way, much literature is being produced in the name of Gandhiji. Speci-
mens of forged signatures of Gandhiji too have come to our notice. This will ex-
plain why Gandhiji had to get the copyright of his works preserved. To the pub-
lishers who desire, out of faith, to publish Gandhiji's literature, we would again
and again request that they must fully respect the Gandhi copyright in the interest
of Gandhi literature and for their own credibility as well, and publish it only
after getting permission from the Navjivan Trust.

jivanji Desai

[From People's Democracy, 9 December 1996.]

B. ARCHAEOLDGT

11. Archaeology of Ayodhya: From Imbroglio to Resolution, by
K.M. Shrimali

The present paper deals with:
[I] three phases of explorations and excavations at Ayodhya between the

1950s and the 1930s;
{II} the early years of the 1990s when a mockery of archaeology was staged

at Ayodhya; and
{III} the possible direction for restoring the prestige of Indian archaeology.

I
While some explorations were duly undertaken at Ayodhya in the nineteenth
oentury, serious attempts to put it on the map of Indian archaeology were undertaken
only in the post-independence decades. It is well known that the quest to seek
archaeological correlation of literary works enthused some young archaeologists
trained by Sit Mortimer 'Wl1eelec ‘Within a few years after independence, B.B.
Lal had sought to explore such areas in the modern western Uttar Pradesh and
I-laryana as may have been the foci of the Malrabbarata story and even undertook
large-scale horizontal excavations at Hastinapura.‘ Though not with the ostensible
objective ofcorrelating another epic, but Ayodhya of Ramayana famei was also
explored by Lal in 1955-56. Reporting sites with painted grey ware [PGW] and
northern black polished ware {NBPWJ in Uttar Pradesh,‘ it was p ointed out that
while some sites had both PGW and NBPWQ, others had only one of these. Ayodhya
and Singraur (the latter identified with ‘Sringaverapura of the l'~lamnyarra'j yielded
only NBPW and sherds of fine grey ware—no painted sherd was noticed. At
Ayodhya were also seen ‘large-sized bricks with typical finger-marks‘.“
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In I969—?0, the Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archae-
ology of the Banaras Hindu University conducted excavations at Ayodhya under
Professor A.I(. Natain who was assisted by Dr T.I"~l. Roy and Dr Purushottam
Singh. The northern portion of the site, overlooking the river Sa tayu, was chosen
to ascertain the cultural sequence at the site. Three small cuttings were made at
the jain Ghat, Lalcshman Tekri and the Hal Tila. In the first two cuttings, viz.
Ayodhya-1 and Ayodhya-2, the excavations revealed a sequence of three cultural
periods, of which the earlier two were continuous, while the last one followed
after a desertion of the site. In Ayodhya-3, which was at a comparatively lower
level, the deposits of only the earliest cultural period were encountered. It was
marked by the presence of NBPW, coarse grey and associated red wares. Amongst
other finds of the period, mention may be made of terracotta discs, balls and
wheels, bone points and beads of copper, crystal, glass and terracotta. In the
upper levels of this deposit, six terracotta human figurines and several animal
figurines, grey in colour, and two Ayodhya-type coins were found. Some iron
objects were also recovered. The overall assemblage, especially coins, would
point towards at least the second century an as the terminal date for this period.
In addition to the above work, the Kuber Tila, identified by Cunningham as the
site containing relics of the Buddha, was also explored. A massive brick (39 x 23
x E ems} structure, having several phases of construction, was exposed.5

National Project on ‘Archaeology of the Ramayana Sites‘
This project was inaugurated in 19'?5. B.B. Lal, who had given up his position as
the Director-General ofthe Archaeological Survey of India and joined the jiwaj i
University {Gwalior} as a Professor, became its guiding spirit. Later, he shifted to
the Indian Institute of Advanced Study (IIAS, Shimla}. The Project lasted till
1986. Over a decade, the Archaeological Survey of India was represented by
over twenty people, of whom the more prominent were ILV. Soundara Rajan,
K.N. Dikshit and B. Harasimhaiah. Others included B.R. Meena, B.P. Saxean,
WC. Sharma, B.B. Sharma, R.S. Sharma [not the famous historian}, DAL Sharma,
M.5. Mani, D.K. Sinha, A.I(. Mishra, I.D. Dwivedi, 5.K. Sharma, l.M. Tikoo,
].C. De, Lalchand Singh Manani, D.K. Malik, ].5. Bisht, P.K. Ttivedi, l(.l(.
Sharma and Jamal Hasan. Surya Kant Srivastava, R.l‘~l. Kaw and K.I{. Grover
joined the team on behalf of the IIAS.

Extensive excavations were carried out at Ayodhya and Sringaverapura.
Relatively speaking, less extensive diggings were made at the Bharadvaja Ashrama
and Nandigama. The fifth site excavated under the project was Chitrakuta, where
very small-scale work was undertaken since the ancient mound is over-ridden by
a series of temples and residential houses.‘ Df these sites, the detailed report of
only Sringaverapura has been published so far and that too after a lapse of
nearly a decade?‘ It is an incisive commentary on the National Project that while
diggings at Ayodhya were probably undertaken only in three seasons [19?S—'?'6,
19?6-7'? and 19179-30},“ it took as many as eight continuous seasons l I 9??-35 I
to complete the work at Sringaverapura under that project.
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The mound at Ayodhya covers an area of about one square kilometre and
rises at places to a height of about ten metres. The work at Ayodhya was carried
out at fourteen different areas, located variously along the Sarayu river. However,
there was concentration of work in two important sectors of the ancient part of
the settlement, viz. ‘Ramjanrnabhumi‘ and the open area to the west of I-Ianuman
Garhi. A few trenches were also laid at the so-called ‘Sita-ki-Rasoi‘, Kausalya
Ghat, Nala-Tila, etc. Lal argues that such ‘extensive and intensive combing was
done in order to ensure that the earliest occupational deposits, if limited only to
certain areas, were not missed.”

The earliest settlement at the ‘janmabhumi‘ does not go beyond the NBPW
phase with occasional sprinklingof a few sherds of grey ware, painted with fugitive
bands in black pigment along the rim or obliquely on the exterior. The latter
probably represents ‘a very late and degenerate phase of the well known Painted
Grey Ware found at Hastinapura, Mathura, Ahicchatra, etc.‘"‘ Thus, the first
occupation of the site is ascribed to circa early seventh century ac. The occupational
phases of the mound perhaps continued up to circa third century an. ll

Several structural phases had been identified. In the earlier stages, the houses
were of wattle-and-daub, followed by those of baked bricks. A massive brick
wall, possibly representing fortification, was also unearthed in the ‘_]a nmabhumi‘
area. This wall appears to have had a ‘fairly deep ditch, almost like a moat that
was partly cut into the natural clay overlaying the fluviatile sand bed‘. Terracotta
ring wells were noted in the so-called ‘post-rampart phase, extending from circa
third century ac to the first century an‘.

At Hanuman Garhi, a good number of structures of the NBPW and later
periods were identified. Another conspicuous feature is the presence of varieties
of ring wells, including those made of wedge-shaped bricks.

A rich crop of antiquities found at Ayodhya included la} about a dozen
sealsisealings, [bl seventy coins and {cl over a hundred terracotta figurines. Df
these, the notable antiquities are:

{ll Terracotta sealing of Vasudevadf
{ii} Coin of Muladeva.
{iiil Torso ofa grey terracotta figurine with bald head, distended ear lobes

and in hayotsarga nntdra. It is said to be a representation of a jaina lzevalin and
ascribed to circa fourth century ac. Further, it is claimed that this is perhaps the
earliest jaina figure of this kind so far found in India.“

livl Terracotta cult figurines of occasionally massive proportions, found
particularly profusely from the Hanuman Garhi site and ascribable to circa first-
seeond centuries so, are comparable to the ‘so-called exotic types‘ noticed by
V.S. Agrawala from the Ahicchatra excavations“ and also met with in good
number from such other sites as Kausambi, Piprahwa, Vaisali, etc.

[vj Sherds of rouletted ware in levels assignable to the first-second centuries
so. While such pottery occurs in hinterlands in peninsular India, e.g., at Brahma-
giri and Kondapur, its occurrence at Ayodhya is considered significant for being
the most inland context in which it is found in north India. It is also seen as an
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indicator of trade links with ports in the Bay of Bengal, viz. Tamralipti, through
a riverine tract involving the Sarayu and the Ganga after their confluence at
Chapra. It needs to be emphasized that the ware is not necessarily an index of
‘Roman‘ links, for it is now accepted that it was very often locally made. An ana-
lysis of pottery from the excavations at Satanikota shows that the same clay
source was used for rouletted ware as for the earlier black-and-red ware."

[vi] ‘Weights of cylindrical pieces of various sizes made of jasper, agate,
chalcedony, etc. from all levels, beads, and pendants often imitating birds and
animals made on rock crystal and other semi-precious stones.“

{vii} A baked brick wall of the so-called Sunga period."
[viiij A part of a house complex of the Gupta period.“
The excavators have talten considerable pains to underline that the Gupta

period is not significantly indicated at this site. This was noted in two consecutive
seasons {I97-".’i-T6 and 19?6-T"7'j. Further, also highlighted was: ‘after the early
historic deposits, there is a break in occupation, with considerable debris and pit
formations before the site was again occupied around the eleventh century an.
Several later medieval brick-a nd-ltanltar lime floors have been met with, but the
entire late period was devoid of any special interest.‘l“’

The Emergent Picture
Ayodhya diggings in the late 19?0s under the leadership of Professor B.B. Lal
were remarkable for the following.

la) They did not confirm the traditional notions of the chronology of the so-
called ‘sacred’ texts or even that of the ‘epic’ story. They provided a rude shock
in so far as [i] the Rama saga centering around Ayodhya of the Tretaynga was
not shown to be hundreds of thousands years old, and {ii} the antiquity of Ayodhya
was not even as old as that of Hastinapura which was the focal point of the
Mahabharata story. The Mahabharata in the traditional reckoning is a more
recent creation belonging to the Di-aparayaga. Lal recalls poignantly how the
pandas {translated by him as ‘religious bigots‘} of Ayodhya threatened him with
a danda-mnnda-sammelan, i.e. a threat to break his head with a rod, if he did
not toe their line of thinking, and how he could pacify them through the rationale
of the descriptions of iron in the Ramayana and archaeological evidence thereof.“
It is surprising that in the hitherto published details about antiquities from Ayodhya,
those of iron do not find mention.

lb} Of the structural remains, not one could be identified as a religious
building. There were fortification walls, as well as floors and walls of residential
houses.

{cl Amongst the antiquities as well, those pertaining to any religious sect
are ha rd to come across. The claim of a terracotta human figure representing the
so-called earliest representation ofa jaina tirthanlrara remains to be established
firmly. If it is accepted even tentatively, it only dents the image of exclusive or
preponderant Vaisltnava associations of the site.

{d} There is a very conspicuous presence of artisanal activity and craft
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production ascribable to the first three centuries of the Christian era and a relative
decline in the settlement in the Gupta and post-Gupta centuries. This only confirms
the broad paradigm of proliferation of urban centres between the first and the
third centuries and their relative decline in the subsequent centuries.“ Regrettably,
excavators seem to be oblivious of such implications of their findings.

lej Professor Lal‘s underlying assumption that the Ramayana as a text is
coeval with the NBPW phase at Ayodhya and other related sites suffers from the
same misconceptions as were pointed out long ago when he sought to show the
correlation between the Mahabharata and PGWF3

if} Perhaps in consonance with the mindset of most of the post-independence
Indian archaeologists, the excavators of Ayodhya showed utter insensitivity to
the exposition of the ‘medieval’ strata. This is very intriguing when one takes
stock of the diggings carried out by the Banaras Hindu University team in 1969-
70. It reported that the post-eleventh century remains at Ayodhya comprised
several phases of prolific building activity that involved the use of bricks. These
phases also yielded, in addition to ordinary pottery [such as handle, platm, spouted
vmsels, etc.}, several varieties of glazed pottery that included celadon and porcelain.
Amongst other antiquities, excavators {A.K. Narain, T.N. Roy et al.) had made
special mention of iron artefacts, beads and bangles of stone and glass.“ It may
also be recalled that Period V {late eleventh to early fifteenth century) at Hastina-
pura had also yielded glazedpottery in ‘levels contemporary with and posterior
to that yielding the coin of Balban (so 1266—ll?]‘.1“ It would, therefore, not be
outlandish to postulate the existence of a Turkish settlement at Ayodhya from
about the thirteenth century.“

II
Setting the Stage for the Danda-nmnda-sarnrnefan
Ever since the famous unlocking of the doors of the Babri Masjid in 1936, the
scenario at Ayodhya has changed dramatically. It was literally besieged by com-
munal forces which raised their tempo when the shilanyas [foundation stone-
laying ceremony for the building of Rama temple] was performed in 1939 with a
countrywide mobilization and grand ritualistic fanfare. The grand finale came
on 6 December 1992 when the Babri Masjid, alleged to have been built at the site
of Lord Rama's birthplace, was razed to the ground. Between I986 and 1992 the
Archaeological Survey of India remained a mute spectator when a mockery of
archaeology was being staged at Ayodhya. Those who dared to question the
theory of the destruction of a Rama temple by the makers of the Babri Masjid
were threatened with danda-munda-sammelan. Professor B.B. Lal was certainly
not in its striking distance now.

From the standpoint of archaeologists and historians, the real problem began
in October 1990 when Professor B.B. Lal chose to publish an article in Manthan,
a journal of the Deendayal Research Institute, a front organization of the Rashtriya
Swayatnsevak Sangh {RS5}. Prima jfacie, this contribution was similar to the one
that the author had presented at the seminar on ‘blew Archaeology and India‘
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held under the auspices of the Indian Council of Historical Research in October
1938. However, a crucial difference was the insertion of a paragraph which
reads:

In the janmabhumi area, the uppermost levels of a trench that lay immediately to
the south of the Babri lvlasjid brought to light a series of brick-built bases which
evidently carried pillars thereon. In the construction of the Babri Masjid a few
stone pillars had been used, which may have come from the preceding structure.“

It is quite intriguing as to why Professor Lal did not mention these findings
in 19175, and also why he expressed these through an extremely politicized organ
after suppressing them for as long as fifteen years. Lal himself remained quite
reticent on both aspects. K.l”~l. Diltshit, who later worlted on the National Project
of Lal, is inclined to give him the benefit of doubt, viz. he may have been pre-
occupied by his shift from Gwalior to 5l1imla.17' This indeed is a specious plea.
After all, Lal did conduct excavations for many seasons under the same project
and had indeed been sending annual reports for inclusion in the official publication
of the Archaeological Survey of India, i.e. frrdian Arcfmeofogy: A Review { hence-
forth IARJ. S.P. Gupta, whose RS5 linlts and political affiliations are well known,
argues that ‘pillar~bases' were discovered in l9?'5—-'?6 and since the report for
that year was not sent, it could not be incorporated in the MR of the subsequent
years." This too is absolutely unconvincing. First, one can easily see any number
of allusions to previous yea rs‘ finds as cross references, especially if the excavations
are carried on for more than one season, as was the case at Ayodhya. Indeed the
Ayodhya report of I 9?6—?? makes such a reference: ‘It is rather remarkable that
the Gupta period is not significantly indicated at this site—o fact also noticed in
the first serrsorfs dig in 19?}? [emphasis added)?" Second, there is no convincing
reason forthcoming for the forum chosen by Lal to publicize his afterthoughts. It
is hard to believe that an archaeologist of such international repute as Professor
Lal did not find any outlet in professional journals in India and abroad. He was
Chairman of the Indian Archaeological Society between IBTI and 1981 and was
made its Patron in the late 1930s. S.P. Gupta too has been its guiding spirit since
the early 19?CIs and was even Monographs‘ Editor of its Bulletin {Prrrntottual
between 19?4 and 1931. The Society had also brought out a twin number of
Puratattua [Hos 13 and I4, 1932-84} to felicitate Professor Lal. And yet Lal
preferred to air his views in Nlrtrrtfmrr. Is this professional archaeology or political
design?“

Professor lvl.G.S. Narayanan contended that Professor B.B. Lal suppressed
his findings and suffered silence for fifteen years under pressure from Professor S.
Nurul Hasan, who was then Union Minister of State for Education and Culture.
This is tendentious nonsense. Professor Nurul I-Iasan had quit the government in
19??. Those who ruled India between 197? and 19?? included R55 sympathizers
who were instrumental in banning the history textbook on Ancient India written
by Professor R.S. Sharma. ‘What prevented Lal from publishing his findings then?

Questions of ethics apart, a scholar of B.B. Lal‘s eminence deserves to be
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assessed on the basis of the intrinsic merits of his work. It is well known that
archaeological excavation involves an elaborate procedure of recording and
reporting finds as they are made. Professor D. Mandal, a noted archaeologist
from Allahabad University, made a strong case for making a distinction between
archaeological evidence and archaeological material. The latter, in order to he
admissible as evidence, has to be viewed in the context of its discovery. Once the
site of excavation is disturbed or material removed from its context, the task of
interpretation becomes additionally confounded.“ Professor Lal, unfortunately,
displayed utter contempt for such professional rules. He adopted a monopolistic
posture and was unwilling to provide any documentation for his claims about the
supposed discovery of ‘pillar-bases‘. This is quite in contrast to his academic
gum Sir Mortimer Wheeler, the godfather of almost a whole generation of post-
indepenclence Indian archaeologists. Wheeler believed in disciplined publication
quite as much as in disciplined excavation. He considered that a site had better
remain undug than be excavated and remain unpublished.“ Archaeologists not
publishing the reports of their diings are, in fact, destroying evidence. Wheeler
went on to underline: ‘archaeology, like other sciences, can flourish only on a
basis of healthy emulation and informed criticism.’-I3

It is distressing that persistent requests from numerous historians and
archaeologists to be shown antiquities and records such as photographs, sketches
and site notebooks were stalled. Even when the government yielded and arranged
an inspection of Lal‘s excavation finds by experts, the ASI officials, apparently
under the influence of the communal combine, failed to provide site notebooks
detailing crucial data of relevant trenches bearing on the controversial ‘pillar-
bases‘. Such conduct on the part of the ASI officials reinforces ‘Wheelefs vision of
the paramount need to break its monopolistic stranglehold over archaeological
research and fieldwork.“

Noted historians and archaeologists such as Professor ILS. Sharma and
Professor Suraj Bhan scrutinised whatever evidence was made available and
concluded that the supposed ‘pillar-bases’ were the remnants of ‘an ordinary
stnicture of reused bricks, which was neither religious nor monumental’. Signi-
ficantly, KN. Soundara Rajan, former Additional Director-General of the ASI
who was Co-Director {with B.B. Lal} of the first phase of the Ramayana Project,
endorses this view. He recalls that the pillar-bases were ‘not a live tradition. . . .
They are not arranged in any kind of harmony reflecting a common origin.’35 In
view of B.B. Lal's intriguing silence, 5-oundara Rajan's clarification must be
accepted as authoritative. Asked about the political abuse to which the discipline
of archaeology had been subjected to in the context of Ayodhya, Soundara Rajan
confessed to a feeling of some disquiet.“

The publication of a lavish booklet, Rarrtjarn-ncbftunti Nero .-'-lrcl:ere-
ological Discoveries, in the summer of 1992 by the Historians’ Forum, apparently
yet another outfit of the conununal combine, marks a deli nite stage in perpetrating
a murderous assault on scientific archaeology. Authored by a handful of Vishwa
Hindu Parishad [VHF]-approved experts, the booklet claims to have unearthed
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some stone carvings twelve feet under the ground when ‘the ground near the
Ramjanmabhumi was being levelled.’-If These carvings allegedly included half
amalahas, stencil decoration, a pillar capital, a cornice, a floral frieze, a dooriamb,
relief sculptures of Vishnu’s incarnations, terracotta figures, etc. This booklet
also published, for the first time, photographs of the so-called ‘pilla r-bases‘. The
booklet once again raises the important question of the need to have a work code
controlling the procedures of archaeological explorations, excavations and
publications.

It is well understood and recognized that chance finds are of value for histo-
rians though a site may not have been dug on scientific archaeological lines. But
here we are confronted with a bizarre situation. It may be recalled that Professor
B.B. Lal had fervently pleaded in his Dr Moti Chandra Memorial Lecture in
‘Vijayawada in February 1991, that fresh large-scale excavations should be under-
taken by ‘relocating’ the Babri Masjid. This was clearly a euphemism for destroying
the 4$Cl—year-old classic example of Sharqi architecture. Since this mischievous
effort did not materialize, the VHP protagonists deliberately dug up the contro-
versial site under the direct patronage of the HIP-headed government of Uttar
Pradesh. Apparently shovels and scrapers were discarded in favour of bulldozers.
We need to remind the comity of archaeologists that the hotly disputed site was
completely besieged. Neither the critics of the ‘temple theory’ nor the archae-
ologists of the Archaeological Survey of India (under the central government]
were asked to be present on the spot at the time of actual digging. How can one
rely on antiquities supposed to have been unearthed during a digging when the
minimum scientific conditions for excavation were not observed? How can we
trust a photographic illustration of debris in which pieces of stone were neatly
placed on a wooden plank in a pit for being photographed? Nothing is said about
the strarigraphical relationship of these pieces with the brick-pillared structure
exposed by Professor B.B. Lal or the black-stone lftasaxti} pillars used in the
Babri Masjid.“ The unexplained abdication by the Archaeological Survey of
India of its duty of preventing these totally unlicensed and illegal excavations
and of proceeding against those guilty of these acts under the provision of the
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act [195El and the
rules framed thereunder raises disconcerting questions.”

In an obvious but somewhat crude attempt, 5.P. Gupta tried to create a
facade of scientific rigour around the aforesaid digging. I-Ie argued that the context
of works of art and architecture should be seen in terms of finds in a ‘pit’ that was
‘sealed’ in the sixteenth century.“° Did the so-called ‘pit’ fomi part of a regular
and scientific excavation? The booklet mentioned above clearly mentions the
‘blew Discoveries‘ as chance finds. It would, therefore, be illogical to apply
scientific principles of ‘pit’ digging, stratification and the so-called ‘sealing layer‘.‘"

The publication of photographs of the controversial ‘pillar-bases’ at last
enabled professional archaeologists to analyse the claims of B.B. Lal et cl. The
supporters of the ‘temple theory’ argue that the five pillar-bases constitute a part
of a temple which was destroyed to build the Babri Masjid, though Lal, the
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excavator, does not consider the pillar-based structure to be a temple. Even before
the publication of the photographs, Professor 11.5. Sha rma had suggested that the
floor on which the pilla r-bases stand lies at a distance of 60 feet towards the south
from the mosque and is substantially lower than the floor of the mosque. The
pillar-bases suggest an independent structure": After the publication of the photo-
graphs, Professor D. Mandal dissected the entire evidence and came to the foll-
owing conclusions.

la] The various structural remnants claimed to be the vestiges of ‘pillar-
bases’ are not conremporaneous. They belong to at lea st five different, sequential
structural phases.

{bl It is highly probable that the so-called pillar-bases are actually the remnant
portions of walls of different structural phases.

lc} Constructed as they are of briclehats laid haphazardly, the so-called pillar-
bases were certainly not capable of bearing the vertical load of large-sized stone
pillars.

(dl The contention that a ‘pillared building’ was raised in the eleventh
century so is absolutely baseless. The structures in question, on the basis of asso-
ciated assemblage, can only be dated between the thirteenth and the fifteenth
centuries so.

{el No reference has been made by Y.D. Sha rma et al. in New Archaeological
Discoveries to the total range of pottery found in the trench. Attention must be
paid to the ordinary red ware of everyday use associated with the de ltore glazed
ware, as also other minor antiquities. These will shed light on the function of the
structure, viz. whether it was an ordinary residential house or not."3

In the present context, it is sufficient to highlight the violations of the canons
of field archaeology as revealed in the writings of those who espoused the case of
a temple between 1990 and 1992. Numerous critiques of the stone antiquities
illustrated in the booklet on New Archaeological Discoveries have already been
published.“ The contexts and significance of the black-sltone pillars used in the
demolished Babri Masjid have also been looked into very carefully.“ These need
not detain us here for too long. It may, however, be stressed that the protagonists
of the temple theory have shifted their ground very radically. ‘While in their
earlier writings and propaganda they talked about the existence of a Rama temple
below the Masjid, subsequently it was made a Vishnu temple. Still later, it was
reduced to being a shrine of 'll"ishnu’s ten incarnations ldasavataral. One should
not be surprised if new canons of iconography are laid down by incorporating
even Siva under the dasavatara. After all, a statue of Siva was said to have been
found at a distance of about SD feet from the boundary wall of the Masjid, and a
fragmented and headless sculpture of a couple (identified by ‘v"HP‘s experts as the
Uma-Mahcsva ta form of Siva] has been reported amongst the ‘blew Discoveries‘
of June I992. All this amounted to just saying that there was a ‘Hindu’ temple
that was destroyed by Mir Baqi. Since some lvfuslints did regard it as an act of
piety to destroy religious establishments of non-Muslims, is it not surprising that
lvlir Baqi missed the opportunity to boast about his achievement? None of the
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Babri Masjid inscriptions claims that the mosque was built on the site of a temple.“
Incidentally, the antiquity of the so-called ‘New Discoveries‘ is yet to be scienti-
fically determined.

The last act in the sordid saga of unlicensed and fraudulent archaeology
was enacted on 6 December 1992, when frenzied Itsrseunlts destroyed the Babri
Masjid. Once gain, only historians and archaeologists approved by the communal
combine had access to the debris. They could unearth ‘conclusive evidence in
favour of the construction of a Vaishnava temple in the eleventh to twelfth century
AD which was destroyed by I:'labar's men in order to build a mosque-like structure‘.
This ‘conclusive evidence‘ primarily comprised a buff sandstone massive twenty-
line inscription allegedly of the eleventh to twelfth century, and a standing marble
idol (painted in black] of ‘Kodnrrda Rama‘ {Rama with a bowl. Surprisingly,
these historians could even identify wallfs in which these antiquities lay ‘plastered’
for more than 450 years! Almost overnight the inscription was ‘decipheted' and
the reading made available to the public. It is alleged that this inscription in
Sanskrit language and ‘Naga ti script records the construction of a beautiful and
magnificent temple of stone with a golden kclasa at Ayodhya. It was dedicated to
Lord Vishnuhari and clearly mentions janmnbbumi." In the absence of a
scientifically edited version of this inscription, the veracity of the reading remains
suspect. Also, it is a mystery how this eighteenth-century stone inscription was
thrust and concealed in the brick wall of a sixteenth-century mosque. The archae-
ologists must feel concemcd about the fact that while the enthusiasts of the ‘temple
theory‘ were busy collecting such ‘conclusive evidence‘, they remained thoroughly
insensitive to the two famous Persian inscriptions recording the construction of
the mosque by Mir Baqi on the orders of Babar. The whereabouts of this rich
treasure are still unltnown. The ASI has displayed complete insensitivity once
again. -

III
What about after E December I992? There is absolutely no doubt that the decision
of the Government of India to malte a single-point reference to the Supreme
Court under Article 143 of the Indian Constitution was a disastrous move fraught
with pernicious implications not only for the existence of historical monuments
but even for professional historians and archaeologists. In asking the Apex Court
to ascertain the existence of not the ‘Rama temple‘ but merely ‘a temple‘, the
government not only placated the communal combine through its idiom and
vocabulary but also virtually succumbed to its tactics. The decision not only
legitimized the obnoxious vandalism perpetrated on 6 December but also tended
to sanction the specious hypothesis of setting right imagined or real historical
wrongs. Let us not forget that the forces responsible for the Ayodhya outrage
have also been tallting about not only Mathura and Kashi and 3,000 other ‘Hindu
temples‘ to be liberated, but also ‘Raiput-‘Hindu palacesfstructures‘ lying under
several renowned historical monuments such as the Quwwat-ul Islam mosque in
the Qutb Minar complex and the jams Masjid at Delhi, and the Taj Mahal at
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Agra. The Indian History Congress, the oldest and biggest organization of profes-
sional historians in the country, had unanimously passed a resolution saying:

The Congress wishes to express its grave concern at the principle implicitly accepted
by the Government of India in its reference to the Supreme Court, namely, that a
monument can be destroyed or removed if there are any grounds for assuming
that a religious structure of another community had previously stood at its site.
Such a post-facto rationalization of what was done on 6 December 1992 would
place in jeopardy the fate of numerous historical monuments all over the country,
an increasing number of which are being targeted for destruction by the com-
munalist forces. These must be protected at all cost.“

‘Without meaning any disrespect to the highest court of the land, the reference
made to it is not its domain. Fortunately, it did precisely that and politely but
firmly reminded the government to own up its responsibility.

We stand at the threshold of a new millennium. The ravaged and polluted
Ayodhya Bhumi needs to be rejuvenated. Taking up the issues raised by the
violence and vandalism unleashed by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and its cohorts
against the poster highlighting the well known Dasaratha jataka [the Buddhist
version of the Ramayana depicting Rama and Sita as brother and sister], the
main editorial of a leading national daily commented: ‘ban on texts contrary to
a "monolithic" view of Hinduism is obviously not desirable. . . . For the present,
however, when Rama has become a political weapon, scholarly debates will
perhaps have to be conducted, at least in a public forum, in an idiom which will
be widely eomprehensible.“"-5‘ We see this as a not so veiled threat to those who
have, in the last many years, been arguing precisely against the exponents of
‘monolithic Hinduism‘. In our eagerness to rejuvenate Ayodhya out of the present
imbroglio, we need to de-weaponize Rama. Indeed we need to think beyond all
symbols of power. At least now the archaeologists and historians should jointly
work toward such a solution for Ayodhya that can be rationalized in terms of
their professional interests and ethics. The question is not just ofeuidence—for or
against the 'tempie theory‘. It is more to do with the protection and conservation
ofcnitural property. In the 19'?Ds the City Council of Dublin wanted to demolish
its century-old building and build a new one. The idea was abandoned when
archaeologists of the land protested saying that the demolition of such a building
would be the destruction of a monument. Regrettably, professional archaeologists
in India remained mute spectators when the 450-year-old monumental Masjid
was demolished at Ayodhya. Let us all rise at least now to redeem the sullen and
scarred prestige of Indian archaeology.

We propose that the entire area encompassing various mounds at Ayodhya
should come under a national heritage project on ‘History and Archaeology of
Ayodhya‘. Thoughts of constructing a ‘Rama temple‘ or reconstructing the ‘Babri
Masjid‘ must be given up.-‘D The entire area must be thoroughly exposed through
large-scale horizontal excavations by a team of representative historians and
archaeologists marshalled from professional research institutes and universities.
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Whatever is unearthed should form national heritage and be preserved in a site
museum. The diggings may also remain exposed for public viewing, thus
redeeming Wheeler's vision of post-independence Indian archaeology. The dis-
semination of tight information to a wider public was seen to him to be important
for enlisting support for archaeology. To this vision may be added that taking
archaeology to people would also ensure that it contributes in a positive manner
to public education and plays its part in building a sense of India's pluralistic
identity. May we hope that henceforth Indian archaeologists will not emulate the
German archaeological community that played a pivotal role in legitimating
notions of Germanic racial and cultural superiority, thus contributing to the poli-
tical legitimization of the Nazis in the 1930s.“

1 Ancient India, Hos 10 and 11, 19$-I and 195$, pp. .'l-I51; see especially the note of
caution by A. Ghosh, ibid., pp. I-3. For a recent assessment of the methodology and
conclusions of B.B. Lal, see Suraj Bhan, ‘Recent Trends in Indian Archaeology’, Presidential
Address delivered at the Second Annual Session of ‘A51-IA‘ iAssociation for the Study of
History and Archaeology], held at Aligarh in June Iitili, published in Krishna lvlohan
Shritnali ied.], Reason and Archaeology, Delhi, I998, pp. 1-15. It is regretted that
despite numerous reservations expressed by archaeologists and historians in the last four
decades about Professor B.B. Lal‘s methodology so-a-so ‘Archaeology oi Epics‘, he has
not only reiterated it in his latest presentation at the Brae Congress (‘A Note on the
Excavations at Ayodhya with reference to the lvlandit-Masjid Issue‘, hereafter cited as
Lal‘s Brae Congress paper: this paper has now been published in Robert Layton, Peter Ci.
Stone and _lulia:n Thomas ledsl, Destruction and Conservation of Cultural Property,
lloutledge, London and New York, IUD] , pp. I1?-15}, but also persisted with the inflated
chronology of Hastinapura. It is seldom realized that mention of Hastinapura in the
Mahabharata is rather rare. Gajasahavya is used more frequently. Dn some other allied
issues, see lrfan Habib, ‘Unreason and Archaeology—The “Painted Grey Ware‘ and
Beyond‘, paper presented at the aforesaid session of ASHA, published in Shritnali {ed.l,
Reason and Archaeology, pp. I?-17.

I It is well known that archaeologists and historians are not unanimous in identifying
present-day Ayodhya on the banks of the river Sarayu with the Ayodhya of Valmiki's
Ramayana. For a long series of contributions on the issue by MJC. joshi and B.B. Lal, see
Pttratatnta, Ho. 3, I915-Tti, pp. 9'3-IDI; Ho. ID, I9?B—?5', pp. ='l.'i—-'l-9; Ho. II, I'5lT§-ED,
pp. I0?—[l9,~, No. 16, I985-B6, pp. ?9-85. For an assessment of the internal contradictions
of the Ayodhya-nsahattvtya of the Shanda Pstrarta bearing on the location of the
iatonattltatta lbirthplseel of Rama, see ILS. Sharma. M. Athar Ali. D.H. jha and liuraj
Bhan, llatniarttnahhttnri-Bahri Masjid: A Historians‘ Report to the Nation, People‘:
Publishing House, New Delhi, I9‘.ill. Briefly, the Ianmabhumi of the Shanda Ftrratsa
cannot be located on the site of the Babri Masjid.

-I lrt-diart Archaeofogy: A Iiettiesu {hereafter fliAl, 1955-515, pp. TD-TI.
“ Ibid., p. ?l.
-" Mil, l9‘69—?lJ, pp. 40-41.
i For Ayodhya: IAR, IPTG--T7, pp."51-53 and I???-EU, pp. '1-"6-'.'r"'i‘. liringaveraputa: IAR,

I97?-?3, pp. S4 and .56; 19TH-79, pp. S?-$9; I931-B3, pp. ‘ill-91; I933-34, pp. 54-35;
and 1984-35, pp. E5-ilti. Bharadvaja Ashrams: IAR, I97-"8.-T9, p. $6 and I982-E3, p. 90;
B.B. Lal, ‘The Two Indian Epics vis-5-vis Archaeology’, Antiquity, LV, I931, pp. SD-31.
Chitrakuta: IAR, I'9BD—BI, p. ?U. Handigrama: IAR, I9'i'l§--'i‘?, p. .5]. B.B. Lal, ‘The Two
Indian Epics‘, and ‘Historicity of the Mahabharata and the llanrayana: ‘What has
Archaeology to say in the lvlarteti“, paper presented at the seminar on ‘New Archaeology
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and India‘ under the auspices of the Indian Council of Historical Research, held in
October I988 bttitttrographcri], henceforth referred to as ICHR seminar paper.

I B.B. Lal, Sri-ngaurrapatra, ‘Vol. I, Ii-fetnoirs ofilrcharoiogical Survey of India Ho. 88, New
Delhi, 1993. It is regretted that the report of Ayodhya is yet to cntnr, though the
excavations were completed there abnost two decades ago. Explanations such as bureau-
cratic Iapsesireticence of the Archaeological Survey of India, as offered by B.B. Lal at
Brae, are far from bring convincing. Further, the records of the excavations are not being
made available even to bnnafi-dc research scholars. Such an attitude raises important
questions about the ethics of archaeologists and institutions governing archaeology.

I Though IAR, ISFE-T? refers to the ‘first season‘: dig in HTS‘, there is no report for that
season.

“ B.B. Lal, IC-HI! seminar paper, p. 33-.
“I MR, 19T"6-??, p, $2,. Lal is emphatic that ‘there was no independent horizon of the

painted grey ware‘. Similarly, there was nothing comparable to the black-slipped and
black-and-red wares noticed at Sringaverapura.

" There is no corroborative evidence for determining the upper and lower limits of various
structural phase-s. The earliest phase of occupation being ascribed to the early seventh
century at: itself seems to be on the higher side. Ho “C or TI.. dates are available yet. That
the HBPW is of de laure variety and such shapes as bowls with corrugated profile is not a
sufficient indicator of an early dare. Dn the other hand, very recent “C dates for even
painted grey ware are not unknown, cf. I.rfan Habib, ‘Unreason and Archaeology‘, pp.
I5‘-14.

"‘ It is difficult to say if it is really a seal of a ‘lting’ as mentioned in the preliminary report
IIAR, I915-—??, p. $3]. Further, the legend seems to be ‘v‘ayodeva and not ‘lfasudeva. john
Allan ll:-ntalogne of the Coins of Ancient India, Clriental Books Reprint Corporation,
New Delhi, l9?5, pp. I3fl~.'l-III describes the coins of the former and ascribes him to the
first cennsry tic.

'1 IAR, 197‘-5-??, p. .53. In a more recent contribution, however, the figurine has been dated
to the fourtb—thitd oenturics In; lcf. B.B. Lal and S.IC. Srivastava, ‘Perhaps the Earliest
Iaina Terracotta so far Excavated in India‘, in It-1.5. Hagarajarao {ed.], A-Iadftu: Recent
Researches in Indian Archaeology and Art History, Agam Prakashan, New Delhi, I93-I l.

“‘ ‘Terracotta Figurines of Ahichchhatra‘, Ancient India, Ho. 4, I94?-48, pp. I04-79. For
I fuller dis-Cl-lssiolt, see Iirishna Ivlohan Shtimali, History of Pancala, Volume I, Ivfunshirarn
lvlanoharlal Publishetss New Delhi, I933, Chapter S and pp. ISI-ED.

‘I H.C. Ghosh, Excavations at Satanikota, I '.i'??—EIlI', Archaeological Survey of India, New
Delhi, I935, pp.- ISD-S1. See also Himanshu I7. Ray, The Winds of Change: Buddhism
and the Maritirne Links of Early South Asia, Dxford University Press, Delhi, ‘I994, pp.
33-34, S9‘-EI.

“‘ IAR, I'RT"'9--RD, pp. Ti-T7‘.
‘T Ihitl- Indian archaeologists have very often used the nomenclature ‘Sunga period‘ to

demarcate stratigtaphy. It is high time such usages are discarded. 'Sunga age‘ is a misnomer
in Indian history.

“ Ibid., p. 2-‘? and plate XIII.
“‘ IAR, I976-—?7, p. 53-. In a subsequent notice it is mentioned very summarily: ‘After the

end of the Horthem Black Polished ‘ilfare period during the third century ac, the occupation
continued at Ayodhya through the Sunga, Iiiushana and Gupta periods to medieval
times‘ UAR, I'5l?ll-3|], p. T.-"1. There is no reference to any structures or antiquities of
post-Gupta times. In yet another contribution written as recently as ‘I988, Lal again
noticed: ‘There is ample evidence of medieval occupation too. . . . However, with these
post-NBPW periods we are not concerned‘ lcf. B.B. Lal, ICHR seminar paper, p. 35}. The
use of ‘medieval’ in this context is extremely vague. The historiogrsphicsl debates on
prriodization in Indian history during the last thirty-five years have underlined that it
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couhi he used for centuries ranging from the fourth to the fourteenth, or perhaps even
later in some regions oi the vast subcontinent. It is regretted that most of the Indian
archaeologists are completely unaware of this recent conceptual rethinlting and have
persisted with corrrmunal periodiaarion, via. hiialunud Ghazni and penetration oi Islam
marks the beginning of the medieval period.

1" B.B. Lal, ICHF. seminar paper, p. 43. in a cryptic statement in the rlrrrierrily No]. LV, p.
31! article, I..a| says: ‘Iron, which had niade its appearance in the FEW period, continued
with greater vigour in the NBPW period. Thus, besides weapons oi war for which this
new metal was given the first preference, a variety of agricultural tools were produced-‘
However, for some incisive observations on the contettts oi the finds of iron obiects and
chronology oi some important archaeological sites, see Irfan Habib, 'Unreason and
Archaeology‘, pp. 13-11. ‘iiibha Ttipnthi (‘Early Historic Archaeology and Hadiocarbon
Dating’, The iltdiitrr Historical lieuieut, Vol. XIV, Nos 1-I, july 155? and Ianuary 193$,
pp. ll]-35} cornea down heavily on such Indian archaeologists as have manipulated “C
evidence ‘to suit personal theories‘.

1' This issue has been under incessant debate during the last twenty-five years or so. For
details, see 11.5. Sharma, Urban Decoy in In-dirt. e. JDi5l—~c. ICU-D, Munshiram Ivlanoharial
Publishers, New Delhi, 193?, pstssiiri. For some regional variations ci. Viiay Iiuosar
Thaltur, ‘Regional Patterns of Early Medieval Formation in India: A Study of Gupta
Towns’, Presidential Address {Section 1}, Indian History Congress, Eith Session held at
Bangalore, 1'1-Hi November I519? [to be published in Proceedings of the irrdiair History
Congress, which will be released in December 1993]. For a critique of some such regional
studies, see D.1'-I. _Iha ied.], The Feudel Order, Manohar, New Delhi. 1000, Introduction.

H For fallacies in such a methodology we have not only the famous note oi caution
{Ancient Iitdiit, Nos 1D and 11, 1954 and 153.5, pp. I-ill sttuclt by the renowned A.
Ghosh when he introduced B.B. Lal‘: report of the Hastinapura ertcavations but also a
eletaileel doctoral thesis: Gouri Lad, Mahabharata and Archaeological Evidence, Deccan
College, Punt, 1983. See also B.D. Chattopaelhyaya, ‘Indian Archaeology and the Epic
Traditions‘, Prrrotitttrrit, No. 3, 19'i'$—'i"6, pp. IE?-TI, and lrian Habib, ‘Unreason and
Archaeology‘, pp. 1?-1?.

H T.N. Roy, A Study of the Nortirerrr Hirsch Polished Ware -Ciritrrre, Rarnanand Vidya
ll-hawan, New Delhi, 1935, pp. 19-ll].

1"‘ Ancient India, Nos IO and 11, 1954 and 19.5.5, pp. 19, 13 and 7'1.
3-5 Ci. also A. Ghosh ied.], ilrt Eneyeiopoediu of Indian Archaeology, Vol. ll, h-'|urrshiram

Ivlaooharlal Publishers, New Delhi, 198?, p. 31.
1* I learn from reliable sources that when the press copy of the manuscript of the Proceedings

of the ICHR seminar was being prepared, the then Chairman iProiessor Itfan Habibl
insisted that such an insertion should be clearly indicated as an aitertzhougjst by mentioning
the specific date ol B.B. Lal‘s communication. Dr lvlaltlthan Lal, the coordinator of the
seminar, tried to equivocare. His close association with B.B. Lal and 5.1‘. Gupta and
others is well known, which also saw its shameless display at WAC-3 in New Delhi in
December 1994.

1n his Brae Congress paper B.B. Lai has given some additional details, via. the pillar-
bases were ‘made oi briclt-bats or briclt-bats with a iew stones‘; they were mostly squat-
ish on plan, although some examples oi circular ones also ertised; and that there was ‘a
squarish pit from which a pillar base of the central row appears to have been robbed in its
entirety.‘

It is quite significant that even in his 1931 article (Antiquity, LV, p. 31], Lal had
implied a long gap of more than 1,100 years after the fourth-fifth century settlements at
Ayodhya. The settlement at Bharadvaja Ashrams was re-occupied in the fourth-fifth
centuries an after a gap oi nearly a rnillennium ithe site was deserted after circa seventh
century ac}. Lal attributes this to the ‘ascendaoey‘ oi the ‘Rama-cult‘ on account oi the
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completion oi ‘li'almilti‘s Ramayana in the second century so. This chronological sequence
at Bharadvaia Aahrama is compared with that oi Ayodhya where ‘a spurt of building
activity‘ toolt place ‘in the seventeenth-eighteenth century an after the composition oi
the Ilivncyana [sic] of Tulsi Das‘.

-I7 Eultumar Iyluralidharan, ‘Prejudice as History: The Great Archaeological Scam‘, Frontline,
ll September 1991, p. 93.

1* Fronrlin-t, s October 1992, F. 104
11' nut. tits-tr, P. 53.
"I" ILIVI. Shrimali, “‘Legitimation" oi Legends‘, Frontline, 6 November 1992, pp. 118-19.
ll D. hilandal, Ayodhya; Archaeology after Derrtolition, Clrient Longinan, Hyderabadihlew

Delhi, 1993.
33 Grahame Clark, Sir Mortimer and Indian Archaeology. wheeler Memorial Lectures

{I978}, Archaeological Survey oi India, New Delhi, 19'?5l, p. 13.
'1 Ancient India, Ho. 3, January 1514?, p. 1. Wheeler firmly believed that excavations must

welcome public interest and open themselves to visitors ici. his monograph on Ailclidett
Castle, 194.], repeated recently in Antiquity, Vol. S4, September 1991], p. 4-'1-Tl.

1‘ Ancient India, No. 3, January 19-t ?, p. I. Recognising that some universities and specialised
institutes lthe Deccan College of Pune being the only cstarttple in the latter category}
have done commendable worlt since India's independence, it still needs to be stressed that
the bureaucratitation of the Archaeological Survey oi India strengthens its high-brow
attitude and bonaiide professionals are often reduced to being supplicants. The Indian
History Congress and the recently formed ‘ASI-IA‘ {Association ior the Study of History
and Archaeologyl have passed various resolutions demanding I structural shalt:-up ul
the ASI. Ci. Proceedings of Indian History Congress, if-"th Session, Srinagar, I936 i19S?I,
Volume I, p. I-'13; Slird Session, Warangal, 1991-9'3 iI99.'lls F'P- 7'16-37; 54th Sessions
Mysore, 1993 {I994}, pp. 936-33; 55th Session, Aligarh, 1994 |1S'9Sh PP- 9'SS'—?Ci; and
the resolution passed at the Second Annual Session of ASHA belel at Aligarh in June
I595. Itl one oi its resolutions passed at the Aligarh Session, the Indian History Congress
explicitly stated, amongst many other specilieities: ‘The History Congress endorses the
reported recommendation of the World Archaeological Congress [WAC] International
Organisation that there should be a code controlling the procedures of exploration, circa-
vatioo and publication, to which the Archaeological Survey oi India should strictly con-
form. It specially endorses the insistence on ‘the accessibility to field-reports and artifacts
to other worlr.crs".'

1‘ In a series oi conversations with Frotttlirr-e in A.ugr.'|st—September 1991. Sec specially the
issue dated ll September 1952.

3" Ibid., p. 93.
I7 llamiarrinalrlrunri Ayodhya: New Archaeological Discoveries, pp. I and 11. Aiay lvlitra

Shastri, however, mentions that these architectural members and sculptural fragments
were found at a depth oi some ten to twelve ieet lei. ‘Ayodhya and God llama‘, Purctntrvc,
No. 1}, 1591-93, p. 3-Bl. Incidentally, a recent survey describes this contribution oi Ptol-
easot Shastri as a ‘definite example‘ oi ‘sub-intellectual, chauvinist history‘ being patronized
by S.P. Gupta through Paratattva. For such a critique, see ‘An Archaeology oi Shrouded
Domination‘ by DIS in Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. XXIII], No. 19, '9-15
lvlay 1993, p. 1066.

5' ll..S. Sharma, ‘Looking for the Temple‘, The Hindu, 11 November 1991.
5' If the antiquity oi the finds is as well established as claimed by the authors oi New Arch-

aeological Discoveries, it becomes incumbent upon the ASI under Articles Z1 and 13 oi
the 19.5! Act to ‘examine such antiquities and submit a report to the Central Government‘.
Has the A51 discharged its responsibility in this regard? For a hard-hitting resolution on
allied issues passed by the Indian History Congress, see Proceedings of Indian History
Congress, Sitd Session, Warangal, ISSZ-5'] (Delhi, 1!l93li PP. I-".'lii—Il?.
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"" Froittline, 5|‘ Dctober 1991, p. lfill.
' ‘What is claimed to have been unearthed in a ‘pit‘ on I3 June 1991 is perhaps analogous

to the ‘appearance‘ of the idols of Ram Lala in the Babri Masjid in December 1549-
“ RE. Sharma. ‘Lo-oltiog for the Temple‘. The protagonists of the ‘temple theory‘. especially

the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, have argued that there were no Muslims in iltyodhya before
the coming of Mir Baqi in the sixteenth century, liyodhya was a totally ‘Hindu‘ town,
and that Mir Ii-aqi erected the Babri htlasiid on the ruins of a Hindu temple- Countering
these arguments, Shanna contends that the trench where pillar-bases occur has also
yielded glazed ware used by the Muslims in the thirteenth century. To this may be added
that the aforesaid argument overloolts the fact that Ayodhya l= ‘Invadh‘ in local dialect,
whence in Persian] was an important provincial lieu‘! headquarter in the time of the
Delhi Sultans {thirteenth to fourteenth centuries]. The famous poet Amir liihusrau had
lived here for some time and has left an ode in its praise. The Muslim sttfi Hasituddhin
Chiragh, a disciple of Shailth Nitamuddin Auliya id. 1.114], had been born and brought
up in Awadh. In his conversations recorded in 1353 he often recalled his days in Awadh;
in the $4th session of the Conversations. for instance. he recalled a great pious merchant
of Avvadh, liihwaia lfihuiandi. whom Shailth hlasiruddin used to meet in the Cathedral
Mosque [Masjid-i fume‘, Finlay hlosqtae}. This Khwaia used to go to the Mosque, giving
alms to beggars and scattering sugar and oilseeds over ant-hillsl l5ee Conversations of
Nasiruddin Chiragh, recorded by Hamid Qalandar, Kfiair rrf-M.a_i.aft'.r. edited by Khaliq
Ahmad Nitami, Aligarh, 1959, pp. 13$-86.} Ayodhya, therefore. had mosques and a
large Muslim community much before the Babri Masjid was built. ll express my gratitude
to Professor Irfan Habib for providing me this information on Ayodhyafltwadh during
the thirteenth to fourteenth centuries.)

‘ D. lvlandal. Ayodhya: Archaeology after Demolition. pp- 39-40. lt is unfortunate that
after a calculated four years‘ reticenee, Professor B.B. Lal has now sought to trivialize
l'v'landal‘s critique. In his Brae Congress paper {para Ill he says: ‘an overenthusiastie
Babri Masjid archaeologist. in his effort to deny the entire pillar evidence, has stated that
these were not pillar-bases but walls. The most amusing part, however, is that he iusr
draws a black line inter-connecting the pillar-bases on the photograph concerned lnrr
obvious reference to Flare Ni‘ of Mandel‘: monograph] and thereby wants us to believe
that these are walls. What a mocltery of archaeology!‘ [emphasis added]-. (hie expects I
more professional response from Professor Lal. Mandal's obiective of drawing a ‘blaclt
line‘ is to underline the absence of alignment in the ‘rows‘ of the so-called pillar-bases
which would have been the case if they were eitpeeted to bear the vertical load of large-
siaed stone pillars. Further. Lal has arbitrarily assigned a period of 300 [sic] years ‘from
about the beginning of the twelfth century an to about the end of the fifteenth‘ for the
'pillared complex‘ on the assumption that each of the four floors of lime lasted for T-'5
years. ln the absence of any official report on the excavations of Ayodhya under the
‘ilirchaeology of Ramayana Sites‘ project, this can at best he talten as a highly speculative
and unprofessional response. apparently made to suit the chronology of the ‘temple
theorists‘. Curiously. even in his Brae Congress paper Lal does not consider the 'piIlared
complex‘ to be a ‘temple theory‘ on the basis of the so-called ‘archaeological material‘
found in the debris of the demolished Babri Masiid even without seeing the material
himself. Which indeed is the mocltery of archaeology?

"" R5. Sharma. ‘Loolting for the Temple‘; R. Champahalaltshmi ‘Startling Indeed: Some
Discoveries of Convenience‘, and KM. Shrimali, "'Legitimation' of Legends‘. both in
Fronrlirte. ti November I992, pp. llfi-19.

‘ Sushil Srivastava, The Dirparrrd Mosque: A Historical Itrqiriry, ‘lifistaar Publications, New
Delhi, I991; and ‘Kat Sevalt Archaeology and Fraudulent "Claims of the VHF‘. Fronrlirie,
16 March 199], pp. 5'9—lUI. Dr Fratapaditya Pal, the internationally renowned art
historian, strongly reiects lin ‘Twisting History: Adding Fuel to Ayodhya Fire‘, The
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Statesman, New Delhi, 14 lrlarch i991] 5.P. Gupta‘: contentions about sixteen carved
pillars in blaclt stone [keairsiri pillars] thus: ‘These pillars may have belonged to one or
more temples in the vicinity. Assuming that they all embellished the same temple, their
iconography. as described by Dr Gupta. indicates that the shrine was either Saiva or
Saltta and not Vaishnava‘. Further. rationaliring the presence of two similar pillars ‘in a
cremation ground a ltilometre or so away from the disputed site‘, Pal underlines: ‘every
Hindu ought to ltnow. a cremation ground is the favourite habitat of Siva or the Devi.
but never of lr"ishnu. . . . How does a cremation ground exist in such proximity? Had the
Hindus of Ayodhya simply forgotten that the site was sacred to llama?‘
Epigrapbia Indira {Arabic and Persian Suppletnent—In continuation of the Series
Epigrirpliia lndo-Mcslrinical. 199$ llililfil. pp. 53-62.
Aiay lvlitra Sbastri. ‘Ayodhya and God Rama‘, p. 3?. Though the inscription was allegedly
discovered more than ten years ago, it is yet to be fully edited and published in specialized
iournals such as Epigraphia Indira. the official organ of the Archaeological Survey of
India, and Journal of the Epigrapbical Society of India. Professor Sbastri is a regular
contributor to both these iourrials and has recently published ‘Rama Cult: Earliest
Epigraphic Evidence‘. fotrrtraf of the Epigrapfiiral Society of lndtla, Vol. IX. 1994, pp. 1-
3. Surprisingly. be has so far refrained from editing the aforesaid inscription. However,
from the scanty details available, it is clear that Professor Shastri has assigned this
undated inscription to the twelfth century an largely on palaeographic grounds. It is well
ltriown that such assessments have often varied considerably. and sometimes even very
wildly. This indeed is our of the present case as well. Dr Sita Ram Roy f‘Ayodhya in
Literature and Archaeology‘. in li.l'v!l. Shrimali I-ed.l, Indian Archaeology since indepen-
deuce, Delhi. l9?-5, pp. 115-19}, a former Director of Archaeology of the state of Bihar
and an epigraphist who deciphered and published a Buddhist Sanskrit text of the tenth
century, has carefully examined all the available letters in the partial facsimile and has
concluded that these letters were not written before the eighteenth century an. lt was
quire distressing to hear Professor Shastri say at the Brae Congress that in addition to
palarography, his dating of the inscription was based on the allusion to I-'i.i.ng Govinda-
chandra of the Gahadavala dynasty who belonged to that century. Surely. as a reputed
epigraphis-t of India, he should know that such an allusion, even if true, can only help in
determining the lower limit of the inscription, i.e. it cannot be earlier than the twelfth
century. It should be a matter of commonsense that its upper limit would still have to be
determined. Even it ia not a present-day forgery, we would be inclined to accept Dr B.oy‘s
assessment about ita dating. Flhe argument that atone inscriptions can be forged is some-
what cbildisb. The capabilities of modern-day stone cutters and carvers should neither be
underestimated not denied. It is well ltnown that the renowned family of the 5-ompuras.
specializing in stone engravings and sculptural art for over a millennium, has been en-
trusted the taslt of building the ‘grand temple of Lord Rama‘ at Ayodhya. The entire
edifice and its sculpniral embellishments have been conceived in a sryle going baclt to the
rrnrh—fifteentb centuries. The worlt has been going on since the l9'ilfls.l See also D.
lldandal, ‘l"re-Babri Mosque Sansltrit Inscription from Ayodhya: 'l1:|e Question of Prov-
enance‘. in lrfan Habib and lC.lv'l. 5hrisna|i ledsl, Archaeology and Culture lfotthcomingl.
Proceecfings of the Indian History Congress. 53rd Session, Warangal, 1991-93. Delhi,
1sss,...r:~:r.
Editorial. The Timer of India. New Delhi. 19 August 1993-.
It is a matter of shame that an archaeologist of B.B. Lal‘s repute should even now main-
tain silence on the question of reconstructing the I-lama temple at the site of the erstwhile
Babri Masiid. This silence is particularly disturbing because he has categorically opposed
the reconstruction of the demolished mosque lcf. l..al's Brae Congress papetl. Cine wishes
that as an archaeologist he was equally unequivocal in opposing the reconstruction of
the Rama temple. If the mosque with over 45D years of history has no case for reconstruction
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even though it was demolished iust the other day, how can one sustain the e_ase of
reconstruction of the so-called Rama temple that lasted for a shorter period even according
to the most enthusiastic champions of the ‘temple theory‘ and was allegedly destroyed
more than il-SD years ago?

" Cf. Bettina Arnold, ‘The Fast as Propaganda: Totalitarian Archaeology in Nari Germany‘,
ilrstiqaiity, ‘Fol. 54, September, l'5l'5ll], pp. 464-TS.

[This is the revised version of a paper first presented at the World Archeological Con.g,ress’s
[Wilt C} Inter-Congress on ‘The Destruction and Conservation of Cultural Property‘,
held at the island of Brae, Croatia, from 3-? lvlay I998. The Inter-Congress had a special
session on Ayodhya. The author had withdrawn this paper from the volume planned by
WAC on account of a dispute over copyright.]

12. Reports on Excavations at Ayodhya
12:.-1. 1969-70

The Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, Banaras
Hindu University, under Professor A.K. Narain, assisted by Shri T.N. Roy and
Dr Purushottam Singh, conducted an excavation at Ayodhya. The ancient site is
quite extensive in area. The northern portion of the site, overlooking the Saryu,
presents an impressive section showing the depth of the occupation strata.

The main objective of this season's work was to ascertain the cultural
sequence at the site. To realize this aim, three small cuttings were made, one
near the Jain Ghat, the second on the Lakshman Tekri and the third on the Hal
Tila.

lo the first two cuttings, called Ayodhya-1 and Ayodhya-1, the excavation
revealed a sequence of three cultural periods, of which the earlier two were conti-
nuous, while the last one followed after a desertion of the site. In Ayodhya-3,
which was at a comparatively lower level than the remaining two cuttings, the
deposits of only the earliest cultural period were encountered. It was marked by
the presence of the HBP coarse grey and the associated red wa res. Amongst other
finds of the period, mention may be made of terracotta discs, balls and wheels,
bone points and beads of copper, crystal, glass and terracotta. In the upper levels
of this deposit, six terracotta human figurines and several animal figurines, grey
in colour, and two Ayodhya coins were found. Some iron obieets were also
recovered.

In addition to the above work, the Huber-Tila, identified by Cunningham
as the site containing the relics of the Buddha, was also explored. A massive
brick [size 39 x 23 x 6 ems] structure, having several phases of construction, was
exposed.

[From Indian Archaeology: A Review, l'369—T"U.]
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12b. 1976-77

In continuation of last year's work which was undertaken under the project called
‘Archaeology of the Ramayana Sites’, excavation was resumed under Professor
B.B. Lal of the Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shitnla, and Shri KN. Sounda ta
Raian of the Survey, assisted by Sarvashri B. Narasimhaiah, Rambabn, lvI.S.
Mani, ILK. 5ehgal,_l.C. De and A.K. Mishra of the Survey, and Surya Kant Sri+
vastava and ILN. Kaw of the Institute. The work was concentrated on two impor-
tant sectors in the ancient part of the city, natnely, Ramianmabhumi mound and
the open area to the west of Hanuman Garhi, besides a few trenches at Sita-ki-
Rasoi.

The excavation revealed a fairly compact and working sequence for the
antiquity of the place from its first settlement over the natural soil. This began
with the use of the well-known northem black polished ware, in all its shades. At
the lowest levels, alongside the northern black polished ware, were also found a
few sherds of grey ware, printed with fugitive bands in black pigment along the
rim or obliquely on the exterior. This i_s taken, on a consideration of the position
of this ware at Sravasti, Piprahwa, Kausambi, etc., as the very late and degenerate
phase of the well known painted grey ware found at Hastinapura, Mathura, Ahi-
chchatta, etc. On the basis of the date available from other sites like Mathura,
Sravasti, Kausambi, etc., it would seem reasonable to ascribe the first occupation
of the Janmabhumi area to circa seventh century ac.

With this inception, the occupational phases of the mound appear to have
continued up to circa third century so, represented by several structural phases.
In the earlier stages, the houses were of wattle-and*daub or mud, followed by
those of baked bricks. In the _]anmabhumi area, a massive wall of bricks was
observed across the sector obliquely, which may perhaps be identified as a forti-
fication wall {pl. XLIX}. Immediately below this massive wall were found mud-
brielt structures. In the upper levels of this phase, which may perhaps be called
the posorampart phase, extending from circa third century ac to the first century
no, terracotta ring+wells were noted. The fortification wall appears to have had a
fairly deep ditch, almost like a lnoat, lust on its exterior, which was partly cut
into the natural clay overlying the fluviatile sand-bed. The other site, near Hanu-
man Garhi, yielded a good number of structures of the northern black polished
ware and later periods, ting-wells of more than one type, including the typical
wells using wedge-shaped bricks (pl. L.A.), well known during the later part of
the northern black polished ware period.

The excavation yielded a rich crop of antiquities, among which about half
a dozen seals, about seventy coins and over a hundred terracotta figurines deserve
special mention. The most noteworthy among them are a terracotta sealing lpl.
L.B.] of king Vasudeva {noted already by his coin-issues of Ayodhya] of the
second century Be, a coin of Muladeva of the same period and a grey terracotta
figurine of a person ljaina Ifeonlin?) with bald head, distended earlobes and in
lzayotsorga pose (pl. L.C.l. The last mentioned object came from levels ascribable
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to circa fourth century ac and is perhaps the earliest jaina figure of this kind so
far found in India. The other terracotta cult figurines of occasionally massive
portions, found particularly profusely from Hanuman Garhi site of circa first—~
second century so, are comparable to the so-called exotic types noticed by Shri
V.5. Agrawala from Ahichchatra excavation and also met with in good number
from other sites like Kausambi, Piprahwa, Vaishali, etc.

One of the most significant discoveries, pertaining to the early historic
stage, was the occurrence of sherds of the rouletted ware lpl. L.D.] in levels as-
signable to the first—second century so. This phenomenon may well be regarded
as signifying large-scale trade and commerce at Ayodhya in the early centuries
of the Christian era. This trade must have been along the arterial riverine routes
of the Saryu [on the banks of which Ayodhya is lo-catcdl and through it of the
Ga nga, after their confluence at Chapra, linking sites in eastern India like Tamra-
lipti {Tamluk}. The Saryu and the Ganga have been, till recent times, carrying
on a large volume of water-borne trade with eastern India using bajaras {large
boats]. This is perhaps the most inland context in which the rouletted ware has
occurred in northern India. In peninsular India, it is occurring sometimes in
hinterland also, as at Brahmagiri, Sengameda, etc.

It is rather remarkable that the Gupta period is not significantly indicated
at this site—a fact also noticed in the first season's dig in I91-75.

After the early historic deposits, there is a break in occupation, with
considerable debris and pit fortnations before the site was again occupied around
the eleventh century no. Several later medieval brick-anddzankar lime-floors have
been met with, hut the entire late period was devoid of any special interest.

Excavations were also undertaken at and around Nandigram, about 16
kilometres south of Ayodhya on the bank of the Tamsa, which, according to the
Valmiki Ramayana, was the seat of government of Eharata, ruling by proxy
during Rama‘s exile. The result of the limited digging revealed a coeval antiquity,
by and large, with Ayodhya. The site yielding such an evidence was especially
the mound at Rahet, on the south bank of the Tantsa, while the present-day
Nandigram is located on the northern bank.

The antiquity of Ayodhya, thus, on the basis of these excavations, is ascribable
to the early seventh century ac.

[From lrrdian Archaeology: A Review, I9?E-?T.]

12c.19?9-80

In continuation of the previous season's work, the Excavations Branch {Ill of the
Survey, in collaboration with the Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla,
under the ptoiect ‘Archaeology of the Ramayana Sites‘, resumed the excavation
at Ayodhya under the direction of Professor B.B. Lal and Shri K.N. Dikshit assisted
by Shri 5.K. Srivastava of the Institute and Sarvashri R.S. Sharma and S.I'(.
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Sharma of the Branch, with a view to ascertain whether there is any earlier habi-
tation than the northern black polished ware period, besides imparting training
to the students of the School of Archaeology of the Survey. With these in view,
work was undertaken in as many as fourteen different spots along the river on the
western and northern sides, in the heart of the settlement as well as on the eastern
and southern sides.

Excavation revealed that the earliest period would go back to the early
phase of the northem black polished ware datable to the beginning of the seventh
century ac and the area was outside the distributional zone of the painted grey
ware. The northern black polished ware in the early phase was thin-sectioned,
very well-fired, highly shining and in a variety of shades such as coal black, steel
grey, indigo, silvery, golden, etc. Some of the shapes were available only in this
phase. The associated red ware showed change in shape from early to middle
and late phases. Terracotta figurines too show an evolution and are available in
greater variety (pl. XVIII ‘v'.l. Among the antiquities recovered mention may be
made of: weights or cylindrical pieces of various sizes tnade of jasper, agate,
chalcedony, etc., from all the levels; beads; and pendants often imitating birds
and animals made on roclr-crystal and other semi-precious stones.

Iilliithin the northern black polished ware period, but not in its early phase,
evidence of town planning with houses of baked bricks, terracotta ring-wells,
etc., could be ascertained.

After ‘the end of the northern black polished ware period around the third
century ac, the occupation continued at Ayodhya through the Sunga, Kushana
and Gupta periods to medieval times. A baked brick wall of the Sunga period
was noticed. A part ofa house-complex of the Gupta period lpl. XXII) was also
exposed. The typical Gupta pottery encountered at this site had parallels at
Sringaverapur and Bharadwaj Ashram. . . .
[From intlian Archaeology: A Review, 19??-Bfl.|

13. The 1990 Volts Face
13a. B.B. Lal‘s Report

. . . Accordingly, a project, called ‘Archaeology of the Ramayana Sites‘, was
planned and initiated by the present writer in IEITS when he was working at the
Jiwaji University, Gwalior There was, however, an interruption, and it was only
in 19'??, after the writer had joined the Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla,
that the project was put on a regular basis. Until 198? it was operated jointly by
the Institute and the Archaeological Survey of India. The latter gave full financial
support for the field-work and also deployed its officers and staff. Since November
l9Il7', it is the Survey alone that is supporting the project by providing facilities
for the preparation of the reports, which are likely to cover five volumes.

In the Ramayana story, the principal place is Ayodhya, the capital of King
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Dasaratha whose son, Rama, is the hero of the epic. Located on the right bank of
the Sarayu in Faizabad District, Uttar Pradesh, the site covers an area of over
one square kilometre. . . .

Under the research project in hand, excavations have been carried out at
five of the aforementioned places. . . .

Results of the Excavations
Ayodhya—judging from the size of ancient settlements, the mound at Ayodhya is
fairly large. It covers an area of about one square kilometre and rises at places to
a height of about ll} metres. . . .

. . . The excavated trenches consistently revealed that the earliest settlement
at Ayodhya did not go back prior to the early stage of the northern black polished
ware {NBPW} culture. In these early levels a few stray shards of a late stage of
the painted grey ware {PGWJ were also encountered, but sure enough there was
no independent horizon of the PGW. Nor was there any such horizon of the
black-slipped and black-and-red-wares. . . .

Without any interruption, the habitation passed on to the Sunga, Kusan
and Gupta periods. . . .

A reference here may also be made to an inscription on a stoneslab, discov-
ered not from our excavations but long back in a suburb of Ayodhya, known as
Ranopali. Ascribable to the second half of the first century ac, it refers to the con-
struction of a ltetana (shrine) by Dha nadeva who has been mentioned as I(osala-
dhipa, i.e. king of the Kosala. . . . From this inscription it is clear that Ayodhya
continued to be the capital of the Kosala kingdom during the early centuries
before and after the Christian era.

In the Janmabhumi area, the uppermost levels of a trench that lay imme-
diately to the south of the Babri Masjid brought to light a series of brick-built
bases which evidently carried pillars thereon. [This relates to the eleventh century
ao—Editor.] In the construction of the Babri Masjid a few stone pillars had been
used, which may have come from this preceding structure. However, in order to
confirm this and to obtain a full plan and other details of this earlier structure, it
would be necessary to carry out further excavation in the area.

Likewise, horizontal excavation is also necessary of the earliest levels in
the Janmabhumi area, since it is only through such an excavation that one can
get the plans of houses and other buildings of the period around 7-‘(III ac when
. . . the Ramayana episode is likely to have taken place. . .

A look back at the results obtained from the above . . . would show that the
earliest time when all these sites were under occupation was that of the early
northern black polished ware, which would be assignable to circa ?0lI ac. The
two earlier periods, viz. those of the ochre colour and black-slipp-ed wares,
encountered at Sringaverapura, are limited only to that site and occur nowhere
else. Thus, if the Ramayana episode has any basis in historical reality, the archae-
ological evidence available to us suggests that it could not have taken place
earlier than circa 7'00 ac.
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But the archaeological evidence, such as it is, is still mute about the basic
question, viz. the historicity itself. No contemporary inscription testifying to it is
available to us. Nor is any such evidence likely to turn up since we have not
come across any inscription prior to the fourth century ac. . . . But then does the
archaeological evidence completely fail to provide any clue whatsoever which
might help us in solving the riddle of the historicity of the Ramayana even partially?
The position is not so bad as it appears to be. . . .

To sum up. The archaeological evidence . . . does indicate that the Ramayana
is not the figment of someb~ody‘s imagination but may have had a kernel of truth
at its base. . . . Thus, the description of houses, town-planning, etc., would
correspond more to the period of the transcription of the text—frotn second century
at: to second century an--than to the actual period of the episode itself, which
appears to have been around IIDII ac. . . .

[From The lvlanthan Monthly, New Delhi, Clctober 1990.]

13b. S.P. Gupta‘s Summary of the Findings of B.B. Lal’s Team

{In a lecture jointly organized by the Institute of Traditional Cultures of South
and South East Asia and the Madras University History Department on I7 Nov-
ember 1990, Prof. B.B. Lal, former Director-General of the Archaeological Survey
of India and later Director of the Ramayana Archaeological Project, said that ex-
tensive excavation in Ayodhya five metres away from the outwall of Babri Masjid
conducted between ISITS and 1930 showed the existence of pillar-bases below the
mosque. The decorative motifs and figures on fourteen stone pillars in the mosque
suggest that these pillars are of an eleventh-century temple at the site. In what
follows Dr S.P. Gupta, former Director of Allahabad Museum, who was part of
the excavating team headed by Prof. I.aI, sununarizes the findings of the team.l

In the present controversy over the Ramjanmabhutni—II~abri Masjid, one
vital question has been raised by the Hindus and the Muslims.

The Hindus maintain that there was a temple still existing at the controversial
site when the Muslims came to Ayodhya, and that this temple was forcibly des-
troyed and a mosque built over the debris of the temple. They also maintain that
a large part of this debris was utilized by the Muslims in the actual building of
the mosque and this is archaeologically verifiable.

Dn the other hand, the Ivluslims maintain that there was absolutely no
temple existing at this site when the mosque was constructed. In other words the
mosque was constructed on a plain ground where a Hindu temple existed imme-
diately prior to the building of the mosque.

Since I am an archaeologist who was for some time connected with the res-
earch done at the site I will like to place here solne facts within the framework of
my specialization.

From 1 9'75 through I980 the site was put to regular archaeological
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explorations and excavations by a team of scholars headed by Prof. B.B. Lal,
former Director-General, Archaeological Survey of India. The team laid four
trenches—rwo exactly at the baclt of the mosque on the western side and two
along the southern wall of the mosque. In the trenches on the southern side, i.e.
the latter place, at less than half a metre depth, we encountered a series of burnt-
briclr pillar-bases. Some of these bases were dug only partially since parts of
them were found running behind the walls of the trenches. Ubviously many more
will be found existing if we are allowed to dig below the mosque. These pillar-
bases are roughly square, standing to the height of nearly two feet (0.15 metre}.

Further, we encountered two floors, one above the other but separated by a
thick layer of debris which consisted of the re-used material.

We also collected what we call pieces of Islamic medieval glazed ware
with white base and blue floral paintings. These are securely dated on stylistic
grounds and comparative West Asian originals. On the basis of this evidence we
have drawn the following conclusions.

ii] A pillared structure was built at the site in the eleventh century.
{ii} The structure was built on pillars.
{iii} The floor of the structure was laid twice.
[iv] The structure existed till the very end of the fifteenth century, since the

Islamic glazed ware can be firmly dated: some belong to the thirteenth, some
fourteenth and some fifteenth century. Obviously this structure continued to exist
till the last category of ware was in everyday use.

Now comes the vital question. What was the nature of the structure? That
is, whether it was a temple or some other secular structure?

Our findings show that in all liltelihood it was a temple. The archaeological
evidence in favour of the surmise is as follows.

{i} The briclt-built pillar-bases are only slightly larger than the bases of
fourteen black-stone pillars existing within the building of the mosque. This is
vital for us since the stone pillars do require in their foundation solidly built
bases which should be slightly larger than the bases of the pillars. It is necessary
to distribute the vertical gravitational force of the pillars.

{ii} There are at least fourteen pillars in the mosque and two similar pillars,
laid upside down near a Muslim grave, existing about a ltilometre away, i.e. in
all there are sixteen pillars.

[iiil There is a doorjarnb of the same black stone lcept in the courtyard of a
comparatively modern building existing near the ]a nmabhumi-mosque site, now
called Ramajanmasthan.

We made a thorough art-historical study of the sixteen pillars and this one
doorjamb. Our findings are as follows.

1. The black stone in schistose is of the black slate variety which is found
only in the Garhwal-liumaon region as far as Uttar Pradesh is concerned.

2. Of this stone hundreds of stone images were carved in the past and can
be seen in temples, for example the Vishnu image in the Badrinath temple. Even
the Allahabad Museum has one image from this region.
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3. This stone has not been found in any other temple for fabricating pillars
except here. It is not found used in any temple even at Ayodhya. It was a highly
prized stone and was exclusively used for the pillars of this temple. The carvings
on the pillars and the doorjamb are vital since they firmly establish the nature of
the structure in which these were used.

These carvings consist of the following important elements:
{a] Floral designs of garlands, often intersecting each other, as well as the

lotus.
lb] Human figure of semi-divine beings, such as yakshas [gods of water,

heaven and earth], deuaftanyas {heavenly nymphs], canes [short attendant male
figures], dvrtraprtl idoorlteeper] with a trislml [trident] in one hand and dentin
lstaff] in the other, wearing a tall mttlcut [crown], salabbanjika (heavenly da msel},
prrrruzgbrtta {sacred water vessel], etc. All these semi-divine images are almost
exclusively represented in a temple complex.

4. Tl'tese carvings are securely dated to the eleventh century so. The style is
called late Pratrllrnr or Gahndunl; obviously, the temple was established in the
eleventh century and continued to be in use till the fifteenth century as the presence
of the Islamic glazed ware in the ever-accumulating debris of the leftovers of the
people conclusively prove.

.5. At least four central pillars existing in the mosque show near-identical
carvings. This shows that these are still standing in sitar, i.e. in their original
place. The rest of them are not in their original position.

Ii. At least twelve pillars in the mosque are load-bearing pillars. This clearly
proves that these ate not decorative elements.

T. There are several large rectangular stone pieces used in the walls. These
were also perhaps taken out of the pre-existing temple since otherwise the mosque
was built of brick and lime. It is possible that these blocks of stone have carvings
which exist on the face now hidden in the walls. This is ofcourse based exclusively
on our findings at other places where the Muslims destroyed the temples and
built their mosques, using much of the debris of the temples.

To sum up, at the controversial site a Hindu temple was built in the eleventh
century which continued to be in use till the very end of the fifteenth century.
Then suddenly, in the early sixteenth century, it was demolished and its debris
was partially used in the construction of a mosque, now called Babri Mosque.

There are two Persian inscriptions still existing in the mosque. They record
that this mosque—lilte structure was actually built by one Mir Baqi at the command
of Babar in Hiira Era 93$ which comes to an 1523. The B.-ahar Name, i.e. the
memoirs of Babar written by Babar himself, clearly proves that Babar did actually
camp on the confluence of the Saryu and Sidra rivers, located some S to lfl
kilometres neat the township of Ayodhya. The event is dated in the early years of
an l.'i28:'29 March-2 April {i.e. a total of five days}.

[Indian Express, 3 December 1990.]
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13c. ‘A Hindu Temple Did Exist‘: S.P. Gupta

A Hindu temple, in fact, existed at the Ramianmabhumi—Babri Masjid site in
Ayodhya till so 1518 and there is no possibility of the disputed site housing a
Buddhist or Jain structure. In the eleventh century so when the temple was built
at the site, no Buddhist temple anywhere in the world could have been built with-
out images of Buddha, Bodhisattva or Buddhist like Tara, inside it. Also, there
could not have been a Jain temple in the eleventh century without the image of
Lord Mahavira or one the twenty-four ]ain Tirthanltaras. At the Ramjanmabhumi
site, fourteen stone pillars with Hindu gods and goddesses carved on them were
found. However, not a single image of Buddhist or Jain god was found engraved
on the pillars. There was no Buddhist or Jain temple ever in existence at the
disputed site.

Some archaeologists claimed that Ayodhya as a whole and not the particular
Ramjanmabhumi temple was a Buddhist site and added that each archaeological
site in India is found to be multi-religious, with Hindu, Buddhist and Jain temples
standing side by side. The temple, supposed to have been demolished by Babar"s
army, was a brahmanical-Shaiva or Vaishnava temple. The Shaiva gods tradi-
tionally wear ‘feta mnkut’, while Vaishnava gods wear ‘lraranda mukut‘ Ipyramidal
crown] over their heads. A dwarapafa image found at the disputed site has a
1.-anamafa around the neck and a lraraheda nmltuta over the head, which shows
that the temple was a Vaishnava temple. Lord Rama is considered as an incarnation
of Lord Vishnu in Hindu traditions and thus, the Vaishnava temple could be of
Lord Rama. Pieces of Islamic glazed ware with a white base and blue floral
paintings were recovered from the site. The origins of this particular art form can
be traced to Persia and the blue glazed ware that was found at the Ayodhya site
cannot be dated earlier than the fifteenth century. The other green and red glazed
wares found at the excavation site, however, belonged to earlier centuries, corro-
borating the existence of a Hindu temple till so 1523 and later a mosque at the
disputed site.

The archaeologists found $6 images of yaltshrt at the base of fourteen pillars
at the site. Two pillars were found outside the disputed site on the grave of a
Muslim saint Musa Ashilcan, who told Mir Baqi, the commander of Babar, to
build a mosque in Ayodhya. Two ‘fragmentary’ inscriptions of Baqi, written in
Persian on the gate of the Babri Mosque, proclaim that ‘on the order of Babar, I
built this mosque‘. The inscriptions are written in poetic form and only four couplets
are now readable, while the others have vanished. The Bel:-vtrnarna was a diary
written daily by Babar and bore the last entry dated 2 February I528. He died in
December 1530, but the later entries are missing. Babar came to Ayodhya in Feb-
ruary ISZB, camping on the confluence of the rivers Sarayu and Sidra, about 8
kilometres away from the town. During his stay, Babar might have ordered the
demolition of the Ramaianmasthan temple, but archaeologists have no written
record about it.
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The relocation of the existing Babri structure was possible and the Archae-
ological Survey of India [A51] had the necessary expertise to shift such a structure.
There are a few examples of relocation of a number of temples and stapes in the
Krishna Valley and Nagarjunalconda in Andhra Pradesh.

[From 5.1! Gupta‘: paper read at an archaeological seminar held at Pune on 19 December
1990, reported in Radiance, 30 December 1990.]

14. Historians’ Rejoinder to B.B. Lal and S.P. Gupta

It does seem peculiar that fifteen years after the excavation of a site adjoining the
Babri Masjid and claimed as the site of the Ramjanmabhumi, new evidence
should now be introduced as having been earlier excavated at the site. So far
there has been no reference to this evidence in any of the excavation reports pub-
lished after the excavation by the Director of the excavation, Prof. B.B. Lal, in
Indian Archaeology: A Review, 19?6—??' and 19?9—8£l, nor in any of the sub-
sequent papers prescnted by B.B. Lal at various academic seminars. One wonders
why, if there was such evidence, B.B. Lal is only revealing it now? Could it be
that because of the politics of the Ramjanmabhumi, it is being claimed as fresh
evidence?

In his excavation reports, B.B. Lal mentions those who excavated along
with him and curiously, despite his insisting that he was part of the team, the
name of Dr S.P. Gupta is conspicuously absent. B.B. Lal states that the site was
first occupied in the seventh century ac and continued up to the third century no.
A possible fortification wall, and what might have been a moat, cut across the
jantnabhumi area. He then mentions that among the finds were half a dozen
seals, seventy coins and over a hundred terracotta figurines. He makes special
mention of pottery of the rouletted ware generally associated with the Roman
trade of the early Christian era. He adds that it is rather remarkable that the
Gupta period is not significantly indicated at this site, a fact also noticed in the
first session’s dig in 19'?5. He continues ‘After the early historic deposit there is a
brealt in occupation, with considerable debris and pit formations before the site
was again occupied around the eleventh century so. Several later medieval brick-
and-kortkor lime floors have been met with, but the entire late period was devoid
of any special interest.’

These earlier statements contradict his present claim to having found the
pillar-bases of what may have been a temple at the site, a claim made by him
recently in the RS5 magazine Mm-ttban [October 1990]. Could it be that the
requirements of W-[P politics have occasioned this new claim? This claim cannot
now be examined by other scholars since the excavated site has been filled in. A
re-excavation of the same site becomes extremely difficult given that the sequential
layers have been disturbed by this covering up. Archaeological evidence is not
self-explanatory; it has to be interpreted. The interpretations of the same data by
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different archaeologists can vary. This is why it is necessary, preferably, to leave
the excavated site open and at any rate to keep a meticulous and exact record of
the excavation so that it can be made available to other archaeologists.

Contradictions
As regards the statement by Dr 5.P. Gupta, that too carries contradictions.

1. The fact of the pillar-bases running behind the wall surrounding the
mosque does not mean that they necessarily run under the mosque as well, as is
claimed, since there is space between the wall and the mosque, and the pillar-
bases may have terminated just behind the wall. It is equally possible that no
more pillar-bases will be found even if there were to be excavations below the
mosque.

Z. The debris associated with these bases is said to have contained glazed
potsherds of the blue-and-white Islamic style. This style of pottery first comes
into use in Persia in the fifteenth century and, therefore, cannot date to an earlier
period in India. Thus the evidence of the pottery would point to the bases being
constructed not earlier than the fifteenth century and possibly even a later period.
Whatever the style of the stone pillars incorporated in the Babri Masjid, the
pillar-bases cannot be dated to the eleventh century. In his article in Manthrm
B.B. Lal has said that the pillar-bases were found in the uppermost levels of the
trench: this would certainly not malte them as early as the eleventh century so
since the uppermost levels would be comparatively recent. lf the contention is
that these were pilla r-bases of the stone pillars used in building a temple, then the
temple cannot be dil ted to earlier than the fifteenth century since the debris in the
bases would be of the earliest period. Therefore, the carved stone pillars which
§.P. Gupta dates to the eleventh century clearly do not belong to this temple, if in
fact it was a temple.

3. Brick pillar-bases do not in themselves indicate the presence of a temple.
The structure supported by such a base could be of any kind. The pillar-bases
may well have held up a brick structure with arches, the kind of structure common
in medieval times, which may have been a hall adioining the mosque. The size
and shape of bricks used in construction in India varied from time to time and a
study of the actual bricks used would have been an additional factor in dating the
pillar-bases.

4. The photographs of the stone pillars and the doorjamb in the article by
S.P. Gupta, come from sites, some as far as a kilometre away, and these can
hardly be used to illustrate the supposed temple at the site of the Babri Masjid.
S.P. Gupta’s anicle does not allow one to assume the existence of a unique temple
at this site. The decorations on the pillars are not exclusive to temple architecture,
for even domestic architecture would have had the same decorative motifs. Load-
bearing pillars do not mean that they are necessarily in the position as when they
were first used. It is feasible to bring pillars from elsewhere and use them as load-
bearing pillars in a new construction.

To sum up: There is no evidence that the briclt pillar-bases supported a
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temple and that this temple, dedicated to Rama, was destroyed and replaced by
the Masjid. It is quite plausible that there was a temple somewhere in the vicinity
perhaps dating to the eleventh century an, which gradually fell into disrepair and
disuse, as temples did, and that some of the material from this was piclted up to
be used in the construction of the mosque. What is being contested is the claim
that the recently disclosed pillar-bases at the site proves that there was a temple
dedicated to Rama meant to mark the birthplace of Rama, which was destroyed
by Babar and a mosque built on the same site. The evidence does not support this
claim. To that extent the evidence from archaeology bea rs out the evidence from
other sources.

The VI-IP, which was earlier arguing that historical evidence did not matter
as the site of the Ramianmabhumi was a matter of faith, has once against shifted
its ground and is now contending that the issue should be decided by archaeological
evidence.

We would like to reiterate that the Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhumi dispute
is not a question to be decided by historical or archaeological evidence. The
fundamental aspect of this issue is that the destruction of the mosque and its
replacement by a temple, as a means of getting even with Muslim rule, is a
retunt to the politics of tnedieval times—and therefore an action which we caflnot
endorse, either as historians or as citizens of India.

[joint statement of Romila Thapar, 5. Gopal and l€.l'~l. Paniltltar, reported in The Indian
Fatpress, New Delhi, S December 1990.]

15. Suraj Bhan‘s Dissection of S.P. Gupta's Conclusions

Let us dispassionately examine the tena bility of Dr S.P. Gupta"s conclusions from
the archaeological evidence from Ayodhya cited by him, which is two types: Ii)
excavated remains, [ii] the black stone pillars used in the Babri Masiid, and
black stone pillars and a doorjamb standing elsewhere on the Ayodhya mound
away from the Masjid.

The trenches dug outside the compound wall of Ba bri Masjid to the south,
by B.B. Lal, have yielded two rows of squarish pillars made of bricks standing to
a height of two feet, less than half a metre below the surface of the mound. The
northernmost pillars found in the trench are not fully excavated. This pillared
stmcture was constructed in the eleventh century, as inferred from the association
of the typical pottery of the period. Muslim glazed ware pottery pieces, generally
ascribed to a period from thirteenth to fifteenth century, were also found from the
upper levels of the above trenches marking the end of the brick-pillared structure.

Fourteen black-stone pillars dated, on stylistic grounds, to the eleventh
century, are used in the Babri Masiid, constructed, according to an inscription
there, in so 1 $23 . Besides this evidence, Dr Gupta has also referred to two pillars
and a dooriamb of this stone, which have been found at different places on the
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Ayodhya mound far away from the Babri Masjid site. The stone pillars are
carved with figures of yaltshas, salablrarriikas, duarapalas, creepers, piirrtaglrata,
BIC.

Dr Gupta considers all these stratigraphically unassociated structural pieces-—
brick pillars in trenches, black-stone pillars used in the Babri Masjid and black-
stone pillars and a dooriamb found at two different parts of the mound—as an
integral part of one and the same structure [Hindu temple].

On the basis of this disparate archaeological evidence, Dr Gupta has asserted
that a Hindu temple ‘was built at the controversial site in the eleventh century,
which continued to be used till the very end of the fifteenth century. Then suddenly,
in the early sixteenth century it was demolished and its debris was partially used
in the Babri Masiid.‘

It must be stated emphatically that Dr Gupta‘s assertions are not tenable,
and his conclusions are wrong because his assumptions are faulty.

1. Dr Gupta has assumed that the brick pillars found in the trenches exca-
vated outside the compound wall of the Babri Masiid in the south and dated to
the eleventh century, belonged to a Hindu temple, on the ground that these served
as bases of the black-stone pillars [re-used in the Babri Masjid] carved with
figures of semi-divine beings related to the ‘Hindu’ pantheon. The conjecture
that the stone pillars of the Babri Masjid originally formed an integral part of the
brick pillar structure excavated in the trenches is absolutely unfounded because
no stone pillar, broken or unbroken, was found stratigraphically associated with
the brick pillars [supposed to belong to a Hindu temple] in the trench. Nor was
there found any evidence of Hindu ritual obiects or sculptures stratigraphically
associated with the brick pillared structure supposed to be a ‘Hindu temple‘ by
Dr Gupta. Besides, the carvings on the stone pillars re-used in the Babri Masjid
or found elsewhere, do not specifically relate to Rama, Vaisltnava or Saiva temples.
Such figures are found carved on Buddhist architecture as well. The brick pillar
structure by itself reveals no architectural features of a temple, nor do the brick
pillars, supposed to be the bases of the stone pillars, have any sockets in which
the stone pillars could be fitted.

2. He has also stated that the brick pillared structure extended underneath
the Babri Masjid further north is neither proved nor relevant, because the structure
cannot be identified as a Hindu temple. It is evident from the above that the brick
pillars found in the trenches and the stone pillars used in the Babri Masiid had
nothing in common and belonged to two different structures of the eleventh century.
There is no evidence to identify the brick pillars in the trenches with the bases of
a ‘Hindu temple‘. The black-stone pillars found in the Babri Masiid or elsewhere
too, may not belong to one single structure or temple, as indicated by the differ-
ences in the carvings of the pillars.

3. Although the brick pillared structure in the trenches, as well as the black-
stone pillared temple structure seem to have been constructed in the eleventh
century so, these may not have come to an end simultaneously. The introduction
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in the hurried excavated upper levels of the trenches, of Muslim glazed ware
pottery dated from the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries, may suggest the end of the
brick pillar structure anywhere between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries and
not that the so-called temple existed in the sixteenth century until it was ‘destroyed’
in so 1523. There is absolutely no evidence in the form of tell-tale marks of the
use of tools in the demolition of the brick pillared structure by human hands. In
all probability the structure collapsed by itself and was not demolished. The
black-stone pillared structure, whose location and stratigraphical context are as
yet unknown, could have ended any time between the eleventh century and an
1523 when these pillars were re used for constructing the Babri Masiid. It cannot
be said with any definiteness that the structure was demolished by human hands
in the absence of the battering of the pillars with iron tools.

4. Lastly, it may be pointed out that it is not within the scope of archaeology
to give calendrical dates for structure, nor can it tell us anything about who ‘des-
troyed the temple’ or whether they were the same persons who constructed the
Babri Masjid. Such questions can only be answered with the help of written
records.

Dr S.P. Gupta’s conclusions are hypothetical and are not borne out by the
archaeological evidence available. He has only used the material evidence to
provide legitimacy to the propaganda of the fundamentalists.

It is true that most Hindus unquestioningly associate Ayodhya with the
birthplace of Rama, but the exact identification of his birthplace with the site in
Ayodhya on which the Babri Masjid today stands, is not a part of the core of their
beliefs. At least a dozen different temples exist in Ayodhya today, each one of
which is claimed to be located on the birthplace of Rama. Actually a high-
powered media campaign has been mounted for some time now, to imprint on
the minds of Hindus the idea that the Babri Masjid was constructed on the ‘original’
Hamjannmbhumi after having ‘destroyed’ the Rama temple. . . .

Hypothetically speaking, even if some remains of a Rama temple are found
below the Babri Masjid tomorrow, it does not mean that we should also perpetuate
the barbarities of the past by destroying the mosque today after centuries. All
societies in the world have suffered acts of oppression and suppression at the
hands of rulers, whether Hindu, Muslim, Sikh or Christian, and irrespective of
the affiliations of the masses. The Hindu rulers deprived the vast majority of the
Hindus, for centuries, of the right to enter a temple, the right to education, or the
right to choice of work. Hindu women, under the cruel custom of sari, were
denied even the right to live after their husbands died. . . . The wrongs of the past
cannot be rectified today. What we can do is to understand the past and learn the
correct lessons from it: what thought or action led to the advancement of society
in the past and what pushed it backwards, what is to be cherished and what is to
be reiected in our tradition and history.

[From People? Democracy, 3 March 1991.]
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16. Suraj Bhan’s Disclosure of Discussion with B.B. Lal

l was greatly disturbed by the reporting of the Moti Chandra Memorial Lecture
by Prof. B.B. Lal, ‘Plea for Babri Excavation‘ (Hindustan Times, ID February],
since l hold him in high esteem as an archaeologist. In my view the position
taken by him on the issue in the lecture was wrong and could be used by the VHF
communal elements. l criticized his stand in a letter written jointly by Dr {Mrs}
Suvira jaiswal and others, including myself.

I have had an opportunity to discuss the nature and character of the archae-
ological evidence from his excavations at Ayodhya and I find that on three vita]
issues his position is in contradiction to the ‘s-"HP stand. He has agreed with rne in
the discussion on the following basic points.

That no evidence was found in his excavations at Ayodhya which could
prove that the brick pillar structure in the trenches to the south of the Babri
Masjid outside its compound wall was a Hindu temple.

That no evidence was found in his excavations to prove that the stone
pillars used in the Babri Masjid stood on the briclt pillar-‘bases‘ found in the
excavation.

That the vital evidence of the Muslim glazed ware [dated between the thir-
teenth and fifteenth centuries] found in the above trenches marked the upper age
limit of the structure of which the brick pillar stumps were a part, suggesting
thereby the non-existence of the brick pillar structure after the fourteenth century.

In view of the discussion I have revised my understanding of Prof. B.B.
Lal’s position on this issue.

Yours etc.
{Dr} Suraj Bhan
Prof. B-c Dean
Faculty of Indie Studies
Kurukshetra University
Kurultsbetra.

[Letter to the Editor, Hindustan Times, I3 March 1991.]

17. Murli Manohar ]oshi’s Views on the Archaeological Evidence

Fresh archaeological evidence confirming the existence of a Hindu temple belonging
to the early medieval period, eleventh century, at the Ramjanmabhumi site at
Ayodhya, has come to light during the investigations carried out by a team of
reputed archaeologists between 13 June and 23 july this year. This is in conformity
with the opinion expressed by Professor B.B. Lal that a large strucmre of eleventh-
twelfth century built on pillars standing on a parallel series of burnt-briclc bases
existed at the Ramjanmabhumi site which was destroyed in the early sixteenth
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century. Because of their common orientation, the black stone pillars of an eleventh
century temple fixed in the disputed structure may be the same which stood on
the bases. It may be recalled that the earlier excavations on behalf of the Govern-
ment of India at Ayodhya during 19'?.5—B{l were conducted by a team of archaeol-
ogists under the overall direction of Professor B.B. Lal, a former Director-General,
Archaeological Survey of India.

The first report by Dr YD. Sharma, Dr ELM. Srivastava both former Direc-
tors of Archaeological Survey of India, and Professor B.R. Grover, former Director,
ICHR, was released on 3 July 1992 after they had inspected the site on 2 and 3
july and had examined about a dozen architectural members and frag-mentary
pieces of sculptures, discovered on I 3 _|une 1992, in detail. They had held that it
was patently clear that these pieces belonged to a Hindu stone temple of about
eleventh century an.

A most significant piece of sculpture is the fragmentary image of Vishnu
showing Cfrakrapurrrsba, i.e. a youthful male figure standing gracefully in tri-
frfrrrrrga and holding vertically in the palm of the right hand the characteristic
wheel or cabal: ra of Vishnu. Another figure on the same image is of Parashurama,
incarnation of Vishnu, sitting cross-legged and holding a battle-axe in the left
hand. Below him is the figure of seated Balarama with the canopy of serpent-
hoods and a cbaslralra, the two characteristic iconographic features of Balarama
who is the elder brother of Krishna. Above Parashurama one expects the figure of
Shri Rama, the son of Dashrath, to complete the triple group of Ramos as three
out of the ten incarnations of Vishnu. Still below Balarama is the figure of a
mother goddess, the bestower of all good luck. Evidently the temple to which this
image belongs has necessarily to be a Vaishnavite one.

Yet another significant find known as arrrrrlaka {photograph 2] gives very
positive evidence of the type of the temple. This distinctive circular piece of stone
is generally shaped like a cogged wheel with bead-like mouldings along the peri-
phery. It is so very typical of the temples of Nagara style of northern India that
anyone who knows even a little about Hindu temples would immediately identify
and locate its position in the temple structure. A look at the typical shilrlrara of
an eleventh-century temple {illustrated in the photo copy] would unmistakably
prove that this an-ralalta belongs to a north Indian Hindu temple of early medieval
period. -

On 22 and 13_Iuly Dr K.l'v'l. Srivastava and Dr S.P. Gupta went to Ayodhya
and scraped the section facing east and also dug at least two feet still deeper
along this section in a limited area. The section, some 12 feet in depth, was the
natural result of the operation under which the acquired ground of 2.7’? acres
was levelled by the state government. During the exploratory excavations they
discovered a huge bumt-brick wall of several courses of ancient hriclcs [photograph
41. It is seen running north-south along the section. Below this, there is yet another
wall. Not only that, there is a distinct flooring of large bricks. Here some bricks
are found arranged in semi-circular fashion. It may be noted that two weeks
before these two eminent archaeologists started their field work, Professor B.B..
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Grover had come across the remains of a very large brick flooring at several_
places at this level, not only in the whole of the newly acquired area hut also
beyond it, towards the jarrrrrastbaria across the road which was built by the
British after cutting the huge Ramjanmabhumi‘s Rama Kat mound in rwo parts.
It is spreading over thousands of square feet in the area now encircled by a huge
brick wall, called Rama Ditaar. The brick walls and the brick-laid floor belong
to different periods, from the late Sunga [second—first century ac] through the
Gafradt-aia [eleventh century] times. There are clear-cut marks of the massive
destruction of the huge wall mentioned above since brick debris and large pits
have been located here. Further, there are two beautifully laid floors of cibrtrrarlr
and lrarrltar built one above the other over the destruction layers.

It may be mentioned in this regard that the experts‘ team located a long
single-piece beam fixed as a part of the entrance in the janmahhumi structure. It
is decorated with one fully opened lotus flower in the centre and two half lotus
flowers at the two ends. It is also of the eleventh~—rwelfth century. Several other
pieces from the hoard of stone sculptures were also examined carefully and were
found as parts of a Hindu temple of the same period.

With this incontrovertible evidence of an ancient Hindu temple of the eleventh
century at the Ramjanmabhumi site, it is obvious that the disputed structure was
superimposed over a temple after demolishing it. This fact must be appreciated
and accepted. Muslim friends should voluntarily forego their claim on the disputed
structure. The Sunni ‘Waqf Board and others should withdraw their cases. The
Prime Minister had himself promised that he would pick up the threads from
where the Chandrashekbar government had left and this fresh and imimpeachable
evidence provides an opportunity to the government to persuade the Muslim
leaders to accept the verdict of archaeology which supports the tradition, history
and literature about Ramjanmabhumi.

[From HIP Today, I15 August 1991.]

13. Historians Challenge the VI-IP's ‘New Evidence’

[Four independent historians—Professors 11.5. Sharma, DLN. jha, M. Athar Ali
and Susaj Bhan—who had earlier produced a ‘Historians’ Report to the Nation’
on the contentious R.amjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid issue, have, of late, come out
with another report which demolishes the VI-lP's claims being made on the basis
of so-called ‘new' archaeological findings through a mob excavation it undertook
near the site in _|une this year. This historians‘ report is reproduced below. The
VHF stalwarts have systematically tried to dub these historians as spokesmen for
the Babri Masjid Action Committee. However, amidst a din of protest from the
secular opinion, the government has clarified that during the meetings held to
resolve the issue, the four above-mentioned historians had participated as inde-
pendent historians}.
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The pamphlet lRamjanrrtablnrmi—Ayodbya: New Archaeological Discou-
eriesl published by Professor K.S. Lal and authored by eight persons in support of
the case of the VHP for the existence of a temple at Ayodhya, is based on bits and
pieces of disjointed antiquities which they claim to have discovered at Ayodhya
in course of operations for the building of the Clrabrttara. Such antiquities have
no evidential value because of the violation of canons of field archaeology and
flouting of the existing rules of the Government of India [Archaeological Survey).
These rules were framed to ensure scientific digging, but the holders of the Ayodhya
antiquities did not dig in accordance with the provisions laid down in the
Protection of Ancient Monuments Act 1958 passed by Parliament, and Rules 22,
Z3, 24 and 25 of the ‘Ancient Mtonuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains
Rules I959’, though the latter were formally adopted by the Uttar Pradesh legis-
lature. We cannot get photographs of the antiquities in site embedded in section
and plan, which constitute the only trustworthy archaeological record. It is most
unfortunate and highly illegal that the digging was carried on in the absence of
experts who are not already committed to the presence of the Rama temple, let
alone seeking a license from the ASI for the excavations. Even the central govern-
ment was not asked to send its representative to witnss the operations that led to
the discovery of the antiquities by the supporters of the VHP. Since the VHP is a
party to the controversial issue; the unilateral account of the antiquities said to
have been discovered by them cannot be considered authentic. Similarly, the
imaginary four drawings of section and plan without photographic support are
meaningless in the archaeological context and therefore are not relevant to the
present issue.

One may argue that accidental and chance finds such as coins, pieces,
sculpture, etc., are used by historians and archaeologists. But here the case is
entirely different. Disappointed by the results ofexplorations undertaken by Uttar
Pradesh archaeological director, ILC. Singh, and excavations by Professors A.K.
Narain and B.B. Lal, the VI-IP protagonists deliberately dug up the controversial
site to gather and manipulate in support of their pet theory regarding the existence
of the Rama temple on the Babri site. A proposal to dig below the mosque did not
materialize and hence they took to mob action, archaeologically uncontrolled,
digging in the area outside the fencing of the structure. They evidently felt that
archaeological excavation would require academic and scientific rigour and hence
they undertook the indiscriminate PWD-like excavation. I-low can we rely on a
piece of evidence supposed to have been discovered from a hotly disputed site
where the minimum scientific conditions for excavation were not observed and
where neither the critics of the temple theory nor the archaeologists of the central
government were present? How can we trust photographic illustrations of debris
in which stone antiquities have been deliberately placed on a wooden plank in a
pit and thus arranged for the purpose of being photographed? Altogether eighteen
stone pieces have been neatly placed on the plank vertically and seven pieces are
arranged horizontally by its side. In the absence ofany stratigraphical relationship
of this data with the brick-pillared structure exposed in Professor B.B. Lal’s
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excavation or with the black-stone pillars used in the Babri Masjid, it would be
wrong to club them together.

With regard to the pillared structure reportedly excavated by Professor
B.B. Lal, on which we do not yet have the benefit of his own version in any aca-
demic journal, the pamphlet published by Professor K.S. Lal describes it on his
behalf in the following terms:

Prof. B.B. Lal, the previous excavator, has been repeatedly saying that here at the
Ratnjantnabhumi there was an impressive structure of eleventh-twelfth century
built on pillars standing on a series of parallel burnt-brick bases which was destroyed
in the early sixteenth century; in all likelihood the bases carried on them the same
temple pillars which are fixed in the ‘mosque’.

The same pamphlet reproduces the photograph on the inside front cover,
which it does not describe explicitly as coming from Professor B.B. Lal‘s well-
protected record of artifacts and excavations near the site of the Babri Masjid.
The photograph gives not the slightest indication that it is a temple. The situation
of the so-called ‘pillar-bases‘, if they represent the original site of the temple, are
well outside the mosque campus, and would prove that the mosque was not built
on the temple site.

Of much significance in this connection are the observations of Shri lt'.."v'.
Soundara Rajan, former Deputy Director-General of the Archaeological Survey
of India, and Co-Director of Professor B.B. Lal's project, as reported in Frorrtfirre,
11 September 1992:

As co-director with B.B. Lal of the first phase of the Ramayana project, Soundara
Rajan recollecred that the pillar-bases had indeed been found. But they were not
specifically reported because they appeared to be of the sa me antiquity as the Babri
Masjid. The pillar-bases . . . were associated with the same period as the mosque.
They could have belonged to a structure ancillary to or independent of the mosque.
They did not display any strong features to help in the identification of the structure.
But the structure gradually fell into disuse, and was buried under the passage of
time—which is why its remains were found at the uppermost strata of the trench
dug to the south of the Masjid.

Soundara Rajan is prepared to go further. ‘The entire mound on which the
Babri Masjid is situated‘, he claims, ‘does not give any evidence of human or
cultural habitation after the eleventh century. The little evidence that is found is
compressed between the fifteenth and sixteenth century‘. And as for the pillars
found within the mosque, they were obviously ‘not of a live tradition‘. As he puts
it, ‘They are not arranged in any kind of harmony reflecting a common origin.‘
Since similar pillars are found in different parts of the northern Indian plains, they
could have been picked up from any defunct structure and brought to Ayodhya as
a decorative prop in the construction of the mosque.

The above is sufficient to show that the interpretation now given by or on behalf
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of Professor B.B. Lal on the ‘pillared structure’ is an afterthought, and has no
archaeological basis whatsoever.

Coming hack to the karset-a excavation, even if we condone the unpardon-
able act of violating the canons of field archaeology, and consider the nature of
the stone antiquities produced by the VHP, they do not support the presence of
either the Rama temple or any other temple. The antiquities, exclusively of stone,
consist of two pieces of armtlcilnts, and a few pieces of cornice and a decorative
door-frame. If some of these are supposed to be the remnants of a single structure,
it will imply the presence of a stone temple. But there is nothing to show by way
of plinth or foundation trench that a stone temple ever existed. Not a single piece
of masonry nibble has been yet traced at the site.

Four stone pieces including parts of two cornices on page S of the VHP
pamphlet, together with four mouldings on pages 8 and 9, cannot necessarily be
said to belong to the period suggested in the pamphlet, for the motifs and techniques
used in these objects are found in much later times.

Though the pamphlet mentions a brick wall of sixteen courses, it does not
speak of a briclt temple in spite of the fact that briclt temples are known in Gupta
and post+Gupta times in the plains of central and eastern Uttar Pradesh.

Even if we suppose that a brick temple existed in Ayodhya around the
eleventh-twelfth centuries, heavy rainfall and high humidity would not allow
such a temple to retain its ceiling {which could not be strong in the absence of
accurate techniques and use of lime mortar] for long. In the middle Gangetic
plains we rarely find an early medieval temple that retains its roof superstructure.
One of the important arguments for the presence of the temple in Ayodhya is the
find of two pieces of smclulm whose exact locations in the debris, claimed to
have been dug out by the VHP people, cannot be verified by us by any means.
Their weight and dimension have not been given. It is significant that stone amn-
leltas are neither typical of the brick temples of central and eastern Uttar Pradesh
nor of brick temples anywhere else. They are used only in stone temples that
appear in the hilly areas of Garhwal, Kumaon, etc. It is therefore extremely
puzzling that the stone cmclsltcs should be present in Ayodhya without any evi-
dence whatsoever of a stone temple in the city around the eleventh-—twelfth
centuries. Similarly, stone cornices also belong to stone temples and not to brick
temples.

The ‘new archaeological discoveries’ do not give any indication of the
pretence of a temple of Rama. An image of Siva has been found allegedly at a
distance of IUD metres from the boundary wall of the Babri Masjid, but this does
not necessarily imply the presence of a Siva temple either. The same is true of
Vishnu. Although a dusrepcla or guard can be identified among the photographed
materials here presented, it does not imply the existence of a Vishnu temple. The
tlvarrtpalis appears in a decorated doorjamb which is called a dashes-stare or
ten-god incarnation panel by the VHF. But the identification is wrong because, of
the four figures, one is a lady appearing along with Parashurama and a figure
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that cannot be identified as Balarama. We may note that Parashurama is followed
by what looks lilte a mother goddess! Further, the dtntrapola is far more massive
and imposing than the three other figures which cannot be considered as consti-
tuting the dasbnustarn panel. It is argued that the figure of Parashurama was
preceded by that of Rama Dasharathi in the original panel, and that the figure of
Rama has been removed. But according to the text as well as actual representations
of the tiosfn-wnrrtrn panel, Rama always follows Parashurama and never precedes
him U.N. Banerj ea, The Development ofHindu lcoitogrcplry, Munshiram Mano-
harlal, New Delhi, I985, pp. 390-91, 419).

The various antiquities, including the smnfnltn, doorjamb, etc., cannot be
regarded as integral parts of a homogeneous structure that is supposed to have
existed in the eleventh—twelfth centuries. These disjointed, scattered antiquities
can be examined by other scholars of temple architecture and iconography and
they will certainly endorse our opinion that they are neither typical of early
medieval Ayodhya not of the eleventh-twelfth century. They seem to belong to
different places and different periods ranging from the seventh to the sixteenth
centuries.

These comments relate to the objects illustrated in the pamphlet, although
there are no means to verify whether these obiects were really found in the course
of the VHP digging in Ayodhya.

In the light of the discoveries they claim to have made, the VHP spoltesmen
keep changing their stand. They earlier spoke of the existence of a Rama temple
beneath the mosque. When this was found untenable historically and archae-
ologically, they spolte of the existence of a Vishnu temple. And now, when a
statue of Siva is said to have been found at a distance of 200 metres from the
boundary wall of the Babri Masjid, they speak of the presence of a Siva temple at
what they call the Ramianmabhumi site. Evidently, the VHP supporters are not
satisfied with their ‘new archaeological discoveries‘. This is abundantly clear
from the fact that at a seminar held in October 1992 they made proposals for
further digging near the Ba bri Masjid. While we wholeheartedly welcome
problem-oriented archaeological excavations, we are not in favour of diggings
intended to demolish structures of cultural and historical importance.

The VHP has presented in its evidence a note from Dr R. Nath which calls
attention to a map of Ayodhya, in which the name ‘jam-nasatrtn’ {so in the original)
occurs. This map is listed and described at No. 1?? in the Catalogue ofHisto ricnl
Documents in Knpnd Dwcr, jaipur, Part II, lvlaps and Plans, edited by Gopal
hlarayan Bahura and Chandramani Singh,]aipur, 1990. It is not reproduced, but
the names of places as given in the map are listed at pp. 102-03. The map, as
other maps of those days, is not to scale, and Dr Nath‘s claim that it is so precise
as to enable us to locate the jarimasthan at the exact site of the Babri Masjid is
wholly unsubstantiated, since the accurate depiction of other ltnown sites in this
map is not established. In our earlier report, we have already shown that the
directions given for the janmasthan and janmabhumi are given in the Sltnndo
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Parana as well, so that the mere mention of ‘_]anmasthan‘ in this map hardly
proves anything.

fin the contrary, several equally early and some later maps of Ayodhya
described in the same Catalogue show, if they show anything at all, that Rama-
janmasthan was not a significant place of pilgrimage in Ayodhya. All these
maps, i.e. seven out ofeight maps of Ayodhya, just do not show the janmasthan.
Very instructive is the following table of named sites shown in each map.

No. I2 3 sites
No. SD nil
No. 7'0 ‘F sites
Ho. 7'1 ll} sites
No. 17'9" 49 sites
No. 189 1 site
No. 194 43 sites
Ho. 232 nil
It is remarltable that all these maps which, except for Ho. 71, are for use of

pilgrims, do not show janmasthan at all. No. 194 shows 48 pilgrim sites in
Ayodhya, and yet omits janmasthan. Only when even the smallest or least known
sites are shown, as in No. 17-"9, with as many as 49 pilgrim sites, that '_Ianmasthan'
was thought of by the map-malter. Clearly, just as we had stated in our report,
Rama ‘]anmasthan' possessed no or very little significance in Ayodhya before
the late eighteenth century. That it occupied, in the early eighteenth century, a
site near Babri Masjid, let alone a site identical with the Babri Masjid, seems to
be a baseless supposition.

[From People's Democracy, 15 October 1991.]

Nothing Correlates with Existence of a Pre-Sixteenth Century Temple: Historians
{The four independent historians—Professors R.S. Sharma, D.N. jha, M. Athar
All and Surat Bhan—giue their observations on the last instalment of the VHP’s
‘evidence’. These are their interim comments on the archaeological material
they were shown at Parana Qila, Delhi on 23 October I992. in a letter urritten
to the Ministry ofHome Affairs, Governnrent oflndia, on 2 9 October; the historians
have also demanded that they he git.-en the opportunity to ‘visit Ayodhya along
with a team ofat least eight scholars to make an on-the-spot assessment of the
material’.l

We visited the Purana Qila on 23 October 1992, and studied the Ayodhya
archaeological material excavated by Prof. B.B. Lal. We were shown a section of
a trench {AYD-4} located to the south of the Babri Masjid away from the outer
compound wall. A few photographs including one of a general view of the excava-
ted trench showing the briclt ‘pillar-bases‘, and a sketchy plan of the excavated
structures from the same trench, besides the pottery and antiquities reportedly
obtained from the trench, were also shown to us. However, we were not given a
chance to see the site notebook, though this is an indispensable element in the
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primary data for the study of any archaeological site. The site notebook not only
gives a day-to-dayidig-by-dig account of all that is discovered in course of the
digging of the trench but also records the first-hand observations of the trench
supervisor on the nature of the antiquities found in this trench. It is most unfortunate
that the site notebook of Ayodhya trench 4, which has been mentioned as an
important piece of evidence by the VHF, was not made available to us for exami-
nation. We were told that the notebook could not be located because the excavation
had taken place fifteen years ago. This is not an acceptable argument. The site
notebooks of Mohenjo Daro, which was excavated nearly TS years ago, have not
only been preserved, but their re-examination has provided ground for new, impor-
tant interpretations.

The persons who assisted us at the Purana Qila and were said to have parti-
cipated in the excavation at Ayodhya, had only a vague memory of the excavated
remains and could not give much accurate information about them. However,
the material from the trench revealed three important facts:

I. Glazed pottery pieces, which are typically Islamic and belong to the
period from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, were found from layer 4-A
upwards. This confirms our earlier view that from the thirteenth to the sixteenth
century the site around the mosque at Ayodhya was occupied by Muslims. It was
obviously to cater to their needs that the mosque was constructed by Mir Baqi in
1523-29. The fact that Ayodhya had a Muslim population is also attested by
literary evidence. Nasiruddin Chitagh of Delhi, the famous Muslim saint of the
fourteenth century, was born in Ayodhya {‘Awadh‘}, and Awadh is mentioned as
the provincial administrative headquarter in the Sultanate lsee Khairul Majalis,
edited by I{.A. Nizami, p. 241; Barani, Tarilt-i-Firm: Shahi; passim). Babar in his
Memoirs (translated by Beveridge, II, p. .521] mentions Awadh as a province
jsarltarj, which means that Ayodhya {tlwadh} was its headquarter. In the Ain-i-
Altbari (1595 1, the mythical graves of the Prophets Seth and job had been estab-
lished as places of Muslim pilgrimage, so Muslim populations must have existed
there for a considerable time {see Ain—i1Altbari, translated by Jarrett, rev. ]. Sarkat,
Calcutta, 1949, H, p. I E2).

2. The bumt-brick ‘pillar-bases‘ found in the above trench were not associated
with any architectural pieces of a temple structure or any other artifacts used in
a Hindu shrine whichrcan help in identifying the nature of the brick pillar structure
as a temple. There is no evidence from the excavation to prove the contention of
the VHP historians that the black basalt pillars used in Babri Masjid ever stood
on the burnt-brick ‘pillar-bases’ expressed in the trench excavated by Prof. B.B.
Lal. It is clear that the burnt-brick pillars stumps were constructed mainly of
bricltbats with mud mortar. The bumt-brick ‘pillar-bases’ do not show any relation~
ship whatsoever with the black stone pillars standing in the arches of the mosque.
The carved stone fragments considered as parts of a temple and reported from
the recent diggings of the ltarseaaks beyond the mosque boundaries, also have no
associatioh with the burnt-brick ‘pillar-bases’ found in B.B. Lal’s excavation.
The ‘pillar-base’ building was obviously an ordinary structure of reused bricks
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which was neither religious nor monumental. It may be added that the floor
levels associated with the brick pillar are at a substantially lower level than that
of the Babri Masjid. The plan, section and photographs do not show any correla-
tion with the black stone pillars used in the mosque. All this amply proves that
the ‘pillar-bases‘ cannot be correlated with any pre-sixteenth century temple,
which exists only in the imagination of the VHP.

3. The terracotta figures of Varaha and Yaltsha, reportedly found in trench
AYD-4 and said to belong to the early centuries of the Christian era, have been
found in the glazed ware levels of the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. However,
such earlier material is often brought along with the earth dug from surrounding
areas for use in a later habitation, and need not indicate the association of earlier
levels with the mosque area.

From the above, it is clear that treating the ‘pillared structure’ as a temple,
is a mere figment of the imagination. The plan is too sketchy to establish a firm
compass direction for pillar alignment, but it seems broadly to conform to the
qiblo direction.

II
The joint statement of archaeologists and historians submitted by the V!-IP in the
last meeting {held on I6 October 1992] contains three documents paged inde-
pendently. The first document contains the observations issued in the form of an
unsigned joint statement covering five pages. The second document is entitled
‘History and Culture Society, New Delhi [Workshopfiieminar 10-13 October
1992: Ayodhya)’. It contains two resolutions supposed to have been passed by
archaeologistsfliistorians participating in the workshop on Ayodhya. It has two
pages and is signed by Dr S.P. Gupta on 13 October 1992. This document contains
no signatures of other historiansfarchaeologists. The third document entitled ‘Work-
shop in History and Archaeology of Ayodhya (10-13 October 1992)‘ contains a
list of scholars, presumably prepared for inviting them to participate in the work-
shop. It contains thirty signatures including those of a few archaeologists. All the
three documents have been clubbed together to give an impression that all the
participants in the workshop are a party to the issue of the first two statements,
but on close scrutiny, the fraud is exposed.

The ‘joint’ statement gives a new interpretation that marks a wholesale
departure from the VI-lP's earlier claim that an image of ‘Varaha is embedded in
the boundary wall of the Babri Masjid. The statement says that it is not a Vara ha
image but a fragmentary remnant of the plinth stone of the supposedly destroyed
temple. The occurrence of moulded stone described as plinth does not, ofcou rse,
by itself prove that it is in sittt. ‘Who is truthful: the VHP or the kerset-wit archae-
ologists?

The VHP has, time and again, tried to inalte use of the archaeological
remains located at different spots in Ayodhya (and possibly elsewhere?) to bolster
their theory. They try to complete a temple structure artificially by fancying the
existence of disparate pieces of objects and antiquities. To them carved stone
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slabs reused in the Babri Masjid structure represent temple pieces that stood in
sits: below the mosque, belonging to a temple that was destroyed in the early
sixteenth century. It is common knowledge that earlier construction material is
used many a time in later constructions at or around archaeological sites, and
such bits of evidence cannot be stretched so far as to imagine the presence of a
temple, let alone a Rama temple.

[El
In their enthusiasm to prove the presence of a temple, the V}-IP protagonists go on
producing anything and everything that comes their way. Any piece of stone or
brick or any artifact is considered to be good enough for being thrown in the face
of the critics of the temple theory. The pieces of stone that have been displayed in
the lavishly illustrated pamphlet New Archaeological Discoveries and in the
audio-visual cassette, constitute a curious assortment of objects that betray both
Hindu and Islamic influences. What is described as the top left member of the
jala or mesh-like shiirhara decoration seems to have its parallel in Sharqi monu-
ments [Percy Brown (ed.], Indian Architecture, Islamic Period, B.B. Taraporewala,
Bombay, reprint, 1981, plate No. CIX, fig. 2]. On the other hand the amaiaira
may be part of a stone temple which is mainly found in the hilly areas. The
concrete evidence required to prove the existence of a temple at any spot and its
intentional destruction at a particular point of time, implies discovery of the
foundation walls of the temple constructed on a specific plan, associated finds
showing their use in a shrine, and correspondence of the destruction layers with
the construction of the new structure. Nothing remotely approaching this has
been presented. _

Our preliminary view of the stone pieces shown on the cassette, which is
very noisy and which has no commentary, shows that blocks of stone collectively
photographed do not have any religious significance and were meant for con-
struction purposes. lt is very striking that their colour is greyibuff, in sharp contrast
to the colour of the black stone pillars standing in the mosque.

We have already mentioned that the pillars used in the mosque seem to
have been brought from outside and some of them may have been of religious
significance. The occurrence of the letter si, palaeographically attributed to the
eleventh century, does not mean anything, because we have already stated that
the pillars range from the ninth to the eleventh century.

IV
With regard to the VI-IP‘s demand for further excavation at the site, we must
record our most serious reservations. As academics, we are in favour of the
development of archaeology as a scientific discipline and are totally opposed to
diggings merely for fanning religious and ethnic feelings. It would be a sad day
for Indian archaeology and a blot on its fair repute if excavation is to be organized
and the mosque dug up merely to satisfy the chauvinistic urges of the VHF and its
supporters.
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V
A word about the quotations from the Adi Granth on Babar. These are irrelevant
to the matter at issue. They portray Babar as an invader {which no one denies}
and his oppression of Pathans (who are Muslims}, and of both Muslims and
Hindus. Nowhere is he portrayed as a destroyer of temples and builder ofmosques,
or even as an oppressor who favoured Muslims against Hindus. The bringing up
of this passage is thus a mere exercise in irrelevance.

We are fortified in our own views by the statements of three leading historians
and archaeologists, published in Frontline of 6 November 1992, and by the paper
of Professor Gurcharan Singh on ‘Akbar in Sikh History‘, which deals with the
evidence of the Guru Granth Sahib. These are given as Appendices I and II.

[From People's Democracy, 8 November 1992.]

Historians Decry VHF Refusal to See Reason
{The four inriependeitt historians, Professors R.S. Sharma. M. Athar Ali, Suraj
Bhan and D.N. jha issued the following statement to the press on 8 Nouernher
1992.)

We are shocked and dismayed by the manner in which the deliberations on
the Ayodhya issue was postponed today. We feel that the announcement of liar
set-ta from 6 December 1991 was designed to scuttle the talks. Although we have
been trying our best to persuade the ‘v"I~IP to see reason and the reality of history,
they are not prepared to resile from their position even if the absence of the tem-
ple at the Babri Masjid site is proved to the satisfaction of competent historians,
archaeologists and others. This is proved by the fact that in the meeting of 3
October 1992, although the Babri Committee was prepared to withdraw its claim
to the mosque if it was proved that it was constructed after the demolition of the
temple, the VHF was not prepared to change its position in the reverse case.

While the VHF has been publicizing their so-called ‘new archaeological
discoveries‘ through a lavishly illustrated pamphlet and a video cassette, for the
last eighteen months they have been stontly resisting our demand for the inspection
of the site notebook relating to the crucial Ayodhya trench in which five ‘pillar-
bases‘ were discovered in 197? in the excavation conducted by Prof. B.B. Lal.
The site notebook provides primary evidence for the understanding of excavated
archaeological material because it gives a first-hand account of the day-to-day
diggings by the trench supervisor. We had gone to Purana Qila on 23 October
1992 with very high hopes, but we were told that the site notebook of the crucial
trench could not be located. It is strange that as many as four supervisors looked
after the trench and yet not a single daily dairy was shown to us. It may be noted
that the inspection of the site notebook was opposed not only by the VI-IP in
January 1991 but also by their supporters—Dr Y.D. Sharma, Prof. KN. Raman
and Dr KM. 5rivastava—who issued a statement to the press. Is it not ironical
that the scientifically excavated archaeological material and its primary records
are being suppressed while unauthenticated, stray and disjointed objects whose
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provenance cannot be verified by any means, are being bandied about?
We have already exposed the myth of the new archaeological discoveries

as publicized by the VHP. In our preliminary view a good part of the stone
objects seem to have been brought from different places and belong to different
periods. It is well known that sculptural pieces and architectural members are
transportable but structures are not. So far the VHF has not produced a shred of
evidence to substantiate the presence of any religious structure at the Babri site.
Though we do not deny the possibility of the presence of temples in an ancient
city like Ayodhya, despite our frantic and continuous sea rch for the presence of a
temple at the Babri site for the last twenty-two months, so far we have not been
favoured with any luck.

Under these circumstances any excavation in and beneath the Babri mosque
will only lead to fanning of religious and ethnic feelings.

[From Feopleh Democracy, I5 November 1992.]

Archaeologist Refutes ‘\l'HP Claim
[The following is the text ofa note hy Professor Saraj Hhan, forrner Professor of
Archaeology at Knrnlrshetra University, which exposes the falsity of the VHF
claims rnade after the IR jane diggings near the disputed site.}

The evidence on the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid issue, submitted by
the VHP in the tripartite meeting held on 3 October 1992, was examined. It
includes photographs of twelve carved stones as published in Rarnj'ii'nniahhnrni:
Ayodhya, New Archaeological Discoveries. These carved stones are reported to
have been collected by ltarsevaks on I3 june ‘I992, about I2 feet below the
ground level near the mosque.

Dr Y.D. Sharma and K.lvI. Srivastava have rightly identified these fragments
as belonging to the Nagara style of ancient temple architecture. But these stone
fragments are devoid of any stratigraphical context. In the absence of any strati-
graphical relationship of the data with the brick pillared structure exposed in
B.B. Lal‘s excavation {l9?$-SD} or with the black-stone pillars used in the Babri
lvlasjid, it would be wrong to club them together. It is strange that the Historians
Forum has reached the conclusion that these stone fragments ‘conclusively’ prove
the existence of a Rama temple at the site of Babri Masjid and that it was destroyed
for constructing the mosque in so 1528, without any valid evidence. The document
is no more than propaganda material published in attractive form.

[From Peoples Democracy, I5 October l9'92.]

Without Comment
Not a shred of archaeological evidence was found by Prof. B.B. Lal who excavated
seventeen sites around Ayodhya between I975 and 19?? to support the historicity
of the Ramayana unless we are to believe that Rama lived and died around
modern-day Ayodhya in the seventh century, some hundred years before the birth
of the Buddha.
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Prof. Lal, who worked on the archaeology of the Rarnayana Sites project
for ten years, had himself said: ‘The key site of Ayodhya has refused to yield any-
thing earlier than circa ?lIll' BC and as a disciplined archaeologist I have no option
but to submit to the judgement of Mother Earth.‘ He had stated this in a keynote
address to a seminar organized by the Bihar Puravid Parishad in Patna about a
decade ago. The paper was published a few years back in a book on Sri Rant in
Art, Archaeology and Literature, edited by Mr B.P. Sinha.

Extensive diggings were done at seventeen sites around ancient mounds at
Ayodhya, Nandigram, Sringaverapura, Bharadvaj Ashram and Chitrakoot. Only
at Sringaverapura the excavations showed signs of human habitation in the
eleventh century It-C. At all the other sites the ‘excavated trenches consistently
revealed that there was nothing at the site which would go back prior to an early
phase of the northern black polished ware period, a phase unlikely to go back
earlier than the turn of the eighth-seventh century ac‘, Prof. Lal had said.

This pure academic controversy has become significant in the context of
the Ayodhya controversy. Prof. Lal's findings may explain why the supporters of
the ‘Mandir Wahin Banayenge‘ slogan oppose allowing scholars access to his
findings and the primary evidence, his site notebooks and the antiquities register.

Prof. Lal did think that it was not impossible to believe that the Ramayana
incidents did take place around the seventh century, but few scholars might agree.

In this context [of VHF-AIBMAC talks on 16 October] the Lal excavation
findings assume significance. At the one square kilometre Ayodhya mound he
had excavated at fourteen sites around the Itamjanmabhumi, Hanuman Garhi,
Sita-ki-Rasoi, hlala-Tila, Kausalya Ohat and other places. In his own words,
‘such an extensive excavation programme was undertaken in order that we may
not miss the earliest deposits‘. How the H-]P and VHP experts claim that a few
day diggings had revealed a buried Vishnu temple at the site of the Babri Ivlasjid.

|Frotn Editorial Comment, The Hindu, 16 October 1992.]

1 9. Fresh Archaeological Discoveries at Ramjanmabhumi,
by S.P. Gupta

As 18 June 1992 is remembered in the history of Indian archaeology for the
startling discovery of forty sculptural and architectural pieces of the eleventh to
twelfth century Hindu temple at Ramjatmiabhumi, Ayodhya, so also 6 December
1992 will be remembered for a still more exciting discovery at _lanmabhumi—
the twenty-line original stone inscription of the king Govinda Chandra who built
the very temple to which the aforesaid works of art and architecture belonged. It
thus sets at rest all controversies surrounding the oft-repeated question whether a
Hindu temple had in fact existed at janmabhumi prior to the coming up of the so-
called Babri Masjid. The evidence is final and incontrovertible. King Govinda
Chandra, the fifth and most illustrious personage of the Ga hadval dynasty, who
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ruled from no 1 114 to 1 154 over the greater part of Uttar Pradesh and Bibar and
successfully defended jetvana in northern Awadh and Varanasi against repeated
attacks of Muslim invaders from the north-west, had built the temple where an
older temple had by then become dilapidated.

There was a ‘Vaishnava Temple Dedicated to Rama: The Evidence of Vishnu-
Hari Temple Inscription Recovered from the Ramjanmabhumi Site
The inscription, engraved on a large stone slab, clearly mentions that at Ayodhya
located in the Sa ket ‘mandala’ {nearly equal to a district], the illustrious king
built the most magnificient stone temple, the tall spire of which he adorned with
a pinnacle of gold. The inscription further informs us that this temple was dedicated
to Lord Vishnu-Hari who had humbled the pride of king Bali [in his Trivikrama
form] and also of the wicked Dashanana, that is Ravana. Since Rama and Rama
alone had killed Ravana, Vishnu-Hari was none else but Rama himself, who is
an incarnation of Vishnu. Thus, it is more than clear from the context that the
janmabhumi temple was dedicated as much to Vishnu as to the Rama incarnation
of Vishnu; there was absolutely no dichotomy between the two since the character
of the Hindu Dharrna is such where Vishnu is known by a thousand names, as in
the Vishnu-Sahasranarna text.

The Temple was Destroyed to Build a ‘Mosque’: The Evidence of Historical
Sources
That this Ifisluiu-l~IarifF-atria temple was destroyed to build a mosque-like structure
by one Mir Baqi at the instance of Babar was never in doubt for the last 464
years after its construction. It is solidly borne out by the contemporary Persian
inscriptions of Mir Baqi, fixed in the disputed structure, which clearly mention
that it was he who had constructed this structure with the permission of Emperor
Babar in so 1528-29. It is also proved by the architectural evidence of the monu-
ment itself, in which as many as fourteen black-stone pillars, embellished with
the images of Hindu gods and goddess and sacred motifs, were found fixed at the
corners of the central piers on which the domes of the ‘Babri Masjid‘ were raised.
These epigraphical and architectural evidences were fully corroborated by scores
of books written by Muslim scholars, like the grand-daughter of Aurangzeb and
the Imam of the so-called Babri Masjid himself; several European travellers, like
William Flinch and joseph Tieffenthaler; many Indian as well as foreign archae-
ologists and historians, like L.N.5. Qanungo, ].H. Sarkar, A. Fuhrer and Hans
Bakker; not to mention the British scholars and jurists of the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries, like Montgomery Martin, P. Carnegy and F.E.A. Chamier. The
Hindu testimony is, of course, full of such references which prove the sacredness
of the janmabhumi, like the Ayodhya Mahatntya portion of the Slranda Parana
dated to twelfth to thirteenth century, if not earlier. It is not without reason that
all categories of revenue documents, right from the mid-nineteenth century till
date, vest the ownership of the land on which the structure of the Ramjanmabhumil
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so-called Babri Masjid stood, with the Hindu Mahants and Bairagis, and that no
portion of any plot of the disputed land has ever been associated with the Waqf.
blot has any revenue settlement map shown any indication of a ‘mosque’ on the
disputed plot.

Archaeology Corrohorates History: Prof. B.B. Lal‘: Discoveries [19'l‘5-19Blll
All these literary, historical, revenue and architectural evidences were further
strengthened by the archaeological discoveries made by Prof. B.B. Lal, former
Director-General, Archaeological Survey of India. He came across not one or
two but half-a-dozen short pillar-like structures meant to serve as the load-bearing
element. He called them ‘pillar-bases‘. These ‘bases’ were built with burnt bricks
and stone pieces put together, some time around the twelfth century when building
activities at the janmabhumi started after the temporary desertion of the site in
the Gupta period (no $00]. The excavations at Ayodhya were conducted inter-
mittently from 1915 through 1930 under a central government project designated
as ‘Archaeology of the Ramayana Sites‘ under the direct control of the Archae-
ological Survey of India. The trench which brought to light the above-mentioned
pillar-bases was laid in the immediate south of and very close to the ‘mosque’, at
a distance of less than two metres. Prof. Lal suggested that the ‘bases’ may have
carried on them black stone pillars embellished with Hindu motifs which were
fixed in the so-callerl Babri Masjid by Mir Baqi and could still be seen in that
position. He also noticed a thick deposit of destruction debris which had sealed
all the pillar-bases. In this debris he had found glared ware datable to fifteenth to
sixteenth century, some ofwhich may have been imported from Iran. This debris,
he feels, represented the destruction of the temple.

Stones and Scholars: Controversy Deepens
Since I 990 a set of biased historians have questioned the validity of such a great
mass of historical data and archaeological finds. They just started negating all of
them, irrespective of their intrinsic historical value for reconstructing the past-as-
it-was. Some very funny and absolutely irrelevant questions were raised during
the meetings organized by the Government of India as a mediator between the
Visbwa Hindu Parishad and the All India Babri Masjid Action Committee in
which four historians and archaeologists also participated on behalf of each side.
Attempting to falsify the liistorical truth, the AIBMAC historians, all known
Marxists, asked as to why in the trenches dug by Prof. Lal only the pillar-bases
were found but not the pillars; why only pottery and minor antiquities were
found in the sixteenth century debris but not heavy art and architectural pieces?
When told that in the science of archaeology such negative questions are not at
all raised because archaeologists are concerned exclusively with the material
remains actually found in the excavations, they mounted their attack more vigor-
ously in the obliging press on the simple principle: offence is the best form of
defence.
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It may be recalled that the 464-year-long history of the disputed structure
records many physical and legal battles fought between the Hindus and the
Muslims for its possession. Things appeared to have been settling down from
1949 but when the iron gates with lock and key were finally opened for the
Hindus under a magisterial order in 1986, some Muslims formed the All India
Babri Masjid Action Committee and started an all-round attack on this issue.
However both the Imam of jama Masjid, Delhi and Syed Shahabuddin, M.P.
declared that if it could be proved that there was a Hindu temple at the janmabhumi
which was demolished to build the ‘Babri Mosque’, they would themselves demolish
the structure and hand over the place to the Hindus to build their temple, because
a mosque built after destroying a place of worship of any other religion was
against the Shariat. Such an offer was hardly expected from them but for the
reason that they fully relied upon Marxist historians like Romila Thapar and
F..S. Sharma who knew nothing about field archaeology but posed to them that
they were as much first-rate archaeologists as historians. It did not surprise us
much because more than 60 years of the history of Indian Marxists clearly proves
that at every turn of history they joined the Muslim fundamentalists and made
common cause with them. Presently also they wrote several pamphlets and articles,
and also released press statements, interviews, etc., saying that the ‘Babri Masjid‘
was built on an absolutely vacant plot of land, primarily to meet the religious
needs of the local Muslim population, and that no Hindu temple ever existed at
this place, when they well knew that Prof. Lal’s excavations had proved beyond
all doubt that the land of the janmahhumi was occupied for the last 3,000 years
and in the sixteenth century also it was very much under occupation by the
Hindus. They dismissed all historical facts and blamed exclusively the British
colonialists who, they said, created this controversy only from 1857' under their
policy of ‘divide and rule‘. That this was utterly unfounded was conclusively
proved by the efforts of a number of scholars of great repute, like Prof. B.P.
Sinha, Prof. V.S. Pathalc, Prof. Harsha Narain, Prof. 14.5. Lal, Sri Sita Ram Goel,
Mr Koenraad Elst, Sri Abbas Kumar Charrerji, Dr R. Nath, Dr T.P. Verrna, Dr
D.P. Dubey, Prof. Ajay lvlitra Shastri, besides the author of this write-up and
several others. Their writings, based mainly on original literary and traditional
accounts, were fully supported by the archaeological discoveries. A large pictorial
map of Ayodhya on cloth, measuring about 7' feet in length, showing a ehabumrc
and a three-spired building with the child Rama in bed in a structural complex at
Janmabhumi, dated to so 1?] Tr’ and belonging to the Rajput ruler Sawai Raja jai
Singh, is fully preserved in the Kapaddvara Section of the Palace Museum, jaipur.
The detailed description of the worship of the low and rectangular cbaburera by
lakhs of Hindus is found in the Latin text of Joseph Tieffenthaler (1?6t5-7'1}.
There are several other pre-135? historical documents to show that there was at
the janmabhumi a temple which was demolished by the Muslim invaders under
the orders of Baba r. The whole attack by the Marxist historians, therefore, shows
not only their bias and prejudice but also an attempt to falsify history.
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More Archaeological Evidence: The Discovery of 13 june 1992
Fortunately, on 18 June 1992, more than forty art and architectural pieces were
found in an anciently dug pit which was only partially excavated by the Uttar
Pradesh govertunent when the newly acquired 2.??? acres of land, located in front
of the ‘Babri Masjid‘ (also called ‘Masjid _lanmasthan' and ‘Sita-ki-Rasoi Masjid‘)
was being levelled under the direct supervision of Shri RN. Srivastava, the
District Magistrate of Faiaabad. These antiquarian remains included eleventh to
twelfth-century images of Vishnu’s incarnations, Uma-Maheshwara, Matridevi,
etc., as well as architectural pieces such as umufalta, dzhudyu jufu, etc. Prof.
Vijaya Kumar Pandey and Dr Banke Bihari Mani Tripathi of the Department of
History and Archaeology of Awadh University and Saket Degree College,
Faizabad, respectively, personally examined them immediately, in the afternoon
of 13 _|une 1992 itself, and issued their statements to this effect the same day,
which was widely published in the newspapers.

Still More Archaeological Evidence: Discoveries Made by Forty-five
Archaeologists and Historians
While this evidence should have been sufficient, the Marxist historians, instead
of gracefully accepting the verdict of the evidence presented, asked the archae-
ologists in particular to produce epigraphical and architectural support of the
existence of the temple during the pre-Masjid period, or else the evidence presented
to them thus far would be inconclusive and remain unacceptable to them. Needless
to say, their stand was, as usual, not only most unacademic but also aimed at
falsifying history. Significantly, these archaeological vestiges were discovered
not by a single person but by a ream of forty-five eminent historians and archae-
ologisrs drawn from all over the country. They assembled at Ayodhya for a semi-
nar held on 10-13 October 1991 to examine for themselves in person the sculptures
as well as the site plans and sections, and also locate any new evidence if they
could, during their exploration trips. Shri ILC. Agravvala, former Director, Depart-
ment of Archaeology and Museums, Government of Rajasthan,_laiput, discovered
the letter ‘Shri’ written in the Nagari script of eleventh to twelfth century so on a
black stone pillar fixed in the left-hand outer wall of the main entrance of the
disputed structure. Prof. KN. Raman, Head of the Ancient History and Archae-
ology Department of Madras University, discovered the plinth of the temple over
which the eastern boundary-wall of the ‘Babri Masjid‘ was built. Dr S.R. Rao,
Adviser on Marine Archaeology in the Institute of Uceanography, Goa, discovered
a large piece of stone decorated with floral motifs engraved in stencil style and
fixed below the southern dome on the eastern wall of the structure.

Vilification Campaign, but No Positive Proof: Challenge for Marxist Historians
All these evidences should have been more than sufficient for the historians appear-
ing on behalf of the Babri Masjid Action Committee, but, it is common knowledge
that once one is adamantly biased, no amount of evidence is enough for him to
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revise his already proclaimed opinion. They, therefore, instead of producing
even a single piece of historical and archaeological evidence in favour of their
stand, kept on questioning the validity of the evidence produced by the scholars
appearing on behalf of the VI-lP, by raising, as in the past, all sorts of irrelevant
questions, and also indulging in character assassination of even the greatest among
living Indian archaeologists, Prof. B.B. Lal, imputing motives to everything that
he has written during the last forty-five years. This, of course, boomeranged on
them heavily because it was based upon total falsehood and malice, a known
Marxist weaponry which had not spared even Gandhi, Nehru and Subhash.

Fresh Archaeological Discoveries: The Findings of 6 December 1991 and
6 january 1993
But as luck would have it, on 6 December 1992, the curtain finally came down
on the whole drama played by these Marxist, Muslim fundamentalist and pseudo-
secularist historians. The Battle for the Past was over. From the crumbling walls
of the so-called Ba bri Masjid and the old and new debris there emerged, like the
proverbial phoenix, hundreds of objects which testify not only to the existence of
the eleventh to twelfth century Rama temple at janmabhumi, which was destroyed
to build the disputed structure in so 1523, but also thi: use of the so-called Babri
Masjid as a Hindu temple till recently. There are indeed virtually dozens of
carved stone pieces of Hindu art and architecture in the local museum, Rama
Katha Museum, Ayodhya, a collection which had once adomed the disputed
structure that fell on the afternoon of 6 December 1992.

Significantly, a month later, on 6 january 1993, when the site was fully
under the control of the central government, the authorities discovered a 2.5-feet
broad rtntofalza of the temple below the top-floor when they were making holes
through it to fix poles for a barricade.

More about the ‘Vishnu-I-Iari Temple Inscription: It Was a Rama Temple
To come back to the twenty-line ‘v"ishnu—Hari temple inscription discovered from
within the fallen debris of the ‘mosque’ on 6 December ‘I992. The inscription has
been found engraved on a thick rectangular sandstone slab, measuring approxi-
mately S feet x 2 feet. Tl_'_i_e surface was made smooth and shining before it was
inscribed. The letters are found deeply and neatly cut through; at places lime
plaster was found to have filled the engraving, as well as the back face, an
archaeological clue present in other antiquarian remains also discovered on ti
December, which conclusively proves that all such objects were set into the walls
of the disputed structure with the help of lime mortar. When fresh, the inscription
must have had the jewel-like quality produced by an absolutely set hand.

The text of the Vishnu-Hari temple inscription is composed largely in verse,
the prose portion is limited. Its language is classical Sanskrit and the script is
Nagari, the immediate predecessor of Devanagari. The form of the letters is in
the eleventh to twelfth century style.

With the help of available photographs, large portions of the inscription
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have been successfully deciphered. The relevant portions of the inscription
deciphered so far are revealing.

The Vishnu-I-Iari Temple Inscription from Ramjanmabhumi, Ayodhya
The first line of the twenty-line inscription, deeply engraved on an approximately
S feet x Z feet fine-grained sandstone slab, has only very few words preserved-
it is largely found effaced anciently.

The fourth line speaks of jannrahfrumi f birthplace} and a deuakufa {House
of Gods].

The thirteenth line gives the name of the king who built the temple: Govinda
Chandra.

The fifteenth line contains the name of the deity to whom the temple was
offered: Vishnu-Hari. This line also graphically describes the magnificence of
the temple and the excellence of its stone architecture, the sfiikfrara [spire] of
which rose like a lofty mountain, topped with a kafaslra {pinnacle} of fa-imya
{gold}. The king claims that no rrripari (king) before him could ltrftam {construct}
such an adhfzat {wonderful} and srrrtdara [beautiful] temple.

The seventeenth line informs us that the temple was built at Ayodhya which
was full of tall and imposing temples in the Saket mandala [district]. Here he got
constructed sabasrarrr (thousands ofj ltsipa (wells) and radagas {tanks}.

In the nineteenth line the king compares himself with Vishnu who, in his
Varnaoa incamation, humbled the pride of Bali Rafa, and who, in his Rama
incarnation, vanquished Dasfranan, i.e. Havana {Stpasayamyaor uanarn rarre
kureanam Baliraja haf:-udafarrarn ftrirua cha bfrat-wiltramarr kleft-'t-"dfl¢flI.$If:Ifi
Dasharrana. . .

Dr T.P. Verma of Banaras Hindu University, who deciphered the name of
the king Govinda Chandra, occurring in the thirteenth line, informs us through
his press statement issued on I2 january 1992 from Varanasi, that at Sarnath
located near Varanasi, there is an inscription of Kumara Devi, the queen of king
Govinda Chandra, which states that: ‘Hari {i.e. Vishnu), who had been com-
missioned by Hara [i.e. Shiva}, in order to protect Varanasi from the wicked
Turushka {i.e. Muslim) warrior, as the only one able to protect the earth, was
again born from him, his name being renowned as Govinda Chandra.‘ Thus,
both in the Ayodhya and the Sarnath inscriptions, the king Govinda Chandra has
been compared with Vishnu, in terms of the extraordinary valour with which he,
like Vishnu, conquered the wicked and protected the earth.

jala Stone: Each of the four faces of the sfriftlrara of a temple carries one
broad vertical projection or facet decorated with a screen called fala, same as
fafi. lt is created with intricately carved slabs, using the stencil technique in
which crevice?bf the floral designs are deeply cut to create a light and shade
effect. It is the head stone with pointed end, beautifully carved all over. Similarly,
carved stones were recovered on 13 _|une and 11 October 1991.

Ceiling Stone: The fragment of a huge slab of black stone with broad strip
borders, intricately carved with meandering creepers. The central part has a
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partly preserved big roundel set in a rectangle. The whole composition is that of
a nran.-zfala. This too is embellished with floral designs very minutely carved.

Running Frieze: A beautiful temple must also have beautiful decorations
inspired from the elements of nature. Here is a long frieze of multi-petalled
flowers vigorously curving and forming interconnected roundels. One can observe
thick lime plaster still sticking to the deep crevices of the designs. Evidently, it
was used as a block of stone for making the wall with the carved side facing the
core.

Duara-Sbakha with Vaisbnat-'a Images: A highly weathered block of stone
with four decorated vertical facets on either side of the central face which is divi-
ded into rectangular panels set one above the other. The upper frame shows the
image of Vishnu with the usual attributes in hands—sf:anH:a, cfrakra, gada and
pndn:.—.:—and a long necklace of flowers, called i-anamala. The lower frame
shows the image of Parashurama, seated cross-legged and holding a battle-axe in
right hand. lt may be dated to the tenth to eleventh century so. It, therefore,
appears to be older than many of the other examples by a century or more.

Sandstone Pillars with Carved Brackets: There are half-a-dozen sandstone
pillars topped with carved brackets with rolled-up outer ends. The present example
shows the moulding of the rolled-up end of a bracket.

Decorated Doorjarnb: It is the central piece of an impressive doorjamb
with four parallel facets decorated with beautifully carved floral and geometric
designs.

Head offllrairana: Carved in buff sandstone, the head of Bhairava shows
jatannknta [matted hairj, up-turned front teeth, large eyes, arched eyebrows and
long sharp nose. Stylistically, it is datable to the eleventh to twelfth century. It
may be recalled that on 13 ]une 1992 an image of Uma—Maheshwara of the
same period was found from an ancient mound called ‘Nala‘, located some 2.00
metres south of the janmabhumi.

[From HIP Today, 1-15 February 1993, pp. 13-1?.]

20. The Indian History Congress's Censure of the Illegal
Excavations at Ayodhya

The Indian History Congress has for the last several years repeatedly called upon
the authorities concerned to protect and conserve historical monuments, and has
drawn attention to the danger posed to them by organieed communal forces. It
shares the anguish and sense of indignation voiced by the President and the
people of India at the demolition of the Babri Masjid at Ayodhya oh 6 December
1992.

This Congress cannot but deplore the inaction and tacit encouragement
given to the perpetrators of the outrage by the government of Uttar Pradesh. It
also fails to understand why, despite belated recognition of the 450-year-old
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structure as ofhistorical importanoe, the Governrnent of India persistently refused
to eittend to the building the protection enioined by the Ancient Monuments Act,
1953, and so failed to fulfil its own primary responsibility.

The Indian History Congress is also deeply perturbed at the way in which
in two distinct rounds the itrrrset-aks have been permitted to dig up the ground,
dmtroy evidence of stratification, and remove or destroy materials like the mosque
inscriptions. The ltarseualts have claimed ‘discoveries’ that, by their own admis-
sion, have been made in the total absence of archaeological control and of indepen-
dent observers. This Congress expresses its great regret at the unexplained abdi-
cation by the Archaeological Survey of lndia of its duty of preventing these
totally unlicensed and illegal excavations and of proceeding against those guilty
of these acts under the provisions of the Ancient Monuments Act and the rules
framed thereunder.

The Congress wishes to express its grave concern at the principle implicitly
accepted by the Government of India in its reference to the Supreme Court, namely,
that a monument can be destroyed or removed if there are any grounds for assu-
ming that a religious structure of another community had previously stood at its
site. Such a post-facto rationalization of what was done on 6 December 1992
would place in jeopardy the fate of numerous historical monuments all over the
country, an increasing number of which are being targeted for destruction by the
communal forces. These must he protected at all costs.

The Congress deplores unequivocally the acts of destruction of all places of
worship which have talten place in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh after 6
December 1992 or earlier.

[From Proceedings of time Indian History Congress, 53rd Session (1992-93), Warangal,
1993, pp. '.T"35-3'1]

21. Sushil Srivastava on Korsetiak Archaeology

On 19 December 1991, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad proudly proclaimed that it
had irrefutable evidence to prove that the Ba bri Masjid had been raised after the
destruction of a Ram temple. The aggressiveness was evident in its declaration
that the archaeological ‘discoveries’ had been made by the ltarseuolts from the
walls of the mosque. {This was probably said to convince the incredulous that the
ltarseuaks were not just a bunch of unruly elements but did have a sense of
history.) As in earlier VHF statements, there was a slight difference of opinion
over the manner in which the collection of the relics of the past had been made.
Some said that the karseucks had worlted with care during the demolition and
had preserved the archaeological and historical evidence. Others said that the
archaeological finds were dug up from the debris of the mosque.

The archaeological ‘discoveries’ collected so laboriously by the itarsevoks
were first placed on open display. But soon after, for reasons unknown, they were
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locked and sealed in a room in the Ram Katha Kunj in Ayodhya. {It is rather sur-
prising that the ’finds’ should remain sealed when the Ramlalla temple has been
kept open for darsban.] Police records show that over 300 items have been sealed:
they consist of an assortment of very different items including stone slabs, parts
of pillars, statues, bells, umbrellas and many others. Although we did not get to
see these archaeological ‘finds’, we were lucky enough to see photographs of
them at the local VHP office in Ayodhya.

The historians of the VI-IP camp appeared very excited about the ‘d iscoveties’
and demonstrated the photographs with glee. However, in the process they inten-
tionally or otherwise relegated their oft-repeated claims about the black-stone
pillars inside the Babri Masjid and the controversial beam supporting the arch to
the backyard. At the VHP headquarters in Ayodhya the photographs of the ‘discov-
cries’ were shown to us by Dr Devendra Swaroop Aggarwal, Director of the RS5-
sponsored Deendayal Research Institute. He was kind enough to give us a commen-
tary on all the discovered items. He rejected several photographs, saying that
they were of objects that were kept at the Ram Chabutra before the demolition of
the mosque. He held out two photographs and said that they proved conclusively
that the mosque had been raised by destroying a Hindu temple. One of the photo-
graphs was of a huge sandstone slab [see Muralidha tan, I993] with inscriptions
in Sanskrit written in the Nagari script and the other was of a black marble
image. According to Swaroop, the image was that of Kondanda Rama.

Dr Swaroop told us that most of the ‘finds’ were retrieved from the walls of
the mosque. He seemed anxious not to raise the issue of the in sittt state of the
archaeological discoveries. In order to create a deviation from the issue he began
by giving us the details of how the mosque was destroyed. He said that the irat-
sevaks first climbed atop the domes and sta rted bashing them with hammers and
iron bars. Failing to make a dent on the domes, the ltarseualrs decided to tear
down the walls. According to him, this was an easy task because the walls were
weak. He explained that the walls consisted of two columns of stone slabs and
that the space between them was filled with the rubble of the destroyed ancient
temple. It was clear that the details of the walls as related by him made the quest-
ion of the in sits: state of the discovered relics completely irrelevant. However,
despite the attempt of Dr Swaro-op to provide a rational explanation for the
‘finds’, it was clear that the historicity of the so-called archaeological discoveries
was as doubtful as his claim that the walls of the mosque were very weak.

I had visited the Babri Masjid several times before its demolition on 6 Decem-
ber 1991. I had then found the walls to be extremely strong. The walls consisted of
13-inch square stone slabs which were well plastered. Historical evidence also
supports the fact that the mosque was a solid structure. H.R. Nevill observed in
the Gazetteer of Faiaabad district that the mosque was a complete and solid struc-
ture. He wrote that there was a belief that three important places of Hindu worship
had been destroyed by the Mughal emperors and mosques had been constructed in
their place: the Mughal emperor Babar had raised a mosque at the janmasthan
temple and Aurangzeb had constructed mosques on the sites of the Swargadwar
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and Treta-lta-Thakur temples in Ayodhya. He added that while the mosques said
to have been constructed by Aurangzeb were in ruins, the one raised by Babar still
stood majestically tblevill, 1905, pp. 1?3-TF4}.

The two mosques at the Swargadwar and the Treta-ka-Thakur were struc-
tures of Lukhauri bricks, while the Babri Masjid was made of stone. As a result,
the latter proved to be a far more lasting building than the other two mosques.
The solidness of the mosque can also be assessed from an incident which took
place in 1934. On 17 April 1934, the day when Eid-ua-Zuha was celebrated with
the sacrifice of a cow in Ayodhya, the Babri mosque was attacked. The Bairagis
and other armed men came from Amava House, climbed on to the mosque, and
remained atop the dome for over an hour, damaging the central and north domes.
The police then arrived and removed the attackers. The local administration
imposed a penalty on the people living in the vicinity of the mosque and repaired
the domes. Parts of the destroyed domes with bricks can be seen in the debris of
the mosque. ‘With the Masjid in such a solid state, one wonders if it was possible
for men armed with only hammers, iron bars and ropes to demolish the structure
in less than five hours. However, whatever the mode of demolition, it is difficult
for one to be convinced that it was possible to dig out items of archaeological
interest from the debris. And given the reality of the huge blocks of the dome and
the large stone slabs falling down, it was equally impossible to retrieve anything
from the walls.

However, there are some significant pieces of evidence to be found either
half-buried or on the surface of the debris of the demolished mosque: these had
apparently escaped the attention of the korset-tales. There is a black stone pillar
covered with vermillion at the foot of the stairs leading to the entrance of the
Ramlalla temple. There is also part of a long beam of black stone that lies half-
buried in the rubble to the north of the mound on which stood the Babri Masjid.
In the past a controversy arose regarding the use of a beam below the arch; some
argued that the use of a sandalwood beam indicated Hindu antecedents for the
mosque. The portion of the beam that lies half-buried in the debris of the mosque
is of the same black stone that had been used for the pillars for the building.

That the black stone was very strong is evident from the fact that it had
been used to provide support to the building of the mosque. As I have pointed out
lfirivastava, 1991: 90-91}, during the period of the Sha rqi rulers the art of raising
an arch had not been mastered and therefore a beam had been used to provide a
support to the arch. This kind ofarch is evident in the majority of Sharqi buildings.

Pillars
Pillars had been used by the builders of the Babri Masjid to provide support to
the building. These pillars are intricately carved and are of black stone—-mistaken
by some people for laosauti stone. Dr 5.P. Gupta, who has been active in the effort
to prove the ‘Hindu’ antecedents of the mosque, claimed in an article published
in the Indian Express of 2 December 1990 (Gupta, 1990} that the black stone
pillars with the carvings proved beyond all doubt that the mosque had been
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raised with material from a demolished temple. He contended that the carvings
on the pillars securely dated it to the eleventh century so. ‘The style is called
"Late Pratiharv“ or “Ghadvala”. . . . Obviously the temple was established in
the eleventh century. It continued to be in use till the end of the fifteenth century’.
Dr Gupta further asserted that ‘the black stone is schistose of the black slate
variety which is found only in the Garhwal-Kumaon region . . . of this stone
hundreds of images were carved in the past and can be seen in temples, for
example, the Vishnu image in the Badrinath temple.’

Dr Gupta clearly propounded this thesis with the purpose of providing an
exclusively Hindu origin to the pillars. However, it is also clear that he had not
done proper homework before making the assumption. If the black stone had
been brought from the quarries of the Garhwal—Kumaon region, then what could
have been the mode of transport? It must have been difficult to bring such huge
stone blocks downhill either by land or by river. The account provided by Mont-
gomery Martin in a work published in 1838 provides a more rational explanation
for the presence of black stone pillars in Ayodhya. Martin compiled a report on
the geology, mineralogy, botany, agriculture, commerce and the people of eastern
India for the East India Company. While providing details of the rocks to be
found in Mungger, he wrote:

One of the best of these stones is a very fine-grained hornblende in mass, containing
small crystals of the same matter, and of greyish black colour. There is a good
quarry of it near Ivlasumgunj, where a few workmen have been long employed in
cutting blocks, from whence images of Siva are finished at lvlungger and sent all
over Bengal. . . . By far the greater part of the stones of this class that I saw were,
however, schistose or slaty, but none of them, at least by the native artists, that I
tried, could be split sufficiently thin for roofing slates. Some of them are perhaps
argillites, but the greater part is of schistose hornblende. The crystallirations, and
that therefore is the nearest an argillaceous slate, has somewhat a bluish hue, but
in general they are black, or intensely darlt grey, with a silky lustre, and sometimes
of a fibrous as well as of a slaty texture; and most of them contain small plates, I
presume of hornblende. They take an imperfect polish; and when rubbed by a
pencil of the same substance, leave a grey streak. . . . (Martin, 1333: 183-34).

The huge blocks of black stone could have been brought through Gaya to
Ayodhya. A river connects lvlungger with Gaya and Ayodhya is connected to
Gays by the river Ganga, which is joined by the river Ghagra. And if Gaya was
the junction between lvlungger and Ayodhya, this also explains the intricate style
of carvings on the pillars: Gaya was a famous centre of very fine craftsmanship.
Professor Krishna Dev, an authority of Indian temple art and architecture, when
shown photographs of the pillars some time ago, noted that the style of ca tvings
was representative of the Ga ya style. He placed the carvings in the period between
the ninth and the eleventh centuries an, and added that the art was reminiscent of
the Pala-Sena dynasty [Srivastava, 1991: E1}. This convinces one that the carved
pillars had indeed been brought from Gaya.
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A number of black stone carved pillars could be seen in the Ayodhya and
Faitabad area. Fourteen pillars, each six feet high, were embedded in the walls
of the mosque in Ayodhya. Two more such pillars were to be found buried upside
down at the head of the grave of a local ‘saint’, Musa Ashiqan. The grave was
situated at the foot of the huge mound to the north of the demolished Babri
Masjid. These pillars were only three feet above the ground. {Today the grave
and the pillars at its head are missing from their situation.) Another pillar, also
of blacl: stone and with a similar style of carvings, is to be found in the Faiaabad
Cantonment. Yet another carved blaclt stone pillar, about three feet high, is to be
seen at the Janmasthan temple situated inside the Kausalya Bhavan in Ayodhya.

The fourteen black stone pillars used as support inside the Babri lvlasiid,
the two pillars at the head of the grave of lvflusa Ashiqan and the one in Faiaabad
Cantomnent are carved in a similar style and therefore can be dated to the period
between the ninth and eleventh centuries AD. However, the one at the entrance of
the janmasthan temple inside the Kausalya Bhavan is carved in a style belonging
to a later period (fourteenth century an}.

It has been argued that as human figures were carved on the pillars, they
were un-Islamic and therefore Hindu. However, the carving of human figures
cannot be said to be exclusively Hindu because Buddhist and jain temples also
have human figures carved on pillars. In fact, a study of similarly carved pillars
in Ayodhya and Faieabad clearly shows that those embedded in the walls of the
mosque did not have human figures carved on them. It was the pillars located at
the head of the now missing grave and in the Faiaabad Cantonment that had
human figures carved on thern. The sketch of the pillar inside the mosque provided
by Montgomery Martin also does not show any human figure carved on it.

It should be added that S.P. Gupta’s earlier contention that the black stone
pillars inside the Babri Masjid stood on brick-built bases is suspicious in the light
of the evidence unearthed by the ilrarsetralts. The uprooted pillar lying at the foot
of the steps leading to the temporary temple of Rarna completely undoes the
theory of brick-built bases. The base of the pillar tells a very different story: had
it been of brick, some remnants of that would have been sticking to the bcittom of
the pillar and the portion of the pillar inside the brick base would have been
larger.

Persian Inscription
There were two inscriptions in Persian on the walls of the Babri Masjid. One was
on the outside wall below the arch in the centre and the other was inside the
mosque above the pulpit. The one that was on the outside was said to be the
order of the lviughal emperor Babar for the construction of the mosque. The one
inside above the pulpit praised the place as one where angels had alighted.

The inscription on the outside wall was considered extremely important
with regard to the construction of the mosque. It was difficult to read this inscription
because it was at a very high level and also because it had become illegible.

However, the inscription had been reproduced by Francis Hamilton Buchanan
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in 1313-14 and again by Mrs Beveridge in 1922. There is a slight difference in
the two reproductions and it is now difficult to confirm either of them. Buchanan
writes that he had got a ritoului to write out the inscription for him. The rnoult-i
in his enthusiasm also reproduced the history of the construction of the Babri
Masjid as it was related in local folklore. The story was that Babar had come to
Ayodhya long before he became the local saint, Musa Ashiqan. This story shows
that in Ayodhya myth-ma lting was not the prerogative of one religious community.

In my book The Disputed Mosque {Srivastava, 1991], I pointed out that the
style of calligraphy in the two inscriptions was very different, leading one to
believe that they could not have been installed at the same time. I had then sus-
peered that when Hindu claims over the mosque started growing. the inscription
on the outside could have been put up so as to strengthen counter-claims over the
building. Buchanan‘s reproduction of the inscription supports this assumption.
However, it is now difficult to confirm that the style of calligraphy in the two
inscriptions was different because both inscriptions have been lost. The karsevalts
who are claimed to have had such a keen sense for history failed to piclt up the
inscriptions that were in Persian.

Among the photographs displayed by the VHF was one showing the upper
part of the inscription that was on the outside wall of the mosque, but the photo-
graph showcd only the top line of the six+line inscription.

The jaipur Raia's Map
In the very recent past, the VHF claimed to have unearthed another very significant
piece of evidence to ‘prove’ the Hindu antecedents of the mosque in Ayodhya. It
was reported in the press that Professor R. Hath of Rajasthan had received a
copy of a map showing the Ramianmabhumi temple in Ayodhya. It was said that
the map had been in the possession of Sawai Raia _|ai Singh of jaipur and that his
family had given it to Professor Hath, who now claims that a Hindu temple com-
plex had been built by Raja jai Singh at the disputed site in Ayodhya. There is no
historical evidence to support the claim that Sawai Raja ]ai Singh ever came to
Ayodhya. It may be mentioned that jai Singh ruled during the period 1593 to
1?43. For the first part of this period, there was turmoil in Awadh; then in 1'i"2O
the political situation changed when Sadat Khan settled the province and once
again the significance of Ayodhya rose. It is impossible to imagine that Raia ]ai
Singh could have come during this time to Ayodhya to construct a Rama temple.

Professor Nath should perhaps be informed that the presence of the ruling
family of jaipur in Ayodhya dates baclt to only the second half of the nineteenth
century. However, it is tnie that theJaipur family contributed towards the expansion
of the Ramanandi sect. I thinlt Professor Hath would agree that the Ramite sects
developed at a relatively late stage: they came into prominence during the closing
years of the seventeenth century. The Ramanandi sect received official recognition
in the first quarter of the eighteenth century at a conference held near jaipur
under the auspices of Sawai Raia jai Singh of Jaipur. It was after this that the
Ramanandi sect started spreading across northern India. In Ayodhya, the first
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akhara {religious order] belonging to the Ramanandi sect was founded by Sant
Govindadasa. He had earlier belonged to the Ninnohi akhara, but after returning
from the conference in Jaipur he established the new order at Ramtirtha {Ramghat}.
This coincided in time with the establishment of the Nirvani alzlrarc at Hanuman-
tilla. It is thus clear that Jai Singh ruled at a time when the Vaishnava Bairagis
were gradually replacing the Saiva Sanyasins in the interior of Ayodhya.

After the suppression of the Great Revolt of 13$? the British government
started the task of land settlement. In the process, all naztrl land was distributed
and leased out. Those who had helped the British during the 185? uprising were
rewarded. The Fyertbad District Gazetteer of 190$ noted that ‘The Hayat Baltsh
and the Fa rat Baksh, formerly royal gardens, have now passed into Hindu hands.
The former was assigned to Pandit Uma Datt by the British Government, and the
latter is partly owned by the Raia of Jaipur and partly by the Digambari faqirs to
whom it was made over in pa rt compensation for the Guptar park in the Canton-
ment‘ (Hevill, 1905: 175-'76}. Today it is difficult to trace the Farat Baksh; how-
ever, one can reach it by arriving at the Digambari aftlrara, situated in the north
of the city on the banks of the river. This area is now heavily populated and there
are several old temples to be seen. It appears that a sltetch-map of this area has
misled Professor Hath into believing that originally the Ramianmabhumi temple
was situated on these grounds.

Blaclt Marble Image
An image made of black marble is said to have been ‘discovered’ by the ftarsevalts
in the rubble of the mosque: this is also being hailed as significant evidence. The
stone of this image is similar in texture to that of images found in the temple of
‘Kale Ram‘. This temple is managed by lvlaharashtrian priests who contend that
the images in their possession came originally from inside the Ramjanmabhumi
temple. A close look at these images makes one wonder if they could possibly be
statues of Hindu gods. It is probable that the image of ‘Kodantla Rama‘ {the
recently discovered black marble image has been claimed by the VHP to be that
of Kondantla Rama}, like the images of the Kala Ram Mandir, was a discovery
made back in the 13605: during that -decade, a number of images were retrieved
from the mrla that dropped into the river. Two pandits sta rted claiming that the
images were of Lord Jagannatha; they said that they had been blessed with a
dream in which Jagannatha himself had told them that the local people could
have His drrrslrart in Ayodhya. The pandits made a considerable amount of money
on the basis of this claim until a purobit arrived and declared that the images
were of the gods of ‘Bhar‘, who were the enemies of Hindus [see Carnegy, 1366,
and Benet, 1B?T"'). We must therefore bear in mind that black marble images are
extremely misleading.

The iltarset-raft archaeological ‘finds’ therefore emerge as an assortment of a
dubious nature, a collection that cannot support claims about the existence of a
temple commemorating the birthplace of Rama on the site of the Babri Masjid.
This attempt of the VHF to glorify the archaeological ‘discoveries’ of the ilzrrrseuolts
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seeks to attribute holiness to the criminal act of the lzarsetraits. These so-called
remains of the past can in no way claim to be parts of the Rama temple that
never was.

Benet, lilll.C., 1B'??, Gazetteer of tire Frotrirtce of Cludft, Calcutta.
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January 1993.
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[From Frotttlirre, Z6 lvlarch 1993.]

22. Irfan Habib on ‘I-Iistorical’ Rationale for
Babri Masjid Demolition

The present Prime Minister of India flagged off the notorious ratiryatra and the
present Home Minister personally led the final assault on the Babri Ivlasiid,
effecting its destruction on 6 December 1992. The Government of India, which
had promised to protect the structure, loolted the other way, and the Supreme
Court punished the brazen defiance of its own stringent orders by just detaining
one person for one day. No one, including the present Home Minister, has been
brought to justice as yet. [Apparently iustice for some people, like rioters, has
very short arms!) Once the destruction of the 4'15-year—old mosque had taken
place, it began to be justified by the Sangh Parivar on various grounds. The
demolition was loudly proclaimed to have been a great act of ‘nationalism,’ a
second and greater Dandi March, as it were—though this act brought only shame
and dishonour to the country. For the less unsophisticated, there was another
argument: the destruction was necessary since it had at last yielded evidence
showing that the Masjid was indeed built at the site of an earlier Ramjanmabhumi
temple. For the last ten years this ‘evidence’ has been trumpeted about as absolutely
confirming the rioters‘ rationale for pulling down the mosque.

Ill-Founded Claim
Before one studies the ‘evidence’ allegedly uncovered, it is important to note that
the securing of such evidence by the act of destruction was very much in the mind
of the BJP and the Sangh Parivar much before the final act of vandalism. There
was till then no acceptable proof that the Babri Masjid had been built at the site
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of a Hindu temple. If such had indeed been the case, it was, to say the least, very
strange that none of the fourteen inscribed Persian verses of the time of the original
construction (1523-29) {fully published in the official Epigraphia lrtdica, Arahic
and Persian Supplement, 196$, pp. 58-62) even remotely mentioned this. Surely,
given the intolerance attributed to the mosque builders, the destruction of the
earlier temple should have figured prominently in these verses as a meritorious
act. As the ‘Historians’ Report to the Nation’ by R.5. Sharma, M. Athar Ali,
D.l"~l. Jha, and Suraj Bhan [1 991} conclusively showed, there was no reference in
any of the several relevant documents to the mosque having been built on the site
of a temple. Hot until nearly 250 years after its construction was such a claim
made; and a British reporter before whom this was stated in 1311 still considered
it ‘very ill-founded‘. Faced with such lack of substance, the Parivar had turned to
‘archaeology’ and so to Professor B.B. Lal, the creator of ‘Mahabharata archae-
ology’, who, in his search for a ‘Ramayana archaeology,’ had received generous
supply of public funds under the Congress regime. He had dug near the Babri
Masjid, on which he had given a report in 19?6—?? (lrtcliatr Archaeology: A
RH-litltf, 19T"6—??, p. $3}. In 1990', in an article in the RS5 mouthpiece Mai-sthan
{October 1990], he sought to reinterpret his earlier report, arguing that some
‘pillar-bases‘ he had found had really carried pillars of the extension of the original
temple at whose site the Babri Masjid had been allegedly built. The suggestion
was a sheer piece of speculation, and D. Mandal, in his Ayodhya: Archaeology
after Demolition H993, pp. 26-40}, has exposed, by meticulous analysis, the
baselessness of Lal’s suppositions. Lal was apparently himself conscious of the
weakness of his hypothesis and so began to argue that the truth could be found
out only when one was able to dig under the foundations of the Babri Masjid-
that is, if the Masjid was first demolished! The idea, therefore, had germinated
that evidence could be secured for planted] while destroying the Ba bri Masjid.

A preview of what could be expected was provided during the illegal transfer
by the BJP government of a large area of land adjacent to the Babri Masjid to the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad. It was claimed that while ‘the ground was being levelled’
in June 1992, a pit was encountered from which certain iconographic sculptures
were recovered. It was strange that when these sculptures were ‘found’, the
Archaeological Survey of India was not informed—as is legally binding in the
case of antiquities—to enable it to examine them its situ [in their original position}.
Rather, their discovery was suddenly announced by the VHP and they were
pronounced by such ‘experts’ as Swaraj Prakash Gupta {who has done no work
on early medieval sculpture) as belonging to the eleventh century. It seems certain,
on the other hand, that the sculptures do not belong to a single period at all, but
range in their individual dates from the seventh to the sixteenth century [R.S.
Sharma in The Hindu, 10 November 1992}, and thus could not have all come
from the same temple. Furthermore, as Mandal points out, the colouration of
some of the objects suggests that they have remained only partly buried, and
could not thus have been talten out from a pit I-Ayodhya: Archaeology after
Demolition, pp. 44-45}. There is every likelihood then that these sculptures were
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simply brought from outside at a time when the VI-IP and the BJP, through the
state government, had full and absolute control of the site. This explains their
various dates and varied decolouration.

We then come to the day of the destruction. On 6 December 1992, as the
mosque was being destroyed, an inscribed slab was found embedded within its
wall between behind the right and central domes {as one looks from the westj—
so it was claimed. Now in the Babri Masjid, as in all major medieval buildings
of the time, the thick outer wall essentially comprised two walls, which enclosed
between them a large amount of ‘rubble’, i .e. brickbats, stone fragments, etc.,
mixed with lime mortar. The claim was that the inscribed slab came from this
space. The inscription is said to have fallen from the wall during the demolition,
from a height of nearly 3 metres above the ground. According to the VI-IP's own
witness, an RS5 journalist, the slab as it fell was much covered by mortar. But
the slab, now being presented as the one that allegedly fell off the wall, is in a
seemingly mint-fresh condition. There is no trace of mortar on it on any side,
even on the back, nor are there any marks that must result if the strong medieval
mortar was later removed from it. It has obviously remained totally untouched
by mortar, whether in its original position [wherever it was} lilo mortar was used
in pre-Muslim buildings, in India] or later. It must, therefore, have come like the
pit-sculptures from some private collection, and certainly not from the Babri
Masjid.

‘While the inscription is certainly a plant as far as the mosque is concerned,
it does not seem itself to be a forgery, and may palaeographically be placed
within a long period, eleventh to fourteenth centuries. Compared to the script of
other Gahadavala-period {eleventh to twelfth centuries} inscriptions, it has some
archaic and some modern forms, so that the range of time cannot be further
narrowed down on purely palaeographic principles. The word mandira used for
a temple [and not, as in earlier inscriptions, a court} suggests a late rather than
an earlier date. There may therefore be some room for doubt about its belonging
to the twelfth century. But, even if we grant that it was inscribed in the twelfth
century at Ayodhya [for which it uses the name Saketa], it does not at all say
what the VHF claims for it.

'v"HP‘s Case
The lv"HP’s case has been put in a book of over 1110 pages, Ayodhya ha ltihas
euam Puratattt.-"a, jointly authored by 5.R Gupta, the principal RS5 archaeologist,
and T.P. Verma, a litigant at the Allahabad High Court lLucknow bench) on
behalf of the VI-IP in the Babri Masjid case. By the device of giving only a free
translation and a highly imaginative commentary {pp. 1?5—'??], the reader is
made to understand that the inscription was set up at the temple built on the
exact site of Lord Rama’s birth {Ramjanmahhumi}, and that this temple itself
was reconstructed at that site because the earlier one had been destroyed by Mus-
lim marauders, and it was in its own turn destroyed again in 152 3-29 for building
the Babri Masjid.
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The fact is that the inscription says nothing of the kind. The Janmabhumi it
speaks of has nothing to do with Lord Rama's bitthsite. We can do no better than
quote the translation of KN. Ramesh, a VH1-" witness, but an epigraphist of repute
and a former Director of Epigraphy, ASI. This translation has actually been
presented by the VHF as a document at the High Court in the Babri Masjid case.
Ramesh translates the crucial lines 4-5 as follows: ‘Noble was that very family
[of the local rulers], which was the birth-place {janrnabhunri} of valour which
had successfully removed the sufferings of the other llfishatriyal clans’. There is
thus here no reference to any particular site as a Janmabhumi, let alone of Rama,
but only to an aristocratic family that was a source of valour among its members.

We then come to lines 14-15, which refer to a Vishnu-Hari temple. Ramesh
holds that the builder of the temple was Meghasutra, who had superseded Anaya-
chandra as lord of Saketa [lines 13-14]. Katti, another professional epigraphist,
interpreting these lines, holds that it was Ananyachandra who was made the lord
of Saketa and who built the temple. In either case, the temple was not important
enough to involve the Gahadavala sovereign, Govindachandra [so 1114-.54}
himself, whose capital was Varanasi.

Moreover, it is by no means certain that this inscription was set up within
the temple it mentions. It says that MeghasutraiAnayachandra built a beautiful
temple for the god Vishnu-Hari; and ‘this’ (id.-:tin} great work was on a scale not
achieved by earlier kings. (Ramesh’s translation may here be compared with
Katti’s, for the placing of the adjective ‘this’.}

‘What is, however, of crucial importance is that the inscription nowhere
refers to the temple being ‘reconstructed’. On this, there is full agreement between
the translations by Ramesh and Katti and the description of its contents by the
late Ajay Mitra Shastri, a reputed epigraphist. All mention it as being simply
‘built’, ‘erected’, etc.

No Reference to Muslims
Finally, there is the alleged reference to Muslims, which, as we shall see, is of
crucial importance to the ‘v"HP’s case. Lines 19-2'11 in Ramesh’s translation read:
‘And now, the fierce arms of the ruler . . . annihilates even the fear caused by the
westerners lpashchatyasj.‘ So too A.M. Shastri. Katti more freely (but without
justification} reads ‘western enemies’; D.P. Dubey still more freely has ‘inimical
forces coming from the East and the West’. Yet practically all the translators,
except Dubey, make the reference apply to Muslims, especially the Ghaznavids.
But, first, though the word ‘westerners’ now comes to our lips easily {though not
for Muslims}, Muslims or the Ghaznavids have never, in any inscription or Sanskrit
text, been called pashchatjms. Moreover, not the Ghaznavids, but the Rashtrakuts
of Kanauj and Badaun, were the western neighbours of the Gahadavalas in the
first half of the twelfth century {see H.C. Ray, The Dynastic History ofNorthern
India, I, pp. 551-55], so that they rather than the Ghaznavids would be the
pashchatyas for anyone sitting at Ayodhya. Finally, pashchatya normally means
one coming in the future, so that the ruler praised was really warding off future
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I-dangers and not any current western‘ enemies.
We are thus left with an inscription brought from somewhere else, which

merely says that a local lord of Saketa, among other things, built a beautiful
temple for Vishnu-Hati. This was not built at the birth-site of Lord Rama, nor at
the site of any earlier temple. {Lord Rama is, indeed, not at all referred to in the
inscription.) There is no certainty at all, as we have seen, that the inscribed slab
was intended to be placed in the temple, the reference to which occupies only one
out of its twenty legible verses. The inscription, finally, has no reference at all to
any Muslim danger or any earlier temple having been destroyed by Muslims.

Measure of Ignorance
These points are important because according to the VHP's claims, as underlined
again and again by 5.1! Gupta and T.E Verma in their magnum opus, Ayodhya
ha ftilzas euam Pnrarattva, the birth-site of Lord Rama had always been known
and a temple had always stood there. If, by their own reading of the planted
inscription, the temple at that site needed to be built there in the twelfth century,
then, it could only have been because earlier still the Muslims must have come to
Ayodhya and destroyed the Ramjanmabhumi temple. These Muslims, they go on
to say, were led by Salar Masud {whose tomb is at Bahraich], a supposed nephew
of Mahmud of Ghaani {d. 1030}. Before we go further, let us first note that Salat
Masud is a pure figment of legend, not mentioned anywhere before the fourteenth
century, and the Mirat-i-Masiidi which professes to describe his exploits in detail
was composed as late as an 1611. Muhammad Naaim, in his Life and Times of
Suftan Mahmud ofGba-1I'Ifl(Pp- 13-14}, has no hesitation in dismissing the whole
story as ‘pious legend‘. But even if we take the ‘pious legend‘ for a fact, Ayodhya
figures nowhere in it. Salar Masud is shown in the Mirat-1'-Mas’nrfi as proceeding
from Multan to Ajodhan [Paltpattan on the Sutlejl, Delhi, Meerut, Satrilch (in
Barabanlti district, near Lucknow) and Bahraich, where he was killed. It is a
measure of S.P. Gupta’s and T11‘. Verma's ignorance that they talte Ajodhan to
mean Ayodhya, and then, as if to malte assurance double sure, identify Satrikh
too with Salter and so with Ayodhya (pp. 110-11]! Local tradition too relates
Salar Masud's story to Sattilth only {Bara Bamlri District Gazetteer, edited by
H.R. blevill, p. 266} and not at all to Ayodhya. Thus there is absolutely no
evidence that any temple at Ayodhya was vandalized or destroyed by Muslims in
or before the twelfth century.

This being the case, the "'v"HP‘s planted inscription turns against its own
case. If, indeed, there was a temple in which the inscription had been set up in the
twelfth century, it had nothing to do with Ramjanmabhumi, and there was no
previous temple at its site. The entire claim that Hindus all through history have
believed that Lord Rama was born exactly where Mir Baqi chose to build the
Babri Masjid, thus falls to the ground. As for the Babri Masjid having been built
at the site of any temple, let us now remember that all the archaeological evidence
adduced by VHF is heavily tainted. No professional archaeologist was allowed
to be present when the claimed ‘discoveries’ of the sculptures and the inscription
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were made. Their colour and surface condition cry out that they have been planted.
They can carry no weight with any historian worth his salt.

What the Sangh Parivar is doing in the case of the history of the Babri
Masiid is iust a sample of how it distorts the past of this country {as the new
NCERT textbooks have so amply made clear]. This is all the more reason why it
is necessary to nail down all its lies and manipulations. The B_]P openly claims to
have come to power over the ruins of the Babri Masjid; it is time to show ever
more clearly that it has done so only by practising fraud and deception through
and through.
[From People's Democracy, ll December 1001.]

23. Historians’ and Archaeologists’ Protest at
Unauthorized Excavation, 1? September 1996

A recent reported decision of the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court
throwing open the site and alleged remains or artifacts attributed to excavations
conducted at the site of the Babri Masjid or Ayodhya in 1992 upon and after its
destruction, has raised great concern once again about the way archaeological
evidence is being sought to be produced for proving a special case.

The destruction of the Babri Masiid on 6 December 1992 was a flagrant
violation of law; the unauthorized ‘excavation’ thereafter was an offence corn-
mirted against the provisions of the Ancient Monuments Act; and there is no
explanation of the presence and activity by unauthorised persons on the site after
6 December 1992 when the site was occupied by security forces. There are,
therefore, grounds for the gravest suspicion about the genuineness of the artifacts
being shown or the images, etc., having been found at the site in situ.

We, therefore, demand that the Government of India should make it clear
why the Archaeological Survey of India has not talten action against the un-
authorized ‘excavation’ at the Babri Masjid site and surrounding area both before
and after 6 December 1992 in Ayodhya. We feel that the Archaeological Survey
should immediately take possession of the alleged artifacts, inscriptions and
sculptured pieces and permit their inspection by bona fide scholars, so that the
whole matter of their provenance may be thoroughly probed and clarified.

1. Professor Sutaj Bhan, Kurultshetra University
2. Professor R.S. Sharma, Patna
3. Dr Sita Ram Roy, former Director of Archaeology, Bihar, Patna
4. ILC. Singh, former Director of Archaeology, Uttar Pradesh, Luck now
5. Professor D. Mandal, Allahabad University
6. Professor M. Athar Ali, Aligarh Muslim University
?. Professor Irfan Habib, Aligarh Muslim University
3. Professor K.M. Shrimali, Delhi University
9. Professor D.l‘-l. ]ha, Delhi University‘
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10. Professor Iqticlar Alam Khan, Aligarh Muslim University
11. Professor P. Bhatia, Delhi University
12. Professor K.l‘\l. Panikkanjawaharlal Nehm University
13. Professor K.K.l'~l. Kurup, University of Calicut
14. Professor V. Rama Krishna, University of Hyderabad
15. Professor Anirudha Ray, University of Calcutta
16. Professor Suranian Das, Calcutta University
1?. Professor T.K.V. Subramanian, Delhi University

[From Muslim redo, 16?, November 1996, p. $05.]

24. D. Manda] on the ‘Discovery’ of the Inscription at Ayodhya

In a paper presented at a seminar of the Association for the Study of History and
Archaeology in Calcutta in February 19.99, Professor D. Mandal questioned the
very provenance of the inscription as claimed, and after micro examination found
that it was never recovered from the Babri Masjid.

The Inscription
The inscription is engraved on a slab of buff sandstone. It is rectangular in shape,
measuring about S feet in length and 2.25 feet in width. Its thickness is hardly
about I inches. It was intact at the time of discovery. Its right. upper portion
developed an oblique vertical crack during transit resulting in the damage of a
few letters towards the end of the first few lines. It has been observed that it is
probably incomplete, it ends abruptly with the name of Ayusthyachandra.

It bears a long inscription comprising twenty lines in the Nagari script dat-
able to about mid-twelfth century so. It commences with the salutation to Siva:
‘Om Namah Sivaya’. It was said to have been ‘fixed at the entrance of the
temple of Vishnu-Hari’. Its decipherment, as claimed, established the existence
of a Hindu shrine at this site, at least about four centuries prior to the erection of
the Babri mosque. . . .

First, about the environment of the area on 6 December 1992, the day the
controversial inscription was claimed to have been recovered. . . . That black
day, the area loolted like a segment of a battlefield of the days of the Mahabharata.
The road leading to the mosque was flooded with well-built young karseualts,
sadhus and sanyasis in violent mood and temper, holding high trislmlas and
talraars and chanting in high pitch ‘jai Shri Ram’, ‘fai Slrri Ram’. The emotionally
charged atmosphere was resonant with the sound of slranltlia, mrirlariga, glrant
and glrariyal and resounded with shamelessly communal and provocative slogans.
The motive of this march was obvious from the repeated slogan, ‘Eh dflaftli-‘a arrr
do, Babri Masjid tor do‘.

This was not all. By the afternoon of 6 December 1992 all entry points to
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the area were sealed. . . . The karseuaks played a key role in the so-called dis-
covery of the inscription and other remains of the temple. They identified, removed
and tool: them to Ramkatha Kunj.

‘What was the ltarseua? . . . Whatever it meant, it did start about 12.30 pm.
Vaipayee says, ‘the karseualts had stormed the structure at 12.3!) pm’. The so-
called discovery of the inscription was made under this constructed situation. It is
ridiculous to equate this chance discovery with those made in normal andlor
other situations. . . .

Of the actual place of its recovery, Ajay Mitra Shastri says that it was pres-
umably embedded in the lower portion of the wall, probably within about 4 feet
(‘The Hindu Temple at Ayodhya: Pre-Babri Mosque Sanskrit Inscription from
Ayodhya, World Archaeological Congress, Croatia, May 1993 1. One of the eye-
witnesses who located the inscription categorically states that it was, then, partly
hanging in the crumbling wall [S.P. Gupta, ‘An Archaeologist’s Open Letter‘ to
the Prime Minister, Organizer, Vol. 13, 1994).

State of Recording
As available from some of the dependable information two things are quite
obvious. First, that every bit of the demolition of the Babri Masjid was photograph-
ically recorded. Besides some historians and archaeologists, journalists both from
the print as well as electronic media from, perhaps, all over the world, were
there to record this event. The rninutest details of the performance of the ltarseualts
were recorded. . . .

B.B. Lal writes, ‘the contention of some historians that the inscribed slab
was surreptitiously placed there does not hold good’. He asserts there are photo-
graphs to contradict this stand. He mentions the two photographs published by
India Today on page 33 of its issue dated 31 December 1991. In this connection
he mentions also a slide {B.B. Lal‘s paper at the ‘World Archaeological Congress,
Croatia, 1998}.

. . . Referring to the inscription 5.P. Gupta says that: ‘This can easily be
made out from the amateur photographs and video films made hurriedly on the
spot by a few but leading archaeologists and press photographers which have
helped scholars to partially decipher it’. . . . It is surprising, however, that not a
single in sittt photograph of the inscription is available.

Secondly, what is also obvious is the fact that the inscription was photograph-
ically recorded only at the Ramltatha Kuni, a temporary hutment near the site.
That it was not photographed at the site of demolition is evidenced by the categori-
cal statements of some of the activists. . . . It has been also stated that the inscription
was photographed only on 7’ December at Ramkatha Kunj {Sudha Malaiya,
‘Archaeological Evidence of Ramianmabumi Temple, Ayodhya and the Role of
Media‘).

Yet another activist says: we ‘toolt its {inscription} first estampage, photo-
graphs and video films on 13 December 1992 between 11 am and 2 pm at Ram-
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katha Kunj in Ayodhya‘. The emphasis on the exact timing of the act done is
interesting, it plays a key role in the FIR.

Evaluation
The objective as stated above is to examine the question of provenance of the
controversial inscription. Shastri deciphered it and interpreted its contents. He
concluded that it was an ‘incontrovertible epigraphic evidence of a structure at
Ayodhya during the closing years of the eleventh century an. The inscribed slab-
was actually fixed on the entrance wall of this temple.‘ From this incontrovertible
evidence, if it is so at all, it appears that the original place of the inscription was
the ‘entrance wall of the temple‘. Its place was the temple, not the walls of the
Masjid. The temple, as claimed, existed below the Babri Masjid.

Thus, the question of its provenance, basically, is the question of the existence
of a temple below the mosque. If there was no temple below the mosque, then,
the provenance of the inscription, as claimed, becomes spurious.

We, therefore, propose to deal, first, with the question of the temple. We
have sufficient positive evidences which clearly show that there was no temple
below the mosque. These have been discussed in detailed in a book by this author.
The book has been submitted also to the Supreme Court (D. Mandal, Ayodhya:
Archaeology after Demolition].

It may be observed that, perhaps, none of the evidences contained therein
has been refuted, on an academic level, by any senior professional archaeologist
or historian till date, not even by those who pleaded for the existence of a temple
at the site. The archaeological credibility of these evidences is, thus, obvious. A
brief summary of the same may be relevant here.

No Temple: Positive Evidences
Of all the available archaeological material brought to light so far regarding the
mosque-temple issue, only those from the excavations carried out by B.B. Lal in
19?6-77’, near the mosque, actually count as primary archaeological evidence.
The other materials, particularly those collected in course of the ‘land-levelling
operation’ and ‘operation demolition‘ do not possess the merit of evidence. It
may be noted that all archaeological finds are not necessarily evidence.

Among the finds of Lal‘s excavation the most important, as used in the con-
troversy, is the discovery of a series of ‘burnt-brick pillar-bases‘. However, he
himself did not mention these finds in the initial report.

After about a decade or more these suddenly became crucial. It was in
October 1990 that La] first made the claim of these finds in the R55 magazine,
Mantlnrn. The entire thesis of the existence of a temple below the mosque, in fact,
rests mainly on the poor shoulders of these so-called ‘pillar-bases‘.

The following positive evidences not only refute the existence of the ‘pillar-
bases‘ but also prove that there was no temple at the site of the Babri Masjid.

1. There is clinching stratigraphical evidence to clearly show that the so-
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called ‘pillar-bases‘ were not contemporaneous. They belong to at least five differ-
ent sequential structural phases. The lack of contemporaneity means that what
has been called a series of ‘pillar-bases‘ never functioned as a single structural
unit.

2. Architecturally, these (pillar-bases] are too poor to bear the vertical load
of large-sized stone pillars, as frequently asserted. They are constructed of hap-
hazatdly laid brickbats, they show no use of the headers and stretchers method,
have no evidence of foundation pit, rest directly on living surfaces, and none of
the four faces of any of the bases forms a straight line, horizontally or vertically.

3. The available structural evidences show that the so-called ‘pillar-bases’
are actually the remnant portions of walls of different phases which formed room
complexes.

4. Regarding the discovery of a ‘hoard of stone sculptures‘ from a large pit,
there are several positive evidences which clearly show that it was in fact a big
hoax. For example, the evidence of violent digging, ignoring all norms of archae-
ological excavation; the evidence of the destruction of stratigraphic context; the
evidence of not having a single in situ photographic document of the sequential
stages of the so-called finds; the evidence of the marks of colour variation on the
sculptural pieces, are all clear indication of them being in two different physical
conditions simultaneously, i.e. partly buried and partly exposed. These conditions
evidently were not available in the pit.

5. Further, as to the evidence relating to the findings as derived from the
spatial distribution of the stone objects: about 340 square metres of the site were
dug, but the so-called ‘hoard material’ was confined to only about 5 square
meters. Strangely enough, the remaining 335 square meter area did not yield any
piece of stone architectural element. Why? lt is obvious.

6. Yet another and the most important positive evidence is the occurrence
of Islamic glazed ware from the upper levels of Lal’s excavations, firmly datable
to from fourteenth century an to the fifteenth century so. It clearly shows that
there was Islamic occupation at the site at least for about three centuries preceding
the construction of the mosque. The associated structural remains were portions
of room complexes. Thus, the question of there being a temple at the sire during
these three centuries does not arise at all.

The Claimed Provenance: No Positive Evidence
Let us now examine the provenance of the inscription as claimed. . . . The first
deals with that aspect due to which it could not be photographed in siru.

We believe that Shastri was not there to observe what he narrated of the
state of its recovery. Naturally, somebody else communicated him the details he
narrated. This somebody is expected to have witnessed the entire ‘operation
recovery‘. Evidently, there was also sufficient time, otherwise observations with
such minute details as narrated could not have been possible. For example, that
initially it was intact, not broken; that it was embedded in the lower portion of
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the wall; that it was there within about 4 feet, etc. Obviously time constraint was
not a problem.

The presence of photographers with film is evident from . . . positive
evidences. . . . It is misleading to propagate that the inscription in question could
not be photographed in situ as film was exhausted or photographers were not
allowed or there was no time in the ‘hum-drum‘. . . . The reality is that the
inscription was never in sitn, as claimed, either having been in the wall or lying
in the debris.

Now, the second aspect of the situation. It has been asserted that the objects
discovered in the mosque were found in ‘some sort of a compartment between
two walls behind the left and central domes’. Archaeologically, it may be possible
to verify minimally and without much difficulty, that a pair of walls was built
with a small gap between them. . . .

. . . The authenticity of an in-built construction may be investigated. . . .
Yet another dimension of the issue: imagine the situation. The domes were com-
pletely fallen, walls were falling, the remains of the temple including the inscrip-
tion started coming out, some were detached from the walls, several were hanging,
and many others still embedded with the _walls. Such a situation, naturally, would
have been extremely suitable to achieve the objective of ‘operation demolition’.

All the desired evidences were there in sitar. Strategically, it would have
been thus the most appropriate moment to stop the ‘operation’ immediately, so
that the entire evidences could have been shown to the world in situ. Had it been
so, the commanders of the ‘operation’ would have certainly stopped it. But they
did not do that. What they did was complete demolition. Why? Obviously, because
there was hardly anything in situ as claimed. Similar was the situation at the
time of the ‘operation levelling’ as well. Then too, the operation was not stopped
when the architectural stone pieces of the temple, as asserted, had started appearing
in a huge pit. Was there not an identical strategy with similar design in the two
‘operations’?

There is, in fact, not a single positive evidence in support of the recovery of
the inscription either from the wall or from its debris. . . . From the point of view
of archaeology, only a contextual photographic document can be considered as
positive evidence, particularly in such a controversial situation. Here the context
constitutes the walls, the debris, the setting and the environment of demolition. Is
there even a single contextual photograph of the inscription? Definitely, none.

The other means of investigating the authenticity of the discovery is, of
course, a physical and scientific examination of the inscription itself. If it was
secreted away in a compartment during the process of construction of the mosque
and, evidently, mortar and plaster were readily available at the spot, then there
is every reason to expect, under the situation, the presence of the remains of
mortar and plaster on the inscription.

A comparative study of the chemical composition of the same occurring on
the inscription, on the one hand, and that as used in the general construction of
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the Babri Masjid, on the other, may be quite fruitful.
The inscription may or may not be fa lce. However, its provenance is definitely

not the walls of the Babri Masjid as claimed. If it is a genuine inscription, and if
the information as contained therein is correctly interpreted, in that case, the
temple as referred to should be looked for somewhere else, as there was no
temple at the site of the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya. . . .

[From New Age, 11-1'?’ April 1999.]

Z5. Allahabad High Court's Order on Excavation,
of 5 March 2003

(10.5. No. 4 of1989
Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs dc Others
Versus
Gopal Singh Visharad {now deceased) 8-C others

Hon’ble Sudhir Narain, ].
Hon’ble 5.R. Alam, ].
Hon‘ble Bhanwar Singh, ].

One of the important issues in the suit is whether there was any temple.-‘structure
which was demolished and mosque was constructed on the disputed site. We took
the view that archaeological evidence will be of importance to decide such an
issue. We had made a suggestion in regard to excavation of the site in question
by an order dated 1.8.2002 and invited the suggestions from the parties in this
regard. It was further observed that till excavation order is passed the Archae-
ological Survey of India will get surveyed the disputed site by Ground Penetrating
Radar and Geo-Radiology and will submit its report in this regard.

Certain objection were filed challenging our power to suo moto exercising
such power. We rejected the objections on 23.10.2002 holding that the Court has
power to suo moto summon any witness to record evidence, to summon any
document from any person, to make local inspection or to appoint a commission
for investigation if it thinks necessary or expedient in the interest of justice.

The Archeological Survey of India placed the order for Ground Penetrating
Radar survey to Tojo—Vikas International Pvt. Ltd. It has conducted GPR survey
and has submitted report along with annexures on 1?th February 2003. The
conclusion in the report is as follows: [numbering is done by us}

1. In general terms, the main georadar features detected by the present
survey are ‘anomaly alignments’ across the main platform, north and south of
the Sanctum Sanctorum extending to the Ram Chabutra area, the high amplitude
‘tingy sequence’ towards the south, and the mound structures to the east.

2. In their cross-section appearance and their areal pattern, the ‘anomaly
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alignments‘ may correspond to a wall foundation of some sort. In the Ram
Chabutra area, the crossing patterns of those alignments and the different strati-
graphic units from where they {emerge} suggest that they belong to successive
construction periods rather than being contemporary to one another. As mentioned
earlier, similar indications of successive structures are shown in other areas of
the site such as shown on the example radar cross section 2 {Annex-D].

3. The [ringy and high amplitude} sequence in the southern portion of the
Ram Chabutra area extends across, the fences to the east to the main platform
area to cover a rather large area. This sequence may be indicative of a flooring
structure of some sort, possibly stone slabs if its origin in ancient.

4. A third type of buried structures covers the entire eastern boundary of
the site. It consists of buried mound structures with some internal texture or
structure indicative of collapsed material. Similar types of anomalies have been
detected to the southwest area just before the terrain slopes down.

5. Many small discrete anomalies have been detected in various depth.s—
from 0.5 to 5 .5 metres. Some of those anomalies appear to line up in some direc-
tions but could not be detected on some survey lines between them. As such they
have been referred to as ‘discontinuous alignment‘ on the geophysical interpretation
map of Annex A. They may correspond to pillars alignment, brolten-up sections
of wall foundations or fortuitous patterns or independent objects or natural
features.

6. In the zones of reworlted material or rubbles indicated on the map, little
penetration was achieved as the signal was severely scattered in those units. It is
possible that some of the trends or alignments stopping in those zones actually
also extend further.

7'. In the slope area to the west, which is undulating, filled with rubbles and
steeply dipping, only small anomalies were detected at relatively shallow depths.
They appear to line up somewhat as indicated on the map; however, the wider
line spacing and the poor data quality, on account of ground conditions in this
area, due to bad coupling of the antenna with the ground, makes this interpretation
difficult. This area as explained earlier is a debris zone where heterogeneous
material was apparently dumped from the upper platform and the origin of those
detected anomalies could also be debris.

3. We are also showing some indications on the map relative to the radar
signal that are most probably related to geological factors such as dipping layers,
recent fill sequence and zones of higher soil conductivity. They are part of the
geophysical interpretation.

9. ln conclusion, the CPR survey reflects in general a variety ofanomalies
ranging from 0.5 to 5.5 metres in depth that could he associated‘ with ancient and
contemporaneous structures such as pillars, foundations walls, sbh flooring,
extending over a large portion of the site. Hou-ever; the exact nature of those
anomalies has to he confirmed by systematic ground truthing, such as provided
by archaeological trenching.
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In para 9 of the report it is clearly stated that the exact nature of the structure,
pillars, foundation walls, slab flooring, etc., can be confirmed by excavation.

Learned counsel for the parties have filed objections to the report submitted
by Tojo-Viltas International {Pvt.} Limited. They have also submitted their
objections to the excavation as it was proposed in our order dated 1.3.2002.

We have heard Sri Abdul Mannan, Sri Zafaryab jilani and Sri Mushtaq
Ahmad Siddiqui, learned counsel appearing for plaintiffs, and, Sri ‘Jireshwar
Dwivedi, Sri M.M. Pandey, Sri R.L. Varma, Ranjana Agnihotri for the defendants,
in D.D.S. No. 4 of 1989, Sri Ved Praltash appearing for the plaintiffs in 0.0.5.
No. 5 of I939 and Sri P.L. Misra appearing for plaintiffs of 0.0.5. Ho. 1 of
I939. We have also heard Sri D.S. Randhava appearing for Union of India and
Sri R..S. Tripathi, learned Standing Counsel for the State of U.R

We deal with their objections in seriatum:
1. The first objection is that the report submitted by Tojo-Viltas International

{Pvt.] Limited cannot be read as substantive evidence in the suit unless it is duly
proved in accordance with law. It is urged that the persons who have prepared
the report must be examined in the Court and, secondly, the data collected by
Tojo~\liltas International [Pvt.} Limited should be made part of the record.

The report has been submitted on the basis of the results obtained by it by
Ground Penetrating Radar System. The data is coilected on the computer. It is
reflection of radar base and whenever any anomaly (in common parlance object}
was found it has noted it. It is itself not conclusive and the report itself says that
the measurements of geo-radar are based on the returning signals by a dielectric
constant change. It is only guidance to an archaeologist where to excavate. We
are not recording any finding in regard to any foundationlconstruction on the
basis of the report submitted by Tojo-Vikas International lPvt.} Limited. The
report itself states that the exact nature of anomaliesiobjects has to be confirmed
by systematic truthing such as provided by archaeological trench.

2. The second objections of the learned counsel for the plaintiff is that the
order of excavation will be in contravention of Section H2} of Acquisition of
Certain Area at Ayodhya Act, I993, which reads as under:

'.7{1j—In managing the property vested in the Central Government under Section
3, the Central Government or the authorized person shall ensure that the position
existing before the commencement of the Act in the area on which the structure
[including the premises of the inner and outer courtyards of such structure},
commonly known as the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid, stood in village Hot
Ram Chandra in Ayodhya pargana Haveli Avadh, in Tahsil Faiaabad Sadat, in the
District of Faiaabad of the State of Uttar Pradesh is maintained.

The aforesaid provision is a direction to the Central Government or the
authorized person that it shall ensure that the position existing before the com-
mencement of the Act in the area which the structure, including the premises of
inner and outer courtyards of such structure, comtnonly known as Ramjanmabhumi
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—Babri Masjid is maintained. There is no direction for the Court restraining it in
passing appropriate order in regard to trace out any evidence, which is underneath
the land.

3. The third objection is that the Hon‘ble Supreme Court passed an order
on 14th October 1994 in Dr M. Isnraii Faruqni and others tr. Union of India and
others. fI 994) 6 SCC 360, vvherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court in paragraphs B6
and 8? directed for maintaining status quo. Further the judgement of the High
Court dated 23rd February I996 was challenged before the Hon’ble Supreme
Court and in that appeared an order was passed on 10.5.1996 directing the
parties to maintain status quo. It is contended that as the Hon'ble Supreme Court
has passed the order to maintain status quo, this Court should not do anything
which amounts to violation ofthe order passed by the Apex Court.

We have highest respect for the orders of the Apex Court. In our view the
Apex Court has not restrained this Court from passing any order for excavation
of the land in question to find the truth in regard to rival contentions of the
parties. The order of the Hon’ble Supreme Court must be read in the context in
which it was passed, namely, the parties should not raise any construction or do
anything in regard to possession of the land till the matter is decided. We do not
find that the excavation of the land in any way amounts to contravention of the
order of the Hon’ble Supreme Court. The parties themselves led archaeological
evidence. They themselves say that archaeological evidence is important evidence
to determine one of the important issues involved in the suit, namely, whether
any religious structure existed prior to the disputed structure which has been
demolished. In our order dated 1.3.2002 we have given detailed reasons as to
how foundation of walls, Pillars, etc., reflects upon the nature of construction.
The earth may hear the testimony and the Court in appropriate circumstances
can pass order for excavation of the land. The excavation is by digging the laud
and after it is dug, the earth is again filled in. Such excavation does not alter the
nature of the land by putting any structure or in any way affecting the user of the
land in future.

We however, make clear, as observed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Dr
M. Ismail Faruqui’s case (supra), that worship by Hindu devotees in the disputed
area shall not be affected .while excavation is in operation.

4. The fourth obiection is raised by Shri Vireshwar Dwivedi, Advocate,
with regard to the power of this Court to pass order for excavation. We have
already discussed in detail on this aspect in our order dated 23rd October 2002,
that the Court has power to pass appropriate order for scientific investigation
under Clrder XXVI Rule IDA of Code of Civil Procedure and in any case the prin-
ciples under Cltdet XVII Rule 4 and Order XVIII Rule B C.P.C. read with Section
151 C.F.C. are applicable. We relied upon the decisions given in ILM. Sesizariri |.-'.
Vasantba Pai and otI:ers—.AIR I969 SC 692, Shaikh Mohamed Urnarsaireb r.-'.
Kariafaskar Hasiran Karinsab and otIrers—AIR I 9}'fi' SC 61, Kbaje Kbarteuar
Khadarfrban Hassain Khan tr. Siddavanahaiii Niiaiingappa and anoti:er—AIR
I969 SC I O34, Bisbwanatb Rai U. Sachbirianand Singh-—.r‘liR I9?I SC I 949 an.-.-I
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Ram Cbondand Sons Sugar Mills Pvt. Ltd. tr. Kaniraya Lal Blrargatra and otlrers--
AIR I966 SC I899.

Considering the entire taets and circumstances the Archaeological Survey
of India is directed to get the disputed site excavated as under:

The area shown in the report of the Commissioner submitted in Suit No. 2 of
1950 (0.0.S. Ho. 1 of 1989} covering an area of approximately IUD x ‘IUD shown
in the map plan no. 1 referred to by letters A,B,C, D,E,F and thereafter northern
portion up to the end of the raised platform and further to the west, south and east
to the said site the extent of Si] feet.

If it is necessary to excavate towards north or any area more than SI} feet to the
disputed area, it can do so to find out the true position as regards to any foundation.

It is made clear that the Archaeologists {Excavatorsi shall not disturb any area
where the idol of Shri Ram Lala is existing and approximately ‘ID feet around it
and they shall not affect the worship of Shri Ram Lala and thus, status quo as
regards His Puia and worshippers‘ right of Darshan shall be maintained.

The excavation shall be done by Excavation Branch concerned specialized in
excavation worlt within period of one month from today. If they are engaged in
other worlt it shall be suspended till the excavation in question is complete. If any
additional staff is required the Archaeological Survey of India and Central Govern-
ment shall provide it.

Toio-Viltas International iPvt.l Limited which has surveyed the site in question
by CPR. etc. shall assist the excavators by providing technical assistance at the time
of excavation.

The work will commence within one week from today.
The Archaeological Survey of India shall intimate the date of the commencement

of the worlt to the Officer on Special Duty, Ramianmabhumi-Babri Masjid. On
receiving such information he shall intimate the date to the parties who can watch
the excavation work.

Learned counsel for the parties can also appoint nominee including Archae-
ologist to watch the excavation worlt. It is made clear that only one nominee of
each contesting party at one time shall be entitled to remain present.

Put up on 24th March 2003 by which date the Archaeological Survey of
India shall intimate to the Court of the progress made by it in regard to excavation.

Dt: S.3.2fl-D3
MHU

26. Historians‘ Statement on Allahabad High Court Order
for Excavation at the Babri Masjid Site

{The following statement was released to the press on 10 March 2003, by Professor
Irfan Habib, President of the Aligarh Historians’ Society, along with Professor
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IC.l'vl. Shrimali of Delhi University, Professor Suraj Bhan, formerly of Iiurultshetra
University and eminent archaeologist, and Mr Ra|'iv Dhawan, Supreme Court
advocate.)

1. The order that the Allahabad High Court {Lucknow Bench] issued on 5 March
ZDDS for an archaeological excavation of the site of the destroyed Babri Masjid,
in order to find out if there are any signs of an earlier temple there, have raised
widespread concerns about the basic ethics of how the whole matter of the Babri
Masjid is being dealt with.

In a resolution passed by the Indian History Congress ‘by an overwhelming
majority’ at its annual session on 15 February I993 [the first after the mosque’s
destruction on 6 December I992}, the principal organization of Indian historians
protested against the principle that ‘a monument can be destroyed or removed if
there are any grounds for assuming that a religious structure of another community
had previously stood at its site‘. It went on to warn that ‘such a post-facto rational-
iration of what was done on 6 December 1992 would place in jeopardy the fate
of numerous historical monuments all over the country, an increasing number of
which are being targeted for destruction by the communal forces’. It would seem
that ten years later the very principle that the historians had found so intolerable,
has received tacit iudicial recognition. Otherwise the Hon’ble High Court's order
remains inexplicable.

2. From the text of the order, it appears that the High Court had earlier
ordered a geophysical survey through a ‘Canadian’ company, Tojo-Vikas Inter-
national [Pvt.} Limited, Kalkaji, New Delhi. This Company has no ltnown previous
experience of archaeological surveying. Nor are the credentials of Mr Claude
Robillard, a ‘Canadian citizen’ and the Company's ‘Advisor and Chief Geophysi-
cists [sic]’, any less doubtful, since no bio-data whatsoever about him are furnished
in the Company’s report.

3. The Company's report is singularly taciturn on what exactly it was
required to find out. Geophysical surveying for archaeological purpose resorts
basically to two kinds of instruments: {1} ‘magnetic’, which essentially helps
locate metal artefacts and hearths, and {2} ‘resistivity’, which gives clues about
filled pits, buried walls, etc. For reasons not stated, the Company‘s survey was
confined only to a resistivity survey, using Ground Penetrating Radar. No magneto-
meter was at all employed, so that there remained no possibility of locating
hearths which would have indicated domestic habitations and, to that extent,
could have narrowed the area where one might be looking for ‘temple signs‘.

4. While the Toio-Viltas team in its report does not refer to any background
information about the dispute being furnished to it, it certainly lets slip the fact
that it was somehow expected by certain quarters to trace ‘pillars’, since the
Parivar’s late convert, Professor B.B. Lal, in his second version {I939} of his orig-
inal findings on his excavations near the Babri Masjid, had proclaimed his earlier
secret discovery of certain aligned ‘pillar-bases’, which he thought had belonged
to a large Rama temple. The anxiety to bring in ‘pillars’ anyhow, comes out very
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clearly from the following statement in the Toio-Viltas Report lp. 30}: ‘some of
these anomalies . . . may correspond to pillars [sic] alignment, broken up sections
of wall foundations or fortuitous patterns of independent objects or natural
features’. ‘Would anyone, with such varied possibilities available, have even
thought of ‘aligned pillars’, unless one had a previous briefing that pillar-bases
must be looked for?’Not only does the Toio-Vikas team stop here, but in its con-
clusion goes on quite confidently to relate the same very ‘variety of anomalies’ to
‘structures such as pilla ts, foundation walls, slab flooring, extending over a large
portion of the site’.

Such an addiction to ‘pillars’ on its part is all the more remarkable when
we find that the Tojo-Vikas team itself employs much space {pp. 26-2 Ti] and two
diagrams to show that ‘NOT all hyperbolas [sic] shaped radar anomaly [sic]
correspond to pillars or wall foundations’, adding that ‘they would also come
from debris or even a simple boulder of a certain size and shape’.

Curiously, on the other hand, they try to make no distinction between strong
mortar bonded rubble (indicative of Muslim construction} and loose debris, and
between stones or baited bricks and sun-dried bricksirammed clay, which one
should have expected from such a survey as theirs. {The geophysical survey by
the Gerrnan—Italian team at Ivlohenjo Daro in 1982-83 successfully demarcated
the baked-brick and clay-platform zones precisely by use of resistivity instruments.)
Such work again would have helped to separate medieval Muslim structures
from earlier remains.

5. It is thus clear that, despite its cautions and reservations, the Toio-Vikas
report is not free of bias: and it is unfortunate that the Hon’ble High Court have
now explicity desired that the excavations be conducted by the Archaeological
Survey of India with the advice and assistance of the Tojo-‘fikas Company.

6. Questions can also very fairly be raised about the competence of the
Archaeological Survey of India {ASI} to conduct rigorous, scientific and impartial
excavations. For about ten years, this organization has not had a professional
Director-General to head it, and persons belonging to the administrative service
have occupied this once highly prestigious position at the sweet will of the govem-
ment. Almost the very day the High Court gave its orders, it was announced that
there had been a change at the top in the ASI, and the Additional Secretary,
Department of Culture, was now the new Director-General. When the Deputy
Prime Minister and the Minister of Human Resources Development themselves
stand accused of having participated directly in the Babri Masjid demolition, no
agency under their complete control can be held to be above suspicion.

7'. Finally, one must remember that archaeological finds are subiect to a
wide range of interpretations. One does not know what the Hon’ble High Court
is precisely looking for. If it is trying to find out whether the Babri Masjid was
immediately built upon a temple, then any stratum of lime-mortar bound rubble
or medieval baked bricks or glazed pottery below the mosque should be enough
to prove that such was not the case. If the search is on for anything that could
possibly belong to a non-lvluslirn shrine of any sort at any earlier time, then
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almost anything could be defined as a temple relic: a pre-thirteenth century carved
stone or image or even a liushan-period brick, though such might easily have
come from a domestic house. In that case the dispute would be unending; or one
could simply give the VHP the benefit of doubt and declare that archaeology has
spoken and decided in its favour. ‘Whether such a course would accord with the
rule of law, let alone the spirit of our secular Constitution, is another rn.atter.

17. Former ASI Director-General, l'vl.C. _[oshi_:
the excavation is unlikely to produce results

The excavations currently under way in Ayodhya may not yield categorical
results. The controversy is likely to persist, said former Archaeological Survey of
India Director-General Iv'I.C. joshi.

‘I have great respect for the court verdict. They may have thought that dig-
ging offered the best solution to the problem. But it is unlikely to produce categor-
ical results that may lead to the resolution of the vexed issue. The purpose for
which the excavations are being carried out may not even prove the point’, Ivlr
joshi said.

The excavation of a complete temple structure alone could bring to an end
the Ayodhya now, 1'v‘lr_[oshi said. ‘If a single structure is found, it could prove a
point. But if a jumbled structure is found, it cannot produce categorical conclusions‘,
lvlr _]oshi said.

Some terracotta pieces were found at the site but could be largely unrelated
to the Rama temple. The terracotta could have come from outside. Similarly,
even if some inscriptions are found, it does not conclusively establish the point
that a temple was destroyed and the Babri Masjid built over its debris.

Apparently, the Gangetic plains were primarily a brick zone. The Babri
Ivlasiid, on the other hand, was a stone construction. Even in the latest excavation,
limestone flooring was found. Temples normally had brick or stone flooring
while lime was used as a plaster.

[From Asian Age, I3 lvlarch 2001.]

28. Irfan Habib: Crisis of Archaeology

Among the twenty issues framed in what is now termed the Rarn,ianrnaI:l:urni—
Babri Masjid dispute, evidence is being currently talten on the second issue at a
Special Bench of the Allahabad High Court, at Lucknow. This is whether there
was a Hindu temple at the disputed site before the Babri Masjid was built, and ‘if
so, its impact on the case’. While much evidence has been talten, as offered by
the parties, the Bench decided to collect evidence on its own as well—by having
the disputed site dug up to find whether or not there had actually been a temple
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below the mosque. To a lay person this decision might seem to weaken the force
of the order of status quo that had been imposed by the Supreme Court. That this
possibility also partly weighed with the High Court was reflected in its decision
to obtain a geophysical survey of the site before actually ordering the excavation.

The work of the survey was entrusted {at the invitation of the Archaeological
Survey of India, ASI} to Tojo-'v'ilras International {Pvt} Limited, a company based
at Kalkaji, New Delhi, with no previous known experience in archaeological
work. In its report the conclusion was announced that the ‘anomalies’ ‘could be
associated with ancient and contemporaneous structures such as pillars, foundation
walls, slab flooring, extending over a la rge portion of the site’. The word ‘pillars’
immediately suggested to many the existence of temple pillars, and little attention
was paid to the fact that on page .16 of its report the company expressly cautioned
that when it said ‘pillars’ there could actually be no pillars underneath, but just
debris or a boulder of a certain size! In the event, not a single pillar has turned up
in the excavations of the entire site, except for one belonging to the Babri Masjid’s
own structure, one that had been broken by the kar scualrs while demolishing the
mosque. Subsequently, even the ASI had to note repeatedly that structures predicted
by Tojo-Vikas through its reported ‘anomalies’, did not in most cases match with
what was found upon actual digging.

Yet it was the Tojo-Vtkas report which became the basis for the High Court's
order on 5 March this year, requiring the ASI to begin excavations immediately.
Now any archaeological excavation is an act not only of exploration but also of
destruction. One has to disturb, remove and demolish what lies in the upper
layers in order to reach the lower. It has, therefore, to be weighed very carefully
whether what one is likely to get below is worth as much as what one necessarily
destroys. At lvlohenjo Daro, the great site of the Indus Civilization, a ruined
Buddhist stripe of no artistic merit stands above a crucial part of the Citadel of
the earlier city. Below it might well lie an important Indus monument. Yet till
date no proposal to dig through the srupa ruins has been countenanced. This
aspect was totally ignored in the excavations at Ayodhya. The entire snrlthi-
polished original floor of the Babri Masjid, as laid out in I523, was removed,
together with most of the remaining lower parts of its walls. Whatever the liar
setralts had not been able to demolish in December I992 has thus now been des-
troyed. There can be no justification for such destruction under any recognized
principle of archaeology.

Such being the case, what we have seen at Ayodhya is just ‘crisis archaeology’
la term used, tongue-in-check, for the Ayodhya excavation by the US journal
Archaeology; lvIay—]une 2003}. The crisis has been for archaeology itself: would
the ASI perform in such circumstances as a professional body, or simply set its
sights at finding what those in power wish it to find: the remains of a temple?

There is good reason to believe that the latter has, indeed, been the case.
Once the digging began, the ASI team's object seemingly has been to look mainly
for stones, bricks or artefacts that could conceivably come from a temple and to
forget everything else. No use of the flotation technique to sieve out seeds, bone
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fragments and other minute pieces of material has been made, so that much of
the excavation, from an archaeological point of view, has gone waste. There has
been a tendency to ignore medieval ‘Muslim’ glazed ware and animal bones; the
High Court had especially to direct on Z6 March that such wares and bones be
recorded and separately preserved. It will be seen from the ASI’s three reports so
far submitted to the Court that it has still paid scant attention to such finds. One
suspects that this is because these constitute strong evidence against the existence
of a temple at the time at the site.

Now that the ASI has excavated the site for over three and a half months,
and given its ‘progress reports’ to the Court for periods ending 24 April, 5 _[une
and 19 _|une, it has become amply clear thatdespite practically the entire disputed
site having been dug up, no structural or sculptural remains identifiable with
those of a temple have been found. For one thing, lime-mortar and snrkhi, the
recognized marks of Muslim construction, are present in practically all the exca-
vated walls. The strong inference that the floor found below the Babri lvIasjid‘s
own floor and the walls connected with it, belonged to an earlier mosque, has
now been confirmed with the find of the base of an arched recess Irnihrah} and of
an arched niche {req} in a connected wall. The find of lime-mortar and snrlrhi
down to the lowest layers of brickwork at the Rarnachalurrra sets at rest speculation
about any pre-Muslim construction under it. An inscription which gave some
momentary excitement has turned out to be in modern Devanagari, of no sacred
import.

It is now left to the ASI to make the best of what it called ‘structural bases’
in its first ‘progress report’, but which in the next two reports have miraculously
turned into ‘pillar bases’. As described in the first report, these are formed by
‘squarish or circular . . . blocks of calcrete stone over three or four courses of
brickbats‘. What is astonishing about the nomenclature adopted for them by the
ASI is that in not a single instance are these ‘bases’ associated with any pillar; in
fact, as we have noted, no pillars {or fragments of them) have been found. There
are not even any marks of depression on the surface of the stones surmounting the
so-called bases. In any case, how can mere heaps of brickbats, uncemented by
mortar, carry any kind of weight? To call them ‘pillar bases’ or even ‘structural
bases’ is absurd. They could just be low seats or, in some cases, markers for
shops or stalls, as in the Lal Darwaza Masjid at jaunpur. The fact that some of
these ‘bases’ are sealed while others are not, by the original floor of the Babri
Masjid, shows that they belong to different times, and rnost of them are demons-
trably subsequent to the phases of mosque construction at the site.

These ‘pillar bases’ have another feature: they are easy to assemble. A
series of complaints have been submitted to the judicial observers appointed by
the Court on 21 lvlay and subsequently, showing how brickbats that lay scattered
under the lime-snrlrhi floor of the Ivlasjid, along with sandstone block s, obviously
to provide a stable base for the floor, have been re-a rranged by the ASI excavators
to provide evidence for ‘pillar bases’. lvlany of these ‘pillar bases’ are, therefore,
likely to be not genuine at all.
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It is saddening that one should be obliged to speak in this manner of the
work of the ASI that was once an institution in which the country could take justi-
fiable pride. Today, one can only say that if it did not do worse at Ayodhya, part
of the credit goes to the numerous archaeologists from many places in India who
maintained a constant vigil at the excavations. They did so only out of a loyalty
to their profession and to secular values. ‘When one thinks of them, one cannot
help feeling sentimental about a country which, amidst all its troubles, can still
bring forth such men and women.

Sentiment must, however, also nestle with cynicism. How that the excava-
tions have proved such a disappointment, one suddenly hears once again the
demand for ‘compromise’. Both the time and circumstances make the demand
most suspect. Now that everything has been destroyed and dug up, why not just
wait for the Court verdict and obey the law?

{The writer is one of India’s most eminent historians.)
[From The Hindustan Times, 6 july 1003.]

29. Archaeological Survey of India’s Report on Excavations
at the Disputed Site, Z003: Extracts

Chapter II: Cuttings
H.R. Mani, (LB. Misra, C.B. Fatil, r"l..A. Hashmi

The benchmark denoting 108.48 m above the mean sea level was fixed at the
spot on the stone slab, which represents the place where the outer eastern gateway
of the disputed structure once stood. The 108.0 m contour at the site clearly sug-
gests the region which covered the core area of structural activity (Fig. 1}. Though
the surrounding ground level still contains the cultural deposits and deb-ris
accumulated for centuries, the contour map itself suggests that the deposits at the
site are no less than 3.0 m. Radar signatures of foundation and the different
levels of stratigraphy shown in the CPR Survey had already suggested that the
anomalies mapped are not all contemporaneous and they appear in different
stratigraphic contexts noticed between the depths of 0.5 to S m (Fig. 2}.

In view of the above indications from the CPR Survey followed by the con-
tour survey, full precautions were taken for archaeological investigations through
excavations planned in such a way that most of the area of strong amplitude and
ringy signals, strong dipping reflectors, discontinuous anomaly alignments and
scattered anomalies could be covered in the excavation trenches which were laid
out in the form of S x S m grids with 4 x 4 I11 of cutting line instead of larger
trenches, as already explained in the previous chapter. This was planned to take
up excavations to be completed in accordance with the time-bound programme
with the intention to cover maximum CPR indications as per the directions of the
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High Court and also in order to simplify the layout with lesser chances of erosion
of sections and easy movement on baullcs.

The area covered under the CPR Survey comprises 132 trenches, which
were all laid out, though many of them do not contain anomalies. Trenches
having no anomalies were avoided and they were taken up for excavation only
when some structural alignments we re found to be traced in them. Five trenches
in the northern area were excavated though that area was not covered by the
CPR Survey but was essential for excavation for exposing the buried structural
remains. In total, a number of 90 trenches were partly or fully excavated.

The entire site was divided into five areas: la} the eastern area, {bl the
southern area, (cl the western area, Id} the northern area and (cl the raised platform.
Excavations in all these five areas were taken up in phased manner (Fig. 3} for
better understanding the nature of structures and cultural deposits.

The Eastern Area
Excavations were taken up first in the eastern area where the eastern enclosure
wall alongwith remnants of a gateway was noticed below which lie floors and
walls of earlier phases (Flt. 1-2}. The central part of the platform, locally called
Ram Chabutra, was noticed in this area constructed in five stages. The area is
presently enclosed by barricaded gangway from three sides through which the
visitors move. Seventeen trenches fully or partly, twelve within the above area
and five outside the gangway within outer barricade towards east, were talten up
for excavation in ], K and L series. The main features exposed in this area
include fourteen extant courses of reused brickbats and calcrete stone blocks in
the enclosure wall with a part of 2.12 m in the middle of the wall suggesting the
entrance doorway which was topped by marble slabs and the floor levels consisting
of lime and cement floors topped by marble dedicatory slabs of the second half of
the twentieth century. Some elongated hearths and a furnace of late Ivlughal
period were found (Pl. 3]. The enclosure wall was constructed over the lime floor
connected with the disputed strucnire and, therefore, it seems to be a later addition.
The lime floor has a platform sloping towards east and a step to descend on the
floor. Below the lime floor a brick paved floor having large squarish burnt bricks
was encountered running further to the north beyond the outer barricade. Towards
west of the brick floor another pavement attached to it divided by a brick-on-
edge pattern was found which is composed of brickbats. Another lime floor has
been noticed below this pavement. These floors were damaged during construction
or enlargement of the Ram Chabutra which is located abutting them on the
southern side. In trench ]3 excavations were conducted up to the depth of 10.85
m when natural soil was found.

The Southern Area
Twenty-three trenches were partly or fully excavated towards the south of the
raised platform, partly covering it (Pl. 4]. This area covered the southern part of
the disputed structure along with its southern enclosure wall moving towards
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west. Towards east the extended part of the Ram Chabutra was encountered
abutting the floor of the courtyard of the disputed structure. Pa rts of the northern
and westem walls and their foundation and the foundation of the southern and
eastern sides built of calcrete stone blocks of the disputed structure were exposed
which were found resting directly in the west over a LT? m-wide brick wall of
earlier period, the lower part of which has decorated stone blocks and calcrete
stone foundation and over SD pillar bases arranged at regular intervals connected
with the lime-plastered brick wall through a floor. The core of the wall of the dis-
puted structure was filled with brickbats. The pillar bases comprise some courses
of brickbats in squarish or circular formations over which two to five calcrete
stone blocks are kept, possibly below sandstone blocks as found in the northern
area, though only one decorated sandstone block was found in this area. Further
below the above-mentioned brick wall another brick wall was noticed on the top
ofwhich decorated stone blocks were found used. In the levels further down brick
structures were noticed in trenches EB and FE, though their full plan could not be
exposed. At two points, below the pillar bases, traces of earlier pillar bases were
also found in trenches F3 and F9 which were connected with the second floor
below the floor with which most of the other pillar bases were connected. The
brick wall mentioned above was found badly damaged on the southern side, pos-
sibly for taking out its bricks. This wall was found extending in the northern side
of the raised platform. A brick shrine, circular on its outer and squarish on its
inner plan with a rectangular projection for entrance in the east and a chute on
its northern side, was found below the levels of above-mentioned walls. Due to
steep slope in the area further south of the trenches, it was not possible to excavate
there. The natural soil was reached in G? at the depth of 10.34 m, which was
confirmed by digging further up to the depth of 13.2-U m (PI. 5 1.

The Western Area
Trenches laid out towards west of the raised platform on the slope represented by
B and C series of trenches fall under the western area. During 19?6-T? excavation
in a trench gave the chronological sequence of the site (Indian Archaeology
19?'6-??: A Review, pp. 52-53, plates XLIV and L]. This area was covered with
fallen masonry blocks and stones of the disputed structure. In order to have a
thorough probing to locate and study the anomalies indicated in the GPF. Survey,
the area was first of all cleared of the accumulated fallen material, the huge
chunks of which weighing several tons were lifted with the help of a crane and
stalked in the close-by area without breaking them as emotions of many people
are attached with them (Pl. 6). After cleaning the area {PL F’), excavations in
parts ofnineteen trenches were conducted mainly to verify the anomalies mentioned
in the GPR Survey. At some places remains of a brick wall having nearly fifty
courses were seen, particularly in the northern side. In the rest of the trenches
mostly accumulated debris was found resting over earlier levels or structures
(Pl. 3}.
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The Northern Area
The area towards north of the raised platform has the barricade with gate and is
more often used by the priests and the security forces (Pl. 9). Twenty-one trenches
were fully or partly excavated in this area. The massive brick wall located in the
southern area was noticed running in north-south direction in this area and
below its level another wall was also found as seen earlier in the southern area.
The top three floors and pillar bases attached with the top floor were exposed (Pl.
ID}. The interesting feature of the pillar bases in this area was that over the cal-
crete stone blocks these bases were given proper finishing by providing squarish
stone blocks of sandstone encased with four upright stone pieces placed on the
four sides for giving support to the pillar at the base in order to avoid any move-
ment. The stone blocks proiect a little above the floor.

The squarish brick pavement noticed in a number of trenches in the eastern
area was found extended in the northern area in northeastern part in trenches Kl ,
ZKI and ZLI below the lime floor connected with the disputed structure. The
eastern enclosure wall was traced in this area in K1 and was found turning to-
wards west in ZK1. A drain of recent origin was noticed along with flight of steps
leading to the site from the northern road, which is no longer in use at present.

The Raised Platform
After the demolition of the disputed structure, nearly 1.5 m to 2.0 m of structural
debris has accumulated over central and northern part of the erstwhile structure.
The makeshift structure is also located on it. The High Court allowed excavations
by order dated G5 March 2-Z103 on this raised platform with the condition that
archaeologists shall not disturb any area where the idol of Shri Ram Lala is
existing and approximately ll] feet around it and they shall not affect the worship
of Shri Ram Lala and thus, status quo as regards His Paja and worshippers‘ right
of Darsban shall be maintained.

Excavation partly in ten trenches on the raised platform was taken up besides
parts of the four trenches of southern area, which fall under the raised platform.
It was feared that if the excavation in the trenches on raised platform was done,
the modern brick walls enclosing the makeshift structure already having cracks
may collapse (Pl. 11] and the mound on which Shri Ram Lala is existing may
also be damaged. In view of taking all the required precautions the High Court
on 22 May 2003 directed the Chief Engineer, P.W.D., to remain present at the
time of excavation and to ensure and make necessary arrangements so that no
structure is affected. While excavations the P.W.D. provided G.I. sheets and wooden
planks against the exposed sections to avoid erosion of debris and stones and
packed the cavities with sand bags. Brick structures, floors and pillar bases were
found below the floors and the walls of the disputed structure on the raised platform
as well.

Confirmation of GPR Survey (contributed by C.B. Peril and ALA. Hashmi)
As ordered by the Hon'ble Allahabad High Court, Lucknow Bench, Lucknow,
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the Archaeological Survey of India invited the Tojo-Vikas International [Pvt.}
Limited, New Delhi to undertake the GPR Survey at the disputed site at Ayodhya.
The final report on GPR Survey submitted on 1'? February 2003 concluded that
the GPF. survey reflects in general a variety of anomalies ranging from 0.5 to 5 .5
metres in depth that could be associated with ancient and contemporaneous struc-
tures such as pillars, foundation walls, slab flooring, extending over a large por-
tion of the site. However, the exact nature of those anomalies has to be confirmed
by systematic ground truthing, such as provided by archaeological trenching
(Final Report on Grotutd Penetrating Radar Survey of the Disputed Site at Ayodhya,
submitted to D.G., Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi, by Toio-'v'ikas
International {Pvt.} Limited, 2003, p. 31].

The report further mentions that the accuracy of depth is normally within 1
10 per cent for homogenous strata while x—y accuracy could be within = 5 per
cent and the measurements of Georadar are based on the returning signals by a
dielectric constant change in addition to other limitations of the GPR Survey
[Final Report on GPR Survey, pp. 1'?-I S}. The report also mentions that the ano-
malies are of different types like discrete anomaly such as pillar or wall foundation;
ringy signal indicating some kind of floor or platform structure made of concrete,
bricks or stone slabs; rubbles of heterogeneous material or reworked material
from its original stratigraphy; the mounds containing the buried collapsed dwell-
ings, etc. A word of caution was also included in the report that not all hyperbolas
shaped radar anomalies correspond to pillars and wall foundations {Final Report
on GPR Survey, pp. 26—2?).

Keeping in view these parameters, the Archaeological Survey of India con-
ducted the excavation at the disputed site at Ayodhya between 12th March 1003
to fi?th August 2.003 to verify the anomalies. Spread over the disputed site, IE4
anomalies indicated by the CPR Survey fell in S2 trenches. For the sake of conven-
ience, these anomalies were numbered in the ascending order depending on their
depth in each trench where they were indicated and the anomalies shown in be-
tween the baulks were also included to the nearest excavated trenches.

Among 134 anomalies, 39 of them were confirmed during excavation at
the specified depth and location where they were shown and T4 were not found in
spite of digging up to the required depth. In view of the importance of the structures
found at the upper levels than the depths indicated in GPR Survey, another 2?‘
anomalies could not be located. It was not possible to verify the remaining 44
anomalies as their location restricted the probing due to either non-availability
of sufficient space like raised platform or the presence of gangways, barricades,
pathways and trees, etc., for conducting the excavation.

Chapter Ill: Stratigraphy and Chronology
L.S. Rao, Blmt.-'art Viltrama, N.C. Prakash, Zttlfeaar All

Excavation at the disputed site of Ayodhya has yielded a continuous cultural
sequence contained in the total deposition of about 1U.SO m. Although the 1fJ.3D
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m thick deposit can be divided into 9 cultural periods on the strength of combined
and corroborative evidences of pottery sequence, structural remains and other
datable finds, several disturbances cannot be discounted. lt, therefore, becomes
pertinent to refer to the nature and behaviour of the mound and the processes of
accumulation of deposits, before venturing into the details of the stratigraphy of
the site.

Excavations have made it amply clear that the site had seen successive
structural activities which began from the middle of the Kushan level at the site.
The brick and stone structures that were raised in Kushan and the succeeding
periods of Gupta and post-Gupta times have added heights to the mound. To
build further structures upon the earlier debris the later people added a deposit of
earth excavated from the periphery of the mound, which belonged to the much
earlier cultural periods. This is true for the rest of the structural phases also.

Existence of different structures at the site at different levels, in different
orientation and in different formations, which has been evidenced from the exca-
vation, has resulted in the differences of layers in different pockets of the site.

The “C determination of the charcoal samples from the early levels [Periods
I to III] provide dates which start from the last centuries of the second millennium
ac, which do not conform to the evidence gleaned from stratigraphy and ceramic
tradition. However, they indicate early settlement of the site, which was not
found in the two trenches sunk down to the natural soil {see Appendix I].

Based on the act of correlating and synthesizing of various layers identified
at different depths of all the excavated trenches, an account of the stratigraphy
and chronology, as ascertained, is detailed below {Figs 19, Z0 and 22].

Pcriod—l (Northern Blaclt Polished Ware Level)
The earliest people to settle at the site used Northern Black Polished ware {NBP
ware} and other associated ware {Grey ware, Black slipped ware and Red ware]
which are diagnostic ceramics of a period from sixth to third century ac. In the
limited operation areas in this level no structural activity of the period was
noticed except reed impressions on burnt clay. The total accumulation of deposit
of this period is about 1.00 m in trench G? represented by layers I7 and 18 and
a pit sealed by layer 18 (however, the material from this pit has been registered
as those from layers 19, 20 and ll I and about 1.'?0 m in trench J3 represented by
layers 12, 13 and 14. Besides the pottery, this level yielded broken weights,
fragments of votive tanks, ear-studs, discs, hopscotches, a wheel made on disc, a
broken animal figurine {all in terracotta], an iron knife {broken}, glass beads,
hone point, etc. However, the most significant find from the level is a round bezel
in greenish glass with legend ‘sidlre’ in high relief in Ashokan Brahmi on the
obverse while the reverse is plain lRg. No. TF3].

Periotl—lf (Stmga Let-tel)
Frequency of NBP sherds, however, decreases considerably in the upper levels of
the period and finally it almost disappears from the horizon in layer I6 of G?
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and layer I1 of_|3, which marks’ the beginning of the Sunga level {circa second»
first century ac] at the site. This level attests its presence with a deposit averaging
in thickness to 1.60 m represented by layers 13, 14, 15 and 16 in trench G7‘ and
by layers 9, 10 and 11 in trench ]3. It is in this period that the site witnessed first
structural activity in stone and brick, as noticed in _I3. The level is represented by
terracotta objects comprising human and animal figurines, bangle fragment,
ball, wheel and a broken sealing with only ‘sa’ letter in Brahmi extant {Rg. Ho.
T01], a saddle quern and part of a lid in stone, a glass bead, a hairpin and an en-
graver on bone and an ivory dice, besides the period pottery of the level.

Periorl—flf flifaslrart Level)
Pottery of the previous period continues in the deposit of Kushan level {circa
first—third century so] which accounts for an average total thickness of 1.50 m
recorded in layers 9, 10, 11 and 12, and in layers 7 and S in trenches G? and ]3
respectively. Period—III is rich in pottery, typical of the period, however, in the
number of antiquities the period is deficient. In trench j3 a huge kiln was noticed
in the lower levels which accounted for much of Kushan deposit in this particular
trench as well as for the deficiency of other artifacts. In trench G7’, however, the
limited area yielded animal and human figurines, bangle fragment and a portion
of votive tank all in terracotta, a hairpin in bone, a bead in glass and an antimony
rod in copper. In trench _I5, though the regular stratified deposit was not encountered
in the operation area, the eastern section yielded a record of regular deposition
and almost all the structural activity at the site. A massive brick construction,
running into 22 courses above excavated surface, is noticed at the bottom of]5—
]6 which belongs to this period. The Kushan period certainly gave a spurt to con-
struction of structures of large dimensions which attest to their public status. Bes-
ides, the same trench provided evidence for a stone structure, nature of which is
not very clear.

From this period onward, tradition of stone and brick construction is very
much in vogue at the site and each successive period added some structures to the
site increasing the height of the mound.

Period-IV (Gupta Level]
Almost 2 m thick deposit, represented by layers Ti‘ and 8 in G7’, by layers 9 and 10
in _I.'i-]t5 and layers ? and S in trenches E3 and F3, above the remains of the
preceding period belong to Gupta times {circa fourth—sixth century an], the presence
of which is attested mostly by terracotta figurines typical of the period and of
course by a copper coin {3.?'$ m, layer S, GT, Rg. No. 1030} bearing image of
king on the obverse and gamda standard in upper register and legend ‘sri cltandra
fguptai‘ in lower register in the reverse. The structures which appear above those
of Kushan, sometimes using the Kushan wall itself, as in ]5—_]t‘i, belong to this
period. Structures of this period have been exposed in trenches ES, F8, G7‘, J5, J6
and K6. It is interesting to note that the deposits that go with these structures con-
tain earlier material as well. It appears that to raise the level plain earth excavated
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from the nearby area of the mound is utilized at this level. Among the pottery too
maiority of wares and shapes belong to earlier periods, only a few sherds are of
the period concerned.

Period-V (Post Gupta-Rafput Les-si,!
The period is marked by the appearance of the knife-edge bowls and other types
which belong to the period from seventh to tenth century so In this period also
structural activities were witnessed in numerous phases in trench E3 and FE. A
circular subsidiary shrine belonging to the late level of this period was exposed
in trench E3—F3 (Figs 24 and 24$]. Among the pottery assemblage Kushan type
is more frequent than the period pottery. Other finds also include earlier material
like Kushan pestles and terracotta figurines of Sunga-Kushan type. The total
deposit assignable to this period is about 90 cm represented by layers .5 and 6 in
trench G7‘, by layers T and 3 in trenches ]S—_I6 and by layers S, SA and 6 in
trenches EB—F8.

Pert'od'—VI fMedieual—Sulrunare Level)
A thick floor made of brick-crush floor appears, on the circumstantial evidence,
to have been attached to a wide and massive looking north-south oriented brick
wall (No. 1?} markedly inclined to east {noticed in trenches D? and E2-E1, FI
and ZF1} which was the major structural activity of the period {circa eleventh-
twelfth century so]. Another wall in same orientation has been noticed in G2 and
ZGI at a depth of ISD cm which is sealed by layer EA in G2. The red brick-crush
floor is noticed extending in a large area of the mound covering trenches ES, F3,
5?, J5 and J6 with varying thickness. At the same level, in trench G5, calcrete
stone blocks have been noticed in formation which may be of large dimension.
Since not many trenches have been excavated to that depth, it would be premature
to speak about the nature and bchaviour of the structure, however, the structural
activity appears to have lived a short life. In trench G2. from the same level I,’ layer
6} were collected several knife-edge lipped lamps in red ware with soot.-‘burnt
marks at the lips. Total deposit of this period, as ascertained in trench G7’, is 70+-
?4 cm belonging to layers 3, 3A and 4, layers 5 and 6 in_]$-J6, layers 3 and 4 in
EE—F3 and layers 5, 6 and T in tr. G2.

Period—VL|' (Medieval Level)
Period VII is marked by structural activities in three sub-periods A, B and C
which together lasted from the end of the twelfth to the beginning of the sixteenth
century so. In sub-Period-A, a massive wall (no. 16} in north-south orientation
was constructed, the foundation trench of which cuts the red brick-crush floor of
the previous period. A new style ofconstruction is noticed in this period, however,
in a limited area. Level of the mound was raised considerably by the material
excavated from the vicinity to lay a floor of lime mixed with fine clay and brick-
crush, over which a column-based structure was built [evidence of pillar bases
are available in trenches F9, F3 and G7’). This floor is traced within a thin wall
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enclosed area with NIS wall forming the back and covering trenches ZEI to Z]-ll
in the northern area to E6 and to H5-H6, which in the second phase, was extended
southwards up to G10 at a slightly elevated level outside the wall.

In the sub-Period B, the area enclosed by the thin wall is found earth-filled
and is overlaid with a briclcbat paving on top of which is laid a layer of rammed
brick ielly as bedding to the 4-5 cm thick floor of lime mixed with grit and fine
brick nodules which runs over the brokenflevelled wall. The finished surface is
levelled at par with the southward extension of the earlier floor. Another thin
wall which is erected resting over the earlier floor makes an enclosure which is
slightly smaller. This floor also extended in the eastern area in trenches ]4—]$-J6
and in the northern area it is found to the limits of the mound where the mound
itself is found cut. Attached to this floor must have been some brick structure
within the raised platform area as the deposit above it contains a lot of brick deb-
ris in the central part which can be witnessed in the northern section of E6 and in
the western section of H-'l—H5. In the same period, to the east of _]+—_]$—-_]6 where
the floor was bound by a flat row of bricks-on-edge, pavement of large square
bricks was provided as an open courtyard to the floored complex, which extended
up to the junction of trenches of K-series and L-series in the east and in the north
up to ZKI beyond which it is stopped by a lime floor. There is a circular depression
specially made by cutting the large brick pavement (Pl. 6?), having the diameter
of 1.05 m with a rectangular proiection of 0.46 x I132 m towards west. It is
interesting to note that the circular depression comes in the centre of the pavement
if the central part is calculated on the basis of extant length of wall 16 or wall 1?
and longitudinal length of the alignment of pillar bases from north to south.
Thus, suggesting it as a place of importance. Besides, the circular depression
faces the central part of the disputed structure over which ‘Ram Lalla‘ is enshrined.
Bricks measuring SD x SD x 8 to 10 cm, 50 x 4? x 8 cm and 40 x 40 x 6 cm were
used in the pavement as specially made floor tiles.

In sub-Period-C, when the surface of the earlier floor {Floor No.1 is weathered
enough {as witnessed in the combined trenches H4—H5 ] to be replaced, debris of
the brick l_' and stone] structures was levelled to attain height. In this deposit found-
ations to support pillars or columns were sunk which were overlaid with a 4-S
cm thick floor which had a grid of square sandstone bases for pillars projecting
out, only a few still survive. Floor around most of the pillar bases is found broken
with pillar base foundations in much disturbed condition. This floor is the most
extensive on the mound, which is found spreading from the north-south wall of
the sub-Period-A in the west and is found broken with the mound towards north
as well as south, while in the eastern part it has been damaged by the later struc-
tural activities {Figs 23 and 23A}.

Total deposit of the period is approximately 50 to 60 cm thick which includes
layers 1 and 2 in almost all the trenches except those in the eastern area where
the deposit was disturbed by the construction in the later periods and in the north-
ern area where the floor of the period VII-C remained exposed and under use tiil
late. In the northern area layers 2 and 3 belong to this period. The three floors of
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this period were not found in all the trenches uniformly. At some places due to
differential coverage area of the floor itselfwhile at some other places due to des-
truction or decadence one of these was found missing. During excavation in diff-
erent trenches they were named according to their occurrence from 1 onwards.
The relative levels can be seen in the cross-sections of the mound and in the sche-
matic cross-section of the mound.

Period-VIII (Mtrgbal Level)
Structural activities of this period are limited only to the raised platform and the
area immediately adjacent to it particularly in the south and the eastern area
covering trenches E2-G2 in the north to E?-G‘? in the south. This period through
two successive floors, which account for total thickness of about 23 to ZS cm, not
only registers the two continuous phases of the structure but also document at
least two horizontal expansion of the forecourt from the simple apron flooring to
terraced platform towards the eastern side.

The floor of the previous period [Period VII-Cl is found cut by the stone
block { mostly calcrete] foundations of the disputed structure (mosque). However,
the north-south wall of the Period VII-A is retained as foundation for the back
wall. Inside the foundation and in the immediate front part a layer of rammed
earth is laid which is then overlaid with rammed deposit of grey-coloured kanka rs
and a thin layer of ashy deposit which contains riverine shells burnt white. The
total deposit accounts for a thickness of about 20-25 cm, which acts as soling for
the first floor of the Mughal period inside as well as outside of the structure to a
short distance to the east forming an apron floor. The apron floor which extends
out to the east for 4.45 cm is provided with an edge-wall of brick to withstand the
stress of stepping. The edge-wall rests on the floor of the Period VII-C.

In the next phase another floor of lime mixed with brick nodules and some
grit is laid over the earlier floor after it was duly chiselled for grip. This floor
extends from inside the structure out to the east. In this phase the apron wall is
converted into an extended platform, which exceeds the apron by almost 4.00 m.
An edge-wall is provided on north, east and south which uses chiselled calcrete
stone blocks and some carved sandstone blocks as well.

An interesting feature of the layer sandwiched between the floors of this
period and the last floor of the preceding period is that it contained least amount
of pottery and other material, apparently much care and effort was ta ken for
levelling the deposits before laying the floor and sinking the foundation of the
structure. Ho deposit, definitely contemporary to this period, exists on the mound
presently.

Period—lX (Late and Post-Mugbttl Level)
In this period two successive floors were laid, another platform was added to the
east forming a terrace and subsequently two successive enclosure walls were
erected, one around the first platform of the structure and the other encompassing
the second terrace and adjoining areas to the north and south of the structure
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covering an area under trenches ZE1-ZK1 in the north to E8:'E9-KBIKQ in the
south.

In this period to attach a terraced platform to the east of the existing one,
deposits of the earlier periods were excavated and removed, in which the floor of
the period VII-C was cut and destroyed from the eastern area. Slightly later, a
partition wall was added attached to the first terrace platform along with a small
step in the centre. And then was added another floor inside the structure which
ran out on the now enclosed platform and abutted to the partition wall. Some
time later an enclosure wall was added to the entire complex without any
foundation which rested over the existing floor, which was provided with two
gates, larger one to the north and a smaller one to the east. Sometime around this
period dead bodies were buried in the north and south of the disputed structure
which have cut the top floors and which are sealed by layer 1.

This period has not been very fortunate in preserving the representative
deposits of the period in primary context, as immediately after or even during
this period the site was subjected to various damaging digging activities. Whatever
contemporary material is shown in the plates has been gleaned from the deposits
dumped in the various large pits. The accumulation above the floor of the period
VII-C in the northern area is a very recent one and so is the deposit in the eastern
area below the modern brick paving.

Finally a floor of cement was laid inside the structure which was painted
over with arch-patterned blocks in bichrome. A brick paving was laid in the
eastern part over where were laid inscribed {in Demrmagnri script] memorial
marble slabs.

After the construction of the disputed structure at the site, practically no
deposition, except that of floors, was allowed to settle. Most of the deposit in the
northern area is post—1992.. The site, thus, has stratified cultural material only
from the first seven periods, while the last two periods are only represented by
structural activities.

Disturbances in Strntal
After the construction of the structures of Mughal period directly above the floor
of the Period VII-C, much disturbances have taken place at the site, some of
which were for accommodating fresh construction while others were apparently
aimless destruction to either retrieve bricks and other material or for no reason at
all, which not only have disturbed the deposits but also have raised problems in
understanding the site.

Huge pits have been excavated at different locations of the site; the purpose
of some could be discerned while some others still remain a mystery.

Multiple pits in ]S—_]6 are understood as dug for the construction of the
enigmatic structure at the place remembered in tradition as ‘Ram Cbrtbutra', but

1 Pits dug for fixing the barricades and barricaded gangway lcagewayl which have disturbed
the strata up to the depth of G0 to I00 cm have been discounted from the study.
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the successive digging of pits in the same spot has obliterated the earliest pit line
that could have dated the construction of the first phase of this structure. Similarly,
another huge pit was excavated in_]3-J4, the purpose of which could not be dis-
cerned by the data available at hands. During excavation in trench _|3, however,
the same could not be identified, as the pit was larger than the operation area
and the pit line was not available, which was later confirmed in trench J4, and
the material, therefore, from the trench has been marked as those from layers I
to ti but in effect it belongs to the pit and the layers are superficial.

It becomes important to note that both the pits in trenches ‘I3-J4 and ]5—]6
respectively are excavated down to somewhat equal depth and filled in with
similar material. It may not be surprising at all if some of the potsherds and other
finds from the two pits match to the broken ends.

Another huge pit was excavated damaging lower strata down to the depth
of I.?0 m in trenches G6, G7, G3, G9 and I-I6 {confirmed and many more] for
constructing the last and extended phase of the ‘Ram Cfrafmtra’. Several smaller
pits were dug into the floor of the Period VII-C, where it remained open to the sur-
face or was covered with a superficially thin accumulated deposit. These pits are
filled back by simple earth and the purpose of them becomes difficult to explore.
In the northern area the deposition above this floor was used as a burial ground.
Several graves, of course without any grave stones to indicate, were encountered
during excavation. Similarly in the south, the same floor which is found repaired
by overlaying it with a new one in Period IX, probably during the construction of
the second terrace in the eastern area, is found to have been used for burying the
dead, apparently in this period only. Pits for all these graves have been cut into
the top soil and are found seal by only humus. In the northern area these graves
have disturbed the floor of the Pd. VII-C.

Trench E3 and F8 have been badly damaged by pits dug in the last period
and also by burrowing creatures. In trench E3 some amount of wall robbing has
also been noticed in the south-western comer. There has been some digging activity
in and along the baulk between trenches E3 and F3.

Another huge digging exercise is witnessed in area falling in trenches K6-
Lti to K3—I.8 and beyond to south, which was taken up some time in the Later‘
Post-Mughal period with certain vengeance and resolution that propelled the
diggers to cut and remove the layered structure built of lime concrete and calcrete
stone blocks. In trenches K? and K3, which fell in the centre of the pit, the mate-
rial from the deposit was labelled as those of layers from 1 to S. The pit later was
confirmed, on the basis of the combined evidences gathered from trenches J5-J6,
K6, K‘? and KB, to have been sealed by layer 3. The material already registered
as those from layers 4 to 3 is actually from the pit and has been treated in the
same way. Similar is the case with the material from layers 2 to 6 in trench J3.

During the excavation several objects were encountered which though of
recent origin were documented and recorded among antiquities with equal details
and definitions like the camera lens from trench ZE1 and the pendants in whitish
metal from D6 and GF.
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Recording Method
Northern area, eastern area and the southern area being more or less in the same
level plain showing marginal difference of about I0 to I5 cm, all the recordings
in the excavation were made taking the surface as the zero level in the areas
where the floor of the disputed structure were not found. ‘While in the raised plat-
form area all depths were recorded from the floor of the disputed area.

Chapter X: Summary of Results
Excavation at the disputed site of R.amjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid was carried
out by the Archaeological Survey of India from I2 March 2003 to 7 August
2003. During this period, as per the directions of the Hon'ble High court, Lucknow
S2 trenches were excavated to verify the anomalies mentioned in the report of the
Ground Penetrating Radar Survey which was conducted at the site prior to taking
up the excavations. A total number of 32 trenches along with some of their
baulks were checked for anomalies and anomaly alignments. The anomalies
were confirmed in the trenches in the form of pillar bases, structures, floors and
foundation though no such remains were noticed in some of them at the stipulated
depths and spots. Besides the B2 trenches a few more, making a total of 90 fin-
ally, were also excavated keeping in view the objective fixed by the Hon‘ble
High Court to con firm the structures.

The results of the excavation are summarized as hereunder:
The Northern Black Polished Ware {NBPW}-using people were the first to occupy
the disputed site at Ayodhya. During the first millennium ac although no structural
activities were encountered in the limited area probed, the material culture is
represented by terracotta figurines of female deities showing archaic features,
beads of terracotta and glass, wheels and fragments of votive tanks, etc. The
ceramic industry has the collection of NBPW, the main diagnostic trait of the
period besides the grey, black slipped and red wares. A round signer with legend
in Ashokan Brahmi is another important find of this level. On the basis of material
equipment and 14 C dates, this period may be assigned to circa 1000 so to 300 ac.

The Sunga horizon [second—first century ac] comes next in the order of the
cultural occupation at the site. The typical terracotta mother goddess, human
and animal figurines, bea_ds, hairpin, engraver, etc., represent the cultural matrix
of this level. The pottery collection includes black slipped, red and grey wares,
etc. The stone and brick structure found from this level mark the beginning of the
structural activity at the site.

The Kushan period {first to third century an] did not bring any qualitative
change in building activity although the period is known for its classical artistic
elements. However, this aspect is represented by the typical terracotta figurines
and a copper coin with the legend Sri Chandra (Gupta) and illustrative potsherds.

During the Post-Gupta-F.ajput period [seventh to tenth century so}, too, the
site has witnessed structural activity mainly constructed of burnt bricks. However,
among the exposed structures, there stands a circular brick shrine which speaks
of its functional utility for the first time. To recapitulate quickly, exteriorly on
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plan it is circular whereas internally squarish with an entrance from the east.
Though the structure is damaged, the northern wall still retains a provision for
prartala, i.e., waterchute, which is a distinct feature of contemporary temples
already known from the Ganga-Yatnuna plain.

Subsequently, during the early medieval period (eleventh—twelfth century
so] a huge structure, nearly 50 m in north-south orientation, was constructed
which seems to have been short-lived, as only four of the fifty pillar bases exposed
during the excavation belong to this level with a brick crush floor. On the remains
of the above structure was constructed a massive structure with at least three
structural phases and three successive floors attached with it. The architectural
members of the earlier short-lived massive structure with stencil-cut foliage pattern
and other decorative motifs were reused in the construction of the monumental
structure having a huge pillared hall {or two halls) which is different from resi-
dential structures, providing sufficient evidence of a construction of public usage
which remained under existence for a long time during the period VII [Medieval-
Sultanate level—twelfth to sixteenth century no]. It was over the top of this con-
struction during the early sixteenth century, the disputed structure was constructed
directly resting over it. There is sufficient proof of existence of a massive and
monumental structtue having a minimum dimension of 50 x 30 m in north-south
and ea st-west directions respectively, just below the disputed structure. In course
of present excavations nearly 50 pillar bases with bricltbat foundation, below
calcrete blocks topped by sandstone blocks were found. The pillar bases exposed
during the present excavation in northern and southern areas also give an idea of
the length of the massive wall of the earlier construction with which they are
associated and which might have been originally around 60 m {of which the 50
m length is available at present}. The centre of the central chamber of the disputed
structure falls just over the central point of the length of the massive wall of the
preceding period which could not be excavated due to presence of Ram Lala at
the spot in the make-shift structure. This area is roughly 15 x IS m on the raised
platform. Towards east of this central point a circular depression with projection
on the west, cut into the large-sized brick pavement, signifies the place where
some important object was placed. Terracotta lamps from the various trenches
and found in a group in the levels of period "v"II in trench G2 are associated with
the structural phase.

In the last phase of the period VII glazed ware sherds make their appearance
and continue in the succeeding levels of the next periods where they are accom-
panied by glazed tiles which were probably used in the original construction of
the disputed structure. Similar is the case ofceladon and porcelain sherds recovered
in a very less quantity; they come from the secondary context. Animal bones
have been recovered from various levels of different periods, but skeletal remains
noticed in the trenches in northern and southern areas belong to the period IX as
the grave pits have been found cut into the deposition coeval with the late disputed
structures and are sealed by the top deposit.

It is worthwhile to observe that the various structures exposed right from
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the Sunga to -Gupta period do not speak either about their nature or functional
utility as no evidence has come to approbate them. Another noteworthy feature is
that it was only during and after period IV (Gupta level] onwards upto period IX
(Late and post-Mughal level] that the regular habitational deposits disappear in
the concerned levels and the structural phases are associated with either structural
debris or filling material taken out from the adjoining area to level the ground
for construction purpose. As a result of which much of the earlier material in the
form of pottery, terracottas and other objects of preceding periods, particularly
of period I [NBPW level] and period III [Kushan level] are found in the deposits of
later periods mixed along with their contemporary material. The area below the
disputed site thus, remained a place for public use for a long time till the period
VIII {Mughal level] when the disputed structure was built which was confined to
a limited area and population settled around it as evidenced by the increase in
contemporary archaeological material including pottery. The same is further
attested by the conspicuous absence of habitational structures such as hou.se-com-
plexes, soakage pits, soakage jars, ring wells, drains, wells, hearths, kilns or fur-
naces, etc. from period IV [Gupta level] onwards and in particular from period
VI {Early lvIedieval—Rajput level] and period VII {I'vIedieval—5ultanate level].

The site has also proved to be significant for taking back its antiquarian
retnains for the first time to the middle of the thirteenth century ac I1250 : 130 sc]
on the analogy of the C14 dates. The lowest deposit above the natural soil repre-
sents the NBPW period and therefore the earliest remains may belong to the thir-
teenth century sc which is confirmed by two more consistent C14 dates from the
NBPW level {period I}, t.-‘it. 910 = 100 zc.] These dates are from trench GT. Four
more dates from the upper deposit though showing presence of HBPW and asso-
ciated pottery are determined by radio-carbon dating as 7'30 it 80 ac, ?l0 t 5'0 ac,
530 1: 7'0 st: and 320 : 30 ac. In the light of the above dares in association with the
Northern Black Polished Ware INBPW], which is generally accepted to be between
circa 600 ac to 300 ac, it can be pushed back to circa 1000 ac and even if a soli-
tary date, three centuries earlier is not associated with NBPW, the human activity
at the site dates back to circa thirteenth century ac on the basis of the scientific
dating method providing the only archaeological evidence of such an early date
of the occupation of the site.

The Hon‘ble High Court, in order to get sufficient archaeological evidence
on the issue involved ‘whether there was any templeistructure which was demo-
lished and mosque was constructed on the disputed site‘, as stated on page 1 and
further on page 5 of their Order dated 5 March 2003, had given directions to the
Archaeological Survey of India to excavate at the disputed site where the CPR
survey has suggested evidence of anomalies which could be structure, pillars,
foundation walls, slab flooring, etc., which could be confirmed by excavation.
Now, viewing in totality and taking into account the archaeological evidence of
a massive structure just below the disputed structure and evidence of continuity
in structural phases from the tenth century onwards up to the construction of the
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disputed structure along with the yield of stone and decorated bricks as well as
mutilated sculpture of divine couple and carved architectural members including
foliage patterns, arrtalaha, lzapotapali, doorjamb with semi—circular pilaster,
broken octagonal shaft of black schist pillar, lotus motif, circular shrine having
praitala lwaterchutel in the north, fifty pillar bases in association of the huge
structure, are indicatve of remains which are distinctive features found associated
with the temples of north India.

[From Ayodhya: 200.2-03, Excavations at the Disputed Site, Report submitted to the
Special Full Bench, Lucknow, of the Hon‘ble High Court, Allahabad, Vol. I {text by I-Iari
lvlanjhi, B.B.. Mani], Archaeological Survey of India, janpath, New Delhi: Chapter ll, pp.
13-19; Chapter III, pp. 3-T-4?; Chapter X, pp. 263-22.]

30. Irfan Habib’s Critique of the Archaeological Survey of India’s
Report of 2003

The Report of the Archaeological Survey of India (ASH submitted to the Ramjan-
tnabhumi—Babri Masjid Bench of the Allahabad High Court, Lucknow, on 22
September and released on 25 September 2003, will be found on close examination
to be an unprofessional document, full of gross omissions, one-sided presentations
of evidence, clear falsifications and motivated inferences. Its only aim seems to
be to so ignore and twist the evidence as to make it suit its ‘conclusions’ tailored
to support the fictions of the Sangh Parivar about the previous existence of a
temple. What follows is only a list of the ASl‘s major acts of omission and com-
mission, and ignores, for reasons of space, a whole series of deliberate oversights
and suppressions of facts.

Forgetting the Bones
One decisive piece ofevidence, which entirely negates the possibility of a temple,
is that of animal bones. Bone fragments with cut-marks are a sure sign of animals
being eaten at the site, and, therefore, rule out a temple existing at the site at the
time. The Report in its ‘Summary of Results‘ {p. 220] admits that ‘animal bones
have been recovered from various levels of different periods‘. Any serious archae-
ological report would have tabulated the bones, by periods, levels and trenches,
and identified the species of the animals [which in bulk seem to be of sheep and
goats]. There should, indeed, have been a chapter devoted to animal remains.
But despite the statement in its ‘Summary’, there is no word about the animal
bones in the main text. This astonishing omission is patently due to the ASI‘s fear
of the fatal implications held out by the animal bone evidence for the temple
theory. The ASI perhaps knows, as some of its supporters in the newspaper columns
do not, that sacrificial animals‘ bones (if we are dealing here with a temple
where animals were sacrificed, which, incidentally, has not been claimed] cannot
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be represented by bone fragments with cut-marks strewn allover, but need to be
found at particular spots, practically. whole and entire, which is not here at all
the case.

Glazed ‘Ware
The glazed ware, often called ‘Muslim’ glazed ware, constitutes an equally definite
piece of evidence that militates against the presence or construction of a temple,
since such glazed ware was not at all used in temples. The ware is all-pervasive
till much below the level of ‘Floor No. 4’, which is falsely ascribed in the Report
to the ‘huge’ structure of a temple allegedly built in the eleventh—twelfth centuries.
The Report tells us that the glazed ware sherds only ‘make their appearance’ ‘in
the last phase of the [sic] period VII’ (p. 2?U). Here we directly encounter the play
with the names of periods, for which see below. Do this page {Z?lJ], Period VII is
called ‘Medieval Sultanate’, dated to twelfth——si:tteenth century AD. But on p. 40
‘Medieval-Sultanate’ is the name for Period VI, dated to tenth and eleventh cent-
uries. In Chapter V [Pottery], there is no statement made to the effect that the
glazed ware appears in ‘the last phase of Period VII’ as is asserted in the Summary.
Rather, it is there definitely stated that ‘the pottery of Medieval-—Sultanate, Mughal
and Late-and-Post Mughal period {Periods VII to IX] . . . indicates that there is
not much difference in pottery wares and shapes’ and that ‘the distinctive pottery
of the periods is glazed ware’ lp. 103}. The placing of the appearance of glazed
ware in the ‘last phase’ of Period VII is thus a last-minute invention in the Report,
to keep its ‘massive’ temple allegedly built in Period VII clear of glazed-wa re by
a sleight of hand, because otherwise it would militate against a temple being
built in that period. All this gross manipulation has been possible because not a
single item of glazed pottery is attributed to its trench and stratum in the select
list of twenty-one (out of hundreds of items actually obtained} items of glazed
ware on pages H19-1 1. Seeing the importance of glazed ware as a factor for ele~
mentary dating [pre- or post-Muslim habitation at the site], a tabulation of all
recorded glazed-ware sherds according to trench and stratum was essential. That
this has been entirely disregarded shows that the glazed ware evidence, being
totally incompatible with any temple construction activity in Period VI, could
not simply be provided.

Going by the Pottery section of the Report lp. 108}, not by its ‘Summary’,
the presence of Glazed wa re throughout Period VII (Medieval, tvvelfth—si:tteenth
centuries} rules out what is asserted on page 41, that a ‘column-based structure’-—
the alleged fifty-pillar tempIe—was built in this period. How could Muslims
have been using glazed ware inside a temple? Incidentally, the claim of a Delhi
University archaeologist defending the Report, that glazed ware was found at
Multan and Tulamba before the thirteenth century, is hardly germane to the
issue, since obviously unbeknown to her, these were towns under Arab rule with
Muslim settlements since so 7'14 onwards, and so the use of glazed ware there is
to be expected. The whole point is that glazed ware is an indicator of Muslim
habitation, and is not found in medieval Hindu temples.
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The ‘Period’ llrlanipulation
The ASI’s Report is so laclting in elementary integrity that it tries to achieve its
obiect by manipulating nomenclature. In Chapter III, '5tr:-itigraphy and Chrono-
logy’, it has names for Periods VI and VII that are coolly altered in the other
chapters in order simply to transfer inconvenient material of Period VI to Period
VII and thus make Period VI levels purely ‘Hindu’. On pages 30-41, the nomen-
clature for Periods Vi, VI and VII is given as follows:

Period V: Post-Gupta-Raiput, seventh-tenth century
Period VI: Medieval—Sultanate, eleventh-twelfth century
Period VII: Medieval, twelfth-sixteenth century

Now let us turn to ‘Summary of Results’ (pp. 263-69}. Here the nomenclature
is altered as follows:

Period V: Post—Gupta-Rajput, seventh-tenth century so
Period VI: Early Medieval, eleventh-twelfth century
Period VII: Medieval—Sulranate, twelfth-siitteenth century

This transference of ‘Medieval—5u|tanate’ from Period VI to Period VII has
the advantage of ignoring Islamic-period materials like glazed ware or lime-
mortar bonding by removing them arbitrarily from Period VI levels to those of
Period VII, so that their actual presence in those levels need not embarrass the
A51 in its placing of the construction of a ‘massive’ or ‘huge’ temple in Period VI.
The device is nothing but a manipulative fraud.

The ‘Massive’ Fantasy
While digging up the Babri Ivlasiid, four floors were found, numbered, upper to
lower, as Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, floor bio. 4 being the lowest and so the oldest. Floor
No. 3 is linked to the foundation walls of the Babri l'vflasjid—the ASI’s ‘demolished’
or ‘disputed structure’-built in 1523. Floor No. 4 is described by the Report as
‘a floor of lime mixed with fine clay and brick crush’, i.e. a typically Muslim-
style srrrltfri and lime-mortar bonded floor. It is obviously the floor of an earlier
mosque (qanati or open mosque or an idgubl; and a niilirab and tuq were also
found in the associated foundation wall (not, of course, mentioned as such in the
ASI’s report}. Such a floor, totally Muslim on ‘stylistic grounds’ [a favourite
formula in the Report], is turned by the ASI into a temple floor, ‘over which a
column-based structure was built’. {On this latter assertion, see below: ‘Pillar-
less Pillar Bases’.l No single example is offered by the A51 of any temple of pre-
Mughal times having such a lime-mortar surkbi floor, though one would think
that this is an essential requirement when a purely Muslim structure is being
appropriated as a Hindu one. Once this appropriation has occurred {p. 41], we
are then asked to imagine a ‘Massive Structure below the Disputed Structure’,
the massive structure being a temple. It is supposed to have stood upon fifty
pillars, and by fanciful drawings {Figures 13, 23!: and 23B}, it has been ‘recon-
structed’. [Though one may still feel that it was hardly ‘massive’ when one
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compares Figure 23 {showing Babri Masjid before demolition} and Figure 23B
(showing the reconstructed temple with fifty imaginary pillars! J] Now, according
to the ASI’s Report, this massive structure with ‘bases’ of forty-six of its alleged
fifty pillars now exposed, was built in Period VII, the period of the Delhi Sultans,
Sha rqi rulers and Lodi Sultans (1206-1526). This attribution of the Grand Temple
to the ‘Muslim’ period is not by choice, but because of the presence of ‘Muslim’-
style materials and techniques all through. This, given the Sangh's view of medi-
eval Indian history, must have been a bitter pill for the ASl’s mentors to swallow;
and, therefore, there has been all the more reason for them to imagine a still
earlier structure assignable to an earlier time. Of this structure, however, only
four alleged ‘pillar bases’, with ‘foundations’ attached to floor 4, have been
found; and it is astonishing that this should be sufficient to ascribe them to tenth-
eleventh century and to assume that they all belong to one structure. That structure
is proclaimed as ‘huge’, extending nearly SCI metres that separate the ‘pillar
bases’ at the extremes. Four ‘pillar bases’ can hardly have held such a long roof;
and if any one tried it on them it is not surprising that the result was ‘short-lived’
(p. 269}. All of this seems a regular part of the VI-IP kind of propagandist archae-
ology rather than a report from a body called the Archaeological Survey of
India.

Before we leave this matter, a small point. The four alleged pillar bases
dated to eleventh—twelfth centuries are said ‘to belong to this level with a brielt
crush floor‘. Really! Srrrklri in Gahadavala times! No examples are predictably
offered. One can see now why it had been necessary to call this period [Period V}
‘Medieval—Sultanate' (p. 40} though it is actually claimed to be pre-Sultanate,
being dated eleventh~twelfth century. By clubbing together the Gahadavalas with
the Sultanate, the snrklri is sought to be explained away; but if so, the ‘huge’
structure too must come to a time after 1206, for the Delhi Sultanate was only
established in that year. And so the earlier allegedly ‘huge’ temple too must have
been built when the Sultans ruled!

Since the entire basis of the supposed ‘huge’ and ‘massive’ temple structures
preceding the demolished mosque lies in the alleged ‘pillar bases’, it is time to
consider what these really are and what they imply.

Pillar-less ‘Pillar Bases’
One must first remember that what are said by the AS] to be pillar bases are one
or more calcrete stones resting upon brickbats, bonded with mud or just heaped
up. In many the calcrete stones are not found at all. As one can see from the des-
criptive table on pages 56-6? of the Report, not a single one of these supposed
‘pillar bases‘ has been found in association with any pillar or even a fragment of
it; and there are no marks or indentation or hollows on any of the calcrete stones
to show that any pillar had rested on them. The AS! Report nowhere attempts to
answer the questions [I ) why brickbats and not bricks were used at the base, and
[2] bow mud-bonded brickbats could have possibly withstood the weight of roof-
supporting pillars without themselves falling apart. it also offers not a single
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example of any medieval temple where pillars stood on such brickbat bases.
Despite the claims of these ‘pillar bases’ being in alignment and their being

so shown in fancy drawings (Figures 23, 235 and 2315], the Report is curiously
chary of giving a detailed grid plan showing each base in relation to a set of
others on a scale sufficient for one to check whether their positions are in alignment.
This was especially important since there were objections raised that the ASI was
ignoring calcrete-topped brickbat heaps where these were not found in appropriate
positions and selected only such brickbat heaps as were not too far off from its
imaginary grids.

Hut the most astonishing thing that the ASI so casually brushes aside relates
to the varying levels at which the ‘pillar bases’ stand. Even if we go by the ASl’s
own descriptive table, as many as seven of these fifty ‘bases’ are definitely above
floor 2, and one is level with it. At least six rest on floor 3, and one rests partly on
floors 3 and 4. Since at least floor 3 is recognized even by the ASI to be a floor of
the mosque, how come that so many pillars were erected after they had been laid
out—in order to sustain a temple structure oyer them! More, as many as nine
‘pillar bases’ are shown as cutting through floor No. 3. So, are we to understand
that when the mosque floor was laid out, the ‘pillar bases‘ were not floored over?
It is thus clear that what we have are simply not ‘pillar bases’ at all, but some
kind of loosely-bonded brickbat deposits, which continued to be laid right from
floor 4 to floor 1.

Dr Ashok Dutra of Kolkata University, an archaeologist, who was among
those who volunteered to watch the doings of the ASI during the excavations, has
given an explanation for these bricltbat deposits, which offers a clear and elegant
explanation. When the ssrril:lri—lime-mortar bonded floor No. 4 was being laid
out over the mound some time during the Sultanate period, its builders must have
had to level the mound properly. The hollows and depressions then had to be
filled by brickbats topped by calcrete stones [often bonded with lime-mortar] to
fill them and enable the floor to be laid. ‘When in time floor 4 went out of repair,
its holes had similarly to be filled up in order to lay out floor 3. And so again
when floor 3 decayed, similar deposits of brickbats had to be made to fill the
holes in order to lay out floor 2 (or, indeed, just to have a level surface]. This ex-
plains why the ‘pillar bases’ appear to ‘cut through’ both floors 3 and 4 at some
places, and at others ‘cut through’ floor 3 or floor 4 only. They are mere deposits
to fill up holes in the floors. Since such repairs were in time needed at various
spots all oyer the floors, these brickbat deposits are widely dispersed. Had not
the ASI been so struck by the necessity of finding pillars and ‘pillar bases’ to
please its masters, which had to be in a proper alignment, it could haye found
scattered over the ground not just fifty but perhaps over a hundred or more such
deposits of brickbats. A real embarrassment of riches of ‘pillar bases’, that is!
Dnly they are, of course, no pillar bases at all.

The Circular Illusion
Much is made in the i'tSl’s Report of the ‘Circular Shrine’ {pp. 70-F1], again with
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fanciful figured interpretations of the existing debris (Figs 14 and 2414.). Compar-
isons with circular Shaivite and Vaishnavite shrines (Fig. 13] are immediately
made. The A51 had no thought, of course, of comparing it with circular walls
and buildings of Muslim construction—a very suggestive omission. The surviving
wall, even in .fi.SI’s own drawing, makes only a quarter of a circle, and such
shapes are fairly popular in walls of Muslim construction. And then there are
Muslim-built domed circular buildings. But even if we forget the curiously one-
eyed nature of ASI’s investigations, let us first consider the size of the alleged
‘shrine’. Though there is no reason to complete the circle as the ASI does, the
circular shrine, giyen the scale of the plan (Fig. I? in the Report}, would have an
internal diameter of just 160 ems or barely 5% feet! Such a small ‘shrine’ can
hardly be worth writing home about. Another small matter: the plan in Fig. 1?
shows not a circle [as one would have if the wall shown in Plates 59 and til] are
continued} but an ellipse, which it has to be in order to enclose the entire masonry
floor. No ‘elliptic (I-lindu} shrine’ is, however, produced by ASI for comparison:
the few that are shown are all circular. Finally, as admitted by the ASI itself,
nothing has been found in the structure in the way of image or sacred piece that
can justify it being called a ‘shrine’. The ‘circular shrine’, therefore, is again just
a figment of the ASl’s imagination.

Stray ‘Temple’ Finds
No Vaishnavite images have been found. All finds are stray ones or, as with the
black schist pillar, visible within it when the Masjid had stood but was broken by
the ker set.-‘alts (who say they love temple remains!) and buried in the Masjid
debris in 1992. Whatever little in stone has come out (as one decorated stone or
inscribed slab used in a wall], like stones with ‘foliage patterns, nrrrrrfrrka, knpotrb
parli door jamb with semi—circular pilaster, lotus motif’ (p. 2171), are in total very
few, and all easily explicable as belonging to ruins elsewhere and brought for re-
use during the construction of the Babri Masjid or the earlier mosque. The
extremely short list that the AS! is able to compile shows that they did not come
from any ‘massive’ temple at the site but were brought randomly from different
earlier ruins. Moreover, the presence of Buddhist, ]aina and Shaivite sculpted
stones and terracotta figures must also be talten into account, so that we can say
on the basis of the A5-l’s logic that there was a composite ‘Buddhist—]aina—Shaivite’
temple here, on the basis of all these stray finds. Has such a temple ever been
found in India?

Saffronized Archaeology
The bias, partisanship and saffronized outlook of the A5l‘s Report takes one’s
breath away. In almost everything the lack of elementary archaeological controls
is manifest. The one-page ca rbon-date report, without any description of material,
strata and comments by the laboratory, is meaningless, and open to much misuse.
There has been no thermoluminescence {TL} dating of the pottery, nor any carbon-
dating of the animal or human bones, although these are necessary for dating the
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remains themselves and the strata in which they are found, in order to test the
ASl’s own manipulated chronology (see ‘Period Manipulation’ above}. Indeed,
no care has been exercised in its references to chronology, and Period I ‘Northern
Black Polished Wa re’ has been pushed back to I000 ac in the ‘Summary of Results’
(p. 268}, when even in Chapter II on ‘Stratigraphy and Chronology’, the earlier
lim.it of the period is rightly placed at sixth century Ix: (p. 38}. The urge is obviously
to provide the maximum antiquity to habitation at Ayodhya, however absurd the
claim.

Quite obviously, saffronization and professional integrity camiot go together.
What all well-wishers of Indian archaeology have to consider is how, with a
Report of the calibre we have examined, there can be any credibility left in the
Archaeological Survey of India, an organization that has had such a distinguished
past. Today there is no professional head of the ASI; a civil servant, completely
subject to the desires of the government of the day, is in charge as Director-
General. It cannot be overlooked that the occupant of the office of Director-
General was changed almost simultaneously with the High Court's direction to
the ASI to begin the excavations in early March. The signal given thereby was
obvious; and the present Report should come as no surprise. Politicians gloating
over it are precisely those who have got it written.

blational honour was deeply compromised when the Babri Masjid was
demolished. Now the good repute of the Archaeological Survey of India has also
suffered an irremediable blow. When will the list of saffror1ization’s victims end?

31 . ‘It was not a temple’: Interview with Suraj Bhan

(Suraj Bhan, former Professor of Archaeology at the Kurukshetra University and
co—author of ‘A Historians’ Report to the Nation’ on the Ayodhya controversy,
visited the ASI excavation site in Ayodhya for three days in ]une 2003 to examine
evidence collected during the excavation. These are excerpts from an email inter-
view he gave Parvathi Menon, of Froritline, in September 2003.]

The ASI’ Report to the Allahabad High Court claims that a temple existed below
the Babri Masjid site. This reinforces the rrietrr that a temple was demolished to
construct the mosque. You have visited the site during the course of the excavations
and also read the Report. What are the nrairr points made in the Reports’
The Report makes several points. It states that the site was occupied first in the
NBPW (Northern Black Polished Ware] period around 1000 ac, and that habitation
at the site continued until the Gupta or post-Gupta period {so 600-1000}. It
claims that an important structure of Period V (c. an 1000} was a circular shrine
less then 6 metres in diameter which was square internally and provided with a
vvaterchute (pranalal to its north. It claims to have exposed a ‘massive’ burnt-
brick structure in Period VII comprising a burnt-briclr wall l.?'.7’ m wide, three
phases of floors, and ‘pillar bases’ extending over an area 50 m north-south and
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30 m east-west. The ‘massive’ burnt-brick structure associated with ‘pillar bases’
is claimed to have supported stone pillars constituting one or two halls. A ghara-
like depression cut into the brick floor suggests its use for keeping an important
object.

In the Report, the debris of the structure underneath the floor and walls of
the Babri Masjid was identified as a temple built in the twelfth century so. The
temple structure existed until the early sixteenth century. The Babri Masjid was
constructed in so 1528 (Period VIII} above the temple structure. [ts three domes
and western wall lay over the ‘massive’ burnt-brick wall of the temple. In the late
and post-Mughal period (Period IX], the Ram Chabutra was constructed over a
smaller and earlier chaharra. The Chabutra reveals five phases of construction,
acoording to the Report. It is to this last period that the graves containing skeletons
in the north and the south of the complex belong.

Are these corrclttsiorts iralirli’
There is no dispute that the habitation at the site began in the NBPW period. But
the established date of the NBPW period is circa 1'00 ac to 100 ac. The Report
pushes back the antiquity of Ayodhya and HBPW to c. 1000 st: (with a possibility
of them being even earlier], completely ignoring the established chronology of
north Indian archaeology. C14 dates can be erratic unless we have a cluster of
dates from different laboratories. It also depends upon the stratigraphical accuracy
of the samples analysed. The desertion of habitation at the site in the Gupta and
the Early Medieval period had already been pointed out by B.B. Lal in his short
report on Ayodhya in 1!-U6-PP. Hut the recent Report gives the impression that
the area was in public {religious} use until the Mughal period, when the Babri
Masjid was constructed. It should not be forgotten that cities in north India were
already in decay after the Kushan times. Sometimes people shift from a higher
ground to a lower ground on ancient mounds for convenience. Soil samples must
be examined to preclude the possibility of occupation of the site by marginalized
sections of society living in huts and shelters.

There is no doubt that a circular buntt-brick structure with a rectangular
projection for a door (or a niche] was exposed in the upper levels of Period Iv’ (c.
so t500~1000] at the site. But what is intriguing is the absence ofany stratigraphical
context, any icon or Shivalinga from the floor of the structure or a socket for the
Shivalinga in the floor. The Shaivite identification of the structure is based solely
on the existence of a waterchute to the north.

Ho one doubts the existence of a burnt-brick wall of the so-called temple on
the west of the site. It runs north-south to the length of $0 m. It is also associated
with a lime and srrrlrhi floor extending over a 50 m x 30 m area. Some circular or
squarish so-called ‘pillar bases’ are also recognizable, but they have no integral
relationship with the floored structure. What is striking is the absence of foundation
walls and the plan of the Nagara temple style prevalent in north India between
the ninth and the twelfth centuries. Secondly, the fifty so-called ‘pillar bases’ are
nowhere found associated with the stone pillars which they are supposed to have
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supported. Besides, the ‘pillar bases‘ have no religious symbols on them. It becomes
doubtful in the absence of a stratigraphical context to tall: of the relationship
between the walls, floors and the ‘pillar bases‘. Further, the ‘pillar bases‘ have
not been plotted on the site-plan to make their alignment trustworthy. How could
the Report show more than forty ‘pillar bases’ to be coeval without any strati-
graphical correlation? The Report should have illustrated through plans the
contemporary features of the burnt-brick structures. Their correlation should have
been shown by reproducing cross-sections adequately.

The Late and post-Mughal Period IX in the Report has brought to light two
clrabutras, graves on the north and south and the uppermost floor of the Babri
Masjid. But their stratigraphical relationship is either not recorded or not illus-
trated in this Report.

Tlsere have been criticisrns of the rnetbodology followed by the ASI. How should
snclr excavations have been undertaken, and bow long would they bane talten in
the norrnal coarse? Has the method ofexcauation followed by the ASI interfered
with the positioning ofevidence? Hora has it distorted interpretation and analysis?
We know that the ASI had not undertaken this excavation to solve any archae-
ological problem like establishing a sequence ofcultures, or to know the conditions
of life of the people, or to understand questions of culture change. Here the issue
that had to be established with the help of GPR {ground penetrating radar) survey
was if any ternpleistructure existed below the Babri Masjid, and if it was destroyed
to construct the Babri Masjid in so 1528. This minor issue did not require these
extensive horizontal diggings which destroyed all the Mughal-period remains at
the site. All that was required was limited vertical trenching, exposing the structure
where necessary. This could have avoided undue expenditure of time and money.
This is what the High Court perhaps wanted.

Let me also point out here that the excavation was in fact not called for in
this case. The problem of the Ayodhya title suit has no relevance to the history of
political and cultural conflicts in the past.

An archaeologist happens to be at the centre of any excavation work. Why
he or she works in a particular way depends upon training and perspective. Con-
textual stratification of the deposits and proper recording of the artifacts and
features, if done scientifically, can help collect useful data. The absence of strati~
fication would lead to mixing up of finds of different periods and locations. The
clubbing together of the pottery of Periods VII, VIH and IX in the Report is a case
in point. Or when the ‘pillar bases‘, structures and floors are not correlated accu-
rately. Doubtful stratigraphy leads to the rejection of pottery in interpreting the
sequence of cultural periods. This is what happened when medieval [Islamic]
glazed pottery reported from Period VII was completely ignored. This resulted in
the wrong placing of the burnt-brick structure No. 16 in the pre-Sultanate period
and its identification as a temple. Similarly, jumping to conclusions on the basis
of a few samples of NBPW analyses by only one laboratory could be misleading.
But here there seems to be a motive behind pushing back the HBPW date. The
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ASI Report was in fact eager to push back the antiquity of the ‘Rarnayana eta‘ as
much as it wanted to offer ‘proof’ of the VHP’s contention that there was a temple
below the Babri Masjid. B.B. Lal and _].P. joshi have similarly pushed back the
dates of PGW {painted grey ware} culture for enhancing the antiquity of the
‘Mahabharata age‘. The age of the Rigveda has also been pushed back by B.B.
Lal on no reasonable grounds to make it coeval with the Indus Civilization. This
is the general trend with the school of historians ‘re-writing history‘ or doing
tradition-based archaeology.

Why do you disagree with the conclusion that a temple existed at the sitei‘
jfiecause it is based on the wrong assumption that the massive burnt-brick structure
land its lime floors on which the ‘pillar bases‘ stand supported stone pillars like
those in the Babri Masjid.
i The Report records that this structure differed from earlier constructions.
Lime and snrkhi have been used on the floors; plaster and mortar for both the
structure and the ‘pillar bases‘. The use of lime-mortar becomes popular on such
a scale only in the Sultanate period [after an I105). These levels of Period VII are
also associated with medieval {Islamic} glared ware and glared tiles, which
came to be produced on a large scale only with the establishment of the Delhi
Sultanate. Besides, a niche in the ‘massive’ burnt-brick wall had an arch, so typ—
ical of the Sultanate period. It can be noticed in one of the photographs in the
Report, though another photograph shows it decimated. It is clear from the above
that construction of the so-called temple structure was wrongly dated as twelfth
century so.

It is evident from the Report that the ‘pillar bases‘ were nowhere found
associated with stone pillars or even their fragments. They have no symbols to
establish their identity with a Hindu temple. On the other hand, the occurrence
of animal bones from these levels precludes the possibility of the structure being
a temple. Moreover, the use of sculptured stones in the foundation wall of the
‘massive‘ burnt-brick structure would also lead us to a similar conclusion since
the Hindus normally immerse such sculpted remains in water rather than bury
these in the ground or in the temple's foundation. Hence it is not possible to agree
with the conclusion of the Report that there was a temple below the Babri Masjid.

What lay beneath the Bahri Masjid according to yon?
This can be better judged only after studying the full record of the excavation.
Much has not been included in the Report. However, one thing is certain: it was
not a temple. There is a great possibility of the structure being a Sultanate mosque.
Its plan broadly corresponds with that of the Babri Masjid in the lay-out of the
western wall, the southem chamber below the southern dome of the Ha bri Masjid
and the extensive floor area of the courtyard. It is well known from Mansura in
Sindh that the early mosques had pillars in them.

[From Frontline, 26 September 2003.]
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CHAPTER 111
The Nineteenth-Century Litigation

.-‘F

1. The Hanumangarhi Episode, by I(.I"~l. Panikltar

By the middle of the nineteenth century a large number of devotees and ascetics
had congregated at Ayodhya. The main centre of this assemblage was the temple
of Hanumangarhi, over which a dispute developed into an armed conflict between
the Hindus and Muslims in I855. The emergence of Ayodhya as a prominent
place of Hindu worship under the liberal Shia rulers, which enraged certain
orthodox sections of the Muslims, was the context of the dispute.

The dispute over the Hanumangarhi temple has a close parallel with the
present-day dispute over the Babri Masjid. A group of orthodox Sunni Muslims,
under the leadership ofShah Gulam Hussain, claimed that the temple of Hanuman-
garhi had supplanted a mosque which existed there earlier. In july 1355 Gulam
Hussain led a party of his followers, numbering about SOD, to oust the Hindus
from the temple. The Bairagis, the occupants of the temple, had the support of
about 3,00!) people, among whom were some large landholders and their retainers
from the neighbouring countryside. In the ensuing conflict a large number of
Muslims were ‘soon laid prostrate, the remainder returned and gained the Masjid
{Babri Masjid] where they were soon surrounded and cut to pieces‘. Although the
Bairagis defeated the Muslims and entered the mosque they did not occupy it;
they ‘returned to the Ghurrie and other ab-odes‘.

The defeat of Gulam Hussain and his followers at the hands of the Hindu
Bairagis created considerable constemation among the Muslims of Awadh, both
Sunni and Shia. Several fattaas were issued against the Hindus and the Nawab
was urged to punish the ‘wickedness’ and ‘enormities‘ of the infidels. As further
breach ofpeace appeared imminent, the Nawab appointed a committee of inquiry,
consisting of a Muslim, a Hindu and a representative of the British, in order to
defuse the situation. After very detailed investigation the committee came to the
conclusion that there was no mosque at the Hanumangarhi, at least in the past
twenty-five to thirty years, and most probably there never had been one. The
Muslims resented this decision and lvlaulvi Amir Ali Amethavi sta rted organizing
a movement to reclaim the Masjid. The Nawab toyed with the idea of constructing
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a mosque adjacent to the temple to assuage the feelings of the Muslims, but this
was strongly opposed by the Hindus. A serious communal clash appeared to be
brewing, but was averted by the timely and decisive intervention of the British
Resident.

The Hanumangarhi episode of 1355 has been mistaken by many as a dispute
over the Babri mosque and Ramjanmasthan. Surprisingly, Michael Fisher who
has consulted the voluminous records of the British government regarding the
dispute of 1355 mistook the Hanumangarhi temple for that of the janmasthan.
Many others, intentionally or unintentionally, have maintained this confusion.
Some of them have used this event to argue that the Hindus claimed the Babri
Masjid as the janmasthan for a long time. It is needless to emphasize that this is
a misreading of the events of I355-—thc dispute was about the Hanumangarhi
temple and not about the Babri Masjid. . . .

An important dimension of the Hanumangarhi episode is that it indicated
the absence at that time of any linkage between the Babri Masjid and the _Ianma-
sthan in Hindu consciousness. Although the Bairagis captured the Masjid in
which the Muslims had ta ken shelter they did not occupy it or advance a claim to
it. Instead they retreated to the Hanumangarhi almost instantaneously. It is also
important that during the course of the inquiry no Hindu had mentioned the
earlier existence of a temple at the site of the Masjid, even as a counter to the
Muslim claim on the Hanumangarhi temple. The local tradition about the janma-
sthan temple to which the British officials have referred, does not appear to be
current in 135$.

The Hanumangarhi episode, however, contributed to the construction and
dissemination of such a tradition. How it actually came into being is not certain,
but it originated, most probably, as an attempt to checkmate the Muslim claim
on the Hanumangarhi temple. The Mahant of Hanumangarhi was quick to realize
the implication of the proceedings initiated by Gulam Hussain and Amir Ali.
The proposal of the Nawab to build a mosque adjoining the temple was quite
alarming to him. He apprehended that the decision of the government need not
necessarily go in favour of the Hindus if the agitation was to be renewed in the
future. A counter—claim on the areas controlled by the Muslims could be an effec-
tive move to foil the designs of orthodox Muslims to gain possession of the
temple. The demand for the janmasthan thus originated as a defensive ploy.

Soon after the Revolt of 1357' the Mahant took over a part of the Babri
Masjid compound and constructed a chafrrrtra [raised platform}. This attempt
of the Mahant was opposed by the local Muslims. Clo 30 November 1353, Maulvi
Muhammad Asghar, lrharih and rnaaarin of the Babri Masjid, submitted a petition
to the magistrate complaining that the Bairagis had built a chaharra close to the
mosque and that they had written ‘Rama, Rama‘ on the walls of the mosque.
Similar complaints were made in 1815!], lB??, 1833 and 1834. In I835 the Mahant
filed a suit to gain legal title to the land and for permission to construct a temple
on the rhahntra. His suit and appeals were dismissed. His claim for the proprietor-
ship of the land in the compound of the Masjid was also dismissed by the judicial
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conunissioner. Yet the idea that the Masjid was constructed at a holy place of the
Hindus and that it was a disputed area was firmly established.

A local tradition which has developed rather recently is now sought to be
made into a matter of national faith. It is argued that the site of the Babri Masjid
being the janmabhumi of Rama is a matter of faith. just as the Christians believe
that Jesus Christ was the Son of God and the Muslims believe that Mohammad
was the Prophet of Allah, the Hindus believe that Rama was the auatara of
Vishnu. These are matters of faith. But not so the birth of Mohammad at Mecca
or of Rama at Ayodhya. They are questions of fact. The known history of Ayodhya
does not indicate that what is claimed as the ]anmasthan was in fact the birthplace
of Rama or that a temple existed at the site of the Babri Masjid.

[From K.l'*~l. Paniltkar, ‘A Historical Clverview‘, in Sarvepalli Gopal led.l, Anatomy ofa
Confrontation, Viking, Delhi, I991, pp. 31-33.]

2. Litigation on the Ram Chabutra as Ram Janmasthan
Za. Plaint by Mahant Raghubar Das, Mohanth, Asthan,

Ayodhya, dated 29 january 1385

Text of the Plaint
Mahant Raghubar Das, Mohanth, Asthan, situate Ayodha, Plaintiff.
lfersus
The Secretary of State for India in Council—Defendant.

The plaintiff aforesaid begs to state as follows:
Suit for awarding permission for constructing of temple in prohibiting the

defendant, to the plaintiff over a Chabutra Janam Asthan situated in Ayodhya.
North 1'? feet, east 21 feet, south 1? feet, west 21 fret. There can be no

valuation according to the market rate. Hence according to the plaintiff as given
in Section 1?, Clause II of Act T-" or Ti], a court fee of Rs has been given. The
situation of the spot can be fully evident from the plan attached.

{1} Tliejanam Asthan, situated at Ayodhya in the city of Faitabad is an old
and sacred place of worship of Hindus and the plaintiff is the Mahant of that
place of worship.

{2} The Chabutra of janam Asthan is 21 feet towards east and west, 1? feet
towards north and south, and there in Charan Punya lies and there also a small
temple over it, which is worshipped.

{3} The said Chabutra is in possession of the plaintiff and on account of
there being no building over it, the plaintiff and others experience great difficulties
and hardships on account of excessive heat in summer and excessive cold in
winter and rain in rainy season. There can be no harm to anyone if temple is con-
structed to cover this Chabutra, on the other hand if the temple is constructed the
plaintiff and other faqirs and pilgrims will get facilities of every sort.
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[4] The Deputy Cornmissioner, Faiza bad, in March or April 1933. on account
of the objection raised by some Muslims, prohibited the construction of the temple.
Thereupon the petitioner submitted a petition to the local self-Government but
when no reply was received the plaintiff gave a notice under Section 414 of
C.P.C. on 13th of August 1334 to the office of the Secretary, Local Government,
but no reply of that also was received, hence the cause of action for this suit arose
on the date of prohibition, at Ayodhya, within the local limit of jurisdiction of
this Court.

{S } A public man who is a well-wisher of the State has got the right to con-
struct any sort of building he likes on the land owned and possessed by him and
the Government which is just and right is by duty bound to protect its subjects
and to help them in getting their rights and to take necessary precautions to
maintain law and order. It is therefore prayed that a decree for awarding permission
to construct a temple over the Chabutra janam Asthan, situated in Ayodhya and

North: 17 feet
East: Z1 feet
South: 1'? feet
‘West: ll feet

restraining defendant from prohibiting or obstructing the plaintiff in the construc-
tion of the temple, be passed. The costs of the suit be awarded as against the
defendants.

I, Raghubar Das, Mahant, Janam Asthan Ayodhya, plaintiff, do declare
that all the contents set forth in this plaint are true to my personal knowledge and
belief.

5df- Mahant Raghubar Das
D119th ofJanuary 138$
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Zb. Judgement of Pandit Hari Kishan, Sub judge, Faixabad,
dated 24 December 133.5, dismissing the suit after
inspection of the site

judgement in Suit for Permission to Construct a Temple
This suit was put up today in presence of the plaintiff and his pleader Kolto Mal
‘Valtil and Pandit Hisharnbhar Hath, Government Pleader, Mohammed Asghar
defendant and his pleader. On perusal of all the papers on the record it is proved
that the plaintiff is the Mahant ofjanam Asthan {birthplace}. A suit was filed in
respect thereof as against the Secretary of State, thereafter Mohammed Asghar,
as per his application was held to be the defendant. The case of the plaintiff
briefly is as follows: Chabutra {platform} janam Asthan; east west 81 feet, north
south 1'? feet is possessed by the plaintiff and on account of there being no building
over that Chabutra, the plaintiff and other faqirs experience great difficulty in
every season, in summer due to excessive heat, in winter due to excessive cold
and in rainy season due to rains. If a temple is constructed no harm is done to
anyone and the worship which is done at present will continue in the same maruier
in future also. Hence the plaintiff prayed that a decree may be passed according
permission to the plaintiff to construct a temple over the said Chabutra. The
cause of action for this suit seems to accrue on the 15th of_]une 1834. The learned
Government Pleader in his written statement has alleged that the plaintiff has not
been ejected from the Chabutra, hence no ea use of action for this suit has accrued
to the plaintiff and the suit is barred by limitation and the plaintiff is not entitled
to the relief claimed. Moharnmed ilisghar defendant in this written statement has
given the following facts which are briefly as follows.

The court fee paid on the plaint is insufficient: The court fee should have
been paid according to the value of the building and the suit is also barred by
limitation. The area of the land shown as Chabutra is excessive and the same
area is not in possession of the plaintiff and the plaintiff has repeatedly been
restrained from constructing any temple over the said land. In view of the facts of
the case these issues have been framed for finding.

1. Is the court fee paid on the plaintiff sufficient?
Z. ls the suit barred by limitation?
3. If not, is there any cause of action?
4. Are the reliefs claimed lawful or not?
5. What is the area of the Chabutra in suit?
6. To whom from amongst the parties, the said land known as Chabutra

belonged and possessed?
The onus probandi of issue nos 1, 3, 4 and E lies on the plaintiff and of issue

no. 2 on defendant and issue no. 5 relates to measurement and the ends to contradict
issue no. 6 lies on the defendant. The plan of the site in dispute was got prepared
by Gopal Sahai Amin and was placed on the record, whatever amendment was
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considered to be necessary at the time of inspection of the site, the said amendment
of building was entered in the plan. The following papers were filed by the
parties in proof of the issues framed:

Documentary evidence given by the plaintiff.
Copy of the extract from the Gazetteer of Oudh, Volume ?, required under

the orders of the Govemment.
Extract for the General Historic Society with an Urdu translation of the

same.
Documentary evidence given by the defendant.
Order of M. Munro, officiating Deputy Commissioner, together with the

copy of the order.
Copy of the judgement Mr Damsoer, Assistant Conunissioner; and permission

of Mr O. Dezor, Deputy Conunissioner, regarding the demolition of the Rasoi.
Parcha signed by Mr Faros, former Deputy Commissioner, dated the liith

of February 137?.
Copy of the order of the Deputy Commissioner, dated the 6th of December

1353.
Copy of the judgment of the court of—Shah, dated the 3rd of December

1360 and 13th of March 31, in the suit Rajib Ali vs. Allan Singh.
Copy of the remarks given by Bhela Hath, Darogha of Nuzul land, dated

the Bth of September 1866.
Copy of the order of Mirza Khuda Dad Beg as per permission of the Deputy

Commissioner dated the 12th january 1384.
Copy of the order of Assistant Commissioner, Syd. Mohanuned Asghar vs.

Govind Ram.
Copy of the petition of Gurrnuleh Singh, resident of Lahore, dated 18th of

May 1583.
Copy of the petition and order of and dated the TI?th of January 1365.
An inquiry on the spot was made in presence of the parties and the pleaders

for parties and Darogha of Nuzul land. Witnesses on behalf of the plaintiff and
Mohammed Asghar defendant were produced and their statements were recorded.
lt was not considered to be necessary to produce an eye witness on behalf of the
state. After hearing the arguments of the pleaders for the parties regarding issue
no. l it is evident that the reliefs claimed by the plaintiff are to the effect that
permission for the construction of the temple may be given. The objections on
behalf of Mohammad Asghar are that the court foe should be paid on the value of
the temple to be constructed or it should be calculated on the value of the Chabutra.
On seeing volume Il, section 17 clause 6 of Act T of 1E?0, it becomes clear that
the property in suit can be valued according to the market rate and a stamp of Rs
ll} on it is sufficient. The temple can be constructed in one hundred rupees, in one
thousand and also in several thousands. There can be no limit to it; therefore, for
permission to ma lte such construction there can be no valuation according to the
market rate. There is no claim regarding possession over the Chabutra, so that
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court fees may be charged on the value of the Chabutra. Hence a stamp of Rs 10
is sufficient.

As regards issue no. 2 it has been brought to my notice that no information,
under section 14$ Cr. RC. has been given by the District Magistrate to the plaintiff
to which he is entitled to get cancelled. A man named Gurmulth Singh, Punjabi,
had brought stones for constructing the temple. The order of Deputy Commissioner
to Gurmulth Singh is to the effect that he should remove the stones. The order of
the said officer is clear that the permission to construct the temple could not be
given to Gurmukh Singh, the fzarinda of Munshi Ram Lal and Ram Murai Rai
Bahadur, who has brought stones for constructing the same and the Commissioner
had rejected the appeal for this reason that no previous permission which is
necessary according to law, was talten. As no restriction has been imposed on the
plaintiff for constructing the temple over the Chabutra, so the plaintiff is not
bound to get any order of restriction cancelled. The case cited by the Government
Pleader is not relevant, because in the case cited before me an order had been
passed against the plaintiff, but in this case no order had been passed regarding
the construction of the temple over the Chabutra against the plaintiff. Besides
this, on seeing section 23 of Act No. 5 of 13?? it is clear that in such cases, suits
can be filed at any time, because on every occasion permission is refused, fresh
cause of action will arise and fresh suit can be filed. In addition to it for such suits
there is no definite section of the Limitation Act, once the limitation according to
section E-U of Act No. 15 of 13?? is right. Hence the suit is, therefore, not barred
by limitation.

As regards the third issue, without the defendant plea of limitation, the
cause of action has accrued, and that the cause of action which has accrued to the
plaintiff is wrong, and besides this the plaintiff is being restrained from con-
structing temple over the Chabutra and on the plaintiff’s application to the local
Govermnent no order having been passed, the cause of action has of course
accrued to the plaintiff and the plaintiff is entitled to sue.

As regards issue no. 5, measurement was made on the spot and the measure-
ment was found to be correct according to the plan, which is as given in the suit,
and now Mohammad Asghar has also got no objection to it, on the other hand it
is less in inches and the measurement in feet is right.

As regards issue no. 6, on seeing on the spot it is evident that char.-:m {i.e.
feet} is embossed on the Chabutra which is being worshipped. On a Chabutra
over that Chabutra an idol of Thalturji is installed. The Chabutra is in possession
of the plaintiff and whatever offering made, is taken away by the plaintiff and
this fact also admitted to Mohammad Asghar defendant. The witnesses of the
plaintiff also prove the possession of the plaintiff for this reason that there is a
pucca wall like a fence constructed to fix the boundaries of land held by Muslims
and Hindus, a reference to it will be made later on. The wimesses for the defendant
plead their ignorance of the possession of the plaintiff over the Chabutra. In
between the mosque and the Chabutra is a wall which can be fully evident from
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the perusal of the corrected plan prepared by the Amin and it is clear that there
are separate boundaries between the mosque and the Chabutra and this fact is
also supported by the fact that there is a boundary line built by the Government
before the recent dispute. Before this Hindus and Muslims both used to offer
prayer and worship at that place. In 1355, after the fight amongst Hindus and
Muslims, a boundary wall was constructed to avoid future disputes, so that the
Muslims should worship inside that wall and the Hindus should worship outside
that wall, hence the Chabutra and the land which is situated outside the boundary
wall belong to Hindus and the plaintiff.

Now there remains the fourth issue on which the order for dismissal or
decree of the suit depend s. This place is not like other places where the owner has
got the right to construct any building he liltes. On perusal of the plan it can be
found the situation is as such. The prayer for permission to construct the temple
is at such a place where there is only one passage for the temple as well as for the
mosque. The place where the Hindus worship is in their possession from of old
and their ownership cannot be questioned and around it there is the wall of the
mosque and the word Allah is inscribed on it. If a temple is constructed on the
Chabutra at such a place then there will be sound of bells of the temple and
sbanitb when both Hindus and Muslims pass from the same way, and if permission
is given to Hindus for constructing temple then one day or the other a criminal
case will be started and thousands of people will be ltilled. For this reason of
breach of law and order the officers have restrained the parties from making any
new construction. So this court also considers it to be proper that awarding per~
mission to construct the temple at this juncture is to lay the foundation of riot and
murder, hence between Hindus and Muslims, which are two different religions,
in view of justice the reliefs claimed should not be granted. On seeing the law of
contract this court is aware of the fact that no party should be directed to perform
the contract which is contrary to the public policy. For the reasons given above,
in view of this court, the reliefs claimed by the plaintiff are not according to law
and this issue is decided in favour of the defendants and the other issues are
decided in favour of the plaintiff, and it is hereby ordered that under section I93
of C.P.C. the suit of the plaintiff be dismissed. Pa rties to bear their own costs. The
record be consigned to the record room.

Sd!- Hari Kishan, Sub judge
Dated 24 December 133$
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2c. judgement of Col. F.E.A. Cbamier, District judge, Faiaabacl,
dated 18 March 1836

Civil Appeal No. 2? instituted on 9.1.36
Disposed of by Col F.E.A. Chamier, D. judge
From the order of R. Hariltishan, S. judge, Faizabad, of 24.12.35

Maht. Raghubar Das
Pltf. Appellant
Versus
1. Secy. of State
2. Mohammad Asghar, Defd. Respondent

Both dated 13.3.36

Nature of Case and Point of Issue: Claim for permission to construct temple, i.e.
Defdt. be prohibited by withhold from obstructing Plff. to build temple on the
Janmasthan. North 1'? ft, south 1? ft, east Z1 ft, west 21 ft.
Order of Lower Court Plff's claim be dismissed—parties to bear their costs.
Grounds of Appeal and Objection of Respondent: vide decree.
Plff wishes to construct a temple on a platform or Chabootra already existing.
The issues are:

1. ls the plaint sufficiently stamped?
2. Is the suit barred by limitation?
3. Is there a cause of action?
4. Can such a suit be maintained?
.5. What is the area of the land upon which the Chabootra stands?
6. To whom does the land belong?

The findings are:
1. Stamp of 1l}i'- sufficient.
2. No order has been issued to Plaintiff by the art. 120 dated 11.Xl.??.
3. Yes.
4. Area determined.

The Sub judge finds that the site selected upon is so close to an existing masjid
that it would be contrary to public policy to graiit Plff a decree authorizing him
to build a temple as desired by him.

Defdt. files a memorandum of objections under S. $61, C.P.C.
Mr Bekor for Plff. relies upon the decision in [LR Madras, 304, and argues

that as the Sub judge has found the land to belong to Plff. he is entitled to relief
sought for: that there is no desire on the part of the Plff. to vary the

hitherto existing....................... .. protection is requisite
from the great heat of the sun and inclement weather.

Mr Sykes for Defdt. That there has been hitherto no disturbance is due to
the forbearance of the Mnha'medans—that the suit is barred under art. 14 dared
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1l.Xl.137'?—-in the order referred to . . . . . 14 lviarch lFFS—besides numerous
other orders . . . . . necessary 23 . . . . 5? -- BLR fV—p. 24 that these orders of the
local Executive Officers are in the nature of political acts and are not to be relied
by the Civil Courts: that Sub Judge's decision is wrong as to the ownership. . .
.the land being, declared in the Plff.: that it can be presumed that a subject should
have preserved a right in this land when it is in the immediate vicinity of the
mosque. Mohan Chandra Dube V. Secy. State, JLR 1 Col. p. 11.

I propose to visit the spot on Wednesday next, 1'? Iviarch.

Sdi- EBA. Chamier
13 March 1336
Dated 13 March I536

In the Court of the District judge, Faizabad
Civil Appeal No. 2? of 1885

Copy of judgement dated 13.3.86 passed by Col. F.E.A. Chamiet. Dist. judge,
Faizabad in re:
Mahant Raghubar Dass, Plff.
Vs -
1. S-ecy of State of lndia
2. Mohammad Asgltar
Deft. Respdts.

Claim for permission of construction of temple.
I3 March 1336
I visited the land in dispute yesterday in the presence of all parties.

I found that the masjid built by the Emperor Babar stands on the border of
the town ofAjodhya, that is to say to the west ofand south it is clear of habitations.
It is most unfortunate that a masiid should have been built on land specially held
sacred by the Hindus, but as that event occurred 356 years ago it is too late now
to remedy the grievance. All that can done is to maintain the parties in status
quo. In such a case as the present one any urnonation could cause more harm and
derangement of order than benefit.

The entrance to the enclosure is under a gateway which bears the super-
scription ‘A.llah'—-—inutiediately on the left is the platform or chabutra of masonry
occupied by the Hindus. On this is a small superstructure of wood in the form of
a tent.

This chabutra is said to indicate the birthplace of Ram Chandra. In front of
the gateway is the entry to the masonry platform of the masjid. A wall pierced
here and there with railways divides the platform of the masjid from the enclosure
on which stands the chabutra.

The words of the Sub judge: ‘bahire lte clurja lee arazi mai chabutra
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makbooza mudai wa Hindu logon lte hai go is hultam par ahil Hindud paristish
karte hai ltaclim ltabza unlta hai jis se milltiyat unlce men koi kalam nahin ho
saltta hai.’

The words are redundant and are to be struck out of the judgement. The
only question decided in this case is that the position of the parties will be
maintained. The true object of the suit was disclosed by B. Kuccu Mul yesterday
when we were standing near the masjid—namely that the British Government as
no respector of persons was asked through its courts to remedy an injustice
committed by a Mohammadan emperor. The Dy. Com. contends that the Civil
Court has no jurisdiction in this matter, the relief asked for being in contravention
of clause id] S-ec. 56 Act 1, lB??. It is not clear to me how the order of 14 lvlay
1883 can be said to have been issued in connection with the public duties of any
department of the Government of India on the local govertunent. On the contrary
the plaintiff stated that the local government has sent him no answer to his
application. If it be said that the order of 14 May 1833 was passed by a Magistrate
then the section of the Criminal Procedure Code should have been cited under
which the order was passed.

At page 334 V, I.L.R. Made it is laid down that persons of whatever sect are
at liberty to erect building and therein conduct public worship provided they
neither invade the rights of property enjoyed by their neighbours nor cause a
public nuisance etc. etc. and subject to such directions as the Magistrates may
lawfully give to prevent obstructions of the thoroughfare or breaches of the public
peace. If the particular act complained of is to be viewed as the act of Government
and that in the part which the Deputy Commissioner to-olt he merely acted as the
Dfficer of the Government attending to discharge his duty as a public servant
with perfect good faith even on the assumption if the act of the Dy. Comm. was
in itself wrong as against the plaintiff and produced damage to him, he the
plaintiff must have the same remedy by action against the doer whether the act
was his own or whether it was done by order of the superior power.

The civil irresponsibility of the local government could not be maintained
with any show of justice if its agents were not responsible for tortuous act. The
reason why this suit is dismissed is that there is no 'injuria’, nothing which would
give a right of action to the plaintiff.

The decisions which I have been able to find as to the jurisdiction of the
Civil Courts brings barred refer to question of a public right determined by a
Magistrate, for instance a Civil Court could not entertain a suit to get aside an
order of a Magistrate which declares a road to be a public road.

This appeal will be dismissed. As the lvlohammadan Defdt. intervened of
his own will his costs will be paid by plaintiff only as to court fees and costs of
copies. The government pleader is allowed costs Rs 16 in each court.

5d. F.E.A. Chamier
Distt._]udge
IBIIE March I336
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Decree by a Court of appellate jurisdiction Section .'i?9 Act XIV of I3 31
In the court of the District judge of Faiaabad.
Civil appeal no. 27' of 133$.

Mahant Raghodas, Plaintiff-appellant
Versus
1. Secy of State
2.. Mohammad Asghar, Defdt. Respondents

The plaintiff-appellant appeals to the District _]udge‘s court at Faizabad against
the decree of Pandit Hari Kishun, Sub judge, Faiaabad, dated 24 December
1 33.5, dismissing plaintiff's claim for permission to construct temple, i.e. defendant
be prohibited to withhold from obstructing plaintiff to build temple on the jama
Asthan north 1? ft south 17 ft east 21 ft west 11 ft.

For the following reasons namely:
1. That every kind of worship is offered and there is no prohibition, hence

by construction of temple no new worship will be performed, hence lower court's
apprehension of a riot is wrong.

2. That as the platform together with land appertaining to it is occupied by
the plaintiff-appellant and is a place of worship ofthe Hindus so there appears no
restriction for constructing the temple.

3. That the Government is not feeble and Government is bound to protect
an obedient subject and to lteep back persons from illegal oppression, consequently
it is very hard on the appellant not to allow him for the construction.

4. That the appellant is in every respect entitled to the relief sought and
there is no point against law and advisability of country, hence lower coutt’s
decision is wrong. Hence appeal for its reversal.

This appeal coming on for hearing on the 13 day of March 1336 before
Col. F.E.A. Chamier, Distt. judge, in the presence of B. Kuccu Mu], Valtil for the
appellant and Pt. Bishembher Hath, Government Pleader and Mohammad Afzul
Hu., Vakil for the Respondent. It is ordered that the appeal be dismissed, that the
remarks of the Sub judge quoted in the judgement of this court declaring the
right of property to rest in plaintiff be cancelled and the costs of this appeal
amounting to Rs T"'2.i’5i- as noted below are to be paid by plaintiff excepting l~l5.-"-
Mohammad Asghar's pleader's fee. The costs of the original suit are to be paid
by plaintiff with above exception.

Given under my hand and the seal of the court this 13126 day of March
I ESE.
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Mohammad Asgiior Memoranelsnn of costs Appeiiant Respondent
_ Seq-_§_tate

Law stamps I'D!’-
Process fees 1!-
Pleader"s fee ltif- lif-

Valtala tna ma Miscellaneous 1iI3f- 3i-
Copying charges 1.5
Witness
Valtalatnama 10.3

2?. Total 13!] 3i- 1613-

Sd. T.E.A. Chamni
District Judge

iiP‘P
semen;

D

Zd. ludgement of W. Young, Officiating ludicial Commissioner,
Oudh, dated I November I336

In the Court of thejudicial Commissioner of Cludh
Memo of Appeal
Second Civil Appeal No. 12.1 of 1336

instituted on the 25th day of May, 1336 from the decree of Col. F.E.A. Chamier,
District Judge, Fyttabad.
No. 27 of 1336 dated 13tl1J'26th March 1336, modyfying the decree of Pr.
Hariltishan, Sub Judge, Fyaabad.
No. 61f23D of 1 335, dated 24th Decembcr1335

lvlahant Raghubar Das, Appellant, Plaintiff.
‘Versus
1. Secretary of State for India and
2. Mohammad Asghar, Defendants, Respondents

The valuation of the appeal is-
The grounds of the appeal are:

I. That the learned District judge is wrong in cancelling the findings of the
Sub _]udge—‘declaring the right of the property to rest in Plff.—'and accepting
the cross appeal and modifying the order regarding costs.

II. That the learned Sub judge is wrong in holding that the Plaintiff’s suit
cannot be maintained.

III. That the learned District judge is wrong in stating the masjid was built
by the Emperor Babur.

IV. Because the learned District judge is wrong in holding that there is no
injuria.

V. That every ltind of worship is offered and there is no prohibition hence
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by construction of temple no new worship will be performed, Lower Coutt‘s
apprehension of a riot is wrong. . . .

VII. That the Government is not feeble and the Government is bound to
protect an obedient subject and to lteep baclt persons from illegal oppression. It is
very hard on the appellant not to allow him to construct the temple.

VIII. That the persons of whatever sect are at liberty to erect buildings.
IX. That the Lower Courts have illegally refused to exercise jurisdiction

vested in them by law.

In the Court of the judicial Commissioner of Dudh
No. 122 of 1336. 2nd Civil Appeal Register

lvlahant Raghobar Dass, Plaintiff-Appellant
Versus

1. The Secy. of State for India and
2. Mohammad Asghar, Respondents, Defdts

Claim: For permission to construct a temple, i.e. Defendant be prohibited from
obstructing Plff. to build temple on janam Asthan—-—Pa rgana Avadh, Dist. Fyaabad.
Appeal against order of Col. F.E.A. Chamier, judge, Fyzabad, dated 13126 lvlarch
1336, modifying the order of P. Hariltishan, Sub judge, Fyzabad, dated 24th
December 133$.

Lucltnow, Ind September 1336
Present:
For Appellant Mr Boyle B. Kaccuncal, B. Lachman Dass
For Respondents Mr Shri Ram for the Secy. of State

Ivlr Sykes and Mr Afzal Husain for Defendant

judgement reserved, 2nd September I336

judgement
This is an appeal from the decision of the District judge, Fyaabad of 13.126
March 1336 confirming the decree of the Suhjudge, Fyza bad dated 24th December
133$, except as to costs respecting which it modified the decree of the Sub judge.

The judgement of the District judge also ordered that certain words in the
judgement of the Sub judge be struclt out of its judgement.

According to select case no. 55 of 1332 by judicial Commissioner (Puran
Chand Vs. Gitdhar Das] no appeal ought to lie as the decree on appeal only
modifies the decree below as to costs. But this ruling is in opposition to the
Allahabad High Court's ruling in re and I thinlt the latter ruling must be followed.

The matter is simply that the Hindus of Ajodhya want to create a new
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temple or marble baldacchino over the supposed holy spot in Ajodhya said to be
the birthplace ofShri Ram Chandar. Now this spot is situated within the precinct
of the grounds surrounding a mosque erected some 350 years ago owing to the
bigotry and tyranny of the Emperor Babut, who purposely chose this holy spot
according to Hindu legend as the site of his mosque.

The Hindus seem to have got very limited rights of access to certain spots
within the precincts adjoining the mosque and they have for a series of years
been persistently trying to increase those rights and to erect buildings on two
spots in the enclosure:

{I} Sita lti Rasoi
lb} Ram Chandar lci janam Bhumi.
The Executive authorities have persistently refused these encroachments

and absolutely forbid any alteration of the ‘status quo’.
I thinlt this is a very wise and proper procedure on their part and I am

further of opinion that the Civil Courts have properly dismissed the Plaintiff's
claim. The pleas on appeal to this court are wholely unsupported by the facts in
the case or by any arguments that appear to me to be weighty.

I do not follow some of the reasoning of the Lower Appellant Court as to
the limitation of the Civil Courts‘ jurisdiction. However, I approve of the final
conclusion to which it has come and I see no reason to interfere with its order
modifying the wording of part of the judgement of the Court of First Instance.
There is nothing whatever on the record to show that Plaintiff is in any sense the
proprietor of the land in question.

This appeal is dismissed with costs of all Courts.

Sd!- W. Young
judicial Commissioner, Oudh
1st November 36

No. 1221.KJ36
Ind Civil Appeal
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CHAPTER IV

The Babri Masjid: 1886-1949

1. On the Riots in 1934 by Parmanand Singh

Nothing notable happened between 1336 and 1934. In I934 riots took place
over the Babri Masjid issue. The communal riot was sparked off by the slaughter
of a cow in the village Shahjahanpur near Ayodhya on 2'? March 1934. The cow
slaughter occurred on the Baltra-Id festival of the Muslims. Hindus damaged the
Babri Masjid. However the mosque was repaired and reconditioned by a Muslim
contractor at the expense of the British government.

In 1936 the Corntnissioner of Waqfs set up an enquiry, under the Uttar
Pradesh Muslim Waqfs Act, into the ownership of the property. The enquiry
declared that the Babri Masjid was built in 152.3 by Babar who was a Sunni
Muslim. In March 1946 the mosque was declared a Sunni mosque.

In December 1949 the Mandir—Masj id controversy gained momentum. On
23 December an incident began when a rnnrti or statue of Rama suddenly
appeared in the Babri Masjid along with nnrrtis of Laltshmana and Sita. ‘Word
rapidly spread among Hindus that the God Rama had returned once more to
talte possession of his birthplace. Among Muslims the word spread that Hindus
were planning to defile their mosque and deprive them of their place of worship.
That led to communal confrontation. This incident was reported by Constable
Mata Prasad at the Ayodhya police station at 9 am. The then District Magistrate,
lC.I€.I(. Nayar, on 23 December 1949, sent a radio message to the Chief Minister,
Chief Secretary and Home Secretary, which read: ‘A few Hindus entered Babri
Masjid at night when the Masjid was deserted and installed a deity there. DM
and SP and force at spot. Situation under control. Police picket of 15 persons was
on duty at night but did not apparently act.‘

[From Pannanand Singh, ‘Legal History of the Ayodhya Litigation‘, Indian Bar Review,
Vol. I'W‘l.l.l {I}, The Bar Council of India Trust, 19.91, p. 31.l
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2. Report of Faizabad District Waqf Commissioner,
3 February 1941

The report was submitted on Babri and janam Asthan mosque at Ayodhya, which
was built by Emperor Babar in 935 A.H., by Mr Mohammad Owais, my prede-
cessor, which was returned with letter no. SUPIXVJW-39 dated januaty 1939 with
the intimation that the post of Chief Commissioner of Waqf was terminated.
District ‘Waqf Commissioner are empowered under sec. 4 of United Provinces Act
[Act XIII of 1936] to decide ‘Waqf cases. Finally, I made further enquiries and
examined the pesh nets-‘as who filed certain papers. I entirely agree with the find-
ing of my predecessor and I submit my report.

A short history of the state granrs made for the maintenance of this mosque
is given below.

It appears that in 93.5 A.H. Emperor Babar built this mosque and appointed
Syed Abdul Baqi as the ntntawalli and hhatib of the mosque {vide clause 2 of
statement filed by Syed Mohammad Zaqi to whom a notice was issued under the
Waqf Act}. An annual grant of Rs 60 was allowed by the emperor for maintenance
of the mosque and the family of the first rntttawafli Abdul Baqi. This grant was
continued till of the fall of the Mughal kingdom at Delhi and the ascendancy of
the Nawabs of Oudh.

According to clause 3 of the written statement of Mohamad Zaqi, Nawab
Sa'adat Ali I-Chan, King of Oudh, increased the annual grant to Rs 3013316. No
original papers about this grant by the King of Oudh are available.

After the Mutiny, the British government also continued the above grant in
cash up to 1364, and in the latter year, in lieu of the cash grant, the British
government ordered the grant of some revenue-free land in villages Bhuranpur
and Sholeypur. A copy of this order of the British government has been filed by
the objector Syed Mohammad Zaqi {vide Flag A}. This order says that the Chief
Commissioner under the authority of the Governor-General in Council is pleased
to maintain the grant for so long as the object for which the grant has been made
is ltept up on the following conditions. These conditions required Rajah Ali and
Mohammad at Sahar to whom the snnnad was given, to perform duties of land-
holder in the matter of police, military or political service, etc.

The object mentioned above is elucidated in the Urdu translation as follows:
Thus the original object of the state grant of Emperor Babar and Nawab

Sa'adat Ali Khan is continued in this snnnari by the British government also, i.e.
maintenance of the mosque. The nanltar is to be enjoyed by the grantees for so
long as the object of the grant, i.e. the mosque, is in existence.

Syed Mohammad Zaqi, the objector, who is known as the tnitrawalfi of the
Babri Mosque, and also calls himself as such, raises an objection to the land in
Sholeypur and Bhuranpur being regarded as a Waqf, because he says the grant
has been made for his sustenance only. I do not agree with this view of his. The
written statement filed by Mohammad Zaqi himself is sufficient to show that the
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grant has been continued ever since 935 A.H. only because he and his ancestors
were required to look after the mosque and lteep it in proper condition out of the
income allowed to them, and also to provide for the maintenance of himself and
his ancestors out of a part of the same grant.

Clearly, then, the grant of land to Mohammad Zaqi must be regarded as a
Waqf, the purpose ofwhich is the maintenance of the religious building known as
the Babri Mosque.

The learned counsel for Mohammad Zaqi has also argued:
{1} Thar the particular grant of land in Sholeypur and Bhuranpur has been

made by the British govemment, a non-Muslim body, and hence the grant cannot
be regarded as Muslim Waqf.

[2] That the grant is a conditional one, being subject to resumption on non-
fulfilment by the grantee of any of the police, military or duties enjoined in the
sttnnad, and that on account of these conditions the grant cannot be classed as
Muslim Waqf.

I do not agree with either view. Firstly, the British government only continued
the grant which had been made by the Muslim government originally and in
these circumstances, I cannot but regard the grant as a Waqf.

As for the second point, the conditions have been imposed upon the grantee,
and not upon the way in which the grant is to be utilized, which latter purpose is
recognized as maintenance of the mosque. It is clear that if the conditions are
broken the enjoyment of the grant by the inntamaili himself for his sustenance is
to be withdrawn, apparently implying that any other nintawalli will then be
appointed to administer the grant for the original purpose of maintaining the
mosque. I am strengthened in this view because I find the mention of the object of
the grant, i.e. maintenance of the mosque, at the very outset of the snnnad and
the desirability seems be clear from the whole snnnad.

I also find that after the Ayodhya riot of I934, Syed Mohammad Zaqi pre-
sented an application {Flag ex. Al to the Deputy Commissioner, in which he
clearly described himself as mntatualfi or trustee of the mosque and of the trust
attached them to.

I also find that this same Mohammad Zaqi submitted accounts in 192$ in
the Tahsildar's court in which he stated that the income from the grant managed
by him was utilized for maintenance of the mosque, pay of intent, muezrin and
the provisions of iftari, etc., during Ramaan after deduction of Rs 20r'- per month
for sustenance of the rnntattralfi himself. The pay of the nrntawalli in col. T has
not been stated by Mohammed Zaqi. In view of the statement filed in the Tahsilda r's
court this may be regarded as Rs 203- per month spends a much greater portion of
the income on his own personal needs.

The present nmrawalli is of course a Shia. There is no information as to the
sect to which Abdul Baqi himself belonged, but the founder Emperor Babar was
admittedly a Sunni, the irnatn and mueaain at the mosque are Sunni and only
Sunnis say their prayer in it. Abdul Ghaffar, the present pesh nernaa, was examined
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by me. He swears that the ancestors of Mohammad Zaqi were Sunnis who later
on were converted to Shias. He further said that he did not receive his pay during
the last eleven years. In I936, the nsurattralli executed a pronote promising to
pay the arrears of pay by instalment but up to this time nothing actually was
done. I think, therefore, that this should be regarded as a Sunni trust.

I must say in the end that from the reports that I have heard about the
present rnnrawalli, he is an opium addict {vide his statement flagged} and most
unsuited to the proper performance of the duties accepted of a inittaitraffi of an
ancient and historical mosque, which is not kept even in proper repairs. It is desi-
rable that, if possible, a committee of management should be appointed to supervise
the proper maintenance and repairs of the mosque and discharge of his duties by
the nttttawalli.
Fyrabad Sd. A. Majeed
3 February I941 District Waqf Commissioner

Copy from old settlement file
Settlement Officer's court
Zila Fyzabad
No. of Case S

Mauza Bahrampur
Taloolta Pargana Haveli Oudh

Mohammed Afaal Ali
and Mohammed Asghar, Plff.
Versus
Govt. Defendant
Claim superior proprietor right revenue free
Date 3rd januaty 1820

Parties present. The Plff., who has been present at all the sittings in the other
cases connected with this village, is today absent, but as all the other cases are
now concluded and his suit is under a grant from the British govemment, his case
is proceeded with.

I find that in answer to the Chief Comm‘s case 43!I 463f of 21st May I863
enquiring about endowment for support of mosques and other religious purposes
in the Fyaabad district, a letter (No. $3 of 2nd july I363] was sent by the D.C.
stating that a sum of 302f2f- was paid annually from the imperial revenue for the
support of the janmasthan mosque in Ajudhya.'On the 23th August the Chief
Commr's forwarded copy of the letter from the secretary to the Chief Commr to
his address no. 2532 of 25 August I363, which is as follows:

‘With reference to your letter no. 829 of 9th ult. I am directed to inform you
that the Governor General has sanctioned the Chief Commr‘s proposal for the
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commutation of the cash payment of Rs 3ll2i‘2!- granted in perpetuity for the
support of the janmasthan mosque at Fyza bad to a grant of land rent free estimated
to yield a yearly rental of that amount and to request that you will provide for
the change by a grant of some natal land near Ayodhya.‘

In obedience to these orders, proposal was made, and statements submitted
|{D.C‘s no. 381 dt. 16th Nov. 1364} to give over Maura Sholapur and Bhahoranpue

To this Commr replied in no. I239 of 20th Nov. Reply to no. 331 dt. 16th
inst. states that the land included in Bahrampur and Sholapur seems exactly to
suit the requirements of the case. The cultivated area gives the exect rniltasi
wanted and there is no land liltely to come under cultivation and thus give the
inoafidars larger income at the expense of the state.

Bys D.C. will take an agreement from the managers of the cantonment
[Endowmentj and offg. Comm: will then report the grant for the sanction of finl.
Commr.

In no. 433 of 23rd Dec. 1864 submitted this agreement.
The agreement is on record under signature of Mohammed Asghar and

Mohammed Afral Ali.
Commr in his no. 36'? dt. 9th September 181$ forwarded copy of F.C"s no.

2105 Do. SI6 Sept, approving of the selection of land made by the offl. Dy.
Commr of Fyrabad for janmasthan mosque.

In accordance with these orders all other suits relating to the village having
been disposed of I now decree as follows.

Decree
The superior proprietary right in Maura Bahranpur in decree revenue free to
Mohammed Asghar and Mohd Afzal Ali.
Camp Naurahi Sd. Illegible
3.2.20 A.S.O.

Stamp worth Rs 31'-
From
The Secy. Chief Commissioner. Oudh

To
The Commissioner Fyzabad Division
Dt. Lucknow the 25th, August|'63

Sir,
With reference to your letter no. 326 dt. 9th. I am directed to inform you that the
Governor-General has sanctioned the Chief Commr's proposal for the commutation
of the cash payment of Rs 3lI'2i"3i‘5 granted in perpetuity for the support of the
janmasthan mosque at Fyaabad to a grant of land rent free estimated to yield a
yearly rental of that amount and to request that you will provide for the change
by a grant of some nasal land near Ajoodhia.
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I have etc.
Sd. Illegible
Secretary.
True copy
Sd. Illegible
Mooniram
Dy. Commr's office
Fyaa bad

[From Mohammad jamil Akhtar, Babri Masjid: A Tale Unfofd, Genuine Publications,
tsst, pp. sta-14.]

3. judgement of S.A. Ahsan, Civil judge, Faizabad,
dated 30 March 1946, in a Shia-Sunni dispute which
confirmed the status and continued use of the Babri Masjid
and the Idgah land adjoining it

In the High Court ofjudicanire at Allahabad
In the Court of the Civil judge, Faitabad
Regular Suit No. 29 of 45.
Copy of judgement dated 30.3.45, passed by Sri Akhtar Ahsan, Civil judge,
Faizabad

Shia Central Board of Waqf, U.P. through the Secretary of the Board, No. 3
Habiulla Road, Lucknow
Versus
Sunni Central Board of Waqf, U.P. through the Secretary of Board, No. 9 Hali
Road, Lucknow. . . . Defendant

Claim for: A decree for declaration to the effect that the mosque and Idgah speci-
fled below endowed by Syed Abdul Baqi is Shia ‘Waqf and not the Sunni Waqf
and under the U.P. Muslims Waqf Act No. XIII of 1926 the Shia Central Board of
Waqfs U.P. has the right for general management and the property described
herein belongs to Shia Waqf.

Valuation of the suit: Rs T"65Df-

judgement
Suit No. 29 of 1945

Shia Central Board U.P. Waqf {Lucknow}
Vs
Sunni Central Board U.P. Waqf {Lucknow}
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The dispute is that the suit relates to an ancient and historic mosque, commonly
known as (Babri) mosque in jamnasthan, Ayodhya, which was admittedly construc-
ted tluring the reign of Babar Shah over four centuries ago. After the enactment
of the U.P. Muslim Waqfs Act{1(III of I936} the mosque was included amongst
the Sunni Waqfs a list of which was prepared by the Chief Commissioner of
Waqfs under sec. 4 of the Act and published in the Government Gazette, dated
23.9.1944 [and has been under the Deft's superintendence since then}.

The Plff [Shia ‘Waqfs Board] seeks a declaration that the mosque is a Shia
Waqf together with the Idgah attached to it atjalpa Mala Ajodhia, and V1 Bahran-
pur, Pargana Haveli and 20 bighas odd land, known as Sholapuri grave, in
Mohal Bharanpur, in Faiaabad distt and tahsil. The case as set out in the plaint
was that the mosque was founded by Shri Abdul Baqi, an Ashri Shia, that it had
been all along in possession of Shias who have been reciting their prayers therein
and that its inurtttallies too were Shias belonging to Baqi's family. As regards the
property, it was stated that the Nawab Visor and subsequently the Kings of
Oudh, had granted a cash nattbar of Rs 302J'3!'6 through parwanas and sanads
for the maintenance of the mosque which was realized from the revenue of V
Shahnawa. The plaint proceeded that on the annexation of Oudh, the nanhar
grant was maintained but the entire village Bahranpur and the Sholaptui grave
was granted to the rnurnralfies for the maintenance of the mosque and a decree
for prohibitory rights, revenue for, was passed in favour of the inurwallies at the
time of the Ist Regular Settlement and that the rnnrwallies had been observing
the terms of the grant and filing accounts before the S.D.O.

Under the circumstances narrated above, the Plff. claimed that he was entitled
to its supervision as it was a Shia Waqf as contemplated by the Act prior to the
institution of this suit [on 4.11945). The Plff. had also sent a notice as required
by $.53 and the. cause of action was based on the publication in the Gazette, as it
was alleged that the Chief Commissioner of Waqf had not sent the list of Sunni
Waqf to the Plff.

The Deft (Sunni Board) asserted that the mosque was founded by Emperor
Babar who was a Sunni, that its peshawar lthateeb and muezzin have been of the
same set and that it had always been issued by the Sunnis of Ajodhia for saying
their Friday prayer. He further alleged that formerly the ntntnvaflies were also
Sunnis but it appears that one of them became a convert to Shia as during the
closing period of the reign of the Kings of Oudh (who were Shiasl. The Deft
further denied that Baqi was a Shia and that the rnururallies belonged to his
family.

As regards the Idgah it was alleged that it was quite independent of the
mosque but was similarly used by the Sunnis for their Id and Baqrid prayers. The
Deft also agreed that V. Bahranpur and the Sholapur grave were dedicated for
the maintenance of the mosque. There were some other legal pleas also set up in
defence which will appear from the issues.

The following issues arose for trial on the pleadings [of the replication] in
the case.
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l[a] Was tbe mosque in suit built by Abdul Baqi as alleged by the Plff. If so,
was he a Shia as alleged?

ib} Whether the mosque was constructed by Babar Shah as alleged by the
Deft.

2. Is the suit within time?
3. Has the mosque in suit been used by the members of the Sunni sect as

alleged by the Deft for over 12. years. lf so its effect?
4. Is the notice EX-A-? defective. If so, its effect?
5. To what relief, if any, is the Plff. entitled?

Findings
Issues Ha) and (fr): As has been mentioned, the Plff. has in support of his case
relied upon the fact that the mutwallies have all along remained Shias and were
the descendants of Abdul Baqi. It would be convenient to dispose of the question
whether the mutwalfies are the decendants of Abdul Baqi before taking on the
main question as to who was the founder of the mosque.

In the relications the following pedigree:

SA. Baqi
i

S. Hibzbr Ali
l

Husain Ali
J-

Snltoonat Bibi—Rajab Ali
1 T “nil F Ti T 1

Ali Haqi M. Afzal M. Asghar
i

.l.M.
-L

Kalab Husain Hasahi

This pedigree has not been seriously challenged as the Deft has not given a
counter-pedigree and it was admitted on the oral pleadings that Kalab Husain is
the present mutwalfi and before him {his brother} M. Zalti was the mutwaffi until
about a year ago. Kalab Husain p.w.b.8, is one of the witnesses who has proved
this pedigree and says that he had heard it from M. Balti and their father and
their pboopbi, Mst. Elahan, all of whom are dead. Then there is the testimony of
S. Murntaz Husain [p.vv. 2} a retired tabsifdar about 53 years old and a zamindar
of this district. His grand—daughter's daughter is married to Kalab Husain and he
further deposes that his elder brother, Altaf Husain, was married to the daughter
of M. Ali, a brother of Rafab Ali and that he has seen Sa rfras Ali, another
brother of Rajab Ali and M. Asghar [his son) from vvhom he heard the pedigree.

This witness was posted in this district as a Girdwar qanoongo in 1889-90
and subsequently as a mt-msarim during the second settlement of operation papers
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in 1392-93 and had occasion to go to V. Shahnawa, about 3 miles from Ajodhya,
which is the village in which Rajab Ali and his descendants have been residing.
Lastly there is the deposition of S. Nazeer Husain [p.w. 3} who is about 5 years
old and testifies that he is a grandson of Mohammad Ali, one of the brothers of
Rajab Ali, and that his mother was the daughter of M. Afzal, sfo Rajah Ali. This
witness is a resident of V. Shahnawa and says that he heard the pedigree from his
parents who are dead. There is one more witness on this point, namely 5. Mohib
Husain, who is a resident of Aiodhya and deposes to being a grandson of Syed
Ali, one of the brothers of Rajah Ali, and that he heard the pedigree from his
father who is dead. The last two witnesses also deposed that Rajah Ali and his
brothers were the sons of Fateh Ali.

This pedigree finds indirect support from the defendant's witnesses also
who depose that they bea rd from their ancestors that the former mutwaflies were
Sunnis and that Rajah Ali was at first a Sunni but had become a Shia later on.
There is also Est.A-13, which is an application by M. Zalti dated 20.11938 to
the Commissioner of Waqfs, Faiaabad, objecting to the treating of E-ahrampur
and the land in Gholapur as Waqf property and claiming that he and his ancestors
were its proprietors. In this application too he gave his family pedigree which is
further substantiated by E:-tt.2'Jp.w.i and A-12 which are documents of the smnmary
settlement {ISED}.

As regards Abdul Baqi (who was admittedly a contemporary of Babar Shah}
being a Shia, para 1 of flxt.A-13 contains a statement that all the persons given
in the pedigree were lsna Ashri Shias. There is also the admission of the defendant‘s
witnesses to which l have already referred and in the opening of this case. The
defendant's learned counsel admitted that the descendants of Rajah Ali were
Shias. The witnesses who have deposed about the pedigree have also stated that
they heard from their ancestors that Mir Abdul Baqi {or Baqi] was a Shia and
had come from Isphahan as an ‘isphahani', i.e. a resident of lsphahan.

It was urged on behalf of the defendant that the evidence about Mir Baqi
being a Shia was inadmissible as it did not fall within the possession of S.32 of
the Evidence Act used in the absence of any evidence, to the contrary the perusal
presumption was that he was a Sunni. For the second learned counsel relied upon
the decisions reported in 30 Cal. [l.L.R.} 633 (at p. 636}, 1932 Bombay {l.L.R.}
356 and 1933 Lab [A.I.R.] BU.

There is no doubt that these authorities lay down that unless the contrary is
proved, the general presumption is that the Muslims in India are {I-Ianafi} Sunnis
but it is displaced by an equally good presumption in the present case, that Baqi,
being a Persian, was a Shia, as is borne out from the following passage in Baille
and Digest, Pt. II, p. 1, an edition referring to the Arabian adage that all people
follow the religion of their ltings. He says:

The saying was exemplified to the fullest extent in Persian where the whole of the
people have become Sheealis since the occasion of the Safee lfiafavil dynasty AD
1499. The process of assimilation was less rapid in lndia where though several of
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the hlawabs or local governors were Sheralis (Shia). This was eminently the case in
Oudh ifiudhl, the Nawabs of which were hereditary Vaseera (waairsl of the empire.

How the mosque in suit was admittedly built during the time of Babar who
ruled from I526-1530 is clear from the passage quoted above and that the Persians
had become Shias before that period. It follows, therefore, that the presumption
in the present case is that Baqi must have been a Shia. As regards the admissibility
of the statement in S. 1 3 and the deposition of the witnesses it has been observed
in the boolt {I.L.R. 9?, at p. 145} that a very liberal interpretation must be given
to the words in S.32[5]: that when the statement relates to the existence of any
relationship by blood relations otherwise valuable evidence of family history
would be excluded. In 2? I.S.23{I [at p. 251 1, their Lordships held that under
Section 49, the opinion of persons having a special means of knowledge regarding
the usages of any family are relevant. Lastly in I929 Cal. (A.l.R.) S33, it was
laid down that declarations made before the controversy by dead persons on a
matter of general or public interest, even through hearsay, are admissible. In the
present case the witnesses examined by the Plff on this point are related to Baqi's
descendant, Sakoonat Bibi, and they depose to statements relating to a matter of
general interest to the Muslim community as regards the mosque having been
built by a Shia and also about the family traditionst

I, therefore, hold that the evidence in this case proves that Abdul Baqi was
a Shia.

Turning now to the main question whether the mosque was built by Abdul
Baqi or by Babar Shah. It.may be mentioned at the very outset that it was con-
ceded by counsel for the plaintiff that Babar Shah was a Sunni, although in the
replications a contrary assertion was tnade. It was also common ground between
the counsels on both sides that the determining factor whether the mosque in suit
was a ‘Shia’ or a ‘Sunni’ Waqf would be the religion of its zamindar, as neither
the Waqf Act [XIII of 1936] not the Muslim law laid down any distinction between
the two, and there was no prohibition for members of either sect to say their
prayers in a mosque built by a member of the other sect.

The plaintiff has examined seven witnesses [p.w. 1-3} which include the
witnesses who have deposed the pedigree in support of the mosque having been
built by Baqi. All of them are Shias and depose to having said their daily prayers
also sometimes in the mosque in suit.

It appears from the statement of S. Mumtaj Husain {p.w. 2] that besides
learning from the members of Baqi's family, namely, M. Asghat and Saffraa Ali
{brother of Rajah Ali} and his own father that Baqi was one of the ministers of
Babar and had built the mosque, he also made some inquiries in 1392-93 during
the second settlement. The witness deposed that Mr Hasan, the settlement officer,
bad asked him to find out the important places in Ajodhya as he was going to
visit it, and the witness made inquiries from M. Abdul Kasim, the 1*-lazir Sader
and one Mir Farsard Ali of Ajodhya, both of whom are dead. S. Waaeer Husain
{p.w.3} mentions his mother who had hea rd from Sa ltoonat Bibi about the mosque
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and Akbar Ali, Ashiq Ali and Waeir Ali, sons of Syed Baqi, and brother of Rajah
Ali. It may be mentioned again that he is a descendant of Mohd. Ali, another
brother of Rajah Ali, and his mother was a grand-daughter of Rajah Ali. S.
Mohib Husain [p.w.4) is a descendant of Syed Ali and says he heard from his
father [who was son of Syed Ali} and his uncle Altbar Ali, who are dead, that the
mosque was built by Abdul Baqi. Kalab Hussain (p.w.5} is the present nsutwaflr
and says that he learnt from his father [M. Kazi] that his father's sister Mat.
Elahan, that the mosque was built by Abdul Baqi. He further deposes that he
maintains the mosque out of the income of V. Bahrampur and some land in V.
Sholapur, though he did not admit that it was Waqf property. He admits that the
pesbrtarnus for the in-utnssj and the muenins (who are paid by him) have been
Sunnis and the expenses of the distribution of sweets and payments of persons
who recite the Quran during the month of Ramaan have been set by him and his
father who died about thirty years ago.

The other set ofwitnesses, namely S. Hussain Agha, Miraa Ali Husain and
Karamat Husain lp.w.5—'.-7] are residents of this city and depose to having attended
an iftar [fast-breaking} party by S. Hussain Agha in 1932 and 1936 when a
rnnflrls was held and collective prayers were said. The mother of S. Hussain and
Asghar came from Mohalla Qaaiana of Ajodhya and he deposes that he heard
from her, his father and some other persons about Baqi being the Governor of
Oudh during Babar‘s time and having built the mosque. The source of information
of the other two witnesses is said to be Mohd. Zalti, who was a friend of Miraa
Ali Hussain (p.w.6_l as well as of Karamat [p.w.7] and they also used to go to
Shahsanwa for attending rnajlis during the cbebfum. Their evidence is not of
much consequence in view of the fact that the first set of witnesses are more qua-
lified on account of their relationship to show about the matter in controversy
and if their testimony is not accepted, no higher value can be attached to the
testimony of the second set of witnesses.

Turning to the oral evidence adduced by the defendant, he has examined
Iltramullah {p.w.ll, a eamindar of Ajodhya, Mir Abdul Ghafoor I,'p.w.2}, a mnfidazr,
Molvi Abdul Gafoor {p.w.I-I}, the present imam of the mosque, Mohd. {p.w.4] and
Karamatullah [p.w.S}. All these persons are Sunni residents of Ajodhya and depose
to having said their jmna prayers and attended the raraneeh in the mosque and
having heard from their ancestors that the mosque was built by Babar Sha h. The
evidenceofAhdul Ghaffar(p.w.5) shows thattheofficeofinutnt hasbeenhereditary
in his family and before him his father and grandfather were the imam and this
fact is admitted by Kalab Hussain [p.w.6j. The witness is also the author of a
book containing the history of Ajodhya and says that he had heard from his
grandfather about the mosque having been built by Babar Shah. The evidence of
the other witness does not deserve any particular discussion as it is mainly con-
cerned with the offering of prayers by the Sunni residents of Ajodhya, which has
been admitted by Kalab Hussain as well as in the oral pleadings. As regards their
knowledge about the founder of the mosque, they even deny having heard the
name of Mir Baqi, which appears to he untrue as will he shown later on. More-
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over, if the matter rested upon oral evidence alone, l would prefer to rely upon
the testimony of the first set of plaintiff's witnesses as their source of knowledge
was more direct.

There remains the documentary evidence produced by the parties, the plaint
as well as the documents filed by the plaintiff [Exts. 8-13} and Ext. I and 2,
p.w.1} show that a cash Inaukar} grant from the imperial revenue of V. Shahnawa
of Rs. 3f.l1i'- odd, was granted by the Nawabs of Oudh and after the annexation
the British Government maintained the grant but committed it by granting the
superior proprietary rights free of revenue in V1 Babrampur (and Sholapur] to
Mohd. Asghar and Mohd. Afzal (sons of Rajah Ali], for which a decree (Ext. 12)
was passed in 13$-"0 {first settlement]. Ext 82, p.w.l and A.12. are the extracts
from the register of mmrfi grants in which investigations had been completed in
1860. These documents show that the original cash nasrltur was granted by Babar
Shah to Mir Baqi, who has been described as the Molvi and Hussain of the Ba bri
mosque, for his subsistence and the expenses of (maintaining) the mosque. These
documents also show that Rajah Ali, who is described as the son-in-law of Baqi's
grandson Hussain Ali, and his son M. Asghar, were the holders at that time and
it may be reiterated that these documents establish the pedigree up to Mr Asghar
beyond any doubt.

Ext.A.16 is an application given in an 1366 by M. Afzal [son of Rajah Ali]
who was one of the decree holders at the first settlement (Ext. I2} describing him-
self as the muttuufli, complaining against some hirogis of Ajodhya in which he
stated that the Masjid situated in janmasthan, i.e. the mosque in suit, had been
built by Babar Shah:.A.1? is a written statement of Mohd. Asghar of the year
I365 (in this court] which too describes Babar as the founder of the mosque and
lastly in para 2 of Ext. A-13 M. Zaki (in 1933) has made the same recital.

The Gazetteer of this district also contains references to this mosque at pp.
1?3—1'?4. It shows that according to local affirmation, Ba bar came to Ajodhya in
so 1523 and halted here for a week, during which he destroyed the janmasthan
temple and on its site built a mosque using largely the materials of the old struc-
ture. The author then goes on to remark that no record of the visit is to be found
in Musalman histories but it must have occurred about the time of Babar’s
expedition to Biha r. The first settlement report also gives the same history of this
mosque and adds that according to 5cyder’s memories of Babar, the emperor
excamped about S or 6 miles from Ajodhya and stayed for a week, setting the
surrounding country, though it was remarkable that his doings at Ajodhya were
wanting in his own memoirs {Bchanr-aura].

For the plaintiff it was argued that in their applications, M. Afaal, M.
Asghar, and M. Zaki had not given their source of knowledge and their admissions
were not binding on the plaintiff as the representatives of the Shia community.
The rulings in 11 W. N. 1599 and 5 W. N. 306 were cited but they are inapplicable
as here it has not been shown that the admissions were made under certain cir-
cumstances with some particular motive and surely these persons were in a much
better position to know about the mosque than the present witnesses who base
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their knowledge upon the statement of persons who in their own terms, did not
ltnow anything directly. It is also obvious that the whole of the evidence on this
point is hearsay and it cannot be again said that the statements of Mohd. Afzal
and M. Afghar are much more valuable than the statements of the plaintiff's wit-
nesses who have deposed after a dispute had arisen about the founder of the
mosque.

The history of the mosque in the Gasetter of the settlement report was also
sought to be imagined on the ground that Babar's visit to Ajodhya was not mention-
ed in any historical word and the settlement officer was not required to make any
such investigation. I am unable to accept these contentions also as the books are
works of reference and admissible under Section 5?’ of the Evidence Act. Moreover,
in dealing with matters like the present when no direct evidence is available,
such works based on investigation on the spot and local tradition assume great
importance and unless disproved by superior evidence, must be accepted as con-
taining a correct history of the subjects mentioned therein.

Lastly, there are the two inscriptions in the mosque which have been rep ro-
duced in section notes. These are also referred to in the Gazetteer and according
to the date in the inscription on the pulpit, it was built in 923 l-lijri, while according
to the other it was in 935 I-1., corresponding with an 1528. These inscriptions
were the sheet-anchor of the plaintiff's case but I am of the opinion that they are
inconclusive.

The first inscription contains three couplets in Persian and when translated
run as follows.

‘By the order of Shah Babar, whose justice went to the skies {i.e. was well
known], Amir {noble} Mir Baqi of lofty grandeur built this resting place for
mosque in 923 Hijri.‘

The second inscription is more elaborate and contains in the usual high-
flown language a eulogy of Babar and describes Mir Baqi of lsphahan as his
advisor and the builder of the mosque. This inscription no doubt supports the
plaintiff's case, because it docs not say that it was by the order of Babar Shah and
it only refers to the reign of Babar but the first couplet of the first inscription near
the pulpit clearly supports the theory that Babar had ordered the building of the
mosque as stated in the Gazetteer and the settlement report.

The aforementioned inference is strengthened by the fact that Babar had
also made a grant for its upkeep. Then, there is the admitted fact that within
living memory the booms and the muczains in the mosque have been Sunnis, that
they have been paid by murruallis who have been Shias and that . . . which is
recited by Sunnis only and not by Shias (for whom it is prohibited} has been
allowed by the mutwaflis and paid for by them. In this connection, I may refer to
Ex.A.2, which is a deed executed by M. Zalti in 1936 agreeing to pay the arrears
to M. Abdul Ghaffar, the imam, and A-11, the accounts furnished by Kalab
Hussain {p.w.6]. These facts are strongly suggestive of the fact that the founder of
the mosque was a Sunni as, had he been a Shia, the funds for the maintenance
would not have been utilised for the payment of Sunni imam: and muea:-tins.. . .
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My conclusion, therefore, is that the mosque in suit was founded by Babar
Shah and not by Abdul Baqi. I answer the issue accordingly.

ln the end, I also desire to point out that much of the time in this case has
been wasted on account of the fact that the pedigree relating to B-aqi‘s family had
been denied by the defendant. As I have shown, this is fully established by docu—
tnents of unimpeachable authenticity and two of the defe11dant‘s own documents.
I regret to say that if the documents had been scrutinized even before the date
fixed for evidenoe, the controversy between the parties would have been confined
within very narrow limits. As it is there was a lengthy cross-examination of the
plaintiff's witnesses, mostly directed to disprove the pedigree. Unfortunately this
practice is too common and in order to discourage it, I propose to disallow costs
to the defendant. l may also add that the defendant's own documents A-12 showed
that Abdul Baqi had some connection with the mosque and there was also an
inquiry by the Commissioner of Waqfs {Ex-A-9 and A-10} and the defendant was
in possession of practically all the facts. Under these circumstances, the denial of
the pedigree was still more unjustified.

Issue A-3: This issue relates to the use of the mosque by members of the
Sunni sect for over twelve years. But it was conceded that more uses of the mos—
que would not make it a Sunni Waqf. I am also of the opinion that the evidence
shows that the mosque has been used by members of both the sects. l, therefore,
answer the issue in the negative.

Issues 2 and 4: These issues were not pressed. I hold that the suit was within
time as it was within two years of the knowledge of the plaintiff on receipt of the
information contained in Eat. 4, as required by 5.5 of the Waqf Act.

The notice A-7' is also valid as it distinctly gives the cause of action.
Issue 5: The plaintiff is not entitled to any relief.

Order
The suit is dismissed but for reasons given earlier,l disallow costs to the defendant,
S. 20 Rule l C.P.C.
S.A. Ahsan
30.3.1946

4. Hand-written Order of City Magistrate, Faizabad,
dated 28 April 1947, on the Ram Chabutra,
the Graveyard {Ganj-shahicla) and the Mosque

Order
1. Where as Kalab Hussain lvlutwalli of Babri Mosque has raised certain objections
regarding the raised platform about 12", suits of Ganishahida under the Palter
and Neem tree and also regarding the planting of a new Bargad tree to the north
of Ganishahida about SD‘ . Parties ate hereby ordered that the platform in question
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will not be turned into a paltlta Chabutra not any idol placed at any of the trees
mentioned above.

2. The iron doors in the mosque facing east will not be blocked as they are
used by Puiari and they cause obstruction to those who offer prayer in the Mosque.
This door will be used by the Muslims in big congregation.

3. The chhappar to the east of the Mosque and north of the outer gate will not
be extended without talting the permission of the city magistrate.

4. The compound wall in the south corner has been cracked considerably by
the roots of one Peepal and bleem tree. The lvfutwalli or the Muslims will not
rebuild the wall without first talting the permission from the city magistrate.

The Mahant has no objection to rebuild the enclosure round the trees provided
it does no damage to the same or five deities under the trees. However even when
this worlt is talten up it will be done by the agreement.

This order is passed on the Application of Kalab Hussain, lvlutwalli, after
making local inspection and consulting Mahant Raghunath Dasji, Shulthram
Das, Ram Lalthandas, Girivar Das, Mahant Harihar Das and Zahur Ahmad,
Abdul Wahab and Kalab Hussain, Abdul Gaffar who were all agreeable to the
above terms.

2s.-4.4?
(Ed) A. Shafi

S. Harassment of rtarnazis who went to the mosque in 1 948

Naltal report, Mr Muhammad Ibrahim Waqf Inspector, 10 Dec. 1948, in re. File
Waqf. No. 26. Masjid Babri. Dist. Faizabad.

Secretary Saheb. The Mutawallias of Masjid Babri Ayodhya, Asgar Sahab,
Muhammad Rafi Saheb, Muhammad Arniad Ali Sahcb, Sahab, Kalne Hussain
Kalbe Hussain Mutawalli is no more. In his place another Mutawalli by name
came . . . Mouia Sahanava Masjid, there is a ‘Waqf. The Murawalli is invariably
the numberdar of Mouia Sahanava. Anyone who is the numberdar is also the
Mutawalli. Dn the spot enquiries revealed that ]anab 666 Husain is the person
concerned and he does everything. Also manages things at the masjid. Sayyed
Nabi Hussain Sahab, lvlulthia Mouja Sahanava states as under:

The present namberdar is _]anab—Hasn Hasan Saheb, he is also Mutawalli
of the masjid. The statement of Husain was recorded when he said that he is the
numberdar and Mutawalli. Also I shall be putting in my labour for this worlt. I
will also lteep proper accounts and shall obey the orders of the Board. From this
it appears that ]anab—Husain's name has been recorded as the lvlutawalli. It is
understood . . . Hindus . . . do not read Ramayan during the day. And during the
night if any Muslim were to stay in the masjid, many Hindus and others trouble
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them. Outside the masiid compound there is a Hindu temple, and any Muslim
going towards the masjid is accosted and called names etc. I went to the site
when I understood that many of the rumours are imtrue. People there told me that
there is a danger to the masjid from the Hindus, the wall of it. It appears that an
application be lodged with the Dy. Commissioner Faizabad requesting those
coming for Namaz should not be troubled and since the masjid is the Waqf
property, it should be protected.

Sd. Mr Muhammad Ibrahim, Inspector of Waqf.
Dated 10.12.1948

Copy Report, Mr Mohammad Ibrahim Sahab, Waqf Inspector, 23 December
1948, File Waqf. No. 16, Masjid Babri, Dist. Faizabad.
Present position ofMasjid Babri, Ayodhya.

Secretary Sa heh, I, on 12 December 43, arrived in Ayodhya to find out the current
position of Masjid Babri and Kabristan, and spent the entire day malting enquiries,
which made me aware of the real position. It is now three months since Baba
Sulthdas visited Ayodhya to see the birthplace. And he said in an emphatic Liordar}
tone while addressing the frairagees and pujaris that Rrrmoyon path should be
recited at the birthplace. This news spread in the entire surrounding. After the
departure of Baba Sulthdas, in about a month's time, for reciting the Rama}-an
path, hundreds of Hindus and pity’.-:rris and pandits collected there. The recitation
was going on for weeks on end. During this period, the portion in front of the
Masiid and in the south of the Kabristan was dug up by the heiragees and levelled
and, they hoisted a flag there. And placed stones in a couple of graves. Even
during the Ramrryan path, the police inrafam was there. In spite of this, a number
of graves were dug up. Police arrested four persons in this connection who were
later on released on hail. The Marat of Khwaia Sadi Rahmatullah, which is on
a hump, was also dug up and levelled. And there is now a flag hoisted by a bai-
ragee. The graves in front of the door and sides were also levelled and stones
kept up there. There was a hrtiragee near the well of the Masjid; he was surrounded
a number of times. He beat up the mueazin. Two pardesi Muslims were beaten
up and many were wounded. Outside the Masjid, in the rooms, police constables
stay, and in one, sepoys of the battalion stay. Both together count eight to nine.
There is always a lock on the Masjid. There is no name: or afar: at any time.
The lteys of the lock of the Masjid are with the Muslims. Police do not allow the
lock to be opened. On Fridays for about two to three hours . . . the cleaning and
sweeping is done and Shuhhe names is also done. Then it is locked. At the time
of the Shuhbe mamas, a lot of noise is created, and when the rramaris leave, from
the surrounding houses shoes and stones are hurled towards the rramacis. Muslims
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out of fear do not utter a word. Mr Lohia also visited Ayodhya after Raghodas,
and gave a lecture . . . {don't harm the graves . . .1. The frairagees said the
Masjid is jamnabhumi, and so give it to us. He refused to commit. On this the
hairagees got annoyed with him. He returned to Faisabad. During this time, at
the Tanayan Mandir, Mahant Raghuvardas, Chheda, Dev Narayan Das, said to
. . . and then told _]ahur to get the masjid baclt to us from the Muslims, and say
flhai, I if you don't do this}, we are enemies. I spent the night in Ayodhya, and the
hairegees are forcibly taking possession of the Masjid. Today it is jumma, I
visited the site, and what do I see there: ten or fifteen hairegees armed with Iathis
and farsa, and many others with sticks in their hands are standing near the gate
of the Masjid. Many are also collecting there from nearby. There is also police
intejanr. Many Muslims from Faiaabad are expected to come for the jumma
prayers. I do not know what is going to happen. Now I am proceeding towards
the site.

Sd. Syed Ibrahim. Dated 23.12.43.
No. 220. True copy.

6. Efforts to build a Rama temple near the mosque
by the Government of Uttar Pradesh

6a. Letter from Deputy Secretary, Government of the
United Provinces, dated 20 july 1949, to the
District Magistrate, Faiaabad, forwarding an application to
build a temple and calling for his report

Secret '
Government of the United Provinces
General Administration Department
Ho. 46?l {l}fIII—l4B!1949
Dated Lucknow, III july I945‘

Forwarded in original to the District Magistrate, Fairabad, for favourable early
report and his recommendation in the matter. It should also please be stated
whether the land on which the temple is proposed to be constructed is a Nazul!
Municipal land. The report should be forwarded to Government through the
Commissioner, Lucknow Division.

By order,

Sd. Kehar Singh
Deputy Secretary
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Secret
No. 4t5?'1 [1 IIIII-14811949
Copy with copy of the enclosure forwarded, for information, to the Commissioner,
Fairabad Division, with the request that the report of the District Magistrate,
Faizabad, when received, may please be forwarded to Government with his
comments recorded thereon.

By order,

Sd. Kehar Singh
Deputy Secretary.

Eb. Letter of Commissioner, Faizabad, dated 7 September 1949,
to the District Magistrate, Faitabad, asking for his report
regarding a temple at Ayodhya

Commissioner's House
Faizabad
? September 1949

My dear Hayar,

Please refer to General Administration Department's letter No. 4671{2}IIl—‘I48I
1949 dated September 3, 1949 regarding construction of temple in Ayodhya.
May I have your report soon.

Yours sincerely
Sd. S.S. Hasan

Shri K.K.K. Nayar, I.C.S.
Deputy Commissioner
Faiaabad

6c. Report of the City Magistrate, Faiza bad, dated
10 October 1949, submitted to the DC, Faisabad, regarding
construction of a Rama temple at the place of janam Asthan
Chabutra and adjacent land

As per your orders, I went to the spot and inspected the site and enquired all
about it in detail. Mosque and the temple both are situated side by side and both
Hindus and Muslims performed their rights and religious ceremonies. Hindu
public has put in this application with a view to erect a decent and vishal temple
instead of the small-one which exists at present. There is nothing in the way and
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permission can be given as Hindu population is very keen to have a nice temple
at the place where Bhagwan Ram Chandra ]i was horn. The land where temple
is to be erected is of Naaul.

City Magistrate, 10.10.49

7. Worship at the mosque and the Rama temple in December
' if-' 1949

. . . But for all the claims of the holiness of the disputed shrine, most locals
do not go to the temple. VHP activists never enter the shrine because of ‘that
man‘, preferring the office outside the shrine. Lo-cals are used to visiting their old
temples. Mahant Ram Khilawandas, the chief of Hanuman Garh—one of the
most important temples in Ayodhya—says ‘devotees only go to familiar temples‘.
There are nearly five hundred important temples at Ayodhya and the biggest
ones are Hanuman Garhi and Kanak Bhagwan. Also, there are three other temples
which claim to be birthsites. They are—]a|unasthan Kanak Bhawan, and Swarga
Duar. If the proposed temple comes up they would stand to lose in terms of reve-
nue earned, says K.I(. Ram Verrna, the previous receiver of the disputed shrine.
He also says that local merchants are not interested in escalating tensions because
their business might suffer. . .

. . . Abdul Gaffar, who was the moulvi of the Babri Masjid till 1949, is in
his early nineties today. In a near inaudible voice he explains how Muslims used
to pray in the mosque and Hindus at Ram Chabutra—-barely fifteen feet away
from the door of the mosque. When aslted what should be done now, he says
without any hesitation that ‘things should be like they were before‘. But then
there seems to be little room for gods or good ideas at Ayodhya.

‘We used to offer namaz inside the mosque and the Hindus prayed on the
chabutra. We never fought. I want that things should be restored to the pre-1945‘
days?

{Abdul Gaffar, .'93—year-old moulvi of Babri Masjid till 1949}
|From Sunday Mail, 2 july 1989, report by blilanjan Multhopadhyaya.j
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CHAPTER "V

How a Masjid was Converted into a Temple
on 22-23 December 1949

1. How Chief Minister Gobind Ballabh Pant’s election
campaign fouled the atmosphere

. . . Pandit Pant made several visits to Faizabad during which he pointedly
catered to the prejudices and political whims of the religious communities in
Ayodhya. In his speeches, Pant repeatedly declared that Narendra Deva does not
believe in Lord Ramachandra and does not wear the cbhot, or tuft of hair, worn
by all devout Hindus. . . .

Tensions were beginning to mount in the area between Hindus and Muslims
over the Babri Masjid, the mosque which was built in Habar‘s name on the Ram-
janmabhumi, the place where llama was supposedly born. The Hindus were
demanding that this sacred place be returned to their custody while the Muslims
insisted that any such undertal-ting would desecrate what had become for them an
equally hallowed shrine to their faith. Pant rejected the attempts of several deput-
ations of local Muslims to win assurances that the U.P. government would not
disturb the prevailing religious status quo. Simultaneously, he intimated that his
sympathies really lay with the Hindu side of the dispute, in part by supporting
the authority and continued presence in Fairabad of its current deputy commis-
sioner, l{.l(.K. Nair, who was notoriously pro-Hindu, a member of the Rashtriya
Swayamsevalt Sangh {RS5}. . . .

Baba Raghava Das was reluctant to run against Acharya blarendra Deva.
. . . he strongly admired Acharya Narendra Deva for his traditional learning and
his universally acknowledged personal integrity. . . .

Most of the Socialist Party's political celebrities made at least one appearance
in some part of the constituency to assist their embattled colleague. Lohia, Aruna
Asaf Ali, jayapral-cash Narayan and Achut Patwardhan all came. In Faitabad
city, at least, many Muslim leaders endorsed Acharya Harendra Deva no doubt
in part in reaction to the blatantly Hindu tone and character of the Congress
campaign. . . .

Faizabad, where one-fourth to one-third of the population are Muslims,
probably gave the edge to Acharya Narendra Deva. The result was the virtual
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stand-off in Fairabad-cunt-Ayodhya which made the heavy Congress majorities
in Sitapur and Bahraich decisive. Baba Raghava Das got 5,3 92 votes to Acharya
Narendra Deva’s 4,030.

Acharya Narenclra Deva was crushed by the ferocity and, to him, ruthless-
ness of the campaign which Congress waged against him. . . . Narendra Deva
broke down and cried! For the Acharya, a genuine idealist, it had been the end of
innocence. . . .

Pandit Pant had played politics with the issue in 1943 when he visited
Fairabad in search of conservative Hindu support for the saintly candidate whom
Congress had put up against Acharya Narendra Deva.

The latest confrontation was provoked by a group of sadhus who infiltrated
a Muslim cemetery near the Masjid, squatted on the graves and ignited sacred
fires there to emphasise their claim that the area was originally Hindu religious
space which had been usurped by alien conquerors who must now return it to its
rightful owners. When Muslims attempted to evict the holy men the police arrived,
established a rhowlti, or watch, and declared the Babri Masj id off-limits to both
faiths. Some days later, however, murris, or idols of Rama, Lakshmana and Sita
were discovered inside the mosque. It was alleged by the Hindus that Lord Rama-
chandra had reclaimed possession of his birthplace. This ‘miracle’ created a
local sensation. Hindus and Muslims flocked to the janmabhumi, the former to
bear witness to the miracle, the latter to defend the Babri Masjid against dese-
cration and seizure by the Hindus. . . .

These incidents, it turned out, were not simply innocent, spontaneous epi-
sodes of rustic revivalistic Hinduism. They had, in fact, been carefully orchestrated
(though less cleverly than had been intended] by two civil servants with a very
definite political agenda. They were K.l€.l(. Nair, the district magistrate of Faiza bad
District and deputy commissioner of Fairabad Division, and Guru Datta Singh,
the city magistrate of Fairabad-cum-Ayodhya. . . . Pandit Pant had made tacit
use of Nair's ‘cooperation’ in manipulating Ayodhya’s Hindu community to Ba ha
Raghava Das‘s advantage against Narendra Deva.

Both Nair and Singh were closet members of the RSS. . . .
Government inquiries which for many reasons were never publicly aired

revealed that followers of l(.K.K. Nair and Guru Datta Singh used the authority
which these two men commanded to persuade the police guarding the mosque to
look the other way while the mrrrtis were smuggled inside.

When crowds began to converge on the Masjid, however, Nair and Singh
became fearful that a full-fledged communal riot might ensue which they could
be blamed for precipitating. In a state of near-panic, the two went late one night
to Bahu Priyadatta Ram, the Chairman of the municipal board, and begged him
to intervene in some way to head off a violent corrununal confrontation. They
admitted, in effect, that they had been implicated in planting the statues but
insisted that they had not anticipated the disastrous consequences which the deed
was now threatening to spawn. (My ltnowledge of the details of what trans-
pired locally after the planting of the murtis came from the late Babu Priyadatta
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Ram who was a personal friend as well as a valued infotnntnt.]. . .
Priyadatta Ram succeeded in devising a formula which saved the Pant

government from embarrassment, saved the careers of the two erstwhile politically
ambitious civil servants, and guaranteed that any further confrontations between
the Hindu and Muslim communities over the Babri Masjid would at least be
delayed for the foreseeable future. . . .

The Masiid was placed in the custody of the municipality and litigation
was allowed to talte its course. This litigation went on interminably. . . .

[From Harold A. Gould, Grass Hoots Politics in India: A Century ofPofitr'c.:if EtJDfltl'ftJl'!I
in Fnieabad District, Oxford ll!-H Publishing Co., 1994, pp. 131-96.]

2. First Information Report (FIR), of Z3 December 1949

Copy of the report {of the) Station Officer {S.D.l dated 23 December 1949, uis
14?-*'Z95i44E Taaairate-Hind {LPG}, tegd. by Pandit Shri Ram Deo Dubey, Senior
Sub-Inspector, Incharge Thana {PS} Ayodhya, Faizabad
Against
[1] Abbey Ram Das (2) Ram Shultla Das {3} Sudarshan Das IUD Ayodhya, Faizabad
and other .50 to 50 persons names and addresses not known of thana Ayodhya.
Verbuf
According to the information of Mata Prasad, Constable no. 7:

That at about 9 in the morning when I reached janmabhumi I came to
know that a group of 50 to 60 persons have entered the Babri Masjid by breaking
open the locl-ts of the compound and also by scaling the walls and staircases and
placed an idol of Shri Bhagwan in it and scribbled sltetches of Sita, Ramji etc. in
saffron and yellow colours on the inner and outer walls of it. That Hans Rai the
Constable No. TD stopped them [to do sol but they did not care. The PAC guards
present there were called for help. But by then the people have already entered
the mosque. Senior district officials visited the site and ran into action. Later on,
a mob of five to sis: thousand people gathered and tried to.enter into the mosque
raising religious slogans and ltirtans. But due to proper arrangement nothing
happened. Committers of crime (Muiriman-e-Waqe] Ram Das, Shultla Das,
5-udarshan Das with SD to til] persons names not known have desecrated {itapak
hiya frail the mosque by trespassing the mosque through rioting and placing idol
in it. Officers-on-duty and many other people have seen it. So the case has been
checl-ted. It is found correct.
Sdi'- 5.0.
I, head Muharrir, verify that the report has been registered according to the
statement of the Sub-lnspector—Read. [It] is correct.
Sd.?-
{Head lvluharrir}
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3. Radio message sent at 10.30 am on 23 December 1949,
by District Magistrate K.K.K. Nayar to the Chief Minister,
Chief Secretary and Home Secretary

‘A few Hindus entered Babri Masjid at night when the Masjid was deserted and
installed a deity there. DM and SP and force at spot. Situation under control.

Lfflice picket of IS persons was on duty at night but did npt apparently act.’

[Indian Express, Bombay, Sunday March 30, 1986.]

4. Evidence before the Allahabad High Court

Idols Installed in 1949, says Babri witness
The hearing of the original suit in the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid case con-
tinued for the second day in the Lucknow bench of Allahabad High Court today
[25 july 1996].

This is the first time the statements of witnesses are being recorded in the
Mohammad Hashim, Sunni Waqf Board versus the district administration of
Faiaabad and Hirmohi Akhara case, since all suits were transferred to the High
Court.

The court ofjustice A.P. Mishra,_Iustice CA. Rahim and justice LR Vashishth
heard for the second day the evidence ofMohammad Hashim Ansari, who claimed
he was a regular visitor to the Babri Masjid.

Mr Ansari today said rrarrtaz was offered at the Masjid between 1933 and
1943. He claimed he was one of the first to offer mama: at the mosque, along
with fifteen or twenty others.

However, the magistrate of Faiaabad ordered a Muslim constable to bring
along some Muslims, who were forced to sign a statement that not more than
fifty people could offer narrraz at a time in the mosque, Mr Ansari said. There
were a lot of protests against the move, he added.

Mr Ansari claimed idols were placed in the mosque on 22 December 1949,
by Abhay Ram Das, of the Nirmohi Althara. When he reached there the next
morning for naritar, he was informed that the district administration had enforced
prohibitory orders.

When he and IUD others tried to enter the mosque, they were arrested and
later imprisoned for six months. They were also fined Rs 500 each. A person
called Gopal Das Visharad filed a case in 19.50, which was still pending.

The Nirmohi A|thara's counsel, Mr R..'l... Verma, also cross-examined Mr
Ansari about the geography of the Babri Masjid complex and the surrounding
structures. Mr Ansari said there was a well about IUD ft from the mosque and the
Ram Charit Manas Trust was about 300 ft east of the Babri Masjid. The Amava
Mandir was also close to the site, which belonged to the Nirmohi Althara, he
added.
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Apart from the Babri Masjid, there were three mosques at the Suthati
Mohalla, four furlongs from Babri Masjid, of which two were destroyed on 6
December 1992.. The legal adviser of the All lndia Muslim Personal Law Board,
Mr Abdul Mannan, said over 100 witnesses would have to be cross-examined,
which would talte nearly a year.

Meanwhile, Delhi High Court has upheld the right of the Liberhan Com-
mission, inquiring into the Babri Masjid demolition, to issue notices to people.

A division bench dismissed the petitions of siir people challenging notices
issued to them.

|From The Telegraph, .16 july 19915.]

5. Letter from Deputy Commissioner, Faiaabad, dated 26 December
1949, to Chief Secretary, Government of Uttar Pradesh

No. 301i't
Deputy Commissioner‘s House
Fairabad
26 December 1949

My dear Bhagwan Sahai
Yesterday the Commissioner, on return from Lucltnow, said that in the course of
conversation with him, you were pleased to ask:

1. Why district authorities did not talte precautions to prevent the planting
of the idol in the mosque?

2. Why the idol was not being removed?
In the afternoon Deputy Inspector General, on return from Lucknow, said

that it was aslted again why the idol was not removed on 13"’ in the mornirtg
when the crowd was not too big to resist effectively.

Perhaps I have merely to narrate the facts which will themselves answer
these questions.

Installation of the idol was carried out in the night between 22"“ and 23'“
instant. It was an act of which there was no fore-warning. The last CID report
which I received regarding Ayodhya affairs reached me on the 22"“. Neither in
that report nor in any previous report was it ever indicated that there was a move
to instal an idol in the mosque either surreptitiously or by force. Neither through
official nor through non-official channels have we ever received any report of
such a move with the exception that during Naomi Path there was a rumour that
the mosque would be entered on Poornamashi Day, but that attempt was not
made.

I must also mention that none of the Muslims who met me in this connection
and who must also have met higher authorities in government ever said that
there was a move for installing an idol either forcibly or clandestinely in the
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mosque. Their complaints always referred to dismantling of tombs in the open
grounds outside the temple. In fact the act was as much a surprise to them as to
anybody else as a deputation of Muslims consisting of Rahmat Husain Vakil,
I-lirnayat Ullah Kidwai Vakil, Anisul Rehman and others admitted before me
only yesterday. One of the deputationists, Anisur Rehman, however said that on
2.1“ instant in the evening shortly after Govind Sahai ]i and Sita Ram Shukla had
addressed a meeting in Ayodhya, which local Hindus tried to break up, some
persons held a meeting at the same place at which a master from Maharaja High
School Ayodhya declared that Hindus should instal an idol in the mosque and
also prevent Muslims from praying Friday prayers {23“l was a Friday}. The CID
report of the meeting made no reference to the alleged speech and 1*-larendra
Prasad, CID Group Officer, who was present, says that nothing of this kind was
said at that meeting and Anisur flehman is now thinking out a falsehood. When
I asked Anisur Rehman why he did not promptly bring the matter to my notice,
he said that he had not considered it necessary to do so since a CID officer him-
self was present. To me also it appears that Anisur Rehman himself could never
have believed that this mischief was likely to happen, for otherwise he would
straightaway have rushed to the local authorities and informed them.

In this connection I would also mention that Akshaya Kumar Brahmachari,
who has been a staunch protagonist of the Muslim point of view in this controversy
and who accompanied Muslims to meet higher authorities in Lucknow and
elsewhere, also never suspected that such a step was ever likely. He admitted so
to me on 23'“ instant when he visited the spot with me and I believe he himself
never said anywhere that such a step was in contemplation.

I must also point out that Abhiram Das, the sadhu who headed the small
crowd which was responsible for this act, is neither a Mahant nor in any sense a
leader. His name did not even come to prominent notice in this connection. The
speeches made by leaders including Baba Raghava Das never advocated violence
and were not actionable. There was therefore no question of our taking any
steps either to arrest the leaders or to start any proceedings against them. And in
any case the arrest of the leaders, in my view, could not have prevented this mis-
chief by a small body of persons who depend on immense public sympathy in
support of this cause. While the arrests would not have prevented this crisis, they
could conceivably have precipitated it in some form.

The mosque can be entered only through the temple premises and is so
accessible at all times. Further, the temple premises are occupied at all hours.
And the mosque is deserted all the time except for one hour during Friday prayers.
To prevent determined Hindus from getting into the mosque either by force or in
secret, the mosque would have to be permanently policed with a force which
must cost the exchequer thousands of rupees a month. Although this controversy
led to many riots in the past—thirty-six years according to local tradition—and
tremendous holocausts in lives, I do not believe that there was any decision to
police the mosque permanently. Surely, if permanent policing was a remedy,
government, who could not have been unaware of the controversy that has raged
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for centuries over this and other disputed shrines in the province, would not have
failed to provide permanent police force for this purpose. And in the absence of
any such arrangement local authorities . . . could not have made out a case
before government for the policing of a deserted and almost unused mosque
permanently at a tremendous cost to the tax~payer.

And I would also respectfully insure if, now that this incident has happened
at Ayodhya, government could think of policing this and other similar disputed
shrines, such as those in Banaras, Mathura, etc., on a permanent basis, to prevent
such mischief. And if government do not decide to do so, would the district
authorities be held responsible for any future mischief in these places of however
unexpected or unsuspected a character.

Why the idol is not being removed, and why it was not removed on 23""
morning, are facile questions to ask. The removing of the idol by force is possible,
though at some cost with the police force now available. Removal surreptitiously
at night against weaker resistance is also possible. But that such removal without
consideration of consequences would in my view have been a step ofadministrative
bankruptcy and tyranny. The short-term reactions on public tranquility can be
guarded against with the force now available though it was not possible on 13'“
with our limited resources. Even now I doubt if we can do much, if communal
riot flares up in places remote from headquarters. . . . I fully believe that the
solution must be found without tremendous cost in life and property as also in
countrywide reactions on peace and policy.

I would therefore emphasize that the question of removing the idol is not
one which the Superintendent of Police and I can agree with or carry out on our
initiative. The alternative solution which I have proposed to government has a
fair chance of success in preserving peace and policy. If this solution is not accepted
and if government decides to remove the idol and face the consequences, then it
is only fair that I having lost government's confidence in this matter, and being of
the view that the solution dictated to me is neither correct, necessary, advisable
nor legally justifiable, should not be asked to put it into effect. I would, if govem-
ment decided to remove the idol at any cost, request that I be relieved and replaced
by an officer who may be able to see in that solution a merit which I cannot
discern. For my part I cannot in my discretion which is the only legal sanction
behind my action in this matter easy to enforce such a solution as I am fully
aware of the widespread suffering which it will entail to many innocent lives.

You rs sincerely,

{l{.K.l(. Nayarl ICS

Shri Bhawan Sahay, ICS
Chief Secretary to Government
U.P., Lucknow.
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6. Letter from Deputy Commissioner, Faizabad, dated
2'? December 1949, to Chief Secretary, Government of
Uttar Pradesh

Deputy Commissioner's Lodge
Faisabad
2? December 1949

My dear Bhagwan Sahay,
This is in continuation of my D.O. No. 3U1fC regarding Ayodhya affairs.

The Commissioner returned from Lucknow and gave me and the Superin-
tendent Police the outline of a scheme for removing the idol from the mosque
surreptitiously to janmabhumi temple outside the mosque. The scheme was discus-
sed yesterday before Commissioner, D.I.G., S.P. and myself, and later in the
evening before I.G., D.l.G. {P'.A.C.], S.P. and myself. It was discussed again this
morning by all of us.

The idea of the removal of the idol is not one which I can agree with or
wish to carry out on my initiative for it is fraught with the gravest danger to
public peace over the entire district and must lead to a conflagration, of horror
unprecedented in the annals of this controversy. The district is a flame and it is
reported that license-holders for firearms have promised support with their arms
in a fight against police and officers if it becomes necessary. It will be no easy or
quick matter to collect arms from all licensees in the district to prevent such a
sanguinary outcome. The Hindus, with no exception that I know of, are behind
the demand for keeping the idol in sittr, however disunited they may be on the
propriety of the act which led to the present situation, and are ready to kill and
die in this cause. The depth of feeling behind the movement and the desperate
nature of the resolves and vows in support of it should not be underestimated or
pooh-poohed. When the storm breaks out it may be possible to quell riots within
municipal limits with the force at our disposal but firing will have to be resorted
to in certainty and many lives will be lost not only from the firing but also in the
repercussive fulminations over the entire district. Today rumour is rife that the
removal of the idol is being contemplated and Hindus are reported to have decided
to attack Muslim habitations and burn and pillage if this. . . . It will not be pos-
sible to protect the lives of the Muslims in all places if the storm breaks out . . .
would it be possible to protect even my officers or their property. I have so far
failed to find any Hindu even among Congressmen who is ready to support the
move for removal of the idol.

With feelings in this state a step of this character would be like setting a
lighted match to a powder magazine and I certainly cannot contemplate the
results with equanimity or feeling of justification.

I shall also be unable to find in the district a Hindu, let alone a qualified
priest, who will be prepared on any inducement to undertake the removal of the
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idol. Kripal Singh and I are at our wits-end to find a person who could do this for
us if it becomes necessary. Ho person in the district is likely to be ready for this
errand, for his life and property will thereafter be forfeit in the eyes of the entire
I-Iindu population. We suggested that Commissioner, LO. and D.I.G. help us by
getting a man from outside who would be able to do this as our resources are
limited in this district in which the situation excludes all hopes of success in our
quest. But they could not agree to find us the necessary instrument and I doubt if
govemment themselves could find us a suitable one, if our resources failed. Further,
any attempt on our part to approach a qualified priest is likely to give away the
move, if the priest refuses, as he most certainly would. And if the removal is
carried out anyhow through any body the storm of indignation . . . will spread
beyond the confines of the district and involve not only the officers concerned but
also govemment in ignominy and . . . obloquy.

Government do not seem to have been able to send an Hon’ble Minister to
appreciate the situation at first hand and to decide if it could be resolved better
by force than by a peaceful solution of compromise.

Government, must, I earnestly request, listen to my voice and accept that
any attempt to adopt a solution involving the use of force in the present state of
intense and desperate feeling is bound to lead to terrible happenings.

The Superintendent of Police agrees fully with this and we are of the consid-
ered view that on our initiative we cannot think of resorting to force in the hope
of cowing down the Hindus without spread of violence and pillage.

The question now remains as to what is to he done in the present situation.
The installation of the idol in the mosque ltas certainly been an illegal act, and it
has placed not only local authorities but also government in a false position. We
have to see how the position can be retrieved as far as possible without such
terrible cost and sacrifice. I have a solution to offer for govemtnent's consideration.

The mosque would be attached and both Hindus and Muslims should be
excluded from it with the exception of the minimum number of pligiaris---I am
attempting to reduce the numbers of prriaris from three to one without creating
another impasse—who would offer pooia and bfrog before the idol which could
continue. The pafari or pajaris will be appointed by order of the magistrate. The
parties will be referred to the Civil Court for adjudication of rights. No attempt
will be made to hand over possession to the Muslims until the Civil Court, if at
all, decrees the claim in their favour.

This solution is open to the criticism that it perpetuates an illegal position
created by force and subterfuge and that it does not immediately restore the
status quo which existed before the illegal act. But it has the following merits
which are worth careful consideration.

1. If the Civil Court decides the dispute in favour of the Hindus a terrible
amount of suffering, bloodshed and countrywide reactions would have been
avoided.

2. During the pendency of the civil proceedings it may be possible [I sincerely
hope it will be achieved] to reach a compromise of some kind. The Muslims, of
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whom a small number are even now of this way of thinking, could he induced to
give up the mosque voluntarily to the Hindus . . . and a mosque built for them at
no less cost. But if the present situation is forced into a riot even these Muslims
would afterwards be unwilling to reach this solution. And the situation would
continue to be pregnant with the possibility of future riots.

3. If no compromise were reached if finally the Civil Court decreed the
claim in favour of the Muslims the position which would then result would
no worse than that which now exists and the heat of present reactions would
have disappeared by then in some measure.

4. Although government might be accused of not having restored the status
quo immediately they have the perfectly legal and valid excuse that the matter of
civil rights is before a Civil Court for decision, that the property has been attached
by a magistrate who has excluded the general body of Hindus and Muslims
from it, and that the question of immediately restoring the status quo which exis-
ted recently was a matter of judicial discretion of the attaching magistrate which
government could not lawfully inll uence or dictate. I must point out in this connec-
tion that any executive direction from government to myself or to the attaching
magistrate to restore the "status quo would be illegal for these proceedings are
under law supposed to be taken by the magistrate concemed in his judicial discretion
and government cannot even for rectifying an illegal position themselves give an
illegal direction merely to placate persons whose grievance, however legitimate,
was before two courts for judicial consideration.

I would also like to add that while status quo is an ideal and objective it
cannot be allowed to become a fetish to be assuaged with a corban of gory
shambles. I have been at the spot all these days and have tackled the situation
almost without support. Today the slogan outside is 'Nayar Arryaya Karrta Chhor
Do, Na}-ar Bbagwait ha Phatak Kbof Do'. I am facing this odium with equanimity
and without complaint. But I have certainly no reason to desire to he soft with
the mob which is accusing me daily and which has placed me and the entire
administration in extraordinary difficulty. I offer counsel of peace notwithstanding
all this, not because I feel less keenly than government the magnitude and impli-
cations of the peace elsewhere and the reactions short-term and long-term on
government's prestige and position are matters on which I am entitled to no
opinion and on which I must expect government to make up their minds before I
take any action. The removal of this idol in haste by me if carried out right,
instead of solving the problem, would have created a bigger one for government
and for this I could not in loyalty to government have essayed without clear
orders from government.

Even today I cannot imagine the manner in which the removal can be carr-
ied out. If it is to be done according to religious sanction I cannot find a qualified
priest who will go to stake life and salvation in the act. If it is to be done anyhow
or by anybody the resulting hostility from all sections of the Hindu public may
be tremendously embarrassing to government and I should be told clearly that
government are prepared to face it.
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In my view I acted with the utmost discretion in not precipitating a greater
crisis than the one which has overtaken us and in proceeding cautiously at every
stage.

Lastly I must say that any consideration of small local precautions which
might or might not have prevented the crisis in the particular form in which it
has precipitated itself seems to ignore completely the immense reality of this
problem which in Ayodhya has led to so many riots and to the loss of hundreds of
lives. The problem is one to be faced squarely and while local precautions might
alter the nature or timingof the crisis it is bound to arise for a real solution which
no amount of evasion can put off for long and with the advent of freedom people
are much less inclined to ob-ey authorities . . . old and defeated cause.

I trust my plain speaking will not be misunderstood for it has been dictated
by the necessity of correcting wrong impressions. District authorities who without
the advantage of support from public men of any class have faced a difficult
situation with the limited resources at their disposal and done their best to preserve
public peace, administrative prestige and govemment policy, certainly deserve
better recognition than this.

Yours sincerely,

{I(.K.K. Hayar} IC5

Shri Bhagwan Sahai, IC5
Chief Secretary to U.P. Government, Lucknow

7". Magistrate Marl-candcy Singh's Order under Section 145
of the Criminal Procedure Code 1398

. . . Marlcandey Singh, Magistrate, first class, and Additional City Magistrate,
Faizabad—cum-Ayodhya, after being ‘fully satisfied from information received
from police sources and from other credible sources that a dispute between Hindus
and Muslims of Ayodhya over the question of rights of proprietorship and worship
in the building claimed variously as Babri Masjid and janmabhumi Mandir,
Mohalla Ram Kot, within the local limits of my jurisdiction, is likely to lead to
a breach of the peace’, ordered the attachment of the ‘said buildings’ under
Section 145 Cr PC and appointed Priya Dutt Ram, Chairman, Municipal Board,
Faitabad-cum—Ayodhya, as receiver to arrange for the care of the property in
dispute on 29 December 1949. The receiver took charge of the disputed property
on 5 januaty 1950 and submitted a scheme as was desired in the Additional City
Magistrate's order. . . . -

[From Indian Express, Bombay, 3i] March 1986, report by 5.15.. Tripathi.]
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8. Section 145 of the Criminal Procedure Code 1893

The Code of Criminal Procedure 1893, then in force, contained an entire chapter
on ‘disputes as to immovable property‘. So does Code of Criminal Procedure
I9".?3, with substantially similar provisions.

Section 14$ of the Code of 1393 reads:
[ll Whenever a District Magistrate, Sub—Divisional Magistrate or Magistrate

of the first class is satisfied from a police-report or other information that a
dispute liltely to cause a breach of the peace exists concerning any land or
water or the boundaries thereof, within the local limits of his jurisdiction,
he shall make an order in writing, stating the grounds of his being so satis-
fied, and requiring the parties concerned in such dispute to attend his Court
in person or by pleadet, within a time to be fixed by such Magistrate, and
to put in written statements of their respective claims as respects the fact of
actualpossession ofthe subject ofdispute, and further requiring them to put
in such documents, or to adduce, by putting in affidavits, the evidence of
such persons, as they rely upon in support of such claims.

{2} For the purposes of this section the expression ‘land or water‘ includes
buildings, markets, fisheries, crops or other produce of land, and the rents
or profits of any such property.

{3} A copy of the order shall be served in ntanner provided by this Code for the
service of a summons upon such person or persons as the Magistrate may
direct, and at least one copy shall be published by being affixed to some
conspicuous place at or near the subject of dispute.

(4) The Magistrate shall then, without reference to the merits or the claims of
any of such parties to a right to possess the suhject of dispute, peruse the
statements, documents and affidavits, if any, so put in, hear the parties and
conclude the inquiry, as far as may be practicable, within a period of two
months from the date of appearance of the parties before him, if possible,
decide the question whether any and which ofthe parties was at the date of
the order before mentioned in such possession ofthe said subject.

Provided that the Magistrate may, if he so thinks fit, summon and
examine any person whose affidavit has been put in as the facts contained
therein:

Provided further that, if it appears to the Magistrate that any party
has within two months next before the date of such order been forcihly and
wrongfully dispossessed, he may treat the party so dispossessed as if he had
been in possession at such date.

Provided also that, if the Magistrate considers the case one of emer-
gency, he may at any time attach the subject of dispute, pending his decision
under this section.

(5) Nothing in this section shall preclude any party so required to attend, or
any other person interested, from showing that no such dispute as aforesaid
exists or has existed; and in such case the Magistrate shall cancel his said
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order, and all further proceedings thereon shall be stayed, but, subject to
such cancellation, the order of the Magistrate under sub-section [I I shall be
final.

(6) If the Magistrate decides that one of the parties was or should under the
second proviso to sub-section {4} be treated as being in such possession of
the said subject he shall issue an order declaring such party to be entitled to
possession thereof until evicted therefrom in due course of law, and forbidding
all disturbance of such possession until such eviction and when he proceeds
under the second proviso to sub-section I4}, may restore to possession the
party forcibly and wrongfully dispossessed.

[From A13. Noorani, ‘Legal Aspects to the ls5uc', in Sarvepalli Gopal, ed., Anatomy ofa
Confrontation: The Babri Masjid-Rarnjanntahhumi Issue, Viking, Delhi, 1991, pp. T3-
?4.]

9. Urcler of AJG. Cutting, Sub-Divisional Magistrate, New Delhi.
on T February lEl'i-72, in a similar case of the dispossession of the
Congress (Cl) from Congress House by members of Indira Ciartdhi's
Congress (R)

In the Court of Shri A.G. Cutting, S.D.M. Parliament Street, New Delhi
State r.-ersus

1. Shri Sadiq Ali, President,
All India Congress Committee {Cl}
7', jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi

2.. Shri S.D. Misra, General Secretary,
All India Congress Committee {Cl}
‘I’, jantar Mantar Road, blew Delhi

3. Shri Manubhai Patel, General Secretary
All India Congress Committee [O}
7', jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi

First Party
1. Shri S.D. Sharma, Ceneral Secretary,

All India Congress Committee {R}
5, Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi

2. Shri Charanjit Yadav, General Secretary
All India Congress Committee (R)
5, Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi

3. Shri Raj Kumar Singh, PubliciryDepartment, Symbol Case,
All India Congress Committee {R}
5, Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi

Second Party
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Order under Section 145 Cr. P.C.
These proceedings under Section 145 Cr. P.C. were initiated on the report of SHO
Parliament Street dated 13.11.'?1. The SHCI had reported that a dispute has
arisen between the two groups created after the split in the Indian National
Congress on the question of possession of the portion of the building known as 7',
_]antar Mantar Road in the occupation of the office of the All India Congress
Committee. Cine of these groups is represented by Shri Sadiq Ali, Shri 5.D. Misra
and Shri Manubhai Patel who are office bearers of the Party known as Congress
[D]. The other group is represented by Shri 5.1). Sharma, Shri Charanjit Yadav
and Shri Raj Kumat Singh who are the office bearers of the Party known as
Congress (R). Being satisfied from the report of the SHD that there was appre-
hension of breach of peace on the question of possession of the portion of the
building known as office of the All India Congress Committee situated at 7',
jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi, the preliminary order under Section 145[1} Cr.
P.C. was passed on 13.11.?l, calling upon both the contesting parties to file a
statement of their respective claims rega rding the fact of actual possession of the
subject of dispute. They were further called upon to put in on a specified date,
time and place such documents or to adduce, by putting in affidavits, the evidence
of such persons as they rely upon in support of such claims.

In response to this preliminary order, both the contesting parties filed their
written statements, documentary evidence and affidavits of witnesses. During
the pendency of these proceedings, however, another report was received from
the police stating that the apprehension of breach of peace was imminent requiring
action to be taken to seal the property in dispute in order to prevent it. Agreeing
with the suggestion made by the police, an order was passed on 16.11.?1 by
which the entire disputed property was placed under attachment pending disposal
of these proceedings.

. . . Taking all the facts discussed above into consideration, I am of opinion
that there is overwhelming evidence to establish the exclusive, continued and un-
interrupted possession of the First Party till 13.11.71 when attempts were made
to dispossess them. The Second Party has not been in actual physical possession
of this property ever. I, therefore, hold the First Party to have been in possession
till 13.11.?! when they were dispossessed. They are therefore entitled to be put
back into possession until evicted from the said premises by an order of a competent
court. The property in dispute will, therefore, be released from attachment forth-
with and SI-IO Parliament Street will hand over possession of the same for the
First Party.

{A.C. Cutting}
S.D.M. Parliament Street, New Delhi
'?.2.19'?2
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1D. The Receiver’s Scheme

Text of Scheme of Management submitted by the Receiver in 1950

To the District Magistrate,
Faiaa bad

In compliance of a proper order duly served on me I assumed charge on the 5"‘ of
January 1950, of the premises in dispute in the janmabhumi, Ajodhia, which
were attached under Section 145. I am required to submit a scheme of its manage-
ment. The most important item of management is the maintenance of the hhog
and pufa in the condition in which it was carried on when I took over charge.

The number of pujaris cannot be less than three. Two persons are required
to keep constant watch to prevent the depredations of monkeys who snatch away
the flowers from the singhasan and lift away other things.

Below I give the various bhogs which are being performed, the items of
which they consist, and their daily cost. . . .

In addition to this staff mentioned above there should be a supervisor at Rs
45 to look to all these things.

The three pufaris will be getting food in the form of hhog. The head pufari
will get Rs 15 p.m. and the other two Rs 5 p.m. each. There will be a kaher also
who will be getting Rs 30 p.m.

This brings the total expenditure on the maintenance of the premises to
Rs 10.5? p.m.

Cm the income side we have the cash offerings only. . . .
The watch and ward arrangement of the premises will continue as here

before, i.e. by the police. The entry of the portion in the dispute area will also be
regulated as before. The pujaris, my local representative and other persons emp-
loyed by me should be allowed free access.

I await your instructions about funds.
The Magistrate in charge should be intimated about this.

Yours faithfully,

Stl.f- [Priyadat Ram}

|From Muslim India, 53, May I931]

11. What's Happening in Ba bri Masjid Today?
An Eyewitness Account, February 1937

Ayodhya
Situated only six kilometres from Faizabad city, Ayodhya has a population of
35,{lDfl, of which some 1,001} are Muslims. A majority of the population here are
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pundits, sadhus and hairagis. There are 40{lll—S{lll'll old and new temples here,
and some hundred old mosques, of which the four biggest ones bear the names of
Babar, Shahjahan, Alamgir and Shah Alam. There are 7'2 graveyards in official
records; of these, dead bodies are allowed to be interred in only six. Most of the
mosques are in a dilapidated condition but their repair is not allowed. No new
mosque can be built here either, while there is no ban on building or repairing
temples. About a yard-long grave in Ayodhya, it is said that it is of Hazrat Shis.
It is under the care of a Waqf since the time of Sikandar Lodi; the Waqf papers
also mention it as Haarat Shis's grave. This is also corroborated by certain reli-
able history books. Ayodhya is under Section 144 since 1954 to this day and
since then, no meat shop can be opened in a fifteen-kilometre radius from Ayodhya.
It is also said that a Muslim's entry is prohibited in a fifty-kilometre radius from
Ayodhya, while no court order in this regard exists.

Babri Masjid
On both sides of the path leading to the main gate of the Babri Masjid, there are
huge temple-type buildings called Manas Bhavan. These buildings were constructed
after idols were placed in the mosque in 1949, and arrangements arc made there
for the stay of devotees coming from outside. On three sides of Babri Masjid,
except in the north, there is a 7.5-higha holding for the graveyard. These buildings
were also constructed on the graveyard land. Cln the left from where these buildings
end, a sloping narrow path takes us to the main gate of the Babri Masjid. On the
left side of this pathway, things of devotees’-interest are sold, while there is a
police post on the right side. Adjacent to the main gate, there are several swcctmeat
shops, these sweets are prepared from pure ghee and rnava. The devotees take
them inside. At a point before the shops, one has to put away one‘s shoes. Exactly
in front of the main gate, wreaths of marigold are sold and prasad is distributed.
After the wreaths are placed [on idols} inside, they come out again to be resold.
On the left side of the main gate, a board of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad has been
put up, hhajans and lzirtans are sung here. This hhaj'an—kirtan started here after
the removal of the lock on 1 February 1986. . . . The word Ramjanmabhumi is
written in Hindi on the main gate of the mosque. . . . ‘Allah’ is very clearly
carved out at two places on the main gate.

The Portion of the Platform
After entering the main gate, there is a ti-feet high platform lchahutral on the left
side; small idols have been kept in its various deep crevices. In fact, this platform
is at the centre of the dispute. In 133$, a person called Raghubar Das, who
claimed to be the rnahant of the Ramjanmasthan, had moved the Sub-judge's
Court in Fairabad, saying that this 2.5 x 1? sq. ft. platform was the Ramjanmasthan.
He also sought permission to construct a temple on this platform, but the plan
was rejected by the Sub-judge, Pundit Harikishan. A wall had been erected even
before 1885 to separate this platform from the mosque. A gate for entry was
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made for in this wall, iust in front of the main gate, and this gate was locked till
1 February 1986. . . .

The Inner Part of the Mosque
The inner part of the mosque, that is based on three domes, has three rows and
120 persons can offer name: in each row. Similarly, the courtyard of the mosque
also has four rows, and a total of ‘F00 persons can offer namar here. The inner
part has fa-mime: of white stone slabs. Exactly below the middle dome, three
stage-like fra'mes have been erected with wooden planlts. Only one stone idol has
been placed here, the rest of the pictures have glass frames. These include the
pictures of Ramachandraii, Hantunanji, Ganeshji, Guru Gobindsingh, etc. The
mosque's rnirnhur (preachers platform) has three stairs and an idol of Hanumanii
has been put up on the topmost stair. The inner part of this middle dome, that has
pictures and stone idols below it, has been covered with a red cloth. . . .

Meeting the Babri Masiid's Imam
I also met Haii Abdul Ghaffar Saheh, living in Mohalla Qariana in Ayodhya,
who fulfilled his responsibilities as the Babri Masiid‘s Imam from 1930 to 1949.
He said his father, Maulvi Abdul Qaadir Saheb fulfilled the Imamit duties in
Babri Masjid from 1901 to 1930, and his maternal uncle Haji Abdul Rashid
Saheb did the same between 1370 and 1900. Haii Abdul Ghaffar Saheb was born
in Ayodhya itself. He has also written a book titled Grtmgesbta Haalaat Ayodhya,
Awadh, in which detailed information has been provided about the veterans,
mosques and graveyards of Ayodhya.

Conspiracy after Conspiracy
. . . The Department of Archaeology conducted excavations in the Babri Masiid’s
foundations and at other places in Ayodhya from 19?E to 1980, hopefully to dig
out some signs from the period of Ramachandraii, but extreme disappointment
confronted them when signs of a very old Muslim habitation began to emerge.
These signs were, in extreme secrecy, removed from the public view. Contrary to
this, there are enough indications to show that Ayodhya has been a centre of the
Muslims from very old times. Here, hundreds of such venerable individuals who
devoted their lives to the propagation of Islam, lie in sleep. Moreover, there is
evidence of the fact that the grave of Harrat Shis, son of I-Iarrat Adam, is also
here. Similarly, a grave belonging to Harrat Nooh's period also exists in Ayodhya.
[From Nayee Duniya, 1?-24 February 198?, special report by Masoom Mutadabadi,
translated from Urdu by l‘-laresh Nadeem.]

12. Civil Suits

In the Court of the Civil judge of Faiaabad
Copy of order dated 10.1.1950, passed by Shri Bit Singh, Civil Judge, Fairabad,
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on the objection application filed by the District Government Counsel for the
District Magistrate, Faizabad, for classifying or modifying the temporary injunction
order dated 16.1.1950, in reg. Shri Gopal Singh Visharad Vs. Zahoor Ahmad
and other Regular Suit No. 2 of 1950, fixed for 13.2.50.

Suit for declaration and perpetual injunction
Order
The opposite parties are hereby restrained by mea ns of a temporary injunction to
restrain from removing the idols in question from the site in dispute and from
interfering with ‘pain’ etc. as at present carried on. The order dated 16.1.1950
stands modified accordingly.

Sd:'- Bit Singh, Civil judge
19.1.50

Copy forwarded to the Depury Commissioner, Fairabad, for information.

One Hundred Years of Litigation
A civil suit number 2 of 1950 was filed on 16 January 1950 by Gopal Singh
Visharad in the court of the Civil ]udge, Faiaabad, praying for a declaration that
he is entitled to worship and visit without obstruction or disturbance Shri Bhagwan
Rama Chandra and others installed in the Ja runabhumi and a perpetual injunction
restraining the defendants from removing these idols. Amongst eight defendants
were five Muslims and the state of Uttar Pradesh, the Deputy Commissioner and
the Police Superintendent of Faizabad.

The Civil judge, N.N. Chadha, granted an interim injunction as prayed
for. The District Magistrate, Fairabad, thereupon instructed the district governtnent
counsel to move for modification of the order on the ground that the site in
dispute is claimed both by Hindus and Muslims and unrestricted admission of
the public has not been allowed and that if the public is freely allowed for puja
and darslnm, it would amount to allowing one party the exercise of rights which
are in dispute. Accordingly an application was moved and the order dated 16
January 1950 was modified on 19 January 1950 as follows: ‘The parties are
hereby restrained by means of the temporary injunction to refrain from removing
the idols in question from the site in dispute and from interfering with the pttjn
etc, as at present carried on. The order dated 16 January 1950 stands modified
accordingly.‘

The interim injunction was later confirmed by the Civil judge in his order
dated 3 March 1951 with the observation: ‘The undisputed fact remains that on
the date of this suit the idols of Shri Bhagwan Rama Chandra and others did exist
on the site and that worship was being performed by the Hindus including the
plaintiff, though under some restrictions put by the executive authorities.’

[From fnditm Express, Bombay, 30 March 1936, report by SJC. Tripathi.]
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13. Written statements on behalf of the state of Uttar Pradesh
by ].N. Ugra, Deputy Commissioner, Fairabad

In the Court of Munsif Sadat, Fairabad
Suit No. 2 of 1950

Gopal Singh Visharad . . . Vs . . . Zahur Ahmed and others.
‘Written statement on behalf of defendant.

The defendant No. 6, that is the State Government, answers to the plaint as
follows:

Paragraph (Para) I : That the answering defendant does not admit the
allegation in para 1 of the plaint.

Para 2: The answering defendant denies the allegation in para 2 of the
plaint. '

Paras 3 to 5: The answering defendant does not admit the allegation in
paras 3 to 5 of the plaint, also see additional pleas hereinafter contained.

Para ti: The answering defendant denies that any cause of action has arisen
to the plaintiff against it.

Para F’: The suit has been grossly undervalued and the court fee paid is
inadequate and is payable ad-valotum on the full value of the suit.

Para 3: The plaintiff is not entitled to get the relief claimed.
Para 9: No notice as required by section B0 C.P.C. has been served and the

suit deserves to be dismissed on that ground alone.
Para I0: That the plaintiff had not sufficiently described the property in the

suit and the allegations in the plaint are vague.
Para I I: That there is no cause of action for the suit.
Para 12: That the property in suit is known as Babri Mosque and it has for

a long period been in use as a mosque for the purpose of worship by the Muslims.
It had not been in use as a temple of Shri Rama Chandraji.

Para I3: That on the night of the 22"“ December 1949 the idols of Shri
Rama Chandraji were surreptitiously and wrongly put inside it.

Para I4: That as a result of the said wrongful act a situation imp-eriling
public peace and tranquility was created and the public authorities had to intervene
in order to prevent breaches of peace and tranquility.

Para I 5: That in view of the state of feelings between Muslims and Hindus
of the locality the City Magistrate Sri Gurudutt Singh passed an order under
Section 144 Cr. RC. dated 23.1.1.1 94 5!, prohibiting the carrying of firearms, swords,
etc. And the assembly of more than five persons within the limits of Fairabad and
Ayodhya municipalities.

Para I 6: That on the same date the Additional City Magistrate Sri Marltandey
Singh, on police report and other information, passed an order under Section 145
Cr. P.C. calling upon the claimants to the premises to appear and file their written
statements by 1711.50 in his court.
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Para 1?: That the said Magistrate being of opinion that the case was one of
emergency attached the said property and appointed Shri Priya Dutt Ram, Chair-
man, Municipal Board, Faieabacl-cum-Ayodhya, as Receiver of the said property,
and further authorized him to arrange for the care of the same, and further
directed him to submit a scheme for the management thereof for his approval.

Para I3: That the authorities have throughout acted in a manner warranted
by lawand in a situation wrought with serious danger to peace and any interference
with this discretion would be prejudicial to the maintenance of public peace.

Para I9: That the answering defendant Ho. 6 is the Uttar Pradesh Govern-
ment and this Court had no jurisdiction to grant any injunction which may interfere
with the performance of public duties by a department of the government.

Para 20: That the suit is in any case barred by limitation.
Para 21: That the plaintiff is not entitled to the relief sought.

Deputy Commissioner
Faizabad
For Dept Ho. 6

L ].I"~l. Ugra, Esq., Deputy Commissioner, Faixabad do hereby verify that the
contents of paras 12,13,15,16 Ge 1? are true to my knowledge, the contents of
paras 1 to 5, 7', 9,14 and 19 are partly true to my knowledge and partly to my
belief and the contents of paras 6,B,10,11,13,20 St 11 are true to my belief,
lcnowledge in every case being based on records and information preserved. Veri-
fied this 25* day ofApril 1950 at the Deputy Commissioner's Residence, Faira ba d.

Note: This verification of the written statement is particularly authoritative and
relevant. The Deputy Commissioner verified paras 12 and 13, concerning the use
of the mosque as a mosque in December 1949 and the installation of idols in it as
being ‘true to my knowledge’.

14. Judgement of 3 March 1951

Order of Civil judge, Faitabad, dated 3.3.51, Suit No. 2 of 1950

Sri Gopal Singh Visharad
(Appellant)
Versus
Zahur Ahmad -".5: others
{Respondents}

Order
The Plff Gopal Singh Vishatad filed the present suit on 16.1.50 on the following
allegations:
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He is a Sanatanist Hindu resident of Ayodhya. He has always worshipped
and visited the idol of Shri Rama Chandra _Ii installed at janmabhumi, Ayodhya.
On 14.1.50 he was prevented from entering janmabhumi and worshipping the
idol aforesaid by the officers of Deft No. 6 at the baseless instance and unfounded
instigation to wotship a janmabhumi. The Defts 2 to 9 who are the local officers
of the Deft No. 6 are exercising undue pressure on the local Hindu public, inducing
them to refrain from visitingjanmabhumi. They are being actively helped in this
direction by the Defts 1 to 5 who are in collution with Defts ‘.7 to 9. Neither the
Deft Ho. 6 has nor Defts 2 to 9 have any right to interfere in religious matters or
obstruct the Plff‘s right to worship at janmabhumi.

The relief sought by him are:
[Ij A declaration to the effect that he is entitled to ownership and visit

without obstruction or disturbance Shri Bhagwan Rama Chandra and others in-
stalled at Asthana janmabhumi, and {2} a perpetual injunction restraining the
Defts from removing the idols of Shri Bhagwan Rama Chandra and others installed
at Asthan janmabhumi aforesaid.

He prayed per separate application supported by an affidavit for an interim
injunction against the Deft pending the decision of the suit. Notices were issued
to the De fts and an interim injunction was granted in the meanwhile on 16. 1 .50.
Notices were served on defts 7' to 9 moved on 19.1.50 seelting clarification or
modification of the ex parts order of injunction issued by me on 16.1.50.

The parties are hereby restrained by means of a temporary injunction to
refrain from removing the idols in question from the site in dispute and from
interfering with pooja etc., as at present carried on. The order dated 16.1.50
stands notified accordingly.

Defts 1 to 5——1. Zahut Ahmad, 2. Haji Pheltu, 3. Mohammed Faliq, 4.
Mohammed Sami, 5. Mohammad [Achchan Miyan}—filed objection against the
interim injunction on 13.2.52, challenging it on the grounds that the disputed site
was (1) pa rt of the Babri mosque which was built by Emperor Babar; {2} that it
has been in the use of the Muslims as a mosque ever since: [31 that the Hindus
never worshipped or performed any pooja then; and {4} that the idols at present
on the site were recently planted. They also pleaded that: [5 1 the suit was defective
for want of notice ufs 80 C.P.C. No further objections were filed by the Defts 6 to
9 (6. Uttar Pradesh State, 7'. Deputy Commissioner Faitabad, B. City Magistrate,
Faitabad, 9. Superintendent of Police Fairabad] by 25.3.50. The objections dated
13.2.50 came up for hearing on 2.3.50. Defts 1 to 5 in his able arguments referred
to various features of the building and its surroundings to support his contentions,
which were conttoverted on behalf of the plaintiff. This necessitated the issue of
a commission to prepare a map of the building in question. On the date of the
appointment of the commission, Defts 1 to 5 applied for the taking of a photograph
of the building, which was granted. Maps and photographs were accordingly
prepared and now form part of the record.

The case came tip for bea ring again on 12.2.51 when the district government
counsel representing Defts 6 to 9 adopted the contentions of Defrs 1 to 5 and
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further pleaded that the suit was bad for want of notice ufs 30 C.P.C. He also
pressed his objection dated 25.4.50. Suffice it to say, the plea of section S0 C.P.C.
is not open to Defts 1 to 5. 1942 Bombay 339 is a case by Defts 6 to 9 who place
reliance on the wellrlrnown case of Bhagchand versus Secretary of State reported
in 1922 RC. 126. On behalf of the Plff it is strenuously urged that Bhag Chand's
case has no application to the facts of the present case. He bases his argument on
Krishna Swari versus Syed Ahmad, reported in 136 I.C. 7'7’? [1932] and other
earlier cases. The decisions on the point are without doubt conflicting. It will,
therefore, be premature to decide at this stage as to whether the suit is liable to be
thrown out for want of notice under section S0 C.P.C.

For the purpose of these proceedings, it has to be seen whether the Plff has
a fair question to raise as to the existence of the right alleged, whether he is in
danger of losing that tight, and whether irreparable injury or inconvenience is
likely to result to him, in case the injunction order is withdrawn. It is conceded
on all hands that the idols in question were on the disputed site before the filing
of the suit. It further appears from the copies of a number of affidavits of certain
Muslim residents of Ayodhya that at least from 1936 onwards the Muslims have
neither used the site as a mosque nor offered prayers there and that the Hindus
have been performing their poofa etc. on the disputed site. Nothing has been
pointed to discredit these affidavits, which, along with the existence of the idols
on the disputed site, clearly show that the Plff has got a fair case to go to trial.
The Defts I to 5 rely on a number of documents to show that the building in dis-
pute has always been a mosque. It is not possible at this stage to anticipate any
decision on this point, beca use it will have to be decided after considering all the
oral and documentary evidence that may be adduced by the parties in this case.
The undisputed fact remains that on the date of this suit the idols of Sri Bhagwan
Rama Chandra and others did exist on the site and that worship was being per-
formed by the Hindus including the Plff, though under some restrictions put by
the executive authorities. This coupled with the affidavits referred to above does
make out a prima facie case of the plaintiff.

As to the balance of convenience, it is obvious that the effect of vacating the
interim injunction at this stage is liltely to deprive the Plff of the right claimed by
him in the suit. Moreover, it is a matter of admission between the parties that
there are several other mosques in the mohalla in question. The local Muslims
will not, therefore, be put to much inconvenience, if the interim injunction remains
in force during the pendency of the case.

For these reasons, I hold that the status quo should be maintained.

Order
The interim injunction order dated 16.1.50 as modified on 19.1.50 shall remain
in force until the suit is disposed of.

[From Muslim India, March 1936.]
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15. Allahabad High Court confirms the Civil Judge's
Order of 3 March 1951, on 26 April 195$

In the High Court of judicature at Allahabad
Civil Side
Appellate jurisdiction
Dated, Allahabad, the 26"‘ April 1955.
Present:
The Hon‘ble O.H. Mootham, Chief justice
and
The Hon‘ble R. Dayal, Judge

First appeal from order of Mr Bit Singh, Civiljudge, Faitabad, dated 3'9 March
1951, in Regular Suit Ho. 2 of 1950.
Shri Zahut Ahmad and others, Defendants-Appellants
‘Versus
Shri Gopal Singh Vishatad {Plaintiff}, U.P. Government Lucltnow, Ajodhia City,
District Fairabad, and two others, Defendants-Respondent

This is a first appeal from an order of the learned Civil judge of Fairabad made
as long ago as the 3"‘ March 1951, confirming an ex parte order of interim in-
junction which had been made by the court on the 16"‘ January 1950, as modified
by a subsequent order dated the 19"‘ januaty 1950. The order was in these terms:
‘The patties are hereby restrained by means of temporary injunction to refrain
from removing the idols in question from the side in dispute and from interfering
with pnja etc. as at present carried on. The order dated 16.1.50 stands modified
accordingly.‘

The circumstances in which the order of injunction had been passed can be
stated shortly. The respondent, a Hindu, filed a suit against five Mohammadans,
the State Government and certain government officials. He averted that he was
Sanatanist Hindu whose practice it was to visit the worship and idol of Sri Rama
Chandtaji installed at a particular place in Ayodhya. He further averted that
shortly before filing the suit he was, at the instance of defendant nos. 1 to 5, who
are the present appellants, prevented from entering the place of worship by officers
of government; and that he had grounds for apprehending that the appellants
were about to remove the idols. He claimed a right to visit and worship the idol
at this particular place and his prayer was, first, for a declaration that he is so
entitled to worship the idol of Sri Hhagwan Rama Chandtaji at that particular
place; and secondly, for a perpetual injunction to restrain the defendants from
removing the idols of Sri Bhagwan Rama Chandraji and others installed at that
place. The contention of the appellants is that the place where the idols have
been installed is part of a mosque.

The suit was filed on the 16"‘ January 1950, and on the same day an ex
parte order of injunction was made. On the 139‘ February following objections to
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the application for an injunction were filed by one of the appellants. Thereafter a
commissioner was appointed to prepare a scale map of the locality and of the site
of the building. All this appears to have taken a good deal of time, for it was not
till the 17"‘ February 19$] , that the leamed judge heard arguments on the question
whether the ear pnrte order of injunction should be confirmed. Arguments were
concluded on that date and judgement was reserved. Before, however, the judge-
ment was delivered on 3"‘ March 1951, the respondent was permitted by the
court to file certified copies of a number of affidavits sworn by Mohammadans
which had been filed in proceedings which had been taken under Section 14$ of
the Code of Criminal Procedure prior to the institution of the suit; and it is clear
from the judgement of the learned judge that he placed some reliance on the
statements contained in these affidavits.

The appellants say that they were wholly unaware, until after the judgement
had been delivered, that these affidavits had been filed, and that had they ltnown
of this fact they would have sought an opportunity to file counter affidavits.

Apart from the question whether such certified copies are admissible in
evidence as proof of their contents, in our judgment the learned judge ought not
to have treated these documents as evidence in the matter then before him without
notice to the appellants and affording them an opportunity of filing counter affi-
davits, and, if necessary, of hearing counsel further thereon.

The granting of an interim injunction is, however, a matter of discretion,
and unless the court is satisfied that the Judge has acted in an arbitrary manner it
will not interfere with the order which he has made. The dispute between the
parties centres round the right claimed by the plaintiff to visit and worship idols
of Sri Rama Chandraji at a particular place. The learned Civil judge was of the
opinion that the balance of convenience was in favour ofgranting the injunction.
He took the view that if the idols were removed one of the reliefs sought for in the
suit, namely the perpetual injunction, could not be granted even if the suit was
decided in the plaintiff’s favour and in this we think he was clearly right. There
is a further consideration. It was admitted by the parties that in the proceedings
under Section I45 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the learned Magistrate
appointed a Receiver to arrange for the worship of the idols, and it appears that
arrangement still exists.

It is very desirable that a suit of this ltind should be decided as soon as
possible, and it is to be regretted that it remained undecided after four years. The
delay appears to be principally due to the fact that the record of the proceedings
in the trial court was summoned by this Court in the year 19$3, on the application
of the present appellants; had that not been done the suit would probably by now
have been decided.

Notwithstanding the error made by the learned judge in ta lting into account
the certified copies of the affidavits filed after arguments had been concluded, we
are not able to say that this order is one which clearly ought not to have been
made. We however, consider it extremely desirable that the suit should be disposed
of at once, and we accordingly direct that the record of the proceedings be sent
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back to the lower court forthwith with a direction to the learned Civil judge to
expedite the hearing.

The appeal is dismissed but in the circumstances we make no order as to
COSTS.

25.4.1955 Sdi'— O.H. Mootham, Chief justice
Edi» R. Dayal, judge.

16. The RSS‘s explanation for 22-23 December 1.949: A ‘miracle’

On the historic morning of 23 December 194 9, the idols of Sri Ramachand ta and
Sita Devi miraculously appeared in the janntastban. As the Hindu devotees rejoiced
over the miracle and thronged in their thousands at the precincts, unfortunately
the government, fearing communal riots, proclaimed the premises as disputed
area and locked the gates.

[From Organizer, 25 March 1932.1

1?. Peter van der ‘v'ecr’s disclosure

The mosque—temple issue did not arise ‘naturally’. Rather, it has depended on
conscious, planned action by religious and political movements and is, as such,
related to a changing political context . . . that has been highly influenced by
orientalism. Nationalism has a very urgent and contradictory need to show, in a
historical account, that the nation has always existed, a need that emerges clearly
in the attempt to ‘rebuild’ the temple in Ayodhya. . . .

. . . The people who had placed the image in the mosque were never caught
or tried—although, in an interview in the New York Times on Sunday, 22 December
1991, Abbot Ram Chander Das Pa ramahans declared openly that he was the one

-who had put the image inside the mosque. {His claim seems reliable to me, since
I had already encountered strong indications that he had been involved when I
did fieldwork in Ayodhya in the early 1980s. At that time, however, he could not
have made such a declaration of a criminal act in public. Another interesting
side to this is, of course, that the ‘genuineness’ of the whole appearance of lord
Rama in the temple seems not to be put into doubt by such a declaration.) Moreover,
the image was not removed nor was Hindu worship completely stopped. This
implies that the mosque had de facto been converted into a temple since Hindu
worship had replaced Muslim worship. Among the higher levels of the admin-
istration there had been a strong feeling that the itnage had to be removed, but
District Magistrate Nayae, under whose responsibility the idol had been surrep-
titiously installed, had been totally uncooperative. Letting the courts decide implied
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a political strategy of pacification by infinite delay and indecision. . .

{From Peter van der Veer, Religious Nationalism: Hinrftts and Muslims in India, Oxford
University Press, Delhi, 1996, pp. xii, 156-52.]

13. Prime Minister jawaharlal Nehru’s letters

Telegram to G.B. Pant
New Delhi 26 December 1949
I am disturbed at developments at Ayodhya. Earnestly hope you will personally
interest yourself in this matter. Dangerous example being set there which will
have bad consequences.

To C. Rajagopalachari
New Delhi
?january 1951]
My dear Rajaji,
I wrote to Pantji last night about Ayodhya and sent this letter with a person who
was going to Lucknow. Pantji telephoned to me later. He said he was very worried
and he was personally looking into this matter. He intended taking action, but he
wanted to get some well known Hindus to explain the situation to people in
Ayodhya first. I told him on the telephone of your letter to me, which you sent
this morning. _

Vallabhbhai is going to Lucknow day after tomorrow at Pant-ji’s request.
This is in connection with the elections to Parliament.
Yours,
jawaharlal

To G.B. Pant
New Delhi
S February 195D
My dear Pantji,
I shall be glad if you will keep me informed of the Ayodhya situation. As
you know, l attach great importance to it and to its repercussions on all-India
affairs and more especially Kashmir. I suggested to you when you were here last
that, if necessary, I would go to Ayodhya. If you think this should be done,
I shall try to find the date, although I am terribly busy.
Yours sincerely,
jawaharlal Nehru
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To ILG. Mashruwala
New Delhi
5 March 1950
My dear Kishorilal Bhai,
Thank you for your letter of March 4*‘. I am replying to you briefly. Tomorrow
morning I arn going to Calcutta.

I entirely agree with you that the Indian press has not been free from blame.
l referred to a particular period when relatively it behaved better. Since then it
has gone down somewhat in this respect, though the Pakistan press is far worse.
The West Bengal Government has succeeded in preventing the Calcutta press to
some extent from going to extremes. Bur there is so much excitement in Calcutta
that it has become very difficult to exercise restraint. War is openly advocated
and the kind of posters that are put up in Calcutta are very bad.

There is no doubt that while the treatment given to Hindus in East Bengal
has been exceedingly bad, Muslims in Calcutta have also been in a state of
terror, although they have lost few lives. There is a large stream of peoples from
East Bengal coming over to ‘West Bengal and a somewhat smaller stream of Mus-
lims from West Bengal and Assam going to East Bengal.

You refer to the Ayodhya mosque. This event occurred two or three months
ago and I have been very gravely perturbed over it. The U.P. Government put up
a brave show, but actually did little. Their District Dfficer in Fylflllttltl rather
misbehaved and took no steps to prevent this happening. It is not true that Baba
Radhavdas instigated this, but it is true that after it was done, he gave his approval
to it. So also some other Congressmen in the U.P. Pandit Covind Ballabh Pant
condemned the act on several occasions, but refrained from taking definite action
probably for fear of a big-scale riot. I have been greatly distressed about it and
have repeatedly drawn Pantji‘s attention to it.

l am quite convinced that if we on our side behaved properly, it would be
far easier to deal with Pakistan. Today many Congressmen have become communal
insofar as Pakistan is concerned and this reacts on their behaviour towards Mus-
lims in India. I just do not know what we can do to create a better atmosphere in
the country. Merely to preach goodwill irritates people when they are excited.
Bapu might have done it, but we are too small for this kind of thing.

I am afraid, in the prevailing atmosphere, there is no chance of Bapu’s
peaceful march of strikers being copied in Bengal.
Yours sincerely,
jawaharlal Nehru

[From Selected Works ofjttwafmrlnl Nehru, Second Series, jawaharlal Nehru Memorial
Fund, Volume H, pp. 443-45.]
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To G.B. Pant
New Delhi
tr April tsso
My dear Pantji,
These recent occurrences in the U.P. have greatly distressed me. Ur perhaps this
was a culmination of what I had been feeling for a long time. . .

I have felt for a long time that the whole atmosphere of the U.P. has been
changing for the worse from the communal point of view. Indeed the U.P. is bec-
oming almost a foreign land for me. I do not fit in there. The U.P. Congress Com-
mittee, with which I have been associated for 35 years, now functions in a manner
which amazes me. Its voice is not the voice of the Congress I have known, but
something which I have opposed for the greater part of my life. . . .

I find that cotrununalism has invaded the minds and hearts of those who
were the pillars of the Congress in the past. It is a creeping paralysis and the
patient does not even realize it. All that occurred in Ayodhya in regard to the
Mosque and temples and the hotel in Faiaabad was bad enough. But the worst
feature of it was that such things should talte place and be approved by some of
our own people and that they should continue.

It seems to me that for some reason or other or perhaps mere political expe-
diency, we have been far too lenient with this disease, that has been spreading all
over India and in our own province. Sometimes I feel thatl should leave everything
and take up this matter only. Perhaps some day I shall do that. If I do it, it will be
a crusade with all the strength that I possess. . . .

. . . The reports I get of the general atmosphere and of petty happenings
reveal the true state of affairs even more than major incidents. A Muslim is walk-
ing along the street in a city. He is spat upon and told to go to Pakistan or he is
given a slap on the face or his beard is pulled. Muslim women have vulgar tern-
arks passed against them in the streets and always there is the taunting remark,
‘go to Pakistan‘. . .

[From 5. Gopal and Uma lyengat, eds, The Essential Writirigs of jawaharlal Nehru,
Vol. 1, zoos, pp. ts-t-s5.]

19. Deputy Prime Minister Vallabhbhai Patel‘s letter to
G.B. Pant and Pant‘s reply

New Delhi
9january195U
My dear Pantji,
The Prime Minister has already sent to you a telegram expressing his concern
over the developments in Ayodhya. I spoke to you about it in Lucknow. I feel that
the controversy has been raised at a most inopportune time both from the point of
view of the country at large and of your own province in particular. The wider
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communal issues have only been recently resolved to the mutual satisfaction of
the various communities. So far as Muslims are concerned, they are just settling
down to their new loyalties. We can reasonably say that the first shock of partition
and the resultant uncertainties are just beginning to be over and that it is unlikely
that there would be any transfer of loyalties on a mass scale. In your own province,
the communal problem has always been a difficult one. I think it has been one of
the outstanding achievements of your administration that, despite many upsetting
factors, communal relations have generally improved very considerably since
1946. We have our own difficulties in the UP otganizationally and administratively
as a result of group formations. It would be most unfortunate if we allowed any
group advantage to be made on this issue. On all these grounds, therefore, I feel
that the issue is one which should be resolved amicably in a spirit of mutual toler-
ation and goodwill between the two communities. I realize there is a great deal
of sentiment behind the move which has taken place. At the same time, such
matters can only be resolved peacefully if we take the willing consent of the
Muslim community with us. There can be no question of resolving such disputes
by force. In that case, the forces of law and other will have to maintain peace at
all costs. If, therefore, peaceful and persuasive methods are to be followed, any
unilateral action based on an attitude of aggression or coercion cannot be counten-
anced. I am therefore quite convinced that the matter should not be made such a
live issue and that the present inopportune controversies should be resolved by
peaceful [methods] and accomplished facts should not be allowed to stand in the
way of an amicable settlement. I hope your efforts in this direction will meet with
success.
Yours sincerely,
Vallabbbhai Patel

The Hon’ble Pandit G.B. Pant
Premier of United Provinces
Lucknow

Lucknow
l3january19$D
My dear Sardar Sahib,
I do not know how to thank you for all the trouble you took in coming over to
Lucknow almost immediately after your return from Bombay in response to my
request without any previous notice. I was reluctant to approach you, especially
because of the strain which you had already undergone in the course of your
recent trip to Bombay. But I felt somewhat worried over the situation as I sensed
it. Whenever in difficulty I look up to you. You are always so kind and generous
and an unfailing source of strength and light in moments of gloom and depression.
When I recall all that had happened here in your presence I feel deeply mortified.
It may have given you an idea of the agony that I have to undergo almost from
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day to day. There has been hardly any improvement since. We ate, however,
discharging our duties as best as we can.

The Selection Committee has completed its labours and the following candi-
dates lsee enclosure] will I trust be finally and formally elected today. The list
has, I am told, on the whole been well received. . . .

I have to thank you for your letter about the Ayodhya affair. It will be of
great help to us here. Efforts to set matters right in a peaceful manner are still
continuing and there is a reasonable chance of success, but things are still in a
fluid state and it will be hazardous to say more at this stage.
‘With best regards,
Yours sincerely,
G.B. Pant

The Hon‘ble Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Deputy Prime Minister
Government of India
New Delhi

[From Sardar Parr-is Correspondence I945-50, edited by Durga Das, Navjivan Publishing
House, Ahmedabad, Vol. 91, pp. 310-12.] "

20. G.B. Pant‘s statement read in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly
on 14 September I950

On Situation in Ayodhya
Certain incidents of Ayodhya have been recently published in the newspapers,
and otherwise too people‘s attention has been drawn to them. Hence the government
considers it proper that the House be apprised of all the facts relating to them.
The main things being talked about are as follows:

la} Desecration of certain graves
lb} Babri Mosque
{cl Star Hotel
id} Burial of the dead
[cl Breach of peace.
The facts which have come to the knowledge of the government with rega rd

to these are as follows:
la] Desecration ofcertain graves. There are a number of graves spread all

over Ayodhya which are hardly ever visited by anyone. The population of Ayodhya
comprises over 20,000 Hindus and less than 2,000 Muslims. Such being the situ-
ation, if anyone damages any of the graves it is not easy to catch the culprit.
Nevertheless, whenever in formation about any such incident was received, inquir-
ies were immediately made and necessary action taken. In October I949, it was
reported that some damage was caused to sotne of the graves situated in the open
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field outside the boundary wall of the Babri Mosque-Ramjanmabhumi structure.
Immediately inquiries were started and four persons were arrested. They were
also sentenced to imprisonment by the magistrate, but were released by the Sessions
Court on appeal. A strong police force was also posted there to protect the graves.
All these measures had a good effect and, except for two incidents in januaty
1950, no other incident of desecration of graves tool: place. In the two incidents
of january 195D too, the guilty were sentenced to imprisonment by the court. In
july 1950, something was found written in coal-tar on one of the graves. That
case is still pending in the court.

lb} The Babri Mosque—Since the Babri Mosque issue is sub-judice it is not
proper to say anything about it. . . .

[From Proceedings ofthe Legislative Arseinbly of Utter Pradesh, Dffleiel Report, translated
from Hindi, Vol. S2, p. 130.]

21. The Gandhian Al-cshaya Brahmaehari’s memorandum on
Babri Masjid and correspondence with Lal Bahadur Shastri,
Home Minister of U.P., ]anuary—]uly 1950

Memorandum
The incidents of Faizabad and Ayodhya and the issue of the Babri Mosque are
not just an ordinary Hindu-Muslim dispute. Nor just a question of whether the
premise in dispute is a temple or a mosque. They are conspiratorial acts of reac-
tionary forces, whereby they want to uproot the high ideals of the Congress and
Father of our nation, and thus achieve their aim ofwinning elections by arousing
communal and religious passion and of overthrowing the Congress government.
In these conspiracies even the local government officials have become involved.

As a result of all this a state of anarchy prevails today in Faitahad and
Ayodhya. I have myself been attacked by the reactionary elements three times.
Once they entered my residence and assaulted me and on another occasion they
surrounded me in front of the District Magistrates and Dy. Superintendent Police's
residences. The police were informed, but they did not take any action against
the miscreants. Other respectable Congressmen were also publicly abused before
officials and people were incited to heat them up, yet the persons who did all this
remain in the good books of officials.

When Canj Shahidan and other graves were being dug out near the Babri
Mosque and a platform was being built in their place, some respectable Muslims
sent a petition under Section 14$ IPC, which was also ignored by the authorities.

Today an order under Section 144 IPC is promulgated in Ayodhya and the
mosque is under government possession, under Section 145, but these orders are
every day openly defied.

The example of the Star Hotel is unique. This old hotel was owned by a
lvfuslitn gentleman. The District Magistrate got the hotel building forcibly vacated
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and allotted it to another person, where another hotel named Comti Hotel has
been opened.

These things have created a wholly unbecoming notion about our secular
democracy and Congress rule among the people. They now feel that the Congress
is powerless to act against the reactionary forces and therefore, these forces of
communal fascism and religious reaction are soon going to gain the upper hand
in the country. They think that since Hindus form 35 per cent of our population,
they can do whatever they like in this regard. The Constitution of our country
has thus become wholly liable to violation according to their whims and idio-
syncrasies. And because of the prevalence of these ideas, even those people who
have been opposing communal reactionary ideas all these days are either gradually
succumbing to or acquiescing in them. They now wonder why should they go on
opposing these feuds, if they are to gain ground eventually.

On the other ha nd, having successfully created these conditions, reactiona ties
have gained a good deal of self-confidence and they now feel that they have
reached a stage when they can end the Congress and its ideology. My fear is that
they will propagate these things in other towns too and create a situation in
which the Congress will either be cowed down in towing their line or will be
defeated, which will mean the end of the Congress in either case.

Therefore, l feel that the onslaught of reactionaries must be resisted with all
the forces at our command, and their nefarious game of poisoning the atmosphere
must be nipped in the bud. I want to explain the Ayodhya incidents more
elaborately.

On 13 November 1949, I was told that the Muslim graves near the Babri
Mosque were being dug out en masse. l personally went and saw that it was
actually so; and that in the centre of the graveyard, on the site of what used to be
called ‘Kanati Masjid‘ by Muslims, a platform was being built. The Muslims
were frightened. They told me that to save the situation they had petitioned the
City Magistrate under Section 145 IPC to intervene in the matter, as breach of
peace was apprehended. Hut no action was talten on their petition. I met the
District Magistrate personally and talked to him in confidence.

On the night of 15"‘ November three persons entered my house and assaulted
me, and to my utter surprise they repeated to me everything that I had spoken to
the District Magistrate, which they later on told others too.

In front of the Babri Masid, where the graves were dug out, there was a
nine-day continuous reading from the Ramayana, and for many more days there
was public feasting and all that. Mass meetings were held. Loudspeakers fitted
in tongas and cars kept on screaming day in and day out calling upon the people
to come for darslian in the Mosque where yrtfrrrt was taking place, as the place of
Rama’s birth was being reclaimed. People began coming in thousands also from
outside the town in cars sent by the organizers of the show. lnflammatory speeches
were made and it was openly announced that the Babri Mosque had to be converted
into a Sri Rama temple. Mahatma Gandhi, the Congress and Congressmen were
openly abused. People were particularly incited against me and Shri Siddheshwari
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Prasad, President of the City Congress Committee, and they were exhorted to
assault us. I-landbills containing the above were distributed and the local weekly
Viraitta published false news to incite communal passion s. And all this was done
in the presence of government officials, while recitation from the Ramayana was
on for nine days. Besides, other graves and Muslims places of worship were dem-
olished and the images of Shivaii and other Hindu deities were implanted in
those places.

Thus conununal poison was spread in an organized manner and the attitude
of the officials gave the idea to the people that either the govemment wanted all
that to happen, or they had completely given in to the communalists. On the 23"‘
morning the District Magistrate told me at about 9 am that the image of Rama
Chandraji was implanted in the Babri Masjid the preceding night, and that he
had learnt of the incident at 6 am from Shri Bhai Lal and that he had gone to see
it. It passes all comprehension as to how Bhai Lal could know of the incident so
early that morning and could inform the District Magistrate while the police
guards of the mosque did not know about it. The District Magistrate did not even
care to know as to how Bhai Lal could know all about it so early in the morning.
It has to be particularly remembered that the District Magistrate quoted Bhai Lal
for many such informations.

I went to the Babri Mosque with the District Magistrate at about I2 noon.
The image was kept there. Some people had gathered near the mosque. At that
moment the mosque could have been easily saved and the image removed, but
the District Magistrate did not thinlt it proper: From that very morning loudspeakers
started announcing the appearance of Bfragwarr, exhorting all Hindus to come
for darsfratt. I pointed out this hectic propaganda to the District Magistrate both
in Fairabad and Ayodhya while going with him to Ayodhya in his car. Tension
went on increasing. Notices and handbills continued to be distributed. Thousands
of people started pouring in for darsfrau into the city in cars and public carriers
sent out from Faiaabad. Inflammatory speeches were made before them saying
that the Congress was destroying I-linduism, that since there was not a single
temple left in Pakistan they should join together to root out all signs of Muslims
from Ayodhya, which could be possible only if the Congress was rooted our. It
was also said that most of the Congressmen subscribed to these views, but jawa-
harlal Nehru and a few others were siding with the Muslims. The cry went round
that these Muslim-philes must be done away with, and that in Ayodhya Altshay
Brahmachari and Siddheswari Prasad did not wish to see the resurgence of Hindu-
ism, hence they must be driven out of Ayodhya. ‘With the District Magistrate
laughing boisterously in front of us, slogans were shouted: ‘Down with Akshaya
and Siddheshwari, kill them, they are enemies of religion, they are Muslims,
they are influencing the government for the safety of Muslims.‘ These slogan-
mongers also disturbed a public meeting addressed by Shri Covind Shahi, Parlia-
mentary Secretary to the U.P. government, and incited the people by again raising
the above slogans.

Even Congress leaders like Vishwambltar Dayal Tripathi and Raghav Das
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lost their balance and publicly supported the cause of the reactionaries in their
speeches. They said that democracy meant the will of the majority, and since the
majority of the people obviously do not like the mosque it could not be restored.
If the government interfered in the matter they would resign their seats in the
Assembly. They claimed to be speaking in a representative capacity and they
said that they spoke with the fullest sense of responsibility.

RS5 and Hindu Sabha leaders threatened the Congress government in public
meetings and challengiugly said that there would be no mosque there. In spite of
the order under Section 1-H, without obtaining necessary permission they went
on holding big demonstrations and meetings. The effect of Section 144 was
restricted to Muslims only, whereby they were made to abstain from saying their
uamaa in the mosque. For a number of days even the entry of any Muslim into
Ayodhya was banned. But Hindus, who were responsible for creating the tension,
were going scot-free. In the Babri Mosque itself, even after the government took
possession of it under Section 145 IPC, Hindu worship remained unchecked, only
Muslims could not say their rtamaz there.

The question of the Star Hotel is also quite important. Shri Bhai Lal is said
to have reported it to the District Magistrate that some outsider Muslims were
staying in the hotel and they had arms and ammunition too. The hotel was
raided but nothing incriminating was found. Four persons were found there. One
only out of them was an outsider from Sultanpur, who traded in biscuits and had
come to Faieabad for purchasing his supply of biscuits. He was challenged under
Section 105‘ IPC. At the same time the District Magistrate made the innocent
hotel-wala immediately vacate the premises. Later on, the premises we re allotted
to another gentleman, where another hotel named Gomti Hotel was opened and
inaugurated by the Districtjudge. Other high govertunent officials also participated
in the opening ceremony of the new hotel. Thus there has been created an impres-
sion in the mind of the common man that there was really some big Muslim con-
spiracy. This also gave a weapon in the ha nds of the RS5 and the Hindu Sabha to
justify their action in provoking communal passion. This also raised the reputation
of the District Magistrate as a saviour of the Hindu religion and he was glorified
and it was given out that he had rislted his life to save the Hindu religion and that
he had saved the lives of Hindu leaders by his careful handling of the situation.

It has to be remembered that the proprietor of Star Hotel was a nationalist
Muslim due to which during the last general elections the Leaguers had boycotted
the hotel and its proprietor. The hotel was also piclteted by the Leaguers. It is
very well known that even before this there had already taken place in Faizabad
four communal riots in the year 1949, during which Muslims suffered considerable
losses financially as well as in the matter of bodily injuries. But the authorities
did not take any action. On the occasion of last Bakr-Id, the way in which Muslim
houses were looted and burnt and their women and children assaulted, showed
that it was not a sudden and spontaneous outbreak. In that connection the District
Congress Committee President, Shri Raja Ram Misra, the city Congress Committee
President, Shri Siddeshwari Prasad and the District Board President, Shri Lallanji,
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were publicly abused. People were incited to assault them. And all this was justi-
fied through handbills distributed by the reactionary communalists. All this was
known to the authorities, but in the absence of any action against the miscreants
the latter got emboldened. The Muslims were cowed into silence and apathy.
The Police Minister had promised me to go and see for himself the Muslims
wounded during the riot and their looted and burnt-down houses. But he never
did so.

There is terror in the hearts of the Muslims of Faizabad and Ayodhya, and
most of them have sent their families away to relations living elsewhere. And
some of them have left with all their belongings for good.

I tried to draw the attention of the government to all this but failed. It has
been recently reported that pressure is being brought upon Ayodhya Muslitns to
declare that the Babri Mosque was in fact a Hindu temple. They are threatened
with dire consequences if they will not do so. Muslitns shop-keepers are being
forced to vacate their shops. The boycott of Muslims shops is openly encouraged.
Some respectable Muslims have been assaulted and injured. It has also been
learnt that the lock of my residence at janltighat, Ayodhya, has been btolten op-en
and my belongings looted. The house has been occupied by some people. It is
openly being preached in public meetings that I should not be allowed to enter
Ayodhya, and that if a Hindu seems me there and does not assault me, the sin of
killing a cow will be visited on him.

I do not view this question as one of saving the mosque or Muslims. I view
this as saving the great ideals of the Congress and the Mahatma for which we
have been struggling all these days. If we do not resist these reactionary ideas
with all the forces at our command, the ideals of the Congress will become
extinct and reactionary forces will sweep the country.

While drawing the attentions of our leaders and of our government to the
conditions obtaining in Ayodhya, I would request them to act at once and save
the situation. People indulging in the inciting of communal passions and the
government officials helping them must be severely dealt with. By prompt action
against the miscreants, let the Muslims feel that they are living in a land where
their life and property is safe. Their places of worship and respected tombs should
be restored to them and their religious sentiments respected. And thus by carrying
forward the Mahatma’s ideals, true Ram Raj will be established in our country.

The fact that the Babri Mosque was built on the ruins of Sri Rama's janma-
bhumi temple after it was demolished and, therefore, should be restored to Hindus,
is yet a disputed historical question. But even after this question is decided on
historical data the problem as to what should be done with such places has to be
decided on the basis of fundamental principles. I insist that our leaders must find
some clear and permanent solution on a central basis. Such matters must not
silently be acquiesced in, and the actions of lawless elements and anarchic condi-
tions created by fanatics must be firmly checked.
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Letter to Lal Bahadur Shastri, 9 January I950
I regret that in spite of my repeated efforts, I have not been able to impress upon
you the magnitude of the recent happenings in Ayodhya.

I feel that after the supreme sacrifice of Pujya Mahatma Gandhi our hearts
have been filled with fear and dread, instead of remorse and determination to
carry on the issues for which he died. I also feel that we are laclting the courage
to draw the masses towards the ideals ofthe Father of the Nation [Rasbtra Pita].

It seems that a small incident at Ayodhya is assuming great importance in
the politics of the country. If we had been a little careful in the beginning, we
would certainly have checked it. Today not only the tnembers of the communal
organisation are busy in spreading communal poison for their political ends, but
some responsible Congressmen have also not been able to keep themselves un-
affected in the prevailing atmosphere. It is my firm belief that to root out the poi-
son and to establish the ideals of Mahannaji, we should follow the path of sacrifice
which he had adopted, for this is the only way which can lead us to success.

Therefore, I have decided to begin a fast unto death from the morning of
26"‘ january 1950, at the door of the P.C.C. office, Lucknow.

The purpose of my fast is not to press the government, but I just want to
make an effort to take the sacred message of Mahatmaji to the hearts of men.

I pray to Cod for success.
‘See victory over anger by calm, hate by love and falsehood by truth.‘

Letter to Shastri, 20 February 1950
Due to the communal frenzy let loose by a handful of people in Faizabad and
Ayodhya, destructive reactionary ideas have begun increasingly gaining currency
in the whole country.

Having failed in my efforts to draw the attention of the government and
responsible leaders towards the gravity of situation, I was forced to resort to a
fast unto death from the last martydom day of ‘Bapu’, i.e. the 20"‘ of januaty
1950. The fast was broken on the 4"‘ of February on your assurance that the
government would take suitable steps to deal with the communal trouble at
Ayodhya and Faizabad, and that the will of the government to do so was streng-
thened by my fast. You also admitted that the local government officials encour-
aged the communal fire-eaters and the situation could have been more easily
dealt with at an earlier stage.

Due to the speeches delivered and attitude talten by leaders like Sri 'lv".Pl
Tripathi, the situation has deteriorated against the government and the Congress;
and the intricacies of the problem have multiplied.

‘While talking to me even Hon'ble Pt. Pant admitted these things. . . .
After having temporarily abandoned my fast, I was laid up with fever and

till very recently I was lying in the Provincial Congress Committee office. As
such, I could not trouble you in that connection for some time. But unfortunately
I have painfully learned that the situation in Ayodhya and Faiaabad has been
progressively deteriorating and provocative speeches as well as demonstrations
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are still order of the day. Some respectable Muslims have been assaulted because
they have refused to proclaim that the Babri Mosque has always been a Hindu
temple, as some communalist Hindus wanted them to do. Propaganda for the
social boycott of Muslims is freely carried on. The Muslims are terrorized and
they are sending away their families to relations at safer places. S-ome have even
fled.

My own residence has been looted after breaking the loclt open, and it has
been ta lten possession of by some people. A public reception was accorded to the
gentlemen who assaulted me, and thus violent activities are being encouraged. lt
has been publicly announced that any Hindu who does not beat me at the very
first sight would be a sinner against Hinduism. l am not mentioning all this to
request you to save my life, but I do certainly want that the terror that is being
created by indulgence in violent activities must be rooted out at the earliest
moment.

It has to be remembered that all responsible Congressmen had jointly and
severely opposed these acts of the communalists and while placing their view-
point before the ministers of the government they had insisted on immediate
restoration of peace; for which reason they were publicly insulted and forced into
silence.

I very much regret that till the writing of this letter nothing has come to my
knowledge to show that any step has been talten to improve the situation.
Whatever is being done in Ayodhya in the name of religion and historical belief
is only a means for the fulfilment of political ambitions of certain people through
terroristic methods. If, in the face of such grave danger, we relax our efforts to
fight it out, these people would bring up other knotty problems to create further
troubles, so that the power of the Congress could be shattered and their fascistic
ambitions fulfilled.

I am considerably weal: and down in health. Therefore, to recoup my health,
I am going out for some time. About the place l will inform you later. In the end
I earnestly hope that on this memorandum of mine which I place in your able
hands, the government would take immediate and effective steps.

Letter to Shastri, 31 May 1950
Having failed in my attempts to draw the attention of the government and the
Congress towards the urgency of putting an end to the communal troubles and
easing the tension in Ayodhya and Fairabad, I was forced to resort to a fast unto
death from the 30"‘ January 1950, the martyrdom day of Bapu.

Having been, however, assured by you on the 4"‘ February 1950 that suitable
and proper action will be talten in that connection, I broke my fast the same day
with a view to facilitating the government in dealing with the matter:

On the 20"‘ February 1950 I sent you a letter along with a memorandum
detailing the situation and later developments in Ayodhya and Faizabarl. I have
thereafter sent you three more letters by way of reminders, but unfortunately the
situation remains much the same; and I am not aware of any such action on the
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part of the government as to show the government's anxiety to improve the
situation.

I, therefore, wish to draw your attention again towards the situation and
happenings there, and hope that the govenunent would take proper action to
deal with the same. I am at the same time constrained to let you know my resolve
to restart my fast, if no satisfactory action is taken by the 15"‘ of _|une next.

Reply from Shastri, 12]une 1950
Your letter dated the 31" May was duly received, but I could not reply earlier
because I was out of station. Ajodhya's situation is better now and the case is
pending in a court of law at the moment. The final decision can be taken only
after a judgement from the court.

Letter to Shastri, 26 June 1550
I am in receipt of your letter dated the 12"" instant, burl am sorry to say that it
has given me no satisfaction. I have tried to keep abreast of the happenings in
Ayodhya and Faizabad, but to my knowledge no improvement has taken place
there. It is true that the question of the Babri Mosque is before a court of la w, but
there are many more such questions towards which no attention has been paid,
whereby improvement in the situation could have been effected. For instance:

[1] Neither any action has been taken against those responsible for the last
communal troubles, nor the sufferers have been compensated.

[2] I"-lo action has so far been taken against people who indulge in provo-
cative activities through public speeches, demonstrations, handbills and news-
P3P¢l'5-

[3] Apart from the Babri Mosque, there are other mosques or graves which
have either been demolished or taken possession of. They have not been restored
to Muslims either.

{4} The District Magistrate got forcibly vacated the premises of Star Hotel
by its Muslim proprietor and got opened a Hindu hotel named Gomti Hotel in
the same. Those premises have not been given possession of to the former hotel
proprietor in spite of a judgement in his favour by a court of law.

{.5} Those government officials have not been punished who openly helped
and incited the communal trouble, particularly the trouble in connection with the
Babri Masjid.

{6} No action has been taken against those who either indulged in violent
activities themselves or publicly preached violence.

(Tl During the days of my fast my owrt residence in Ayodhya was looted
and it has been taken possession of by some people. Even before that I was
assaulted thrice and other Congressmen were publicly insulted. But no action has
been talten against the miscreants.

[El Even after the attachment of the Babri Mosque under Section 14$, pup:
is continued there, which is obviously illegal. Yet no step has been taken either to
stop it or to punish the officials responsible for participating in this illegal act.
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Thus there are inntmierable questions which have no bea ring on or relation
with the problem of Babri Mosque and which, if properly solved, would have
certainly eased and improved the situation. But, on the contrary, even today
members of the minority community are su bjectecl to various kind of harassment
and injustice. The miscreants, as I have mentioned in my memorandum, have
got emboldened by their successes and they are busy creating a situation wherein
the very existence of Muslims would become impossible.

During the recent few days many such incidents have talten place. It is a
matter of shame that the dead body of a Muslim woman could be buried only
after her people going around four graveyards and after twenty-two hours, because
the communalists asserted that no dead body of a Muslim can be buried within
the limits of Ayodhya. The same story is said about the burial of rnore dead
bodies.

1 wish to request you again to consider this grave situation very carefully. If
you so desire I can accompany you to Ayodhya and Faiaabad and explain to you
the whole situation on the spot. I think the suggestions that I have offered in my
memorandum to you can very well help solve the problem of Babri Mosque also
without in any way interfering in the work of the court.

You will excuse me for saying that the government has entirely failed and
proved impotent in performing its duties in Faisabad and Ayodhya. Now the
only way open to me is the way shown by Bapu; and, therefore, I am obliged to
resume my fast. But before that I thinlt it necessary to publish all the facts about
the happenings in Ayodhya and Faieabad and the correspondence exchanged
between you and me in this connection. I will wait for your reply and consent in
this regard till 10 july, whereafter I will fix up a date, according to my inner
light and Shri P.ama‘s inspiration and start my fast again.

Reply from Shastri, B july 1951']
I am in receipt of your letter. Unly the district authorities can take action in the
matters you have referred to. Therefore, I am forwarding your letter to District
Magistrate {Faiaabadl. But it seems that you are not properly informed ab-out
one or two points which you have raised in your letter. Anyway, I do not want to
enter into details of the same here. So far as your fast is concerned. I don't think
it necessary at all, and I hope you will think it over again before taking any such
decision.

Last letter to Shastri, 24 july 1950
I am receipt of your letter dated the 8"‘]uly 1950. I also had talks with you on the
13"‘ instant. I fail to understand that whatever I have written to you is wrong.
The situation of Ayodhya is getting worse every day. blow there is a regular cam-
paign that no dead body of Muslims can be buried in Ayodhya. The Muslims are
living under terror. They did not even celebrate Id this year.

From all your talks and correspondence it scents that the government does not
want to touch upon the basic elements of the problem. I have also failed in
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drawing the attention of Congress leaders towards the terrible situation obtaining
in Ayodhya. lam, therefore, obliged to resume my fast, which I had abandoned
on the 4"‘ of February, 1950. I will restart my fast from the morning of 12""
August. I must thank you in the end for your cordial attitude towards me.

[From Muslim Imfie, 66, june I988; 6?, july 1983.]

22. Gandhian K.G. Mashruwala’s articles in Horijan
of 19 August and 23 September 19.50

22a. Muslims of Ayodhya

Shri Akshaya Brahmachari is a Shri Vaishnav sadhu of Ayodhya. He is also a
secretary of the Faiaabad District Congress Committee, and a member of the
Uttar Pradesh Provincial Congress Committee, and is well known to the leaders
of U.P. as an honest worker. Faizabad and Ayodhya are adjacent to each other; in
fact, practically they constitute one town and have a common municipality.
Since 1949, or a little earlier, this place has disturbed Hindu—Muslim cordiality
in a regrettable manner, in which the Muslims have been subjected to much
injustice by the Hindus. Shri Akshaya Brahmachari and Shri Siddheshwari Prasad
(the President of the Town Congress Comrnittee} and a few other workers are
very much distressed about it. At one stage {januaty 1950}, when the situation
did not improve even after their best efforts, Shri Altshaya Iilrahmacha ti undertook
a fast as a last resort. The fast lasted from 30 January to 4 February when it was
given up on the U.P. Home Minister's assurance that he would do the needful.

Shri Akshaya complains that there has been no inquiry nor the redress of
grievances which should have followed the assurance. The situation remains as
grievous as it was; in fact it has worsened and been made more difficult for the
Muslims in future. Therefore, Shri Akshaya is again worried; and he has announ-
ced his intention to go on a fast again from 22 August.

The following are the main facts of the case according to Shri Altshaya
Brahmacha ri.

There is in Ayodhya a mosque known as Babri Masjid. It is about 425
years old. Some people believe that the mosque was built on the site and out of
materials of a temple of Rama, which was deliberately destroyed by the then
Muslim rulers. It is difficult to say what element of truth there is in this story.
There is a burial ground near this mosque. On 13"‘ November 1949, Shri Akshaya
learnt that the tombs in this burial ground were being dug out. He himself went
to the spot and saw this work in process. In the middle of this graveyard there
was a foundation, known among the Muslims as Kanati Masjid. A platform was
being raised on its site. The Muslims were full of fea r. Under Section 14$ Cr. Pro.
Code, they made a petition to the City Magistrate to stop this injustice, but no
action was taken on it. Shri Akshaya saw the District Magistrate personally in
private and talked things over with him. This led to a curious result. Two days
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later, on the night of the I5"‘, three men entered his house and made an attack on
him. From what they said, Shri Akshaya found that they knew what had transpired
between him and the District Magistrate in private. Ultimately, Section 144 of
the Cr. Pro. Code was promulgated; but it was used only for preventing the
Muslims from going to the place. The Hindus could go freely.

The digging of the tombs was followed by a programme of reciting the
Ramayana for nine days at that place. This, in turn, was followed for some days
in front of the Babri Masjid. Propaganda was carried on for this purpose through
loudspeakers installed on tongas and motor-cars proclaiming that the birthplace
of Rama was being regained and people should visit it for darsfran. People went
in hundreds. Speeches were delivered telling the people that the Babri Masjid
was to be converted into a Ram mandir. Government officials attended the
recitations of the Ramayana. Some more old tombs and holy places were demol-
ished and the idols of Hindu gods were installed in their places. The people
thought all this was being done with the sanction of the government and must
therefore be in order.

Thereafter, at 9 am on 23 December 1949, the District Magistrate intimated
to Shri Akshaya that having received information at six o'clock in the morning,
through a named person, that an idol of Rama had been placed in the Babri
Masjid during the night, he himself had visited the place and seen it. This was
surprising since Section I44 was in force and while the police pickets, who were
guarding the place, did not know of what had taken place inside, an outsider had
come to know about it as early as 6 am.

The District Magistrate did not consider it necessary to inquire how this
could happen. Nor did he have the idol removed without loss of time. Till 12
noon that day, there were only a few men present at the place and, had he meant
it, the removal of the idol could have been easily effected. But this was not done.
Next day it was again announced on the loudspeakers that Bfaagsuarr {god} had
manifested himself in the Babri Masjid and people were invited to go there for
darslran. And again crowds and exiting speeches followed. Gandhiji, Congress
governments and jawsharlal were maligned. The speaker said that there was not
a temple left in Pakistan, and so in Ayodhya too they should allow no nrasjid or
burial ground to remain. Even some old Congressmen participated in this inciting
propaganda. The argument was: A people’s government had been established in
Bharat. This meant that what the majority liked must happen. Since 35 per cent
of the population of Ayodhya did not like the existence of a mosque there, no one
could now remove the idol from that place. Even some members of the Congress
Party in the Legislative Assembly indulged in this kind of irresponsible talk.
Afterwards an order was passed under Section 145 Cr. Pr. Code, the worship of the
idol was continued and the Muslims were ordered to refrain from offering rramaa
in that mosque until a competent court had pronounced its decision on the dispute.
The position is that it is now for the Musalmans to establish their right: the
burden of a lingering litigation has been laid on them.

Another incident is as follows:
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A certain Musalman was the proprietor of a restaurant named ‘Star Hotel‘.
An informer informed the Collector one day that there were arms hidden in that
hotel. A search was made but nothing of the kind was recovered. Four men were
found on the premises. One of them was from Sultanpur. He had come to this
hotel to purchase biscuits. He was arrested under Section 109 Cr.Pr.Code. He
was released later on. The District Magistrate ordered the proprietor of the hotel
to vacate it and actually got it vacated in his own presence there and then. Later,
possession of the shop was given to another person, who started his own concern
in it and called it ‘Gomati Hotel’. lts opening ceremony was performed by the
District judge himself, other govermnent officials being also present. It is said
that the proprietor of ‘Star Hotel’ is an old nationalist Muslim and at one time
had been boycotted by the Muslim League for his nationalist views. This is men-
tioned iust to show that what had happened was not attributable to any grievance
against that man on account of his previous participation in anti-Hindu agitations.
He tool: legal proceedings and succeeded; but, even then, he has not been able to
obtain possession of the shop so fa r.

The third incident is worse on account of the callousness hehi nd it. A Muslim
woman had died. There are several burial grounds in Ayodhya. Her relations
commenced to dig the ground for her burial in a nearby graveyard. But some
Hindus would not let them do so. The relations went to the City Magistrate. It
was the duty of the Magistrate to have helped them. Instead, he said, since the
Hindus objected to the burial on that ground, they had better go to another. They
complied and went elsewhere; but another batch of Hindus appeared on the spot
and put their opposition to the burial taking place there. The City Magistrate
thereupon asked them to go to a third one. In this way they had to try one burial
ground after another. There was opposition even in the third graveyard. In the
meanwhile the corpse had to stay stale. Ultimately, after an interval of twenty-
two hours, obsequies were performed, but somewhere outside the limits ofAyodhya.
Similar treatment was meted out in respect of four other corpses. An intimidatory
campaign has been started to prevent Muslims from burying their corpses inside
Ayodhya.

Besides these major incidents, there have been, during the past year, cases
in which Muslims have been harassed in various ways. Lonely wayfarers were
assaulted, injured and even ltilled. At the time of Baler-Id they were molested and
at the last Id a Muslim was killed and owing to the tense atmosphere the Muslims
refrained from observing the Id. They were attacked by mobs, and even children
and women were subjected to persecution and a great number of Muslim ho uses
burnt. Scared Muslims were threatened to be ltilled. Several Muslims have sent
away their families to their relatives, outside Faizabad. Even peace-workers like
Shri Mishaya and others were attacked more than once and their houses looted.

Hindus contend that there should not be any tombs of Muslims in Ayodhya.
The use of the term Hindus does not mean that Hindu masses in general approve
of such activities and disputes. The general masses are so simple that they can be
incited to kill Muslims today, and be equally moved to embrace them with love
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the nettt day. But a few leaders make it their business to spread hatred instead of
cordiality among the people in the name of a community.

I am further told that in this Faizabad Ayodhya area the Hindu—Muslim
tension is a problem only of recent origin. In fact, less than two years old. Even
in the years 194T?—4S, when the entire atmosphere of the country was clouded
with communal passions, no commtmal riot had taken place at Ayodhya. But of
late it has become something like a centre of communal hatred. The initial success
achieved by it has spread anti-Muslim feelings in other districts such as Agra,
Mathura and Bareli also. Such facts as these were at the root of the migrations
of Muslims to Pakistan some months ago. It seems that some of the high govem-
ment officials and Congress leaders have also had a hand in these injustices. The
U.P. government could not act promptly to prevent the activities of the govemment
servants and stop the injustices. On matters which were clear and public, the
people should not have been made to resort to litigation by the application of
Section 145; and the pity of it was that while the victims of the assault were for-
bidden to visit the place in question, the real offenders were at liberty to do so.

In these circutnstances I do not consider it unnatural if the patience of Shri
Akshaya is eithausted. If there are any serious deviations from facts in the above
narrative, showing the whole picture in a different perspective, or if it is felt that
the Brahmachari is taking an unjustifiably hasty step and that there are other
courses of action which would secure justice to Muslims, he should be so con-
vinced. Otherwise the government of U.P. should create confidence by actual
deeds that the Muslims there are not denied justice but are accorded complete
equality. I know that U.P. is not only a very large but also a very difficult state to
adtninister. The ideas of many leaders as well as the intelligentsia of U.P. are not
quite clear as to how justice is to be distinguished from appeasement and so-
ealled rights of the majority. The province is far more miited than others commu-
nally and happens to include in it famous centres of both Hindu and Muslim
cultures. It has all the material for creating a beautiful composite culture, provided
there is mutual goodwill; with mutual ill-will it has also the potentiality of enacting
a terrible tragedy for the whole of India. The almost single~handed efforts ofShri
Akshaya and some of his friends for securing justice to Muslims really do credit
to them. I hope they will succeed in their efforts and the government will deem it
their duty to exert all their power to secure justice for Muslims.

In the end, a word to the Muslims of Bharat and Pakistan. It will not be
right on their part to get nervous or angry on reading the above narrative. Any
Muslim misusing this article will do disservice to his own community. It should
be remembered that none of the incidents narrated above is quite fresh, and the
incidents form a part of the conditions which prevailed in several parts of Bharat
and Pakistan both, until the Nehru-Liaqat Ali Pact. There is nothing surprising
in what has happened. The account only shows that both the Hindus and Muslims
have been guilty ofwicked deeds, and none may call the other the greater offender.
The conditions have not been fully improved; but let it be noted that it is a Hindu
sadhu and his co-worlters who have been espousing the cause of the Muslims, in
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the interest of justice and goodwill. Any Muslim reader who gets excited or
excites others at this, will make the task of Shri Akshaya more difficult.

2219. Al-tshaya Brahmachari‘s Fast

I recall the readers‘ attention to my article ‘Muslims of Ayodhya‘ {I-Inrijnn, 19
August 1950}. As stated therein, Shri Akshaya Brahmachari embarked upon his
fast on 22nd August last. After a full month {more exactly, on the 32nd day since
the commencement}, he ended it yesterday [llnd September) on the advice of
Shri Vinoba and myself. For want of space I refrain from giving a full account of
the developments which took place during the month. Suffice it to say that in the
course of a reply in the Legislative Assembly, the Chief Minister, the Hon'ble
Govind Vallabh Pant, gave the following assurance at the end:

I have said rhatl do not wish that there should be any obstruction to anyone in the
enjoyment of any right whatever. If anything which was improper did take place,
we tried to remedy it. We have regret for those who were put into distress on its
account. We were no less worried than they for such acts. It is our object and our
desire that all people should live in amity and everyone should enjoy the full benefit
of his rights, and the atmosphere of our state should be such that none should
have any cause to feel that there is any danger to him in residing here, or that he
cannot live here with honour, self-respect, joy and peace. {Translated from Hindi]

Shri Lal Bahadur Shastri, the Home Minister, U.P., in a personal letter to
Akshayaji, also referred to the above reply, and added:

You will observe that the government have made all efforts to set tight the conditions
in Ayodhya. lf, however, there is anything still laclting, it is our duty to make it
good. This requires the cooperation and help of everyone. The greatest need is that
the atmosphere should be so cleared that all people residing there live in amity and
goodwill. He ordered with an appeal to Shri Akshaya to end the fast. [Translated
from Hindi}

In addition to this some wires and letters also passed between Pandit Pant
and myself on this subject.

Shri Akshaya still felt hesitation in accepting these assurances as sufficient.
His apprehensions were not quite groundless. On the other ha nd, the government
had also to deal with a difficult situation. It was right in asking for public
cooperation.

Having regard to these assurances and other considerations Vinobaji and I
advised Akshayaji to terminate his fast. We are glad he has accepted our advice.

May God give him strength and purity of body, mind and heart to render
selfless service to humanity in distress. Let this fast be a call to him to attain the
highest qualifications of a true snryegrnbi. There is much in this context which I
should like to say to the Hindus and Muslims of Faizabad and Ayodhya. But for
this I shall choose another occasion.
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CHAPTER vi
Prelude to the

Mosquc’s Demolition:
1984-1992

1. A Chronology of Major Events, I984-1992

I Fefm4sl'ry I936 Order passed by Districtjudge for opening the locks of Ramjanma-
bhumi-Babri Masjid and allowing pain by devotees.

February I986 Prominent Muslim leaders decide to form the Babri Masjid Action
Committee.

july I988-November I989 Discussions held by Buta Singh, Home Minister,
relating to the Ramjanmabl1umi—Babri Masjid issue, with various parties.

I939 Title suit filed by D.N. Agarwal as next friend of deity.
I939 Original title suits transferred to High Court and consolidated for being

talten up together.
H August I 939 Urder passed by High Court for maintenance of status quo of

disputed property.
October-Nouern-her I989 Pttjen sfrifns [bricltsl brought from all over the country

to Ayodhya.
.7 November I989 Clarificatory order by High Court on maintenance of start-ts

quo.
9 Not-‘ember I939 Sfailarryns of the proposed Rama temple performed at a site

agreed between various sides as being undisputed.
I9 October I990 The Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masj id {Acquisition of Area) Ordi-

nance, 1990, promulgated to acquire the disputed shrine and its adjoining
area.

23 Gctofrer I990 The Ramjanrnabhutni-Babri Masjid {Acquisition of Area} ‘With-
drawal Ordinance, 1990, promulgated to cancel the earlier ordinance.

july-October I 990 Negotiations during the government of ‘U.P. Singh.
S-eptemfrer—Noventber I990 Advani's Roth Yatrn. Use of force at Ayodhya leading

to the death of some people. Some devotees climb the domes of Ramjanma-
bhumi—Babri Masjid, damage them and hoist saffron flags. Some damage
also done to the compound walls. Riots in many parts of the country.

December I 99fl—~Fehrstnr'y I991 Negotiations during the government of Chandra-
shekhar.
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jut-te I 991 General elections. BJP government formed in Uttar Pradesh.
F’, Ifl October I 991 Notifications for land acquisition issued by Government of

Uttar Pradesh. This was followed by demolition of certain structures on
acquired land.

25 October I991 High Court passes order in writ petitions, inter alto, allowing
Government of Uttar Pradesh to take possession of acquired la nd but prohib-
iting permanent construction.

JI October I 99I Some people attack the structure and cause some damage to its
walls.

2 November I991 NIC meeting. Chief Minister's assurances. Unartimous resolution
passed.

I .5 Novernber I991 Supreme Court passes order noting CM‘s assurances to NIC
and High Court's order of 2.'i.1fl.199l and directs compliance with these.

December I991 onwards Removal of various security measures.
February I992 Construction of boundary wall [Ram Ditvrtr] started in Ayodhya.
Mnrcb I992 42.09 acres of land acquired in I933, 1939, handed over to Ram-

janmabhumi Nyas for Ram Katha Park.
Mnrcb~May I992 All other structures on acquired land demolished.
May I992 Extensive digging and levelling operations. {High Court refuses to

stay these operations.)
9 july I992 Construction of concrete platform commences.
I.i']uIy I992 High Court prohibits undertaking or continuing construction activity.
I Ejuly I992 MIC meeting. No resolution.
july I 992 Contempt petitions filed in Supreme Court. (Some petitions had been

filed earlier also.)
23 july I 992 Supreme Court prohibits construction activity of any kind. Prime

Minister's meeting with religious leaders.
26 july I992 Construction activity stops.
Z?]ttly I 992 Prime Minister’s statement in Parliament.
August—Septernber I992 Ayodhya Cell set up in Prime Minister's Office. Prime

Minister's meetings with various leaders.
3 October I992 First meeting in resumed negotiations.
16 October I992 Second meeting.
23 October I992 Meeting for study of archaeological material.
3U'rtrtd 3 I October I992 Dharam Sansadr'I<'.MDM meetings. Announcement made

for resumption of fear seva on 6 December I992.
November I 992 Third and last meeting in resumed negotiations.
23 November I992 NIC meeting boycotted by Il_IP. Unanimous resolution passed.

Government of India makes submissions before Supreme Court following
its directive on 20 November 1992.

24 November I 992 CPMFs stationed at places near Ayodhya.
2?, Z3 November I 992 Affidavitsfassurances given by Government of Uttar

Pradesh. Court appoints Observer.
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ti December I992 Date of liar sew. Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid attacked
and demolished. Idols removed and reinstalled. A. wall and shed erected on
6 and Tr’ December. President's rule imposed. Assembly dissolved.

Night of I?-S December I992 CPMFs take control of Ramianmabhumi-Babri
Masjid area.

2. The history of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad’s movement since
1933 to ‘liberate’ the Babri Masjid and the mosques at Varanasi
and Mathura

In order to resume the old struggle and not to rest until the janmabhumi is fully
liberated, Sri Ramjanmabhumi Multti Yagna Samiti came into existence in recent
times fulfilling the aspiration of siit hundred million Hindus. The Sa miti is fortunate
enough to receive wide support of almost all the sects of Hinduism whose
Acharyas are represented at the Dharma Sansad which has assumed the role of
a friend, philosopher and guide of the whole Hindu same}. The Samiti has been
leading a peaceful agitation to achieve the final goal.

The Samiti . . . demands that all the maior Hindu shrines ravaged by the
invading hordes in the past should be restored to the Hindus now. It will heal the
wounds of the Hindu society suffered during the course of history and also bring
about true emotional integration in the country. It will strengthen the bonds of
Hindu-Muslim unity.

The Multti Yagna
1. May l933—A memorandum demanding restoration of the holy shrines

of Kashi, lvlathura and Ayodhya was sent to the Prime Minister by the Dharma—
sthan Multti Yagna Samiti.

2. .5 july l5l83—Reply received from the Home Ministry, Government of
India, stated that since the demand concerned places situated in Uttar Pradesh,
the 5a rniti's memorandum was returned to the Uttar Pradesh government for suit-
able action.

3. Z? july ]9'E4—Sri Ramianmabhumi Multti Yagna Samiti was formed
with the sole aim of liberating the janmasthan. Mahant Avaidyanathji of Goraltsh-
peeth was chosen its President.

4. 7 -October 1984—Laltl'ts of devotees assembled on the banlt of the Sarayu
river in Ayodhya and tool: a pledge to liberate the locked shrine.

5. 8 October 1984—A 130-kilometre-long march to Lucknow started from
Ayodhya. This unprecedented historic march [witnessed] surging crowds of people
who attended its dbnrmn snbhrts and repeated the pledge administered to them.

E. 14 October l984—The yctra reached Lucknow and passed by the city
roads chanting Rama dhun.

ln the afternoon the yotra arrived at the Begum l-lalrat Mahal Park where
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it was received . . . by lakhs of people already assembled for a mammoth public
meeting. The people, with raised hands and loud chanting of OM mantra, resolved
to get the janmabhumi freed. It was the first religious demonstration of its type .
. . ever held . . . in the history of Lucknow.

just after the public meeting a delegation of the Samiti called on the Chief
Minister and urged him to fulfil the long outstanding demand of the Hindus.

T. 15 Uotober 19B4—Sri Rama janaki rotlra resumed its tour of the main
Uttar Pradesh towns in order to mobilize public opinion and administer _|a nmasthan
Multti pledge to the general public.

8. 31 October 15|34—The r.-stfm reached Delhi to inspire the people at the
Hindu Convention scheduled to be held there on 2 November. But the programme
had to be abandoned following the gruesome murder of Smt Indira Gandhi, the
then Prime Minister.

9. Then came the general election. The agitation, therefore, was suspended.
In the meantime 5,000 telegrams, 65,000 signatures and 31,1?-"6 letters were sent
to the Uttar Pradesh government in order to press the public demand.

I0. Seeing no tangible result coming out, the Samiti then gave a deadline
to the government resolving that if the temple locks were not removed by Shiva-
ratri, falling on 6.3.1936, then ‘Open the Lock, agitation will turn into ‘Break
the Lock‘ agitation.

Sri Dau Dayal Khanna, the General Secretary of the Samiti, personally
met the Chief Minister to apprise him of this decision.

The Samiti wants that the possession of Ianmabhumi should he handed
over to Swami Shivaramacharya, the present pontiff of jagadguru Ramanand-
acha rya Peeth, for proper ma na gement and development of this ancient religious
site.

The (second) Dharma Sansad was held at Udupi, Karnataka. At this
Convention {was} constituted a Working Committee of Dharmacharyas whose
task will be to enlist active support of all the sects in the future course of agitation
and also see that the movement is led in a disciplined manner.

Bejrerig Del: In order to lend active support to the movement, the Vishwa
Hindu Parishad {raised} a volunteer corps named Bajrang Dal {with the} ideal of
Hanuman: ‘Rest not before Rama's work is done‘, {in} every town and village of
Uttar Pradesh.

11. 13 October 1935-On Vijaya Dashami day, seven rarlms moveld} out
from Ayodhya to cover the whole of Uttar Pradesh and north Bihar [for propagation
of the message of the Samitil.

[From a Vishwa Hindu Parishad, U.P. [East] Publication, October 1985.}
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3. Vishwa Hindu Parishad‘s Acbrtr Sambitrt for Individuals,
Families and Political Leaders

Object No. I: To prescribe the order of dbnrme relevant to the modern age
for developing the unity of Hindu society.

Object No. 2: To re-affi rm deep faith in our dberme, culture, language and
glorious traditions established by our great men, removing misunderstanding
about them.

Object No. 4: To get dberme sjlrsbe {the education of tfbarv-nal introduced
as a compulsory part of education in schools and to arrange publication of suitable
literature thereof and also to promote Sanskrit as the language of daily usage
and to have it enthroncd as our national language.

Object No. 5: To make the neglected and backward Hindus feel equality
and unity with all Hindus by developing a sense of dignity of labour in the Hindu
society.

Object No. 6: To establish mass contact in needy areas and to start ‘adoption
scheme‘ for solving their problems.

Object No. ?: To develop maths, mandirs and other places of worship of
different religious sects as powerful snesltar-ltendras, as symbols of Hindus and
to renovate ancient lremfres.

Object No. 8: To prescribe the order of dberme to preserve the cultural
heritage behind every Hindu festival.

Object No. 9: To strengthen the faith in Hindu life values, of Hindus living
abroad, which is faltering in the absence of living contact with the Hindu values
of life.

Object No. I0: To prescribe the order of dberrmt for acceptance in Hindu
society of those brothers who had for some reason got converted to foreign faiths
and now wish to come back to their ancestral fold.

Object No. 11‘: To arouse consciousness regarding any attack on Hindu
society and its objects of reverence in any part of the world and to prescribe
means for its proper solution.

Object No. I2: To compel the state to safeguard Hindu interests and to
take effective steps to defeat by all possible means the conspiracy of foreign
religionists to diminish the Hindu population.

Achar Sarrthita for Political Leaders
I. Dbarma sbiltsba should be made compulsory.
1. Teaching of Sanskrit should be made compulsory throughout the country.
3. All Hindu social and charitable organizations should be exempted from

income tax.
4. Government interference in the management of matbs and mandirs must

be ended.
5. Legal ban should be imposed on conversion of Hindus to foreign religions.
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6. The inflow of foreign money on the pretext of its use for social, educational
and religious activities should be stopped.

1?. There should be one marriage law for the whole country.
E. Equal participation of all in family planning should be compulsory.
9. Legal provision should be made for severe punishment for, and extradition

of, infiltrators.
10. Central law should be made for ban on cow slaughter and provisions of

gocber in every village along with Dhartnada collections for gosbnies in every
block and mandir should be made.

11. Sri Rama and Sri Krishna janmasthanas, Kashi Vishwanath Mandir
and all other historic temples should be restored to Hindus.

12. In no case should the unity amongst the various sampradayas and pcntbs
in the Hindu snmaj be disrupted.

I3. Human Rights Contntission should be constituted in place of a mere
Minority Colnrnissiolt.

I4. All such special privileges which are given to the minorities but denied
to the majority, as exists nowhere in the world, must be withdrawn by an
amendment of the Constitution.

15 . The pollution of Ganga, Yamuna, Godava ti, Narmada, Krishna, Kaveri,
‘v'yas, Brahmaputra and also other rivers which are sacred to us should be checked.

If-. Total ban should be imposed on such activities of minorities which are
aimed at disrupting national unity.

1?. All possible efforts should be made to defend the country.
1 S. Cinema-films should not be allowed to ridicule Hindu dbarmc, Hindu

culture, Hindu gods and goddesses and Hindu life-values.

[From a VHF publication, ‘Dimensions of Thoughts, Part-l‘, 1985.]

4. Vishwa Hindu Pa rishad Resolution passed by the rally at the
Begum I-lazrat Mahal Park, Lucknow, on I4 October 1984

‘The meeting takes the presence of masjid: at holy places of Hindus as the symbol
of cruelty, intolerance and attack on the Hindu society. lt was the prime duty of
the national government in power after independence to remove the masjid:
from these places and construct temples on those spots.

This meeting feels that the govemment has committed a serious crime against
the Hindus by allowing these mesjids to exist. The meeting demands that the
Ramjanmabhumi should at once be handed over without any condition to jagadguru
Ramachandracharya of Varanasi.‘

[From Muslim indie, january 1935.]
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5. Shri Ramianmabhumi Mukti Yagna Samiti‘s Ultimatum

Ultimatum to the Uttar Pradesh government, to deliver possession of the Babri
Masiid: 30 june 1985
The N.D. Tiwari government had been served with an ultimatum to restore the
birthplace of Lord Rama in Ayodhya to Hindus by Shivratri Day {3 March I936}
or face the consequence in the shape of a massive agitation led by religious
leaders of the country. A decision to this effect was talten at a meeting of Shri
Ramianmabhumi Mukti Yagna Samiti in a meeting held on 30 ]une 1935 in
Allahabad.

Following some dispute in T943, the High Court had allowed worship of
the Shri Rama idol inside the temple by a Hindu priest and round the clock
lzirtrm at the gate. Muslims are barred from approaching the spot, till the Munsif
Magistrate delivers a judgement on the claim ofownership. But strangely enough,
the Court is yet to start its proceedings even after the lapse of thirty-seven years.

What could be a bigger display of generosity than the offer of the Hindu
religious bodies to Muslims to allot them a different land and get a mosque of
their choice design constructed through donations raised by Hindus, if they
withdraw their claim over forcibly constructed mosques after demolishing temples
over the birthplaces of Shri Rama in Ayodhya, Shri Krishna in Mathura and the
Vishwanath temple in Va rana si. Perhaps one such gesture on the part of Muslims
would have buried once and for all the ugly memories of subjugation and religious
persecution that keep lurking in the minds.

But unfortunately, no such response seems forthcoming even after months.
It shows the Hindus‘ catholicity that even after thirty-eight years of independence
they did not forcibly occupy the hallowed spots.

The religious leaders who met in Allahabad were not uniustifiably indignant.
Among those present were Shanks racharyas Swami Sha ntanandji of Badrikashram
and jagatguru Ramanuiacharya. A religious trust was formed at the meeting for
reconstruction and management of the Shri Rama temple at Ayodhya with
jagatguru Shri Ramanuiacharya as its Chairman.

If the government locks over the janmabhumi gate are not removed by 8
March 1986, there would be mass defiance led by religious leaders. Already
Paramhansa Ramachandra Das . . . has announced his decision to commit self-
immolation if the government fails to hand over thejanmabhumi to the Hindus
by the deadline fixed {fl March 1936], though office bearers of the janmabhumi
Mukti Yagna Satniti and leaders Shri Dau Dayal Khanna and Shri Asholt Singhal
have vainly tried to dissuade him from his resolve.

‘Over a thousand religious leaders belonging to nearly a hundred sects would
meet in Udupi in Karnatalta on 31 October and I November this year. . . .Tl'tis
grand Dharma Samsad, the second since April I984, held in Delhi will also
discuss the issue of the janmabhulttis.

{From Organiser, I5 August 1985.]
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Letter to Members of Parliament, reiterating the ultimatum: November 193$
In its meeting held at Udupi {Karnataka) on 31 October and I November I935,
the Dharam Sansad supported the decision taken by Sri Ramjanmabhumi Multti
Yagna Samiti that if by Mahashivaratri, 8 March 1936, the government does not
hand over Shri Ramjanmabh-umi tojagatguru Ramanandacharya Shri Shivaram-
acharya, through the issue of an ordinance, then a mass campaign shall be started.

jagatguru Shankaracharya of Sringeri Math has said that Shri Ramjanma~
bhumi should be handed over to the l-lindu society. Swami jayendra Sa raswatij i,
Maharaja of Kanchipuram, has also strongly supported this demand. He has
further advised that only constitutional means should be adopted to get Shri
Ramjantnabhumi liberated. Shri Ramjanmabhurni Mukti Yagna Samiti as well
as all 850 Dharmacharyas who assembled at the Dharma Sansad Adhiveshan in
Udupi have expressed this very view. It has, therefore, been decided to contact all
Members of Parliament during its winter session. This programme shall be talten
up from S November to 1'?‘ November 1985.

The question of liberation of Shri Ramjanmabhumi is not only emotionally
linked with 7'0 crores of Hindus living in India and abroad but it is a cause most
justified, the solution of which will promote mutual good-will between the Hindus
and Muslims. We are confident that you, being a public representative, will res-
pect the public sentiments and support this national demand of the country physi-
cally, morally and financially. It is, therefore, our request that rising above party
politics, you may ponder over this matter in wider national interest.

450 years earlier, foreign invader Babar had destroyed the grand temple of
Shri Ramianmabhumi and forcibly constructed a mosque on that site. A small
booklet giving its brief history is enclosed for your kind perusal. The rrlemrts of
Deoband and Bareilly have issued fatrrras in this matter clearly declaring that the
prayer offered in a mosque constructed on the land of another person without his
consent, is not accepted by Allah, and such a place cannot be considered as a
proper mosque. Even according to these futures Ramjanmabhumi should be given
to Hindus.

Today, our Muslim brethren should seriously consider that they should not
associate themselves with those invaders. They should feel that irrespective of
the mode of their worship, the fact remains that they are the original inhabitants
of this country and their culture is that of this country. Keeping these sentiments
in view, it is the duty of everyone to work for the bright future of this country.

The other constitutional alternative is the expression of public sentiments
on this issue. For this purpose, public meetings shall he organized throughout the
country on Mauni Amavasya, E February 1986, in pursuance of the decision
taken by Mukti Yagna Samiti as well as by Dharam Sansad in Udupi. Simul-
taneously, signature-s shall be obtained from elected representatives of village
panchayats to the level of Member of State Assemblies and these signatures shall
be taken to the Member ofParliament of the concerned constituency by a deputation
of religious organisations and urge upon him to personally hand over the signatures
to the Prime Minister.
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If even after this, the government do-es not take any decision regarding the
liberation of Shri Ramjanmabhumi, then no other alternative will be left with us
except to resort to a peaceful srttyagraba which shall cortunence from 9' March
1936. To organice this peaceful constitutional campaign throughout the country
for the liberation of Shri Ramjanmabhumi, a central committee of $1 Dharma-
charyas for the movement was constituted in Udupi. Province-wise names of the
members are given in the attached list. Such corrunittees will be formed in each
state. Moreover, on 19 januaty 1986 a grand serimielan of Dharmacharyas is
being held in Uttar Pradesh, which will consider the future programme of this
rmdolrm. The idea behind this rmdolrm is to get Shri Ramjanmabhumi liberated
and thereafter construct a grand temple on that site befitting the glory of Lord
Rama.
Edi - {Dau Dayal Khanna)

[From Muslim frrdirt, 53, October ISIS?-’.]

6. The VHP‘s deal with Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and his
colleagues to comply with the ultimatum

Mr Rajiv Gandhi had indicated in no uncertain terms that the gates of the Ram—
janmabhumi must open to devotees before Shivaratri on 3 March. The Ramjanrna-
bhumi Mukti Samiti was planning to break open the temple lock that day and a
sadhu had vowed to immolate himself if the temple doors were not flung open. A
senior Vishwa Hindu Parishad leader revealed this information confidentially.

Mr Arun Nehru masterminded this coup, he said. The local administration
had been prepared in advance. The court verdict was announced at 4.40 pm on
1 February and the rusty lock was actually being broken at $.19 pm. A Doordarshan
team was posted on the spot to capture for posterity, the surging crowds entering
the shrine.

Whatever be the truth in this assertion, Vishwa Hindu Parishad leaders
entertain no doubt that the temple gates were open because of a ‘political decision‘
at the highest level. They take the credit for it because of the ‘jar: jagrarr‘ they
created on the subject during the last two years, with the ratb yatras.

They had organized a high»powered group of religious leaders to lobby the
support of about 250 Hindu MPs of all parties they met at the end of last year.
And, using their trump card, they ask, how can Mr Rajiv Gandhi ignore the
‘Hindu vote bank‘ which gave him such a massive majority at the polls, far
exceeding the votes his grandfather jawaharlal Nehru had ever polled?

Somehow an impression has also gained ground, among both Hindu and
Muslims, that the young Prime Minister is amenable to pressure. If enough of a
hue and cry is created on an issue he is known to rencge his stand.

The Muslim assessment of the situation varies only slightly. Muslim leaders
also subscribe to the view that the decisiolt to open the temple doors was a poli-
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tieal one but for the moment they exonerate the Prime Minister of any blame. Mr
Raiiv Gandhi was not party to it, they assert. ‘We believe he is innocent; this was
done deliberately to sabotage his position‘, Mr Ahmad Ali Quasami, General
Secretary of the All India Muslim Mailis—e Mushawarat, said. ‘We have met Mr
Rajiv Gandhi many times over the question of the Muslim ‘Women Bill and we
have confidence in him but not in some of his advisers. Inside the Congress (I)
there is a large communal group at work.’

They are awaiting the fate of the Muslim Women Bill before pronouncing
judgment on the Prime Minister However, Musli.m leaders of western Uttar Pradesh
are more bltuit: ‘If the Babri Masjid is not restored to Muslims they will begin to
hate the Congress (I). Muslim Congressmen will not he allowed to enter Muslim
areas even to beg for_votes and I am saying this with full responsibility’, said Mr
Shafiqur Rahman Barq ofSambhal, who is also the Convener of the Babri Masiid
Action Committee of Uttar Pradesh.

Hindu leaders say that by bringing in the Muslim Women Bill, the govern-
ment has increased the importance of those Muslim leaders who want to inflame
religious passions for political gains--not unlilte the mistalte Gandhi and Nehru
made vis-d—vis jinnah. Muslims return the compliment by citing the Ayodhya
episode. And the two decisions have widened the rift between the two communities.

The Shah Bano judgement, even if it agitated a section of the Muslims, was
a decision of the Supreme Court and not of the Government of India, say Hindu
leaders. Even Mrs Gandhi was not prepared to touch this ‘homet‘s nest’ following
her return to power in 1930, counter Muslims, referring to the disputed Ram-
janmabhumi.

But Mr Raiiv Gandhi wants both to run with the hare and hunt with the
hounds. He may find he is able to do neither properly, say Hindus and Muslims.
During the last years of her life Mrs Gandhi was deliberately cultivating a Hindu
constituency. The Muslims had voted en rmrsse against the Congress [I] in the
197'? elections, angered as they were by the programme of enforced sterilirations
of the Emergency era. But even in subsequent elections Mrs Gandhi never regained
the Muslim support in quite the same manner. She complained to colleagues
following the 1930 elections that the Muslims had deserted her in several pockets
in the country, like Ksrnatalta and Andhra Pradesh. Muslims of north India were
further alienated by the gruesome eonununal riots of Moradabad in 1980.

If she could be assured of the support of the maioriry community she would
not have to rely on the Muslim vote as in the past. That she was wooing the
Hindu voter was evident in her speeches during the election campaign in jammu
for instance, and in her decision-malting process on the Punjab question. Many
people thought she was becoming pro+Hindu. But as a senior Muslim leader put
it, ‘Mrs Gandhi was neither pro-Hindu nor pro-Muslim. She was a ruthless politi-
cian concerned first and foremost about votes.‘

But more important, Mrs Gandhi seemed to understand the changing mood
of the Hindus. They were getting increasingly fed up with what they termed a
policy of app-easing the minorities for electoral gains. From time to time militant
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Hindu leaders have expressed apprehension at the rate at which the Muslim
population was growing in the country, at the arsenals being created along our
borders and the ‘foreign money coming into the country for conversions‘ which
may ‘one day lead to the formation of another Pakistan‘.

The turning point, however, came in I980 with Meenaltshipuram, where
Harijans were converted to Islam. lt sent out important signals to Hindu leaders.
Sheep from the Hindu flock were being ‘led astray‘. Ironically, it brought several
Hindu organizations face to face with the need for reform in their own ranks.
Interestingly enough, removal of untouchability is now the avowed aim of both
the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and of the Sarvadeshik Arya Pratinidhi Sabha because
it is responsible for the ‘stagnation’ of Hindu society.

For the last silt years, these organiutions have been at work in the Meenakshi-
puram area and Mr Ram Gopal Shawlwalla of the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha declared
proudly that all but four of those Harijans who were converted to Islam in 1930
have been reconverted to Hinduism.

The Vishwa Hindu Parishad has already built twenty temples in FLamanatha-
putam district alone, and in the words of its leaders, ‘the Bitlas have promised to
give us money to build IUD temples‘. This has reportedly stemmed the process of
conversions which ‘were being brought about by money given by big Muslim
smugglers’.

Meenaltshipuram also spurred several Hindu organizations to go on the
offensive and ‘re-establish our moral and spiritual values‘. The Vishwa Hindu
Parishad, which came into existence in I964, was revived as a platform to bring
together various Hindu sects on one platform. The Parishad is incidentally running
several welfare projects for Harijans now. And it also aims to bring together
Hindus from different political parties on one platform on iss1.tes—lilte that of the
Ramjanmabhumi—of common concern to them, like the Muslims do. Their
declared aim is to ‘protect Hinduism and Hindu values‘.

Most of the office— bearers of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad are closely connec-
ted with the Rashtriya Swayamsevalt Sangh. Since the RS5 had not been able to
overcome the stigma attached to it after Mahatma Gandhi's assassination, it rep-
ortedly encouraged other organizations with the same objectives but with greater
acceptability.

The Virat Hindu Sainaj led by Dr Katan Singh also came into existence in
I982 after the Meenaltshiputam conversions, with the avowed aim of bringing
together various Hindu organizations under one umbrella. Lakhs of people atten-
ded its five sammelans held in different parts of the country.

The message of one million people at its gathering in Delhi was not lost on
Mrs Gandhi, Before she died she was negotiating with Dr Itaran Singh to join the
Congress [II but it did not come to fruition.

Many a Hindu Manch or Hindu Suraltsha Samiti in a north Indian city and
a Hindu Munnani in the south has come into existence. More recently we have
seen the birth and growth of trislnrl-carrying Hindu Shiv Sena of Lord Shiva, in
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several towns of Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir and Uttar Pra desh, unlike the Shiv
Sena of Shivaji in Maharashtra, to protect the Hindus.

Mrs Gandhi is believed to have given her tacit support to some of these
organirations. While Mrs Gandhi discerned the changing Hindu mood and made
use of it for electoral purposes, ironically, it bypassed the Bha ra tiya ]anata Party,
which was trying to acquire a secular image under the leadership of Mr Aral
Bihari Vajpayee. In the process the party fell between two stools and lost its tradi-
tional constituency to the Congress [I] in election after election. And paradoxically,
it was virtually wiped out in those areas where the Hindu reaction was the
strongest.

There is an attempt now to remedy the situation and the elevation of Mr
L.K. Advani as the party President is one step in that direction. He is supposed to
be more acceptable to the rank and file of the RSS, alienated from the II]? in
recent years, and who is known to have worked for the Congress (I) in the last
elections. Even within the IEl]P the RSS lobby is reportedly reasserting.

The RS5 too is in a state of ferment, say its middle-level workers. Despite
the signals from their leadership to work for the B]P in the 1934 elections-
I'-Ianaji Deshmukh was an exception—the rank and file campaigned for the
Congress II] in many areas. ‘This was not due to a secret understanding the RS5
had reached with the Congress (I), as is widely believed‘, an RS5 worker said. ‘It
was due to a crisis within the RS5. There is a growing disillusionment in the RS5
cadre towards their leadership whose instructions on political matters they are
not obeying. The leaders would prefer to let people go on believing that it was
some kind of an agreement.‘

After the janata experiment many RS5 workers began to feel that there was
little to differentiate the BJP from the Congress (I). This impression got streng-
thened as Mrs Gandhi made Hindu noises and the BJP resorted to secular rhetoric.
The RSS worker felt that if he strengthened Mt Rajiv Gandhi‘s hands, Hindu
interest would be served. But the Muslim ‘Women Bill has shaken his confidence.

Even though the Muslims are disenchanted with the Congress on the quest-
ion of the Babri Masjid, they are clear that a Muslim party in north India does
not stand a chance. A combination of historical factors and electoral arithmetic
would force them to remain with a national parry. This was underlined by Mr
Quasami of the Muslim Majlis-e Mushawarat. At the moment, the stock of the
Lok Dal is high with Muslims in Uttar Pradesh, he said, because their state-level
leaders have forthrightly criticized the opening of the Ramjanmabhumi temple
doors.

Mr Quasami also voiced the thinking of many Muslims when he said, ‘We
know that we cannot rule India. But it is we who will decide who will rule India
—-provided we can close our ranks.‘

And now many a Hindu is also beginning to think along these lines. ‘We
are in a majority. If Muslims can be a vote bank and exercise their clout, why
cannot we?‘
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The government is unfortunately taking decisions which are widening the
communal cleavage. Today the polarization is not restricted to electoral politics;
it is affecting social relations.

[From The Statesman, Ill April I936, by bleerja Chowdhury.]

?. Shortsighted move to appease communities

There is evidence of a connection between the opening of the doors of the disputed
Ramjanmabhumi in Ayodhya and the introduction of the Muslim Women Bill in
Parliament, both of which have heightened communal tension in the country.

This is evident from the way the Bill came to be framed according to infor-
mation contained in the report of the General Secretary of the All India Muslim
Personal Law Board which was presented to the Board at its meeting on 23 Feb-
ruary and later circulated to members.

‘Dialogue’ with Muslims on the Babri Masjid began on S January I986, in
a meeting Mr Mata Prasad, Home Secretary in the Government of Uttar Pradesh,
had with Mr Farhat Ali, Chairman of the Sunni Waqf Board, which had filed a
suit in I961 claiming the title of the place of worship. While members of the
Muslim Personal l..aw Board say that the meeting was an attempt by the government
to persuade the Muslims not to press their plaint, to which they did not agree, Mr
Farhat Ali insists that the meeting was completely ‘informaI', at which they dis-
cussed ‘in a friendly fashion‘ how a compromise could be worked out and the
problem which had been pending for thirty-seven years finally settled.

Three weeks later, on I February, the temple doors were unlocked by an
order of the District Court in Fairabad to enable the prayers to go on unhampered.

On 2 February, agitated Muslim Personal Law Board members passed a
resolution at their meeting that they would resort to direct action for the restoration
of the Babri Masjid to Muslims if the government did not take suitable action.

On 3 February the Prime Minister called Maulana Abul Hasan Ali hladvi,
Chairman of the All India Muslim Personal Law Board who is also the rector of
the prestigious Darul Uloom Nadwatul, for a meeting. The Prime Minister repor-
tedly expressed his regrets for the delay in bringing in the Muslim Women H-ill to
undo the damage caused by the Shah II-ano judgement. He assured Maulana Ali
Nadvi that the Bill would be introduced in Parliament soon after it opened a few
days later.

On I I February Mt Ninatullah Rahmani, General Secretary of the All
India Muslim Personal Law Board, announced at a meeting in Bareilly that the
Bill was coming very soon.

Gn I6 February Mr Rahmani and Maulana Ali Nadvi were both sent invi-
tations to come for a meeting with the Prime Minister the next day. The meeting
took place on I? February at 1.30 pm at the Prime Minister‘s residence. Also
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present was the Law Minister Mr Ashok Sen, who bad with him a three-page
draft of the proposed Bill. This was read out to the Muslim leaders, section by
section, for their approval. Their suggestions were noted down.

The Prime Minister reportedly took an extraordinary interest in the details
of the Bill. Maulana Ali Nadvi also raised with him the question of the Babri
Masjid. Mr Rajiv Gandhi told him to discuss the details with Mr M.L. Fotedar,
to whom they submitted a detailed note on the subject. They demanded that the
status quo tmte which existed before I February be restored till the case for
ownership was decided by the court. They also elicited an assurance from the
government that the mosque should not be forcibly converted into a temple.

The next day, on I3 February, at '?.1$ pm, Maluna Ali Nadvi and Mr
blinatullah Rahmani again met the Prime Minister, this time in his office. Mr
Ashok Sen once more read out the contents of the Bill, in which many of their
suggestions had been incorporated. The Prime Minister informed the Muslim
leaders that he would invite the Opposition leaders on I9 February to consult
them on the Bill. He also mentioned that he would talk to women's groups on the
subject.

On I9 February, Maulana Ali Nadvi and Mr Rahmani had a meeting with
the Law Minister, who gave them copies of the Bill and informed them that it
would be presented in Parliament on 21 February.

The rest is history. The Bill was introduced in Parliament on 25 February,
the delay caused by the time required for notice, a point on which Opposition
leaders insisted.

Though they welcomed the Bill, Muslim leaders also express surprise at the
speed with which it was brought in. ‘To be honest, we were not expecting it to
come so soon‘, a member of the All India Muslim Personal Law Board remarked
candidly. Its timing indicates that it is not unconnected to the opening of the
temple doors which they are extremely unhappy about and suspect was a decision
‘which the government was instrumental in bringing about‘. They point to various
irregularities, many of which have been cited in the appeal against the order in
the High Court.

Dn 25 January, Mr Umesh Pandey, an advocate in Ayodhya, moved an
application in the court of Mr Hari Shankar Dubey Munsif jsadarl in Faiaabad
that the locks on the doors of the Ramjanmabhumi temple be opened to allow a
free offering of prayers. But the Munsif did not pass any order because the main
suit for the title was pending in the Court. Expressing his inability to dispose
of the application, he felt he could not pass an order without the records of the
main suit.

Mr Umesh Pandey filed an appeal against this order in the Court of the
District Judge in Fairabad which he said amounted to a refusal of his prayer.
This was on 31 januaty. Dn I February the District judge, Mr l(.M. Pandey,
allowed his appeal and ordered that the locks be opened. But on 31 januaty,
when Umesh Pandey’s appeal came before the District judge, the government
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counsel was present in court to receive the notice personally.
The District Judge summoned the District Magistrate and the Senior

Superintendent of Police the next day. The DM and SSP told the Court that they
envisaged no law and order problem if the locks on the doors of the temple alias
mosque were removed. The judge also heard the arguments for the impleadment
of both Mohammed Hashim, who is a plaintiff and the son of another plaintiff in
the suit of 1961, and declared that he would give his order at 4.15 the same day.

At the appointed hour, he disallowed the applications for impleadment and
allowed Umesh Pandey's plea for the opening of the lo-clts on the disputed temple
doors.

The order was complied with by the government within 4U minutes of it
being delivered, when normally it takes months and years to implement Court
verdicts. The lock was being broken at 5.15‘ in Ayodhya, 7' ltms away from
Faiaabad, and the administration had made all arrangements against any untoward
incident.

Not was the procedure of first giving a copy of the order to the appellant
who in tttrn gives to the respondent to comply with it, reportedly adhered to. Nor
for that matter was the Receiver appointed by the Court to look after the disputed
property and in whose possession the ltey of the lock remained, allegedly informed
about the order. Consequently, the lock had to be broken.

These are some of the issues agitating Muslims. But their leaders have been
silent on the Babri Masjid in recent weelts beca use they do not want to do anything
to ieopardize the Muslim Women Bill. Its likely passage in the current session of
Parliament is also expected to defuse the passions building up on the question of
the Babri Masjid which the Muslims believe has been converted into a temple.

The hue and cry raised by the All India Muslim Personal Law Board against
the Shah Bano judgement and the result of the by-elections and the Assam election
in December 195$ appear to have convinced the Prime Minister that the Muslims
had moved away from the Congress ll] and that remedial action was necessary.

‘While Mr Raiiv Gandhi was promising Muslim leaders even an ordinance
to over-ride the effects of the Shah Bano judgement at the end of last year, Vishwa
Hindu Parishad—|ed religious leaders were lobbying the Hindu MPs in Delhi on
the opening of the doors of the Ramjanmahhumi temple which Muslims claim as
their Babri Masjid.

A policy of appeasement of both communities being pursued by the govern-
ment for electoral gains is a vicious cycle which will become difficult to break.

|From The Statesman, 1 May 1986, by Necrja Chowdhury.]
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3. KM. Pandey, Districtjudge, Faizabad, orders opening of the
locks at the gate of the mosque on 1 February 1936

Umesh Chandra Pandey
Versus
State of U.P. and others
Civil Appeal Ho. 661198

This is an appeal against the order dated 23.1.86 passed by Shri Hari Shankar
Dubey, Munsif, Sadat, Faizabad in regular suit No. 2.-"SD.

The brief facts of the case are that in suit la-"5 the appellant filed an appli-
cation {422-fc} to the effect that the defendants 6 to 9 should be directed not to
impose any restriction or hurdle in the tfurshan and puja etc. offered by the appli-
cant and other members of the Hindu community in general of the idol of Bhagwan
Shri Ram Chandraii and others in the premises in question by closing the entrance
gate of the said place or by putting locks thereon. Defendants 6 to 9, who are
State of U.P., Deputy Comrnissioner, Faiaahad, 5.1!, Faiaabad and City Magistrate,
filed an objection alleging that they have no intention to interfere in the idols in
question as directed by the Court‘s order on 3.3.51. They only resisted the petition
on the ground that they have the power vested under them to adopt such measures
as are necessary to maintain law and order and this right cannot be curbed in
any manner. The leamed Munsif did not give any relief to the petitioner on the
application and even did not pass any order in this case because the records of
the leading suit No. 12 of 1961 were pending in the Hon'ble High Court and
consequently he found himself unable to dispose of this application. The main
ground is that any order passed in this case will be passed in the file of the lead-
ing suit and that since the records of the leading suits are not available, he did
not pass any order. It amounted to a refusal of the prayer and consequently this
appeal has been preferred. The appellant has only arrayed defendants 6 to 9 of
suit Ho. 2 of 1950 as party in the appeal. He says that he has grievances against
other defendants and consequently he has not arrayed them as party.

The last order passed on the point of interim injunction in this suit is dated
3.3.51. By this order the Civil judge has said that the injunction order dated
16.1.50 as modified on 19.1.50 shall remain in force. On 19.1.50 the learned
Court passed an iniunction order to the effect that the opposite pa rties are here by
restrained by means of a temporary injunction to refrain from removing the idol
in question from the site in dispute and from intetfeti ng with pain etc. as at pres-
ent carried on. This order passed by the learned Trial Court stands even today
and the appeal against the iniunction order issued by the Trial Court in suit No.
I of 1950 stands confirmed by the Hon'ble High Court.

The only point for consideration in this appeal is as to whether the respondents
should he directed to remove the lock which is said to be the main hurdle in offer-
ing prayer and in the free flow of pilgrims and devotees inside the premises.
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I issued notices to the District Magistrate and the S.S.P. Faisabad, in this
case. Both of them have been examined by me in court. The District Magistrate
has very clearly stated that the idol installed in the disputed premises is visible
from outside. The outer gate has no doors. Inside the main gate there is an enclo-
sure made of grills and two doors have been placed in the inner enclosure. They
are P and U shown in the site plan paper No. 13615 of suit No. 1 of 1950. In both
the gates locks were placed and who passed orders for that. It-lo records are
available on this point as to who passed orders for that. No records are available
on this point as to who had taken a decision to put locks at the gates D and P. The
priest is allowed to go inside through the gate U for performing pain and bbog.
The loclt of the gate P is not opened. There are other idols inside the temple
besides the idols as shown in the map. Most of these idols are visible from outside
when the pain is performed the re. Besides the priest other persons are allowed to
enter the premises of the City Magistrate.

For the last 35 or 36 years no member of the other community has offered
any name: prayer. They are not allowed to enter this place. There are idols
outside the line 'H.].’ and inside the outer wall offerings are made and parfa is
performed there. Since 19.91 no riot or no law and order problem has arisen at
this place. The gates O and P have been loclted only to see that the idols are not
removed from inside the premises and the lo-clts are also ltept to honour the
Court's injunction order. The District Magistrate further says that there are other
ways to protect idols and maintain law and order besides closing the gates D and
R He clearly admits that if the lo-clts at the gates D and P are opened even then
there are other ways to maintain peace and to protect the idols ltept inside the
premises.

The SSP, Fairabad, Shri Param Veer Singh was also examined by me. He
has said that police force is retained at the disputed premises. He lteeps police in
other temples of Ayodhya also for maintaining law and order, particularly on the
occasion of festivals. He has stated that whether the locks of the gates D and P
are kept close or not, the law and order situation can be kept under control with
success. The security and the law and order of that place is not maintained on
account of the locks of the gate D and P. The following statement of the District
Magistrate is very relevant: ‘O and P gate par tala band ltarne ke alava aur bhi
tarilte se moortiyoon ki suraksha ki vyavastha ki ja saltti l1ai aur shanti vyavastha
ltayam ra lclthi ja sakti hai‘. Lilcewise the following statement of the SSP Faiaahad
clinches the whole matter: ‘U ya P taley rahen ya na rahen main vahan ki raksha
vyavastha safalta purvak ltar saltta hun. Vahan ki sutaksha O ya P gate lta talon
se hi nahin hai. Muihe avashyaltta parne par vahan suraltsha kayam ltarne lta
adhiltar rahna chahiye.‘ Thus it is clear that it is not necessary to lteep the locks
at the gates D and P for the purposes of maintaining law and order or for the
safety of the idols. This appears to he an unnecessary irritant to the applicant and
other members of the community. There does not appear any necessity to create
an artificial barrier between the idols and the devotees. It appears that opposite
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parties have remained a prisoner of indecision for the last thirty-five years.
Somebody in his wisdom thought it fit to put loclts at the gates O and P at any
point of time and nobody has cared since then to see as to whether there is any
necessity to retain the loclts or not.

After having heard the parties it is clear that the members of the other com-
munity, namely Muslims, are not going to be affected by any stretch of imagin-
ation if the locks of the gates D and P are opened and the idols inside the premises
are allowed to be seen and worshipped by pilgrims and devotees. It is undisputed
that the premises is presently in the Court's possession and for the last 35 years
Hindus have an unrestricted right of worship as a result of the Court orders of
1950 and 19.51 [19.1.S0 and 3.3.51 1. If the Hindus are offering prayers and wor-
shipping the idols, though in a restricted way, for the last 35 years, the heavens
are not going to fall if the locks of the gates D and P are removed. The District
Magistrate has stated before me today that the members of the Muslim community
are not allowed to offer any prayer at the disputed site. They arenot allowed to
go there. If this is the state of affairs, then there is no occasion for law and order
problem arising as a result of the removal of locks. It is absolutely an affair
inside the premises.

The present appeal is against an order on an application which purports to
he under Order 39 as well as under Section 115{sl C.I’.C. There is no iustification
for retaining locks after the positive statements of the District Magistrate and the
SSP Faiaahad that the law and order situation can he very well ltept under control
by other means as well and for that it is not necessary to lteep the locks on these
gates. Consequently there is force in the appeal.

The appeal is allowed. The respondents are directed to open the locks of the
gates D and P forthwith. They shall not impose any restriction or hurdle in the
rlarshun and puja etc. of the applicant and other members of the community in
general. However, the respondents are free to talre independent decision to control
any law and order problem according to the needs of the situation and to regulate
the entry of the pilgrims. Cost of the appeal shall abide the results of the suits.

[From Indian Bar Review, Vol. XVIII (1), The Bar Council of India Trust, 1991, pp.
its-iss
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9. Allahabad High Court's Order of 3 February 1936, on
Mohammad Hashim‘s Petition, to quash the Fairabad District
]udge’s Clrder

In the Hon'ble High Court ofJudicature at Allahabad Lucknow Bench, Lucknow
C.M. App]. No. 1222 {W} of 1986
in re:
Writ Petition no. T46 of 1986

Mohd. Hashim, Petitioner
Versirs
1. District judge, Faisabad
2. Umesh Chandra Pandey.
3. State of U.P. Through the Collector, Faiaabad.
4. Dy. Commissioner, Faizabad
S. City Magistrate, Faitabad
6. Superintendent of Police, Faitabad . . . Opp. Parties.

Luclcnow, dated 3.1.1936

Hon'ble Mr justice Briiesh Kutnar

Issue notice to opposite party no. 1 to show cause why the petition may not be
admitted. Until further orders of the Court the nature of property in question, as
existing today, shall not be changed. Notice on behalf of opposite parties no. 1
and 4 to 6 has been accepted by the Chief Standing Counsel. He will also seelt
instructions in the matter. The learned Counsel for the petitioner shall take steps
for service of notice upon opposite party no. 2 within twenty-four hours. The
office shall issue the notice immediately on receipt of the steps. List on 12.86
with the service report as regards service upon opposite party no. 2.

A copy of this order be given to the petitioner on payment of usual charges
today, if possible.
{Sd.} Ilrijesh Kuma r
3.2.1936

10. Uttar Pradesh Muslim MLAs' Memorandum to the Chief
Minister, 6 February 1936

We, the following members of the State Legislature, wish to draw your attention
towards the following facts regarding Babri Masjid, Ayodhya, Distt. Faiaabad,
which is being described as Ra mianmabhumi or janam Asthan even by the official
media these days, and urge upon you to rake immediate remedial steps to restore
the confidence of Muslims and other minorities in the secular and democratic
fabric ofthe nation.
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1. That from the authentic books of history including Tueak-e-Babri or
Memoirs of Babar, it is fully established that Babar had never demolished any
temple at Ayodhya and that the mosque in question, namely, Babri Mosque, was
built by the command of Babar on a vacant piece of land and as such it has been
ltnown as Babri Mosque for more than 450 years. There is no mention of any
temple having been demolished in Ayodhya and any mosque having been built
on the ruins thereof, even in Ain-e-Altbnri and Alarngirnunra.

2. That in 1335 one Mahant Raghubar Dass, claiming himself to be the
Mahant of janam Asthan, had filed a suit in the court of Sub—_|udge Fairabad
[suit number 61i2li0 of 1835 ] and in the plaint of that suit he had alleged that the
Cbufmtru ofjanam Asthan was 21 feet towards east and west and 1? feet towards
north and south and as there was no building over it, he and other priests had to
face great ha tdships on account of excessive heat in summer and excessive cold
in winter and from rain in rainy season, and as such permission be accorded to
construct a temple over the said Chabutra of 21 x 1? feet. In this very plaint
dated 19.1.1335 it was also asserted in para-4 that in March or April 1333 the
Deputy Commissioner of Faizabad prohibited the construction of the said temple
on account of the objection raised by some Muslims.

3. That the said suit number 6141230 of 1335 was however dismissed on
24.12.1335 by the Sub—]udge Faiaabad and while dealing with issue number 6
the Court had observed by relying upon the site plan prepared by Gopal Sahai,
Amin, that ‘in between the mosque and Chabutra, there is a wall . . . and it is
clear that there are separate boundaries between the mosque and Chabutra and
this fact is also supported by the fact that there is a boundary line built by the
govemment before the rent dispute‘. In this very judgement it was further observed
that around it there is the wall of the mosque and the word Allah is inscribed on
it. If a temple is constructed on the Chabutra at such a place, then there will be
the sound of bells of the temple and sanltl: when both Hindus and Muslims passed
the same way, and if permission is given to Hindus for constructing a temple then
one day or the other a criminal case will be started and thousands of people will
be killed and that ‘awarding permission to construct the temple at this juncture is
to lay the foundation of riot and murder, hence . . . in view of policy and also in
view of justice the reliefs claimed should not be granted’. The said Sub-judge
Faitabad was none else than a Hindu Pandit, namely Pandit Hari Kishan.

4. That the appeal filed against the aforesaid judgement and decree dated
24.12.1335 was also dismissed on 26.3.1336 by the District judge, Faiaabad
{Civil Appeal No. 2? of 1386-11»/Iahant Raghuhar Dass Vs. Secretary of State
and others].

5. That some portions of the said Babri Mosque were damaged in the
communal riots in 1934 but the same were rebuilt and reconditioned at the cost
of the governmen t.

6. That in his report published in Government Gazette dated 26.12.1944
the Commissioner of Waqf had also held it to be a Sunni Waqf.
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7'. That in the Sil Band Register of 1360 also the said mosque stands recorded
as Masjid Babri.

S. That on the basis of the aforementioned documents the said mosque and
its appurtenant land were recorded as Waqf {Waqf No. 26 Faiaabad} in the U.P.
Sunni Central Board of Waqfs under the U.P. Muslim Act, 1936.

9. That in the said mosque prayers used to be offered without any restriction,
up to 21.12.1949 and it was in the night of 22:23 December 1945‘ that the idols of
Shri Ram Chandraji were surreptitiously and wrongly put inside the mosque.
This fact is evident even from the written statement dated 24.4.1950 filed by the
Deputy Commissioner Faiaabad [Shri _].N. Ugra} on behalf of the State of U.P. in
the Court of Civil judge Fairabad in suit number 2 of 1950 {Gopal Singh Visharad
Vs. Eahoor Ahmad and others). Similar stand was talten by the state government
in regular suit number 25 of 1950 {Shri Param Hans Ram Chandra Dass Vs
Zahoor Ahmad and others] in which case also written statement was filed by the
Deputy Commissioner of Faizabad on behalf of the state government in January
1951. It is thus fully established that the state government had all along been
treating the said building as Babri Mosque and not as a temple of Shri Ram
Chandraii, but all ofa sudden on 1.2.1936 the District Magistrate and S.S.P. of
Fairabad appear to have taken a contradictory stand before the District judge
Faizabad in Misc. Civil Appeal Ho. B of 1936 [Umesh Chandra Pandey Vs State
of U.P. and 3 others} filed against the order of Munsif Sadat Fairabad dated
23.1.1936, passed on an application of Sri Ummh Chandra Pandey dated 25.1.1936
moved in regular suit number 2 of 1950. It is noteworthy that the said Sri Umesh
Chandra Pandey is neither a party in that suit nor he was made a party in suit
number 2 of 195G.

10. That it is also relevant to mention here that Ciopal Singh Visharad,
plaintiff of regular suit Ho. 2 of 1950 had died years ago and no substitution had
been made in his place and as such that suit had automatically abated and legal-
ly speaking it was not at all pending in court on 25.1.1986 or on 1.2.1936. As
such no order could be passed on that suit for opening the loclts of the mosque or
for not imposing restrictions on drrrsfrorr or puja, but strangely enough, neither
the State Counsel not the District Magistrate and SSP present in Court nor the
District judge himself adverted to this aspect of the matter and it appears that in
a pre-planned manner the order dated 1.2.1936 was obtained by the District Ad-
ministration to please the agitating group of the majority community and we
cannot swallow that all this could be done without obtaining prior sanction from
the state government or the central government and without consultation and
connivance of the top officials and persons as the helm of affairs.

11. That the manner in which the said order dated 1.2.1936 was obtained
behind the back of Muslims and without impleading any Muslim as a party to
the said appeal and rather by rejecting the application for impleadment of some
Muslims who had reached the Court of District judge, Fairabad on 1.2.1936
after hearing the rumour of that matter, the Muslims all over the country have
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been talten aback and their confidence in the government as well as in the iudiciary
has been badly shaken. It is all the more surprising that even the U.P. Sunni
Central Boa rd of Waqf, Lucknow and other plaintiffs of regular suit Number 12
of 1961 who had filed suit for declaration and possession in respect of this very
mosque in the Court of Civil judge, Faizabad, and which case is still pending,
were neither made party to this appeal of 1936 nor were given any" notice about
this matter, and order dated 1.2.1936 was passed behind their back although suit
No. 12 of 1961 is the leading case with which the other three suits of this property
including suit number I of 1950 have been consolidated.

12. That as a result of the opening of the lock of the mosque and throwing
it open for puja etc. the Muslims all over the country are greatly agitated and we
also are extremely shocked and dismayed, and as such we urge upon you to take
immediate remedial measures not only for preservation and protection of the
sanctity of the mosque but also for restoration of confidence of the Muslims in the
legal system and secular and democratic fabric of the nation.

‘We, therefore, demand that the following steps he ta ken by the state govern-
ment without futther delay:

1. Babri Masjid with all its appurtenant Waqf properties be protected and
preserved in the form in which it existed on 22.12.1949 and its walls etc. be
repaired and be kept intact.

2. Provocative slogans and speeches of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and Bajrang
Dal etc be talten note of and immediate action be taken to stop the same
and to punish the guilty persons.

3. Performance of pain and installation of idols inside the mosque or within
its precincts be immediately stopped.

4. Muslims be allowed to offer prayers in the said Babri Mosque without any
restriction and to manage the affairs of the same.

S. Possession of the mosque be restored to Muslims either by legislation or by
getting the cases decided expeditiously.

1. Mohd. Masud Khan, MLA
2. -Qazi Kaleemurrahman, MLA
3. Shafiqurrahaman Barq, MLA
4. Mohd. Azam Khan, MLA
.5. Qazi Mohiuddin, MLA
6. Abdul Waheed Qureshi, MLA
1". Amir Alarn Khan, MLA
ii. Khursheed Ahmad, MLA
9. Abdul Wadood, MLA

10. Buniyad Husain Ansari, MLA
11. Fareed Mahfoor Qidwai, MLA
12. Fazlul Bari, MLA
13. Fasihhurrahaman Alias Munan Khan, MLA
14. 1-Iaji Mohd. Hayat, MLA
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15. M. Rizwanul Haq, MLA
16. Mohd. Aqil, MLA
1?. Mustamad Ali Khan, MLA.

[From Muslim India, March 1936.]

11. Forty-one Muslim MP5’ Memorandum to the Prime Ivlinister,
3 March 1936

The recent judgement by the District judge, Fairabatl in respect of Babri Mosque,
Ayodhya, has caused deep anguish to the Muslim community and has created a
gra ve situation in the country which, if not tackled carefully, can cause a national
catastrophe beyond any cure.

‘We, Muslim Members of Parliament, therefore, desire to place facts before
you and request you kindly to intervene in the matter urgently and restore confi-
dence among the Muslim community that they would enjoy religious freedom as
equal members of a secular state in accordance with the letter and spirit of the
Constitution of India.

At the very outset we assure you that the narration of the following facts is
based on overwhelming and irrefutable evidence in respect of the Babri Mosque's
history and its legal position.

1. That the mosque was built during the regime of the Mughal emperor
Babar by one of his governors, namely, Mir Baqi, on a vacant plot of land in the
year 1523.

2. That an internationally renowned historian, A.S. Beveridge, who has
translated Turuk-e-Babri into English and given comprehensive footnotes, has in
his book, Memoirs ofBrrbar (Vol. II, London, 1924, pages 679-30), mentioned
Babar’s passing through Awadh. Beveridge has dealt with the subject in minute
details but there is no mention of Babar having entered Ayodhya. After dealing
with Shaikh Bayazid the rebel, who was Governor of Awadh, Babar appointed
Baqi Beg Tashkandi [Mir Baqi} as Governor of Awadh, and left. This fact is
further proved by the report of the District Commissioner of ‘Waqfs, Faizabad, on
16 September 1933, submitted to the Chief Commissioner of Waqfs {U.P.}. it is
furthermore proved by the inscriptions on the walls of the mosque as acknowledged
by the historian A.S. Beveridge, and also by Pandit Hari Kishan, the Sub judge
Faizabad, in suit No. 61f23ll of I335, vide his judgement dated 24.12.1335. A
copy of the judgement by Pandit Hari Kishan forms Annexute 'A' of this memo-
randum.

3. That from the above mentioned report of the District Waqf Commissioner,
it is evident that two villages, namely Bharaipur and Sholeypur, were also granted
as revenue-free land in the year 1364 for maintenance of the mosque, in lieu of
the cash grant of Rs 601- per year originally sanctioned by Emperor Babar and
subsequently enhanced by the king of Awadh to a sum of Rs 3D2f3f6.
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4. That, in the year 133$, one Mahant Raghubat Dass had filed a suit in
the Court of Sub Judge Faizabad (suit No. 611230 of 1335] and had alleged that
the Chabutra of Ramjanmasthan was without roof and building and the priests
had to face great hardships on account ofweather effects like excessive heat, cold
or rain, and as such, he prayed for permission to construct a temple over the said
Clrnfmrrn of21x1 2 ft. This suit was filed on 19.1.1335 and it was also contended
in para 4 of the plaint that in April 1333 the Deputy Commissioner of Faixabad
had refused permission for construction of the said temple for reasons of communal
harmony.

5. That the Sub Judge Fairabad, Pandit Hari Kishan, dismissed the said
suit No. 611230 of 1335 by his order dated 24.12.1335. Cm the basis of the site
plan prepared by the Court's Amin, one Mr Gopal Sahai, the Court observed that
‘in between the mosque and “C.bafnrtr.=r" there is a wall and it is clear that there
are separate boundaries between the mosque and Chrrbrrtrrr and this fact is also
supported by the fact that there is a boundary line built by the government before
the recent dispute.‘ The Court further observed that ‘Around it there is the wall of
the mosque and the word "Allah" is inscribed on it and if permission is given to
Hindus for construction of temple then one day or the other a criminal case will
be started and thousands of people will be killed.‘ And that ‘awarding permission
to construct a temple at this juncture is to lay the foundation of riots and murders,
hence the relief claimed should not be granted.‘

6. That, against the aforesaid judgement dated 24.12.1335, an appeal was
filed [Civil Appeal No. 2? of 1336], Mahant Raghubat Dass Vs Secretary of
Stare and others in the Court of District judge, Fa iaabad, who ultimately dismissed
it by his order dated 26.03.1336.

2. That the mosque was damaged in the communal riots of 1934 and the
then the U.P. government got it repaired.

3. In the ‘Misl Band’ Register of 1860 the said mosque is recorded as Masjid
Babri.

9. That, in the report of the Commissioner of Waqfs published in the
Government Gazette dated 26.2.1944, this mosque is mentioned to be a Sunni
Waqf.

10. That, on the basis of the aforesaid facts, the U.R Sunni Central B-oard of
Waqfs registered the said mosque as a Waqf, namely Waqf No. 26 of Faizabad,
under the U.P. Muslim ‘Waqf Act, 1960.

11. That, up to 22.12.1949, regular prayers used to be offered by Muslims
in the said mosque and it was in the night of 22123. 12.1 949 that a violent mob of
anti-Muslim fanatics forcibly occupied the mosque with the connivance of the
then District Magistrate Mr l(.K. Nayyar, who had to resign for his role in this
sordid episode. And the idols of Shri Rama Chandraji were surreptitiously installed
in the mosque. The very F.I.R. lodged at Ayodhya Police Station by Constable
Shri Mata Prasad posted at the site on 23.12.1949 corroborates the fact that idols
were surreptitiously placed inside the mosque on the night of 21123 December
1949. A copy of the said F.l.B.. forms Annexure B to this memorandum.
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12. That, on 23.12.1949, orders under Section 144 Cr. P.C. were imposed
in Fairabad and Ayodhya and the mosque was attached under Section 145 Cr.
P.C.
' 13. That, on 16.1.1953, one Mr Gopal Singh Visharad filed a suit No. 2 of
1950 in the Court of Munsif Sadat, Faiaabad. It is relevant to mention here that
in the Court of Civil judge, Fairabad the fact that idols of Shri Rama Chandraji
were mischievously put inside the mosque, has been admitted in the written state-
ment dated 24.4.1953 filed by the Deputy Commissioner Faiaabad, Shri j.N.
Ugra, in suit no. 2 of 195D, as well as in the written statement of the state govern-
ment in R.S. No. 25 of 1950. Copy of the written statements filed by Shri ].l'*~l.
Ugra, Deputy Commissioner, Fairabad, forms Annexure C and D, whereas the
written statement of S.P. Faiaabad in suit No. 2.F1 9511 is Annexure E to this memo-
randum. Likewise another suit was filed by biirmohi Akhara and ultimately a
fourth suit was filed by the U.P. Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, Lucknow, in the
Court of Civil judge, Fairabad, i.e. reg. suit No. 12 of 1961. All these four suits
were consolidated and the reg. suit No. 12 of 1961 filed by Waqfs Board was
made the leading case.

From all the aforesaid written statements filed by the state government, it is
fully established that the state government had all along been treating the said
building as Babri Mosque and not as a temple of Shri Rama Chandraji.

14. In a matter relating to the receivership of the mosque the file of the
aforesaid leading case, i.e. suit No. 12 of 1961, was retained by the Allahabad
High Court and it is still lying in the same court [at Lucknow Bench].

15. That, all of a sudden, on 25.1.1936, one Mr Umesh Chandar Pandey,
an advocate of Faizabad, moved an application in reg. suit Ho. 2 of 1950 in the
Court of Munsif, to the effect that the D.M. and S.P. Faiaabad be directed to
remove the lock from the premises so that he and other members of Hindu corn-
muniry may worship there. Cm 23.1.1936 the learned Munsif passed an order for
putting up the application on the date fixed as the file of the case was before the
High Court.

16. However, against the aforesaid order of Munsif, an appeal was filed
before the District Judge on 33.1.1936 which was heard on 1.2.1936. Dn this
date some Muslims came to know about these proceedings and moved an appli-
cation for being impleaded as party to the appea]. As Mr Umesh Chander Pandey
had not impleaded any of the Muslim pa rties of the suits, the Muslims who were
already parties in the original suits moved for impleadment but all these prayers
were unjustifiably rejected by the District }udge and he irrelevantly examined
the District Magistrate and Superintendent of Police, who also seemed to have
connived with the miscreants, and on the basis of their irrational and undemocratic
statement that no law and order problem would be created if the lock of the mos-
que were opened, the District judge allowed the appeal directing the D.M. and
S.P. to remove the lock from the premises in dispute, and the lock was broken the
same day at about 5.15 pm.

17. That it would he relevant to point out that the order, which has been
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obtained through conspiracy and behind the back of the Muslims, manifestly
suffers from the following defects:

[ill The applicant who has moved the application in question is not a pa rty
to any of the aforesaid suits and as such he has no locus-standi.

[iih That the Muslims who are parties in the aforesaid original suits and
who also applied for impleadment in appeal, were not impleaded.

{iiih That the statements are never recorded in appeals as done by the erring
District judge.

livji The order passed by Munsif was not app-ealable as he had not yet decided
the case.

{vj The appeal was heard by the District judge and one-sided orders were
passed and implemented the same day.

{vi} And, above all, no such order could have been passed when the record of
the original suit is lying in the Allahabad High Court { Lucknow Bench].

13. 'l11at the order of the District judge has resulted in the present situation——-
riots, imposition of curfew in many parts of the country, mass arrests. The order
has ca used a situation in which the confidence and faith of Muslims in the judicial
system is shaken.

19. That we feel constrained to charge that the national television network
chose to be a party in the dispute by televising the entry of Hindu devotees into
the mosque and described the premises as ‘Ramjanmabhumi‘. All India Radio
also adopted the same attitude.

20. That even the peaceful and democratic protest on the part of the Muslim
community was resented by the majority community with the active support of
the law and order machinery.

21. What pains us most is the fact that the values that could sustain and
enrich a truly democratic and secular way of life in India are fast deteriorating,
and something needs to be done urgently if India has to remain strong and united.
In this connection we would like to bring to the notice of the Hon’ble Prime
Minister the full-throated lament of Shri Akshaya Pandit, a freedom fighter and
a senior Congress leader of Fairabad, who had drawn the attention of Shri Lal
Bahadur Shastri, the then Home Minister of Uttar Pradesh in 1953, to the high-
handedness and vandalism of some Hindu miscreants who wanted forcible con-
version of Babri Mosque into a temple. Shri Altshaya Pandit's lament, titled
‘Raf:-e-Part Par‘, in Urdu, forms Annexure F to this memorandum.

Against this background we, Muslim Members of Parliament, request you
kindly to take the appropriate measures to meet the following demands:

A. That you may kindly intervene in the matter immediately and take urgent
measures to get the Babri Masque restored to the Muslim community.

B. That a writ petition be filed by the Govemment of U.P. in the High Court
against the order dated 1.2.1936 passed by the District judge, Faizabad.

C. That as the Districtjudge himself has observed in his order dated 1.2.1936
that authorities can independently take measures to maintain law and order,
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therefore, the status quo ante as existed on 31.1.1936 should be restored in respect
of Babri Mosque.

D. That all the pending suits relating to the premises in question be disposed
of within a period of six months.

E. That a delegation of M.P.s representing various political parties be sent
to Ayodhya to visit Babri Mosque and the same delegation be provided facilities
to prepare a map of the premises as also to ta ke photographs of the mosque so as
to bring on record the actual existing position of the Mosque.

E That the official media be directed not to describe the premises as Ram-
ianmabhumi.
[From Muslim Indra, March 1936]

12. Proposals for a Settlement
12a. Syed Shahabuddin‘s plan of Ill May 1936

Since 1 February 1936, when the possession and use of Babri Masjid was
unilaterally given to one community, an explosive situation has been building up
all over the country, and particularly in Uttar Pradesh. The writ petition filed by
the Muslims on 4 February 1936, against the order of the District judge, has not
even been admitted. The title suit pending since 1953 has also remained where it
was, pending in the Court of the Sub-judge, Faizabad. The Parliament has not
been permitted to discuss the situation and the government have not made any
moves to defuse the crisis and to evolve a permanent solution.

The only hopeful development is that through the mists of misunderstanding
and propaganda the outlines of a possible solution are emerging. This solution is
based on the separate existence of the two structures known as Babri Masjid and
Ram Chabutra, separated by a wall. Ram Chabutra marks the janmasthan of
Shri Ramachandraji.

First, let the status quo ante be restored in the Babri Masjid as on 22 December
1949. Second, let a magnificent temple dedicated to Shri Ramachandraji be built
on Ram Chabutra. Thirdly, let the Babri Masjid be notified as a Protected National
Monument of Historic Importance and ta ken under the care of the central govern-
ment. And finally, once an agreement is reached, all pending cases relating to the
dispute can be withdrawn by mutual consents.

This solution would be in line with the principles of social harmony, co-
existence, of plurality and unity in diversity, which cha racteriee the spirit of our
national life and culture.

In the national interest, I urge the Prime Minister not to ignore the situation
but to take it in his own hands as a matter of most urgent and highest national
priority, and actively engage all concerned in discussions so as to evolve a fair
and acceptable solution.
Sd.."- S. Shahabuddin
[From Muslim frrrfiir, lfl May I936-.1
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12b. Karan Sir1gh‘s proposal of 15 January 1932

The unfortunate controversy regarding Shri Ramjanmabhumi has been dragging
on for several yea ts and has aroused strong emotions. As the matter is sub-judice,
it would not be appropriate to comment upon the legal aspects. But the crux of
the matter revolves around the special significance that attaches to the sacred
birthplace of Lord Rama, who is revered and worshipped as God incarnate by
crores of people in India and other parts of the world.

It is not befitting that at this sacred place Shri Rama should be worshipped
in an unsuitable setting. What is needed is the construction of a new temple at the
janmabhumi which would be a really fitting tribute to Lord Rama. There seems
to be no controversy regarding the ‘Chabutra’ where in fact worship has been
carried on for many years. I suggest that a National Committee be formed to
draw up plans for the construction of a magnificent temple on that site, where
really beautiful statues of Shri Rama, Sita and Lakshmana can be installed and
which can become a focus of worship and devotion for the Hindus of the world.

If this suggestion is acceptable, I am prepared to start the process with a
token donation of a lakh of rupees on behalf of the Dharmarath trust, jammu 36
Kashmir, and to make an appeal to the major Hindu trusts in India to contribute
towards this worthy cause. I urge the Prime Minister to give his personal attention
to this issue which is agitating the minds of our countrymen and which should
not be allowed to drag on indefinitely.

[From Muslim indie, 50, February 1932.]

12c. Vajpayee’s offer of 15 February 1937

In a speech at Bombay on 15 February 1937, ‘v"a|'payee urged the Muslims to give
up their claim to the Babri Mosque and hand it over the Hindus as a gesture of
goodwill and respect for their sentiments, while the Hindus should reciprocate by
allowing the present structure of the Masjid to stand as it is while constructing a
temple adjoining it befitting Ramjanrnabhumi (Indian Express, 16 February 1932}.

He said it represented his personal view. Sadly, his plea of respect for
feelings was unevenly balanced. As the Hiruiusren Times of 13 April 1932 pointed
out, ‘Vajpayee is silent on whether the mosque should be used for prayers and
without this assurance it is difficult to see even enlightened Muslim leaders accep-
ting his proposal.’ Evidently, the only concession which Vajpayee was prepared
to make, with self-conscious magnanimity, was not to demolish a mosque built
in 1523 in which Muslims prayed for four centuries. The newspaper cited an apt
parallel—the agreement signed on 3 October 1963 by the Shahi Idgah Trust and
Shri Krishna Asthar Sewa Sangh on the Mathura temple-mosque controversy.
Under it the mosque and the temple co-exist side by side.
[From A.G. Noorani, ‘Legal Aspects to the Issue‘, in Sarvepalli Go pal, ed., Anatomy of u
Confrontation, Viking, Delhi, 1991, pp. 39-93]
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12d. Kamalapati Tripathi's letter to the Prime Minister of
24 March 1939

I feel that it will not be in the interest of the country if the Ramjanmabhumi-
Babri Masjid dispute goes further. In my opinion, the Babri Mas|'id-Ramjanam-
bhumi complex may be declared a National Monument and I appeal to the
Hindus and the Muslims to accept this site as such.

A settlement through the court appears to be impossible. It is not possible
that both parties will accept the verdict of the court, in case it goes against one of
them. If this dispute continues, the possibilities of division of the country will
increase.

I am enclosing a copy of the minutes of discussions I had with Shri Sarju
Pandey. In my opinion, it will be much better to declare it a National Monument.

[From Muslim fruiia, 29, july 1939.]

13. B_IP rejects Kamalapati Tripathi’s offer, 26 May 1939

we have read with sorrow, and some disbelief, a news item yesterday saying that
Pandit Kamalapati Tripathi has written to the Prime Minister to convert the
Ayodhya Ramjanmabhumi into a national monument. Panditji is looked upon
by people with great respect for his contribution in the independence struggle and
as a devout Hindu. One wonders if Kamalapatiji has been manoeuvred by the
government only to misguide the Hindus. The suggestion to deprive the Hindus
of their present possession of the Ramjanmabhumi so as to convert it into a
national monument amounts to a direct insult to the majority community in utter
disregard to its legitimate claim and sentiments.

What would the so-called national monument signify? Only bloodshed,
injustice and religious intolerance inflicted by Babar and others on the Hindus;
and worse, it shall also imply that there still live in the country people who emo-
tionally align themselves with foreign invaders in justification of their misdeeds.
The so-called national monument would not demolish the existing ranltle. It
would only perpetuate it. How would Kamalapatiji and the government react if
a group of Christians was to demand that the statue of King George Fifth should
not be replaced by one of Gandhiji, at India Gate, because the king happened to
be a Christian? Babar was an alien to India as was the king of England. It was
only this sort of side-tracking the issues by the Congress leaders in their attempt
to appease the Muslims that had ultimately led to country's tragic partition in
1947; the same mistake should not be repeated after forty two years.

We welcome the move initiated by a section of enlightened Muslin-is that
Rfl|'|f‘l_lflI'Il."l'13bI'lllTIII be handed over to the Hindus, and a mosque be built at a
different venue in cooperation with the Hindus. We hope persons like Sha habuddin,
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too, would see light, and would desist from precipitating confrontation and become
equally cooperative.

[From Muslim India, 29, july 1939.]

14. Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains
Act 1953 [Act 24 of 1953}: Extracts

Suggestions were made that to resolve the Ayodhya controversy, the Babri Masjid
complex may be declared a Protected Monument. Extracts from Act 24 of 1953
under which an ancient monument can be so declared, follow:

Section 2{a]: Ancient monuments mean any structure, erection or monument
. . . which is of historical, archaeological or artistic interest and which has been
in existence for not less than IUD years . . .

Zjj]: ‘Protected monuments‘ mean an ancient monument which is declared
to be of national importance by or under this Act. . . .

Section 4[1 1: Wihere the Central Government is of the opinion that any
ancient monument . . . is of national importance, it may, by notification in the
Official Gazette, gitte tum months’ notice ofits intention to declare such ancient
monument. . . to he ofnational importance.

4[2]: Any person interested in such ancient monument . . . ma y, within two
months, after the issue of the notification, object to the declaration . . .

4[3]|: On the expiry of the said period of two months, the Central Government
may, after considering the objections, if any, received by it, declare by notification
in the Official Gazette, the ancient monument . . . to be of national importance.

Section 5(1): The Director General may, with the sanction of the Central
Government, purchase or take a lease of or accept a gift or bequest of any protected
monument.

5(6): Nothing in this section shall affect the use ofany protected monument
for customary religious obserrtances.

Section 611]: The Collector, when so directed by the Central Government,
shall propose to the owner of a protected monument to enter into an agreement
with the Central Government within a specified period for the maintena nce of the
monument.

Section 1 3: ifthe Central Got-ermnent apprehends that a protected monument
is in danger ofbeing destroyed, injured, misused, or allowed to fall into decay, it
may acquire the protected monument under the provision ofthe Land Acquisition
Act, 1394, as if the maintenance of the protected monument were the puhlic
purpose within the meaning of that Act.

Section 16[1}: A protected montnnent maintained by the Central Government
under this Act which is a place of worship or shrine shall not he used for any
purpose inconsistent utith its character:
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16{2}: Where the Central Government has acquired a protected monument
under Section 13 or where the Director General has purchased . . . under Section
5 and such monument or any part thereof is used for religious purpose or
ohseruonces by any community, the Collector shall make due provision for the
protection ofsuch monument or port thereoffrom pollution or desecration——{a}
byprohibiting the entry therein, except in accordance with the conditions prescribed
. . . ofonj: person not entitled so to enter by the religious usages of the community
hy which the monument or part thereof is used; or {lJ_l by toiling such other action
as he may thinlt necessary. . . .

[From AJG. Hoorani, ‘Legal Aspects to the Issue’, in Sarvepalli Gopal, ed., Arurtomy ofa
Confrontation, Viking, Delhi, 199], pp. 9?—9E.]

15. Resolution of B_IP’s National Executive, Palampur,
11 june 1939, demanding that ‘Rama janmasthan be handed
over to the Hindus’

The National Executive of the Bharativa janata Pa try regards the current debate
on the Ramjanmabhumi issue as one which has dramatically highlighted the
callous unconcern which the Congress Party in particular, and the other political
parties in general, betray towards the sentiments of the overwhelming majority
in this eountrv~—-the Hindus.

According to all available records, the Mughal Emperor Babar visited
Ayodhya in 1528, destroyed the temple situated at the site believed to be Rama
janmasthan, and constructed a mosque in its place. Ever since, Hindus have
been longing to see the resuscitation oi the temple at the site which they hold as
extremely sacred. During the 13$ ? war of independence the Muslims, responding
to the sentiments of the Hindus, had accepted their claim over the Rama janma-
sthan, but the vile Britishers in pursuance of their policv of divide and rule,
scuttled the settlement. Though eiiorts have been continuing to persuade Muslims
to respect the feelings of the Hindus and abandon their claims to the site, this site
has also been subject matter of prolonged litigation.

Lately the Congress government has unleashed a virulent campaign against
the BJP and the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, which has been representing the Hindu
point of view in the negotiations with government, alleging that while other sec-
tions ol opinion have accepted reference of the dispute to the Allahabad High
Court, the H-]P and the "v"HP are unwilling to abide by a judicial verdict in this
case. This propaganda is slanderous, and is based on a total misrepresentation of
facts.

The BJP holds that the nature of this controversy is such that it just cannot
be sorted out by a court of law. A court of law can settle issues of title, trepass,
possessions, etc. But it cannot adjudicate as to whether Babar did actually invade
Ayodhya, destrov a temple and build a mosque in its place. Even where a court
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does pronounce on such facts, it cannot suggest remedies to undo the vandalism
of history. As far back as in 1885, a British judge, Col. F.E.A. Chamier, disposing
of a civil appeal relating to the site, observed in a helpless vein: ‘lt is most unfor-
tunate that a masjid should have been built on land specially held sacred by the
Hindus, but as that occurred 356 years ago, it is too late to remedy the grievance‘
[dated 1 8 March 1886, Civil Appeal No. 2? of 133$, District Court, Faitabadj.

In this context, it should not be forgotten that the present turmoil itself
stems from two court decisions, one of 1951 and the second of 1586.

On 3 March 1951, in Gopal Singh Visharad versus Zahur Ahmad and
others, the Civil judge, Faizabad observed, inter alia: '. . . at least from 1936 on-
wards the Muslims have neither used the site as a mosque not offered prayers
there, and that the Hindus have been performing their puja etc. on the disputed
site.’

Then on 1 February 1986, District judge, Faitabad referred to this 1951
order and directed that as ‘for the last 35 years Hindus have {had} an unrestricted
right of worship‘ at the place, the locks put on two gates in 1951 on grounds of
law and order should be removed [Civil Appeal Ho. Q1986}.

The 1951 order had provoked little reaction. Till then, secularism had not
yet become a euphemism for Hindu-baiting, as it has become today. It is note-
worthy that around this very time the Govemment of India, under the leadership
of Pandit Nehru and Sardar Patel, and with the blessings of Gandhiji, had itself
decided to undo a similar act of vandalism, and to restore the great Somnath
Temple at Prabhas Patan {Gujarat}.

When the Archaeological Department suggested that the site be declared a
protected monument {these days a similar suggestion is being canvassed in respect
of Ramjanmabhumi also}, Home Minister Sardar Patel put it on record in the
official files:

The Hindu sentiment in regard to this temple is both strong and widespread. ln the
present conditions it is unlikely that the sentiment will he satisfied by mere restoration
of the temple, or by prolonging its life. The restoration of the idol would be a point
of honour and sentiment with the Hindu public.

When the fyotirling was forrn-.ally installed at Somnath, the.country’s Hashtra-
pati, Dr Rajendra Prasad, participated in the ceremony.

However, by the time the second court order of 1986 came, secularism had
come to be equated with an allergy to Hinduism, and a synonym for minority
appeasement. The Muslim League lobby in the country had acquired a new mili~
ta ncy and aggressiveness. The campaign launched by this lobby against the
Supreme Court's judgement in the Shah Bano Case in I935 had brought it rich
dividends. A panic-stricken government had amended the criminal law; the Sup-
reme Court judgement was legislatively annulled. Having thus tasted blood, this
lobby set up the Babri Masjid Action Committee and mounted a vicious assault
on the decisions of the Faizabad Court, and went to the length of boycotting
Republic Day celebrations in protest against these orders. A rally organized by
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this lobby in front of Parliament House actually held out threats of violence
unless these orders were reversed. It is significant that most of the members of the
Babri Action Committee belonged to the Congress {I}.

Against the above background, the reference made to the High Court is just
an expedient device to sweep issues beneath the carpet. The move satisfied the
Muslim League lobby, and so is electorally convenient. It certainly does not
reveal any earnest desire on the part of government to solve the problem.

The BJP believes that theocracy is alien to our history and tradition. It is,
therefore, that in 194? even though India was partitioned on religious grounds,
and even though Pakistan declared itself an Islamic state, India opted for the
present Constitution, and guaranteed equality to all citizens irrespective of their
religion.

Secularism, according to our Constitution-makers, meant Sart-'e-Dhnrrno-
Sumo-Bhutto. It did not connote an irreligious state. It certainly did not mean
rejection of our history and cultural heritage.

The National Executive records its appreciation of the attempts made by
some Shia leaders to persuade the community that it was contrary to the tenets of
Islam to have a mosque built upon a place of worship of another religion, and
that, therefore, the site in dispute should be handed over to the Hindus and a
mosque built at some other suitable place.

The BJP calls upon the Rajiv govemment to adopt the same positive approach
in respect of Ayodhya that the Nehru Government did with regard to Somnath.
The sentiments of the people must be respected, and Rama janamasthan handed
over to the Hindus-—if possible through a negotiated settlement, or else, by legis-
lation. Litigation certainly is no answer.

16. Sri Ramjanmabhumi: A Historical and Legal Perspective,
by Deoki Nandan Agarwal

Mar-yado purushottam llhagwan Sri Rama, Bhagwan Sri Krishna and Shiva
Shanlter Mahadeva are the three deities worshipped by Hindus all over the world.
They symbolise the rule of dharrnn and suppression of edhornto among mankind.
They are the epitome of our national aspiration of establishing Rama-raiya,
which Mahatma Gandhi gave to us during our struggle for freedom from the
British yoke. The three places where the three first manifested themselves, namely,
Sri Ramjanmabhumi at Ayodhya, Sri Krishna janmasthan at Mathura, and the
Gyanvapi at Varanasi, are all situated within Uttar Pradesh, the very heartland
of Bhoratt-nrsho; and all three received the special attention of Muslim vandalism.

And with the attainment of independence from foreign rule, it became the
bounden duty of every citizen of India that is Eharat, to remove the mosque~like
structures raised by Muslim marauders after destroying and desecrating ancient
Hindu temples situated there, and to restore them to their pristine glory, as the
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continued existence of such mosque-like structures is galling to the Hindu psyche
and a matter of national shame. Their use as mosques is even against the true
tenets of Islam. Fortunately the restoration of the Sonmath Temple was accom-
plished soon after independence by that Iron Man Sardar Patel, but the restoration
of Sri Ramjanmabhumi was stalled; and suits had to be instituted in the Civil
Court to prevent the removal of the idol of Bhagwan Sri Rama Lala Virajman
from under the central dome of the building at Sri ltamjanmabhumi, miscalled
the ‘Babri Masjid‘ by Muslims. The building is no mosque, or not a mosque at
all, as I shall presently show.

Legend and History
The building at Sri Ramianrnabhumi has no minarets. W'l1etl1er one believes or
not in the legends connected with the attempted construction ofa mosque after
destroying the ancient Viltramaditya Temple at that place, which recount the
fact that whatever was constructed during the day collapsed during the night, the
fact remains that the construction of minarets was effectively prevented or at any
rate could not be completed. And minarets are an essential feature of a mosque.
Says Ganapathi Aiyar in his treatise on the Law relating to Hindu and Mahomedan
Endowments {second Edition, 1918, Chapter XVII, at page 333]. ‘After the first
half century from the Flight there is no mosque without an minaret‘. The reason
given is that the muezzin gives the call for prayers, called asan, from the upper
gallery of the minaret; and according to Baillie, quoted therein, ‘When an assembly
of worshippers pray in a tn.-:ts_iicf with permission, that is delivery. But it is a
condition that the prayers be with atcn, or the regular call, and he public and not
private, for though there should be an assembly yet if it is without econ, and the
prayers are private instead of public, the place is no masjid’ libid., p. 390). Ob-
viously the call of neon could not be properly given to the faithful without to
minaret. That there was an ancient temple of Maharaja 'tliltramaditya‘s time at
Sri Ramjanmabhumi is a fact of history, which is indisputable, although there is
some controversy as to which of the Viltramadityas resurrected the place and
built the magnificent temple that it was with 34 pillars of Kasauti, a few of which
still stand in the mosque-like structure at Sri Ramjanmabhumi and tell their own
tale. That temple was desecrated and destroyed by Mir Baqi, a commander of
Babar's hordes, after Babar"s visit to Ayodhya, and a mosque was sought to be
raised there, in order to please Faqir Fatal Abbas Qalandar. Two of the Kasa uti
columns of the temple adorn his grave. The history of the place thereafter is
blood-stained.

According to the District Gazetteer o{Fci.tolrcd (1923 edition, p. 180], this
desecration of the most sacred spot . . . caused great bitterness between Hindus
and Musalmans. On many occasions the feeling led to bloodshed, and in I355
an open fight occurred, the Musalmans occupying the janmasthan by force and
thence making a desperate assault on the Hanuman Garhi. They charged up the
steps of the temple, but were driven back with considerable loss. The Hindus
then made a counter-attack and stormed the janmasthan, at the gate of which
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seventy-five Musalmans were buried, the spot being known as Ganj Shahidan or
the martyrs’ resting place. Several ofthe king's regiments were present, but their
orders were not to interfere. The allusion here to the king is to Nawab Wajid Ali
Shah, who ruled Awadh in 1 85$. He is reported to have silenced a protest against
his orders not to interfere, by reading a couplet.

Further, according to the said Gazetteer, up to this time both Hindus and
Musalmans used to worship in the same building: but since the mutiny an outer
enclosure has been put up in front of the mosque and the Hindus, who are forbidden
access to the inner yard, make their offerings on a platform which they have
raised in the outer one. It is thus established by the evidence furnished by official
records that immediately before the annexation of the Awadh by the British, the
mosque-like structure at Sri Ramjanmabhumi with its precincts was in the posses-
sion of the Hindus, and that it was no mosque, for the law is well established that
there can be no co-sharing of title or of possession in respect of a mosque, and
that the passage to it must be free from all obstruction, and access to it open at
all times to the faithful. Indeed, there can be no mosque with a Hindu idol
installed and worshipped in its precincts. The facts of history are that the Hindus
did not allow the completion of the construction of the building at Sri Ram-
janmabhumi as a mosque by the erection of mina rets for calling the azan. Ceaseless
battles were fought by the Hindus, who occupied the courtyard of the building
and built a temple therein immediately in front of its open arches, during the
reign of Babar's grandson Akbar, and established other places of worship, like
the Sita Rasoi, the Charan and the Chhatti Sthan, within the courtyard. Their
worship went on uninterrupted, and obviously, the building could not have been
used as a mosque, until the time of Aurangzeb. Aurangzeb destroyed the small
temple so constructed within the courtyard of the building in front of its arches at
Sri Ramjanmabhutni, but even he could not complete its construction as a mosque.
Soon thereafter His worship, was restored by installing His idol on a Cha butra at
the place where the temple built during Akbar‘s time had stood in front of the
open arches of the building within its courtyard. That is now called the Rama
Chabutra.

In order to arrive at a negotiated settlement Nawab Wajid Ali Shah even
appointed a tripartite investigative commission, consisting of the District Officer
Agha Ali Khan, the leading Hindu landholder Raja Man Singh, and the British
Officer-in-charge of the Company’s troops in the area. That Commission ruled
that no mosque had ever existed on the site. The reason given was that no mosque
could exist so close to a Hindu temple. Unfortunately, the Sunnis did not accept
the verdict and Maulvi Amir Ali led a iehad, which was effectively repulsed by
the Awadh army and nearly all his men numbering about four to five hundred
were killed. [See Michael H. Fisher, A Clash ofCultures, Auatih, the British, and
Mughals, Manohar Publications, Delhi, pp. 235-31}.

During our First War of Independence of 135?, miscalled by the British as
the Sepoy Mutiny, the local Muslim leader Amir Ali, who was different from the
said Maulvi Amir Ali, was able to persuade the Muslims to finally hand over the
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disputed place to the Hindus, and jointly fight out the British. The British could
not have liked this amity between the Hindus and the Muslims, and publicly
hanged the Muslim leader Amir Ali and the Hindu leader Baba Ram Charan
Das, and the first thing which they did after the annexation of Awadh and the
Proclamation ofQueen Victoria, was to raise a boundary wall inside the courtyard
of the building at Sri Ramianmabhumi, so that the Rama Cha butra, the Charan,
the Sita Rasoi and the Chharti Sthan were cordoned off in the outer area of the
courtyard of the disputed building which was left with a smaller inner courtyard
in front of its three arch openings. This inner boundary wall has an iron grating
and two doors which open into the outer courtyard. The outer courtyard was
allowed to remain in the possession of the Hindus with their places of worship
therein, namely, the idol on the Rama Chabutra, the Charan, the Sita Rasoi and
the Chhatti Ethan. The building, with the inner courtyard, was treated as a mosque
for Friday prayers only, although it was no mosque and the only passage to it
and its entrance were effectively obstructed by the possession of the Hindus over
the outer courtyard in which they had their places of worship.

Therea fret, the Mahant of these places of Hindu worship wanred to erect a
temple over the Rama Chabutra but permission to do so was refused by the
British government. {See iudgement dated 24 December 1835 of the Sub-judge,
Faizabad, in suit No. 311230 of 133$: Mahant Raghubar Das versus Secretary of
State for India in Couneil.l

The Sub-judge found:

ln between the mosque and the chabutra, there is a . . . boundary built by the
government before the recent dispute. Before this Hindus and Muslims both used
to offer prayers and worship at that place. In 13$5, after the fight amongst Hind us
and Muslims, a boundary wall was constructed to avoid future disputes, so that
the Muslims should worship inside that wall and the Hindus should worship
outside that wall, hence the chabutra and the land which is situated outside the
boundary wall belong to Hindus and the plaintiff.

And he held:

The prayer for permission to construct the temple is at such a place where there is
only one passage for the temple as well as for the mosque. The place where the
Hindus worship is in their possession from old and their ownership cannot be
questioned. . . . lf a temple is constructed at such a place, then there will be sound
of bells and senlrlr. When both Hindus and Muslims pass from the same way and
if permission is given to Hindus for constructing rem ple, then one day or the other
a criminal case will be started and thousands of people will be killed. For this
reason of breach of law and order the officers have restrained the parties from
making any new construction. So this court also considers . . . that awarding
permission to construct the temple at this iuncture is to lay the foundation of riot
and murder . . . between Hindus and Muslims . . . the reliefs claimed should not be
granted.
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Such a place could not have been a mosque. Apart from the attempts of
British to treat it as a mosque by entering it as Masjid janmasthan in the revenue
records and even making a grant of aamindari in favour of the descendants of
Mir Baqi in lieu of the cash grant of Rs 3D2f3f6 which they were supposed to
have been receiving from the kings of Awadh, there is no evidence worth the
name of any neon having been called or of any name: having been said at the
place in living memory, or of any rnuttoalli or in-rant or uusezziri, or ltbatib or
ltlradirn having functioned as such. In paragraph 8 of the plaint of suit No. 12 of
1961 filed by the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., in the court of the Civil
judge, it has been stated that the building was extensively damaged during the
communal riot in 1934, and the then {British} government rebuilt and renovated
it. But it has not been said as to when the rebuilding was completed. Nor has it
been said as to who was managing the ‘mosque’ as its rnutttralfi, or whether there
ever was any nturwalli thereof, or as to when, if at all, the saying of rtarnrrr was
commenced therein. In fact there is no specific allegation, except for a vague and
bold assertion in the opening clause of paragraph 11 thereof, that stoma: was
ever said in that mosque, whether before or after the said reconstruction.

Waqfs Act
The U.P. Muslim Waqfs Act, 1936 having come into force in the meanwhile,
neither the Shia Central Board of Waqfs, U.P. nor the Sunni Central Board of
Waqfs, U.P. took any steps to look after the place and ensure its proper upkeep
and management as a mosque. According to paragraph 9 of the plaint in suit no.
12 of 1961, after the passing ofthe U.P. Muslim ‘Waqfs Act, 1936 the Conunissioner
of Waqfs ‘made a complete enquiry and held that Babri Masjid was built by
Emperor Babar who was Sunni Mohammadan and that the Babri Mosque was
public Waqf’; and further that a copy of the Commissioner's report was forwarded
by the state government to the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, which published it
in the Gazette dated Z6 February 1944. This is followed up by the avetment in
paragraph 10 that no suit challenging the report of the Commissioner of Waqfs
was filed by the Hindus or by any person interested in denying its correcmess.
Then comes the avetment in paragraph 11, about the installation of the idols
inside the building and desecration of the mosque by a large crowd of Hindus on
Z3 December 1945“. The report dated 16 September 1998 of the District Waqf
Commissioner, Faiaabad, to the Chief Commissioner of Waqfs, U.P., shows that
Syed Mohammad Zaki, ‘who is known as the murwalli of the Babri Mosque, and
also calls himself as such‘ raised an objection to the treating of the revenue-free
grant of zamindari in favour of the descendants of Mir Baqi in lieu of the cash
grant of Rs 3{l2..*'3!6 per annum to his ancestors from the kings of Awadh, as Waqf
for maintenance of the Babri Masjid, on the ground that the grant was his personal
mtnlzar, i.e. a grant for his maintenance only on condition of his performing
police, military or political service. After holding that the grant was a Waqf the
District Waqf Commissioner found that the muttr.-villi Mohammad Zaki was a
Shia and an opium addict and most unsuited for the performance of the duties of
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a tnutwalli of that mosque which was not kept in proper repairs, that he was
guilty of breach of trust, and it was recommended that if possible a committee of
management should be appointed to supervise the proper maintenance and repairs
of the mosque and discharge of his duties by the rnurwalli. But nothing seems to
have been done by either of the Shia or the Sunni Boards of Waqf in U.P., except
for the alleged publication of the report of the Commissioner of Waqfs in the
Gazette dated 26 February .1944. According to a report dated lfl December 1949
submitted by Mr Mohammad Ibrahim, Waqfs Inspector to the Secretary of the
U.P. Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs, the said Mohammad Zalti was succeeded by
Kalbe Husain, who had died in the meanwhile and was succeeded by javed
Husain, as the numberdar of village Sahanwa in the district of Faizabad, who
used to be successively the mutwallis of the Babri Masjid and the question of
appointment of a mutwalli having arisen on the death of Kalbe Husain, javed
Husain may be appointed as such in his place. The said report of the Waqf
Inspector further shows that due to the fear of Hindus and Sikhs no one offered
mtrmta in the said mosque, and if any traveller strayed into the mosque during
the night, the Hindus harassed him very much,-. that there was a Hindu temple
outside the courtyard of the mosque where a large number of Hindus resided who
ill-treated and abused any Muslim who tried to enter the mosque. The Waqf
Inspector added that during on-the-spot inquiry he had found these facts to be
correct, and people even said that the mosque was in great danger from the side
of the Hindus who may even weaken its walls etc. He recommended that a report
be sent to the Deputy Commissioner, Faiaabad, so that the Muslims who went to
the mosque to offer prayers may not be ill-treated, and adequate steps be taken to
protect the mosque which was a royal building.

Abandoned Place
The irresistible inferences from these admissions of the Muslims is that Masjid
janmasthan or the Ba bri Masjid, as they have chosen to call it since that report
of the District Waqf Commissioner dated 16 September 1938, was an abandoned
place, and no Muslims dared to go near it to say narrate therein, at any rate not
since 1934. The next report of the same Waqf Inspector, dated 23 December
1949, of his visit to Faiaabad on 21 December 194 9, also addressed to the Secretary
of the Sunni Central Board ofWaqfs, U.P., is a tell-tale document. Mr Mohammad
Ibrahim stares therein that when he went to Ayodhya on 22 December 1949 for
inquiring into the present state of affairs relating to the Masjid Babri and the
Qabrastan, and made inquiry throughout the day, he was apprised of the following
facts: Baba Raghu Das had come to Ayodhya some three months ago to see the
janmasthan. He spoke to the bairagis and the pufaris and forcefully asked them
to organize Ramayana-patfra at the janmasthan. The message spread among all
the people of that area. A month later thousands of Hindus, pufrrris and pandits
collected there for the Ramayana-parka. The paths went on for many weeks.
During that period the hairagis dug up and levelled most of the Qabrastan in
front and to the south of the mosque and erected flag-posts and placed stones in
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place of some of the graves. Although there was police arrangement during the
potfra, yet the graves were dug up and levelled. Four persons were arrested but
later on released on bail. A mater on the mound near the Qabrastan was also
dug up and levelled and a ftairagi occupied the place after planting a flag-post.
The pucca grave on the sehcrr darwaza of the mosque was also levelled up and
bairagis placed stones and were sitting thereon. A fmiragi was sitting under a
cblntpper put up by him near the well. Before the parka, the gbere and lore were
broken many a time, the muezzin was beaten and the qtrtba of the mosque was
attempted to be dug up. Two Muslims who had come from outside were beaten
up and gravely injured. There were now two camps outside the mosque. One
was occupied by police constables, the other by sepoys of the battalion. Both of
them numbered about B or 9. The Masjid was locked at all times, i.e. except
Fridays, no calls for prayers {cacti} was given and no prayers were said at any
time. The key of the lock on the Masjid was with Muslims, but the police did not
allow them to open the lock. The lock was opened merely for two or three hours
on Friday and during that period only the mosque was cleaned and Friday prayers
said, and the lock was put back as usual. A great din was caused during the
Friday prayers, to disturb them, and when the mtrrtaais came down the stairs
shoes and stones were hurled on them from the adjacent houses. The Muslims
were too terrified to protest. After Ragho Das, Mr l..ohia had also visited Ayodhya.
The baircgis told him that the Masjid was janmabhtuni and should be restored.
A Minister had also visited the place. He asked the bairagis not to indulge in
excesses, which enraged them, and he went back to Faizabad under police protec-
tion. During this period several Mahants and Hindu saints of Ayodhya asked the
Muslims to restore the Masjid to them, if they wanted to live like brothers,
otherwise they would be treated as enemies.

Another Muslim version of these events was given in the affidavit of Anisur
Rahman filed in Criminal Miscellaneous Application No. 203 of I950 on behalf
of the Muslims in the Allahabad High Court, for transfer of the inquiry in the
proceedings under Section 14$ of the Code of Criminal procedure [vide paragraph
4}, to the effect that on 9 November 1949 it was found that two tombs and about
twenty+five graves which lay outside the compound of the Babri mosque had
been levelled down and the mosque in the cemetery known as the Qanati mosque
had been dug up and a new platform adjacent to the aforesaid mosque was con-
structed and an idol placed on that platform; and {vide paragraph 5} that from 21
November 1949 the Hindus of the place started their jap {worship} at that place
in which a la rge number of Hindus were collected and for that reason the police
advised the Muslims not to say their prayers in the surviving Babri Mosque all
the five times while the tap continued, but confine it to Fridays only, and that the
Muslims acted on the advice and continued to say their prayers every Friday up
to 16 December I949, the Waqf Inspector proceeds to say in his said report that
he stayed overnight [on 22 December 1949) at Ayodhya. The next morning (on
23 December 1949} he came to know that the bairagis were forcibly occupying
the mosque, and when he went to the spot he saw that ten to fifteen bairagis with
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damrlas and farsas were inside the courtyard of the mosque and a large number of
bairagis were sitting with dartdas etc. at the door of the mosque, and Hindus
were collecting from all sides in a crowd. There was adequate police arrangement.
The city Magistrate and the city Kotwal were present. He felt afraid for the fate
of the Muslims who might come from Faiaabad to say their Friday prayers, and
he himself decided to cross the river (Saryu) and proceeded to Gonda via Laltar-
mandi (apparently out of fear for his own safety}.

His Manifestation
That was a Muslim account of the events leading up to the installation of the
deity of Bhagwan Sri Rama Lala Virajntan and His manifestation at Sri Ram-
janmabhumi on the night between 22-23 December 1949. But Abdul Barkat, a
bat.-‘alder on duty at the police outpost, Sri Ramjanmabhumi, Ramkot, Ayodhya
{on whom Bhagwan Sri Rama appears to have showered His Grace on account
of his keeping guard at the place where He manifested himself in human form, in
spite of his being born a Muslim], described the Great Event thus in his statement
before the District Magistrate, Faiaabad: He was on duty at the said police out-
post on the night between 22 and 23 December 1949. While on duty that night,
he saw a flash of Divine Light inside the building round about Z o'clock, the
colour of which was golden and in which he saw the figure of a Godlike child of
four or five years, the like of whom he had never seen in his life. The sight sent
him into a trance, and when he recovered his senses he found that the lock on the
main gate was lying broken open and an innumerable crowd of Hindus had
entered the building and were performing the arti of an idol placed on a singlrasart
and reciting.

The formal First Information Report recorded in the police station Ayodhya,
on 13 December 1949, by the Station Officer in charge records the fact of instal-
lation of the idol of Bhagwan Sri Rama inside the building of Babri Masjid by a
very large crowd, and also that a crowd of about five to six thousand Hindus had
collected there who were chanting leirtaa and were simultaneously trying to go
inside, but nothing untoward happened due to adequate arrangement. Proceedings
under Section 145 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1893 were drawn up by a
preliminary order dated 29 December I949, by the Additional City Magistrate,
Faiaabad~cum~Ayodhya, between Hindus and Muslims in Ayodhya, without
naming any individual in particular; and the Magistrate said in his order that the
case being one of emergency, he attached the building claimed variously as
Babri Masjid and Ianmabhumi Mandir, and appointed Shri Ptiya Dutt Ram,
Chairman, Municipal Board, Ayodhya, to be the Receiver thereof, who shall
arrange for the care of the property in dispute. The Receiver assumed charge on
S januaty l9.".iU and in his letter addressed to the District Magistrate, Faizabad,
reported the arrangements which he had made for the upkeep of the worship of
the idol installed inside the said building.
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Suits
However, the continued existence of the idol inside the building and His worship
therein having been threatened by agnostics and non-believers, Gopa] Singh
Visharad, a Hindu lawyer and devotee of Bhagwan Sri Rama, filed a suit for
injunction restraining the Government of U.P. and the then Deputy Commissioner,
the City Magistrate, and the Superintendent of Police, Faiaabad, along with five
named Muslims, from removing the idols installed in the building in suit and
from closing the entrance and passage to, or from interfering in any manner with
their puje or rfarsfmrr, with the declaration that the plaintiff was entitled as of
right to perform the puja and have darshrtn of Bhagwan Sri Rama Chandra and
others uirafnran at Sthan Janmabhumi, described at the foot of the plaint, with
due ceremony and ritual in accorda nce with his faith by going neat them, without
any obstruction or dispute or interruption, and that the defendants or their legal
representatives had no right to interfere with the exercise of his said right by the
plaintiff. That was suit No. 1 of 1550 in the Court of Civil judge, Faiaabad. lt
was filed on 16 January 1950 with an application for temporary injunction in the
same terms. The Court of Civil ]udge directed issue of notice to the defendants
and simultaneously ordered the issue of an interim iniunction in the meanwhile,
as prayed. On an application moved on behalf of the District Magistrate,
Faiaabad, the terms of the order were clarified on 19 january 1950, as follows:
‘The parties are hereby restrained by means of temporary injunction to refrain
from removing the idol in question from the site in dispute and from interfering
with pufa etc., as at present carried on.‘ The temporary injunction was confirmed
on 3 March 1951 after hearing the parties and was ordered to remain in force
until the suit is disposed of, and the suit remain undisposed of till this date. On
appeal by the Muslims, the order was confirmed by a Division Bench of the High
Court (C._I. Moothatn and J. Raghubar Dayal}, by a judgement dated 26 April
195$. In the meanwhile the City Magistrate consigned the proceedings under
Section 145 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1393, in the year 1953, as there
was no apprehension of any breach of the peace in view of the injunction so
issued by the Civil Court. It may be here mentioned that Paramhans Ramaehandra
Das, now Mahant of Digambari Althara, Ayodhya, filed an identical suit like
suit No. 2 of 1950 after serving notice under Section 30 of the Code of Civil
Procedure on the Government of U.P. and the Deputy Commissioner, Faieabad.
He omitted the City Magistrate and the Superintendent of Police from the array
of parties. That was suit No. 2.5 of 1951] and was connected and consolidated
with suit Ho. 2 of 1950. A third suit No. 26 of 1959 was filed by the Nirmohi
Akhara for discharge of the Receiver appointed under Section 145 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure and delivery of possession of the temple of Sri Ramjanma-
bhumi to them.

The only suit filed on behalf of the Muslims in respect of the Babri Masjid
at Sri Ramjanmabhumi, Ayodhya, is the one filed by the U.E Sunni Central
Hoard of Waqfs. lt is suit No. 12 of the Court of the Civil judge at Faizabad, and
is at present pending trial in the court of the III Additional District judge at
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Faiaabad along with the connected suits Nos. 2 and 25 of 1950 and 26 of 19$ 9.
Besides the said Sunni ‘Waqf Board, eight other Sunni Muslims were ioined

as plaintiffs. Due more Sunni Muslim was added later on. None of them was
alleged to be the mum.-'clIi of the Waqf, if any, of the alleged ‘Babri Masjid‘.
Indeed, it is not alleged in the plaint that there was any mstttoalli thereof. The
suit purports to have been filed in a representative capacity for the benefit of the
entire Muslim community, under Order Rule 8 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
The first three defendants, namely, {1} Sri Gopal Singh Visharad, {2} Pa ramhans
Sri Ramachandra Das and [3] Nirmohi Alchara, were the plaintiffs respectively
of the three connected suits Hos 2 and 25 of 1950 and 26 of 195 9. Defendant No.
4, Mahant Raghunath Das, was the Mahant of the Nirmohi Althara, through
whom the Althara had brought its suit No. 26 of 1959, and who was also named
as plaintiff No. 2 therein. Defendants Nos 5, 6, F and E are respectively the State
of U.P.; the Collector, Faiaabad; the City Magistrate, Faizadabad; and the Superin-
tendent of the Police, Faitabad. Defendant No. 9, Sri Priya Dutt Ram, was the
Receiver appointed by the City Magistrate in proceedings under Section 145 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure in respect of Sri Ramjanmabhumi. Defendants
No. ID onwards were added on their request later on. It is significant that the
deity, the removal of whose idol has been sought, has not been impleaded as a
defendant in the suit.

The first relief sought in suit No. 12 of 1961 is for a

declaration that the property indicated by letters ABCD is a mosque commonly
ltnown as Babri Masjid and the land shown in the sketch map by the letters EFGH
is a public Muslim graveyard commonly ltnown as ‘Ganishahidan‘. The second
relief sought is for delivery of possession of the mosque and graveyard in suit by
removal of the idols and other articles which the Hindus may have placed in the
mosque as obiects of their worship.

This suit No. 12 of 1961 was filed on 13 December 1961. The three earlier
suits Nos 2 and 25 of 1950 and 26 of 195 9 were connected with it, and the fate of
the legal battle being dependent on the dismissal of suit Ho. 11 of 1961, that was
made the leading suit.

According to the plaint of that suit {paragraph 23):

The cause of action against the Hindu public arose on 13.11.1949 when the
Hindus unlawfully and illegally entered the mosque and desecra ted the mosque by
placing idols in the mosque thus causing obstruction and interference with the
tights of the Muslims in general, by saying prayers and performing other religious
ceremonies in the mosque. The Hindus are also causing obstructions to the Muslims
going in the graveyard lfianj-Shahidan} and reciting fetifra to the dead persons
buried therein. The injuries so caused are continuing injuries and the cause of
action arising therefrom is renewed do-die-indiem and as against defendants 5 to
9 the cause of action arose to the plaintiffs on 29.12.1949, the date on which the
defendant no. 7 the City Mag;isn'ate Faicabad-cum-Aiodhiya attached the mosque
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in suit and handed over possession of the same to Sri Priya Dutt Ram, defendant
No. 9, as the Receiver, who assumed charge of the same on 5 January 1950.

Ubjections
There are several objections to the maintainability of the suit.

First: The suit is time-barred and liable to be dismissed on this ground
alone.

The first relief claimed is for a declaration and the second, though worded
as a relief for possession, is in fact a relief for mandatory injunction, for without
the removal of the idols and other articles of worship placed by the Hindus, poss-
ession cannot be obtained. Therefore, the real relief is that of mandatory injunction
for the removal of the idols and other articles of Hindu worship. The relief for
removal of the idols and other objects of Hindu worship could not be claimed
after the expiry of six years from the date of the accrual of the cause of action,
which has been pleaded to have been 23 December 1949, as a suit for such an
injunction was barred by the limitation of six years under Article 120 of the
Indian Limitation Act 1903, since repealed, but which was in force when suit Ho.
12 of 1961 was filed. The relief for declaration was also ba rted by the limitation
of six years under the very same provision. The relief for possmsion that was
claimed was obviously dependent on the grant of the relief of declaration, which
was the basic and the primary relief claimed in the plaint, and at any rate the
nature of possession sought being the removal of the idols and the articles of
Hindu worship, it could not be granted unless the relief of removal of the idols
and articles of Hindu worship could be granted, which as shown above, was
barred by the limitation of six years. So far as the cause of action against the
defendants Nos 5 to 9 is concerned, the orders and official acts of the City Magis-
trate could not be questioned after the expiry of one year from their date. A suit
for having them set aside was barred by the limitation of one year under Article
14 of the Limitation Act 1908, since repealed but which was in force when the
suit No. 12 of 1961 was filed.

It seems that conscious of these bars of limitation the draftsman of the
plaint of suit No. 11 of 1961 put in the clause, in paragraph 23, that the injuries
caused are continuing wrongs and the ca use of action was renewed do-die-indiem.
However, according to the ruling of the Full Bench of the Lahore High Court
which was confirmed by the Privy Council in the case of the mosque known as
Shahidganj Mosque at Lahore, which had been converted into a gurudwara by
the Sikhs and held adversely to the Muslims for more than the prescribed period
of limitation, the wrongs complained of in the suit are not continuing wrongs and
the cause of action could not be said to accrue do-die-indiem.

The Shahidganj Mosque case is instructive not only on the point of limitation
as a bar to the maintainability of suit No. 12 of 1961 but also on the next point
of non-maintainability of that suit for the reliefs claimed at their instance of the
plaintiffs therein. Relevant extracts therefrom are, therefore, quoted herein below.
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The Full Bench decision of the lahore High Court is reported in AIR. 1933 Lahore
369 and 1T5 Indian Cass 945. The Full Bench said [per majority, Din Mohammad
_]., dissenting}: When a mosque is adversely possessed by non-Muslims, that is to
say Hindus, the Muslims lose all the rights in the land and the building including
the right of worship. The building cannot maintain the character of a mosque
and no duty is ca st upon the persons in possession thereof to maintain its original
character or to maintain it even as a building. All the rights of the Muslims being
thus extinguished, including their right to pray, the persons in possession commit
no wrong, much less a continuing wrong, by not permitting, or refusing the right
of the Muslims to pray therein. A suit instituted by a Muslim as a beneficiary for
the exercise of his right to pray at a mosque is a suit for the enforcement of an
individual right and is not covered by the provisions of Order I, Rule 3, of the
Code of Civil Procedure.

On the case being ta ken on further appeal to the Privy Council, the decision
of the Lahore High Court was confirmed. The Privy Council added: There is no
analogy between the position in law of a building dedicated as a place of prayer
for Muslims and the individual deities of the Hindus. The land and building of a
mosque is ordinary property and not a juristic person. A suit could not be brought
by or against a mosque in its name. The right of a Muslim worshipper at a parti-
cular mosque may be regarded as an individual right. It is not a sort of easement
in gross, but an element in the general right of a beneficiary to have the Waqf
property recovered by its proper custodians and applied to its proper purpose.
Such an individual may, if he sues in time, procure the ejectment of a trespasser
and have the property delivered to the marwcili for the purpose of the Waqf. But
if the title conferred by the settler has come to an end by reason that for the statu-
tory period no one has sued to eject a person possessing adversely to the Waqf,
the rights ofall the beneficiaries are gone, the land of the place cannot be recovered
by or for the murmalli and the endowment or its terms can no longer be enforced.
The individual character of the right to go to a mosque for worship matters noth-
ing when the place is no longer a Waqf, and that right is no ground for holding
that a person born long after the property has become irrecoverable can enforce
the ancient dedication, if any, or any part of it. The rights of the worshippers at
a mosque stand or fall with the character of the property being Waqf, and do not
continue apart from their right to have the property recovered for the Waqf and
applied to its purpose. As the law stands notice of the rights of individual bene-
ficia ties does not modify the effect under the Limitation Act, of possession adverse
to the Waqf: AIR 1940 PC 116 = 1940 AL]512=6'? M251-1891C 1-1940 OWN
I230=ILR19-40 Lah 493.

Time-barred Suit
The suit was clearly time-barred and was liable to be dismissed on that ground;
and further, no suit having been brought within limitation the right to sue for
recovery of possession of the ‘mosque’ was completely lost.
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Secondly: Neither the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs nor any one of the
plaintiffs named in suit No. 12 of 1961 have any right to bring the suit which
they did.

There is no mention anywhere in the plaint of their being or having been a
rniitruelli of the alleged ‘Babri Masjid’. Nor was the suit filed for recovery of
possession for the mutwofli. It was filed ‘on behalf of and for the benefit of the
entire Muslim community‘ [vide paragraph 19 of the plaint).

Whether there was a mnrroalfi or not, the U.P. Sunni Central Board of
‘Waqfs had no right to sue, or to bring the suit which they did in respect of the
Babri Masjid, even if it be assumed that there was an actionable dispute in
respect of it. The Waqf and his descendant mstnoalfis were Shia. It is inconceivable
that a Shia Muslim would create a Sunni Waqf. There are two Central Boards of
Waqfs in Uttar Pradesh, namely, the Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs and the Shia
Central Board of Waqfs. The U.P. Muslim ‘Waqfs Act, 1936, or its re-enacted
1960 version, does not define the difference between a Shia Waqf and a Sunni
Waqf. Obviously, therefore, a Sunni Waqf would be one created by a Sunni
Muslim, and a Shia Waqf that which is created by the Shia Muslim.

Shia Muslim
According to a letter dated 25 ]uly 1933 from Sri Syed Asghar Pibbas Riavi,
General Secretary of the All India Shia Political Conference, to the Prime Minister:

Babri Mosque was constructed by Ba bar's Governor Meet Mohd Baqi lsfahani, an
Iranian Shia Syed, in 1528 {an}. Meet Baqi had endowed three villages for its main-
tenance. Village Shahanwa of district Faiaabad [U.P.] is one of them where Meet
Baqi‘s descendants still are residing.

This dispute can be solved amicably keeping in view the fact that the founder .
. . of the Babri Mosque was a Shia Muslim and follower of Jafri School of thought
whose descendants still foilow the same thought. And as per _jafri School of thought
a disputed place of worship I like Babri Mosque} can be shifted by the permission
[fottocl of the ihlam-ul-Lllema [chief priest of Iafri sect}.

According to another statement of the said Sri Asghar Abbas Ritvi, and Sri
javed Hasan who claimed to be the hereditary trustee (ntnttuallfl of the ‘Babri
Masjid‘, that mosque was constructed by Meet Baqi and even today his heir
Meet javed Hasan was maintaining himself from the 40 acres of land situated in
village Shahanwa where the motor of Meet Baqi was also situated. They
demanded the transfer of the ‘mosque’ to that place so that prayers could be said
therein, and the site would peacefully revert to the Hindus.

He is the same ]aved Husain whose right to mum-Ialliship of the ‘Babri
Masjid‘ was recognized by the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., vide Report
dated 10 December 1949, of the Waqf Inspector Mr Mohammad Ibrahim, already
referred to herein above, and its office note dated 25 December 1943 addressed
to Sri Javed Husain aslting him to explain why he had not informed the Board of
his succession to the office of the mnttuaili of ‘Babri Masjid‘ and requiring him to
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apply for having his name recorded as such. But it appears that being a Shia,
javed Husain never recognized the authority of the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs,
U.P., over him, and his ancestors having denied that the revenue-free grant was a
Waqf, and the building being an abandoned place and not used as a mosque, he
never acted as the rnutu-ulfi of the so-called ‘Babri Masjid‘. And no appointment
of a mutwalli would seem to have been ever made by the Sunni Central Board of
Waqfs to manage or loolt after that ‘Masjid’, or to recover the valuable rent-free
grant from the ‘mutioafli’ even in spite of the breach of trust reported against him
by the District Commissioner of ‘Waqfs in his report dated 16 September 1938,
referred to above. These might have been the reasons why the plaint of suit No.
12 of 1961 contains no mention of a rrrutuutlli of the so-called ‘Babri Masjid‘ and
for the much belated filing of the suit in the name of the Board itself along with
some Sunni Muslims individually in their supposed representative capacity on
behalf of all the Muslims generally. If the revenue-free grant of aamindari made
by the British in lieu of the cash grant of Rs 3021316 said to have been made by
the kings of Awadh, was a ‘Waqf for the ‘Masjid janmasthan’, it was a Shia
‘Waqf, for the founder of that ‘Masjid’, namely, Mir Baqi, was a Shia, and the
ltings of Awadh who made the cash grant of Rs. 302J'3i'6 were also Shia Muslims,
and the descendants of Mir Baqi on whom the rrruttorrfiiship is said to have
descended were also Shia. Therefore, if this grant pertained to the so-called ‘Babri
Masjid‘ that would also be a Shia mosque, of course, if it were a mosque. It is
quite another matter that any Muslim of any sect, whether Shia or Sunni, could
have prayed therein if it were a mosque. The inevitable consequence would be
that the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., could have nothing to do with the
affairs of ‘Babri Masjid‘. Nor could the Sunni Muslims have any right of suit,
even if there was a subsisting cause of action for recovery thereof, which, as
observed in the Shahiadganj case, could only be by or for the ‘muruiulli’.
Obviously, the Sunni Muslims could have no interest to sue for a Shia iriurwalfi
or a Shia Waqf.

A judgement of the Court of the Civil Judge, Faiaabad, dated 30 March
1946, in suit No. 29 of 1945 between the Shia Central Hoard of ‘Waqfs, U.P. as the
plaintiff, and the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P. as the defendant, needs to
be noticed in this context. The Shia Board had claimed in that suit a declaration
to the effect that the ‘Babri Masjid‘ at janmasthan, Ayodhya, along with the
Idgah attached to it, and the revenue-free grant for its maintenance, were a Shia
Waqf. They claimed that Abdul Baqi, who was an lsfahani and an Ashri Shia,
was the founder of the mosque, and his descendants who were also Shias have
been its rnuttuafiis in possession. The grant was said to have been made by the
Nawab Vaair, who later on became the King of Oudh, of Rs 3091316 annual in
cash from out of the revenues of village Shahanwa, which was later on converted
into a revenue-free grant of the entire village Bahrampur and a grove in village
Sholeypur, at the time of the first regular settlement by the British. This suit was
dismissed by the judgement dated 30 March 1946 of S.A. Ahsan Esq., holding
that the rriutwafiis were Shia, being the descendants of Meet Abdul Baqi, but the
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‘mosque’ was Sunni. Those were tumultous times when the whole country was
afire with communal venom and riots between Hindus and Muslims shortly before
the partition and independence, and the judgement seems to have been eollusively
obtained in order to somehow establish title over the Babri Masjid, although it
had long ago been abandoned, and there were no Muslims to pray therein and
the hereditary iuutu.-ulli was denying the trust and claiming the grant to be his
personal uanhcr for rendering service to the British and not a Waqf. The judgement
does not bind the Hindus. It is strange that although this judgement was in favour
of the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., no mention of it is made in the plaint
of its suit No. 12 of 1961, in support of its right to sue; rather it is said in para-
graph 10 thereof, that no suit challenging the report of the Commissioner of
Waqfs published in the Gazette dared 26 February 1944, declaring the ‘Babri
Masjid‘ to be a Sunni ‘Waqf (according to paragraph 9 thereof} was filed by any
person. Suit No. 29 of 1945 surely challenged the report of the Commissioner of
Waqfs, and by no less a person than the Shia Central Board of Waqfs. There is no
conceivable reason for the suppression of the judgement dated 30 March 1946 in
suit No. 29 of 1946, by the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., in its suit Ho. 12
of 1961, if that judgement is really good and binding. Only the Sunni Central
Board of Waqfs can explain.

The Shias being no longer benefited by the ‘Babri Masjid’, they want to
shift the same to village Shahanwa to the place where Meet Abdul Baqi's mccur
is situated. Their only hitch seems to be the meeting of the expenses of consn-nction
of the mosque at village Shahanwa, maybe with some of the materials of the
‘Babri Masjid’ transported from Ayodhya, and for that their leaders want to take
advantage of the present dispute between the Hindus and the Sunni Muslims
about it, and want the benign gracious government of secular India that is Bharat
to pay for it.

If Sri javed Husain was the rnutwalli of the mosque since 1949, he, rather
than the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs and the other Sunni Muslims, should have
filed the suit. The plaint should have contained an explanation why he had not
joined as a plaintiff, and at any rate why he was not even made a proforma
defendant. The right to recover possession of a mosque belongs to the muru.-alfi
alone. {See the Shahidganj case referred to herein above.) And if Sri _]aved Husain
was not the mutu.-ulli the plantiffs ought to have disclosed as to who the murw.-:rffi
was, and if there was no ruuruurlli, what steps the Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs
had ta ken to appoint one and settle a scheme ofadministration for the ‘mosque’.
It is also not known as to what steps the Sunni Central Board of Waqfs toolt, if
they did talte any steps, to recover the valuable revenue-free grant from the heirs
of the grantee urutwalfis of the alleged ‘Babri Masjid’. There is no explanation
either for the long silence of the plaintiffs. Declaration and injunction are discre-
tionary. A court is not bound to grant them even if the plaintiff is found to have
title to the property involved.

It may be added that in an affidavit of Mohammad Farooq, son of Zahoor
Ahmad, recently filed in the connected suit No. 2 of 1950 (vide paper No. 499
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Ga.) it has been claimed that he was the ntuttualfi of the ‘Babri Masjid‘ after his
father Zahoor Ahmad deceased, who was the first defendant in that suit and also
the suit No. 25 of 1950, and in whose place he sought to be substituted as such.
He was apparently a Sunni and it is not at all clear as to how he had become or
claims to have become the ruutuurlli of the ‘Babri Masjid‘.

The suit No. 12 of 1961 having been filed on 13 December 1961, it was
filed more than twelve years after the destruction of the alleged graveyard and
the last occasion on which prayers were allegedly said in the ‘Babri Masjid’.
Therefore, the Babri Masjid and the graveyard had lost the character of a mosque
and graveyard respectively, even if they ever had that character, by adverse
possession of the Hindus for more than twelve years. That being so, the ‘Babri
Masjid‘ was not a mosque and the land surrounding it was not a graveyard.
There was no mosque and no murwalfi. There was no right in any Muslim to
pray at the disputed place or to recover its possession. The suit was not covered
by the provisions of Order 1, Rule S of the Code of Civil Procedure. That provision
was wrongly involted. No Muslim had any right to bring the suit as a worshipper.
(See, AIR 1933 Lahore 369 PB.)

It follows that the Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs, U.R and the other plaintiffs
of suit Ho. 12 of 1961 have had no right to maintain the suit, and the suit is liable
to be dismissed on this ground alone.

Tfiirdly: The deity whose idol is sought to be removed from Sri Ramjanma-
bhumi has not been made a defendant in the suit. A Hindu deity is a ‘juristic
person’. The place where He sits is His temple. There is no power on earth which
can order or direct the removal of a Hindu deity from the place where He sits.
Moreover, since the deity has not been made a parry as a defendant in the suit,
any decree passed therein will not bind Him, and as a 'juristic person’, He can
refuse to budge from where He sits.

The worship of the idols installed under the central dome of the building at
Sri Ramjanmabhumi has gone on unabated and uninterrupted, admittedly, ever
since the night between 22 and 23 December 1949. The ‘Qabrastan‘ was admittedly
dug up and levelled some months before that, and even a parka and iap were
organized for several weeks by thousands of persons at Sri Ramjanmabhumi
before the installation of the idols under the central dome of the building on the
night between 22-23 December 1949. That talres us to more than two months
before the order of attachment on 29 December 1949, under Section 14$ of the
Code ofCriminal Procedure 1893. At any rate the proceedings under Section 145
were consigned as far baclt as 1953 and the Receiver appointed thereunder has
been discharged by the Civil Court. It appears that sometime after 1955, when
the interim injunction issued by the Civil judge was confirmed even by the High
Court, and all that the government and the local administration could do was to
honour the injunction and strictly implement it, the police force which was posted
thereat for preserving law and order placed locks on the two doors of the inner
courtyard and did not allow all and sundry to enter into the building for offering
puja. That gave the impression to the general Hindu public who floclted there to
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offer pttja that Bhagwan Sri Rama had been locked behind iron bars by the
government, as His dttrshan could be had only through the iron grating of the
main door of the inner courtyard which had a padlock hanging over it. This
became a matter of national shame for the Hindus.

The Vishwa Hindu Parishad
At its session held at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi, on 7' and B April 1984. the
Dharma Sansad of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad gave a call for the removal of the
three mosque-like structures raised by Muslim rnarauclers after destroying the
ancient Hindu temples at Sri Ramjanmabhumi, Ayodhya, Sri Krishna janmasthan,
lvlathura and of Kashi Vishwanath at Gyanvapi, Varanasi. The so-called ‘Babri
Masjid‘ at Ayodhya was taken up first. Sri Ramjanntabhumi Multti Yagna Samiti
was formed with Sri Dau Dayal Khanna as its Convener and Goraltshapeethadish-
war Mahant Sri Avedya Nathji as its President. In order to create national
awareness and arouse public opinion in support of the cause of liberation of Sri
Ramjanmabhumi, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad organized a ratba yrrtra of Sri
Rama Ianakiii Virajman on a motorized chariot, which started from Sitamarhi
ilt Bihat on 25 September ‘I934. T October ‘I934 was observed as the Sttmlrrrfpcl
Diwas when thousands of people assembled on the banks of the river Saryu at
Ayodhya pledged all support for the liberation of5ri Ra mjanmabhumi by peaceful
means. Similar meetings were held at other places too, like the banks of Ganga
at Triveni Sangarn, Prayag.

On the morning of 3 October 1984. Sri Rama janalti rtttbrt started on its
dbarntrt-yatra from Ayodhya to Lucknow. It reached Lucltnow on 14 October
1934, and a public meeting was held there that day. It is said that such a large
gathering of people had never before assembled at Lucltnow. A delegation met
the then Chief Minister of U.P., later in the evening and placed before him the
demand for the liberation of the said three places of Hindu worship and their
return to the Hindus. The motorized rrrtb.-.t of Sri Rama janalci ‘Viraiman vetttlctl
its way through Nemisharanya and Chitraltoot and was yet to reach Delhi when
the news of the dastardly assassination of Indira Gandhi was flashed on 31 October
1984, and the rat-be was thereupon garaged at Delhi and its ytrtrit discontinued
for the time being. The rrttha ytrtrtt of Sri Rama janalti Virajman was again
started on the following Vijayadashami day, 23 October 1985, on seven rrrtb.-:rs,
six in Uttar Pradesh and one in Bihar.

On 31 October and 1 November 193$ the Dharma Sansad met at Udupi.
The leading saints and mahatmas of India assembled there. They reiterated the
call for the liberation of Sri Rarniantrtabhurtti and handing over of its management
to Jagadguru Swami Ramanandacharya, Sri Shivaramacharyaji Ma harai of
Kashi, and they resolved that if that was not achieved latest by Shivaratri, B
March 1936, they would resort to a countrywide sa tyagraha thereafter. Parama-
hans Mahant Sri Ramachandradas of Digambar Akhara, Ayodhya, who had
instituted the suit for iniunction, suit Ho. 25 of I950 in the Court of the Civil
judge, Faizabad as the plaintiff was baclt in the year 1950, and is still young at
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the age of over T5, publicly declared his resolve to immolate himself on Rama-
navami day if Sri Ramjanrnabhumi was not liberated by then.

The impact of the rrttba yatrn of Sri Rama janalti Viraiman on the public
consciousness was electrifying. The issue caught the imagination of the Hindu
public, and the pressure of public opinion was mounting every day. On I9 Dec-
ember 1 93$, Sri Veer Bahadur Singh, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, visited
Ayodhya on the occasion of the Ramayana mefa sponsored by government
agencies. A few of us, headed by our President Justice Shiva Hath Katiu, had
assembled at Ayodhya to press the demand for liberation of Sri Ramjanmabhumi
on the occasion of the Chief Minister"s visit that day. To avoid confrontation, we
met the Chief Minister in a delegation and brought to his notice that the locks on
the gates of the inner courtyard at Sri Ramianmabhumi had not been put under
the orders of any Court or Magistrate, but were wholly unauthorized and interfered
with the free exercise of the constitutional right of worship of Bhagvvan Sri Rama
installed inside the building by the Hindus. The Chief Minister did not then give
any reply but quietly listened to all that was said before him in an impassioned
plea for the removal of the said locks and the bar placed thereby on the entry of
the general public into the inner courtyard and inside of the building for having
a better darshart of the deity of Bhagwan Sri Rama Lala Virajman there. A close
search of the records appears to have been ordered, for, when the matter was
ta ken to court by Sri Umesh Chandra Pandey, a Hindu lawyer, the District Magis-
trate, Faiaabad candidly admitted before the District judge, on I February I936,
that there was no order of any Court or Magistrate for the locking of the premises,
and that he could not say as to when and under what circumstances the locks
came to be placed on the two doors of the inner courtyard at Sri Ramia tunabhumi.
The locks, he said, were not necessary for preserving public peace at the place.
The Senior Superintendent of Police, Faiza bad, was also examined by the District
judge the same day. He was more specific, and said very confidently that he
could maintain law and order at Sri Ramjanmabhumi, whether the locks were
there or not there. The District judge, Faizabad, thereupon, promptly allowed
the appeal and ordered the removal of the loclts forthwith. That order was imme-
diately carried out by the district authorities; indeed, in as much time as it took
a police officer to reach Sri Ramianmabhunti at Ayodhya from the court room of
the District judge at Faizabacl.

The date I February 1986, equivalent to the seventh day of the dark phase
of the moon of the month of Magh of Vilt ram Ea mvat 2042, was incidentally the
jayanti of Sri Adi Ramanandacharyaii Maharai. A trust called Sri Ramianma-
bhutni Nyas, for the renovation, reconstruction and development of Sri Ramjanma-
bhumi, the temple of Bhagvvan Sri Rama situated there, its premises and the
surrounding area, had already been set up and declared by jagadgnru R.amanand-
acharya Swami Shivaramacharyaji of Kashi by deed dated the seventh day of
the bright phase of the moon of the month of Margashirsha of Vikaram Samvat
2042, equivalent to 13 December 193$, with himself as the Pramukh, and ]agad-
guru Vasishtha Shanltaracharya, Sri Swami Shantananda Saraswati, Sri Corakslta
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Peethadhiswara Mahant Avedya tutthji Maharai of Goralthpur, Sri Mahant Nritya
Gopal Dasji Maharaj of Maniram Chhawni (Ayodhya), Sri Mahant Paramhans
Ram Chandra Dasji of Digambar Althara Ayodhya, Santapravara Sri Prabhuduttji
Brahmachari of Sanltirtan Bhavan Jhusi, Prayag, Sri Mahant Ratnltewal Das ji
Maharaj of Nirmohi Alchara, Ayodhya, Sri Vishnu Hari Dalrnia, Sri Asholt Singhal
and Sri Dau Dayal Khanna, as Trustees.

At a meeting of the Sant Samaj held at Ayodhya on the eleventh day of the
bright phase of the moon of the month of Chaitra of Viltram Samvat 1043, all the
rights of management of the places of worship in the outer courtyard of the
premises of Ramianmabhumi and the Katha Mandap with all its appurtenant
land, situated in front thereof, were surrendered in favour of Sri Ramjanmabhumi
Nyasa.

On 3 Febnrary 1986, Mohammad Hashim, a Sunni Mahomedan, filed a
writ petition No. 7'46 of 1936, before the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High
Court, for quashing of the Faiaa bad District ]udge‘s order dated I February 1936,
in pursuance of which the loclts on the gates of the inner courtyard of the building
at Sri Ramja tnnabhutni were removed and free access allowed to the worshippers
therein to, for worship of Bhagwan Sri Rama Lala Virajman under the central
dome of the building. That has not been admitted yet. Notice was issued to Sri
Umesh Chandra Pandey to show cause why it should not be admitted. The U.R
Sunni Central Board of Waqf thereupon filed another writ petition. That was also
not admitted and time was taken to file certain documents, which were not filed
within the time allowed. Mohammad Hashim then applied for amendment of his
writ petition by adding a prayer for removal of the idol of Hhagwan Sri Rama
installed inside the building at Sri Ramiantnabhumi. The matter is being contested
by Faramahans Mahant Ramachandra Das who is the plaintiff of suit No. Z5 of
195D.

Muslim Stance
The stance adopted by Muslim communalists is disturbing. Instead of having
faith in the rule of law, they deliberately fanned communal passions and disturbed
the public peace. Hindu temples were destroyed in Kashmir and Paltistan. A
Babri Masjid Action Committee was formed and a vicious propaganda is being
carried on for handing over the place to the Muslims on the ground that it was a
mosque. It has been shown above that though the ancient Viltramaditya Temple
at Sri Ramjanmabhumi was destroyed by Eabar‘s hordes, the attempt to establish
a mosque at that place never succeeded. The right to restore the temple to its pris-
tine glory, by demolishing the structure called ‘Babri Masjid‘ and rebuilding a
temple befitting the birthplace of Mrtryada Pnrsbottam Sri Rama Chandraji
Maharaj carutot be denied to the Hindus who had dreamed ofestablishing Rama-
rnfya after independence, even at the cost of partition of the motherland and
creation of a separate hotneland for the Muslims, called Pakistan. The fact that
we are a democratic republic and recognize and protect the rights of the minorities,
particularly the Muslims, does not mean that the Muslims can be permitted to
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rely on the atrocities perpetrated by them in the past. The moves of the Babri
Masjid Action Committee are plainly mischievous. They want a restoration of
the SMIHS quo ante as it was before 15 August 194?. Why not have the British
baclt and enslave them, one may well aslt them, to which they can have no reply.
The present demand of the now split Action Committee is that the suits should be
got decided by the government by a Bench of three judges of a High Court in the
south, none of whom should be a Muslim or a Hindu. It is a strange demand
indeed and no rational citizen of India could conceive of it. First, the power to
transfer a ca se for trial from one state to another vests in the Supreme Court and
not the government. Secondly, the Supreme Court can pass such an order of
transfer of a case only if it is satisfied that it is expedient so to do for the ends of
justice. Ho reasons have been put forward for making such an extraordinary
demand. If there was any justifiable ground for such a transfer, or if it were even
possible to order such a transfer, the Sunni Muslims would have surely applied to
the Supreme Court, rather than drumbeat the demand on the streets and foment
communal riots in support of it.

Pending
It may be added here that the sta te of Uttar Pradesh has now applied for transfer
of the four connected suits for trial from the court of the Additional District
judge, where they are at present pending trial at Faizabad, under the orders of
the High Court, to the High Court itself, on the grounds that from the allegations
made by the parties in the two writ petitions Hos 7'46 and 3106 of 1986, it
appeared that the dispute which was sought to be raised therein is identical with
that pending adjudication in the District Court in the four connected suits Nos 2
and 25 of 195D, 26 of I959 and 12 of 1961; that in the event of the disputes raised
in the writ petitions being adjudicated upon by the High Court, any observations
tnade by it would affect the adjudication of the disputes in the four suits by the
District Court; and that, therefore, ‘In view of the prevailing circumstances in the
state and in the public interest it is necessary that the hearing of the two writ peti-
tions are deferred and the four suits are decided expeditiously by the High Court‘.
This application for transfer is supported by an affidavit sworn by the Officer on
Special Duty and Joint Secretary in the Home Department of the Government of
Uttar Pradesh, and the prayer made is that the hearing of the two writ petitions
may be deferred and the four connected suits may be withdrawn for trial by the
High Court itself. This was a rather extraordinary prayer to make, and that by
the state government. Unfortunately, many of the opposite parties named in the
application for transfer, miscellaneous case No. 29 of 193?, were already dead
when it was filed and after the order directing issue of notice to the opposite
parties to show cause why the application should not be granted, nothing further
seems to have been done to malte it ready for hearing, not to speak of actual
hearing, although more than a year has already lapsed since its presentation.

That being the course adopted by the state for the ‘expeditious’ decision of
the dispute which has been pending before the Courts for about forty years, the
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Hindu public cannot be blamed for having lost their patience and for adopting
the cpurse of peaceful agitation for the fulfilment of their legitimate demand for
the immediate removal of the mosque-like structures from Sri Ramjanmabhumi,
Sri Krishna janma Sthana and Cyanvapi, and the restoration of the temples there
to their pristine glory, though the active agitation is at present confined to Sri
Ramjarunabhtuni. In view of the pending cases in the Courts, and our constitutional
set-up, the only course open for fulfiling that demand of the Hindus is to pass an
Act of Legislature on the lines of a Bill of which a draft was approved by Sri
Ramjanmabhumi Mukti Yagna Samiti and the Governing Council of the Vishwa
Hindu Parishad. But the political climate of the country being what it is, the
saints who constitute the Marg Darshalt Mandal of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
are determined to proceed with the laying of the foundation stone of the new
temple at Sri Ramjanmabhumi {for which plans have already been prepared in
the Hagar style by the same family of architects who built the Somnath Temple}
on a date to be fixed by the Dharma Sansad during the Kumb Mela at Prayag. It
is also proposed to raise a contribution or Rs 1.25 only from each member of a
Hindu family towards the cost of construction and collect a consecrated Rama
shift: [brickj from each village.

It is for the government to find ways and means of handing over Sri Ram-
janmabhumi to Sri Ramjanmbhumi Nyas, whether by legislation or otherwise,
before that date, or to face the organized might of the Hindu saints, and the
prospect of losing Hindu votes.

[From Sri Ramajanmabhumi Mukti Yagna Samiti, Lucknow, 1990.]

17. The Hindu View: A statement by five retired judges and
four advocates

To accuse the Hindus of communalism has become the fashion of the day. It is
being said that their programmes of reconstruction and renovation of the existing
temple at Sri Ramjanmabhumi would lead to communal strife and disturb the
peace. A former governor has even said that it posed a great challenge to the
country's integrity and that it was the duty of all patriotic citizens to foil this ‘evil
design‘.

He claims to be a historian and according to him the temple of Bhagwan
Shankara at Gyanvapi, ‘Varanasi, was not destroyed by Aurangzeb. The Chief
Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Mr Mulayam Si ngh Yadav, while sitting in his company,
declared that all Bharatiya _]anata Party-Vishwa Hindu Parishad leaders will be
dealt with severely to maintain the rule of law, and that no one will be allowed
to make a mockery of law.

The question which we propose to raise and answer is whether the action
programme proposed to be launched by the VHP on 30 October 1990 will in any
manner undermine the rule of law or make a mockery of the law in our country.
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Peaceful Movement
There is no dispute that Hindus have been continuously worshipping the deity of
Bhagwan Sri Rama Lala Virajman under the central dome of the building claimed
to be Babri Masjid to the complete exclusion of the Muslims therefrom, since 23
December 1949. Their right to do so was recognized and protected by an injunction
issued by the Court of the Civil judge, Faizabad, on 16 januaty 1950 in suit Ho.
Z of 1950.

The appeal of the Muslims agaittst that failed, and the injunction as confirmed
by the Civil judge on 3 March 1951, was upheld by a Division Bench of the High
Court [Mootham C.j. and Raghubar Dayal j.] in its judgement dated 26 April
195$. The locks placed by the police without any authority of law on the two
gates O and P of the boundary wall of the inner courtyard of the building were
also directed to be removed by an order of the Court of District judge, Faizabad
vide judgement dated I February I986 in that suit.

This was achieved after a peaceful movement of ratha yatras organized by
the Vishwa Hindu Pa rishad to arouse the Hindu consciousness against the high-
handed interference with their fundamental right of worship, but there was no
complaint whatsoever of any threat to public peace from the side of the Hindus.
The threat to the public peace came thereafter from another source. The Babri
Masj id Action Committee was formed, Hindu temples were destroyed in Kashmir
and Pa lristan, and the further progress of the ratha yatrns was violently interfered
with.

A Babri Masjid Coordination Committee was also formed and their reply
to the Union Home Minister‘s efforts at reconciliation was their Delhi Declaration
of22 December 1936 which decided upon {1} boycott of the Republic Day function;
[ll an all-India bandit; {3} paralysing the administration; (4) coercing the Muslim
politicians and ministers to toe their line; [5 I inciting the Muslims after offering
Friday prayers in every mosque; {6} using abusive language against the judges;
and (Til a march from Delhi to Ayodhya to offer nanrrrz at the so-called Babri
Masjid and to remove the idols situated therein.

The leading suit No. I2 of 1961 in the Court ofthe Civiljudge, Faizabad,
of the pendency of which so much is being made of now to beat the Hindus with
the stick of communalism, was filed by the Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqfs, U.P.,
on 23 December 1961, precisely five days short of twelve years after 23 December
1949. It was for a declaration that the building was a mosque and its surrounding
area, shown by the letters E.F.G.H. on the sltetch map annexed to the plaint, was
a Muslim graveyard.

No dimensions are given. The plot numbers given later, by an amendment
of the plaint to meet the objection based on Rule 3 of Order VII of the Code of
Civil Procedure, are not taken from any record of settlement or survey. Nor are
the boundaries of the property in suit specified anywhere in the plaint. Although
the identity of the building in suit is not in dispute, yet it is impossible to locate
or to fix the boundaries of the alleged graveyard shown by the letters E. F.G.H. on
the plaint map. Nor does any graveyard exist anywhere near the building in suit.
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The surrounding area, not appurtenant to buildings, has already been acquired
by the government for Rama Katha Parlt.

A decree for possession by the removal of the idols has also been claimed.
But the deity has not been made a defendant to the suit. Nor is the mutwalli of the
alleged mosque a parry. It has already been held on issue No. 1? in the suit that
the Gazette notification dated Z6 February 1944, on the basis of which the Sunni
Central Board of Waqfs, U.P., bases its right to supervise the alleged Waqf of
Babri Masjid, was invalid. The Supreme Court has also held that notification to
be of ‘doubtful validity and probative value‘ in the case of Guiana Abbas v. State
of UP [AIR 1931 SC 2193, at page 221?, para 1?}.

As to the other plaintiffs of the suit who claim to be worshippers, the Privy
Council ruled in the Shahidganj Mosque Case (AIR 1940 PC 116] that the right of
a Muslim worshipper in a mosque was at best a right to have the property
delivered to the mutwalli. In AIR 1915, MAD 63?, the Madras High Court has
ruled that a suit by worshippers for possession of a rnosque is not rnaintainable:
and in Rani Cblratra Kurmsri Devi v. Mobrrn Bilzrrrm Sisal: {AIR 1931 PC 196),
the Privy Council held that a beneficiary’s suit for recovery of trust property was
governed by Article 110, i.e., the Article which governed suits for declaration,
and prescribed a limitation of six years, and not by Article 142 or 144 of the
Indian Limitation Act, 1908, which governed suits for possession and prescribed
a limitation of twelve years.

After the withdrawal of that leading suit, along with the connected suits,
for original trial by the High Court, vide its order dated 10.7.1989, it was conten-
ded on behalf of the main Hindu defendants that the leading suit was not main-
tainable and barred by limitation on the face of the plaint.

The prayer was for an immediate decision of the suit on these preliminary
points under Drder VII Rule 1 I of the Code of Civil Procedure. But the plaintiffs
did not accept the challenge to have the suit tried even on the facts as stated in
the plaint, and insisted on postponement of the trial. The plaintiffs have tried
every means to lengthen the trial in order to say that the building cannot be
demolished so long as the suit is pending.

If a litigation cannot be finally decided in forty years and the parties are
only at the threshold of the original trial in the forty-first year after the accrual of
the alleged cause of action, the Hindu public which is not party to the suit cannot
be blamed for agitating for the fulfilment of its rights, by suitable legislation by
the government of the day—the object being to demonstrate the strength of the
public opinion for the demand, and not to subvert the rule of law in any manner.

The law of the land is not violated by any such agitations. Indeed, when
some leftists wanted the Supreme Court to ban the Slrilartyrrs movement organized
by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, the Supreme Court dismissed their petition with
the following observation:
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The whole question . . . in substance is that whether the religious processions
carrying the conseera ted sbilas [bricks] are allowed to be carried on for the purpose
of laying the foundation-stone of the Ramianmabhumi Mandit near the Babri
Masiid area will cause a communal disharmony of a serious nature and as such
talting of processions by the members of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad in this
connection should be prohibited and more particularly the prohibitory order
should be made prohibiting the laying of fotuidation-stone on 9.11.90.

Appropriate Action
This court, lteeping in view the fundamental rights embodied in Part III of the
Constitution, which give the right to mem hers of every religion or community the
freedom to profess his own religion so long as such propagating the religious faith
does not violate or contravene the existing laws of the land. Considering these in
mind, and also considering the fact that the maintenance of law and order is the
primary responsibility and duty of the State Government, we direct the Union
Government as well as the concerned State Governments, in particular the
Government of U.P., to talte appropriate action as having regard to the need or
expediency against those who are spreading communal riots and thereby indulging
in violence creating communal disturbance.

The Government of U.P. has, therefore, to identify those who will unleash
riots, and if it honestly does so, it will find that the Hindus are not among them.
The successful completion of the Sfrifrrrtyas programme would bear ample testi-
mony to this. The declarations of those opposing the construction should be seen.
They are the ones who are threatening breach of peace and holding the government
to ransom. It is the Indian Union Muslim League which is a communal organi-
zation, and not the Vishwa Hindu Parishad. It is they who said that Hindus and
Muslims are two separate nations and cannot live together in peace and amity.

The action programme for temple reconstruction at Sri Ramjanmabhumi is
perfectly lawful, and shall be ca tried out in a perfectly lawful manner. There can
be no good lawful reason for banning it or for arresting its sponsors, or those who
plan or participate in it.
{A statement by Shiva Hath Katju, Retired High Couttjudge, President Vishwa
Hindu Parishad, Guman Mal Lodha, MP, Chief justice {Reid} Guwahati High
Court, President Indian Lawyers‘ Forum, Gyanendra Kumar, Retired High Court
Judge, Gopi Hath, Rented High Court judge, Deoki Nandan, Retired High Court
Judge, Vice President Vishwa Hindu Parishad, K.S. Chaudhary, Senior Advocate,
Allahabad High Court, Rameshwat Prasad Goel, Senior Advocate, Allahabad
High Court, Ram Shanlta Dwivedi, Senior Advocate, Allahabad High Court,
Kesari hlarain Tripathi, Senior Advocate, Allahabad HighCourt.}

[From frtrfirltt Express, Iii] july 1990.]
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18. Hiren Multerjee’s open letter to Aral Behari Vajpayee,
5 ]une 1989

My dear Aral,
You will be surprised to get this letter, I would not normally intrude on you, but
l fear 1 must.

For quite some time now, our country is going through abnormal crises.
There is aggravation of forces endangering not only the stability but also the
very moral—political entity of our India. Our people's patriotism must not prove
bankrupt.

In political life, you and I differ on many basic issues. Even so, during long
years together in Parliament, there has grown between us much mutual regard
and, yes, also affection. This is why I aslt you, with all the fervour of which I am
capable, to help in overcoming the perilous Ramianmabhurni-Babri Masjid and
allied problems.

You at least will not thinlt of this as a political stratagem on my part. lam
incapable, if I may say so, of triclteries. I am not so naive as to imagine I can
drive a wedge between you and your colleagues.

The thought of writing to you came in a flash lately when I remembered
that twenty years or so ago I had told you in the Parliament lobby that I ‘envied’
your slogan of ‘B-haratiyatva' |[‘Indian-ness‘} which I could also use for my own
communist cause. I had then drawn you to a corner and read out some extracts
from a boolt of mine in Bengali on the theme.

There were serious snags, to my mind, in your then concept of ‘Bharatiyatva',
but you have come down to that of ‘Hindutva' {also voiced earlier], forgetful of
bruising and breaking the crystalline ‘unity in diversity’ basic to our history
which, in spite of our failings, lends it a lustre that is unique.

I felt terribly hurt—believe me—when I saw press reports that instead of an
honourable settlement of the Ramjanmahhumi-Babri Masjid issue you support
the idea of a massive new temple on the sire, with consecrated briclts on the basis
of an all-India pan-Hindu campaign.

I would not mind if a beautiful temple is built anywhere by the devour, but
this campaign, signalled by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and now the common
cause of the B]P, RS5, Shiv Sena, etc., seems a disastrous step towards disinte-
gration. Some Congressmen, typically, have ioined in and the press glihly features
pictures of sensational doings like bricks blessed by ‘sadhus’ being carried reve-
rentially to the pious construction.

inevitably, Muslim, communal-chauvinists flex their muscles and India’s
enemies everywhere gloat over the scene. Please, dear Aral, how can you connive
at or acquiesce in a course which, in its likely consequences, is so grievous to our
future?

It was difficult to trust my eyes as I read reports that your own ‘Bharat lei
Klioj’ (‘Quest for India‘) had convinced you that India can survive only as a
‘Hindu rasbtra’, that courts cannot decide the issue of Ra mianmabhumi, and that
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the mosque on the site should be demolished to make room for a temple on the
spot.

Almost as a corollary, there is talk about Mathura and Varanasi being
similarly cleansed—-communal trouble lately in Mathura, long impressively free
of such malignity, was a terrible warning. Are old and forgotten anintosities to
be revived and avenged in this lurid fashion? Can you be a party to shameful
abuse of a slogan which, in normal circumstances, could have been innocent of
evil: ‘Gert; se bolo—lJr-trrt Hindu bail‘ llsay it with pride: I am a Hindul}.

Like you, Atal-bhai, I have been born and brought up in a Hindu home.
Like you, I am proud—why not?—of my Hindu heritage. Burl am far prouder-—
let me shout from the house-tops—of my ‘Indian’ heritage, the legacy of a civili-
zation where Hindu and Muslim together have reached an enchanting synthesis,
in spite of many dreadful wounds inflicted by history.

This is why we can hold our head high in a world where, on a power scale,
we do not count. It was with this pride that in un-free India, Ra bindranath Tagore
set up [in 1921] Visva-Bharati where he invited the world, invoking the Veda, ‘as
if it were a single nest‘ [Terra Vislrtt-vrrn Biravrttyek.-:t Needanf].

It was this pride which made Gandhi exclairn in I917 that India was ‘a
country of non-sense’ with nauseating communal and caste separatisnts but never-
theless a country that could unite and rise and astonish the world.

We have been subjected to conquest, to spoliation, to arrogance, but where
else than from India can the world learn tolerance and gentleness of the mature
mind, the quiet content of the unacquisitive soul, the calm dignity of the undet-
standing spirit and a unifying, pacifying love for all living things?

Isn‘t the present unholy furore over Ayodhya something to be settled peace-
fully, perhaps by a court decision or by government declaration of the site as a
national monument, rather than by confrontations and challenges likely to ignite
communal passion? Have we not learnt enough lessons from the series of cata-
clysms in Meerut, Ahmedabad, Aligarh, Moradabad, jamshedpur, Bhiwandi,
etc.?

Why resurrect, in entirely changed conditions, the Savarkar thesis of 1939
when that fabulous freedom fighter was found speaking of India as ‘the abode of
the Hindu nation‘, where Muslims could be only ‘territorially Indians‘? That
odious outfit, the Shiv Sena, and even some of your colleagues mouth such stuff
proudly. But it is totally out of harmony with our history if memories of the past
provoke vengeful fratricide today.

No country on earth can match India's record of tolerance and the co-
existence [rather co-creativeness] of different religions. Europe with its religious
wars lasting for centuries is a pitiful contrast.

Our country has absorbed foreign elements—Greelts like Menander nearly
two thousand years ago turning Buddhists, and Heliodoros a Vaishnava who put
up at Besna gar the famous ‘Garuda‘ column {not to speak of Scythians and Salcas
and Pahlavas and Huns sheltered in India’s bosom].

Long before Muslim invaders came, we had contact with traders and pious
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men from Arabia whose tombs near Madurai and Tiruchirapalli and elsewhere
pre-date that of Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti, laid to rest near Aimer where Muslims
and Hindus have been paying homage for seven centuries.

During the six hundred years or so when Muslim rule gradually spread
over large parts of India, there were, of course, many instances of religious bar-
barity by the invaders but they were perhaps due, as research indicates, to reasons
of state {lure of plunder, frightening people into submission, etc.] rather than to
real religious fervour.

Even ancient India, with an incomparable record of tolerance, saw ‘Ajata-
shatru‘ {fifth century ac] in Magadha and ‘Shashanka‘ {seventh century sol in
Bengal persecuting Buddhists. There were conflicts later between Saura ‘Sakta’,
‘G-attapatya', ‘Shaiva’ and other sects, even Ramanuiacharya in H196 AD having
to flee Srirangam on account of his faith.

This is not to extenuate Muslim or Christian or other oppressions but to
assist a historical balance of iudgment. Maratha raiders [eighteenth century sol,
holding aloft saffron flags, played havoc in Bengal and Clrissa, but that was
never remembered when our struggle for freedom got under way.

‘While Islam had a triumphal march from Spain to the Pacific in a few start-
ing decades, it took six centuries before Muslim rule could be set up over large
parts of India. Unlike the British later, who were birds of passage and of prey,
seeking nothing so much as the drain of India's resources, the Muslim invaders
settled down, learning to live together with the infidel.

‘When Timur attacked the Muslim kingdom of Delhi, he offered a religious
iustification that association with Hindus had corrupted the faithful! What the
late Kshitimohan Sen, celebrated for his study of our medieval saints, has called
‘the joint srtrifzrrnrt of Hindus and Muslims‘ had begun on our soil.

You must be excited, as I continue to be, if you recall ‘the colossal monk‘
Swami ‘v'ivekanandas‘s positive appraisal of the Muslim in Indian history and
his call for a combination of ‘Islamic body‘ and ‘Vedantic brain'—-a tribute to
this entrant in our land and a creatively co-existent element.

Didn‘t Amir Khusrau, ‘Indian Turk‘ as he called himself, in love with the
Indian earth, speak over six centuries ago of the ache in man‘s heart: ‘Every
pearl in the royal crown is hut the crystallized drop of blood fallen from the tear-
ful eyes of the poor peasant‘?

Appropriately, he was a disciple of hlizamuddin Auliya, a great name in
the galaxy of our saints, Hindus as well as Muslims, men as well as women, cob-
bler and weaver as well as prince and priesr—a glorious apostolate from all over
India about whom I must not speak for I would be swamped off the track of this
already long letter.

Besides, who can speak adequately about ‘Baba Nanak, Sant Faqir, Hindu-
ka "guru", Musalman-ka “pir'"; about Mahatma Kabir and his ‘Bharatpanth‘;
about Baba Farid and Shah Latif; about Chaitanya and his ‘yavan‘ disciple
Haridas; about Dara Shikoh‘s presentation of the Upanishads—'a moment‘, wrote
K.M. Panikkar, ‘in universal history‘?
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How does one forget Akbar getting the Persian translation of the Malta-
bitarata decorated with illustrations by the greatest painters of the time?

I-Iow can we ever forget the grand story of the creation, jointly by Muslims
and Hindus, of a lovely language like Urdu, the contribution towards the develop-
ment of Hindi by such as Antir Khusrau and Malilc Muhamrned jaysi [and so
many others}, the evolution of Indo-Muslim architecture, music, painting, philoso-
phic thought and ways of life into a luminous quality distinct from what can be
seen wherever else the Mtlslim has travelled?

This is no thesis and I must stop. But, Aral, you must not see only Muslim
intransigency in our history and ignore the other side of the model. In the pantheon
of Indian patriotism, are not there grand Muslims whose names sound like a
symphony?

You know very well that coming down to recent times, if Muhammed Ali
did sometimes have qualms about ‘belonging to two circles which are not con-
centric, one in India and the other in the Muslim world‘, this was no problem to
others like Abul Kalam Azad and Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Zakir Hussain.

This was no problem even for Iqbal who could hail our motherland in
lovely verse and sing also of ‘a new temple‘ l‘nrryrt sftifnria‘] in this our country
where, he mourned, ‘the heart's habitations were turning empty‘. Poetry apart,
dear Atal, have you not often known how for tangible socio-economic objectives
Hindus, Muslims and all can and do combine and act together and in harmony?

Whatever might be your B_]P's general line, I am deeply concerned over the
cruel and contagious communal frenzy being worked up over the ll-amjanmabhumi
-Babri Masjid issue which can and ‘must’ be solved peaceably and by mutual
agreements. . . .

If we agree that the site is taken over and solemnly preserved as a national
monument, it is even better. Let us in any case have an atmosphere conducive to
a happy way out of a needlessly engineered and aggravated crisis.

Forgive me harking back to my student days when the likes of us were
mused into patriotism by Gandhiji‘s non-cooperation movement and India resound-
ed to cries of ‘Hindu Mussalman ki ]ai‘.

I can easily recall the time when, in 1944], taking part in a debate on the
then new-fangled concept of Pakistan, Abdul Ilahman Siddiqi, a stalwart once in
the Congress and then in the League, said that when a Hindu dies his body is
burnt and the ashes thrown into the river to be carried by the current, God knows
where, while a Muslim dying needs six feet by three of the Indian earth, for he
belongs here in life as well as in death.

You and I, Aral, have known a Delhi journalist, Su bhan, whose own brother
Muhammad Usman was free India’s first recipient of the ‘Mahavir Chakra‘, as
he gave his life in the 1948 war with Pakistan. You and I were in Parliament
when, during the 1965 war, Havaldar Abdul Hamid Khan won posthumously
the Param "v"ir Chakta.

You and I know that ‘Agni’ was launched the other day by a team led by a
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distinguished Indian Muslim scientist (Pakistan's Nobel Laureate, Ahdus Salam,
gracefully hailed the ‘great achievement‘).

If you and I were born in a Muslim or an ‘untouchable’ family, we would
perhaps I1ave known more intensely the agonies of belonging to ‘disadvantaged’
segments of society [I exclude, of course, the affluent}. Bur do we not place
ourselves, anyhow, alongside all those to whom I,‘ in Keats‘ words} ‘misery of the
world is misery and will not let them rest‘.

I must stop, for this endless reflection must be a bore for both of us. Only, I
repeat, for heaven‘s sake, do all you can to prevent the disaster that threatens
India over the Ayodhya crisis.

Political life these days is deeply distressing. Degeneracy and deviations
from principle abound and appear to be applauded. I do not yield to pessimism,
however, though it needs an effort of will to avoid it.

A great teacher of mine in Presidency College, Calcutta, a ‘Syrian Christian‘
from Kerala, Kuruvila Zachariah, told me long ago that life had excruciating
trials but ‘one must always see the rainbow in the rain’.

In his last message to his people, Illabindranath, in 1941, affirmed that it
was a terrible ‘sin’ to lose faith in mankind. Please, Aral, help, if you can, to
defeat the overpowering pessimisms of today.

I assume you will not mind if, having such a lengthy discourse with you, I
feel I should release it for publication as an ‘Dpen Letter’ to you.

All good wishes.
Hiren Mukerjee

[From New Age, IS ]une I9ll?.]

19. Vajpayee‘s reply to Hiren Mukerjee, 24 September 1989

My dear Hirenda,
Thank you for your letter of 5 _]une I935‘. lam sorry for the inordinate delay in
replying to it. I had to go to Palampur to attend the meeting of the National Exe-
cutive of our party and then I was on tour. In the meantime, I found that your
letter to me had been published in the press. Naturally, therefore, I took some
time to write to you.

It is true that we differ on many basic issues in political life. Yet I value
very much the kindness and affection which I always got from you. I have the
highest regard for you and I cherish the memory of the years during which you
and I were together in Parliament. Yes, I remember our talk about ‘Bharatiyatva‘
in the Parliament lobby about two decades back. It arose out of the call for
‘lndianization‘ given by the then President of Jana Sangh. I had explained to you
that the call is not aimed at imposing something on any section of the people but
to awaken the sense of ‘Indianness‘ which was already there though in a latent
form. You say, ‘I am proud--why not? of my Hindu heritage‘. But I am far
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prouder--let me shout from the house-tops-—-of my Indian heritage. ‘Why should
the question of being less or more proud of one or the other arise? I do not find
anything wrong in saying it with pride that we are Hindus, provided we also say
with equal pride that we are Indians.

In your own way you have spelt out some of the ingredients of the Indian
heritage. Tolerance and gentleness of the mature mind, ‘the quiet content of the
uninquisitive soul, the calm dignity of the understanding spirit, a unifying,
pacifying love for all living things‘. You have referred to Rabindranath Tagore
invoking the Vedas when he set up ‘vlisva-Bharati, inviting the world there ‘as if
it were a single nest‘. I will not be surprised if before long someone calls Gurudeva
‘communalist' or ‘revivalist’ for invoking the Vedas. Of late even Gandhiji is
being accused of making use of the ‘Hindu idiom‘. You must be aware that some
people object to lighting a la mp at an inaugural function or to breaking a coconut.

I trust you will agree with me that the ‘Indian heritage is basically rooted in
the Hindu heritage‘, though it is undeniable that this ‘Hindu heritage‘ was also
influenced by ideas and ideals that were brought into the country by ‘foreign ele-
ments‘. Your spelling out of the ingredients of ‘Indian heritage‘ as given above
support my contention. You had written about the ‘crystalline unity in diversity‘
basic to our history.

This naturally brings to one‘s mind the saying ‘Eltrrmsrrd, Viprrr Balnrdlaa
Vadanti‘, coming down from the ages in our country. You have rightly talked of
an ‘enchanting synthesis‘ having been reached in the Indian civilization. However,
I think that this process of ‘synthesis‘, particularly in respect of the Hindu—Muslim,
did not proceed fully and smoothly, though it did start and continued with the
contribution of the ‘galaxy of our saints, Hindu as well as Muslim‘ and with ‘the
joint srrdltrrnrt of Hindus and Muslims‘ on our soil referred by you in your letter.
The advent of the British and their policy of encouraging division, I think, was a
factor of great importance in making the progress of this process halting and
even reversing it.

I would also like to refer to a remark that appears to be made by you in
passing but which, lthink, is important. You say that ‘while Islam had a triumphal
march from Spain to the Pacific in a few starting decades, it took six centuries
before the Muslim rule could be set up over large parts of India.‘ I wish you had
gone into the reasons for this happening. Maybe that would have thrown some
light on the Hindu-Muslim question. After the British left, political parties {inclu-
ding your partyl, I am sorry to say, contributed much towards reversing this
process of synthesis or integration. The parties which professed most loudly that
they are secular, failed to adopt a genuinely secular app roach. Instead of working
for national integration in the true sense, they formulated their policies with an
eye on the vote-bank and had no hesitation in aligning with the Muslim League,
an avowedly communal organization. The Communist Party even went to the
extent of propounding the thesis that there is no such thing as minority commu-
nalism. Only for some time past they seem to be realizing that Muslim communal-
ism is as bad as Hindu communalism. Certainly there cannot be two yardsticks
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for measuring the evil of communalism, when it is indulged in by one community
and when it is indulged in by another community.

The Congress Pa rty, which has practically ruled the country since indepen-
dence, tops all. It continues to have an alliance with the Muslim League in
Kerala. It did not mind appealing to Hindu sentiments in jammu, in the elections
of I 933, when it had to contest against Farooq Abdullah's party. And more recently
in Mizoram it asked for votes to form a Christian government. The people of
India are divided on a communal basis. Hirenda, do you not feel sorry at the
shattering of the ‘enchanting synthesis‘ of which you have talked in your letter?
And do you not hold the Congress Patty which, being the ruling patty, sets the
pace for other parties, primarily responsible for it? The irony is that in spite of
all that it has done and is doing even today, the Congress Party claims to be secu-
lar and is perhaps accepted by many to be so. I was taken aback when in the last
session of the Raiya Sabha a member from your party invited Prime Minister
Rajiv Gandhi to lead a campaign against communalism and expressed the CI‘-‘I‘s
readiness to join the campaign.

Coming to the Babri lviasjid-Ramjanmabhumi dispute, let me at the outset
clarify that the reports that I said that the mosque should be demolished or that
my own 'Bl1arar lei’ Kbof had convinced me that India can survive only as a
‘Hindu rnsbrra‘, are not correct, and I do not know from where you get these
reports. I may inform you that about two years back, while speaking at a public
meeting in Bombay, I suggested that as a gesture of goodwill the entire structure
known as the Ra mjanmabhumi—Babri Masiid should be handed over to the Hindus
and the Hindus, as a reciprocal gesture, should keep the present structure as it is
and build a new temple. Nobody cared for this suggestion then. At a meeting of
the Upposition leaders in Parliament convened recently by Home Minister Buta
Singh to discuss the oommunal situation in the country, when I referred in passing
to this two-year—old suggestion of mine, Syed Sliahabuddin did not react
favourably.

You will agree with me that the delay in arriving at a solution has hardened
attitudes on both sides. And I think that the government should also share the res-
ponsibility for this delay and for complicating the matter from the very beginning.
Maybe the ruling party is interested in the dispute lingering on in order to keep
its options open in playing the Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid card in a way
which would be most beneficial to it in the forthcoming elections.

Like you, Hirenda, I am for a peaceful solution of the Babri Masjid—Ram-
janrnabhumi dispute. When I said that courts cannot decide the issue, what I
meant was that in such sensitive matters such as this dispute, which has touched
the sentiments {and that too religious} of a large section of the people, the court
decision will be extremely difficult to implement. Unfortunately, in this respect
also the government has set an undesirable precedent by undoing the court judge-
ment in the Shah Bano case.

As regards the suggestion of making the entire complex a national monument,
what will it commemorate if not religious fanaticism—destroying a place of
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worship of one faith and building one of another faith in its place.
I am afraid you have talten an alarmist view of the campaign of carrying

consecrated bricks for building a temple at Ayodhya. The Shri Ramjanmabhumi
Multti Samiti is headed by a former Congress Minister and consists of responsible
persons including former iudges and retired civil servants. I am confident that
they will ensure that the campaign remains peaceful.

I may also clarify that the B_]P as such is not a party to the campaign,
though members of the BJP in their individual capacity are assocaited with it.

You have called this campaign pan-Hindu. I would very much like to know
how you have reacted to all the Muslim Members of Parliament except those be-
longing to the leftist parties, coming together on the Babri Masjid issue. I may
point out that the situation in Ayodhya is not quite comparable with the situation
in Mathura or Va ranasi. At the latter two places normal ‘pain’ is being performed
regularly. At the Babri Masjid-Ramianmabhumi it is not possible. The organisa-
tion concemed could be persuaded to delink Mathura and Vara nasi from Ayodhya.
We cannot go on fighting against history as such.

It is not possible to pin-point the exact spot where Rama was born. But it is
known that Rama, the King of Ayodhya, whom vast masses of Hindus regard as
the incarnation of God, was born in that historical city and a temple dedicated to
him had been in existence since long. This temple was built and rebuilt over the
ages.

I find that of late a fairly large section of Hindus has started feeling that in
spite of being in a maiority, they are at a disadvantage. The failure to evolve a
common civil code which, among other things, debars polygamy, apprehension
regarding the demographic consequence of this, the role of the government in the
Shah Bano case, are illustrative of the points that they put forward to justify this
feeling.

I hope you will agree with me that national interest demands from all of us
—all political parties—that steps should be taken to remove this feeling.

With warm regards,
Yours sincerely
Aral Behari Vaipayee

[Front Organiser, 14 September 1989.]

20. Agreement between the Chiefllvlinister of Uttar Pradesh
and the VHP, dated 27 September 1939

A meeting was held by Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh on 219.1939 with the
representatives of ‘Jishwa Hindu Parishad {VHF} during which the Union Home
Minister was also present. In the meeting all aspects of the situation arising in the
wake of ‘VHP's programme to perform Shila Poojan in different parts of the
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country and carry the ‘sanctified’ bricks to Ayodhya for laying the foundation
stone of Rama Temple on 9 November 1989, were discussed.

As a result of these discussions, the following were agreed:
{a]The VI-IP will give prior intimation to the concerned District authorities

of the Slrila procession route and agree to change in routes in case the District
authorities so desire in public interest.

{bi The ‘VHF and its followers would not raise any provocative slogans
which may endanger communal harmony.

{c}As far as possible the ‘sanctified’ bricks will be carried in trucks on
routes determined before- ha nd in consultation with the concerned District autho-
rities.

id} The senior and responsible VI-IP functionaries would take the responsibility
ofguiding the procession and will extend full cooperation to the District authorities.

lei The spot in Ayodhya where the sanctified bricks will be collected, will
be decided in consultation with District authorities.

if] The VHP undertakes to abide by the directive of the Lucknow Bench of
Allahabad High Court given on 14.8.1989 to the effect that the parties to the
suits shall maintain the status quo and shall not change the nature of the property
in question and ensure that the peace and communal harmony are maintained.

The following representatives of VT-IP will cooperatefcoordinate with the
U.P. Government:

1. Sh. Dan Dyal Khanna
2. Sh. Dixit, ex DG [U.P.]
3. Sh. Unkar Bhave
4. Sh. Suresh Gupta, ex Vice Chancellor
5. Sh. Mahesh Harain Singh, Ayodhya.

Sdj.

Ashok Singhal
Avaidya Hath
Hritya Gopal Das
Dau Dyal Khanna

[From Government of India, White Paper on Ayorlfryn, February I993, p. 42.]

21. Application to the High Court, Allahabad, by the Uttar
Pradesh Government, on the eve of Sbilarryrts, 6 November
I989, and the High Court's Order of 7 November 1989

In the Hon'ble High Court ofjudicature at Allahabad
(Lucknow Bench) Lucknow
C.M. Application No. {D} of 1939
Application for clarification under Section I51 C.P.C.
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State of Uttar Pradesh . . . (Defendant no. S) . . . Applicant in re:
Other Original Suit No. 4 of 1989
{Regular suit No. 12 of I961}
The Sunni Central Board of Waqf, U.R Br Ors . . . Plaintiffs
Versus
Shri Gopal Singh Visharad and others . . . Defendants

To
The Hon'ble Chief Justice and His Other Companion Judges of this Hon'ble
Court:

The State of U.P., the defendant no. 5 above named, most respectfully begs
to state as under:

1. That in the aforementioned suit the plaintiffs have claimed the following
reliefs:

{a} A declaration to the effect that the property indicated by letters A B C D
in the sketch map attached to the plaint is public mosque commonly known as
‘Babri Masjid‘ and that the land adjoining the mosque shown in the sketch map
by letters E F G His a public Muslim graveyard specified in para Z of the plaint,
may be decreed.

lb) That in case in the opinion of the Court delivery of possession is deemed
to be the proper remedy, a decree for delivery of possession of the mosque and
graveyard in suit by removal of the idols and other articles which the Hindus
may have placed in the mosque as objects of their worship be passed in plaintiffs’
favour, against the defendants.

[c] Costs of the suit be decreed in favour of the plaintiffs.
id] Any other or further relief which the Hon'ble Court considers proper

may be granted.
2. That in Schedule A to the plaint, the details of the Nazul Khasra numbers

of the mosque and of the gaveyard in suit have been given which are reproduced
hereunder:

Schedule-A
Details of the Narul Khasra numbers of the mosque and of the graveyard in

suit are as follows:
Nose 233, 5T9, 530, $31, 533, $34, 535, 536, 53?, S33, $90, $93, $94,

S95, 603, 606, 60?, 610, 619, 620, 621 and I523 situate in Mohalla Kot Ram
Chander also known as Ram Kot City Ayodhya {Hazul estate] District Faizabad.

3. That the plaintiffs represent Mulsim community who have been permitted
to sue the defendants representing the Hindu community.

4. That the defendant no. 5 is the State of Uttar Pradesh, the defendant no.
6 is the Collector, Faizabad, the defendant no. ? is the City Magistrate, Faixabad
and the defendant no. fl is the Superintendent of Police, Faizabad.

S. That C.M. Application No. 3 [OD of I989} had ben moved in the
aforementioned suit as well as in the other four connected suits on behalf of the
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State of Uttar Pradesh and this Hon'ble Court after hearing the parties‘ counsel,
had been pleased to pass an order on 14.3.-1939 which is being reprduced below:

Hon. K.C. Agrawal, AC]
I-Ion. U.C. Srivastava,
Hon. S.H.A. Rara, J.
This is an application filed by the State of U.P. under Section 94 read with

Order 39 Rules 1 and 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure for the grant of injuction:
{ii Restraining the plaintiffs and defendants from disturbing the status quo

and organizing any activity which may bring about confrontation between Hindus
and Muslims; and

(iii Ensuring that orders passed by the Court are strictly enforced and are
not breached.

We have heard Shri S.S. Bhatnagar, learned Advocate-General, in support
of this application. We also heard Shri V.l{.S. Chaudhary and Shri Deoki blantlan
Agarwal, who submitted in their arguments that the threats expressed by the
learned Advocate-General in his application and in his arguments were groundless
as no such situation as stated in the affidavit filed in support of the application is
in existence or is going to arise as the parties represented by them consisted of
law-abiding citizens and no breach of peace or any order of the Court was intended
by them. Shri Abdul Mannan, Counsel appearing for the other side, virtually
supported the application for injunction and narrated the dire consequences if the
law is taken to hands by the parties.

In this connection, our attention was drawn to the following order dated
3.2.1936 passed by a lea tned single judge of this Court in Civil Misc. Writ No.
T46 of 1936:

‘Until further orders of the Court, the nature of the property in question as
existing today shall not be changed.‘

It was also brought to our notice that another learned single judge of this
Court has passed an order for appointment of Receiver for the property in question
in F.A.F.Cl. Ho. IT 197? on l3rd_Iuly193'}'.

In view of the order for appointment of Receiver and the ortler dated 3.2.1936
which has become final, we are not inclined to accept that any of the parties will
ta I-ce law to hands and do anything which may culminate in law-breaking. However,
since in the writ petition, in which the order dated 3.2.1936 was passed, only
some of the parties to the present suits were arrayed, we consider it necessa ry in
the interest of justice that a similar order is adopted in each of the iniunction
applications in the present suits, as a result whereof until further orders of the
Court, the parties to suits No. 1 of 1989 {Reg. Suit No. 2 of 1950}, 2 of 1939
{Reg Suit Ho. 25 of I950}, 3 of I939 lReg. Suit No. 26 of 19.'.i9),4 of 1939 (Reg.
Suit No. I1 of I931} and 5 of 1939 [Reg. Suit No. Z35 of .1939] shall maintain
status quo and shall not change the nature ofthe property in question.

Mt "'v'.K.S. Cha udhary strenuously contended that in view of the order
appointing Receiver, there was absolutely no justification for apprehending that
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the parties are liltely to take the law to their hands, but by way of abundant
caution, we have made the above order.
14.3.1939 Sdf-ICC. Agrawal AC]

Sdf-U.C. Srivastava, _].
Sd!-5.H.A. Rara, _].‘

6. That the plaintiffs, Sumti Central Board of Waqf Civil Application No.
46 {OJ of 1989 under Order XXIII Rule 1 read with Section 151 C.P.C. and
prayed the following interim directions:

‘lai Direct the defendants number 5, 6, T and 3 to prohibit totally the
public entry in the premises in suit forthwith and enforce and ensure the safety of
the premises with its present structure by any other means.

{bl Not to allow any foundation-laying ceremony or any other ceremony
within 200 yards of the last boundary of the premises in suit. (Detailed in para A
of the relief prayed for in the suit read with the sketch map at page 3? of the
paper book of the suit].

{c} Direct the other surviving defendants, their allies, agents and representa-
tives not to enter in the said premises, or hold the foundation-laying ceremony in
the premises or within IOU yards from the last boundary of the premises in suit.

{d} Any other sitnilar order, which may be deemed proper in the circumsta nces
of the case‘.

7'. That the Sunni Central Board of Waqf which is the defendant. no. Ii]
made another application under Order XXXIX Rules 1 and 2. read with section
1.51 C.P.C. in OO Suit No. 1 of 1939 {regular Suit No. I of 195(1) Mr. Copal
Singh ‘Visharad Versus Zahoor Ahmad and others.

3. That this Hon’ble Court vide order dated 13.13.1939 had been pleased
to reject the aforementioned C.M. Application Ho. 43 [O] or 1989 moved by
Sunni Central Board of Waqf passed the following order which is being reproduced
hereunder:

‘Hon'ble ICC. Agarwal, AC]
Hon'ble U.C. Srivastava, ].
I-lon’ble S.H.A. Raza,
This is an application under Order 39 Rule 1 and 2 read with Section 151

of the Code of civil Procedure calling upon the State not to permit anyone to
enter in the suit premises and further for a direction that the ceremony of laying
foundation of the proposed temple within 200 yards be made. The applicant has
alleged that the Vishwa Hindu Parishad was intending to perform Sbila Puja
and if the Sbile Pain is permitted to be performed, the same will create the
problems of law and order, and that the intention of the Vishwa Hindu Pa rishad
is to demolish the Babri Masjid without any verdict by the Court.

We have gone through the affidavit filed along with application and heard
counsel for both the parties. We are unable to find any substance in this application.
An iniunction can be granted only in respect of the property which is involved in
a suit. In the instant case admittedly, there is no such evidence which may lead
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us to hold that Babri Masjid is intended to be demolished. This is simply the ipsi
dixit of the applicant for applying injunction, on such bald allegations no injunc-
tion can be issued. Furthermore in paragraphs T and 3 of the counter-affidavit,
the State has asserted that it will rake all possible steps to maintain law and
order. These paragraphs 1' and 8 are as under:

‘T. That in reply to the contents of paragraph 13 of the affidavit it is stated
that the Government have made arrangements and shall make further necessary
arrangements for safety of the disputed building.

3. That the contents of paragraph 14 of the affidavit are absolutely wrong,
incorrect and are emphatically denied. It is absolutely wrong and incorrect for
the defendant no. ID to allege that the State Government or the Central Government
is in league with the Vishwa Hindu Parishad or the Government are encouraging
them by negotiating plan on construction which includes the demolition of the
mosque. The Government have not permitted not negotiated with the Vishwa
Hindu Parishad for demolition of the mosque.‘

That being so, we find no merit in this application for injunction and reject
the same.

Sd.‘-K.C. Agarwal, ]AC_]
Sdf-U.C. Srivastava, J.

Sdf-S.H.A. Raza, _I.'
9. That the Civil Misc. Application No. 46 {OO of 1939 moved by the

plaintiffs Sunni Central Board of ‘Waqf in Suit No. 4 of I939 {Reg. Suit No. 12 of
1961] has also been rejected by this Hon'ble Court by the order which is being
reproduced hereunder:

‘Hon‘ble K.C. Agarwal, AC]
Hon‘ble U.C. Srivastava, _].
Hon‘ble S.H.A. Rara, J.
This is an application moved in regular suit no. 11 of 1961, which was

subsequently numbered as suit no. 4 of 1939. The plaintiff Sunni Central Boa rd
of ‘Waqf and others have filed an application to the same effect in regular suit no.
2 of 1950, the subsequent number of which is suit no. 1 of 1939. For the reason
given for dismission the application filed in suit no. 1 of 1939, this application is
also rejected.
23.10.1939 Sd.!-K.C. Agarvval, AC]

Sd.-U.C. Srivastava ].
5dr-s.t-t.a. Rara, j.‘

10. That the State Government have received information on 3.11.1939
from the district administration, Faiza bad, that a section of the Hindu community
represented by the defendants under the auspices of the 'v"ishwa Hindu Parishad
have encircled a piece of land over Narul Plot No. $36 and had hoisted a saffron
flag declaring their intention and identifying the place at which the foundation
stone laying ceremony is to be performed on 9110-11-1939 at Ayodhya, District
Faizabad. The true copy of the report of the Additional District Magistrate {E}
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Faiaabad dated 3.11.1939 is being annexed as Annexure—1 to this application.
11. That a perusal of the reliefs claimed and Schedule-A appended to the

plaint reproduced in paragraph 2 to this application would show that plot No.
5 36 is in dispute along with other plots.

12. That however persons claiming to be members of Vishwa Hindu Pa rishad
have hoisted kesaria flag on the spot at the said plot No. $36 and have barricaded
the said piece of land measuring 25 feet x 2.3 feet by bamboos and ropes.

13. That the district authorities have advised the Vishwa Hindu Parishad
that their actions in hoisting the flag and barricading the land is in clear violation
of this Hon'ble Court’s interim order dated 14.3.39.

14. That the dispute is of such dimension that it creates threat to public
peace.

IS. That the members of the Hindu community claiming to be under the
banner of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad assert that the interim order dated 14.3.39
does not cover plot no. S36 as it has not been mentioned in the said interim
order.

16. That it is expedient in the larger interest of justice and in the interest of
pa rties that this Hon'ble Court may declare that the words ‘property in question‘
in the interim order dated 14.3.1939 includes the property mentioned in the
sketch map and Schedule ‘A’ appended to the plaint which includes plot No. S36.

Prayer
Wherefore, it is most respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may graciously
be pleased to clarify and declare that the words ‘property in question’ mentioned
in the interim order dated 14. 3.89 refer to the property mentioned in sketch map
and Schedule ‘A’ annexed to plaint which expressly mention plot No. $36 as one
of the plots in dispute in the suit.
Lucknow: Dated: Nov. 6, 1939.
Note: This application was filed with an affidavit by Mr. Rohit Nandan, son of
justice Yashocla Nanda n, joint Secreta ry, Uttar Pradesh Govt. Home Department.

Order
Civil Misc. Application No. 43 of I939
in
Original Suit No. 4 of 1939
The Sunni Central Board of Waqf, U.P., and others.
Versus
Mr. Gopal Singh Visharad and others.

This is an application filed by the state of U.R for clarification under Section 151
of the Code of Civil Procedure, of the order passed by us on 14th August 1939,
moved in Suit No. 12 of 1961 {subsequently numbered as Suit No. 4 of 1939}.
This suit had been filed by the Sunni Central Board of Waqf and others for the
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reliefs mentioned in paragraph 1 of the application for clarification. The details
of the properties involved in the suit are given in paragraph Z of the present
application. In the suit, the State of U.P. was arrayed as defendant No. S, whereas
the Collector, Fairabad, was impleaded as defendant no. 6.

The State moved an application 3{O} of 1939 in this suit as well as in other
suits for injunction restraining the plaintiffs and the defendants from disturbing
the status quo and organizing any activity which may bring about confrontation
between Hindus and Muslims.

The suit in which this application has been filed was consolidated with
other suits nos. 1 of 1939, 2 of 1939, 3 of 1939, and 5 of 1 939. Suit No. 5 of 1939
was filed by Mr Deoki Nandan, a retired judge of the High Court, as next friend
of the deity installed at the temple.

The application filed by the State was allowed, after hearing counsel for
the parties, on 14th August 1939, with the following observations:

‘Until further orders of the Court, the nature of the property in question as
existing today shall not be changed‘.

The order became final.
The application has been opposed by Mr Deoki Nandan and Mr "v'.l(.S.

Chaudhary. As stated above, Mr Deoki Nandan was the plaintiffof Suit No. S of
1939, which suit had been stayed under Section 10 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
In fact, Mr Deoki Nandan agreed to the order of stay. He, however, opposed the
application for clarification and made written submissions. His argument was
that the order dated 14th August 1939, directing the parties to maintain status
quo and not to change the nature of the property in question, applies only to the
building and the land appurtenant specified by letter EFCHIOLK in the map
annexed to the plaint of Suit No. 26 of 1959. He referred to the order passed in
Writ Petition No. 7'46 of 1939 and submitted that the Court has adopted the
injunction granted in that case which was to the effect that the nature of the
property in question as existing, could not be changed.

We have heard Mr Deoki Nandan and are not inclined to accept his sub-
mission that ‘that propetry in question’, in the facts and circumstance regarding
which injunction was given in Suit No. 12 of 1961, subsequently numbered as
Suit No. 4 of 1939, had to be confined to the built and not to vacant plots regard-
ing which, admittedly, there was a dispute between the parties. The expression
‘property in question’ has to be read in the context of the facts of each suit, and in
connection with Suit No. 12 of 1961 it meant the plots which are involved and
included in the suit. The plots mentioned at the foot of the plaint are:

Nos. 233, srs. ssa. sat, ssz. sss, ss-1, sss, sss, ssr, sss. ssa. sss, $94,
sss, sas, sensor, s1a,s1s, s20,s2t and s:-ts, situated in Mohalla Ii'.ot Rama
Chander also known as Ram Rot city Ayodhya {Narul estate}, District Fairabad.

The plaint has also given a sketch map of the property. Our injunction
should be read to he operating to these plots more specifically described by
letters ABCD, which is included in the larger boundary described by letters EFGH
in the site plan attached to the plaint.
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We have also heard Mr ’v".llI.S. Chaudhary, learned counsel appearing for
the defendants in Suit No. 11 of 1961 {now Suit No. 4 of 1939]. We are unable to
uphold the submission that the injunction order was only in respect of built prop-
erties and the Babri Masjid. The Court intended that no party should be permitted
to disturb the status quo. Status quo is understood as meaning that the parties
will leave the things as they are. The direction was with regard to the properties
regarding which the rights were under investigation, examination, debate, or a
matter being inquired into. The quo order, in the circumstances of the present
case, injuncted both the parties not to alter or modify the status or condition of
the properties in question.

We clarify that the order dated 14th August 1939, was in respect of the
entire property mentioned in the suit, including plot No. $36 in so far included
within the boundary described by letters EFGH in the site plan.

It is doubtful that some of the questions involved in the suit are soluble by
judicial process.

Date: 7. 11. 1939 Hon. ICC. Agarwal, AC]
Hon. U.C. Srivastava, ].

Hon. S.H.A. Ra:.a,].

[From Mohammad ]amil Althtar, Babri Masjid: A Tale Untold, Genuine Publications
and Media Ltd, 199?, pp. 9.5-103.]

22. U.P. Government's Statement on 3 February 1990

A question has been raised from certain quarters whether temple construction in
the vicinity of Ramjanmabhumiillabri Masjid will be legally correct. In this con-
nection it is clarified that all land adjoining Ramjanmabhumilllabri Masjid is
either in dispute in the cases pending in the Lucknow Bench of Allahabad High
Court or in the District Court of Faizabad. Vishwa Hindu Parishad and Shri
Ramjanmabhumi Mandir Nirman Nyas have no proprietory rights or title to
even those lands which are not disputed in the cases pending in the various
courts. The Government has executed no lease deed in favour of Vishwa Hindu
Parishad or the Nyas and, therefore, they have no legal right to construct a
temple in this area.

The existing building laws in Ayodhya do not permit for construction of
any building without prior permission. The Special Area Development Authority
Act 1936, which is in force in Ayodhya, provides that other than the State Govem-
ment, Central Government or local bodies, no person or institution can construct
any building including temple without the written permission of the Authority. If
anyone violates this provision, then, under the Act, he can be prevented from
doing any construction, prosecuted and the illegal construction can be
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demolished. It is noteworthy that Vishwa l-lindu Parishad or Shri Ramianmahhumi
Mandir Nirman Nyas has neither forwarded any application to the Special Area
Development Authority nor applied for approval of any map. The Development
Authority has not granted any permission to these organizations for any
construction. As such, if any construction is made it will be against the existing
laws and shall adversely affect the cases pending in the High Court and the
District Court, Faitabad.

[Statement released and distributed by T.5. Mehta, USD lPress}, on B February 1990.]

2.3. BJP President L.I(. Advani embarks on rath yntra

. . . Ever since the Vishwa Hindu Parishad [VHF] decided in Hardwar that they
would embark on the construction of the Rama temple [in Ayodhya) on 30 October,
I have been thinking of undertaking a programme which would proiect to the
people the B]P‘s stand on this particular issue: a stand that had been articulated
in a comprehensive resolution way baclt in 1989, at the party‘s Palampur conclave.

. . . The campaign for a mandir in Ayodhya has proved to he a unifying
factor. No movement in India has spread out to so many villages as the Sbila
Pujsm. Reverence for Rama, I hold, is a unifying factor; not only for the Hindu
society but for the whole nation. . . .

. . . So, I view the rath yatra which I have planned from that angle. I would
lilte the Muslims in the country to participate in the ker sets: at Ayodhya. They
should appreciate that here is a situation where since the past $4 years there has
been no unmet at the place called by them as Babri Masjid. Since at least 1949
idols have been installed there and worship is going on.

The Hindus in the country feel very strongly about the Ramjanmabhumi. It
is because of these Hindus that lndia is a secular state. . . . This reality should not
be ignored by the Muslims in India. If they respect the sentiments of the Hindus
about Ayodhya, I thinlt the temple there can be a standing monument for communal
harmony. . . .

. . . There is a temple in Ayodhya. There is no such thing as Babri Masjid
now. It might have been there till 1936.

The VHF says that if the Muslims are so keen about the bricks they are
willing to lift them physically, reverentially, and place them elsewhere. . . . The
Hindus . . . are concerned about the site, which they believe to be the birthplace
of Rama. . . .

. . . I do not regard the Rarnianmabhumi as an issue between the Hindus
and the Muslims. The problem in this country are the Hindu pseudo-secularists
who regard secularism only as a euphemism for Hindu-baiting. . . .

[From Hindustan Times. 34 September 199U'.]
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The BJP President, Mr L.lC. Advani, will undertake a 10,000-km, eight-state
journey by road from Somnath to Ayodhya, from 25 September to 30 October,
‘to mobilize public opinion and canvas support for the H]P‘s viewpoint on
Ramianmabhumi‘.

Announcing this at a crowded press conference today, Mr Advani made it
clear that the BJP would fully associate with the Vishwa Hindu Parishad's ‘liar
set.-is‘ to construct the Rama temple at the disputed site in Ayodhya on 30 October.
If the lutr setut was not allowed, lalchs of volunteers including B‘-_]P legislators
would offer ‘peaceful stayagraha’ at the site. Mr Advani said members of all
political parties are welcome to join him in the campaign.

. . . On Ramjanmabhumi, the BJP had passed a resolution at its Palampur
session in ]une 1939, making it clear that the temple belonged to the Hindus.
Given the party's stand on the issue, its participation in the construction progtatnme
was only a ‘logical consequence‘, Mr Advani said.

. . . He further said, ‘On the Prime Minister's personal appeal, the temple
construction worlt scheduled to commence in February 1990 was put off for four
months. But no earnest effort has been made during the seven months since to
sort out the issue. Meanwhile, the Uttar Pradesh chief minister has been spitting
venom against those campaigning for the Ramlanmabhumi mandir.‘

Mr Advani indicated that the govemment was underestimating the strength
of the mass sentiment among Hindus over this issue. He repeatedly said the
desire for a Rama temple was ‘agitating the minds of the people‘ for a long time,
adding, ‘I don‘t know of any other movement which has encompassed so many
millions of people.‘

At the outset, Mr Advani emphasised that the B_IP did not see the
Ramjanmahhumi campaign as merely a mandir-ntasjid issue but an issue with
wider ramifications ‘which affect the basis of nationalism in India‘. The objective
of his Somnath-Ayodhya ‘ratft yatra‘ was to educate the people on the B_lP‘s
understanding of secularism, he said.

[From The Titlegrapfr, I3 September 1990.}
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24. National Integration CounciI’s Resolutions

I1 April 1990
The National Integration Council, at its meeting held at New Delhi on ll April
I990, expresses its grave concern over the escalation in terrorist violence in
Punjab and the anti-national activities of secessionists in the Kashmir Valley, the
emergence of forces of separatism in Assam and the increase in communal tension
in the country. This meeting also notes with anxiety the re-emergence, with greater
severity of destabilizing forces which are operating in the garb of terrorism, com-
munal fanaticism and separatism which are receiving assistance from across the
border.

2. After reviewing the communal situation in the country, the Council resolves
to set up a Committee to recommend a plan of action to effectively counter this
growing menace.

3. In regard to Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid controversy, the Council
appeals to all concerned to exercise utmost restraint and seek an amicable solution
of the problem as early as possible.

4. The Council reaffirms the resolve of the nation and the determination of
all political parties and groups to defend the freedom, unity, integrity and secular
character of the nation. It also reiterates its resolve to mobilize all nationalist,
democratic and secular forces to meet the challenge of violence, secessionism,
communalism, and fundamentalism.

S. The Council affirms the resolve of the people to meet the challenges
facing the country's unity, integrity and its secular democratic polity in a united
and determined manner.

1-2.1 September 1990
This meeting of the National Integration Council held at Madras appreciates
and endorses the unanimous recommendations made by the Committee on Com-
munal Harmony at its meeting held on 18 September 1990, at New Delhi.

In the light of the Committee's recommendations, the NIC resolves that:
{i} There should be a continuing dialogue and discussion to consider and

decide the site of the temple at Ayodhya and allied problems to the satisfaction of
all concerned with a view to reaching an amicable settlement.

{ii} The Government should urge the Court to expedite the case regarding
this matter and the decision of the Court should be respected by all.

In view of the Committee's feelings, the HIC also resolves that religious
leaders of the two communities should take the initiative for resolving the Babri
Masjiel—Ramianmabhumi issue amicably.

The NIC welcomes the initiatives taken by Shri Shanlta racharya of Kanchi
and Janab Ali lvlian of Naclwa. The Home Minister may consult these leaders
and other respected religious leaders from both the communities, for finding a
solution. The NIC also requests these leaders to help in creating communal
harmony and peaceful amiosphere.
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The NIC also endorses the Committee‘s view and urges that, in the
meanwhile, no attempt should be made to aggravate the communal tension which
already exists.

The HIC appeals to all political parties, other organisations and religious
leaders to ensure peace and generate mutual trust and goodwill among various
communities.

[From Muslim India, 39, May 1990.]

25 . Prime Minister V.P. Singh's Speech to the Nation,
Z2 October 1990, after the BJP withdrew its support
to the National Front Government

My fellow Indians,
I wish to talk to you today about an important issue that faces our nation. That
is the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid dispute. It is an old dispute that has talten
a new turn, one that has plunged the country into a crisis. What we face is not
just a new problem, a new crisis: the nation is being tested as never before. The
challenge we face is not only to the rule of law, not only to our political system
and our Constitution. It is to our humanity and our compassion. We are being
tested as never before. The coming days will decide whether we will live up to
our principles, or betray them. In these few moments of time, the future history of
India will be written and we must bear this in mind as we take our decisions.

On the face of it, the problem we face today is connected with religion and
religious beliefs. But in reality it is connected with our most fundamental convic-
tions on how our nation must be run, and its unity preserved. There are so many
religions in our country, so many beliefs, so many convictions. When there are
differences of opinion, how are we to resolve them? It is impossible to argue with
religious faith. Each one of us can assert that his views are born of religious con-
viction and are therefore not open to debate. We respect all beliefs, but if there is
a conflict between convictions born of different religions, then what is the way
ahead for the State? There are only two roads. There is the road of consensus and
compromise. Hut if a compromise cannot be found, then there is the rule of law,
and the courts of law. That is why my Government made it clear from the very
beginning that it would try its best to find an amicable solution to the dispute.
But if it failed, then the verdict of the courts and the rule of the law and the Con-
stitution——that law and Constitution thatwe swore to uphold when we took office—-—
would be upheld. That was its duty and that would be its endeavour.

‘llery often initiatives go unreported in the newspapers because their publi-
cation would complicate efforts to solve the problem. My Government has been
holding talks continuously with the religious leaders of different faiths, with the
leaders of various political parties-the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, the Rashtriya
Swayan Sewak Sangh, the Left parties and the Bharatiya janata Parry--in an
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onceasing attempt to find some way out of the crisis. We were able to make some
progress, but on the basic issue the parties concerned in the dispute were not able
to come close to each other.

The Government tried to reconcile the wishes of the different parties. fin
the one hand there was the deep desire of Hindus to build a Rama mandir at
Ayodhya. We in the Government and many of our Muslim brethren respected
this sentiment. To help fulfil this desire, the Government found a large plot of
undisputed land [very close to the disputed area] in which a temple could be
built. But there was no way under law by which the Govemment could offer land
that was under dispute, and on which there was an interim court order to maintain
the status quo. But if those who wish to build the temple are obstinate, and insist
that the temple must be built on that very land, that the temple will be extended
to cover this structure and the land on which the Babri Masjid now stands, and
that they cannot wait any longer, then the Government is faced with the wholly
different situation. I urged and pleaded many times thatl respect these sentiments
and that the Government is making land available so that the construction of the
temple can be started. My only request was that till the court gives its decision,
construction should not be based on an architectural plan that envisages the use
of the disputed area. I asked them to be patient and wait for the court‘s decision.
But with great sorrow I have to tell you that this simple and principled stand did
not find favour with them. They said that they would start construction from the
pre-determined spot and on the disputed land. They would not wait for the court
and they were not ready to abide by its judgement. The nation must now decide.
If people of all religious faiths start saying that we will not respect the verdict of
the courts, then how will the country be governed and how will its unity be
maintained?

With these thoughts in mind, l once again asked at the Chief Ministers‘
meeting yesterday, can this nation not be given just six or eight months or a year
more, so that the court can sit continuously and give its verdict? Do the children
and the people of this country not have the right to demand this small reprieve?
What is the urgency that requires the entire country to be consumed by turbulence
in less than six days, and not be given another chance to live in peace?

Sardar Patel had said of this very Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid issue,
that it could not be resolved by force and that the rule of law must be upheld
under any circumstances. I wish to make it clear without doubt that while I have
tnade every effort to find an amicable solution, I will uphold the rule of law no
matter what is the cost. I took a solemn oath to do this under the Constitution
when I toolt this office. I will not hesitate to do my duty.

At the same time, I would like to appeal to all my fellow countrymen not to
be swept away by communal passions. There will be many things to disturb or
inflame you in the coming days. But I urge you to stay calm and to maintain the
ties of affection and brotherhood that bind our people together. That is our nation's
strength, and it must not be lost. It is not a question of a temple or a mosque
being built in a particular space. Our most fundamental principles are at stake.
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We drew up a Constitution and decided that it would determine the way our
nation would be run. blow the argument is being made that my religion and my
faith is above the rule of law and the provisions of the Constitution. If we accept
this argument, then we will be laying the foundation stone of a theocraric state.
The ideal of a secular state, which Bapu and Nehru nurtured, will be destroyed.

There are other dangers. If we accept the primacy of religion we must
accept that religion can be a base for political mobilisation. Then what answer
will I have for those in Punjab who are demanding a separate state of Khalistan
on the basis of religion alone, and those in Kashmir who wish to join Pakistan
because the people are their co-religionists? In the north-east, where the large
part of the population is Christian, is it not possible that they too will one day
start asking for a separate state? How will we persuade them to stay within
mother India? Once we give moral legitimacy to this proposition, the country
will rapidly be polarized on the basis of religion.

Today, the people who favour the construction of the temple on the disputed
land in Ayodhya are also beginning to say that religion cannot be separated from
politics. What will happen to the fundamental principles and ideals that Bapu,
Nehru, Jai Prakashji, Dr Lohia and Sardar Patel subscribed to?

I wish to ask yet another question: when did Sri Rama venture forth under
an election symbol? If the present dispute was only about Sri Rama and the
Hindu religion, then what was the need to attach the election symbol of a political
parry to it? Sri Rama did not go to Lanlta flying a pennant with an election
symbol on it. He went to fight for justice, with compassion in his heart. Those
who wish to uphold his values should abandon their election symbols and take
into their hearts the truly Indian value of compassion.

After all, temples and mosques are built with stone and mortar, but if you
break people’s hearts then which mortar and which bricks can you use to make
them whole again? Does religion consist of walls and structures? No, true faith
resides in our hearts. Hanuman tore open his chest to show where Rama lived.
He sought to unite hearts. Today we shall not allow the work of breaking hearts
to be done in the name of Sri Rama. This is not the true meaning of Hindutva.
Our religion tells us that humanity is the most precious of human attributes. So I
ask you, look towards those children and those families who will bear the brunt
of the storm that is brewing around us. Protecting them is the transcendental
imperative of Hinduism today.

This is the nation that Mahatma Gandhi built. On this soil his blood flowed,
to save the nation. And yet today I am being asked, ‘Can you save your Govem-
ment‘? My fellow Indians, I wish to make it absolutely clear that at this moment
a government is a very small thing indeed, and saving it is of no consequence. At
this moment we must save the nation. Iwould willingly sacrifice many govemments
to save the temple of mother India. In this test we shall not be found wanting. If
it is a question of saving the nation or saving the Government, then the nation
will come first. Governments come and go, but the nation must remain. In this,
my fellow countrymen, I need your support.
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I am convinced that the hearts and minds of our people are sound. The
Government does not constitute the country. The country has not been divided
between the Government and the Opposition. The nation is made up of those
who live in the huts, of the workers who live in the cities, the farmers, the youth,
women, the scientists, the writers, and I wish to ask all of them to save it in this
hour of crisis. These are historic moments. The next few days will decide the
direction that India will take in the future. Our country has faced many problems,
but our people have surmounted all of them. Today we face a grave threat to our
emotional unity. If you maintain that unity, then our country will remain strong.
I have full faith in you and in India.

26. Ker Setntlzs Storm the Mosque, 3ll October 1990

49°45)"
A major portion of the Babri Masjid here was damaged around noon on Tuesday
by about SUD liar setnrks who stormed past securitymen braving bullets, teargas
and lathis. The three domes which make the structure were damaged when men
climbed atop and rained hammers and rods. Others made gaping holes in the
wall around the sanctum sanctorum. Most escaped after planting saffron flags
atop the domes, sending into raptures the thousands who laid siege to the janma-
sthan.

The police opened fire at three different places in this temple town, killing
at least eleven people and injuring over a hundred others. With complete break-
down of law and order, the district administration decided to hand over the dis-
puted site to the army which was also asked to stage a flag march in neighbouring
Faisabad.

Among those seriously injured was Mr Ashok Singhal of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad, who bled profusely after being hit on the head with a lathi. Bruises of
all shapes and hues were visible on countless backs as the police tried to beat
back men, women and children who kept surging towards the janmasthan. Teargas
simply seemed to have no effect on the crowds who later ran riot, burning police
vehicles and smashing buses. Those detained included Mr S.C. Dixit of the VHF,
whose arrival at the janmasthan site signalled the beginning of the bid to take
over the place.

Rama's Ayodhya, which by evening wore the look of a riot-scarred town,
witnessed a blitzlt rieg in the early hours of the day. A .5000-strong crowd collected
on the Saryu bridge around 3.3{l am, trying to gain access into the town from the
Gouda end. The police, who initially fell back, later fought a pitched battle with
the liar setrafts. Repeated lathi charges were made to disperse the crowd which
kept growing in strength. But the people refused to clear the bridge and tried to
break though the security cordon, overcome by a strange frenzy, as pro-temple
slogans rent the air. The police finally had their way after three long hours.

By ID am, people started collecting near Hanuman Garhi, close to the
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disputed site. Hordes poured in from three different directions and when para-
military foroes, deployed in the area, swung into action, there was chaos all
around. It was then that a lathi caught Mr Singhal on the head. The sight of their
bleeding leader fuelled passions among the lrar set-alts and they made a determined
charge towards the lane leading to the janmasthan.

What followed was a bizarre sight. A sadhu drove a bus packed with leer
setrtlfts up to SD yards from the structure, crashing through iron and wooden bar-
ricades. He finally got off the bus near the last barricade and securitymen moved
in to chase the others away. The bus was later burnt when the police had it
parked diagonally across the lane to stop people from moving ahead.

Rattled by the sheer number of fear set-ults, CRPF personnel were all set to
open fire after an Inspector, who tried to plead with the crowd to turn back, was
beaten in a lane opposite Hanuman Garhi. So enraged were the securitymen that
they gheraoed the District Magistrate and demanded that he order the firing. Mr
R.S. Shrivastava, the District Magistrate, pleaded helplessness and was heard
consulting the Commissioner {Fairabad divisionl over the walltie-talkie. He then
grabbed the megaphone and warned the crowd repeatedly of a possible police
firing. People retaliated by stoning the policemen and another lathi charge
followed.

More people arrived at the Hanuman Garhi Chowk, and as policemen
retreated, the ker seuaks entered the lane leading to the janmasthan. Egged on
by cheering men on rooftops, they jostled, jumped over walls and fences, and
moved forward. The BSF personnel, armed with SLRs and sten guns, were helpless
spectators with no senior officer in sight. The hordes by then had descended on
Hadasthan, some Sflll yards from the janmasthan.

Arguments, pleadings and angry retorts continued for a while, and suddenly
the ker sevaks made a mad scramble down the narrow road, their slogan-shouting
bordering the feverish. They were repeatedly tear-gassed near the last barricade
but it was all in vain. More people poured in from the bylanes. Undaunted by the
lathis being rained on them, they crawled, squatted, while others jostled behind.
Mediamen who found themselves in the thick of it all were not spared by the
securitymen either—-—they were herded back by lathis and a volley of abuse.

By 11.45 am, it was evident that the contingents of ESF, CRPF, CISF, PAC,
U.P. police and Home Guards were woefully inadequate to control the thousands
who had collected outside the janmasthan. Desperation writ large on their faces,
the securitymen beat back anybody who approached the iron barricade. Slippers,
bags and ‘lorrrs' {vessels for carrying water} littered the place. There were even
wristwatches lying in piles on the road.

Mr S.C. Dixit reached the Ianmasthan shortly before noon and a little later
all hell broke loose. Defences fell, as some leer set-vtlts--—thirty to forty of them—
entered the premises of the disputed structure. Some sneaked in after scaling the
walls at the back while others were let in by sympathetic securitymen at the main
iron gate.

Once inside, the men climbed atop the domes and started pounding the
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surface with hammers and iron rods. Others below hammered at random at the
wall around the sanctum sanctorum. The damage was done before officials could
realize what was happening inside.

Electrical fittings were ripped apart and rubble formed heaps in all comers
of the sanctum sanctorum. Their objective fulfilled, the men escaped as lathi-
wielding policemen charged them.

The sight of the saffron flags atop the domes had the crowd in raptures and
slogan-shouting reached a crescendo. ‘Rarnfala bum rurye fmin mandir yabin
fntnoyenge {D Rama, we are here and shall now build the temple}.' As flustered
officials scurried about, barking orders at sullen securitymen, the crowd outside
the janmasthan danced in gay abandon. Inf Sfyo Ran: and I-for Her Mnbodev
was on every lip.

The police fired again around 1.45 pm when another attempt was made to
scale the walls behind the structure. They had earlier opened fire when police
jeeps and a state transport bus was burnt at Badasthan. But such was the mood
that all attempts to regain a semblance of order proved futile. A helicopter circled
overhead, inviting jeers from the crowd below.

Officials present at the janmasthan, clearly dismayed by the turn of events,
refused to comment except that ‘there has been a definite security lapse’.

Mr 5.C. Dixit, who was detained along with several others, declared trium-
phantly that foksbakti {people‘s power] had prevailed. ‘Rama is in our blood.
. . . You have to be a Hindu to know what the janmasthan holds for us.‘

It was around 2.30 pm that the district administration decided to call out
the army. Messages were flashed from within the janmasthan to ask the army to
stage a flag rnarch in Faizabad. It was also decided that the area around the dis-
puted structure would be handed over to the army. Until late in the afternoon
there appeared little that the district administration could do to restore order.
jetfnts of fear ses-nits continued to pout into Ayodhya and there seemed enough
pointers to a long-drawn battle.

Government denies damage
New Delhi
Five persons died and eight were injured when the police opened fire at three
places in Ayodhya to disperse crowds marching towards the disputed Ramjanma-
bhumi-—Babri Masjid structures for the ‘ker ses-a‘ on Tuesday.

This was disclosed to newsmen here on Tuesday evening by an official
spokesman of the Government of India.

The spokesman made it clear that though around ?UEI ‘ker seuafzs’ had
managed to force their entry into the structure, the building was ‘intact and un-
damaged‘. He said the securiry authorities had since cleared the structure and the
surrounding area of the ‘kar sevaks' and strict vigil was being maintained. The
‘ftor senofts‘ had entered the structure and even climbed the building. While some
persons had lathis in their hands, having come to gatecrash the structure, there
were a number of pufaris along with them, the spolcestnan said.
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He said some persons also tried to put up their flags atop the structure.
The spokesman denied reports emanating from the Vishwa Hindu Parishad

circles that 65 per cent of the disputed structure had been damaged and that some
policemen had sided with the ‘ker setrrtks’. He reiterated that while no portion of
the structure was damaged, there was no report of any policeman joining the
‘ker set.rtIfzs' or any attempt on the part of policemen to defy the government
order. On the other hand, the policemen had been able to thwart any attempt to
damage the building with a minimum of force.

The spokesman also denied reports circulating in some quarters that the
District Magistrate put in charge of law and order had tendered his resignation.
He said about 3,500 policemen were deployed in Ayodhya to maintain law and
order on the ‘frat seen‘ day and they handled the situation well.

The three places where the police resorted to firing were Amawan Mandir,
where four persons died; Hanuman Garhi where one person died; and Naya
Ghat where eight persons received injuries. The police also had to resort to lathi
charge to disperse the crowd when the General Secretary of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad, Mr Ashok Singhal, received head injuries.

Answering a question, the spokesman said there was no army deployment
in Ayodhya. He said as on Tuesday evening, Ayodhya was quiet though the cur-
few was continuing.

The spokesman said the Prime Minister, Mr ‘U.P. Singh spoke to U.P. Chief
Minister Mulayam Singh Yadav twice on Tuesday, and told him that he had
handled a difficult situation well with the minimum of force. The Prime Mittister
also spoke to Bihar Chief Minister Laloo Ya dav and West Bengal Chief Minister
Jyoti Basu. The spokesman said the Prime Minister had asked the U.P. Chief
Minister to come to Delhi for consultations.

Giving a general overview of the law and order situation in different parts
of the country in the wake of the ‘ltar seen‘ in Ayodhya, the spokesman said there
was tension in Doddaballapur near Bangalore in Karnataka following incidents
of arson. An incident of stabbing was reported from Kolar on Monday as a result
of which one person died. Tension was reported from Ranchi, Dhanbad, Patna
and Munger in Bihar. In Ranchi there were reports of some explosions of crude
country—made bombs. The situation was also tense in certain localities of
Hyderabad; Jaipur and Jodhpur in Rajasthan; Bijnore, Ghonda and Faizabad in
U.R
[From Indian Express, 31 October 1990.]

Z7. HIP Government in Uttar Pradesh headed by Kalyan Singh
acquires land at Ayodhya, 7' October 1991 _

The Governor is plsed to order the publication of the following English translation
of notification no. 3814D{LI-33-B6, dated 7' October 1991 of the Tourism
Department for general information:
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No. 3814lX.LI-33-86
Dated Laclznow. .7 October I 991
Under Sub-section [1] of Section 4 of the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 (Act no. 1 of
1394}, the Governor is pleased to notify for general information that the land
mentioned in the Schedule below is needed for a public purpose, namely for the
detrelopnrent of tourism and providing amenities to the pilgrims at Ayodhya in
district Faieabad.

2. The Governor being of the opinion that the provisions of Sub-section [1]
of Section 1? of the said Act are applicable to the said land is urgently required
for a public purpose, namely the development of tourism and providing amenities
to the pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faizabad, and that in view of the pressing
urgency it is as well necessary to eliminate the delay likely to be caused by an
inquiry under Section 5-A of the said Act, the Governor is further pleased to
direct under Sub-section (4) of Section 1'? of the said Act and that the provisions
of Section 5-A of the said Act shall not apply:

Schedule

District Pargana Telrsii liillage Plat No. Approximate
area to be
acquired
tin acres)

15I _ ____ ____i'l J 1 I

Fairabad Haveli Avadh Faizabad Ker Ram 1.59 {Fart}
Sadat Chander 160 Wart]

1T1 {Fart}
1T1 (Fart)

0.3600
1.0706
0.43?S
0.9063

Total 1,:-'r§i-1 _

For nrlrat purpose required: For the development of tourism and providing
amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faiaabad.

Note: A site plan of the land may be inspected in the Office of the Collector,
Faiaabad.

By order
Alolt Sinha
Sacbiu

|From Government of India, Wl;u'te Paper on Ayodhya, February 1993, p. S6]
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28. Allahabad High Court’s Orders of 25, 26 and
28 October 1 991, on writ petitions

Chief ]ustice’s Court and Civil Misc. Application No. 22799 {W} of 1991
and Civil Misc. Application No. 12310 [W] 1991
In re: Writ Petition No. 3540 [M13] of 1991
Mohd. Hashim Versus State of U.P. and others.

Hon’ble S.C. Mathur,
Hol1’ble Hrijesh Kumar,
Hon'ble S.H.A. Raza,

These two applications for interim relief have been filed in a Writ Petition directed
against notifications issued by the State Government under Sections 4 and 6 of
the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 (Act No. 1 of 1394]. The notification under
Section 4 is dated Tlth October 1991 and that under Section 6 is dated 10th
October 1991. The notifications have been issued for acquiring a piece of land
situated in village Kot Ram Chander, tehsil Faiaabad Sadat, pargana Navoli
Avadh, district Faiaabad.

The notification states the purpose of acquisition as ‘for the development of
tourism and providing amenities to the pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faizabad'.

The aforesaid notification has been challenged on several grounds, but it is
not necessary for us to state all of them at this stage. The material grounds on
which the acquisition has been challenged are:

[ii Notified land is Waqf property and such property cannot be acquired
under the Land Acquisition Act.

[ii] The exercise of power is colourable inasmuch as the real purpose of
acquisition is different from the one stated in the notification; the real purpose is
to destroy the mosque known as Babri Masjid and to transfer the land to some
organization to construct temple thereon. The allegations of mala fides have
been made against the Chief Minister of the state who has been impleaded by
name as opposite party No. 5.

[iii] There is no urgency to acquire the land and therefore, there was no
occasion to apply Section 1914] of the Act.

The aforesaid grounds have been traversed by the learned Advocate Gene ral
who has appeared on behalf of the state.

The learned Advocate General disputed the petitioners‘ claim that the notified
property is Waqf property. Alternatively he has submitted that there is no bar to
acquire Waqf property under the Act. He has cited:

[1]AlR19?1 SC 161, Khajaiman Waqf Estate etc. vs. The State of Madras
etc.

{2} AIR 19?-i SC 2093, Acharya Ma ha rajshri Narender Prasadji
Anandprasadji Maharaj and others vs. The State of Gujarat and others

[3] AIR l9?8 Allahabad 280 Mohammad Ali Khan vs. The Special Land
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Acquisition Officer, Lucknow Hagar Mahapalika, Lucknow and others
{4} AIR 1989 Puniab dc Haryana 198; Akhara Shri Hraham Buta, Amritsar

vs. State of Punjab and others
{5} AIR I990 Andhra Pradesh 35?, M. Paclmanabha Iyengar vs. The

Government of Andhra Pradesh and others.
Learned counsel for the petitioner has tried to distinguish the above authorities

and he has cited certain authorities. The authorities cited by the learned counsel
for the petitioner are not applicable on all fours. They will have to be considered
along with the authorities cited by the leamed Advocate General. We are, therefore,
refraining from referring to the said authorities at this stage.

On a consideration of these authorities cited by the learned counsel for the
opposite parties, we are prima facie of the opinion that even a Waqf property ean
he acquired.

The leamed Advocate General then pointed out that the land is sought to be
acquired so as to make arrangement for the large number of altar set-vrlts and pil-
grims who are expected to visit Ayodhya between 30th October 1991 and 13th
November 1991. According to him, there is religious tradition of ‘Brihad Pari-
lcrama' and ‘Panch Koshi Pariltrama‘ which will also fall within the said period
and last year this Pariltrama could not be held. According to him, arrangements
will have to be made if this Parikrama is to be held peacefully. He has stated that
there are a large number of unauthorized structures and squatters on the land in
question and in order to remove them and clear the land for free flow of traffic it
is necessary that the land be acquired urgently as the dates are near at hand.

On behalf of the state short counter-affidavit has been filed in which the
aforesaid points have been covered. The petitioner has filed a reioiridet affidavit
and he has not denied that the aforesaid Parikramas are held. In fact he has
admitted that the Parikramas are held. In fact he has admitted that the Parikramas
have been held for the last several centuries. It has been stated that there has been
no difficulty in holding the Pa rikrama in the previous years. However, in paragraph
6 of the rejoinder affidavit, in which these statements have been made, it has not
been denied that no Pariltrama could be held in the last year. In view of the fact
that Pariltra ma is near at hand, we are prima facie of the opinion that the urgency
shown in the notification is not illusory.

We have observed hereinabove that we are prima facie of the opinion that
even Waqf property can be acquired in view of the authorities cited on behalf of
the opposite parties. However, the exercise of power under the Act, we are prima
facie of the opinion, shall have to be bona fide and colourable exercise of power
may vitiate the acquisition. Definite allegations of coloura ble exercise of power
have been made by the petitioner in paragraphs IT, Z9, 31, 31, 33, 35, 39' and 41
of the writ petition. In these paragraphs it has been stated that persons holding
responsible positions in the government have declared that on the acquired land,
temple will be constructed. About this, at this stage there is no definite denial in
the short counter-affidavit filed on behalf of the opposite parties. In paragraph 6
all that has been stated is— ‘The land has been acquired for the development of
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tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faizahad.
There has been no intention of State Government to transfer it. . . .‘ Learned
counsel for the petitioner has pointed out that what the State Government intends
to do in future after talting possession of the land has not been clearly spelt out.
The allegations ofcolourable exercise of power will require controversion through
a counter-affidavit if the State Government really intends to controvert them.
The Chief Minister is also alleged to have made certain statements which have
been reported in the press that go to substantiate the petitioner's plea that the
land is not being acquired for the purpose indicated in the notification. We are
accordingly of the opinion that a detailed counter-affidavit is required from the
opposite parties and therefore, we have admitted the writ petition.

We have now to adjust equities between the parties. In view of the fact that
certain arguable points have been raised by both the parties, we have admitted
the writ petition, but mere admission of writ petition will not necessarily entitle
the petitioner to the interim reliefs claims by him. In the first application for inte-
rim relief, the prayer is to stay the operation and implementation of the impugned
notifications or any other notification or order that may be issued in pursuance
thereof. In the second application the prayer is to direct the State Government
and the district notified land and raising of construction or digging of land or
effecting any physical change therein.

We have given our anxious consideration to the prayers made in the appli-
cation. ln our opinion, the ends of justice will be met by passing the following
interim order:

Ii) The state may ta lite possession of the notified la nd and may make arra nge—
ments for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent
nature shall be put up thereon although structure of temporary nature may be
put up;

lii} the talcing over of possession shall be subject to further orders of the
Court; and

{iii} the acquired land shall not be transferred or alienated.
This order will apply to Writ Petitions numbered 354] [MIBJ of I991 filed

by Panch Ilatnananda, Niromhi Akhara, Ayodhya and others and 3542 (MIR) of
I991 filed by Khalid Yusuf also. Before passing this order, we have heard Sri
ILL. Verma, learned counsel for the petitioner in the first mentioned petition,
and Sri Khalid Yusuf who appeared in person before us.
Dated: 15.10.1991

Opposite parties have filed a counter-affidavit. It shall be placed on record.
Petitioners filed an application for amendment of the writ petition. The application
is allowed. Let amendment be incorporated in the writ petition within three
days. Supplementary affidavit filed by the petitioners today shall also be placed
on the record.

For the rea sons to be recorded later, we dispose of the petitioners’ application
for interim relief as also the application of the opposite parties for vacating the
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interim order dated 21.10.91 by the following operative order:
‘We do not vacate the interim order dated 15. 10.91 but modify it as under:
ii] It will be open to the opposite parties during the pendency of the writ

petition to talte over possession of the “Sakshi Gopal" temple including all its
sixteen rooms, but the deity installed therein would be preserved;

(ii) The state may talte possession of the notified land and may make artange-
ment for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent
nature shall he put up thereon although structures of temporary nature may be
put up.

[iiij The talting over of possession shall be subject to further orders of the
Court; and

(iv) The acquired land shall not be transferred or alienated.
The above order shall continue during the pendency of the petition.’

Dated:1B.10.l991

Writ Petition No. 35?9 {HB} of 1991
Thaltur Vijay Ragho Bhagwan Birajman Mandir
Saltshi Gopal and another
Versus
State of U.P. and others.

Hon'ble 5. Saghir Ahmad J.
Hon‘ble R.K. Agrawal, _I.

On 26.10.1991 w had disposed of the petitioners‘ application for interim relief as
also the application of the opposite parties for vacating the interim order by a
short order, indicating therein that we will record our reasons later.

We now proceed to record our reasons today {2B.1 0.91 }.
Petitioner No. 1 is the Deity while petitioner No. 2 is the Mahant and San-

barahar of petitioner No. 1 . The Deity is installed in a temple known as ‘Mandir
Sakshi Gopal‘ which is claimed to be in existence since time immemorial.

It is this temple which is sought to be acquired by the impugned Notification
(Annexure 1) issued under the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act.

The temple is said to be situated on plot No. 160M. It is stated in para 11
of the petition that three regular suits, namely, {i} Regular Suit No. 1 of I950
((15.5. No. I of I939], {ii} regular suit No. 1'6 of 1959 [U.S.S. Ho. 3 of 1939],
and {iii} Regular Suit No. 12 of 1961 ((15.5. No. 4 of 1989] {leading suit] are
pending before a Full Bench of this Court. It is further stated that a part of the
petitioners‘ property is the subject matter of the leading suit in which an injunction
order of ‘status quo‘ dated 14.3.39 has already been passed by the Full Bench.
This order is still operative. It is specified in para I2 of the petition that certain
plots including plot No. I60 are the disputed property in the aforesaid suit.
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On 26.10.91, when this petition was filed before us, we had passed the
following interim order:

Notice of this petition on behalf of the opposite parties has been accepted by the
Chief Standing Counsel. Put up tomorrow. We are informed by the learned Chief
Standing Counsel that the Full Bench has granted an interim order to the effect:

The State may talte possession of the notified land and may ma lte arrangements
for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent nature
shall be put up thereon although structure of temporary nature shall be put up.
The taking over of possession shall be subject to the further orders of the Court.
The acquired land will not be transfered or alienated.’

It is pointed out in the petition that the petitioners‘ temple known as ‘Saltshi
Gopal Temple‘ stands on a part of plot No. 160 which has been notified for
acquisition. A copy of the impugned notification has been annexed as Annexure
1 in which plot No. 160 is described as 160M. The question whether this petition
has also to be placed before the Full Bench will be considered tomorrow. Till
tomorrow, the opposite parties are retained from taking possession over the building
of the temple.

Un 26.10.91 the opposite parties, who are represented by the Advocate
General and the Chief Standing Counsel, filed a short counter-affidavit in which
it has been, inter rtffrl, stated as under:

'i'. That because the first anniversary of liar Seva for building the temple at Ayodhya
falls on 30.10.1991 and on account of the first death anniversary of the Ear
Sevalts on 1.11.91 and also because of ‘Brihed Pariltrama' and ‘Panch Koshi
Parilcrama‘ on 16.11.1991 and 18.11.91 respectively which ‘Pariltramas' could
not be performed last year and keeping in view these events there is all possibility
of a very large influx of pilgrims to pay their homage and respects to the Kat
Sevalts and to perform the ‘Pariltramas‘, it becomes necessary for the State
Government to dispense with the enquiry under Section $—A of the l..and Acquisition
Act as the same would have caused delay and the purpose of acquisition of the
land would have been frustrated as necessary arrangements have to be made
before the said dates for providing amenities and all facilities to the pilgrims who
visit Ayodhya on the said dates.
3. That as the first step for giving effect to the aforesaid purpose it would be
necessary to level the land and clear the site by the removal of the structure existing
thereon so that sufficient area of la nd is available for the movement of huge crowd
of pilgrims who are expected to visit Sri Ramjatunabhutni on the aforesaid occasions.
9. Tl1at the State Government being of the opinion that the land is urgently required
for public purpose, namely the development of tourism and providing amenities
to the pilgrims at Ayodhya in District Faira bad and in view of the pressing urgency
and to eliminate the delay likely to be caused by enquiry under Section S-A of the
Land Acquisition Act 1894, the Government directed under sub-section [4] of
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Section 1'? of the said Aer that the provisions of Section S~A of the said Act shall
not apply. It is submitted that the Govemment have powers to direct the Collector
to talte possession of any land needed for public purpose in view of the provisions
contained in Section IT-"{1} of the Land Acquisition Act 1934 as amended by Act
No. 63 of 1984.

They also filed an application for vacating the interim order dated 2.5 . 10.91
passed by us.

It may be stated that the petitioners have moved an amendment application
in which they set out that the temple is not the subject matter of any of the afore-
said regular suits. ln view of this plea now raised by the petitioners, through an
amendment application, we do not consider it necessary to send this case to the
Full Bench which must not be burdened with extra petitions as the Full Hench has
been constituted for trying the regular suits expeditiously.

In three other writ petitions, which came up before the Full Bench yesterday,
it is the present impugned notification which is under challenge. The Full Bench
has passed an interim order of which a copy has been filed along with the short
counter-affidavit as Annexure A1. The complete copy of the aforesaid order of
the Full Bench was not available to us on 25.10.91 when we had the interim
order in this case.

The first question raised by Sri Umesh Chandra is that the acquisition of
Saltshi Gopal Temple is contrary to the provisions of The Places of Worship
[Special Provisions} Act, 1991 [Act No. 42 of 1991). Out attention has been
invited to Section 3 and sub-section {1} of Section 4, which provide as under:

3. No person shall convert any place of worship of any religious denomination or
any section thereof into a place of worship of a different section of the same reli-
gious denomination or of a different religious denomination or any section thereof.
4(1) It is hereby declared that the religious character of a place of worship existing
on the 15th day of August 194? shall continue to be the same as it existed on that
day.

It is contended that since this temple was in existence on 15.8.1949, its reli-
gious character cannot be converted not can it be converted into another place of
worship though of the same sect or community.

It is contended that in view of the provisions contained in Section 7, the Act
shall be treated to over-ride the provisions of the Land Acquisition Act.

The learned Advocate General appearing on behalf of the opposite parties
has, however, invited our attention to Section S of the Act which provides that the
Act would not apply to Ramjanrnabhumi-Babri Masjid. The provisions of Section
S are quoted below:

S. Nothing contained in this Act shall apply to the place or place of worship com-
monly ltnown as Ramjanmabhumi—l?-abri Masjid situated in Ayodhya in the State
of Uttar Pradesh and to any suit, appeal or other proceeding relating to the said
place or place of worship.
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The emphasis of the learned Advocate General was on the word ‘place of
worship‘. The learned Advocate General has placed before us the map of the
place prepared by the Fairabad--Ayodhya Development Authority and has pointed
out that there is an area which contains structure known as ‘Babri Masjid or
Ramjanmabhurni’. The entire area, it is pointed out, is a ‘place’ while the structure
known as ‘Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid‘ is ‘the place of worship‘. It is,
therefore, pointed out that the Act would not apply to the whole of the area inclu-
ding the structure referred to above. Since the land or the building known as
‘Sakshi Gopal Temple’ falls in plot No. 160, which is included in the area or
‘place’ contemplated by Section S, the provisions of Act No. 42 of 1991 would
not be applicable to this area including the Sakshi Gopal Temple and therefore,
the opposite parties can validly acquire the property in question under the provi-
sions of the Land Acquisition Act. There, prima facie, appears to be substance
what is contended by the the learned Advocate General. Since the provisions of
Section S do not apply in respect of the area in which Saltshi Gopal Temple is
situated, the contention of Sri Umesh Chandra that the present temple cannot be
acquired in view of the provisions contained in Act Ho. 42 of 1991, does not,
prima facie, seem to have any substance.

The other contentions of Sri Umesh Chandra that the notification under
Section 4{1} is bad for being vague should not detain us for long as the Full Hench
decision of this Court in Behori Lal v. Land Aquisiton Dfficer (AIR 1920 Alld.
414) on which reliance has been placed is distinguishable on the ground that the
plot number of the land in that case was not described and only this much was
said in the notification that the acquisition map may be loolted into in the office
of the Collector. Here, the plot numbers of the land under acquisiton have been
set out in the notification and the petitioners have themselves mentioned in the
petition those plot numbers in the petition.

Mr Umesh Chandra, appearing for the petitioners, has contended that a
temple cannot be acquired under the Land Acquisition Act as the acquisition
would be destructive of the fundamental right available to the petitioners under
Article 26 of the Constitution to establish and maintain religious institutions. It is
contended that the petitioners belong to an Ramanand sect of Bairagis and con-
stitute a separate religious sect who have the right to establish and maintain their
own insititutions for religious and charitable purposes.

Learned Advocate General has cited before us a number of Supreme Court
and High Court decisions to contend that a Waqf or endowed property can be
acquired under the Land Acquisition Act.

These decisions have already been considered by the Full Bench in its order
dated 25.10.91 and it observed as under:

Dn a consideration of the authorites cited by the learned counsel for the opp.
parties, we are prima facie of the opinion that even a Waqf property can be acquired.

fin this question we will not express ourselves as the observations of the
Full Bench quoted above are only tentative and not final. But the observations
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have to be kept in view in disposing of the present application for interim relief
as also the application for vacating the interim order.

Learned Advocate General even went to the extent of submitting that if the
public purpose mentioned in the notification was to be the construction of Ram-
ianmabhumi temple instead of ‘development of tourism and providing amenities
to the pilgrims‘, the present ‘Saltshi Gopal Temple’, was to be demolished in
order to construct the Ramianntabhumi temple, the notification would still be
valid. He sought support from a decision of the Karnatalta High Court in Papnre
vs. State of Karnatalta and others [AIR 1983 Karnatalta 94}.

The notification for acquisition involved in the present petition is the same
as is involved in the writ petitions before the Full Bench whicb, as pointed out
above, has already passed an interim order on 15.10.1991.

This brings us to the pertinent question as to what interim order should be
passed. Should we allow the interim order passed by us on 25.10.91 to the effect
that the opposite patties shall not ta lte possession over the building of the ‘Saltshi
Gopal Temple’, which obviously is not in consonance with the interim order
passed by the Full Bench, to continue or to modify it so that it is in harmony with
the Full Bench order.

The dictates of prudence and practice are that there should not be conflicting
interim orders on petitions of common nature.

lt is stated by the counsel for the petitioners that there are sixteen rooms in
the temple. There is a separate room and a deity is installed therein. The deity is
the soul of the temple and the pilgrims come to pay their homage and respects to
the deity. Should the deity be removed to provide convenience and amenities to
the pilgrims?

We, therefore, dispose of the petitioners‘ application for interim relief as
also the application of the opposite parties for vacating the interim order dated
15. 10.91 by the following operative order:

We do not vacate the interim order dated 15.10.91 but modify it as under:
Ii} It will be open to the opposite parties during the pendency of the writ

petition to talte over possession of the ‘Saltshi Gopal Temple’ including all its
sixteen rooms, but the Deity installed therein would be preserved;

{ii]The State may talte possession of the notified land and may make a'rrange~
ment for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent
nature shall be put up thereon although structure of temporary nature may be put
LIP;

{iii} The tal-ting over of possession shall be subject to further orders of the
Court; and

[iv] The acquired land shall not be transferred or alienated.
The above order shall continue during the pendency of the writ petition.

Dated: 28.10.1991

[Report of the delegation and members of the Standing Committee of NIC and of MPs.
pp. 6-7.]
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29. National Integration Council's Resolution of
2 November 1 991

The National Integration Council views with deep concern the deterioration in
the communal situation in the country during the last two years, which have
witnessed increasing communal tension and serious incidents of violence leading
to heavy loss of life and property. Along with the continuing activities of terrorists
and militants in certain parts of the country, communal animosity can seriously
undermine the national unity. The Council reaffirms the resolve of the people to
resolutely meet any challenge to the country's unity and integrity and its secular
democratic polity.

The Council noted that one of the factors which has added itntnensely to
the build-up of communal tension is the llamianmabhurni-Babri Masjid dispute.
The Council expressed its concern at the recent happenings in Ayodhya and
hoped that such situations will not recur.

The Ramjar1mabhtuni—Babri lvlasiid dispute has continued to evade a satis-
factory solution. The Council appeals to all concerned parties and organizations
to worlt towards an amicable, negotiated solution of the dispute in a spirit of co-
operation and mutual understanding.

The Council noted the following assurances given by the Chief Minister of
Uttar Pradesh:

ii] All efforts will be made to find an amicable resolution of the issue;
(ii) Pending a final solution, the Government of Uttar Pradesh will hold

itself fully responsible for the protection of the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid
structure;

[iii] Orders of the Court in regard to the land acquisition proceedings will
be fully implemented; and

(iv) judgement of the Allahabad High Court in the cases pending before it
will not be violated.

The Council welcomed the invitation given to it by the Chief Minister of
Uttar Pradesh to visit Ayodhya on any suitable date.

The National Integration Council calls upon all concerned, including the
political parties, religious leaders, the media and other organizations, to act with
restraint and in a manner that will promote harmony and goodwill between all
communities. Everyone must make efforts to desist from words or deeds that are
likely to inflame communal passions or give encouragement to disruptive forces.
Indian society is traditionally marl-ted by a spirit of tolerance and respect for
each other’s faith. This spirit should continue to guide our thoughts and actions.
The Council appeals to all people to maintain peace and tranquility and create
an atmosphere conducive to the satisfactory settlement of the Ramjanmabhumi—
Babri Masjid dispute.

[From Government of lndia, White Paper on Ayodhya, February 1993, p. 60]
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30. Supreme Court’s Order of 15 November 1991

‘Writ Petition [C] No. 1000l'91
With
‘W11-". {Cl Nos. 97? and 9?}! of 1991

Naveetl Yar Khan, Petitioner
Versus
State of Uttar Pradesh and Ors., Respondents
was
Mohd. Aslam and Bhure etc., Petitioner
Union oflndia and Drs. etc., Respondents

Qrder
The petitioners have approached this Court by way of these petitions under Article
32 of the Constitution as public interest litigations challenging the acquisition
covered by two Notifications dated 7’ October and 10 October 1991, made under
Section 4{1} of the Land Acquisition Act, 1394 under which certain property in
Faizabad close to Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid Cotnplett has been notified for
acquisition for the purpose of development ofpi lgrimage and providing amenities
to them at Ayodhya.

This litigation challenging the acquisition has already been entertained by
the Allahabad High Court in its Lucknow Bench and is pending disposal. As an
interim measure, the High Court has made an order on 25.10.1991, where the
following directions have been made:

{i} The state may take possession of the notified land and may make arrange-
ments for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent
nature shall be put up thereon although structure of temporary nature may be put
"P;

{ill The taking over of possession shall be subject to further orders of the
Court; and

{iii} The acquired land shall not be transferred or alienated.
It appears that on 31st October 1990, some people out of the crowd that

had gathered there, forcibly entered into the shrine and hoisted saffron colour
flags and later pulled down some old constructions on the outer wall of the shrine
{a fact which is in dispute]. In the petitions, several allegations have been made
and petitioners have prayed that a writ of mandamus should be issued declaring
the notifications of acquisitions as ultra sires, and for appropriate directions for
handing over of the property back to the owners and for passing such other
orders as are considered appropriate.

This issue relating to the mosque and the temple has assumed wider signifi-
cance and has become a national issue for some time. There is a suit pending dir-
ectly linked with the dispute in the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court
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and is being hea rd by a specially constituted three-Judge Bench. As it is, there are
two sets of proceedings before the High Court—one relating to the temple-cum-
mosque and the other relating to acquisition.

Mr Garg, appearing in support of the petitioners, has attempted to persuade
us that the matter relating to acquisition should be transferred to this Court and
dealt with. We are of the view that when the High Court has already entertained
the matter, made an interim order and as stated at the Bar is taking the case for
final disposal some time in December of this year, it may not be necessary and
iustifiable to transfer the writ petition pending before the High Court to this
Court. On the other hand, appropriate directions regarding interim arrangement
may be made and three petitioners transferred to the High Court for analogous
disposal.

We have heard lvlr _laitley, learned counsel for the respondent state. On
instructions from an officer present in Court, it has been gathered and told to us
that the wall which was interfered with on the 31 st of October is at a distance of
ZS to 30 metres from the disputed construction. It is not denied that there are
some old constructions in between the main construction and the outer wall refer-
red to above. We are of the view that even if these constructions may be a part of
the acquired land under the disputed acquisitions, nothing should be done to
interfere with such constructions which are standing. Pariltranra facilities to be
provided to pilgrims can certainly be done as permitted by the High Court but
full care and attention should be devoted to ensure that the standing constructions
including the outer wall which are old in character and are claimed to be a part
of the disputed construction may not be interfered with in any manner; This must
be the total responsibility of the state of Uttar Pradesh to ensure compliance.

In the meantime, as we have been told at the Bar, there was a meeting at
the national level of the Integration Council and the Chief Minister of the state as
it appears from the affidavit of the Home Secretary of the respondent state dated
13th of November 1991, made certain statements to the Council. These have
been extracted in paragraph 3 of the affidavit and read thus:

The Chief lvlinister has made several statements at the National Integration Council
meeting on Ind November 1991. On the basis of the statements, the resolution of
National Integration Council was passed on Ind November 1991. The Resolution
itself states:
‘The Council noted the following assurances given by the Chief Minister of Uttar
Pradesh:
(ll All efforts will be made to find an amicable resolution of the issue;
{ill Pending a final solution, the Government of Uttar Pradesh will hold itself fully
responsible for the protection of the Ramianmabhumi—liabri lvlasiid structures;
{iii} Order of the Court in regard to the land acquisition proceedings will be fully
implemented; and
(ivl judgement of the Allahabad High Court in the cases pending before it will not
be violated.‘
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We shall take it, and lvlr jaitley has no objection to our doing so, that the
state of Uttar Pradesh remains bound by what has been stated in this paragraph
and this shall be the obligation of the state of Uttar Pradesh to stand by our order
of today which is made after taking into account the stand of the stare of Uttar
Pradesh as disclosed by the Chief lvlinister and reiterated in the aflidavit of the
Home Secretary. It shall, therefore, be talten as a representation to the Court on
which we have made this order.

Since the matter is before the Court and is being looked into, we hope and
trust that the people of India—to whichever community they belong-—-need not
feel agitated or invite occasions ofconfrontation leading to an unwarranred com-
mission. We expect the nation to exhibit due understanding and solidarity on
national issues and sincere attempt for resolution of disputes should be undertaken.
We are aware of the sensitive character of the matter and, therefore, have not
said anything more than necessary. We are sure, every like-minded citizen of this
country would understand the gravity and conduct himself accordingly for main-
taining peace and amity. This order shall remain valid untill the writ petitions
pending before the Allahabad High Court deal in the land acquisition dispute are
decided.

These writ petitions shall stand transferred to the Lucknow Bench of the
Allahabad High Court to be taken with the connected proceedings but our order
shall remain binding, as we have indicated, till the disposal of the writ petitions.

New Delhi
15 November 1991

31. Allahabad High Court’s Order of 5 February 1992

Resertretf:
{ll C.M. Application No. 49 [Ol of 1939.
(Defendant no. 2, applicant: Ram Charan Dass} and
{2} C.M. Application Ho. 41'. {O} of 1991
[Applicanr: Umesh Chandra Pandey}
In Re: 0.0. Suit No. 4 of 1989
Sunni Central Board of Waqfs, U.R and others
Versus
Gopal Singh Visharad [deceased] and others
[3] C.M. Application No. ll iOl of 1992
(Applicant: Rajendra Singh}

In Re: 0.0. Suit Ho. 1 of 1989
Gopal Singh Visharad
Versus
Zahoor Ahmad Khan and others
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[4] C.M. Application No. 50 {Ol of 1991
(Applicant: Deolti Nandan Agarwall

In Re: CLO. Suit No. 5 of I939
Hhagwan Sri Rama Virajman and others
Versus
Rajendra Singh and others

Hon'ble S.C. Mathur, _I.
Hon'ble Brijesh Kumar, J.
Hon'ble S.H.A. Raza, _].

The aforesaid applications relate to the interim orders passed by this Court in
proceedings relating to a property to which rival claims have been preferred by
members of two communities. While members of one community claim that the
property is their mosque and graveyard, the members of the other community
claim that it is the birthplace of Rama where a temple exists. By order dated 14th
August 1939, the parties have been directed to maintain status quo in respect of
the disputed property. Later an application was made on behalf of the state for
clarification of that order whereupon order dated Tth November 1939 was passed.
At the time the state‘s application was taken up the controversy raised was whether
the order of status quo related only to the structures or it related to the open piece
of land also. After noticing that the plaint of Suit bio. 11 of 1961 gave plot
numbers of the property in dispute, this Court came to the conclusion that the
order of status quo extended not only to the structures, but also to the open piece
of land adjoining the structure. Material portion of this order reads:

We clarify that the order dated 14th August 1939 was in respect of the entire
property mentioned in the suit, including plot no. 586, in so far included within
the boundary described by letters EFCH in the site plan.

ln the earlier portion of the order the plots in respect of which suit has been filed
have been described as follows:

Nos 133, 519, $30, 501, S31, 533, $04, 53$, .586, 53?, SSS, 590, S93, 594, S95,
603, 606, 60?, 610, 619, 610, 611 and 613, situated in lvlohalla Kot Ram Chander
also known as Ram l'-‘lot, city Ayodhya {hlazul estate], district Faizabad.

The plea of Ram Charan Dass, applicant in the first application, is that he
did not get hearing on his objections relating to the maintainability of the suit.
According to him he had raised preliminary objections which were required to be
considered when the application for interim injunction was considered, but they
were not actually considered. One of the preliminary objections raised by him,
as stated in the application, was that there was no notification notifying the prop-
erty in suit as Waqf property and therefore, Sunni Central Board of Waqfs was
not entitled to maintain the suit.
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Umesh Chandra Pandey, applicant in the second application, has raised the
same dispute which was raised when the clarificatory order was passed on ?th
November 1989. According to him, the property in dispute is only built-up structure
and not the open piece of land. It has also been stated on his behalf that the order
dated the ‘I-"th November 1939, instead of clarifying the position, has created
confusion. In this context, it is pointed out that a Commission was issued by this
Court for locating the numbers given in the plaint, but the land in dispute could
not be identified with reference to those numbers by the Commissioner appointed
by this Court. It is accordingly stressed that the interim order of this Court has
become vague and indefinite and this vagueness and indefiniteness deserves to be
done away with so that nothing may be done by anyone which may ultimately
amount to disobedience of this Court's order resulting in contempt of this Court.

The plea of Raiendra Singh, applicant in third application, is that he had
no notice of the injunction application and of the date on which the same was
disposed of and, therefore, the order deserves to be recalled. In this content it is
pointed out that by a registered notice served upon him, he was required to
appear before this Court on 23rd October 1939, and he put in appearance on the
said date and engaged Sai Purtu Lal Misra, Advocate, to represent him. He
claims that on perusal of the file of the case, he acquired the knowledge that an
application had been made on behalf of the state on 14th August 1989, of which
no notice was given to him. It is stated that the order dated 14th August 1939 was
ex prtrre and application under Order 39 Rule 3, Code of Civil Procedure, is
required to be disposed of on merit and for that purpose copy of the application
is required to be served on the parties sought to be bound by it. It is also his case
that order dated 14th August 193 9 cannot be termed as final interim order as it
has been passed without giving him opportunity of hearing. On this basis, it is
claimed that the application which was disposed of by order dated l-4th August
I935‘ is required to be disposed of on merit after opportunity of hearing has been
given to him. According to him order dared 14th August 1939 as well as order
dated Fth November I939 are ex parte orders and the applications on which
those orders were passed, have to be disposed of on merit.

In his application Deolci Nandan Agarwal has also mainly stressed the
point that the interim order as clarified on ?‘th November I589 makes the compli-
ance of the order of status quo impossible. His plea is that the prop-erry in question
could not be identified by the Survey Commissioner and unless such property is
identified, compliance of the Court‘s order becomes impossible.

During the course of arguments our attention was drawn to the site-plan of
the building given in the plaint and on the basis thereof it was submitted that the
dispute in the instant suits is confined to the structure only, which one party
claims to be a mosque and the other party claims to be a temple. It is submitted
on behalf of the applicants that the land adjoining the said structure is not subiect
matter of the suit. We are unable to agree with the submission of the learned
counsel for the applicants. It may be that the site-plan does not correctly delineate
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the shape of the land on the spot as the shape given in the plaint materially differs
from the shape given in the Commissioner's report, but thereby it cannot be said
that the dispute is confined to the structure only and does not extend to the land
adjoining it. The site-plan, apart from specifying the structure, refers to land
also. The plot numbers were also subsequently supplied. It is true that a Survey
Commission was issued to locate the plot numbers given in the plaint of the Waqf
Board, but the report submitted by the learned Commissioner was not confirmed
by this Court. On account of the mere fact that the report has not been confirmed
by this Court, it cannot be said that the property in question is not identifiable on
the spot. The report has not been confirmed because two of us were of the opinion
that the learned Commissioner did not comply with the directions of the Bench.
The Commissioner's report was obtained in order to fitt the property in dispute
and make the plan part of the decree. We are, therefore, of the opinion that
neither of the two orders can be recalled on the ground that they have led to un-
certainty or vagueness about the property in dispute. At this late stage we are not
inclined to entertain the plea that neither of the two orders has been passed
without hearing any of the parties. Even if applicant Rajendra Singh was not
heard in his suit, order passed in Sunni Board's suit cannot be avoided by anyone
because that is a representative suit. Further the interim orders of this Court have
been widely published and no parry can plead that it had no notice of it.

So far as the application of Rajendra Singh is concerned, it may be pointed
out that his claim is very much confined. He asserts that he has the right to visit
the tentple for darslian of the deity and to perform pain. This right is already
ensured to him in view of the Court's interim order of status quo. He has not
claimed any right in respect of the land adjoining the structure. About the identity
of the structure, there is no dispute. Accordingly, he does not suffer any prejudice
by the interim order of which vacation is sought, rather, the said interim order
helps him as it ensures performance of religious ceremonies which he claims he
has right to perform.

Even if we were to hear the applications for interim relief in the present
suits separately, we would have passed the same order. On the fact of the present
case, that is the only order which can be passed.

Therefore, merely on the ground that the Court Commissioner has failed to
identify the property in accordance with the direction of the Court, the interim
order of status quo cannot be said to be vague and, therefore, deserving of vacation.

In view of the above, all the applications for vacation of interim orders
dated 14th August 1939 and '?tl1 November 1989 are hereby dismissed.

Dated: 5 February 1992
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32a. Deed of Lease dated Z0 March 1992 between the Uttar
Pradesh Government and the Shri Ramjartmabhumi Trust

{Translation of lease deed typed in Hindi on four stamp papers of the aggregate
value of Rs 10.}
This lease made on the 20!}: day of March 1991 corresponding to 30th day of
Faigmt Samvat 1913 [Friday] between Governor of Uttar Pradesh [hereinafter
called ‘the Lessor'} of the one part and Shri Ramjanrnbhumi Trust, Sanltatmochan
Ashram, Shri Hanuman Mandir, Sector 6, Ramlrrishnapuram, New Delhi,
declared and constituted under the deed executed by Rarnanandacharya Swami
Shri Shivaramacharyaji Maharaj dated 13th December 193$ and registered on
18th December 198$ in Delhi, and whose present trustees are: 1. Messrs Pujya
Mahant Pararnahans Ram Chandradasji Maharaj, Digambar Akhada, Ayodhya.
2. Vitrang Sant Param Hans Pujya Swami Bamdevji Maharaj, Anand Vrindavan,
Vrindavan (Mathura). 3. jagatguru Senior Shanlta racharya, Pujyaswami—Shanta-
nandji Maharaj, jyotidhpeeth Daraganj, Prayag. 4. Pujya Mahant Avaidyanathji
Maharaj, Goraltshapeeth, Goralthpur. 5. Pujyantahant Nrityagopaldasji Maharaj,
Chawri Ayodhya. 6. jagadguru Marlhavacharya Pujyaswami-—Vishweshtirthji
Maharaj, Udipi {lCarnatakal. 7'. jagadguru Ramajanucharya Pujya Swami Puru-
shottamcharyaji Maharaj, Ayodhya. 3. Pujya Gyan jagatji Maharan, Bodh Gaya
[Bihar]. 9. Pujya Mahant Ramkevandasji Maharaj, Nirmohi Akhara, Ayodhya.
ID. Pujya Mahant Ramviltasdasji Vedanti, Vashisht Hhavan, Ayodhya. I1. Pujya
Mahant Dharmadasji Maharaj, Sanltatntocltan Mandi r, Faizabad Road, Ayodhya.
12;. Ex-judge Shri Shivnatlt Katii, 2.5 Tashkent Rd, Prayag. 13. Shri Mant Rajtnata
Vijayaraja Scindia, Gwalior. 14. Shri ‘Vishnu Hari Dalmiya, Treasurer, 1 Thirteen-
th januaty Marg, New Delhi. 15. Shri Dau Dayal Khanna, Nand Bihar, Civil
Lines, Moradabad. 16. Shri Badriprasad Toshnival, 21 Sadhna Enclave, New
Delhi. 1?. Shri Ashok Singhalji, lvianagerflidministrator, 1910 Hasltirnpur Road,
Allahabad. 13. Shri Shrishchandra Dil-cshit, 4113 Officer Colony, Qaisar Haglt,
Lucknow. I9. Shri Devki Nandan Agrawal, 56 Dillcusha Naya Katra, Allahabad.
Z0. Shri Moropant Pinglay, Dr Hedgewar Bhavan, Mahal, Nagpur. 21. Shri
Brahmedeoji, Sanltatmochan, Hanuman Mandir, Sector 6, Ramalcrishnapuram,
New Delhi. 22. Shri Suryalttishnaji, Sanltatmochan Hanuman Mandir, Sector 6,
Ramaltrishnapuram, New Delhi. 23. Shri Onltar Bhave, Shree Ram Bhavan, 2
Mahadeo Nagri, Lalkuwan, Lucknow. 24. Shri Yashwant Bhai Bhatt, Ramjanma-
bhumi Nyas office, Ramltot, Ayodhya, hereinafter called ‘the Lessee‘.

Whereas, the plot of land, situated at Ayodhya, Dist. Faizabad, described
in the schedulefannexure hereto and delineated on the plan annexed hereto with
its boundaries coloured red, is lreptireserved for development as Sh ri Ram Katha
Parlt project for the purpose of tourism development by Government of Uttar
Pradesh.

And, whereas, the Lessee has proposed to implement this project on behalf
of ‘Shri Ramjanmabhumi Nyas' using its own resources. Upon which it has been
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decided by the Government of Uttar Pradesh that the aforesaid land be given to
‘Shri Ramjanmahhumi Nyas' to implement its project of Shri Ram Katha Park
on lease in perpetuity.

Hence, under Govemment Grants Act {Act no. 15 of 1395} duly amended
from time to time, this deed witnesseth that taking into consideration the rent
hereby reserved, the lessor hereby demises the entire aforesaid land, described in
the schedule hereto and delineated on the plan annexed hereto and thereon shown
with its boundaries coloured red, this Zflth day of lvflarch 1992 no--corresponding
to Shak 10th day of Falgun Samvat 1913 [Friday], in perpetuity under the following
terms.

1. That the Lessee shall pay a fixed annual rent in the first week of the
month of April every year through treasury challan in favour of Government of
Uttar Pradesh. The first such payment of rent shall be made in the first week of
April I992.

2. That the Lessee shall pay all such rates, taxes and other charges which
now are or hereafter may be payable in respect of the aforesaid premises or the
buildings to be erected thereon by the Lessor or the Lessee.

3. The Lessor shall implement the Shri Ram Khata Park project on the
aforesaid land at the earliest and shall develop and protect the aforesaid land for
the said project and shall always maintain the constrttctionfbuilding on the aforesaid
building for the said project in good condition and shall undertake repairs etc.
from time to time.

4. The Lessee shall every year, during day time, grant permission to the
Lessor or their agents to enter the aforesaid land and the buildings constructed
thereon and inspect the same on receiving a 24-hour notice for this purpose and
upon receiving a notice with respect to any renovation or repairs, as may be
found necessary by them in writing or left by them on the said plot of land, the
Lessee shall remove such defects and get the repairs done within three months of
the receipt of such notice.

5. The Lessor is entitled to recover the balance amount of the rent fixed
under this deed in the form of land revenue arrears from the Lessee on the certificate
of Secretary, Government of Uttar Pradesh, Tourism Department, which shall be
final and binding on the Lessee.

6. In the event of any change in the trustees of Sh ri Ramjanmabhumi Nyas,
or a new trustee is appointed in place of any present trustee, then the Lessee shall
give intimation about any such change in writing, to Secretary Tourism, of
Government of Uttar Pradesh within three months of any such changes.

T. The Lessee shall not in any manner assign the land hereby demised or
buildings etc. to be constructed thereon without the prior permission of the Lesson

The expressions used heretofore, ‘the Lessor and the Lessee’, shall, unless
repugnant to the meaning and context thereof, mean and include their successor
and agents in case of the Lessor and their successors, executors, administrators,
representatives and agents, in case of the Lessee.

In witness thereof, on behalf of the Lessor and authorized by them, the
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Secretary, Government of Uttar Pradesh, Department of Tourism has affixed his
signature on the dates given below.

The schedule of the property is as follows:

Description of plot

Gert No. Area Bigba fltlttr.-Ia Biswati

‘liillage: jahwanpur
Patgana: Haveli Awadh
Tehail and Dist: Faisal:-ad

I-Ill-I

I’-ID‘-l'sbM\-II-fl"t.

Q t-t'L‘l'¢I1=|--II=ICtt=I-'!=l1=DEEtC='DC1It3C1'D

4
11
11
I3
IS
1'?
5

2?
3-

If]
14

1

19
ID
U6
ii?
[I1
IH
01
D9
[I3
H
I3

111$
03

'D-O-Ifigfi

03

0
I0
D5
U5
15
Ii
fl

15
U

{I5
fl

IS
15
ID

Cl
D5
Ill
ID
U5

Total 19 pieces of land 8
i.e. 5.531 acres

1'9 I]

_ Gar No. Area flight: Bitten Biste-est"

Village: Khotanpur IH OI
llamchandar 200 DI
Pargana: Haveli Awa dh 192
Tehsil and Dist.: Faiaabad 193

I13
‘I91
II 9
115
Ill]
IDE-
111 A
139
I I I
2 1 F
IT-73
I?-5
li-"5
1 1 [I -"Qfi':"=I"=I'-‘EEC?-ID-DDIDGCI

D6
D

D?
11
19
D5
D3
D6
flti
G6
U4

U
fl

l l
Ill
0?
U6
O3

G—lI-I-ll-I

"='Q‘~I¢'DlDDD¢|-DQ-Qitfiitbfi

= C-9 _ .|'---:|.:+.:-.;'---:
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Ger No. Area Higher Bisartrl Biro-as:'

10
fl?
0.5
ll
D1
ID
0.5
11
ID
D4
ill
D2
DE
U2

116 0.5
11?
118
129
130
111
133
I34
135
136
I3?
121
238
231 fiflfifififlnfififlfiflflfi 1:-EE'88~c-i-.:~n'EEE~':»?t

_ l_ ._li.____l

Total 31 pieces of land 1?
i.e. H.006 acres

ll U1

Gar No. Area Bigita Bistro Biswari

IIGQEEEEE

111?
1126
1133
1134
1136
1118
1104
1107

Bphxes
I-I? acres.
1213
1219
1210
1111
1111
I215
1125
1117
I237
111!
I230
I131
113-'l
1133
1139

UHCICIWQGSGQ

1':i2.‘.9-iiii

Village: Awadh Baa
Pargaua: Haveli Awadh
Tehsil and Dire: Faitabad

Total D9
l.C.

15
DU
D5
‘IO
U0
1.5
lfl
1.5
lil
15
O5
D5
D5
15
IDGQQIQQQQGDGGGECPQ

Dl
(1.5
U?

111
04
U5
D3
D1
D9
D4
13
D?
O7
D-I
fil

Total 15 pieces [H
and parcel
i.e. 1.993 acres

15 1.5

= cf) .|'---:|.:+.:-.;'---:
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Got No. Area Biglro Bitten Hist-uasi

Kor Ramchandra
Pargana: Haveli Awadh
Tehsil and Di.st.: Faieabad

188 fl
111 D
199 fl

I3
15
11

15
DD
DD

Total 3 pieces
i-e. 1.0461 (1.46-ll acres

I i us 1.5

Got No. Area Bight!‘ Bin-va Bit wasi

Village: Awadh lilhas
Pargana: Haveli Awadh 1119 i1il_

H35 DD D1
U1

‘DU
DD

rota: his one Fitness it pieces
i.e. 0.051 acres

O U1
_ n_n__

Gar No. .-1;; Highs Bistro: Bistoasi
_ ' 'l' i

Village: liot Ramcltandra
Pargana: Haveli Awadh
Tehsil R Dish: Faizabad

lflll
131
131
133-
185
136 GQGIGSI-G18

H
1]
D?
D?
D?
D6

D5
ll]
fll
O]
01
D3

Total 6 pieces
I-I‘.- l.7'1B acres

It-I tsG D6

ts_ U
_ .

ts if
Total 1 piece
i.e. 0.1?! acre

[l DB I5-

Naasrl Cfnsk No. Kftasra No. Area

‘Village: Awadh lihas

Tehsil and Dist.: Faizabad

4 I56!
Pargana: Haveli Awadh .569 l]-'9-'9-H

STD
IIUT
1110
1114
1116
111?
1114
1125
1115
lll?
111!
1129
llifl
1141

Cl~Ill'—D-D
Cl+‘9—9—l-I
Cl-Ii}-;5-fl

fl-5-1.5-ll
l]-13-11-13
B-3-15-ID
I]-1G—1.5—l
U-I-4-16

U-D-ll]-1.5
D-1-13-fl
D-l-19-l
D-1-Ll--I5

ll-11-16-U
‘D-I'll-I3-15

U-4|-1?-6
D-fl-ll-3

it

Total ltipieces .5-4-1!-I3
Cu|ttdJ'-

= Cl-U _ ._I'---:|::+::-.;'---1
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Natal C-hai: No. ffirasrtr No. Area _
' —‘§i—" '.‘I_

lfot Ramchandar S01
Pargana: Haveli Awadh
Tehsil and Dist.: Faizabad.

5 4941
495
496
49?
493
518
519
511
545
546
54'?
54!
550
551
5159
569
510
571
571
5'13

0-4-J--1
0-3-3-S

0-4-1.5-Tl’
0-B-0-1.1

045-S-0
0.1-15- 10
01-3-15

0-1-13-1.5
0-1-B-0
0-I-1-B

0-0-1'9-4
04-‘F-1

D-1-.5-I
0-6-ti-9

1-0*!-1 1'
0-.1.-1-11
l1-TI"-3-10

'0-13-11-4
0-1-16-t5
0- 1- 1?-I

Total .12 pieces 5-13--13-6

.111
2.1.1
2.1?
2.19
.590
60.1
604
611
618
I551
661
I561

tits-ts-ts
1-1-14-115

1-11-15-13
1-1-9-11
0-11-1-I
o-s-it-o
0-3-19-‘F

0-I0-11--I
1-tn.s.n|

ti-4-s-4
it-u-tr-s
o-4-0-ts

Copy of the endorsement and documentary evidence
Sdl'- Dr dated .10-3-92. Reg. No. 15810. ‘Value 21- for lease deed.
Shri Alolt Sinha, Secretary of Uttar Pradesh Government, Tourism Department
For the Lessor and on their behalf and authorized by them.
Stamp vendor ilharat Kuntar Gupt LIC No. 1616.

15111 5.151. No. 1.5310 Value li-
15S12 S.1v1.No. 15310. Value li-
1.5S13 5.lv'l.N. 15810 lfalue 1!-
1.5S1='l S.M. No. No. 1.5310 value 1:|'-
1.5I-15 S.M. No. 1.5010 Value 11'-
tssts' value t:- sat. Ho. issua-
1531? No. 1.5010 value 111-1-11-
15S1S S.1vL Ho. 15010 value It'-
15819 S.lvL1‘~l. 1.5310 value 11"-
1;5lI0 S.1v1.1'~l. 1.5310 value If-

Sdl'- Bhatat Kumar Reg. No.
Sd.l'- Bharat Kumar Reg. No
Sd.l'- Bharat lli.|.1.|nar Reg. No
Sdl'- Bharat Kumar Reg. Ho
Sr1i'- Bharat Kurnar Reg. Ho.
5dl'- Bharat lfurnar Reg. No.
Sd.l- Bharat Kumar Reg. No.
Sd!- Bhatat lliumar Reg. No.
Sdl- Bharat Kumar Reg. No
Stlr'- Bharat lliurnar Reg. Ho
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5dl- Bhatar Kurnar Reg Ho. I532! 5.lvl.l'~l. 15310 value 2.!-
5dl- Bharat Rurnar Reg. Ho. 15811 5.hl. Ho. 1.5310 value Ii-
5dl- Bharat lfiurnar Perpetual lease registration 1-S0
Copying iee i‘ii- Additional lee l5i- lvlemorandurn 1i'- Total I9-SCI. ‘Words about ICIDU
Shri Molt Sinha, Secretary of Tourism Department, Uttar Pradesh Government Lucknow has
submitted this document on this day the date Ill-3-91 between 4-S p.m. in the office of District
Registrar Faieabad
5dl'- Sachindanand Duhe, District Registrar, Fairahad. Ill-3'91
Molt Sinha . . . who is personally known to me lai - . . .
Sd.l'- Sachindanand Dube, District Registrar, Faizahad 10*]-91
Aloh Sinha
Ehri Sachindanand Dube, District Registrar, Faiaahad
Reg. No. 1, ‘liol. ‘EU, page 376.
Registered this day the date ll-3-92.

Sachidanand Duh-e 5dl'- Dubey True copy
5dl- Sd.!-

32b. Explanatory note on the Lease Deed

The terms of the lease belie the claim that the land is ‘undisputed’. It was state-
owned land, pal:-lic property, in which all citizens have an interest—Mreslirns
included. The terms of the lease were violated. The entire transaction was deceitful.
Any citizen can rnoue the cor-trt now for cancellation of the lease. The violators
have no clainr to its restoration after its acquisition in 1993.

The object of the lease was:

the development as Shri Ram Katha Parlt for the purpose of tourism development
by Government of Uttar Pradesh. . . . The Lessee has proposed to implement this
project on behalf of ‘Shri Ramianmah-humi Hyas’ using its own resources. Upon
tel:iclr—{that is, on the basis of this representation and for this obiecr}—it has
been decided by the Government of Uttar Pradesh that the aforesaid land be given
to ‘Shri Ramianmahh umi Hyas‘ to implement this project of Shri Ram liatlta Park.

Clause 3 of the deed binds the Lessee ‘to implement’ that project. Clause 4
empowers the Lessor, the state government, ‘to enter’ the land for inspection-—as
its owner. The deed explicitly says that the land is demised under the Government
Grants Aer, 1395. This law was enacted to deprive lessees of state land from the
protection which the Transfer of Property Act, 18 B2 confers on lessees. It makes
grants unilateral transfers by the state te rrninable at will if their terms are violated.
The lessee is in fact a grantee.

The grant was given by the BJP government of Kalyan Singh. The grantee,
the Ramjanmahhumi Nya s, had no interest in the pa rlt as such; its declared
object was construction of the temple. It was not a public purpose, but a favour to
one side in a litigation. It is void on this ground alone {H.M. Seetvai, Constitutional
Law of India, fourth edition, Vol. I, page 933].
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The grant, rnoreot.-‘er; was part of a larger transaction which was struck
down as uoid in a unanimous judgement of three judges of the Lucknow Bench
ofthe Allahabad High Court, delivered on 11 December I 992, on the acquisition
ofthe land in I991. This ruling has acquired great relevance today for its thorough
exposure of the entire web of deceit. The judges commented also on the deed of
lease.

justice S.C. Mathur’s judgement recorded the basic facts. The Ramjanma-
bhumi Nyas's trust deed was executed on 1 8 December 1985:

The first object of the trust is to reconstruct the temple of Sri Rama at Sri Ramjanma-
bhutni and the beautification of the spot all around. Rest of the objects are cormected
with the reconstruction of the temple and re-installation of deities. From this it
would follow that the trust is a religious one. . . . The association of the trustees
with the Vishu-a Hindu Parishad and Rashrriya Surayan-isewah Sangh has also not
heen disputed.

The 1991 acquisition had a background. Some 55.674 acres of land, well
beyond the Babari Mosque, were acquired on 20 and 23 januaty 1939 and on 2?
September 1939, for laying out a Ram Katha Park.

The objects of this acquisition were to use the park
to create experience [sic] of the cultural aspect emerging from the great epic
Ramayana. . . . The park should be integrated with the overall development of
Ayodhya . . . in order to have wider appeal and to uphold secular ideas. the
emphasis should lie on philosophic and on the unique aspect of Rama's life rather
than on the ritualistic aspect.

It was designed to take the steam out of the VI-[P's campaign. When the B_IP
came to power in Uttar Pradesh on 24 ]une 1991, it latched on to it and perverted
it to its own ends. Construction of a Rama temple was promised in the Governor's
address to the State Assembly on 31 july 1991. Un T-" Uctober 1991, 1.7’? acres of
land around the mosque were acquired by the government dishonestly-—~‘for the
development of tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya’. When
this acquisition was challenged in court, the BJF government, in an affidavit
dated 3 januaty 1992, asserted in categorical terms:

Ho plan for development of Ram Katha Park could be completed without Shri
Ramjanmabhumi Sthal {the site and adjacent land] being included into it, as the
Ram Katha Park was designed to be built around Shri Ramianmabhumi. ‘With this
end in view, the state government has further acquired . . . 2.3’? acres of land of
Ramianmabhurrii Sthal so that an integrated plan can be prepared. . . . A part of
the land of Shri Ramjanmabhumi will be left vacant for the renovation and recon-
struction of Bhagwan Shri Rama Virajman there [the idols of Rama planted in the
mosque in December 1949).

It was the lands thus acquired that were given on lease to the Ramjanma-
bhumi Nyas on 20 March 1992. justice S.C. Mathur remarked:
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lr is apparent that the land of Ram Katha Park and the present land are to be used
for one and the same purpose. The land of Ram Katha Park has already been
handed over to a trust whose aims and objects are religious and whose trust board
is dominated by members of the ‘liishwa Hindu Parishad.

Thus, the acquisition of land in October 1991 and the transfer by lease in
March 1992 were part of the same transaction and had the sarne object-
construction of the temple. justice l'vlathur‘s remarks on the trust as a VHF body
are significant. He held the acquisition in 1991 to be ‘camouflaged . . . in order
to give advantage to Hindus in the litigation‘. He struck down the notification of
7 October 1991 , as void. The other two judges on the Bench fully concurred. The
lease cannot survive the striking down of the acquisition.

justice brijesh lvlathur noted that the acquisition was linked to the proposed
temple and said: ‘the only proper thing would have been to wait until the rights
of the parties are settled as regards the title of the property‘. This advice is very
relevant now.

justice S.H.A. Raaa recorded the petitioners‘ contention that the graveyard
adjoining the mosque and the mosque are ‘inseparably attached to the religious
practice of the Muslims‘. The Namaate janaaza {funeral prayer} is said at the
mosque before the burial in the graveyard which was Waqf {trust} property. Mus-
lims had a clear legal interest in the ‘adjacent land‘. He referred to the site-plan
filed in the old casein 1 885 which ‘shows the graves over all the four sides facing
the outer boundary of the shrine‘.

The entire land in Ayodhya is ‘naeul land‘, that is, state land administered
by local bodies which allot them to parties for a specific period after obtaining
premium of the land. It is the naeul rnap of 1931 which has been cited in the case
with the plot numbers as shown in the state land revenue records. But the govern-
ment‘s notification of 1991 deliberately cited plot numbers from settlement maps
of 1961 and 193?—plots 15 9 {part}, 160, 1?! [part] and U2 {part}. This created
confusion. For instance, plot No. 160 cited in the notification incorporated live
plots of narul land including plot No. 536 {as per revenue records} on which the
Shilanyas was held in 1939.

The mosque itself is on naaul plot no. .533 and falls in revenue plot nos 146,
15 3 and 16!}. Nine of the twenty-three disputed plots of which the court is seized
fall within the four revenue plots acquired by the government. More than half of
the disputed area, including the Shilanyas site, has been acquired. A jubilant
General Secretary of the ‘ill-IF, Asholt Singhal, summed up the result for all to see
on 14 October l99l—only a mere 3,200 square feet near the mosque itself has
been excluded. but included in the acquisition were the famous Ram Chabutra,
within the compound of the mosque, the Sumitra Bhavan, the Sankat Mochan
Mandir and the Sakshi Gopal lvlandir. The Ramjanmabhumi Nyas destroyed
sixteen temples.

The land now vests in the state of U.P. and the Ramjanmabhumi l‘"~lyas—
VHP claim to its return to them rests on the lease deed. That document is based
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on fraud. Its terms were broken, anyway. It cannot be acted on or enforced.
Even if the acquisition is denotified, the 43 acres should not revert to the

Ramjarunabhumi Nyas-VI-ll‘, for two reasons: the lse deed itself was a fraudulent
one and the lessees violated it recently. Now nothing survives of the lease. It is
state land to be used only for a public purpose.

33. Report of the Delegation of Members of the Standing
Committee of the National Integration Council and Members
of Parliament to Ayodhya, 27 April 1992: Extracts

From the facts stated earlier, the following issues arise for the consideration of
the delegation:

ii] ‘Whether the admitted acts of the U.P. government are in conformity with
the assurances given by the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh at the meeting of the
National Integration Council held on 2 November 1991?

(iij Whether the orders passed in the suits regarding maintenance of status
quo from time to time continue to be in force, in spite of the orders by the High
Court in the writ petitions on 26.10.1991 ? If the orders in the above suits continue
to be in force even after the land acquisition, whether the above said acts of the
U.P. government are in consonance with the letter and spirit of the orders passed
by the High Court in the suits pending before it, on 3.2.1986, 14.3.1989, Tl‘.11.19ll9
and 5.2.1992?

(iii) Whether the admitted acts of the U.P. government of demolition of all
buildings, structures, except two rooms of Sakshi Gopal temple, levelling of land
and construction of boundary wall, are in consonance with the letter and spirit of
the order passed by the High Court on 25.10.1991 and 26.10.1991 in the writ
petition challenging the land acquisition proceedings?

{iv} ‘Whether the acts of the U.P. government are in consonance with the
letter and spirit of the orders passed by the Supreme Court on 15.1 1.1991 in the
writ petitions challenging the land acquisition by the U.P. government?

Conclusions
The Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid issue is not only a subject matter of litigation,
but has aroused passions and sentiments throughout the nation. This issue has
assumed such a magnitude where people of different communities have expressed
strong opinions, involvement and concern. It is, therefore, not proper to take a
purely technical view on such a sensitive matter which has a bearing on the unity
and integrity of the nation and maintenance of harmony among people. It is in
this background we proceed to give our views in an objective manner.

[i] The Conunittee had carefully gone through the records and also given
due consideration to the views of the Government of Uttar Pradesh as submitted to
us. The map made available to us by the state government shows that plot Nos
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582, 584 to 591 and 3'23, which are the subject matter of suits, have also been
included in the land notified by the U.P. govemtnent in acquisition proceedings.

Iii} A perusal of the interim orders, passed by the High Court from time to
time, on 3.2.1986,14.8.19S9, 7.11.1939 and 5.2.1992, shows that the parties to
the suit have been specifically directed not to change the nature of the properties
as then existed and to maintain status quo. The Court has also further clarified,
in its order dated 111.1989, what they meant by ‘status quo‘. It is pertinent to
note that the High Court has passed its order on 5 .2.1 992 following the clarifica-
tions sought on its earlier order in the writ petition challenging the land acquisition
on 25.1'D.1991 and 26.10.1991. Therefore, the delegation is of the view that the
latest order passed by the High Court in February 1992 continues to have force,
in spite of the order passed by it in the land acquisition proceedings. Hence the
Comrnittee is of the opinion that the admitted acts of the U.P. government in
demolishing the existing structures and levelling the land are not in consonance
with the letter and spirit of the orders passed by the High Court in the pending
suits referred to above.

{iii} If one carefully reads the interim order of the High Court, passed on
25.10.1991 and 26.19.1991, and the Supreme Court's order passed on 15.11.1991,
it is clear that the U.P. govermnent was permitted only to take possession of the
land and to make such arrangements for the purpose for which the land was
proposed to be acquired and to erect only temporary structures. But in spite of the
urgency pleaded by the U.P. government the High Court did not specifically per-
mit it to demolish the structures or level the land, or build a pucca compound
wall. The orders passed by the High Court in the land acquisition suit are also
not final but only interim, and are subiect to further orders and final decision of
the Court. Therefore, the question arises whether ‘status quo‘ can be restored if
the Court ultimately quashed the notification for acquisition? Cine can draw a
legitimate inference that the acts of the U.P. government in regard to the notified
land are likely to render the final decision of the Court infructuous. Therefore,
the delegation is of the view that the acts of the U.P. government are not in con-
sonance with the orders passed by the High Court and the Supreme Court in the
land acquisition matter.

[iv] It is the view of the U.P. govemment that, after taking possession of the
land ufs 17 [1] of the Land Acquisition Act, it has every right to demolish all the
structures, and, therefore, has not violated any orders of the Court. The delegation
does not agree with this view for the reasons stated above.

{v1 So far as the wall built by the Ayodhya Development Authority is
concerned, the U.P. govemment is of the view that the boundary wall does not
pass through any of the suit properties and it has been built on a different land, as
mentioned in their note.

However, we have received a representation, during our visit, that the boun-
dary wall passes through some suit plots and divides the suit property. In order to
get a clear view, the delegation sought the relevant land revenue records and
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details of the co-relation between the suit plots and the land acquired and also of
the land on which the boundary wall has been built. These records have not been
made available to the delegation. As such, the delegation is not in a position to
give its opinion. It is for the Union Government to hold a further enquiry on this,
if necessary, to find out the exact position of the boundary wall.

{vi} The delegation would like to recall the assurances given by the Chief
Minister of U.P., Shri Kalyan Singh, to the National Integration Council on 2nd
November 1991. The delegation, having gone into this question, deeply regrets
to note that the Government of Uttar Pradesh has failed to fulfil the solemn assu-
rance given to the Council by the Chief Minister. This, in our opinion, has led to
a heightened sense of insecurity among a section of population and aggravated
the climate of disharmony and tension endangering our secular framework and
national unity.

Recommendations
1. The Union Government should talte due note of the findings of the

delegation on the situation at Ayodhya.
2. The Union Government may advise the state government not to proceed

any further in changing the nature of the suit property until final orders of the
Court.

3. The Union Government should request the High Court of Allahabad to
expedite the pending proceedings and hear both the cases on a day-to-day basis.

4. The Union Government should simultaneously take effective steps for a
negotiated settlement of the dispute in the light of the consensus reached at the
National Integration Council meeting of 2.1 1.1991.

5. The Union Government may convene a meeting of the National Integra-
tion Council to review the latest situation.

6. The Union Government may place this report before both Houses of Par-
liament for information and discussion.

New Delhi
2? April 1992

(5.11. Bommail
Leader of the Delegation of Members ofStanding Committee of National Integra-
tion Council and Members of Parliament to Ayodhya

[From Report of the delegation to Ayodhya of members of the Standing Committee of
l"~llC and of MPs, 1992, pp. 6-2.1
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34. A prophetic and revealing letter to the delegation by
14 residents of Ayodhya

To
The Hon'ble Members of Parliament and National Integration Council visiting
Ayodhya, Faizabad on 14.92

Respected Sits,
‘We, the residents of Faiaabad, want to bring the following facts before your
honour in order to unveil the activities of the present U.P. government.

1. That the wall in question is being raised as an outer wall of the proposed
Ram mandir which encircles the Babri Masjid and the graveyard from all sides.

2. That the wall in question is being raised over the disputed land, absolutely
in violation of Hon'ble High Court's orders dated 14.3.39 and ?.1 1.39, passed in
suit No. 12 of 1961 and other connected suits, and order dated 25.10.1991 passed
in Land Acquisition writ petition No. 3540 of 1991, and the order of the Hon'ble
Supreme Court of India dated 15.1 1.91 .

3. That, as the 23 plots regarding which the suit is pending correspond to
revenue plot Nos.159,160,161,162,163,163,169,17D, 1'?1,172,1'.?3,1?5,
129, 191, 192, 193 and 194, and as per averments of the state government itself
the wall is being raised over some of the said plots, the said wall is in flagrent
violation of the aforesaid orders dated 14.3.39 and 2.11.39.

4. That the eastern side wall is on plot no. $87 and 5 36 etc. and not only on
plot no. 527', the pathway, as asserted by the government. The photostat copy of
the map of the disputed plots is attached herewith as enclosure no. 1.

5. That the wall in question obstructs the free ingress and egress to the
disputed shrine and graveyard.

6. That on three sides of the Babri Masiid exists an ancient graveyard over
which existed thousands of graves, ltachcha and pucca, including the grave of
Qaai' Qidwa.

7'. That scores of graves existed till recently which have been dismantled
by the state government after 20th March 1992, including the grave of Qaai
Qidwa.

8. That as per the religious belief of Muslims and according to the existing
laws, the graveyard is a perpetual Waqf and a permanent place of religious
practice of burial and for offering fatibe.

9. That in order to have shade over the dead, in the graveyard, trees are
also planted there and the present government has dug and dismantled the graves
and has cut down the trees. _

11}. That simultaneously a dozen tractors and bulldozers have been used to
level the land, so the graves may disappear from sight. This is a calculated dis-
respect to the dead. This causes great concern and anguish to the entire Muslim
community and gives extreme provocation for confrontation.
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11. That the demolition of temples also causes concern, anguish and fear
that the Babri Masjid may also be demolished in the same manner at any time,
or by collecting a crowd of undesirable persons it may be demolished.

12. That the wall in question does not protect the Babri Masjid at all,
rather, it exposes the same to extreme danger as now inside the wall anything
may be done which may not be noticed by anybody from outside. The building
was very much protected by the present barricadingconsisting of two rows including
barbed wire.

13. That the attacl: on the mosque of Kasai Bara, Faiaabad is only a trailer
for a bigger action to destroy the Babri Masjid.

It is therefore requested that immediate steps may kindly be talten for demo-
lition of the recently constructed wall and for restoration of the graves and plant-
ation of trees over the said graveyard, and also for dismissal of the state government
of U.P. which is guilty of violating the orders of the Courts.

Faiaabad
r April 1991
sdf.

Syed Niaami Asraf and 13 others.

[From Report of the delegation to Ayodhya of members of the Standing Committee of
MIC and M1-‘s, 1992, p. 33.]

35. Home Minister 5.13. Chavan’s Statement in Parliament,
25 March 1992

In October 1991, reports were received indicating that the Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment had acquired certain land in the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid Complex.
Immediately a report was called for from the state government and I personally
wrote to the Chief Minister on 16th October 1991, drawing his attention to the
various repercussions of the reported land acquisition and requesting him to ta lre
a fresh look at the desirability of the proposed acquisition, keeping in view pa rti-
cularly the pending court cases and the sensitive nature of the controversy. Replies
were received from the state government and the ChiefMinister himself. According
to fliese replies, the land had been acquired for the purpose of development of
tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya. The replies also assured
that the state government has taken the necessary steps for ensuring the safety of
the Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid structure.

With a view to defuse the situation and help find a solution, the Prime Min-
ister convened a meeting of the National Integration Council on 2nd November
1991. In the meeting, the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh gave the following
assurances:
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[ii All efforts will be made to find an amicable resolution of the issue.
{ii} Pending a final solution, the Govemment of Uttar Pradesh will hold

itself fully responsible for the protection of the Ramianmabhumi—Babri Masjid
structure.

{iii} Orders of the Court in regard to the land acquisition proceedings will
be fully implemented.

{iv} The iudgement of the Allahabad High Court in the cases pending before
it will not be violated.

These assurances were incorporated in the resolution passed by the National
Integration Council in this meeting.

A number of writ petitions were filed before the Lucknow Bench of the
Allahabad High Court as also before the Supreme Court challenging the notifi-
cations for land acquisition issued by the U.P. govemment. The High Court passed
an order on 25th October 1991, in which inter alia the following orders were
given:

[ii The state may take possession of the notified land and may malte arrange-
ments for the purpose notified in the notifications but no structure of permanent
nature shall be put up therein although structures of temporary nature may be
put up.

[ii] The taking over of possession shall be subject to further orders of the
Court.

{iii} The acquired land shall not be transferred or alienated.
The Supreme Court also passed an order on 15th November 1991, taking

note of the interim order passed by the High Court and also of the assurance
given by the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh in the meeting of the'National Inte-
gration Council held on 2nd November 1991, which were talten as representation
to the Court.

From time to time, the Central Govemment's concem regarding the security
of the Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid structure was brought to the notice of the
U.P. Chief Minister by me. Iwrote to him on 13th November 1991, 26th December
1991 and 10th January 1992, drawing his attention inter alia, to the need to
malte adequate security arrangements for the Ramianmabhumi—Babri Masjid
structure and prevent any damage to it during the religious festivals when large
crowds were expected together at Ayodhya, and requesting him also to restore
some of the barricades which had reportedly been removed in the Ramjanma-
bhurni-Babri Masjid Complex. The Chief Minister stated in one of his replies
that the necessary security steps had been taken keeping in mind the local
eirctunstanoes.

In February 1992, there were reports that the construction of a wall in the
Nagara style of architecture had been commenced by the Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment or its agencies in Ayodhya. I had written to the Chief Minister on 23rd
February 1992, stating that in the context of the tension prevailing on this issue,
it may not be quite desirable to add to the apprehensions in the minds of the
people, and had requested him to reconsider this step so as to avoid such a
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situation. According to the Chief Minister's reply dated 10th March 1.992, the
construction of the wall is being undertaken in the context of the security arrange~
ments for the disputed structure. He has stated that the state government does not
thinlt that the construction of the wall will give rise to any apprehensions; on the
contrary, it will strengthen the security of the disputed structure. As yet no tension
has come to light as a consequence of the construction of this wall.

Immediately after reports were received regarding the demolition ofcertain
structures in the RamjanInabht1tni—BalJ-ri Masjid Complex and the handing over
of some land to the Ramjanmabhtttni hlyas, the matter was immediately talten up
with the state government. Du 22nd March 1992, a wireless message was sent to
the Chief Secretary, U.P., asking for a factual report the same night. He was also
contacted by officers of the Home Ministry on telephone the same night as well as
the next morning, that is, 23rd March 1992. The Chief Secretary provided some
preliminary information on telephone and assured that a full factual report will
follow. Another detailed message was again sent by the Ministry on 23rd March
1992, asking for a comprehensive report. I also sent by fax a letter dated 13rd
March 1992 to the Chief Minister. I drew the attention of the Chief Minister to the
recent steps ta ken by the U.P. government in Ayodhya in the context of the Court
orders and the assurances given by him in the NIC meeting of 2nd November
1991, and requested him to ltindly consider whether these steps should not await
the final outcome of the Court cases or the achievement of a negotiated settlement
of the dispute acceptable to all the parties to the dispute.

In its reply to the Home Ministry's messages of llnd and 23rd March
1992, the state government has stated that possession of the land acquired in
October 1991 has been talten by the Tourism Department and compensation had
been deposited with the District Magistrate. The Tourism Department had found
it necessary to remove certain structures for the purpose of levelling the ground.
This was required in order to take further action for providing tourism facilities.
Accordingly, on 22nd March 1992, the Tourism Department has removed some
permanent temporary structures for levelling of the ground. These include Sumitra
Bhavan, Gopal Bhavan, a cottage on the wall to the Lotnas Ashram and some
shops outside the disputed area. That pa rt of the mandir in the Saltshi Gopal
complex in which the deity etc. are situated has been retained as it is. Further the
state government has stated that according to the District Magistrate‘s report, the
whole operation was completed peacefully.

The state govemment has also stated that the Tourism Department has not
constructed any permanent structure; the land acquired in October 199] has not
been transferred to anyone and in the context of the Supreme Court’s orders, the
disputed structure is fully secure. It has added that in the action talten by the
Tourism Department, the Supreme Court‘s order of 15 .l 1.1 5'91 and the High
Court's inter uliu order of 25.10.] 951 have been fully respected.

Regarding the Ram Katha Park profect, the state government has informed
that the erstwhile state government had, until the year 1939, acquired for the U.P.
Tourism Department a total of $2.90 acres of land. Regarding this land, there is
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no dispute in the Court and the Bfinmiswdmis have reoeived compensation in
lieu of acquisition. The erstwhile govemment had prepared a project for the Ram
Katha Park for the purpose of tourism development but this could not be imple-
mented. Ramjanmabhumi Nyas, New Delhi, proposed to the Touristn Department
that it will implement the project with its own resources. Accordingly, following
a decision by the present U.P. government, the Toursim Department gave on
lease 42.09 acres of land to the Ramjanmabhumi Nyas for implementation of the
proiect.

The Central Govemment is of the clear view that the Court's orders must be
fully respected by all the parties concerned including the state government, and
nothing should be done which will accentuate communal feelings or the sensitivities
that exist in relation to this dispute and make the settlement of the dispute even
more difficult. The Central Government feels that every effort should be made to
achieve a negotiated settlement of the issue which fully respects the sentiments of
both communities involved. If such a settlement cannot be reached, the verdict of
the Court should be awaited and fully abided by.

I appeal to all the Members to keep in mind the complex and sensitive
nature of the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid dispute. In all that we say or do,
we must avoid emotional outbursts or statements which could further aggravate
the problem. Dn the other hand, we must exhibit calm and restraint when dis-
cussing this marter so that an acceptable solution of the problem can be found.

[From Government of India, W'bi're Paper on Ayodhya, I993, pp. 47-43.]

36. Prime Minister RV. Narasimha Rao’s Statement in Parliament
on 2.? ]uly 1992, and his invitation to talks, to leaders of
political parties on 2.? September 1992

1. The Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid dispute has been agitating the minds of
all those who believe in the values of secularism and governance based upon
constitutional principles. During the last few weeks, the developments at the
Ramjanmabhumi-Babrii Masjid Complex have been unfolding rapidly. The order
of the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court dated 15 July was a watershed
in the series of recent developments. The High Court, in its interim order, restrained
the parties from undertaking or continuing any construction activity on the 2.7?
acres of land which had been notified by the Government of Uttar Pradesh for
acquisition. The Court also directed that if it was necessary to do any construction
on the land, prior permission from the Court would be obtained.

2. While the Govemment ofUttar Pradesh repeatedly assured the Government
of India as also the National Integration Council that they would undertake to
have the orders of the High Court implemented, construction activity at the
Ramjanmabhumi—Babri lvlasi id Complex continued.

3. The non-implementation of the High Court order created misgivings
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among the people. This matter came up for consideration before the Supreme
Court in a writ petition. During the hearing of the petition on 22 july 1992., the
Supreme Court called for suspension of construction work of any kind on the
acquired land.

4. In a further affidavit filed by the Government of Uttar Pradesh in the
Supreme Court on 23 july 1992, the state govemment unconditionally undertook
to obey the orders passed by the Supreme Court and by the Allahabad High
Court. It was further mentioned in the affidavit that the suggestions made by the
Supreme Court at the time of the hearing on 12 july 1992 had given a new
dimension to the negotiations which had been going on between the state govern-
ment and the religious leaders. The Government of Uttar Pradesh assured the
Supreme Court that the state government was using all the means at its command
to ensure that an agreement is reached by all parties concerned so that the orders
of the Court are effectively implemented. The affidavit, inter rrlirr, referred to the
invitation given by me to the leaders of the religious groups to meet me for dis-
cussion on 13 july 1992.

5. In the light of the submissions made by the Government of Uttar Pradesh,
the Supreme Court adjoumed the hearing of the petition to Monday, 2'? July
1992. The Supreme Court said, inter rrlia, that exploring a solution to this problem
is in the larger national interest.

6. I am sure all right-thinking people will share the concern of the Central
Coverrmtent to find an amicable solution to the problem. The Central Government
believes that all avenues of amicable settlement must be sincerely explored in the
first instance. Dur effort, therefore, has been to defuse the situation, avoid a con-
frontationist approach, and to bring about reconciliation of views of various con-
cerned parties. While doing so, we have been acutely conscious of the importance
of upholding the dignity of the judiciary and respect for the rule of law. It was on
this basis that we had repeatedly urged the Government of Uttar Pradesh and all
other concerned parties to abide by the directions of the Court, both in letter and
spirit, and not to do anything which will undermine the basic principles of the
Constitution.

7. As was stated in the Congress manifesto, we are committed to finding a
negotiated settlement of this issue which fully respects the sentiments of both
oommunities involved. If such a settlement cannot be reached, all parties must
respect the order and verdict of the Court. The Congress is for the construction of
the temple without dismantling the mosque.

E. It was the responsibility of the Government of Uttar Pradesh to ensure
that the orders of the Court are implemented and the construction activity on the
acquired land is stopped. However, the situation was allowed to escalate to a
point where the state government expressed its inability to do anything and in
fact requested that either the Home Minister or I should persuade the stints and
muhuuts to stop the work. In view of the critical situation which had come about
at Ayodhya, I had a meeting with the religious leaders on 23 July 1992. During
the discussion, I drew the attention of the delegation to the serious situation
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created by the non-compliance of the Court orders by the Govemment of Uttar
Pradesh. I also informed the delegation that I would be in a position to begin the
process of dialogue only after the construction activity comes to a halt. Finally, I
requested the religious leaders to see that the work is stopped so that efforts to
solve the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid dispute etc. could thereafter be proceeded
with, in a time-bound manner. I also told them that once the work is stopped, I
would revive the efforts initiated by the previous government that had remained
unfinished, plus the preliminary soundings I have been making for some time
past. The purpose of this exercise is to bring about an amicable settlement through
negotiations. In case it becomes necessary, the litigation pending in various Courts
on the subject could be consolidated and considered by one judicial authority,
whose decision will be binding on all parties. This would require a fairly elaborate
exercise at government level and appropriate submissions to the Courts for their
consideration. I expressed my belief that this exercise at government level could
be expedited and completed within four months time. I found agreement on this
approach.

9. The construction activity on the acquired land at the Ramjanmabhumi-
Babri Masjid Complex is reported to have ceased on 26 july. I hope this will
pave the way for arriving at an agreed solution of the problem and bring about
an amicable settlement of this long-standing issue. I therefore appeal to all political
parties and all sections of the people to help in strengthening the traditional
values of rel igious tolerance and in maintaining peace, tranquillity and communal
harmony.
Prime Minister

New Delhi
2? September 1992

Dear
As you are aware, I had made a statement in both the Houses of Parliament on
2?th july 1992 on the Ramjanmabhumi-Babri Masjid issue. In this statement, I
had given, inter afia, an outline of the action proposed to be talten by the govern—
ment to resolve this issue through negotiations. The Cell announced by me has
now completed its preparatory work of collecting the relevant documents and
records and going through the mass of evidence presented by the two sides in the
course of their negotiations held during the period December 199D—February
1991.

2. The stage has now been reached where the process of meaningful discus-
sions can be resumed from the point where they got discontinued in February
I991. Representatives of both sides who had participated in the previous negotia+
tions are being invited to a meeting on 3rd October to determine the modalities
of carrying on future discussion.

3. The informal consultation held so far has given me hope that there is a
general and genuine desire for an early and amicable settlement of the dispute.
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Since you are, no doubt, of the same view, your express support to the process of
negotiations will be of invaluable help, both psychologically and substantively. I
am therefore writing to you for your kind information and help. I shall keep in
touch with you on the progress of the negotiations.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
PM

Leaders of political parties (as per list attached}

[From Government of India, White Paper ort Ayodhya, 1993, pp. El}-S1]

3?. Allahabad High Court rejects an application for staying the
digging of land arotutd the mosque, 13 July 1992

The Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court on 13 july rejected an application
for staying the digging and levelling operations around the disputed shrine in
Ayodhya but postponed another application for ordering the stoppage of the on-
going construction on the state govemmenbacquired land for hearing on 15 july.

The order was made by the Bench on the basis of the majority opinion of
two judges against one -judge who dissented. While justices S.C. Mathur and
Brijesh Kumar held that there was no real apprehension that the disputed structure
could be damaged as a result of accumulation of rain water in the dug-up area,
in his dissenting judgement, justice S.H.A. Rara held that further digging and
operations must come to an end as the apprehension that the water may accumulate
into the trenches and as a result of seepage the structure may collapse, cannot be
brushed aside.

The three judges gave separate judgements with _]ustice Mathur and _]ustice
Kurnar rejecting the application and Justice Rara holding that not only should
the digging be stopped but the state government should make every effort to
pump out accumulated water in the already dug-up area.

Meanwhile Mohammed Hashim, the main petitioner in the case challenging
the acquisition of 1,'I-"74 acres of land by the Kalyan Singh govermnent, moved
another application before the three-judge Bench on Monday praying for stoppage
ofconstruction activity by VI-IP activists on the acquired land and initiating con~
tempt of court proceedings against Mr Kalyan Singh, the VHF lea ders, the District
Magistrate of Fairabad and other state government officials.

Mr Hashim alleged that VHF activists had started permanent construction
on the acquired land from 9_[uly in flagrant violation of the orders of the Supreme
Court and the Allahabad High Court, in the presence of the District Magistrate
and the Additional District Magistrate of Faieabad, with the full knowledge and
acquiescence of the Chief Minister and his government.

The applicant has alleged that permanent construction was going on at the
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acquired land by the filling of about a sitt+feet-deep foundation with concrete and
cement mixture and pointed out that VHF leaders had declared that it was part of
the permanent structure of the Rama temple.

While justice Mathur and justice Brijesh Kumar in their separate judgements
felt the application was not supported by enough particulars to justify apprehension
of imminent danger to the structure as a result of levelling operations, in his
dissenting judgement justice Rana disbelieved the counter-affidavit of the U.P.
Tourism Secretary, Alolc Sinha.

In his twenty-nine page judgement justice Raea noted the highly sensitive
nature of the dispute and its fall-out effects for the nation. He held that if the
Court should hide its bealt and face in the sand like an ostrich the consequences
of such an act would be fatal to the rule of law.

justice Raza said that while the facts stated in the affidavit of Mr Hashim
had been made from his personal knowledge, the counter-affidavit filed by the
Tourism Secretary did not mention anywhere that he had ever visited Ayodhya,
holding that the Tourism 5ecretary’s affidavit was probably based on records.
The judge noted that particulars of the records on which his averments had been
made were not mentioned in the affidavit. No significance should be attached to
the counter—affidavit filed by the state of U.P. which was sworn by Mr Alolt
Sinha.

Quoting Rabindranath Tagore’s famous poem, Elrla Cfmlo Re (Tread Alonel,
justice Raaa said that it was seldom that he was called upon to adjudicate vital
issues affecting the secular and democratic character of the nation, and when it
came, ‘the court with firmness, clear perspective and vision must uphold the
unity and integrity of the country‘.

justice Kumar, who agreed with justice Mathur in rejecting the application
for stoppage of digging operations, in his judgement said that it was open to the
petitioner applicant to approach the Court if and when any real danger to the
structure was apprehended.

[From Indian Express, 14 july 1992.]

38. VI-lP—Bahri Masjid Action Committee [BMAC) Tall-cs,
1 990-92

33a. Minutes of the meeting held on 4 December 1990

A joint meeting of the leaders of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and Babri Masjid
Action Committee (B-MAC} was held on 4.12.91] at 4.30 pm in Maharashtra
Sadan in the presence of Mr Suhodh Kant Sahay, Union Minister of State for
Home, Mr Mulayam Singh Yadav, Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, Mr Bhairon
Singh Shekhawat, Chief Minister of Rajasthan and Mr Sharad Pawar, Chief
Minister of Maharashtra. The meeting, which was held in continuation of the
deliberations of 1.12.90 to solve the Ayodhya problem, was attended by the
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following persons: 1. Mr Mohd. lutam Khan. 2. Mr Mohd. Afzal. 3. Mr 5.
Shaheeruddin Ashraf. 4. Mt Kaushal Kishor. 5. Mr Bhanu Pratap Shultla. 6. Mr
Badri Prasad Toshiniwal. 1". Mr Vishnu Hari Dalmia. 8. Mr Morodatta N.
Pingale. 9. Acharya Giriraj Kishor. 10. Syed Muzaffar Hussain Kachouhawi. 11.
Mr Md Idris Basnavi. 12. Mr Mushtaq Ahmed Siddiqui. 13. Mr Javed Habib.
14. Mr Sultan Salahddin Dwaisi. 15. Mr Zafaryab jilani.

At the outset, Mr Subodh Kant succinctly pointed out the progress made in
the negotiation and requested Shri Mulayam Singh Yadav to express his views
on the Ayodhya problem. Mr Mulayam Singh suggested that he has always been
in favour of an amicable negotiated settlement. He offered his full cooperation in
solving the problem.

Mr Bhairon Singh suggested that both parties should freely express their
views about the dispute and should come forward with evidences in support of
their claim. Mr Zafaryab jilani, convenor of the BMAC, claimed that there was
no evidence in support of the fact that the Babri Masjid had been constructed at
the site after demolishing a Hindu temple. He said that there was neither any
archaeological nor any historical evidence in support of the demolition. He further
said that there was no proof of records in its support. He said that scholars say
that there was no archaeological evidence of inhabitation in the present-day
Ayodhya before the seventh century ac; so it could not be the birthplace of Lord
Rama. However, he clarified that this was the scholars’ view and not his own
view. He said that there was no mention of the demolition of any temple in any
historical account at the site before the construction of the mosque.

Mr _]'ilani further said that the movement of the VI-[P was of recent origin.
Even when the idols were placed in the mosque in 194? there was no intensity in
the movement, till 1986. After the locks were opened in 1986 the movement had
been intensified. If it could have been the birthplace of Lord Rama, there would
have been a continuous agitation and there would have been its mention in the
records. At this Mr Sharad Fawar aslted whether there was any mention in the
official Gazettes or not. Mr jilani admitted that in British official Gazettes it has
been mentioned. Mr Shelthawat suggested that official Gazettes were based on
facts. Hut Mr Azam Khan claimed that this problem was the creation of the
British to divide the society. Then Mr Shelthawat asked when it was mentioned
in the official Gazettes that the mosque was constructed after demolishing a tern-
ple at the very site where Lord Rama was born, did anyone dispute the assertion
of the British records. It was replied in the negative.

Mr jilani further asserted that the Hindu stand has always been inconsistent.
In some records they claim that Babar was a tyrant who demolished the temple
and constructed the mosque; whereas in the suit filed by Dharma Das of Hanuman
Garhi it has been stated that Babar was a benevolent, tolerant lting and it was
Mir Baqi who demolished the temple. So the Hindus have been inconsistent in
their stand. He further asserted that there has been a mosque at the site since an
1528 and its was only in December 1949 that idols were installed surreptitiously
inside the mosque. The police reports corroborated this fact. Mr jilani said that
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in the suit of Mr Gopal Singh Visharad and Mahant Ram Chandra Paramahans
Das it was not claimed that there was any temple earlier. Rather, they prayed for
injunction against the removal of Lord Rama’s idols. Even in the suit of Baba
Raghav Das in the year 1885, it was mentioned that the present mosque was
there to the west of Ram Chabutra. He prayed for permission to construct a
temple at the Ram Chabutra and not at the site of the mosque which is claimed to
the birthplace of Lord Rama. The Court in 133$ clearly decided that permission
to construct a new temple could not be granted because there was a mosque in
close proximity and it would lead to a blood-bath. He further said that in the affi-
davits filed on behalf of the U.P. govemment it had been stated that there was a
mosque in which idols were placed.

When Mr _|ilani was giving his viewpoint Mr Sharad Pawar interrupted to
ask him why idols were placed inside the mosque. Mr jilani replied, but in the
meanwhile Pa ramahansji and others subsequently claimed that ‘Bhagtuan pargar
gttye‘ (God had taken birth].

In the meeting many Muslim speakers asserted that Babar never visited
Ayodhya and hence there is no question of his demolishing the temple. From the
Hindu side, Acharya Giri Raj Kishor said that already there have been 7'2 battles
for the recovery of Ramjanmabhumi and more than 3 lakh persons have sacri ficed
their lives. He said that there has been overwhelming evidence in ‘support of the
Ramjanmabhumi’. He said that in 135?, when the First War of Independence
was waged, there was an agreement between Baba Ram Chandra Das and Pir
Ali on this point that after the revolt the place would be handed over to the
Hindus for the construction of a Rama temple. But unfortunately the revolt ulti-
mately failed and these two religious leaders were hanged under a tree. That tree
is still an eyewitness to this accord, as per the Acharya. Then, he added that the
judgement of Nawab Wajid Ali Shah {the last Nawab of Awadh province} in
13.53 also showed that it was the birthplace of Lord Rama. Mr Acharya further
said that archaeological excavations have further proved that there had always
been a temple at the present site from seventh century an onwards. He further
said that a Dutch scholar {Hans Baker} in his book on Ayodhya had proved after
deep research, that there was a temple at the present site before the mosque was
constructed. He said that another foreign scholar has recently written a book in
which also it has been established that the site where the present disputed mosque
exists was the birthplace of Lord Rama. At this stage, Mr Sharad Pawar sought
to know who was the foreign traveller who had visited Ayodhya in the eighteenth
century and written about the birthplace of Lord Rama. But the VHF could not
reply. Mr Zafaryab jilani then pointed out that the offlcer sitting behind Mr
Sharad Pawar {i.e. Kishore Kunal, an lP5 officer from Bihar} knew the full facts
of both sides.

Then, the Acharya made an objection as to why Mr jilani had made an
assertion that Ayodhya city did not exist before the seventh century ac as per the
findings of archaeological excavations. But lvlr B.B. Shekhawat, Chief Minister
of Rajasthan, intervened and said that Mr Jilani had made it abundantly clear in
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the beginning that it was not his viewpoint but that of some historians.
Then, Morodarta Pingale suggested that in the next meeting some three-

four experts from each side should take part in the deliberations for placing evid-
ences of the two sides in a coherent way. Acharya Giri Raj Kishor than asserted
that even if it is supposed that there is no historical evidence in support of the
Ramjanmabhumi, the belief of millions of the Hindus that the very site was the
birthplace of Lord Rama should be respected and it should not be questioned. Mr
Shel:hawat then suggested that the evidences of both sides should be thoroughly
studied and then a proper decision should be talten. Acharya Giri Raj Kishor
agreed to this but added that there have been T-"2 battles for the recovery of Shri
Ramjanmabhumi and even Guru Gobind Singh had waged a war to liberate it.
Then Mr Shelthawat suggested that the evidences of both sides should be
exchanged and examined by experts. But Mr jilani was of the opinion that first
members of both committees should examine the evidences and then the experts’
help should be talten. Mr Pingale suggested that all this should be done within a
time-frame. Mr Sharad Pawar suggested that a definite date should be fixed for
the submission of the evidences and their exchange. Mr Kaushal Kishor said that
historical and archaeological evidences were there but it would take a fortnight
to prepare the legal documents. So with the consultation of all including the three
Chief Ministers and the Minister ofState for Home Affairs, the following decisions
were taken.

{aj Both sides should furnish evidence to the Union Minister of State for
Home Affairs {M-D5-H} by 22.12.90. [bl The MD5{Hl will make available photo-
copies of evidences to all concerned by 25.12.1990. [cl After reviewing the evid-
ences both parties will meet in Maharashtra Sadan on 10.01.1991 at 10.00 am.

[From Mohammad jamil Althatar, Babri Masjid: A Tale Untold, Genuine Publications,
199?, pp. 163-91.]

33b. Historians’ letter to Minister of State for Home Affairs,
13 May 1 991

To
Mr Subodh Kant Sahay
Minister of State for Home Affairs
Government of India
New Delhi

Dear Mr Sahay,
We are enclosing herewith our comments on the stand of the Vishwa Hindu Pari—
shad in the Ayodhya dispute. In the meeting held in New Delhi on 24 januaty
1991, we had asked for six weeks‘ time and facilities for access to the archeological
material in the possession of the government. We waited for more than rwelve
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weeks for the inspection of the material relating to the Ayodhya excavation conduc-
ted by Professor B.B. Lal, but despite our repeated requests in writing, the Home
Ministry did not make it available to us. ‘We, however, went to Ayodhya and also
examined the archaeological material from this place preserved in the Department
of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology in Banaras Hindu University.
We have also looked into all the relevant sources. Our study shows neither any
evidence of the existence of a temple on the site of the Babri Masjid not of the
destruction of any other structure there prior to the construction of the mosque.

Thanking you for allowing us to participate in the meeting on the Ayodhya
dispute. -

Yours sincerely,
11.5. Sharma
M. Athar Ali
D.bl. jha
Suraj Bhan

33:. Questions posed by the two sides to each other, October 1992

Questions put before the Babri Masjid Action Comrnittee by the Visbava Hindu
Parishad on the Ayodhya dispute.

1. Muslim divines and leaders have all along offered to part with the dis-
puted structure in case it was established it had displaced a temple. Do you
endorse the offer?

2. If not, why?
3. Do you uphold the formula, ‘Once a mosque, always a mosque‘?
4. But the Qnran and the Prophet do not sanction or envisage this formula.

The Qur-an speaks of two kinds of mosques—one founded on piety {tootsie}, the
other intended for evil-doing [diraran]. It prohibits prayer in the mosque of evil
(masjid std dirar}. These provisions were occasioned by a real mosque built by
some Muslims on the outskirts of Medina. They invited the Prophet to inaugurate
it by offering prayers. The Prophet agreed at first; but later he set fire to it and
smashed it to pieces. Doesn‘t this cut the ground from under the feet of the ‘once
a mosque, always a mosque‘ thesis?

5. If not, how?
6. ‘When India was ruled by the Lodhis, the Sharqis controlled Ayodhya.

Did this make India a der ul islant or a dar rd barb?
F‘. If India was der all islant, were not its Hindu inhabitants dixit-nnttls?
3. If they were, is the disputed structure built by Babar replacing the so-

called Ramjanmabhumi temple a mosque of piety built on a mosque of evil?
9. If it is the latter, does it merit any better treatment than the mosque of

evil referred to in the Quran?
10. lf so, how?
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11. Caliph Urnar bin Abdul Aziz restored to the Christians a church in
Damascus which had been turned into a mosque by Banu Nasr. He also ordered
that the erstwhile church of St. john which had been converted into a mosque be
restored to the Christians. The Muslims, however, made the Christians forgo
their claim by restoring all the churches wrested by force in the area of Al Ghut.
Caliph Harun ur Rashid also permitted the reconstruction of several churches
demolished by Ali bin Sulayman, the Abbasid governor of Egypt, during the
caliphate of Mahdi.

This kind of restoration also took place during the reign of Akbar and
Shahjahan. For instance, Akbar ordered the restoration of a temple-turned-mosq ue
to Hindus at Asir fort. Shahjahan restored to Shanti Das jauhari the Parsvana tha
Chintamani temple at Saraspur near Ahmedabad after dismantling the minarets
of the Quwwat ul lslam mosque. Aurangzeb had converted this temple into the
mosque and slaughtered a cow within its premises. After he tool: over the reigns
of government, Aurangzeb abrogated his father‘s orders and restored the status
quo ante of the Quwwat ul Islam as a mosque.

Did all of them violate the Slntriat?
12. If they did not, why should Indian Muslims not follow suit?
13. According to the Hndigal: i Slmlrada (13561, Murnqqnl: i Klausrnwi

(13691, Gnntgasbtal: I-Inlet i Ajodhya Yani Tariltl: iPnrinnlr i Morlinnt ul Awliyn
ic. 1850}, Snlaifalr i Cbihnl Hnsail: i Bnlrndurslsnlsi (e. 170?] etc., the disputed
structure was built by Babar after demolishing the temple in question. Did their
authors lie?

I4. If so, how?
15. Was the veracity of their statetnent ever questioned before the last decade?
16. If it has never been questioned, then why is it being challenged today?
1?. ls there any instance of Muslims reporting that a non-existent temple

had been converted into a mosque and that to-o, when such a report was likely to
prejudice their case which was pending before the King of Oudh?

18. If not, why take it for granted in this case the Rama temple did not
exist, especially since there are unequivocal statements on its existence and its
demolition by Babar?

I9. If it cannot be taken for granted, why not put a stop to the imbroglio by
restoring the Ramjanmabhumi to the Hindus?

Questions put before the Visfntn: Hindu Parishad by the Babri Masjid Action
Comrnittee.
The following are some of the questions which the All India Babri Masjid Action
Committee considers as central to the solution of the Babri Masjid-Ramjanma-
bhumi controversy. The questions are being put forth in all seriousness and
humility with the fond hope the Vishwa Hindu Parishad would give equally
serious thought to them and come out with an appropriate reply. We hope and
believe there is no dispute between human beings which cannot be solved through
dialogue and negotiations, provided, of course, there is will and intention to this
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effect. We, on our part, have always been on the side of the earliest possible
solution to the problem, never knowing what the other parry has in mind.

1. ‘Why did the idols ‘appear’ only on 23 December 1949, particularly
when, according to you, the dispute has been alive since the day the Babri Masjid
was built? And why did the Hindu district authorities, the Hindu Home Minister
of the province, the Hindu Union Home Minister, and the Prime Minister of
India not accept the ‘appearance‘ story?

2. Hindus lodged the FIR about the installation of the idols in the Babri
Masjid. Were they wrong?

3. If Lord Rama was born in Dashrath Mahal, then the temple which accord-
ing to you, was demolished to build the Babri Masjid, must have been constructed
after demolishing the Mahal. Wltat is the archaeological evidence of the existence
of Dashrath Mahal?

4. What is the difference between the Ramjanmabhumi and Ram janma-
sthan? Is it possible for a man to be born simultaneously at two places?

5. What religious books do you have faith in?
6. Do you thinlt only persons associated with the Ilashtriya Swayamsevalt

Sangh, ‘Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Hajrang Dal and the Bharatiya janata Party are
Hindus? Are the Prime Minister, Mr RV. Narasimha Rao, former Prime Ministers,
Mr ‘U.P. Singh and Mr Chandrashekhar, and other leaders such as Mr Mulayam
Singh Yadav, Mr Indrajit Gupta, Mr Arjun Singh, as well as members of the
Congress, janata Dal, Samajvadi Janata Dal and Communist Parties not Hindus?

7'. Why do you not accept what Sardar Patel said on the Ayodhya issue?
8. Are there any religious Hindu leaders other than those associated with

the R55, VHF or the Ramjanmabhumi movement who, according to you, may
be said to be an authority on Hinduism?

9. Why are the opinions of Mahatma Gandhi, Sa rdar Patel, Mr Kamalapati
Tripathi and Mr Akshaya Brahmachari unacceptable to you, especially when
they talk about l-lindu religion?

10. Is Lord Rama a paragon of spiritual, moral and civilizational virtues
or a symbol of power-seeking?

11. Can the idols not be removed?
12. Can a temple be constructed where somebody was born?
13. ‘Why do you talk in different tones during and after the negotiations,

and why are you in such a hurry to conduct ltcr seen at the disputed site?
14. ‘Why do you hold out threats if you want an amicable negotiated settle-

ment of the Ayodhya controversy?
15. Negotiations are in progress. This means even the ‘VHF considers the

land in question to be disputed. Then why are lznr seualrs being recruited?
16. ‘Why are the map and the construction plan of the proposed temple

being publicized when no agreement has been reached between the concerned
parties and the Court verdict is still awaited?

1?. The Ayodhya issue is local and national. ‘Why is the VHF carrying out
a propaganda campaign on an international plane?
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18. Is the way you intend to solve this problem constitutionally, legally and
morally justified and appropriate?

19. What, according to you, is the proper way to solve a dispute between
two religious communities in India?

20. ‘Why did the jana Sangh or Ministers belonging to the jana Sangh in
the janata government not raise this issue?

21. If Sikhs, Buddhists and jains are all Hindus, then has the VI-IP sought
their opinion in formulating its stand on the Ayodhya controversy?

[From The Telegraph, 11 October 1992.]

33d. Different perceptions on the archaeological evidence,
October 1992

[ii VI-IP-AIBIIHIAC experts differ on ASI findings
Vishwa Hindu Pa rishad and All India Babri Masjid Action Committee experts on
23 October 1992 interpreted the archaeological findings of Prof. B.B. Lal, former
Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India, according to their own
convenience.

AIBMAC experts asserted they were convinced that there was no temple
where the disputed structure stands now. ‘Vishwa Hindu Parishad experts accused
Babri Masjid historians of indulging in mudslinging without giving a second
thought to what Prof. Lal had said. They maintained that Prof. Lal had done
enough work which now, on a follow-up by the Uttar Pradesh government, had
revealed stone pieces ‘from a pit where these had been deliberately dumped after
demolishing the temple‘.

Rival groups of historians on Friday examined the findings of Prof. Lal,
antiquities and other excavated material at the Purana Quila in pursuance of the
decision taken by the VHF and the AIBMAC at their meeting on 16 October.
AIBMAC historians had been insisting upon going through the findings of Prof.
Lal who had conducted excavations at this site fifteen years ago. Four of them
who examined the evidence were: Prof. ILS. Sharma, Prof. D.N. jha, Prof Suraj
Bhan and Prof Athar Ali. The seven-member VHF team consisted of Dr S.P.
Gupta, Dr Harsh Narain, Prof. B.B.. Grover, Prof. D.S. Agrawal, Dr Y.D. Sharma,
Prof. K.M. Srivastava and Prof. KN‘. Raman.

Addressing a press conference later, three ‘VHP experts said: ‘We are in
agreement with Prof. Lal‘s findings to show that there existed a Vaishnava temple
at the site which also corroborates our findings undertaken in july this year.‘
They also conveyed their opinion to the Home Minister, 5.15. Chavan, in a letter.
They said interalia: ‘IfGovernment of India still has any doubt about the existence
of a temple at the site prior to the mosque, it should have no hesitation in ordering
further excavations within the premises of the disputed structure.‘

Both VI-IP and AIBMAC historians referred to the material excavated from
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the trench where Prof. Lal had carried out his job. VHP historians said: ‘One
wonders why the government did not carry out further excavations in the area,
particularly because Prof. Lal‘s trench was very small and could not be expected
to yield comprehensive data. This could have been done easily without in any
way disturbing the structure of the mosque, a fact which Prof. Lal had also men-
tioned once.‘ They said what the Central Government had failed to do had been
done now by workers employed by the Public Works Department of the Uttar
Pradesh government.

AIBMAC experts said that in the relevant trench no fragments of a stone
temple were reported. ‘The structure found in the trench was undoubtedly an
ordinary pillared structure‘, they opined at a separate press conference.

They expressed doubts about the genuineness of the fresh evidence unearthed
by the VHP. Their view was that the new archaeological discoveries, for one
thing, were not conducted in the presence of any archaeologist. None of the new
discoveries was a piece of black stone. The discovered pieces had not been found
in the site embedded in all sections in stra tigraphical context. These pieces could
well have been brought from elsewhere, they suspected.

They hinted that all material had not been shown to the_m. But whatever
was shown was enough to convince them that there was no temple where the
mosque is now situated. In fact, they said, the discovery of glazed ware, typically
Islamic in character, at the site showed that the area around the mosque was
inhabited by Muslims from the thirteenth century onwards.

On the fourteen black stone pillars inside the mosque, the AIBMAC historians
said that these were ‘not load—supporting pillars but only decorative pieces as the
mosque pillars in which they were embedded were about seven feet wide‘. In
their letter to the Home Minister, the ‘WHP historians contested the argument.
They said the AIBMAC historians‘ claim was untenable for no mosque-builder
would use pillars bearing Hindu sculptures for decoration.

Observers feel that the third round of talks between the VHP and the AIBMAC
scheduled to be held on E November has now become all the more significant in
view of the conflicting claims of the VHP and the AIBMAC, and the suspicion
expressed by MBMAC historians about the recent findings of the UP government.
So far, there has been no signs of a common meeting ground between the two.

[From lndnztn Express, 14 October 1991.]

(ii) Prof. Lal's findings scrutinised
Archaeologists and historians representing the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and the
All India Babri Masiid Action Committee today examined material relating to
the ‘antiquity of the Rmm-:tyana' that Prof. B.B. Lal claims to have found after
extensive excavations neat the disputed Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhumi structure
during l9TS—?7.

These archaeological materials and his observations on each item of
discovery—pottery, artefacts, antiquities, terracotta figurines—are being kept at
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the office of the Archaeological Survey of India, Purana Quila, New Delhi. So
far this material had not been made available to experts. There has been a
demand from both the VHP and AIBMAC that the material should be made
available to experts to establish whether a temple had existed at the site of the
disputed structure. The government had accepted the demand.

At the second round of talks between the VHF and AIBMAC, held on 16
Ctctober, it was decided that experts from both sides would examine the material
today (23 October} and submit their comments on it to the government by 29
Dctobee

The visit to the ASI office at Purana Qila and examination of Prof. B.B.
l..al‘s material took place between 11 and 2 pm. Prof. Lal was the Director-
Genera], ASI, when he headed a team of archaeologists in 19?S-T?’ that undertook
excavations around the disputed structure for research on the ‘antiquity of the
Rerrteynrta".

Reacting to Prof. Lal's archaeological findings, the VHF camp expressed
iubilation at what they had seen. They termed it as a vindication of their stand
that a temple did exist at the site of the Babri Masjid which was demolished by
Emperor Babar.

Addressing a press conference on the subject, Prof. l'»'Z.V. Raman, Head of
Department, Ancient History, Culture and Archaeology, Madras University {speak-
ing on behalf of the VHF], said Prof. Lal's findings more of less corrobora ted the
‘new archaeological discoveries’ that were found at Ayodhya during fresh excava-
tions on 13 June this year.

He urged the govemment to allow further excavations in the area to ‘get a
complete picture of the earlier existing temple‘. He said, a ‘very impressive
sculptural panel showing Dasbavattrrs and a terracotta figurine of the Varaha
{boar} incarnation of Vishnu have been unearthed from the site. It clearly indicates
the existence of a Vaishnava temple or a Rama temple as Rama is an incarnation
of Vishnu.‘

On the other hand, the experts representing AIBMAC said there was no
empirical data to connect the ‘new discoveries of the VHF’ to the mosque. Prof.
11.5. Sharma said since experts from the ASI, Government of India and AIBMAC
were not involved in the latest excavations at Ayodhya and the ‘new discoveries’
of 18 _]une, how could they be described as ‘genuine and authentic’? Moreover,
none of these discoveries was found in sitar {embedded in the structure}, he said.
‘Their so-called new discoveries substantiate nothing. lt is propaganda stuff‘, he
said.

Prof. Suraj Bhan said the images of deities could be transplanted at the site
of the digging. The V1-IP has failed to prove the existence of a temple at the site
of the disputed structure.

The VHF team included Prof. B.B.. Grover, Dr 5.P. Gupta, Prof. Devendra
Swarup, all from Delhi, and Dr Harsh Harain from Lucknow.

Prof. l(.V. Raman (Madras University}, Dr Y.D. Sharma, former Assistant
Director General, ASI, and Dr K.I'vl. Shrivastav, former Director General, ASI,
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inspected Prof. Lal’s material in the capacity of ‘independent archaeologists‘.
The AIEMAC team included: Prof. R.5. Sharma, formerly of Patna

University, Dr D.N. jha (Delhi Universifltlt Prof. Athar Ali {Aligarh University]
and Dr Suraj Bhan {Kurukshetra University].

Both sides have been given time until 29 October to submit their comments
on Prof. Lal‘s archaeological material to the government.

The next round of talks between the VI-IP and AIBMAC is scheduled to take
place on B November. '

[From The Statesman, 24 October 1991.]

33c. Historians demand access to Ayodhya excavation material,
October 1992

{Four eminent historians of the country who recently joined, in their independent
capacity, the 3 October meeting convened by the Government of India on the
Ayodhya dispute, have issued a statement demanding that they be allowed to
have access to the archaeological material related to the Ayodhya excavations,
hitherto kept confidential by the Archaeological Survey of India. The signatories
to the statement are Professor Ram Sharan Sharma, Professor D.N. Jha, Professor
M. Athar Ali and Professor Suraj Bhan, who have already published the report of
their independent enquiry into the Ayodhya issue some time back. The statement
follows.)

A joint meeting of the AIBMAC and the VI-IP, which was convened and chaired
by the Home Minister, was held in a non-hostile atmosphere. The meeting was
also attended by four independent historians and archaeologists, i.e. Professors
11.5. Sharma, M. Athar Ali, D.N. jha and Suraj Bhan, who had earlier submitted
to the Home Ministry their comments [I-fistorritrns’ Report to the Nation} on the
VHF documents. These scholars reiterated their demand for the government‘s
permission to scrutinize the primary records relating to the Ayodhya excavation
carried out by Professor B.B. Lal in the late seventies.

These records include site notebooks, antiquity register, photographs of the
sections and trenches etc., which are necessary to verify the references made in
the VI-IP document submitted for scrutiny. The fomier Home Minister, Mr Sub-odh
Kant Sahay, said that the primary records relating to Ayodhya could not be made
available on account of general elections in 1991 and also on account of the non-
cooperation of the Ministry of HRD, little realizing that this amounted to the
suppression of basic evidence by the government. The historians also objected to
the manner in which the ltar setstlt ‘archaeologists’ have indiscriminately destroyed
the remains of material culture by digging as deep as 12 feet below the surface
without any archaeological expertise and without the permission of the ASI.
They further pointed out that this kind of PWD-like digging was without following
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even the elementary methods of scientific archaeology. Thus on the one hand the
primary archaeological records lying with the government have been suppressed
and new ones have been fabricated on the other hand to support their claim.

The overall atmosphere of non-hostility in which the meeting began, was
marred by the statement of justice Deoki Nandan Agarwal that those Muslims
who feel unsafe in this country should leave it—a statement made in response to
the feeling of insecttrity expressed by Mr Azam Khan, a former Revenue Minister
of Uttar Pradesh.

The meeting showed a continuous shift in the VHP stand on the mandir
issue. They earlier spoke of the existence of a Rama temple beneath the mosque,
which was found untenable historically and archaeologically. Later they spoke
of the existence of a Vishnu temple, although Rama is only one of the ten incar-
nations of Vishnu. And finally when a statue of Shiva is said to have been found
at a distance of 50 feet from the boundary wall of the Babri Masjid, they put their
faith in the existence of a Shiva temple at what they call the Ramjanmabhumi
site. When the VI-IP representatives were offered the willingness of the AIBMAC
to concede the VHP claim provided the Rama temple is found to have been des-
troyed, they felt very happy. On the other hand, when the VI-IP was asked to
withdraw their case if the fact was proved otherwise, the VHP flatly refused.
Though the discussions were not acrimonious, Ashok Singhal repeatedly asked
the AIBMAC people to give up their claim to the mosque in order to win the love
of the Hindus.

[From People‘: Democracy, ll October 1991.]

.3 9. The Prime Minister invites historians to discuss
the Ayodhya issue

The Prime Minister has invited a group of historians to discuss the Ayodhya
issue. This is part of the effort to resume the negotiations on Ayodhya. However,
there seems to be little effort on the part of the Home Ministry to help the historians
and archaeologists, some of whom had participated in the last round of meetings
held under the aegis of the then Minister of State for Home Affairs, Mr Subodh
Kant Sahay, to gain access to the archaeological material in the possession of the
government.

The Home Minister's circular to the participants of the proposed discussions
on 3 October claims that the special cell in the Prime Minister‘s Office [PMO}
has now completed its preparatory work of collecting the relevant documents
and records, and going through the mass of evidence presented by the two sides
in the course of their negotiations held during December 199D—February 1991.

The historians, however, point out that vital archaeological records have
neither been examined properly not made available to independent scholars for
scrutiny. Several of them, notably, Prof. R.S. Sharma, Prof. M. Athar Ali, Prof.
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Suraj Bhan and Prof. D.I‘~l. jha, have written letters to the Home Ministry to this
effect.

The special cell headed by Mr blaresh Chandra was asked to provide back-
ground support for the negotiations aimed at obtaining an amicable solution to
the problem and taking preparatory action for consolidating the court cases with
a view to referring them to a single judicial authority, if it becomes necessary in
terms of the Prime Minister’:-2 statement on 2'? july. But independent historians
associated with the last round ofnegotiations have expressed serious doubts whether
the cell is even in possession of the archaeological material on Ayodhya.

In the meeting held in New Delhi on 24 January 199] and subsequently,
these historians had requested the then Home Minister, Mr Subodh Kant Sahay,
to provide them facilities for access to the material relating to the Ayodhya
excavation conducted by Prof. B.B. Lal, which is in the possession of the govern-
ment. They later deplored the Home Ministry‘s failure to provide such material.

Nevertheless, they went to Ayodhya and examined the archaeological
material from Ayodhya preserved in the Department of Ancient Indian History,
Culture and Archaeology in Banaras Hindu University. They wrote to Mr Sahay
then that their study showed neither any evidence of the existence of a temple on
the site of the Babri Masjid nor of the destruction of any other structure there
prior to the construction of the mosque.

The Home Minister‘s recent letter dated 2? September claims that the stage
has now been reached when the process of meaningful discussions can be resumed
from the point where they were discontinued in February 1991. In the light of the
fact that the earlier discussions were discontinued after these historians insisted
on six weeks‘ time and facilities to examine Dr Lal‘s findings, the historians
wonder whether the proposed discussions on 3 October will prove to be an exercise
in futility.

As the Narasimha Rao government has been thinking of taking recourse to
archaeological and inscriptional evidence as a means of resolving the vexed
question over the future of the Babri Masjid, very much on the lines of the Chandra-
shekhar government in late I990, some of the invited historians hold that the
controversy over Dr Lal‘s findings cannot be buried under the carpet.

Prof Lal began his project on the archaeology of the Ramayana site in 1975
and completed it in 1986. He had been publishing the results of his project in
professional journals since 19755 and in none of these reports did he find anything
noteworthy to mention about the medieval period.

However, he chose in October I990 to publish a report of his finds in
Manthan, the monthly journal of the Deendayal Resea rch Institute, a front organi-
zation of the RS5. In this report, he revealed that there is evidence of a temple at
the site of the Babri Masjid. Critics of Dr Lal are not convinced about the ethics
of his decision to suppress his ‘discovery’ for fifteen years and announce it when
the issue had got politicized.

The historians invited for the 3 October meeting now insist that there can
be no progress in negotiations unless they have access to the following important
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archaeological materials: site notebooks, register of antiquities, excavated mate-
rials, photographs of the sections and trenches and other relevant pictures, plan
of the disputed mosque, the plan of the structure noticed in the course of exca-
vations, and any other relevant material lying in the custody of the Archaeological
Survey of India {ASI}, New Delhi.

[From Times oflndia, New Delhi, 30 September I992, report by V. Venkatesars]

40. The Statesman reveals the B_]P‘s game-plan for Ayodhya,
29 _]uly I992

The Bharatiya janata Party's game-plan for Ayodhya is finally out of the closet.
It is to confine the construction of the temple to the 2.7‘? acres of acquired land,
until it becomes politically expedient to reopen the dispute over the main structure.

Last year the B]P government in Uttar Pradesh had acquired 2.7’? acres of
land immediately outside the main structure. The acquisition was challenged in
the Allahabad High Court, which, while temporarily allowing the acquisition,
prohibited the building ofany permanent structure on it. Tltereupon the UP govern-
ment started levelling the ground and dismantling the many small temples which
crowded the site.

Mr Lalji Tandon, senior Minister in the Kalyan Singh Cabinet, told The
Statesman last week that the purpose of the acquisition was to separate the main
structure from the acquired land and help the VHP start construction on the
latter. Today, Mr L.l(. Advani elaborated on this strategy while addressing the
parliamentary party of the B]P.

Mr Advani told the BJP MPs not to mix the two issues. The acquisition, he
said, had rendered the acquired land and the main structure into two separate
entities to be tackled through different legal remedies. ‘While the legality of the
acquisition was already under examination in the High Court and a verdict on it
expected very soon, the ownership of the main structure was not justiciable. The
reason for this, he said, was that as many as three court rulings had allowed paja
to be performed in the structure and prrja was in fact, going on for the last forty-
three years.

Mr Advani said, if the legality of the acquisition was upheld, there could be
no more bar on the VHF constructing on the 2.7? acres of land outside the ntain
structure. Meanwhile, questions concerning the main structure, particularly whe-
ther there was a Rama temple or not, could be entrusted to a panel of judges.
This panel could examine the entire gamut of evidence presented to the Chandra-
shekhar government by both the Hindus and the Muslims, and give its findings.
The findings would, however, not be binding as a court verdict would be, Mr
Advani said, adding that the govertunent could then enact legislation to give
effect to them.

Party sources privately said that the BJP stood to gain immensely from this
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approach. If the acquisition was upheld, the VHF could legally start constructing
the temple and no political party could object to it. If the acquisition was struck
down, the possession of the acquired land would revert to the VHF, which has
already bought up vast chunks of it. The VHF would then commence construction
on what it would claim as its private property.

As for the disputed structure, the P-]F‘s insistence on its ownership rights
{that is, whether there was a temple where the structure stands} being decided by
a judicial panel and not by the courts is to allow it the freedom to reject its find-
ings. A judicial pancl‘s findings are not binding and the B_]F can reject them if
they go against it.

In any case, the BjF estimates that it will take about twenty years to complete
the temple. The construction on the acquired territory alone will take several
years. ‘While this is going on, from time to time, it can step up its fight for the
possession of the main structure.

[Prom The Statesman, 29 july 1991.]

41. Announcement of the ti December 1992 Kat Sena

RSS sets agenda for crucial VHF meet
With just three days to go before the ‘Dharam Sansad‘ of the Vishwa Hindu Pari-
shad {VHF}, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh {RSS1 has wanted the government
against taking a confrontationist course with Hindu society on the ‘highly emotive‘
issue of the construction of the Rama temple in Ayodhya.

The RSS gave the warning in the course of an overall review of the situation
in the country at a four-day meeting which concluded in Ujjain on 1? October.
[Note: This RSS conclave gave the directive for ltar setra on 6 December. The
VHF conclave on 30-31 October complied. L.K. Advani joined on 30 November.]
Top leaders, including Balasaheb Deoras, ailing chief of the organization, and
Dr Murli Manohar joshi and Mt Sunder Singh Bhandari, President and Vice-
Fresident, respectively, of the B_]P, were present at the meeting.

The RS5 appeared to have virtually set the agenda for the ‘Dharam Sansad‘
{religious parliament} of the VHF. Rentinding the govemment about the ‘mammoth
Hindu response during the 1990 lzar setra and its fall-out, the spontaneous massive
involvement of people in the recent liar seea during july and participation by
millions in the Ramciraran padnita pnjan and their enrolment as kar semis‘, the
RSS cautioned the govemment that all this should be ‘sufficient to dispel any illu-
sions in its mind of the nature and magnitude of any such future campaigns if
launched by the saints, spearheading the Ramjanmabhumi temple construction.‘

About 6,0110 saints and sadhus are scheduled to meet here on 30 and 31
October to discuss the latest developments in connection with the Ayodhya issue.
This ‘Dharam Sansad‘ had last met in April last year just before the elections,
setting the saffron agenda for the B_]F and the VHF with a mammoth public
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meeting at the Boat Club in New Delhi. Significantly, some senior R55 function-
aries, including Mr I(.C. Sudersan, are expected to reach here on ‘Wednesday.

In fact while briefing reporters, Mr Sudersan said that the decision of the
‘Dharam Sansad‘ should be binding on all.

Debating the Ramjanmabhumi issue at Ujjain, RS5 leaders felt that the
government appeared to have missed the opportunity of finding a peaceful and
just solution. ‘The three months‘ period requested by the Prime Minister for
thrashing out an amicable way out has lapsed with no perceptible results achieved
by the government‘, they felt.

Some observers feel that the R55 might have struck the strident note to
extract some sort of assurance from the Prime Minister, Mr RV. blarasimha Rao.
The VHF leader, Mr Ashok Singhal, has also repeatedly warned the government
that a final decision about the future forntat of the agitation would be ta ken by
the ‘Dharam Sansad‘.

{From Indian Express, 18 October 1991.]

Nothing can stop ‘lrar seua‘: VHF
The Prime Minister, Mr P.V. Narasimha Rao, is reported to have made it clear
that a Rama temple will be built, but only on the 2.9‘? acres in the Ramjanmabhumi
—Babri Masjid complex and not at the site of the Babri Masjid.

This, according to Mr Ashok Singhal, Secretary-General of the Vishwa
Hindu Parishad, was stated in unambiguous terms by the Prime Minister to
Swami Vamdev Maharaj, President of the Ram Mandir jeernodhar Samiti, in
early October, in a meeting between the two. Mr Singhal was not present at the
meeting.

Talking to newspersons here today at the end of the two-day ‘Dharam
Sansad‘ {parliament of religious leaders], Mr Singhal said the meeting between
the Prime Minister and Swami Vamdev had taken place on S October. After this
exchange, Swami Vamdev had said that he would not go to meet the Frime
Minister again. The resolutions adopted by the ‘Dharam Sansad‘ will be sent to
the Prime Minister.

Mr Singhal said the VHF had no faith in the judiciary, ‘which is not always
judicious’. Neither an unfavourable verdict by the courts, not the possibility of
dismissal of the Uttar Pradesh state government can now come in the way of
building a Rama temple with the sanctum sanctorum at the very spot of the Babri
Masjid, he said.

Today the ‘Dharam Sansad‘ took the decision that on S December, the day
before the start of the ‘kar setra‘, a Gita jayanti will be observed at Ayodhya. Mr
Singhal drew a parallel with the Mairabharata, and pointed out that before the
start of the great battle the message of the Gita was conveyed by Lord Krishna to
Arjun. The Gita jayanti would mark the start of the ‘sangirarsif [battle] for the
Rama temple.

The ‘Dharam Sansad‘ also decided that all ‘sants‘ from the country would
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assemble at Ayodhya to participate on the first day of the ‘liar seen’ on 6 December.
Dn this day, exactly 15 minutes after noon, special prayers would be held at
every temple in the country to wish the Rama temple proieet success, Mr Singhal
said.

However, it is not quite clear what support the VHF has among the top
Hindu religious hierarchy, because Mr Singhal admitted, in response to questions,
that three of the four Shaniraracharyas had not participated in the ‘Ba nsad'. Duly
the Shanltaracharya of jyotirpeeth, Swami Vasudevanancl Saraswati, tool: part
in the ‘Sansad‘. The Shankaracharyas of Kanchi, Puri and Sringeri were absent.
Of course, Mr Singhal said, they had all sent messages of good wishes.

Swami Vasudevanand Sataswati has been made President of the 60-member
Sri Rama Kat Seva Samiti which will lead the ‘izar seen‘. Neither he not Mr
Singhal was able to give the time-frame for the completion of the temple, but
they suggested a minimum of two years. They refused to commit on the number
of ‘liar set.viks' who would be deployed each day.

The ‘Sansad‘ today adopted six resolutions, while four were adopted yester-
day, including the one which announced the date for the resumption of ‘ker
sew‘. Today's resolutions related to the demand for banning cow slaughter, encour-
aging prohibition, stopping of immigrants from Bangladesh, and a demand that
the President give his assent to the change of names of cities in Uttar Pradesh as
proposed by the state government.

Two other resolutions related to the minorities. The ‘stints’ have demanded
that benefits given to Scheduled Castes and Tribes should not be extended to
those who had converted to ‘other’ faiths. Another resolution condemned what it
described as the ‘repeated attaclts on Hindu religious processions by Muslim and
Christian goorrtins.’

It is significant that a conference of Hindu ‘sadhus and soars‘ has passed
resolutions on questions which can by no stretch of imagination be described as
religious issues. Hindutva is already asserting itself and ‘advising’ the government
on matters of law and order, on immigration and even job reservation.

It seems that the forces of Hindutva have chosen a path of collision with the
government in an attempt to establish what is described by them as Home rajyo.
Mr Vinay Katiyar, Bairang Dal chief and Bjl’ Member of Parliament from Faiza-
bad, in a rhetorical flourish, declared that ‘now even if Rama, the Lord God
himself, were to appear to say that a temple should not be built at the disputed
site at Ayodhya, we will not stop.’

[From The Hindu, 1 November 1991.]

PM’: honeymoon with R55 ends
For the first time, all wings of the RS5 have been directed to participate in the
forthcoming Ayodhya -centred offensive in a big way.

The details of the ‘Jr.-:rr set.-tr‘ programme beginning from 6 December, were
discussed at a high-level meeting of the R55 wings at jhanrlewalan here today.
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The programme is intended to be an ‘uninterrupted’ one this time with little
scope for backtracking. . . .

The attendance at to-day's meeting is indicative of the level and etrtent of
mobilization intended. Those who participated included the senior RS5 leader,
Mr I(.5. Suda rshan, the VHP leaders, Mr ‘Vishnu Hari Dalmia, Mr Asholt Singhal
and Mr B.P. Toshniwal, the B]P leaders, Dr M.M. joshi, Mr L.K. Advani, Mr
5.5. Bhandari and Mr Kushabhau Thaltre.

Considerable significance is being attached to the participation in the meeting
of the Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister, Mr Kalyan Singh, and three of his ministerial
colleagues, Mr Raiendra Kurnar Gupta, Mr Lalji Tandon and Mr Om Prakash
Singh.

In the ker seen programme, apart from the involvement of the ‘IHP and the
Bajrang Dal, the R58-affiliated student organization, Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad, and also the Hharatiya Mazdoor Sangh have been drafted. Leaders of
the BJP have reportedly decided not to involve the party in negotiations with the
government on the Ayodhya issue any more and is said to be in favour of the
govermnent tallting only to the VHP—Bajrang Dal—sartts combine.

At the meeting, Mr Singhal recounted the decisions talten by the recently
held ‘Dharam Sansad’ here and stated that representatives of the government
had met several religious leaders separately. However, each of them had conveyed
to the representatives that the proposed Rama temple would be built at the very
spot where the idols were currently placed.

The BJPL on its part, has already adopted a strident posture against the Rao
government with the call for an all-India bandh tomorrow as well as subiecting
Mr Rao to trenchant criticism, primarily from the leader of the opposition, Mr
L.I(. Advani. This is scheduled to be formalized in resolutions during the forth-
coming meeting of the party’s national ettecutive at Bhubaneswar.

[From The Times of India, 3 November 1992.]

A front for the VHF
It is perhaps not too well understood that the ‘Dharam Sansad‘, or the parliament
of Hindu religions leaders, is one of the acknowledged front organizations of the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad. In fact, literature distributed by the "v"HP itself describes
the ‘Sansad‘ as the ‘Din-tnmtcfrttryn Vihbrtg’ {the religious leaders’ department)
of the VHF, one among twenty such departments.

After the recent Ujjain meeting of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh where
the decision was talten to resutne the ‘it.-.tr semi’ for the Rama temple at Ayodhya,
it was a foregone conclusion that the ‘Dharam Sansad‘ would put its rubber
stamp on it. The ‘Sansad‘ has no office-bea rets of its own. Since the very beginning
the central committee of the ‘Sansad‘, the Kendriyc Mrtrg Drtrsfmft Mandel, has
been convened and controlled by the ‘VI-IP, with all its members directly nominated
by it.

Recently, at the Ker-tdriyc Marg Darsbnlt Mandel meeting in Delhi during
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the 30-31 October ‘Dharam Sa nsad’, the 160-member Manda! gave authority to
a sub-committee of ten ‘s.-ants’ nominated by the VHP, to take decisions regarding
the Rama temple issue at Ayodhya. Swami Vamdev lvlaharai, Mahant Avaidya—
nath, Shanlcaracharya Vasudevandand Saraswati and Nritya G-opal Das are among
the members of the sub-committee.

lt seems clear that while the VI-IP has over the years built up an organization
of Hindu religious leaders, it has been careful not to give this organization a
voice independent of the VHE Mr Tulsi Ram Sharma, full-time member of the
Parishad, who has been associated with the work of organizing the ‘stints’ and
the 'Di:anm-tdrnrycs’ almost since the inception of the idea, points out that the
160-member strong Manda! is a nominated one and can meet only when the VHF
convenes it. At every level—central, district and bloclt—-it is the VHF which is
the controlling authority, convening the meetings, deciding the agenda and taking
the decisions which are adopted by the ‘srtrrts’.

‘The constitution of the VHF provides for the organization of the stints, the
“Dharam Sansad", and very painstakingly it has been built up over the last ten
to twelve years. The first meeting of the central cortunittee took place in 1981
with forty-one members and in 1934 the first “Dharam Sansad" was held in
Delhi which was attended by about 50-0 rants, the second one was held in 198$ at
Upidi, the third at Prayag in 1939, and the fourth and fifth, both in Delhi in 1991
and the one last week.’

To begin with there was only the central committee of sixteen to seventeen
members in the Mandel and slowly the membership has been expanded to give
representation to various Hindu sects and religious leaders of different regions of
the country, Mr Sharma says.

Over the years district-level committees of ‘struts’ were formed and now the
work has been going on at the block level. He estimates that at present nearly
6,000 to ?,000 ‘stints’ are part of the organization and of these as many as 5,000
attended the recent ‘Sansad‘ here.

‘Why was only one of five Shankaracharyas present during the recently
ended two-day conclave of religious leaders? To this question, Mr Sharma says
quite frankly that most of the Shankaracharyas have their own programme and
they do not like to travel at short notice. Swami Saroopanand, Shankaracharya
of Dwarkapeeth, was not invited at all because of his very controversial and
independent stand. Dthers—the Shankaracharyas of Kanchipeeth, Govardhanpeeth
at Puri, and Sharadapeeth at 5tingeri—did not come for their own reasons. The
only Shanlcaracharya who attended the ‘Sansad‘ was Swami Vasndevanand
Saraswati of jyotirpeeth, Badrinath.

Of course, this, according to Mr Sharma, did not at all mean that the
Shankaracharyas were not with the ’v’HP on the issue of the Rama temple. Dn the
other hand, there have been reports that they are not willing to roe the VHF line
and become part of an organization of ‘srtrtrs’ which is dominated and controlled
by the VHF.
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The work of uniting the ’.ti|IFII$' has been going on sinee 1984 and at present
an estimated 400 to $00 VHF volunteers are engaged in this. ‘Efforts have been
made over the years to approach and bring into the fold the religious leaders of
various sects. After all, even atheists have a place in Hindu dlirirntri’, says Mr
Sharma. He feels that the ‘Sansad‘ now is quite a representative body of Hindu
religious opinion. The VHP claims that about 2,000 of the ‘stints’ who attended
the ‘Sansad‘ had established ‘ashrams’ and a following among the people.

It was way back in 1934 that the ‘Sansad‘ in Delhi passed a resolution on
the ‘liberation of Hindu dhiinirnstlnins‘ [religious places). Then again at the
Prayag session in 1989 the concept of ‘Hindu rcshrrii’ was adopted, presumably
to prevent the disintegration of the country.

[From The Hindu, 4 November 1992.]

Centre involving judiciary to delay decision: Advani
Du the eve of his Ayodhya jtillftl, BJP leader L.K. Advani today lambasted the
Central Government for seeking to ‘use the judiciary as an instrument to thwart
the people's will‘, and charged it with pressurizing and signalling to courts to
delay decisions on Ayodhya matters and raise legal obstacles in the way of liar
semi.

In a strongly worded statement, released at a crowded press conference, Mr
iltdvani questioned the government's sincerity to resolve the Ayodhya issue and
went on to accuse it of making deliberate attempts ‘to enlarge the area of contro-
versy so that a solution becomes impossible’.

The BJP leader said the recent judicial proceedings on Ayodhya have sent
an unambiguous message to the Ramjanmabhumi movement that ‘the courts are
an inadequate forum for the purpose’, and added: ‘l am convinced that it is only
the people who can assert in this marter—and provide the lead. Hence my decision
to go to the people to explain to them and to alert them. . . .’

Nit Advani reiterated his oft-mentioned proposal to delink the lrrir semi
issue from the main dispute about the structure, so that constrttction work could
be taken up on the 2.7‘?-acre land acquired by the U.P. government and which is
the subject of a stay by the Allahabad High Court. ‘Even now, wisdom lies in de-
linking the two issues’, he said.

Mr Advani, who proceeds to Varanasi tomorrow to begin his yrirrri that
will cultrtinate with the participation in the lttir seini at Ayodhya on 6 December,
said the Narasimha Rao government had in the last four months ‘dodged and
ducked the issue and tried to distort and complicate matters’. Indeed, ‘actions
during the last four months have created grave doubts about the government‘s
bona fides and sincerity‘, he said.

Levelling a series of allegations, Mr Advani said the government had been
assiduously trying through touts to create a cleavage among the stints associated
with the Ayodhya campaign, but in vain. Prior to this, the government made
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futile bids ‘through power-brokers’ to make the stints and sadhus disown the VI-I1“;
R55 and BJP, he claimed.

The government, he said, had been mooring diverse proposals through
different emissa ties and whenever any such proposal elicited a positive response,
the government would promptly disown responsibility for the move. The ‘worse’
aspect of it all, he said, had been the ‘pressuring and signalling to courts‘, to
delay decisions and put up hurdles for liar set-vi.

Mr Advani came down heavily on the government for drawing the judiciary
at the highest level ‘into what is essentially a political issue and, besides, a
matter of religious faith,‘ and said there were two clear trends in the judicial
orders on Ayodhya—‘an attempt to delay the decision that would clear the legal
hurdles to constructing the temple and a discernible anxiety to expedite injunctions
that would stifle her set-vi.’

‘I am even more firmly of the view today that while the judiciary deserves
extreme respect, the executive should not be allowed to use the judiciary as an
instrument to thwart the people's will. If the judiciary today is seen as an instrument
to grant what the government wants, the responsibility for that is largely on the
government’, Mr Advani observed.

He said even when the U.P. government went all out to show its deference
and respect for court orders, the Government of India’s role in the Supreme Court
was ‘all along negative and obstructionist’. ‘The insistence on judicial deter-
mination of the Ayodhya case is another name for non-decision‘, he remarked.

The Ayodhya movement, according to Mr Advani, has ‘thoroughly exposed
the residual secular pretensions of the political parties in India—and chiefly that
of the Congress, its allies and offshoots and also of the Indian Left’. The very
leaders who ask in private ‘where is the mosque in Ayodhya?‘ ‘are the ones who
testify to its existence in public‘.

‘The Defence Minister admits to the Chief Minister of LLB that legal evidence
shows that what they assert in public as a mosque is undeniably a temple-but
want a face-saving and cosmetic court order to allow the construction of the
temple’, Mr Advani said, and asked: ‘Does truth require a face-saving formula?’

Citing instances such as the privy purses case, bank nationalisation case,
election case of Mrs Indira Gandhi and the Shahbano case where judgements
have been ‘overturned’ by the governments through interim orders and even
retroactive laws, Mr Advani asked: "Why cannot the Government of India muster
courage to declare the truth on Ramjanmabhumi through law?’

He asserted that it was the ‘sordid consideration of vote banks that prevented
the government from doing anything of the sort. ‘It is precisely against this all~
consuming passion for minority votes and minority appeasement that the Ayodhya
movement is directed.’

Referring to the Allahabad High Court, whose judgement is awaited on the
U.P. governntent’s acquisition of the 2.9’?-acre land, Mr Advani said it was pointed
out to the Central Government a month ago that events were once again moving
towards a confrontation because no verdict was forthcoming from the High Court.
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In its absence, the sadhus and stints who had deferred their earlier liar setni after
much persuasion would still not be legally free to resume it.

Mr Advani said in this context, the B]P had proposed that the Central and
state governments should together approach the Allaha bad High Court for making
a request for an expeditious judgement. But the Central Government responded
by saying that it would agree to it only if the U.P. government consented to refer
the dispute regarding the structure to the Supreme Court under Article 133[2} of
the Constitution.

‘By this link up, the government has deliberately tried to enlarge the area
of controversy so that a solution becomes impossible‘, he alleged, and renewed
his plea for delinking the two issues.

Replying to newsmen’s queries, Mr Advani said the possibility of the Centre
dismissing the Kalyan Singh government can still not be ruled out. ‘The manner
in which the Central Government presented its ca se Ion Ayodhya liar semi) before
the Supreme Court does not remove my apprehension {about the possible dismissal
of the state government)’.

Mr Advani declined to go into the details of the form that ker setra would
take on 6 December. At another point, however, he said in his view, a ker semi ‘is
always symbolic‘.

He pa tried questions on the tough line being advocated by segments within
the VHF and the Bajrang Dal by sticking to the original ltiir semi plan.

[From The Hindiistrin Tirnes, 1 December 1991.]

B]? to perform liar semi
Mr L.K. Advani announced at a press conference on 30 November that his Uttar
Pradesh campaign beginning on l December is designed to complete the incomplete
1990 rrtth yritrit from Somnath to Sarayu. The Centre confirmed the rollback to
confrontation, with official circles saying the ‘sigh of relief everyone was heaving
was misplaced’.

Adopting a belligerent posture, Mr Advani ra iled against the ‘courts thwarting
the will of the people’ in Ayodhya and said this afternoon, ‘l cannot give any
guarantees at the moment on what will happen on 6 December. l don't rule out
anything.’ The leader of the Opposition in the Lok Sabha declined to define liar
semi when asked whether it would be limited to ‘ithiijrins and ltirttins’ and said,
‘All I know is we are going to perform ltitr setrri. I did not know what the scenario
would be when I had set our from Somnath in 1990 and I cannot tell you what the
scenario will be now.’

Significantly, Mr Advani linked the Krishnajanmabhoomi and the Vish-
wanarh temple dispute to the current campaign as well and said, ‘It is not without
reason that while I am beginning tomorrow‘: yatrri from Varanasi, Dr Murli
Manohar joshi is beginning his from Mathura.’

Asked by a foreign correspondent whether he would violate court orders in
Ayodhya on 6 December, Mr Advani replied, ‘As a political worker, I have
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violated laws.‘ Then, tongue firmly in cheek, he referred to the number of times
he had violated Section 144. ‘I disagree with it as a political worker’, he said.
Pressed on, he said, ‘I pray to God I won't have to (violate the lawj.’

In what indicated the renewed militancy of the B_IP-RS5-’v"I-IP combine,
Mr Advani announced that all B_]P MPs from Uttar Pradesh were begin asked to
return to their constituencies to ‘mobilise liar seiraits‘.

Speaking at a separate press conference, the joint General Secretary of the
RSS, Mr Rajinder Singh, gave similar signals of confrontation. ‘The sadhus and
stints are above the law, try to enforce it on them and you will see the consequences.’

Faced with renewed brinkmanship from the Sangh Parivar, the Centre too
is bracing up with both political and administrative counter-measures. The
Congress {I} and the Left parties have decided to launch a joint secular offensive
against communal forces in view of the Sangh Parivar's renewed threat to violate
the rule of law.

The Prime Minister, Mr P.V. Narasimha Ran, held a series of meetings
following Mr Advani‘s fire-and-brimstone press conference. He met his senior
Cabinet colleagues including Mr Arjun Singh, Mr 5.B. Chavan and Mr Sharad
Pawar, to discuss the options before the Centre. Mr Chavan is to make a statement
in Parliament tomorrow on the situation in Ayodhya.

Mr Narasimha Rao also met the Law Minister, Mr H.R. Bharadwaj, and
the Minister of State for Parliamentary Affairs and Ayodhya adviser, Mr P.R.
Kumaramangalam, to probe various politicoelegal ways out of the current tangle.
Among the options being explored was the imposition of Article 35.5 around
Ayodhya.

The Centre, however, will watch the tone of Mr Advani’s speeches before
taking any decisive action. The Laloo Yadav govermnent had arrested Mr Advani
mid-way through his I 990 yrttr.-:i on the grounds that it was conimunally provo+
cative. This time, however, the Centre's hands are tied by the fact that a B_]P
government is in power in the state.

[From The Telegraph, l December 1991.]

42. Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao’s speech to the
National Integration Council, 23 November 1992

This is the third meeting of the National Integration Council in a little more than
a year on the Ramjanmabhumi—Babri Masjid issue. We last discussed this issue
on the 18th of july this year. Useful discussions were held, but we did not succeed
in passing any resolution, in view of the opposition of some of our friends here.
We took note of the construction that was going on in violation of the orders of
the Court, in particular, the order passed by the High Court on 15th july 1992..
By this order of the 15th july, the High Court had restrained the parties from
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undertalting or continuing any cortstruction activity on the 2.7’? acres of land
which had been notified by the Government of Uttar Pradesh for acquisition. The
Court had also directed that if it was necessary to do any construction on the
land, prior permission from the Court would be obtained. The Chief Minister of
Uttar Pradesh assured the National Integration Council that his government was
making sincere efforts to stop the construction.

Despite the assurance given by the Chief Minister, the construction activity
did not stop. The situation was allowed to escalate to a point where the state
government expressed its inability to do anything, and requested that either the
Home Minister or I should persuade the stints and mnhnnts to stop the worlt. As
you all know, I had a meeting with the religious leaders on 23rd july. I am happy
that they agreed to stop the Izar sevn. I promised that the process of negotiations
which had been initiated by the previous government would be resumed and
attempts would be made to find an atnicable solution to the dispute through
negotiations. I also said that, if necessary, the litigation pending in various Courts
on this issue would be consolidated and referred to a single judicial authority. I
indicated that the govermnent could complete this exercise leading to the reference
in about four months‘ time. I also made a detailed statement in Parliament on
2.?th July covering these developments.

The first step in the resumption of negotiations was to examine the record
of the previous negotiations, which were started by the govermnent oflvlr Chandra-
shekhar in December 1990, and which continued till February 1991. Before
restarting the dialogue, we wanted to be clear as to who had said what on which
issue during those negotiations, what were the areas of agreement and disagree-
ment, and what kind of evidence had been presented by either side. We found
that the evidence was quite voluminous. This evidence had to be studied, classified,
analysed and authenticated. All this work was done by the cell created in my
office for Ayodhya affairs.

Another area which required a lot of painstaking effort related to the Court
cases. The original dispute concerned five title suits which were consolidated and
are being heard at Lucltnow by a Special Bench of the Allahabad High Court.
Then there were writ petitions challenging the acquisition of land by the Govern-
ment of Uttar Pradesh in October 1991, petitions in the Supreme Court alleging
violation of the Court orders, apart from a large number of miscellaneous petitions
covering various aspects of the controversy. The Central Govemment was not a
party to either the civil suits or the contempt petitions. It had only been impleaded
as a party in some of the petitions against land acquisition, as the Land Acquisition
Act is a central Act, and the constitutional validity of the Act was under challenge.
Special arrangements had to be made at the High Court and the Supreme Court
to obtain copies of the orders and other papers in all these cases.

While this exercise was going on at the official level, I had been meeting a
large number of individuals and delegations directly concerned with the dispute,
as well as those who were interested in helping the two sides arrive at a negotiated
solution. These consultations gave me valuable insights into the various facets of
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the controversy and the multitude of suggestions which had been thrown up for a
possible solution.

Finally, at the end of September, we felt that we had done enough home
work and now direct talks between the representative of the Vishwa Hindu
Parishad and the All India Babri Masjid Action Committee [the two sides who
had participated in the 1991 negotiations) could be fruitfully resumed. The first
meeting was held on the 3rd October under the chairmanship of the Home Minister.
I am happy that our friends from the VI-[P as well as those from the AIBMAC
responded favourably to our invitation. My colleagues, Mr Sbarad Pawar and
Mr RR. Kumara tnangalam, agreed to help in coordinating these discussions. We
also requested Mr Bhairon Singh Shekhawat, the Chief Minister of ltajasthan,
and Mr Subodh Kant Sahay, both of whom had played a central role in the
earlier negotiations, to help in coordinating these talks. fin the eve of the talks,
I also wrote to the heads of all the recognized political parties seeking their help
and support to the resumed process of negotiations. Iconsidered the step necessary
as a problem like this requires concerted efforts not only by the government or by
the parties directly involved in the dispute, but by all sections of society.

The meeting of 3rd October was held in a cordial atmosphere. Fresh evidence
and documents were given by both the sides. Useful discussions took place and
the respective positions of the parties acquired greater clarity. The process was
carried further in the next meeting on 16th October This meeting took an important
step forward by agreeing on a cut-off date for presentation ofevidence as also for
comments on the evidence. I am happy to say that these cut~off dates were fully
respected by both the sides. In between we were also able to settle a controversy,
continuing from the previous round of negotiations, about certain archaeological
excavations conducted by Prof. B.B. Lal, former Director-General of the Archae-
ological Survey of India. The historians nominated by the AIBMAC wanted to
see some material relating to these excavations. We were told that the normal
practice in archaeology is not to make material available for inspection until the
publication of the reports. However, in deference to the sentiments of our friends,
we decided to make a departure from this practice. The historians and archaeolo-
gists nominated by both the sides examined the material and gave their comments.

We had reached a stage where the work of presentation of evidence and
offering comments on it was over. The positions of the two parties on the central
issue had also been clarified in response to questionnaires addressed by them to
each other. The negotiations appeared poised to enter a decisive phase and we
had expected crucial decisions from the meeting scheduled for Bth November
I 992. Unfortunately, in the meanwhile, a unilateral announcement of resumption
of ker sent: with effect from tith December was made. The announcement created
an atmosphere in which carrying forward direct talks did not appear feasible.
With a great deal of disappointment, a decision was talten in the meeting of 3th
November I992, to postpone the talks.

Even after postponement of the direct talks, we continued our efforts to
create an atmosphere so that the negotiations could be resumed. Several meetings
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were held at my level and at the level of my colleagues with the leaders of the
two sides. However, the sudden, utterly inexplicable and unilateral announcement
of the ker set.-vs programme from 6th December, had vitiated the atmosphere and
we were unable to arrive at any understanding. Next, we tried to obtain agreement
on a reference to the Supreme Court. A number of alternatives regarding the
issues to be considered by the Supreme Court were also discussed. We had hoped
that this would be acceptable, because from time to time leaders of both the sides
had indicated that such a step would be looked upon favouralbly. Regrettably,
however, even this failed to secure agreement.

The Supreme Court has been hearing certain contempt petitions with regard
to the Ayodhya matter. The Court has considered it necessary for the Union
Government to indicate its stand so that the Court may have the assistance of the
Union Government in making such orders as would ensure enforcement of the
earlier orders of the Supreme Court. Pursuant to this direction, the Solicitor-
Gezneral appeared in the Supreme Court today to make the necessary submissions
as well as to give an assurance to the Court that the Union Government would
take all necessary steps in furtherance of the directions of the Courts to have their
earlier orders implemented. I just now understand that the Supreme Court has
given time to the Government of Uttar Pradesh until day after tomorrow to spell
out the concrete steps that they would like to take in this connection, and that is
where the matter rests.

This, then, is the background in which the present meeting of the National
Integration Council has been called. We have before us the announcement of
resumption of ftnr seen with effect form the 6th of next month. Our efforts to per-
suade the organiaers to withdraw this announcement have not yielded any result
so far. We have reports that build-up for the liar sens in terms of recruitment of
volunteers and movement of material has started and various plans are being
announced.

I understand that the proceedings of the High Court in the land acquisition
matter are in the final stage. Arguments have been concluded. Only the order
remains to be pronounced. Forcing the issue at this stage would be an open
contravention of the directions of the High Court and the Supreme Court.

As regards the construction of the temple, we all agree that a grand Rama
temple should be constructed in Ayodhya. I had said as much from the Red Fort
on Independence Day. I do not think that there is anyone here who would disagree
with this basic proposition. The issues on which there are differences of opinion
are the plan of construction, the safety of the existing structure and compliance
with the Court orders on the subject. With agreement on the basic issue of con-
struction of a temple, it should not have been difficult to work out the remaining
details, given an attitude of mutual accommodation and respect for rule of law.
Unfortunately, all our attempts have proved infructuous.

We have not still given up ottr attempts to try to find some workable solution.
We would consider any possible option that respects the basic democratic values
and constitutional principles. However, no violation of the law or of the orders of
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the Court shall be countenanced. There can be no compromise on this.
Subject to this, I would request those who are organizing the lrnr sewn on

the acquired land on 6th December to reconsider their decision and to desist from
violating the law and the orders of the Court.

Finally, I request members of the MIC to discuss the matter and I look
forward to their valuable suggestions.

[From The Great Bet:-yaf, AICC, 1993, pp. 16-13.]

43. National Integration Council's Resolution of 23 November
1992, giving the government a corte bfrrrtcbe to act

The National Integration Council meeting, after considering all aspects of the
Babri Masjid-Ramjanmabhumi dispute and the report of the government, extends
its wholehearted support and cooperation in whatever step the Prime Minister
considers essential in upholding the Constitution and the rule of law, and in
implementing the Court's orders.

44. Home Minister S.B. Chavarfs Statement in Parliament
on 3 December 1992

The Hon'ble Members will recall the Prime Minister‘s statement made in both
the I-Iouses on 2?‘ July 1991 regarding the Ramjanrnabhurni—Babti Masjid dispute.
In accordance with the statement, the process of negotiations for finding an ami-
cable settlement of the issue was recommenced. The Prime Minister held wide-
ranging consultations with individuals and groups concerned with the dispute.
Finally, the process of formal negotiations between the representatives of the
‘v'ishwa Hindu Parishad {VHF} and the All India Babri Masjid Action Committee
{AIBMAC} was commenced, with the first meeting being held on 3 October 1991.
The second meeting was held on 16 Dctober 1992 and the third on 3 November
1992. However, even though the date of the third meeting had been announced
well before it was held, an announcement was made on behalf of the VHF and
allied organizations that the ilrar sew would be resumed from 6 December I992.
This seriously jeopardieed the resumed process of negotiations.

After the announcement for resumption of ker tetra, there were reports
about hectic and extensive preparations being made for the same. With a view to
defusing the serious situation, a mceting of the National Integration Council was
convened on 23 November 1992. The Council resolved that after considering all
aspects of the Babri Masiid-Ramianmabhumi dispute and the report of the govem-
ment, the Council extends its wholehearted support and cooperation in whatever
step the Prime Minister considers essential in upholding the Constitution and the
rule of law, and in implementing the Court‘s orders. Unfortunately, both the B]?
and VHP abstained from the meeting.
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In the contempt-related proceedings before the Hon'ble Supreme Court, on
ll] Novemh-er 1992, the Court directed that the Union Government should indicate
its stand in the matters so that the Hon'ble Court may have its assistance in
making such an order as would ensure enforcement of earlier orders of the Hon"ble
Court. Accordingly, on 23 November I992, the Solicitor General, inter ofia,
made the following submissions before the Hon'ble Supreme Court:

ta} In view of the wide ramifications of the Ramjanma bhumi-Babri Masj id
issue, the Government of India is prepared to give to the state government whatever
assistance is required in furtherance of the directions of the Hon‘ble Court; and

[bl The Government of India also assures the Hon'ble Court that the govern-
ment will take such action as may be directed by the Hon'ble Court to secure the
enforcement of its order.

The Government of India issued instructions on 24 November 1992 for
movement of central para-military forces to suitable locations in Uttar Pradesh.
The Government of Uttar Pradesh was informed on 24 November I992 itself that
these forces are being moved for being stationed at suitable locations in Uttar
Pradesh, so as to be available at a short notice if and when required by the state
government for deployment in connection with security of the Rarnjanrnabhumi-
Babri Masjid structure and maintenance of law and order, in view of the call
given by various organizations for commencement of ker set.-a in Ayodhya.

During the proceedings on 23 November I992, the Court had directed that
the state of Uttar Pradesh should spell out what convincing assurance it could
hold out to prevent the threatened violation of Court orders. However, on 25
November 1992, the state of Uttar Pradesh submitted an affidavit, inter afia,
asking for at least a week's time to have negotiations with the leaders of the VI-IP
and Dharma Sansad. The Court granted time only until Z? November 1992 and,
inter nlia, made it clear that if the Government of Uttar Pradesh does not come
up with a convincing stand that will reassure the Court that no violation of its
orders will be permitted, it might have to consider grant of the relief prayed for,
for the appointment of a Receiver or directions to the Central Government to
ensure obedience to the Court order. Among other things, the Court also toolt
note of the assurance of the counsel for the state of Uttar Pradesh that the state
government will seelt to persuade the religious groups to postpone the Irar seoa.

fin 2.7 November 1992., the state government filed an affidavit reiterating
its responsibility to prevent violation of the Court order and indicating the positive
response received in the negotiations with various parties connected with the
proposed lrnr sever. It was also stated that the state govermnent was now confident
that there will be no violation of the Court order and that Irar seen will be under-
taken without violating the Court orders. The Supreme Court was also requested
by the state of Uttar Pradesh to order most expeditious disposal of the land acqui-
sition case pending before the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court. The
Court adiourned the case to 23 November 1592 and instructed the state govern-
ment's counsel to file an affidavit giving, inter alter, an assurance that no construc-
tion material or machinery will be allowed into the site and no permanent or
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temporary structure in violation of the Court orders would be erected.
In its affidavit of 1? November I992, the state government also reiterated

that it is fully committed to safeguard and protect the disputed Ramjanmabhumi
structure in Ayodhya. The affidavit further stated that the state government has
been frequently reviewing security arrangements of the disputed structure and
has been taking all necessary steps to ensure its safety. It added that entry to the
disputed structure is carefully controlled, every person is checked before entry,
metal detectors and close-circuit TV are in operation and road barriers are also
used for controlling the crowd whenever necessary. It was also stated that the
state government has decided to deploy additional 15 companies of PAC and
additional police force for the security of the structure and for maintaining law
and order.

On 13 November 1992, an affidavit and an undertaking were filed on
behalf of the state government to the effect that the state government will ensure
that no construction machinery orconstruction material will move into the acquired
land and that no construction activity will take place or will be carried out as
long as the High Court's interim orders are in force in the writ petition pending
before it relating to the land acquisition. The state government, during the course
of submissions in the hearing, also expressed its readiness and willingness to
ensure, inter aha, that in the name of fear set-vi no constructional activity, either
temporary or permanent, would take place or be allowed to take place on the
acquired land. The state government further submitted that ker sew: would be a
symbolic occasion for carrying on certain religious activities and will not be
allowed to be exploited for any constructional activities, symbolic or otherwise.

The Hon'ble Supreme Court, in its order of 23 November 1992, took note
of the emphatic assurance and undertaking given by the state government and
abstained from granting the prayer sought in the interim application for the
appointment of a Receiver, keeping the application pending. The Hon'ble Court
decided to appoint a judicial Officer as an observer for a period of two weeks in
the first instance to observe and monitor the situation and submit a report to it
whenever, in his opinion, developments tending to be detrimental to the effectuation
of the Court's order talte place. A judicial Dfficer has since been appointed for
this purpose and started functioning.

In regard to the request of the state government for an expeditious decision
by the Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court in the writ petitions relating
to land acquisition, the Hon’ble Supreme Court agreed to request the High Court
to consider the expectations of the parties and the requirements of justice and
bestow on it such thought as it might consider proper.

The matter came up before the Hon'ble Supreme Court again on 30
November and I December 1992. In its order of I December I992, the Hon'ble
Supreme Court directed the state government as also the Central Government to
give due publicity to the fact that the proposed ker seva would not involve any
construction activity or moving of any building material into the acquired land,
with a view to informing all those concerned about the limitations of the purpose
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of the gathering, if any, at the place. During the proceedings, the Hon‘ble Court
also took note of certain deficiencies brought to notice regarding the security
arrangements for the Ramjanmabhumi~Babri Masjid structure. The Hon‘ble Court
felt that these may be brought to the notice of the state government, which should
give its constructive consideration to this matter. Accordingly, a note relating to
the deficiencies in the security of the disputed structure was handed over to the
state government counsel by the Attorney General. 1 have also written to the
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh at some length on this subject again on 1 December
1992.

Available reports indicate that the flow of ftor set.-‘nits into Ayodhya is conti-
nuing and by 2 December 1992, nearly 40,000 ker seunks had reached Ayodhya.
Elaborate preparations have reportedly been made by the organizers of the Itar
sevc for the purpose. The counsel for the Government of Uttar Pradesh had
informed the Hon'ble Supreme Court that B]? leaders were fanning out to different
places with a view to informing the ker results that there will be no constructional
activity during the Ircrsernt and it will be confined to religious functions. However,
there are reports to indicate that some leaders associated with the proposed ker
seen are asserting their intentions to undertake constructional activities during
Iznr sew.

I hope the Government of Uttar Pradesh will abide by its assurances given
to the Hon’ble Supreme Court in letter and spirit. Hon’ble Members will agree
that the matter is now at a very delicate stage and should be left to be dealt with
appropriately.

The contempt petition and other related matters will come up again before
the Hon'ble Supreme Court on 4 December 1992.

I am sure all political parties, organizations and groups will extend their
wholehea rted support in defusing the situation, strengthening the forces of demo—
cracy and secularism, and upholding the respect for judiciary and rule of law.

45. Assurances given by the Uttar Pradesh Government
to the High Court and Supreme Court

Uctob-er 1991, before the High Court in ‘WP 3540 of 1991.
. . . . That the purpose for which the land has been acquired has been clearly indi-
cated in the Notifications dated 110.1991 {Annexure No. 1'] and 10.10.1991
{Annexure No. Bl issued under Section 4 and S of the Land Acquisition Act res-
pectively. The land has been acquired for the development of tourism and providing
amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faiaabad. There has been no intention
of the state government to transfer it. . . .

November 1991, before the Supreme Court in WP lllflfl of I991
. . . . That the purpose for which the land has been acquired, has been clearly
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indicated in the Notification dated 110.1991 issued under Sections 4 and 6 of the
Land Acquisition Act respectively. The land has been acquired for the development
of tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faizabad.
There has been no intention of the state government to transfer it. Maps showing
the position clearly on a smaller and bigger scale are attached herewith as Annexure
Nos ‘C’ tit ‘D’ respectively.

That the state government has not violated any order of the Court. In fact,
there was no restrictive order against the state government. Moreover, the state
government has the statutory right to acquire any land in Uttar Pradesh, whether
subject matter of a suit or not, for a public purpose. . . .

. . . . That the state government has taken all necessary steps to protect the
disputed structure. . . .

January 1992, in the High Court in ‘WP No. 3540 of 1991
That it may be mentioned as follows:

la] Previously 5$.6'J"44 acres of land around and adjoining Shri Ramjanma-
bhumi Sthal was acquired or granted for the purposes of Ram Katha Park. The
land called Shri Ramjanmabhumi Sthal was left out. No plan for development of
Ram Katha Parlt could be completed without Shri Ramjanma bhumi Sthal being
included into it, as the Ram Katha Park was designed to be built around Shri
Ramjanmabhtuni. ‘With this end in view, the state govemment has further acquired
under the present notification 2..?'? acres of land of Ramjanmabhumi Sthal so
that an integrated plan can be prepared for development of this land to provide
amenities to pilgrims visiting Shri Ramjanmabhumi and to develop at Shri janma-
bhumi a tou risr centre.

{bl The plan is now being prepared after the present acquisition in which a
part of the land of Ramjanmabhumi will be left vacant for the renovation and
reconstruction of the temple of Bhagwan Shri Rama ‘Virajman there and its appur-
tenant facilities and conveniences through agencies decided upon by the state
govermnent.

{cl In view, however, of the pendency of litigation, the status quo relating to
the disputed structures shall be maintained till the dispute is not settled by the
court or by any other lawful process.

April 1992, in the High Court in WP 35?9 of 1991
. . . The purpose of acquisition was, as specified in the declaration by the govern-
ment, under Section 6 of the Land Acquisition Act vide Notification No. 3333!
41-33-BE dated Lucknow, 10 October 1991, annexure CA-1, the public purpose
of development of tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya. The
declaration is conclusive and cannot be questioned by the petitioners.

The allegation of malafide intentions is denied. In fa ct the foremost thing to
be done for achieving the object of developing tourism and providing amenities
to pilgrims at Ayodhya, is the renovation and reconstruction of the temple of
Bhagwan Shri Rama Lala Virajman at Shri Ramjanmabhumi, and the develop-
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ment of adjacent area as Ram Katha Park. The first essential step to be talten in
that direction is the clearance of the site of Shri Ramjarunabhumi of the several
structures and encroachments thereon. The next step is the development of Shri
Ramjanmabhumi Sthal by the government and in doing so the area of Shri Ram-
ianmabhumi and some more land adiacent thereto would have to be kept in
reserve for the renovation and reconstruction of the temple of Bhagwan Shri
Rama Viraiman there, and its appurtenances. All this development work is to be
completed, acoording to the decision of the government, from public funds in
accordance with plans approved by the government.

July 1992, in the High Court in WP 3540 of 1991
That in reply to the contents of paragraph 5 of the application it is stated that the
terms of this Court’s orders dated 25.10.1991 and of the Supreme Court's orders
dated 15.11.1991 will appear from the perusal thereof and the orders of the
Courts have not been violated by the opposite parties in any manner. The land
had been acquired by the Notification dated 110.1991 for the development of
tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya in district Faizabad.
The order dated 25.10.1991 of this Court permitted to make arrangements for
the purposes notified which would include providing of amenities to pilgrims at
Ayodhya. The state government, therefore, undertook the levelling of the land
for the aforesaid purpose. Every year people from all over the country visit
Ayodhya during the month of Shrawan for Sateen jlnrla. Sadhus and pilgrims
have been congregating in the acquired land since times immemorial throughout
the year and in greater number during Chaturrnas and on other festivals in this
very place, which is held to be holy. . . .

{a} According to the information received from the district administration,
Faizabad, a day or two before 9.?-‘.1992 the construction at the Shilanyes site
including the canopy was removed by the pilgrims and the sadhus present at the
site and as voluntary Ear Set-‘ti, on 9.9.1991 at the Sbilenyas site the laying of a
platform was commenced. Large crowds had gathered there and the platform is
now reported to be approximately of the size of TD feet by 30 feet and is about 3
feet thick. Both the removal as well as the laying of the platform were undertaken
by the pilgrim sadhus present at the site by way of krtrset.-rt at the place where the
Shilanyns was performed on 9.11.1989, without any obiection by the state govern-
ment and the Central Government.

[bl Neither the government nor the district administration or any other
government officer is party to the laying of the platform which was being done
by the pilgrims and sadhus.

{cl The U.P. govemment is fully committed to the protection of the disputed
structure. Full measures and arrangements have been made to ensure it. In addition,
adequate police force have been deployed for the protection of the structure round
the clock.

id] The state government has therefore taken all steps to ensure that the
structure stands fully protected and that no untoward incident ta lten place. It was
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not very clear about the nature and extent of the construction which had been
done as voluntary ker sets: at the Sbilariyas sire after the canopy and the construc-
tion had been removed. There were huge crowds of devotees, pilgrims and sodbtts
at the site at all times of day and night. The platform which is being laid is being
used during religious discourses for the devotees to sit on as otherwise, due to
rains, the ground was slushy.

le} It appears that no foundation itself was dug for laying the platform and
the concrete seems to have been spread on the already levelled land.

{F} Any attempt to use force with a large assembled crowd of seats and
sttdfms, and minor children and other pilgrims might result in breach of peace,
bloodshed and loss of innocent lives. This might also have serious repercussions
on the prevailing peaceful atmosphere in the state. It is likely to lead to large-
scale violence in the country.

[g}That the platform which is now being put would be of great use to the
pilgrims especially during the rainy season for the purpose of resting and seating
large crowds for listening to religious discourses and by its very nature an amenity
for the pilgrims and by reason of this, being only a platform, is not a structure, or
a permanent structure in the sense in which it is used in the orders of the Courts
dated 15.10.1991 and 15.11.1991.

{hl The orders pronounced by this Court on 15.11 992 were made available
on 16.1.1992 to the state government and the directions of the government were
communicated by the Chief Secretary to the Government of U.P. to the District
Magistrate, Faizabad by the letter dated 16.11991. A copy of which is being
enclosed as Annexure No. A-1 to this counter-a ffidavit, which was dispatched by
special messenger and reached the District Magistrate, Faizabad in the forenoon
of 1111991.

The District Magistrate, Faiaabad, was directed to take necessary steps to
ensure compliance of the orders of this Court. The District Magistrate with the
help of police, without the situation brealcing out into a law and order one but
consistent with the due implementation of the order of this Court dated 15.11 992,
is talting all necessary steps. Meanwhile, several rounds of dialogue have been
held by the District Magistrate and other officers with the stints, religious leaders
and other social leaders. . . .

9 July 1992, in the Supreme Court in WP 164 of 1992
. . . . That as regards the contents of paragraph 6 of the writ petition the Notification
and its contents are admitted. The obiect of the acquisition is as stated in the
Notifications. ln the plan of development that is being finalized, a part of the
land of Sri Ramianmabhumi is being left vacant for the renovation and recon-
struction of the temple. . . .

14 September 1992, in the Supreme Court in contempt petitions 9‘? and 1111
of 1991
1 In 1.1%. Ho. 311992 it was stated that Ra rnianmabhumi Nyas had sta rted construc-
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tion ofa concrete platform on 9.11 9'92. In an additional affidavit dated 1 1.192
it was stated that Shri Ashok Singhal had given a call to the members of VI-IP to
assemble at the site for carrying out construction. In the affidavit dated 14.011992
it was stated that construction of a permanent nature is being built at the disputed
site. I submit that the construction was neither undertaken by the. . . .

19. I deny averrnents in the affidavits filed in support of the contempt petition
that the government took no steps or that the government provided any direct or
indirect help for the construction. The allegation that water tankers were supplied
by the municipality for construction activity or that Ministers of the U.P. govern—
ment participated in the construction activity are denied. The allegations that
adequate security for protection of the disputed structure was not provided, is
also wrong and is denied. Consistent with the ground situation, all necessary
measures have been taken for security of the disputed structure and for compliance
with the order of this Hon'ble Court. It may be mentioned that provisions of
Section 144 Cr. P.C. could not be invoked because of possible apprehension of
provocation to fret settefzs and sadhus and possibility of defiance of any order
under Section 144 Cr. RC. by the large congregation which could have resulted
in a grave law and order situation. The allegation of the government aiding or
abetting the construction or of alienating the acquired land are denied.

15 November 1992, before the Supreme Court in IA No. 5
2. The state government has been giving grave and anxious consideration to the
situation arising from the call given for resumption of fear semi on the acquired
land. The state government agrees that the duty of preventing the violation of
orders of the Court lies on it and is its responsibility.

3. The state government is however constrained to point out that the course
suggested by the Central Government for preventing such violation will not be
the appropriate course as it will necessarily involve the use of force. To prevent
the congregation and flow of fur revolts in 2.7’? acres and to prevent the rnovernent
of construction machinery into the area can only be done by the use of police and
paramilitary forces.

4. In October 1990 in a similar situation the governtnent sought to use the
PAC and the paramilitary forces, for the purpose of blocking the entry of ker
seueits across the Saryu bridge and around the disputed structure and even the
entry of people into U.P. but the result was that in spite of this effort people were
able to overcome the police barricade and even have access to the disputed
structure itself. As a result, there was loss of many lives and injury to many
persons. A Commission of Enquiry has been appointed.

5. The state of U.P. believes sincerely that the solution to the problem lies in
negotiations and persuasion and use of force or the alternative suggested by the
Central Government should be resorted to, if at all, as a last alternative.

6. The state of U.P. therefore is of the firm view that in the first instance,
efforts should be made for negotiations and persuasion.

1 The state of U.P. would therefore be seeking direct negotiation with the
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leaders of the VI-ll’ and the leaders of the Dharam Sansad for the purpose. So that
the solution for achieving the religious aspirations should be achieved without
violating the orders of the Court. If this were to be done, the state government
will need at least a week to report to the Court the outcome of its negotiations
with the leaders mentioned earlier.

8. The state submits that it would be in the interest of maintaining the
majesty of judicial institution and peace and harmony in the country that the
state government should be given this time of a week for achieving the laudable
end.

2? November 1992, in the Supreme Court in IA Ho. 5
. . . . The process of negotiation with various parties has been initiated by the
state government. The response has been positive. The letter of Swami Chin-
mayanandji, Member of Parliament, and a senior functionary of the Sri Ram
Kat Seva Samiti would confirm this. The state government is now confident that
as long as the writ petitions regarding acquisitions are pending and the interim
orders of the High Court are in force no construction, permanent or temporary,
will take place, though to allay the religious aspirations of the Rama bhakts, kor
sew: other than by way of construction, as stated, may take place.

4. That the state government is confident that giving some more time will
bring some positive results out of these talks.

.5. The actual situation on 2.1? acres and in its vicinity has not deteriorated
till now. There has not been any development on the ground which can be construed
as being detrimental to the observance of the orders of the Court. According to
the report dated 26.11.1992 received from the District Administration, Faizabad,
so far there has been no arrival of ker set.-*e.lts in Ayodhya and there is no congre-
gation on 2.7’? acres or around it. Also no fresh building material or construction
machinery has arrived in Ayodhya in connection with the call for ker setvt.

ti. The state government again submits that negotiation and persuasion is
the best course of action to handle the situation.

1 The state government is fully competent to prevent the violation ofCourt's
order and the assistance of force offered by the Central Government is not necessary
in the present circumstances. It may be mentioned that the present government of
U.P. has an enviable record of maintaining law and order in the state, particularly
in maintaining communal harmony.

E. Even in july 1992, the government had succeeded in getting liar seuo on
2.1? acres discontinued through negotiations and persuasion.

9. The state government reiterates that it is fully committed to safeguard
and protect the disputed Ramjanmabhumi structure in Ayodhya. The state govern-
ment has been frequently reviewing security arrangements of the disputed structure
and has been taking all necessary steps to ensure its safety. Entry to the disputed
structures is carefully controlled and every person is checked before entry. Metal
detectors and closed circuit TV are in operation. Road barriers are also used for
controlling the crowd whenever necessary. Recently, the state government has
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decided to deploy additional 15 companies of PAC and additional police force
for the security of the structure and for maintaining law and order.

10. Thus the state government is fully competent to ensure the safety of the
structure without any additional central force.

11. The state government submits that no development has talten place till
now to warrant any anxiety or to doubt the competence of the state government
to deal with the situation. According to the state government, there appears no
need to entrust the prevention of violation of the Court's order to any authority
other than the state government. If any other authority is so entrusted, it will
amount to abandonment of the course of negotiationfpersuasion and is likely to
lead to avoidable use of force.

12. That the state government shall always act to fulfil its constitutional
obligations and requests this Hon'ble Court to ensure the most expeditious disposal
of the land acquisition case pending before the High Court in Lucknow to strengthen
the hands of the state government in its handling of the religious groups.

28 November 1992, before the Supreme Court in IA No. 5
2. The state government would like to place on record the further progress the
negotiations have taken. The on-going process of discussions and negotiations
with the religious leaders and the leaders of the V1-IP have been fruitful, as a
result of which Srnt Rajmata Scindia, senior leader and trustee of the VHF has
sent a letter to the Chief Minister of U.P. which is self—explanatory. The letter is
annexed herewith and marked as Annexure I.

3. As already stated, the state government is now confident that as long as
the writ petitions regarding acquisition are pending and the interim orders of the
High Court are in force no construction, permanent or temporary, will take place
though to satisfy the religious aspirations of the Ram bbakts, leer set-'a other than
by way of construction as stated may take place.

4. The state government is confident that there will be no movement of con-
struction machinery or construction materials into the acquired land of 2.17’
acres and therefore, the question of machinery or building material being moved
from the site of the Lakshmana temple or Seshavatar temple [which is adjacent
to the acquired land} into the acquired 2.1? acres does not arise.

5. The state government sincerely believes that if the religious aspirations
of the people of this country who have faith in the Shri Ramjanmabhumi by per-
forming ltar send in the manner mentioned above or without violating the orders
of the Court is to take place, there will be total peace and harmony reigning in
Ayodhya. Df this the government is certain, especially because of the hope created
in the minds of the people that the orders of the Court will not indefinitely stand
in the way of the legitimate objectives of the people. 5th December 1992 is Cieeta
jayrmti and tith of December 1992 has been fixed for ker sew: as being a very
auspicious malmret. In these circumstances it is submitted that no orders, what-
soever, are called for on the applications made by the petitioners, i.e. IA Ho. 5 of
1992, so that justice may be done, except to direct the High Court to deliver the
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judgement in the acquisition writ petitions most expeditiously, to strengthen the
hands of the state government in its handling of the situation.

|From Government of India, White Paper on Ayodhya, 1993. F'P- E4-3?]

46. How the Chief justice of India M.M. Venkatachaliah‘s
rulings in the Supreme Court enabled demolition of the Babri
Masjid

A judge is most ill-advised to comment publicly on his judgement while in office
or immediately on his retirement. But justice M.M. 'lv"enltatachaliah's interview
to PTI on 31 October 1994, only a week after retirement as Cjl, must be welcomed
for two reasons. One is that it reveals, far more than he intended, his ‘public
philosophy‘, to use Lippmann‘s words. ‘In my opinion secularism cannot mean
anti-majority.‘ None in his senses says it does. But, that is the standard formulation
of the Sangh Parivar. You now have it from a former C]l.

The remark was made in a specific context—to stop the ‘limited’ worship
going on since I9 januaty 1993, at the makeshift temple set up the moment the
Babri mosque was demolished, ‘would have meant taking away the undisputed
[sic] right of the majority of Hindus who were not patties to the “despicable” act
of demolition‘. There follow in direct quotes specious arguments in support of the
majority judgement on the President's reference for an advisory opinion.

The second reason in his exultation in a public statement at the conviction
of the former U.P. Chief Minister, Mr Kalyan Singh, for contempt of court by a
Bench of the Supreme Court comprising him and justice G.N. Ray, on 24 October,
just a day before the C]! retired {November 1994}. {This Bench heard the Ayodhya
cases in 1992]. It should, PT] reported him as saying, ‘serve as a lesson to anyone
who attempted to disobey orders of the courts in the country’. The truth is the
very opposite of this tall claim. The two judges allowed the Chief Minister to go
scot-free with violations of the Supreme Court's own order of 25 November 1991
and the Allahabad High Court’s order of 15 july 1992. Unchecked, he proceeded
to commit the outrage of the demolition of the Babri Masjid on 6 December
I992—for which he is yet to be punished for contempt, other offences apart.

Only ifthe Court had hauled him up for contempt well before 6 December
that the perpetrators of the crime would have been deterred. Mr P.V. Narasimha
Rao is culpable of wilful inaction as Prime Minister and head of the executive.
Justice M.M. Venltatachaliah bears an equal responsibility for the demolition as
head of the country’s judiciary for his refusal to exercise judicial power when he
ought to have and when it had meaning.

In a judgement delivered on 26 November 1992, to which he was party, the
Supreme Court said:

If a person committing such gross contempt of court were to get the impression
that he will get off lightly it would be a most unfortunate state of affairs. Sympathy
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in such a case has no meaning. I-[is action calls for deterrent punishment so that it
also serves as an example to others and there is no repetition of such a contempt by
others. [Mohammed Asians it Union of India and Others, 1994, I5 SCC 442]

Petitions for contempt for violations of the Supreme Court's order of S November
1991 had been filed as early as in February and March 1992. That order, based
on the Chief Minister's assurance to the National Integration Council, held the
state government ‘fully responsible for the protection of the Ramjanmabhumi-
Ba bri Masjid structures‘. The state government had acquired 2.177’ acres of land
around the mosque on 7‘ October 1991 on the manifestly false pretext of ‘develop-
ment of tourism and providing amenities to pilgrims at Ayodhya‘. From February
to july 1992, the land was levelled after certain buildings, including the Sankat
Mochan temple complex, were demolished.

On 9 july began the ker seva for the construction of a Rama temple while
the contempt petitions were still pending before the Supreme Court. These aggra-
vating developments were brought to its notice. Meanwhile, on 15 july, Allahabad
High Court made an order restraining the state and other defendants ‘from raising
any [sic] construction on the land. If there is any necessity for doing something on
the land for its use prior permission from the Court would be obtained‘. The fear
seua, however, went on. To quote the Government of India's White Paper, relied
on by the Supreme Court itself: ‘In july 1992, however, construction by way of
ltur set-vr was started on a part of the acquired land despite Court orders to the
contrary‘.

On 26 July the fzar set-'a was stopped. Not because of the Court‘s orders, but
pursuant to the tallts held by the Prime Minister which resulted in his appeal on
24 july to ‘the rants and mabants to immediately stop the ker seua‘ in order to
facilitate talks.

On 5 August the Supreme Court appointed a committee comprising its
Registrar General and two technical experts to report inter alia on the nature,
size and alignment of structures on the land, and the nature of the works executed,
especially a platform ‘said to exist‘ there.

The C]'l‘s judgement
We must, however, indicate that the report of the Expert Committee headed by
Shri S. Rai, Registrar General, was of the month of August, 1991. But the significance
of the report as to the nature and extent of work and whether it could be related to
the month of july is determined by the fact that on Uttar Pradesh government‘s
own admission the work had stopped on 16.fl?.15l92. It is, therefore, permissible
to relate the factual state of construction indicated in the Expert Committee's
Report to what must be presumed to have been carried out in the month of july,
1992 itself. We have no hesitation in finding that there was massive work undertaken
and executed on the land in violation of the Court's orders.

The experts‘ report cited details of the construction and noted: ‘If one desires, a
modified form of a classical temple can be related to this configuration . . . the
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magnitude of the work is such that it could not have been carried out without the
use of construction equipment such as water-tankers, cement concrete mixers,
concrete vibrators, earth-moving equipment, etc.‘

Nor was that all. The judgement also recorded: ‘Ho other material than
the very admissions of the state authorities are sufficient to justify a finding that
there were such violations of the C-ourt‘s orders‘. It proceeds to quote from the
chief engineer's report appended to the counter-affi davit of the Principal Secretary
to the U.P. Government Home Department. (‘Foundation concrete has been laid.
. .'}. The state‘s Home Secretary himself said: ‘According to the statements of
those involved in the construction work it was intended to be the first step towards
putting up of the "Singh Dwar” of the proposed Ram Mandir as and when the
same would be constructed.‘

The judgement also quoted a report, dated 18 july 1992, by the DM and
the SP to the Chief Secretary on the nature and extent of the construction. They
quoted the ‘W-IF leaders‘ flat refusal to abide by the order of 15 july.

Mr Kalyan Singh's defence, strikingly similar to what he said after 6 Decem-
ber, is set out in the judgement:

The purport of the defence . . . does not seem to dispute that constructions of a
substantial nature were carried out on the land in the month of july, 1991. Implicit
in these admissions is that had these works and activities been carried out by the
State Government and its authorities, there would be no doubt whatsoever that
they constitute a flagrant violation of the orders of the Court.

What was, however, pleaded was that a large number of pilgrims and sadhus had
collected there. ‘It was urged that these pilgrim—sadf:us embarked upon the con-
struction of the cement concrete platform and that their number was so large that
any coercive preventive action would have triggered off an adverse reaction
which might have endangered the safety of the disputed “Ramjanmabhumi-Babri
Masjid structure“.’

This defence was rejected. ‘A mere perusal of the photographs justifies an
inference that the large workforce at the site does not consist of mere sadhus but
justifies the inference that professional workmen had been deployed at the site.‘
The Court also observed:

There is no mention in any of the affidavits of any of the officers as to what reason-
able measures the Government took to prevent the inflow of constructional material
such as large quantities of cement, mortar. . . . If reasonable steps are not taken to
prevent the violation of the orders of the Court, Government cannot be heard to
say that violation of the orders were at the instance of others. The presumption is
that the Government intended not to take such preventive steps.

All this was known in 1992, two years before the judgement. .
justice Venkatachaliah‘s judgement raises questions which brook no evasion.

If the experts‘ committee appointed by the Supreme Court reported in August
1992 in terms as it did to warrant the inference ‘that there was massive work
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undertaken and executed on the land in violation of the Court's orders‘, why did
it take the Court two years and two months to pronounce on so palpable, outra-
geous and consequential a contempt?

As an English judge said, ‘The law should not be seen to sit by limply,
while those who defy it go free and those who seek its protection lose hope.‘ A
judgement of the Supreme Court delivered in 1992 on the law ofcontempt devoted
several paragraphs to emphasize that ‘the special feature of the procedure to be
followed in contempt proceeding is the summary procedure which is recognized
not only in India but also abroad.“ [Rosban Lal Abuja u. Union of India and
Others, 1993, 4 soc 445 at ass, P.-its 16]

The ‘procedure which the Court adopted in this case was inexplicably dila-
tory‘. This brings one to a distressing feature of the judgement. It cites the experts‘
reports and affidavits all of which were surely available by August or September
1992. It also records: ‘Though the proceedings for suo moru contempt against the
then Chief Minister of the state of Uttar Pradesh and its officers in relation to the
happening of 6.12.1 992 were initiated those are pending and shall be dealt with
independently.‘

The record, sadly, is not set out fully or fairly in the judgement. it would
have revealed that despite the experts’ report of.-august 1992, proceedings on the
contempt petition went on right till the cue ofthe demolition of the mosque on 6
December I992. Had the Court pronounced the judgement, say in September;
soon after it received the experts ‘ report and the respondent's replies and hauled
up the Chief Minister for contempt, the crime of 6 December would not have
talten place.

There is a yet more distressing aspect to this episode. justice "l"'enkatachaliah‘s
judgement of 24 October 1994 brims with righteous indignation which his florid
rhetoric seems inadequate to convey. Alas, not only was there not the slightest
trace of any such indignation between 5 August and 6 December 1992 but a
consistent refusal on his part and justice Ray's to heed the warnings of the petition-
ers‘ counsel and, indeed, of the Attorney General, Mr Milon K. Banerji, as well.
Reading the judgement, one would not suspect that any proceedings on these
petitions for contempt took place after S August at all. They did, contrary to the
impression which the judgement conveys, and took a bizarre course and with
disastrous results.

The negotiations between the parties, initiated by the Prime Minister, were
broken off by the VI-IP. It announced on 23 October its decision to resume Eur
seua, saying, ‘and this time it will not stop under any circumstances‘. On 31
October, the Dharam Sansad appointed the date. ‘All must leave for Ayodhya the
moment the signal is given. Everybody has to be there on 6 December.‘ A clear
warning of a repeat of the events of july and of the plea which the Court knew by
now to be false—the state's helplessness in view of a massive crowd. Even now
the Supreme Court could and should have decided on the contempt petitions—as
it did two years later—and saved the mosque. Its actions-—rather inactiort—then
speak louder than its rhetoric of today.
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On 2D November 1992, during the hearings of the contempt petitions,
counsel for the petitioners told the Court that with the announcement of the kar
seua they were heading towards the same situation as in july-blatant violations
of the Court‘s orders with the state pleading helplessness. It had taken time from
the Court on successive dates. The Court advised them ‘to shed an adversarial
approach‘ and asked the Central Govemment to spell out its stand on 23 November,
which it did that day [Pritam Pal tr. High Court ofhladlrya Pradesh, 1993, Supp.
1 SCCSZ9 at 542 and 546, Paras 30 and 51; Naueed ‘far Khan u. State of U.P!
and Others, 1992, Supp. 2 SCC 21).

But on 23 November the Court asked the Uttar Pradesh government to spell
out by 25 November how it would implement the Court‘s orders prohibiting con-
struction of a temple. The Solicitor General, Mr Dipankar Gupta, informed the
Court in a formal written statement that talks between the parties ‘have broken
down‘. It makes poignant reading.

It said:

In july the state government said that the congregation assumed such proportions
that it was not found possible to stop the construction. The Central Government
today says that stage should not he allowed to recur. Two things are required.
One. thata congregation ofthat kind be not allowed. Two. madrinerjy and materials
of construction, it should be ensured, are not brought.

It concluded: ‘. . . the situation on the ground is escalating day by day.
Statements are already there that the assembly will start from 2? November.
Therefore, urgent orders are required from this Court.‘

justice Venkatachaliah told Mr K.K. ‘iienugopal, counsel for the state govem-
ment and the Chief Minister: ‘The time for reckoning has now come. Don‘t you
think this kind of defiance of law by political patties weakens the democratic
structure? We have had enough of it.‘

Yet, on 2.5 November the Court gave ‘a last opportunity‘ to the state govem-
ment to persuade the groups to defer the kar seua. The Attorney General strongly
opposed the grant of any time and said that the state was only playing for time
for men and material to arrive on the site. He said, ‘The Court must do something
today since one or two days may be absolutely vital.‘ He spoke ‘with the fullest
sense of responsibility since reports showed that the situation was building to a
boiling point‘.

The judgement
justice Venkatachaliah asked the AG: ‘Have you facts to show that the situation
is deteriorating?‘ Evidently, his Lordship did not read the newspapers. But in the
light of his indignant judgement of 24 October 1994—based on material that
existed in August 1992.—how is one to explain these remarks which he made that
day, on 15 November 1992: ‘Preparation is not an offence. Only on our fullest
satisfaction before us that the state government has failed in its duty will we pass
any orders. The locus penitentium is still not crossed by them. We will see when
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they do‘ [vide Achhan Rizui tr. State of U.P. and Others, 1994, 6 SCC I-‘$1,
Court's Order of 20 November I992; p. 7'52, Order of 25 November 1992; p.
7'56, Order of 28 November 1992; p. 763, Order of 30 November 1992; p. T61,
Order of 1 December 1992; and p. 262, Order of 4 December 1992 adjourning
the hearing to 7‘ December 1992, the day after the demolition. These are the pre-
demolition orders. The proceedings were fully reported in the leading English
dailies}.

Remember, the Court was then seized of petitions for contempt for violations
of its order of 25 November 1991 and the High Court's of 15 july 1992. The
experts‘ report of August 1992 proved the violations. Yet, the Court refused to
pronounce judgement, shut its eyes to the deteriorating situation on the ground,
ignored the warnings of the highest law officers and their pleas for orders, and
persisted in giving time to the offenders. For what? ls this how the summary
power of contempt is to be exercised? Unfortunately, justice Venkatachaliah‘s
observations virtually exonerated the offenders. To repeat, how do you reconcile
the belated indignation on 24 October 1994 with the benign indulgence on 25
November 1992?

On 27 November 1992, the Supreme Court gave the U.P. government a
day's time to give an undertaking that it would not allow construction work. The
imdertaking—by proven contemnors—came on 28 November. The Court's order
recorded the prophetic fears expressed by counsel for the petitioners:

Shri Sharma said that once a large mass of humanity is allowed to congregate on
the spot, the state govern ment, on its own self-confessed inability or disinclination
to use force against the devotees, would achieve indirectly what it was forbidden to
do directly. Shri Sharma asserts that the previous experience of what happened
between tith and 26th july 1992, should put the Court on guard and examine very
closely whether the state government is adopting a stratagem to enable collection
of a large mass of people who ultimately will be allowed to, and formally blamed,
for taking the law into their own hands and pleading its own helplessness.

The Court ignored these feats and rejected the plea to decide the pending contempt
petitions. It preferred, consciously, to accept assurances by proven contemnors as
‘the positive side of the developments‘.

The effect of this order was noted by the press. As one journal put it, the
Court ‘cleared the decks for Hindu religious groups to commence lrar set-Pa‘. It
merely appointed a judicial officer to ‘observe and monitor the situation‘ and
report. Once again, the Attorney General, Mr Milon Banerji, warned that, on
the basis of the latest reports, all he could say was that the ground situation had
worsened and ‘each day‘s delay may be really fatal‘.

On 1 December the AG infomied the Court of Mr Kalyan Singh‘s letter to
the Centre, the day before, demanding withdrawal of the Centte‘s paramilitary
forces. It rejected his plea for orders thereon and for an order asking U.P. to co-
ordinate with the Centre for a contingency plan.

It simply directed the Centre and the state to publicize its orders on AIR and
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DD and asked the state to collaborate with the Centre on security measures. The
AG reminded the Court: ‘We know that he (Mr Kalyan Singh] failed in july. Our
concern is of the consequences that may fall out if anything happens now, and the
consequences may be too hideous to contemplate.‘ These words did not arouse
the Court‘s concern. Instead, it expressed on 4 December its concern for the
health of, and sanitation facilities for, the fear seuoks.

The Bench met on 6 December after the mosque was demolished. justice
Venkatachaliah remarked, ‘Unfortunately, we were not able to assess the magni-
tude of the problem. Only thing we can now do is to restore all the three domes
at the earliest.‘ Even Mr K.K.. Venugopal, counsel for the Chief Minister and the
state government, supported the idea: ‘The Court is not powerless. It can order
restoration of all the three domes irnrnediately so that the faith of the people
remain in the rule of law.‘ Significantly, the AG opposed this: ‘Your Lordships
will not say anything.‘ No such order was made, of course.

The neirt day the Bench said it would punish all who had violated its order
of 15 November 1991. When justice Venltatachaliah claimed, ‘No one thought
of an attaclt on the structure‘, counsel for one of the petitioners, Mr Gobind
Multhoty, reminded him that his client's affidavit of I December had pointed out
the threat to the structure, and if a Receiver he sought had been appointed, the
situation could have been averted. The Court had reiected the plea for a Receiver.
The AC had placed before the Court intelligence reports accompanied by an oral
statement that the mosque itself was under grave threat from the numbers galllerotl
in Ayodhya. The AG and both counsel for the petitioners, Messrs Gobind Mukhoty
and A.P. Sharma, had sought orders to limit the number of fear seualts but the
Court bad said that their orders prohibited only construction and not numbers.

The Court issued show ca use notices for contempt to Mr Kalyan Singh and
others on 18 December. He appeared before it on 19 januaty I993. They were
given time till 15 March to file replies. The matter came up for hearing on 19
March and was adjourned indefinitely without any hearing. Two years after the
crime of 6 December 1992, the contempt case against Mr Kalyan Singh and
others yet awaits heating. justice Venkatachaliah retired on 25 October 1994
after delivering judgement the day before on the earlier contempts.

Writing in India Today of 15 November I993, Mr Manoi Mitta noted that
‘the Court has not held a single hearing in the last eight months‘. He attributed it
to the affidavits filed by the contemnors:

Investigations by frrd'i'a‘ Today show that these affidavits have turned the tables on
the apex Court. They have made it impossible for the Court to pursue the case
without having to face embarrassing questions about its own role in the whole
affair. For example, did the Supreme Court itself not embolden the liar sewrks by
its inaction after the construction of a platform at the Ayodhya site in july 1991 in
defiance of its status quo order? Did the Attorney General, l'vlr Milon Banerjee, not
inform the Court on Z? November I992, that the Intelligence Bureau had warned
of danger to the mosque?
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A year later, the same correspondent interviewed justice Venlcatachaliah after he
had retired [India Today, I5 November 1994}. The questions were blunt; the
answers were astonishing: [Q] ‘How did you suddenly start hearing Ayodhya-
related matters on the eve of your retirement? ‘Why did you not show this urgency
earlier?’ Ht.) ‘Our system of assessing the competing priority of ca ses is not fully
developed. I admit there is some ad hocism in it. . . .'

Hearing
|IQ.}| As Chief justice, you could have got your Bench to hear these cases much
earlier.
~fA.l That was not entirely in my hands. The constitution of a Bench is subject to the
availability and commitments of my brother judges.
IIQJ ‘Why have you not talten any action on the contempt of court related to the
demolition of the Babri Masjid? In what way is it any less of a blow to the rule of
_aw than the recent Allahabad High Court incident, on which you acted so
promptly?
IA.) You cannot compare cases in that manner. The proceedings on the 6 December
event expanded as more parties sought to be impleaded. . . .

‘Whatever be the reason for the inaction on the Court's suo mots: notices to
Mr Kalyan Singh, justice MIN. Venltatachaliah would have had a better judicial
record by not pronouncing the judgement he did on 24 October I994, with its
profuse and incongruent references to the rule of law. Press interviews in justifi-
cation make matters worse still. A dignified silence and calm introspection would
be more becoming.

[First printed in The Statesman, I E January 1995; reproduced in AJG. Noorani, Citizens‘
Rights, fridges and State Accountability, Uxford University Press, Delhi, 1002, pp. $6-
s5.]
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